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Only one -fifth of the story! 
Yes, STC Components Group 
is able to supply you with about 
five times the number of 
different types of components 
shown-off the shelf. And the 
range of components is being 
extended all the time. If your 
requirements are urgent, STC 
Electronics Services Division 
offers same day despatch. 

Each STC Division maintains an 
Applications Department with 
Engineers ready to help you 
choose the most suitable and 
most economic components and 
circuits for your equipments 
or systems. 
Wherever your location on the 
map, STC Components Group, 
made up of nine successful 
Divisions and a single mobilized 
field force, can put the finest 
components service right on your 

doorstep. The Group is 
represented in practically 
every country through ITT 
(International Telephone and 
Telegraph Corporation). 
To obtain your copy of the STC 
'Designers Digest' write, phone 
or telex STC Components Group, 
Footscray, Sidcup, Kent. 
Telephone: FOOtscray 3333. 
Telex: 21836. 

high-grade components byST C 
COMPONENTS GROUP 

WW -001 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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MULiIMINOR 

The Avo Multiminor Mk4 is the latest 

version of this well -proven multi -range 

measuring instrument. Designed and ass- 

embled to high standards of reliability, the 

Avo Multiminor offers simple yet instant 

range selection with a single rotary switch, 

There is only one pair of sockets for all 

measurements, and the scale plate is clearly 

marked for easy reading. 

Accuracy ,s within the limits laid down in 

B.S.S. 890954 for up to 3f scale length 

industrial portable instrumerts. 

Panclimatic construction enables the Multiminor to 

be used in. all types of climatic conditions.' The 

instrument is supplied in an attractive black carrying 
case; complète with interchangeable test prods and 
clips, and a multi -language instruction booklet. 

for full details. 

'1 OO T, T I) AVOCET HOUSE 92-96 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD LONDON S.W.1 Telephone: V/Ctoria 3404 M. 
WW -003 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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CHEAP 

AT 

20 
TIMES 

THE 
PRICE 

WW -004 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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First things first: 
'ARKLONE' is a pure liquid, 
boiling point 47°C, 
chemical nomenclature 
1.1.2. trichlorotrifluoroethane; 
non-flammable, non-toxic. 

Now for the graph. Well, there was this customer who converted his 

cleaning process from hand cleaning, using isopropyl alcohol and a team 

of girls, to a total immersion process using 'ARKLONE' ultrasonically 

irradiated in a suitably designed plant. 

0.119- 

MOH 

gains V 

IIII .1r ' P D 51 

MOO 

tr. 
t 0e . 

£500 

ii. 
11000 20.000 10.000 40.000 50.000 60.000 

Nwba I Fulled circuit head el aned 625044444 

BEFORE 
Hand cleaning, by girls using alcohol: 

Capital cost and depreciation 

Labour charges 

Solvent consumption 
(4 gals. per week at 3/6 per gal.) 

Services 

Total/year 

nil 

2083 

36 

nil 

8 

2119 8 

AFTER 
Immersion cleaning with 'ARKLONE', 
cleaning in batches in an ultrasonic plant 
operated by one man: 

Capital cost (plant written off 
in one year) 

Labour charges 

Solvent consumption 
(1 gallon/week at 
14.13.9 per gallon) 

Services (electricity and water) 

Total/year 

800 
500 

234 

17 

1551 

This cus orner saved £570 on the first year's working after deducting capital cost. And, in fact, probably rather more 

than this, because the number of rejects formerly produced by harsh solvent action and handling was not known, 

nor the cost of insurance premiums (isopropyl alcohol is highly flammable and toxic-'ARKLONE' is neither, and 

makes working conditions safer and more pleasant). His operations are concerned with cleaning printed circuit 

boards, and 'ARKLONE' is particularly good at that, because it does not attack the metals, plastics, resins and 

elastomers normally used in this kind of construction. 
'ARKLONE' is also first-class at cleaning computer core memories, tape recording and play-back heads, and 

other components consisting wholly or partly of plastics materials, or containing resins or olastomers-spectacle 
frames, for instance. 

We'll say it again : 'ARKLONE' is a costly cleaning solvent that would be cheap at twenty times the price ! 

If you want to work out the cost of changing your cleaning process to 'ARKLONE'-get in touch with ICI. One 

of our representatives will be glad to assist you. 

IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED, LONDON S.W.1 

`ARKLONE' 
'ARKLONE' is the ICI registered 
trade name for 'ARCTON' 113 ARES 

WW -005 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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BY APPOINTMENT TO Y, T SUPPLIERS OF MOBILE 

H.R.H. THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH t .._,.. G,af RADIOTELEPHONE EQUIPMENT 

ij7j'CAMBRIDGE' 
Radfilephâné 

A new high standard in Mobile Radiotelephone design 
Fully transistorised receiver Printed circuit sub -assemblies Sealed I.F. block filters IS Dustproof and splashproof 

GPO approved and meeting American and European specifications 100 Milliamps receiver drain A.M. or F.M. versions 

25 Kc s or 50 Kc/s channelling U Single or six channel 

PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED 
CAMBRIDGE ENGLAND TELEPHONE: TEVERSHAM (CAMBRIDGE) 3131 TELEX No. 81166 

NW -006 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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THE ( Ba n lta m 
TWO-WAY RADIOTELEPHONE 

a Fully Transistorised 
Walkie- Talkie! 

In the tradition of the 
outstanding Cambridge and 
Vanguard Radiotelephones, 
Pye have produced the 
Bantam, a brilliantfullytran- 
sistorised Walkie-Talkie. 

Fully transistorised Transmitter and Receiver 

Long endurance with Rechargeable 
or Dry Batteries 
Crystal Filter selectivity 

Lightweight 41bs. (1.82 kg.) 
Frequency Band 25-174 Mcls. 
Weatherproof 
Air Registration Board approved for light 

Reliability and accessibility of components aircraft category Ill 
Very high performance Receiver Approved by G.P.O. to Spec. W6395 

Intrinsically safe version available 

PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD. 
EL M 3131 

CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND. TelexFNo.a81166 

{VW -O07 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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own to 300 pV 

Marconi Instruments 

present a new 

challenge in VHF 

voltage measurement 
VHF ELECTRONIC VOLMETER TYPE TF 2603 
An entirely new, Lully transistorised millivoltmeter for direct voltage 
measurement from 30011V to 3V at frequencies up to 1,500 Mc/s, and 
up to 300V at 500 Mc/s. The -1-inch diameter probe uses a pair of fast 
germanium diodes in a full -wave circuit. Response is close to r.m.s. 
with inputs of less than 30 mV and peak in the 0.5V to 3V region. 
Accessories include a 100:1 multiplier for measurements up to 300V. 

WW -008 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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up to 1500 Mcis 

Price: £290 including 100:1 multiplier 

Please write or telephone for full 
technical and commercial information about 

this new instrument. On specification, 
performance and value for -money, 

Marconi instruments challenge comparison 
with any in the world. 

Targeted for the real 
needs of the electronic industry 

Low-level signal measurement in semi -conductor 
circuits 

Measurement of transistor parameters 

Voltage measurement on strip -line circuits 

Measurements at locations remote from mains supplies 

Elimination of measurement errors due to circuit 
earth loops 

Noise measurements. Distortion measurements 

bnpedance measurements at low voltage using a 

Circuit Magnification Meter 

Detection of unwanted oscillations in wide -band 
amplifiers 

Tuning narrow -band amplifiers 

Testing frequency response in filters 

Null detection in wide -band bridge measurements 

A GOOD NAME FOR GOOD MEASURE 

MARCONI 
INSTRUMENTS 

Marconi Instruments Limited 
Longacres, St. Albans. Herts. 

Tel: St. Albans 59292 Telex: 23350 
IC109 

WW -009 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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TREBLE BASS 

musical balance 
All amplifiers-or nearly all-have bass and treble controls. 
All bass and treble controls, not unnaturally, increase and 
reduce the bass and treble, but here the similarity ends! 
The bass control on the QUAD varies both slope and turn- 
over in four frequency discriminative networks of equal 
impedance. The channels are locked to eliminate phase - 
shift so that the stereo image is maintained at all settings. 
The treble operates midway between variable slope and 
variable step so that it is possible to adjust musical brilliance 
while maintaining natural harmonic balance. 
A Level position may be selected within 0.5 dB 20-20,000 c/s. 
while other settings are guaranteed within ±1.5 dB of the 
published calibrations. 
Of course, when programme sources become consistently 
good, tone controls will not be necessary, but meanwhile 
how is musical balance achieved on your amplifier? 

For the closest approach to the original sound. 
Our slogan for fifteen years and our design objective for 
twice that long. Ask your dealer for details of the QUAD 
range of high fidelity units or write direct to Ref. W.W. 
Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Huntingdon. Hunting- 
don 361. 

(2) viaJ 
W W-ui0 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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everyone can mechanize and profit . . 

Business may be brisk, with everyone working ; but 
where are all the profits? Something is robbing 
your company of its expected returns. Labour 
costs are rising 8% a year; values of factory space 
and production machinery are rising fantastically. 
Under -utilization of these high -cost productive 
elements through inefficient handling operations 
is your worst enemy, and British industry is 

estimated to waste £800 million yearly in this way. 
Even if your business is not large, don't ignore the 

mec artica 

hauen ling exhibition 

10/20 MAY,1966, EARLS COURT, LONDON 

big savings possible with mechanized handling. 
Many new ideas are discovered at every Mechani- 
cal Handling Exhibition-a survey in 1964 revealed 
that 47% of visitors had seen something new. 
Mechanization is your best investment-simple 
low-cost devices often produce remarkable results. 
See thousands of new ideas from over 300 
exhibitors at the Mechanical Handling Exhibition, 
Earls Court, 10-20 May. Don't miss this important 
event-mail the enquiry coupon now. 

Mail this coupon now for free tickets and further details 

To the Manager, Mechanical Handling Exhibition, 
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1 

NAME (nierse p,inlJ.......... 

FIRM ... 

ADDRESS 

45B 

WW -0l1 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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HUE'S' VEQSAT/LITY FO/ YOU. 

The 

Twin recording 
amplifiers 

Rear sockets 
duplicated 
on front panel 

Bjenell MONO/STEREO HI-FI TAPE LINK 
variable bias Twin playback pre -amplifiers Push-pull bias/erase 

oscillator 

Instant comparison Dual concentric 
of original and gain controls for 
recorded signals recording amplifiers and 

playback pm -amplifiers 
Frequency correction 
for 4 tape speeds 

Designed for use with 2/2 or 2/4 track heads 

Built to the same high standards as our tape recorders and decks 
this HI-FI TAPE LINK has been developed for use with your. 
high fidelity equipment. It is capable of giving superb results when 
matched to one of our Mark 5 Series 3 decks fitted with the 
appropriate heads. Write for full details of this amplifier and deck 
and complete range of tape recorders. 

MARK 5 

SERIES 3 

MONO-HALF TRACK-TWO HEADS- 
MAGIC EYE 

(Available with recording level melee al extra 
cast.) 

High quality amplinerrwilh power output of 
21 watts r.m.s. and a frequency response of 
40-20,000 cis-can be used independently of 
tape recorder-narrow gapped record/play- 
back he gappedxtendedfrequencyresponse- 
double gapped ferrite erase head to minimise 
erase noise-headphone monitoring. 

MARK 5 
SERIES 3 
DECK 

TYPE M SERIES 3 

MONO-HALF TRACK-THREE HEADS- 
RECORDING LEVEL METER 
Separate record and playback heads -sepa- 
rate record and playback amplifiers - ampli- 
fier frequency response 25-26,000 cis -F3dB- 
power output 2 watts r.m.s. - separate bass 
and treble controls- mixing of input signals - speaker monitoring whilst recording. 

BRENELL ENGINEERING CO. LTD. 
231/5 Liverpool Road, London, N.1. 
Telephone: NORth 8271 (5 lines) 

WW -012 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

D C. heated 
valves 

Twin recording 
level meters 

PRICE 
including 
power unit 
£46. O. O. 

MONO/STEREO-HALF TRACK (Record/ 
playback)-QUARTER TRACK (playback) 
FOUR HEADS-TWO EDGEWISE METERS 
Designed for use with high fidelity stereo 
installations-adjustable attenuators on all 
input channels toe a perfect matching 
with all auxiliary equripment - dual concen- 
tric recording level and playback level con- 
trols-cathode followeroutput-four channel 
mixing on mono programme sources-twin 
recording and twin playback pre-amplifiers- 
comparison of original and recorded signal- 
adjustable bias level-recording facilities for 
112 and 2/2 track-playback facilities for 112, 
2:2. 1/4 and 2,'4 tracks- sound -on -sound 
facilities-two edgewise meters for record- 
ing level. tape output level and bias level. 
Optional extra: stereo power amplifiers 
and monitoring speakers. 
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GOODMANS 6 M 9 RANGE 
HIGH FIDELITY LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS 

There is a Goodmans Complete High Fidelity Loudspeaker System to meet your 
requirements-to fit unobtrusively into your living room-to blend with your fund. 
shings-enabling you to enjoy the finest quality sound reproduction, whichever System 
is your choice. 

- - Price: 537. 30. o. 

GOODMANS INDUSTRIES LIMITED AXIOM WORKS WEMBLEY MIDDLESEX Tel WEM 1200. A Member of the Wen 0aetGroup 

WW-n13 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

MAXIM 
A true Hi. WW1, I. ulseeaker system enmplele. pi 

size of oebox-lei a 5' u the Ineticulov.., 
finished a cabinet in hand rubbed leaksu (or walnut) Muses 

Iwo ling precision direct radiator drive unilswehic1, cover 

Gm Instancy range -45-20,000 b s with lest deviation 
tram level respond Than almost any other High Fidelity 
loudspeaker-and handle N netts of power easily. No 

problems in finding room ter it-test move a couple of 
hooks. 

Specification 
oimmsims 10r Sr /MM. 

es a0.0oo ea 

ImsedelNe - - 13 14 onms 

Prieoe 51]. 10. 6. pm. P.T.) 
ISM er Walnut 

MEZZO 
Handles 15 walls of power-yet measures only In- 

0 deep-the MEZZO really will go on your bookshelf. 
The styling is restrained yet distinctive, making ME210 an 

easy 'additiontoanydesign.sonui0us furnishing scheme. 
The Irequency range is a Gear and clean 40 20.000 0 s 

with a control and smoothness accounted for by Iwo nest 

specially developed and patented loudspeakers. The g 

bass unit is of very advanced design and ...ruction. and 

is parüculan distortion y notable lc, its very tow and 

extraordinary smoothness of perfotmet«. It in damed to 

be Ile smoothest bass reproducer of yla size ever pro. 
Euced. The treble unit completes the qualify picture to 

give an overall performance unrivalled in a reproducer el 

of This size. The L.C. crossover network operates al 2,200 

Gs. The distortion level is ealraominadn low. The perfectly 
controlled balance of the AlE220 sound make -The 
Loudspeaker Is Live With. 

Specification 
tol'r 

aO Moon ers 

D m wnnn 

rat So. tri ohm 
IS Innms er 

.erer ea al eit. 
tome Walnut t 

sex than I, tout...ere at 

omaNr 
Priem 526.5.0. (ÌM P.T.) 

MAGNUM -K 
Designed t0 a very han standard cor professional purposes, 
me MAGNOM.A brings This same 011101 la lise audio 
enthusiast al home. II is a Ihree-nay system, and although 
seasonably compact (15' z 24' z nil no performance 
compromises have been accepted. Every detail Thal could 
contribute to really accurate sound reproduction has been 
included. A new and patented Dr Bau reproducer gives 

mal distortion down to Zozo. The Midrange and Nigh minimal 
units are nigh efficiency direct radiators out- 

standeg, mouth in penormance. Mulnplodcdon cross. 

imnetwork 
operates al 1.500 and 6.000 c s and constant 

pedance controls l0r both middle and MO Oequenry 
units permit individual balancine of Ne system. Pewee 

handling Is 25 walls, but fur domestic use ampliliersbom 
s to 12 watts are quite adequate -' 
Specification 
nmensions 2a n III' ate 
Belo 

leak or INalaul 

Price: 536. 15. 0. 

SEE AND HEAR them at 
your Goodmans Dealer 

FREE 
Please send mea tree ce 11 Goodmans 1 
rien Fidelity Manual. 

,lame -. _ 

ELEGANZIA U 
A W eeed It watt 2.speaker Si Fidelity loud. 
speaker system e of a 

depth el 0012 64'.1"lassie hee esampu of slim 
onnou 

lepracetor 
el rimer.. its exceptionally accurateperfonnancewai 
designed 
es,5 

d for the conrloisseur. Tb 12' bau unit 

Prs Goodmans exclusive SOPPTOAM diaphragm. 
An L.Ç. nosier network transfers the electrical 
drive above 000 cis to a backHoaded midrange and 
high.lregency unit. 

Seeeeilixeation 
u 

g SS -13.000 
ni ' Address _ .. 

IS 

l5.wa'T ,< L - 
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G NEW SHAPES OF SOUND 

The 

Goldring -lento 
G168 

The many proved features of Goldring- 
Lenco transcription units such as in- 
finitely variable speed adjustment, pick- 
up lowering device, automatic idler 
wheel disengagement are retained on 
the GL 68, which is the first unit to 
incorporate the new G.65 arm. This is of 
low mass tubular construction with 
stylus pressure adjustment by sliding 
counterweight, and provision for height 
adjustment to suit any chosen cartridge. 
The interchangeable head slide (taking all 
cartridgeswith standard fixing centres) 
makes use of self-cleaning wiper contacts. 
Swiss precision motor. Continuously 
variable speed adjustment. Less than 1% 
speed variation for 13% mains voltage 
variation. Adjustable click -in positions 
for the four standard record speeds. 
Pick-up raising/lowering device coupled 
to on/off switch. Automatic disengage- 
ment of idler wheel. Full 12" diameter 
turntable. Wired for stereo. 
GL 68 Transcription Unit £16.16.0d.+ 
£2.14.7 Í'.T. 

Recommended cartridges for the GL68 
are: Pickering V15 (AM1 and AME1) 
Pickering 380A, Goldri ng CS90 & CS91 E. 

Pickering V15 AM1 and AME1 Micro - 
Magnetic Cartridge 
Weighing only 5 gm., these high output, high 
compliance stereo-mono cartridges are perfect 
for low mass arms. 15" tracking angle gives 
minimum distortion. Hermetically sealed. Re- 
placeable push -in diamond stylus assembly, with re- 
tracting stylus arm for added protection to records. 
10.0007' tip radius for V15/AM1 and elliptical, 
with even higher compliance, for V15/AME1) 
V15/AM1 C9.9.0d. + £1.1g.9d. P.T. 
V15/AME1 E13.15.5d. + C2.4.8d. P.T. 

Pickering 380A Cartridge 
Moving -magnet for exceptional mono or stereo 
reproduction. Features the exclusive V -guard 
push -in diamond stylus unit which prevents 
damage through accidental dropping of arm 
record. The Pickering 380A ensures high channel 

WW -011 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

separation and virtually eliminates needle talk, hiss 
or distortion. Hermetically sealed, it tracks at 2 gm.. 
faultlessly reproduces the most exacting records. 
C12.12.0d. C2.0.11 d. P.T. 

Goldring CS90 and C591E Cartridges 
These are stereo ceramic cartridges with excellent 
frequency response end cross -talk separation. 
Low tip mass, replaceable diamond stylus (CS90 
-0.0005' or 0.0007' tip radius; CS91E- 
elliptical) coupled with high compliance enables 
these cartridges to be played at light tracking 
weights. CS 90 £4.4.0d. + C0.13.13d. P.T. 
CS91 E C6.6.0d. + C I.0.6d. P.T. 

C68 Cabinet and Cover for GL68. 
Elegant sapete mahogany cabinet with 
removable, clear Perspex dust cover. 
Size: 14" x 17" 0 7'. 
£8.19.6d. -i £1.12.0d. P.T. 

G 
Goldring Manufacturing Company (G.B.l Ltd., 

486-488 High Road, Leytonstone, London, E.11 
Telephone: Leytonstone 8343 
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20 

OFF 
& OdB 

INPUT 

INCREASE THE SENSITIVITY 

OF YOUR OSCILLOSCOPE, 

VOLTMETER OR 

COUNTER 

o- 
"S.9 -e- .`s.b ` ;:?.F\ ß , ;it.n<1s \ 

.- ` r5 
-d ead ns" p-S`t ts.sa4"i4 G,,. 

i,t. 

A,C. AMPLIFIER TYPE TA605 

oUeP 

3A ®d50 

Df 

50 

IN ENGE AND 

'.ti 1 ..: ì 
TA605 
ACTUAL 
SIZE 

The TA401 is similar 
to the TA601 

as illustrated 

SPECIFICATIONS TYPE TA401 TYPE TA60I TYPE TAWS 

GAIN 40dB 0.IdB 60dB±0.IdB 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60dB±0.2dB 

BANDWIDTH It s-3Mccs 3c/s-1.2Mc/s 20-40dB, I c/s-3Mc/s; 
3dB 50dB, 2c/s-2Mc/s; 

60dB, 4c/s-1.5Mc/s. 

BANDWIDTH 4cJs-111cs 10c/s-300kc/s 20-40dB, 4c/s-I Mc/s; 
0.3dB 60dB. 10c/s-300kc/s. 

INPUT 5M13 40pF >IMG<50pF >5Mf2<40pF 
IMPEDANCE 

I 

from 100c/s to I Mc/s from 100c/s to 300kc/s from 100c/s to 300kc/s 

INPUT NOISE < 15µV, zero source - <15µV, zero source As TA401 and TA60I 
<50µV, 100kú source I <40µV, 100kí2 source at 40dB and 60d13 

POWER SUPPLY PP3 battery, life 100 hours PP9 battery, life 1,000 hours, or A.C. 
Power Unit 

AVAILABLE IV up to I Mc/s, 300mV at 3Mc/s, Into load of 100kí2 & 50pF IV up to 3Mc/s Into 100kí2 and 50pF 

OUTPUT 
OUTPUT 

Í 

10011 in series with 6.4F 
IMPEDANCE 

SIZE & WEIGHT x lin. x I}in. 7 oz. 2}in. x 4in. x 5}in. 2flbs. 

PRICE with battery 
and input lead £17 0 0 £17 0 0 £27 0 0 

LEVELL 
PORTABLE INSTRUMENTS 

Fully detailed leaflets are available on our complete range of -portable instruments 

LEVELL ELECTRONICS LTD. 
PARK ROAD, HIGH BARNET, HERTS. Telephone: Barnet 5028 

WW-OIS FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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((777Uland 
(.4e44 

Radio TV Industrial 
Serviceman's Test 

Instruments 
Factory Wired and Kits 

VTVM-VOM Tube Testers CRT Testers 
and Rejuvenators Audio and RF Sig- 
nal Generating Oscilloscopes Gaped - 

tor Tester -in -Circuit Color N Testers 

RAC O N 

World's foremost 
manufacturers of 
public address and Microphone stands 
loudspeaker equipment 

and 
for floor, table and desk 

HERMAN H. SMITH INC. 

manufacturers of 

Electronic components Insulated Binding Posts Phone tip Plugs 
and lacks Banana Jacks Test Lead Accessories Microphone Con- 
nectors Alligator Clips Pilot Light Sockets Teflon Terminals 

Terminal Strips Knobs Dials Connectors Toggle Switches 
Generai Hardware, Accessories 

Complete Line of Replacement Semiconductors 

ORRTRON/C manufacturers of 

Continuous Background Music 
for Home, Boat and Car 

Electronic Corp. 

anufacturers of 

Citizens Band Transceivers 

irish 

AMPEX 

Highest Quality 
Magnetic 

Recording Tape 

Series 270 - Low Print Through 
Mastering Tapes for Broadcast 
Stations - Professional Recording 
Studios 

Series 200-Professional High Grade 
Tapes 

Series 190 - All Purpose Tapes 
Shamrock - Economy Tapes - For 

the Amateur and Experimenter 

AST 
4 -track Stereo Tapes 

Pre -Recorded Tapes Extensive Library Most Labels 
Available From Stock Immediate Delivery 

GOLDEN SHIELD CORPORATION. 
Manufacturers of Stereo Phonographs and Table Radios 

SoAM-FM otily 8RDadiosesign 

Automatic Record 
Changer Phonographs 

Manufacturers of 
Mobile Power Converters 

from 12 Volt to 120 Volt AC 
and 

Battery Chargers 

manufacturers of 
Replacement Needles for all car- 
tridges - Diamond and Sapphire 

electronics co. inc. Record Accessories 

Blonder -Tongue Labs, Inc. 
manufacturers of 

TV Boosters UHF Converters Closed Circuit TV 
TV Antenna Systems and Instruments 

WRITE OR CABLE FOR COMPLETE CATALOGS 

DIRECT FACTORY EXPORT DIVISION 

MORHAN EXPORTING CORP. 
458 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10013 Cable Address: Morhanex 

WW -0I6 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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Pinnacle can assist 

a e ectronic value users 
122ffli 

f1.21,-.a....51e:5*:í :! :1. 

ROUTINE 
ECC83/12AX7: 26211E691: 6AK5W!M8100: ECF82I6U8 

We supply many thousands of these and similar everyday 

valves to both small and large equipment manufacturers. 

tigï:iç?.,,g.:.,, ,w}.:,;.t;::.7:.':. E..aÄ:G3t:.tr.r..t:;5 

.t 

.g 

:. 
âs;a,;Jo;. 

6AW1.A: 6D%6(8136: 5642: 12BY7A 

Users of American Instrumentation rely upon us to provide DIFFICULT 
a speedy replacement service in valves not easily obtainable 

in this country. 

> s I :re -.,'r 9170 

SPECIAL 
CV4010: CY2578: CV2134 

The special needs of Government Establishments and Depart- 

ments are regularly catered for by us. Our stocking policy 

ensures positive ability to supply even obscure types. 

A,R.B.: M.O.A. 

We maintain stocks of valves approved by the Air Registration 

Board and Ministry of Aviation making available an "off -the - 

shelf service in released items for the first time. 

4. 

K.:r' z'9; if`Ââeefil'neeefeit 

OUR ORGANISATION draws upon the resources of electronic valve manufacturers 

all over the world. It responds immediately to your requirements. A catalogue 

of over 1,000 specific types is available to bona -fide users through the Wireless World 

reader service. 

pinnacle PINNACLE ELECTRONICS LTD 
ACHILLES STREET NEW CROSS LONDON 8.E.14 

Tel: Tideway 7285 

WW-l7 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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WHARFEDALE SOUND stereo/mono 

The DALESMAN two speaker slimline system is a big step forward in this type of enclosure. After much research and intensive l'stening tests the mid -range coloration usually associated with slimline cabinets is now reduced to a minimum. Designed by Wharfedale in association with consultant designer Robert Gutmann F.S.I.A., the Dalesman meets the demands of the quality conscious ound enthusiast and at the same time it occupies only a small amount of space and is a most attractive piece of sound equipment. The Dalesman features a newly developed 12' bass unit fitted with a Flexiprene surround to handle the frequency range from 35 c/s 
to 1,700 c/s. The magnet assembly with a l}" pole diameter has a flux 
density of 11,000 oersteds. The 5' treble unit has been specially designed 
for this particular enclosure. Where a free standing,. compact, clean 
looking enclosure is required the Dalesman should certainly be heard 
Frequency range 35 c/s -15,000 c/s. 
Impedance 8115 ohms. 
Power. Handling Capacity 15 watts (30 watts peak) 
Size 25' x 20' .r 61" Weight 3/k lb. 

£25.10.0 

AIRTIGHT FIBRE 
ISOLATE TWEETER 

TO 

S. HIGH EFFICIENCY TWEETER 

CROSSOVER NETWORK 
BRACING STRUT TO 
REDUCE PANEL 
RESONANCE 

BONDED 
WADDING 

ACETATE FIBRE 

12' BASS UNIT WITH 
FLEXIPRENE SUSPENSION 
AIRTIGHT ENCLOSURE 
OF MAN MADE TIMBER 

Free Iethnital folder on the Dalesman from Depl. W.3 

Finish zebrano, mahogany, 
walnut or teak veneers. I RANK WHARFEDALE LIMITED 
IDLE, BRADFORD, YORKSHIRE 
Telephone Bradford 61255213 Telegrams' Wharfdel' Bradford 

WW -01/3 FOR FURT'n,R DETAILS, 
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The hard -to -find man 
is the man with 
advanced technical 
knowledge 

In the field of Electronics today the greatest demand is for 
men to fill the positions of skilled technicians and support 
engineers. These are the 'hard -to -find' men for whom the 
way ahead to rewarding and interesting jobs lies wide open. 

CREI HOME technical 
education to the man who realises that technical knowledge 
must be current and up-to-date if progress is to be made 
in a world in which new ideas, new techniques and new 
applications develop almost overnight. 

CREI COURSES ARE AVAILABLE IN: - 
Electronic Engineering Technology 
Automation Et Industrial Electronic Engineering 
Nuclear Engineering 
Communications Engineering 
Aeronautical Et Computer Engineering 
Television Engineering 
Servomechanisms Er Navigational Engineering 
Space Data Systems 
Radar Et Servo Engineering 
Mathematics for Electronic Engineers 
City Er Guilds of London Institute: Subject 49 and 
Supplementary Studies Subject 300. 

For further information write to: 
C.R.E.I. (London) (Dept. WW65) 
WALPOLE HOUSE, 173/176 SLOANE STREET, LONDON, S.W.1 

19 

PLEASE SEND DIE (FOR MY INFORMATION AND ENTIRELY 
WITHOUT OBLIGATION) FULL DETAILS OF THE CITY Er GUILDS 
PROGRAMME. (C. B G. SUBJECT 49) 

lsl Yr. 2nd yr. D 3rd Y,. D 4th yr. 

D SUPPLEMENTARY STUDIES (SUBJECT 300) 

NAME.................. ........... _..... 

ADDRESS...... .......__, ...... 

EDUCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL BACKGROUND 

C.R.E.I. (LONDON) (DEPT. WW65) 

WALPOLE HOUSE. 173/176 SLOANE STREET, S.LV.I 

IPLEASE SEND ME (FOR MY INFORMATION AND ENTIRE 
WITHOUS OBLIGATION) FULL DETAILS OF THE EDUCATIONAL 
PROGRAMMES OFFERED BY YOUR INSTITUTE 

NAME. 

ADDRESS 

ELECTRONICS EXPERIENCE. 

C.R.E.I. (LONDON) (DEPT. WW65) Telephone : BELgravia 8662 
WALPOLE I10USE. 177'176 SLOANE STREET. S.W.1 

(INTERNATIONAL DIVISION OF CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE. WASHINGTON. D.C.) L- 
WW-021 FOR FURTHER DEIWELS. 

J 
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CLARK 
LOW PRICED 
ELECTRICALLY OPERATED 

TELESCOPIC MAST 
In introducing this new SUPER E Series 

Telescopic Mast Clark takes a stride 

forward. This is the equipment for 

which the World of Mobile VHF has 

been waiting. Based on the well tried 
QT and ST series, an entirely new 

concept of operation revolutionises the 

field of application. These telescopic 

masts provide the simple improvement 

in communication reliability for which 

Radio Telephone users have been 

searching. The power source is the 

vehicle battery. The control is a small 

panel easily attached to the dashboard. 

An electrical interlock makes it 

impossible for the mast to remain 

extended if the vehicle ignition is 

switched on-a great safety feature. 

Clark SUPER E Series 

Masts are available with 
extended heights irons 
16 to 40 feet and head - 

load capacity up to 10 lb. 
There is, of course, also 

the full range of Clark 
Accessories. Send for 
more details today. 

fee further details write to: 

A. N. CLARK (ENGINEERS) LIMITED 

BINSTEAD - ,5LE OF WIGHT 

Telephone: RYDE 3691 Telegrams: TELEMAST RYDE 

WW -022 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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HOUSING HI-FI? 
if the problem of finding room for all your equipment 
is just about sending you up the wall, then why not go 
up the wall I This way you can enjoy the open, full 
range sound only a large enclosure can really give 
you, unimpeded by any furniture; house about 250 
records (bottles, telephone books, tape spools, etc.) 
and operate your turntable, amplifier and tuner at 
just the height that suits you personally. An extra 
Hi -Flex shelf will take your tape recorder, or " shelf 
mount " your tuner and amplifier, if you prefer. 
Each Hi -Flex Unit is 32ìn. wide. There is a choice of 
teak, walnut or mahogany. 
Even more space saving are the Scan Units; these are 
20in. wide and cost a little over half the price of the 
Hi -Flex. All these models and a dozen more are 
illustrated in our latest brochure which is full of 
bright ideas for housing hi-fi. Write now. 

Hi -Flex 10,12 
loudspeaker 
enclosure 
£11/19/ - 
sitting on 
Hi -Flex shelf 
£2 151-. 

HiFlex 
record 
storage 
£12,191-. 

Hi -Ra ks 
£8; 15/ - 
per set 

Hi -Flex 
equipment 
cabinet 
£15/15/.. 

RECORD 11101MMICIM 
Dep. ;;WW Brook Rd., N.22 Tel. BOWes Pk. 7487 

sl ,s -a -n 10,1 enne"I Ns:R DETAILS, 
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Relays- 
Immediate Delivery 

21 

ECONOMICAL MINIATURE PLUG-IN RELAY-TYPE 
More security and reliability in every shilling:worth 
PRIME DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS. I. Eliminate contact ;allure. 
2. Electrical longevity. 3. Functional confidence. 4. Utmost sensitivity. 

TWIN SILVER BAR CONTACTS (SDnngs bdartated:ab lenath) 

*Constant Contact Area *Improved Dissipation 
*Erosion and Welding Avoided 
*Switching Capacity la as 100e. (100w.) 

Canas m -de 

SENSITIVITY. Special bobbin requires Tess mA at nom. volts. Operates 
lower than any comparable 4 C O relay 402 190 mW- I0K9240mW. 

'7 r, 
5 

"MINI G.P." 

MINI -Q 

Actual sixe) 

COILS - 3 to 125 VDC - INTERCHANGEABLE 

51500 PO, Miniature General Pur- 
pose relay. Miniaturised version of 
P.O. 600 type with identical speci- 
fication. 2; plus tags i;" 

14 Days 
Delivery 
of 3000, 600 
& "MINI G.P." types 

A.I.D. A.R.B. 
ADMIRALTY 
APPROVED 

Continuous expansion now means 
2 weeks delivery of standard 3000, 600, 
" MINI G.P." types. Variants available: PLUG-IN, 
TWIN RELAY, 30A, REMANENT, LAI-CHING. TIMER, 
TRANSISTORISED. 

48 HOURS PROTOTYPE SERVICE 

rMark URGENT enquiries 'E.M,S.' for 'EXPRESS MANUFACTURING SERVICE' 

A.D.S. RELAYS LIMITED 
97 ST. JOHN STREET, London, E.C.I. 'Phone: CLErkenwell 3393. Cables: ADSRELAYS, LONDON, E.C.I. 

WW -0:4 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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We could show you the front... 

...but which front do you want? 

MARCH, 1966 

Here at Anders we have hundreds of meters of all types. Immediate off -the -shelf delivery from the largest stocks 

in the country-and a complete range of ancillaries, too. You need never be held up for a meter again. That's part 

of the Anders Meter Service which will meet the most urgent and unusual demands a customer can make-fast ! 

If you want a meter calibrated to your own special requirements Anders can do it ... and Anders experts will solve 

your metering problems in detail from just a broad outline. Whatever you want in metering-leave it to Anders. 

Meters of all kinds from stock Meter calibration/Meter modification/Ancillary equipment al Custom -designed 

meter circuitry and components D Sole U.K. distributors of FRAHM vibrating reed frequency meters and tachometers 

ANDERS METER SERVICE 
ANDERS ELECTRONICS LTD 103 HAMPSTEAD ROAD LONDON NW1 

TELEPHONE EUSTON 1639 MINISTRY OF AVIATION APPROVED 

WW -025 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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exceptional! 
fhe Style 8133 Monobloc ceramicon 
utilises an entirely new technology of 
proprietary ceramic dielectric materials 
in a layerised high reliability thin film 
structure: Volumetric efficiencies of up 
to 20 µf/cubic inch are now feasible 
with temperature compensating (NPO) 
end relatively flat characteristic high 
permittivity (±15% max. excursion) 
ceramic dielectrics. 
For example, with a moulded insulat- 
ing case size of only 0.3" x 0.3" x 0.1" 
the 8133 Monobloc is available in up 
to 0.1 µf ±5% for 100V d.c. operation 
in ambients of -55°C to +125°C. Other 
Monobloc styles are available. 

Even by Erie's standards a unit such 
as this is Exceptional: but Erie's research 
and design facilities are capable of 
meeting almost every challenge to their 
ingenuity. Years of applied practical 
experience in the design and manu- 
facture of conventional passive com- 
ponents are of immense value when it 
comes to fresh problems, requiring new 
techniques. Erie's versatility and flex- 
ibility at times like this make the 
exceptional appear to be almost 
commonplace. 
Monobloc. cerenr icon are Registered Trade Marks of Edo 
Resistor Limited. 

Erie take a pride in performance 

Write for catalogue to: 

ERIE RESISTOR LIMITED 
Great Yarmouth, Norfolk, England 

o Telephone: Great Yarmouth 4911 
Cables: Resistor Great Yarmouth. Telex : 97421 

WW -026 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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LITESOLD SOLDERING I1_`1STRUMENTS 
SEVEN SIZES, FROM IC WATTS TO 55 WATTS 

C REPLACEABLE BITS, COPPER AND NEP,MATIP 

EXCELLENT TEMPERATURE REGULATION 

COOL. UNBREAKABLE HANDLE 

RAPID H_A11NG 

SIMPLE SERVICING 

ALL VOLTAGES 

LOW COST 

LITESOLD Instruments 

are compact and nicely 

ba'a Iced. Bits are spring -collet 

mounted for firmness and easy removal. 

Copper bits are standard, in sizes from 

3.'32ín. to 13 32in. dia. PERMATIP bits are slightly 

slower, but eliminate bit face wear. LITESOLD 

elements are encased in specially pre -oxidised wire for 

constant temperature regulation from new-less glamour but 

honest design, also apparent in the simple, unbreakable handle, 

with the element unit secured by two self -tapping screws (servicing 

couldn't be easier) and firm, spring -on clip. LITESOLD hollow -spindle 

construction prevents heat loss into the handle (which DOES stay cool) and 

improves performance. Useful LITESOLD accessories include HEAT GUARDS for 

elements, and BENCH STANDS. 

Free details of the whole wide range of LITESOLD and ADAMIN soldering equipment in brochure SP5. 

LIGHT SOLDERING DEVELOPMENTS LTD., 28 Sydenham Road. Croydon. Surrey. Tel.: CR0 8589. 

WW-a27 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

The best pick-up arm in the world 

Either arm is now available fitted with the Shure M55E 

cartridge and light weight shell S.1 as illustrated. Tbic 
combination provides highest quality reproduction iron. 
all records. Standard elliptical stylus for stereo and 
mono L.P., and an interchangeable stylus assembly 
N443 for 70,. 

Only S.M.E. Precision Pick-up Arms offer ail these features Choice of arm length Model 3009 (9 in.) or Mode! 3012 (1210.) for still 1, we 

tracking error-of special importance with elliptical styli Low inertia . High precision ball races and knife-edge bearings for minimum 

pivot friction Linear offset chosen for lowest distortion Automatic slow -descent with hydraulic control Bias adjuster calibrated 

for tracking force Exact overhang adjustment with alignment protractor Precise tracking force from 1-5 grams applied without a 

gauge Shielded output socket . Low capacity 4fc. connecting cable with quality plugs Light -weight shell Camera finish in satin - 

chrome, gun -black and anodised alloy Comprehensive instructions Rational development-all improvements can be incorporated 

in any existing Series II arm. For sales and service ring Steyning 2288. 

S.M.E. LIMITED STEYNING SUSSEX ENGLAND 
WW -028 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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on the quality of the TEONEX range of valves. 
Governments all over the world have ordered 
TEONEX valves requiring compliance to E.V.S. or 
M.I.L. specifications. 
Up to now, TEONEX valves have been available 
only for Government contracts, 
In- response to many enquiries, the TEONEX 
range, incorporating the entire working range 
of British -produced valves or their equivalents, 
has now been made available for use outside 
the U.K. only. 
erica H. end lea,mcal spean. 
Cello. may ha etalned Rem> 

TEONEX LTD., 
Weslbourne Grove Mews, 
London, W.11, England 
E[PONT ENQUIRES ONLY (IMF 

\l'w-029 FOR FURTHER OETAII.S. 

TEONEX 
!I l 
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Yes, direct howl our vast stock: we can supply immediately: Sefram 5 

channel PEN RECORDERS at a mere L270. (Net list price L690.) 4 

channel fully Portable Systems L139 10. 0. an extensive range of TRANS. 
DUCERS and ACCELEROMETERS for industrial control, Hydraulic 
equipment including MOOG SERVO VALVES by Dowty for only L70. 

We also hold at least .a hundred thousand British and American PLUGS, 
SOCKETS and CONNECTORS including Cannon. Thorn. Amphenol, 
bandit, Pye, Plessey, Belling -Lee. McMurdo. 5CF, Painton, etc. 400 CYCLE 
components, SYNCHROS, SERVOS, MAGSLIPS, TACHOGENE- 
RATORS, RESOLVERS etc. TRANSISTORS, DIODES, RECTI- 
FIERS and VALVES. Stantelum CAPACITORS, metal oxide RE- 

SISTORS. Our MICROWAVE stock includes WAVEGUIDE plumbing 
in all configurations, KLYSTRONS and MAGNETRONS, TR cells and 

TWTs. RELAYS of all types, Pend METERS, Pressure GAUGES. All 
at less than manufacturers prices. 

SEND AT ONCE FOR ILLUSTRATED LITERATURE: 

LIN11-A11tamics12111 
53 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I. 

Telephone: LANgham 3653 (10 lines) 

WW -030 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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NEW CATALOGUE 

A Comprehensive. fully illustrated 
Catalogue of hand tools, and small 
nlaelrine tools, for miniature assembly t 
and repair work. 

Red plastic ring binder 5/- each 

Red card back corer 2/6 each 
Please send cash with order. 

HENRI PICARD & FRERE LTD 
TOPS 

N 134.5 FUa RNIVALSTREET I FONDON eEuxCA 

tiiithla 
I F n If 

i 

WW -031 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

en, 
TRANSVERTERS 
(TRANSISTORISED D.C. CONVERTERS) 
the D.C. conversion 

specialists 
since 1935 

2 KW. Peak Starting. 
750 W. Continuous. 
50-60-400 cls. or D.C. 
from 12-24-50 v. Battery. 
Up to 93% Efficiency. Polarity Reversal Pro- 
tection. Square or Sinewave. Up to 300% 
Instant Overload Capacity. Manually Controlled 
Frequency. Reed Type Indicator. Remote 
Control Facilities. 
Applications: Static " No -Break" Standby 
Power Supplies: For Vital System(s) Protec- 
tion, e.g. V.H.F. Transmitters: Industrial 
Processes: Control -Alarm -Warning Systems: 
Mobile Use of Counters; Sig./Gen. Recorders- 
U(V Sound. Oscilloscopes and Lab. Gear in 
Marine and Aircraft (K 114). 

Range of models available Please write la department 
with prices from L/ 1-L94.I0.0 C.10 for lronsverter Iea(Iet 

VALRADIO LIMITED 
BROWELLS LANE FELTHAM MIDDLESEX 
ENGLAND Telephone: FELTHAM 48374242 

Valradio and Ste the registered trade 
marks of Velradio Ltd. 

WW -032 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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RAD=O VALVE 

UEj 

HALTRON 
Although we carry a permanent stock of 4,000,000, with a range of 3,000 
types of receiving, special purpose and transmitting tubes as well as 
transistors, we offer an unparalleled service on 'the difficult types' - on those types which are sometimes hard to come by. Your enquiries for 
special types tp'-CV, JAN and MIL specifications will have our immediate 
attention. The`name HALTRON stands for a service unsurpassed in the world to -day. 

HALL ELECTRIC LIMITED 
Haltren hoar. Anglers lane, Lenten N.W.5 Tel; Gulliver 5531 pt liras) Telex î-2173 Cales: " Nallerlrir fondue NWT'. 

27 

%l'\5' Ou ru rriso DST/aLs. 
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NEW 

MARCH, 1966 

MODEL 31A 
The smallest variable transformer 
made in the World for 0-250v service 

Nearly 30 years experience lies behind this single 

layer loroid capable of direct connection to a 

250v A.C. supply to give reliability for industrial 

service. 

Only 3 M diameter and 2 deep this Regavolt 

can control loads of up to 1 amp when heat sink 

rnounted. 

RATED UP TO I AMP TROUBLE -FREE 

BRUSH GEAR OTHER MODELS FOR 120 AND 

230V INPUTS AVAILABLE NOW IN FULL 

PRODUCTION Please «rite ter Listari/625D ler lull aegails 

The British Electric Resistance Co. Ltd. 

B I E ilRco 
prop of companws 

WW -034 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

I PHASE 
AND 

-3 PHASE 

0.5 KVA 
TO 

25C KVA 

TRANSFORMERS 

RECTIFIER SETS 

100 W 15O kW 
FIXED OR 
VARIABLE OUTPUT 
I PHASE & 3 PHASE 

Electra -Plating, Plasma. Arc 
Welding, Electra. Magnets. 
Carbon Arc, Battery Charg. 
ing and other uses. 
Plasma Arc Sets and other 
specialized equipment for 
gas, vacuum and powder 
techniques. Power Control 

ether methods. 
Variable 

Sources 
by saturable reactors and V 

HIGH CURRENT 

TRANSFORMERS 

I Phase and 3 Phase 

Output currents of 
hundreds or thousands 
of amperes for Fur- 
naces. Rectifier Sets, 
Heat Runs, Short Cir. 
ca it Testing and other 
uses. 

Examples: 5V300A. 
10V 1,000A. 
20V3,000A. 
SV6.000A. 

Queensway Enfield 
Middlesex Tel: HOW 2411 
Grams: Vitrohm Enfield 

Low Voltage High Current Rectifier Sets 

OLTMOBILE 

348 

64 STEP ON LOAD SWITCHING 

AUTO -TRANSFORMERS 
Output I.6",. to 100% 

« or 125 of input volts 
in 64 steps or BO steps. 
A control device for 
many lead.- resim 
unce furnaces. rec- 
tifier sets, battery 
charging, anodising, 
heating and other uses 
I Phace and 3 Phase. 
18 Hodes. 
Output currents from 

20 A to 200 A. 

We deem enquiries far 
spec if lc Transformers. 
Recolier Secs and related 
eamPmera. 

HARMSWORTH, TOWNLEY & CO. 
2 Harehill, Todmorden, Lancs. Telephone: Todmorden 1601 
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Phorograph hv rnurresy af FLLIOTT .AUTOMATION LIMITED 

*PRECISION 
SOLDERING IRONS 

...used by experts everywhere ! 
ANTEX IS PURPOSE -DESIGNED 
for speed and efficiency in soldering Printed 
Circuits, Transistors, Micro -Miniature Assem- 
blies, Deaf -Aid Equipment and similar products. 
ANTEX INCREASES PRODUCTION 
ANTEx Irons weigh only 2-3 ounces. Stream- 
lined to give absolute finger-tip control and ensure increased production of 5% to 10" 
compared with ordinary soldering irons. 
ANTEX CUTS PRODUCTION COSTS 
So easy to use - ANTEX reduces operational 
fatigue, with resulting drop in reject output. 
ANTEx, having the lowest leakage current of any miniature iron, virtually eliminates all risk of damage to transistors. 
ANTEX FOR RELIABILITY 
Guaranteed for 1000 hours, continuous production -on fine work giving a potential of well over a quarter of a million trouble -free soldering points. 
ANTEX BITS are really INTERCHANGEABLE 
ANTEX patent design gives instant interchange- ability of bits-as often as you like-without 
damaging the iron! 

* Larest in the Ante"; Range is Model C240N-a giant in power performance-a midget in compact construction! 
FITTED WITH LONG -LIFE " FERRACLAD " BITS. 

For more derails fill in and post this coupon TODAY! 

ANTEX SPECIALISTS in 
Soldering Appliances 

GROSVENOR HOUSE, CROYDON, 
SURREY 

Tel: MUNICIPAL 2774 
Please send details and prices of the ANTEX 
Range of Precision Soldering Irons. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

STATUS 
WW 

WW -035 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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Model 16 A 

2.6.0. 

WIRFe ems WORLD 

easy 

Model 36 A 

! 4.16.0. 

,,. . 4 t 7"Z' Model A13/1 

»' 3.10.0. Ir:. , 

to 

- small components in an 
original raaco cabinet 

at a glance, avoids searching 
transparent dividable drawers in many sizes 

rigid steel frame will carry the heaviest of loads 

hangs up singularly or stacks in greater units 
range of 35 different space -saving storage cabinets 

MODERN AND EFFICIENT STORAGE 

OF ALL SMALL ITEMS 

ask your dealer or write to Bath House, 57155 Holborn Viaduct, 

RAACO (LONDON) LTD., London. E.G.'', Tel: City 3910/3122 
for free illustrated brochure 

M.,-11. 1966 

Our quality control is your 
protection 

MICA 

CERAMIC 

ELECTROLYTIC 

LEMCO 

THE 

CAPACITOR 

SPECIALISTS 

PLASTIC FILM 

METALLISED 

MOULDED 

LONDON ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY LIMITED 
SI Bridges Place. Parsons Green Lane. London S.W.6. Tel: Renown 70713 

WW -037 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. T"s/rtna 

COIL WINDING MACHINES 
for coils up to 6;" diameter to 6" long. 20-47 S.W.G. 

Model ' Q" standard. 

The feed is fully automatic and the nut is in constant 
contact with the lead -screw. The reversal of the carriage 
is obtained by reversing the lead -screw rotation. Two 
lead -screws are used to give the large range of feeds 
and a lever on the carriage nut brings either into action. 
This lever has a neutral position which enables the carriage 
to be put at any position on the lead -screws. Ball bearing 
feed wheels are employed. This machine may be fitted 
for double coil and double end drive, also for 
"Pyramid Winding." 
Enquiries ited. 

ETA TOOL CO. (LEICESTER) LTD. 
29A, WELFORD ROAD, LEICESTER. Telephone 56386 

WW-o36 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. WW -03o FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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SUBMINIATURE COAXIAL 

CONNECTORS 
TO PATTERN 17 0f 
DEE 5322-A 0 A-4 

1111'i 
twyei 

Illustrations actual size 

SPECIFICATION 

Designed to DEF 5322-A Et A-4 

Max. frequency : 3 Gc/s 

Temperature category T6 (-55°C 10+125°C) 

Humidity category H6 

50 ohms impedance 

Field -serviceable, with improved cable clamping 

Push -on and screw -on types 

Captivated centre contacts 

PLUS SPACE SAVING 

.Amphenol sub -miniature co -axial connectors compared 
with one -tenth watt resistors. Illustrations actual size 

EXAMPLES FROM OTHER 
AMPHENOL CONNECTORS TO DEF 5322-A 6. A-1/3 

lit i'llt li -w to, 1 

PATTERN 14 

(SEALED) 

Illustrations actual size 

PATTERN 15 
(UNSEALED) 

PATTERN 16 
(SEALED) 

Space -saving, weight -saving Amphenol'Subminax' RF 
Connectors are designed for easy fitting to cables 'in the field' 
without special tools. They feature a new cable clamping fitment 
to meet the higher pull-out strength now specified in D EF5322A 
Er A-4. Centre contacts are mechanically retained in position 
and do not rely on a soldered joint to the centre conductor. 

For full technical details, Write ;o: 

AM PHENOL LIMITED 

ThenetWay, Tankenon, Whitstable, Kent (Whitstable 4346) 

OVERSEAS DENMARK FINLAND NORWAY PORTUGAL SPAIN SWEDEN 
DISTRIBUTORS: Semler e Matthiassen Notes e Co. OY. Arthur F. Ulrichsen, A/S. E. Dias Serras Lda. Ateio John C. Leuercrantz 

WW -039 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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CHASSIS and CASES 

bye9:ONYX R Eerto4ä3 

H. L. SMITH & CO. LTD. 
ELECTRONIC COMPONENT DISTRIBUTORS 

287)289 EDG WARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2, 
Tel: PADdington 589/7595 

We shall be pleased le quote for all your comonnen: requirement, 

BLANK CHASSIS 
SAME DAY SERVICE 

Of over 20 different forms made up to YOUR SIZE. 
(Maximum length 35in.. depth 4in.) 

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LEAFLETS 
or order straight awa, working nut tom, area of m riot 

required and referring to table below. which is for four-sided 
chassis in 16 w.g. aluminium. 

48 sq. in. 4/3 176 sq. in. 9/- 304 sq. in. 13/6 

80 sq. in. 5/6 208 sq. in. 10/- 336 sq. in. 14/9 
112 sq. in. 6/6 240 sq. in I1/3 368 sq. ,n. 15/9 

144 sa. in. 719 272 sq. in. 12/6 and pro rasa. 

P. & P. 2/6 P. & P. 2/9 P. & P. 3i-. 
Discounts for quantities. More than 20 sizes kept in sock for 
caller 
FLANGES (tin., lie.). 69. per bend 

STRENGTHENED CORNERS If- each corner. 

PANELS: Any size up to 311. at 5/3 sq. Is. 16 s.w.g.; (I8 s.w 
4/6). Plus post and packing 

Type Y 

Type Z 

Type U 

CASES 
ALUMINIUM SILVER HAMMERED FINISH 

Type 
4 x 4 x 4'e 

Price 
181- 

Type Size 
Y 13x6x6 

Price 
26/6 

U 5}x4Ix4Ç 15/6 
21/- 

Y 12.7 x7 
Y 13 x7 x9 ..._.. 

41/- 
46- 

U 5,9.99... .. 44/6 
21/- 

Y 15 x9 x7 
Z 17x10x9 

48:6 
66,- 

W 12 x 7 x 7. 
W 15 x 9 x 8 ..... 

341- 
44/- 

Z 19 x 10 x 81 
Height 

71/- 

Plus post and packing 
Type U has removable bot 

e 
r back. Type W removable front. Type Y 

all -screwed constuction. Type Z removable back and front. 

THE 

PEMBRIDGE 

COLLEGE 

OF ELECTRONICS 

PROVIDES TRAINING 

IN RADIO 

AND TELEVISION 

FULL-TIME COLLEGE COURSE 

IN RADIO AND TELEVISION 
Our Course has now been extended to sixteen 
months' duration to include theoretical and practical 
instruction on transistor television receivers, U.H.F. 
television receivers and colour television. 
Next Course commences 19th April, 1966. 
This Course is recognised by the Radio Trades 
Examination Board (R.T.E.B.) for the Radio and 
Television Servicing Certificate examinations. 
Provides excellent practical experience on valve 

and transistor radio receivers and all well-known 
makes of television receivers, 

To: 
The Pembridge College of Electronics (Dept. P10) 

34a Hereford Road, London, W.2. 

Please send, without obligation, details of the 
Full-time Course in Radio and Television. 

Name 

Address 

WW -040 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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LANCON I.S. 
THE FIRST INTRINSICALLY SAFE VHF POCKET RADIOTELEPHONE 
As the first -ever pocket -sized 2 -way 
radiotelephone to be granted the Intrin- 
sic Safety Certificate for use in hazard- 
ous atmospheres, the new G.E.C. 
LANCON I.S. brings entirely new stand- 
ards of efficiency and safety to mines. 
oil refineries, petro-chemical plant. etc. 

The LANCON I.S, is a fully transistorised 
3 -channel VHF set-robust, compact. 
reliable and designed for simple opera- 
tion. It can be comfortably worn in an 
inside pocket-or in a separate light- 
weight harness-and the small micro- 
phone and earpiece loudspeaker units 
clip conveniently on the lapels. The 
separate flexible aerial system is com- 

FL ECM ONICS 

bined with the microphone lead. Thus, 
the user has complete freedom of 
movement and can operate the set in 
very confined spaces. 

The LANCON I.S. has been developed 
from the extremely successful LANCON 
-the largest selling all -British pocket 
VHF radiotelephone. 
LANCON I.S. 

Fully transistorised - single slim 
case. 

Full protection against accidental 
damage. 

Measures 71"x41"x1 13r- -weighs 
only 28 ozs. 

Completely concealed. patented 

Fur further information, pleaso contact: 
G.E.C. (ELECTRONICS) LTD. Radio Communications Group, Spun Street Coventry, Tel: Coventry 22027 
A subsidiary of The General Electric Company Ltd. al England 

aerial system-avoids dangers of con- 
ventional trailing or extending aerials. 

Certificate No. 2735 covers Classes 
2a, 2c, 2d 

Powered by rechargeable 12V 
battery-range up to 5 miles. 
One of a new range of VHF equipment 
by G.E.C. Electronics 

-041 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. TA 1.174 
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THE SUBTLETY OF PERFECTION 

The di/lemma between average higl` attainable eelnn 
eere production le not alwarevGreful and aWdmemlefaetureneof high aulet,quip - 

anent hemenu Ilk, It 
h.t.. 

y ellenrol even to experienced listeners u 

quickly in unfamiliar ee e g cunt k.m m.l pra ti.0 llnpovellde for t Is 

u;mbMNde then llUnsubtle parameter. of extra performance and the quale ire whkh 

prat an item Ina superior elms ore overlooked me neat evahmuon. 
luyou already' pares, repro... equipment and you iutnul to replan, u. It b emnmtled 

t you N;y care.> what le offered. Get youmelt Guntur wins all elm/ten detail. 
Including. nutlelles.ommily overlooked. 
ylnSl g,, to know whatolin0n nun demomlmtimu end poieible 8.1r1 phut 

home for m;parbun with your ell.= 5gWpe. the u2eM ee. n.. 
aide, v 0c Merman.. In 'reject of lbellmd prdurt I detailed below. 

BOOKSHELF 
E27 -Il 

EXECUTIVE E35 

MONITOR C47-10 

r 

L__ 

o C7 . 

1 

I STA I5 
E42 -I0 

I STA 25 
E52 -I0 

I MIL EIS -II -6 
PHIlO. E40- 7-6 

SC2 E27-10 
SC22 E3S 

Pre-emOBaert 
1 III 

sv irai 
11* 
rn 

tmeleee. volumes .a balance conimir with w unllaì` Xnne ltitwtlle 
omenate 

IolWiïoe`tor comet` maim v contour: accurate It n'y nul potentiometers. 
lotemAlatne 

m 
Nb 

at em po lclondlllomotnput 
und output level handling capacity o 

Pola, Amplidea 
No bu,dllll nl noise. virtually rem di.tmtlm nt tee rated pew, output over the whole 

hand from 20 20.000 etc re lame Waver urn. last tamier raWvee 
without Ange.« 

b ,. 
or hangover (note the quant alai the wtuudeeme tt trao.tut roust. In 

mnpar iu with amph(hnl: abeulule eWtdutr (yon men. Manage eawon ampli- 
. Inb Imlubt 2>, by eon louons over:;; with am type ut Maud lab 

m)° lead Ntlami, ham eóort clrtult b open cee:ull or mS tl; of reaemete:. 

P.C. Slam 
acs retentivity 151;'). high rapture ratio (I 45) enabling reception M rem, creak thane 

from mullipath eoumea without dhhwtb1 whle bandwidth Ilur low dhklm and multi- 
plex op tIome yet very.elective Innocent channel me of dental gval r to 

rlu eln a 1 wtl a 11'.'IrnaNh0 mmlete ub d tau 1 n 
remit,. weak yon, without Ì +(.calm 1 le genera. is tht emir, Ilene' by 

mos. mWulat Ion w h Werrlui`ina.ieg elrarine ' 

Intedtpe.km 

i 
e n m achley; Dy Iml IM1 Les; .irlr alts blalnabl and 

itha001,I wmka,u0tgthe Ink N1,nyr conga Ntm II t III 
on xm i °e,iw alreaióów aatiiúly a dtrynnhmyr whit neeh.e+pan.q mob lind ym 

yn:n belameweb mee.me,v,a .l..12.mewebW tt INylm2 
0. roeprxnmm t luck u mloratlnu Ingle t o two u... v rap t ov 

and alxme ul boom at low plaque ctrl. 

General 
Equipment aal loaf emakem bunt to high elan... fount of meemtr M lane tram Ise 
best neatermln main o poevIdt tumuler ,. and long life .anon Inh.. oar the 

grau. IyaDq, e2.2ut .ud ekd .Hite e dhr sigh "../tuet w hunt 1N 

am wem woun6clurtiwe:ne,do. thle.l lnec wry meta:rersan nd 
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woe rill m. nudób get. lu , 
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RADFORD ELECTRONICS LTD., 

ASHTON VALE ROAD, BRISTOL 3 

PRECISION 
PRESSINGS 

produced 
by progressive 
tooling and 

multiform 
methods 

Accurate 

components at 

competitive 

prices 

s_,---- 

JOHN SMITH LTD. 
209 !WON LANE WEST BROMWICH STAFFS 

TELEPHONE: WES 2516 II Tines) 

WOODS LANECRADLEY HEATHSTAFFS. TELEPHONE: CR 6920313 liner) 

WW -043 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

Put the best into it... 

Get the best out of it! 

with angel 
TRANSFORMERS 

There are no better output 
transformers for the High 
Fidelity constructor than 
Partridge. They are in fact 
specified for Mallard and 
most other leading pub- 
lished circuits. 

P5203 for use 
with the Mullard 
5-20 Amplifier. 

Also available, the 
TG 1073 for the 
Mollard 10}10 

Stereo. Relevant Data 
Sheets available on ap- 
lication. 

Write now for full details of the range 
of HI-FI Types 
PARTRIDGE TRANSFORMERS LTD. 
Roebuck Road, Cheuinston, Surrey. Telephone: Lower Hook 4353/4/S 

\V\\'-04_ FOR FURTHER DETAILS. WW -044 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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e y°4 6 Ilj q' 

w _ . 

WORLD'S TOP SEMICONDUCTORS now 
available to everyone at IR SEMICONDUCTOR CENTERS 
TRANSISTORS ZENER DIODES SILICON CONTROLLED 
RECTIFIERS GERMANIUM DIODES SOLAR CELLS 
SILICON RECTIFIERS SELENIUM STACKS BRIDGE 
RECTIFIERS PHOTO CELLS INSTRUMENT RECTIFIERS 
DUAL DIODES AUTOMOTIVE RECTIFIERS MOUNTING 
ACCESSORIES PROJECT KITS MANUALS 

Over 100 items available, prepacked and prepriced, many with free 
instruction manual and project and experiment details. Send to your 
nearest IR Semiconductor Center for the full illustrated catalogue 
and price list 

- I,vmmrre: iR .l,. II Comte Rd.. Ounderland. Tel.: T_bR Reet: R. W. C ,m, IO Broad Bt.. CRmermuy. 
Engineering Albloa SU. Hanehnter. 1. Tea: CBE IPA R.0.C.(Baaehderl he. , Oentral TITO London Henry, Hullo ELI.. ]09 Ndg.me ltd.. Iworlov, WT. PAD 1003 

o. F.Ide L odoo. T IlT. GRR woo a 0156 IGGned.>x..5., 166 Holloway Rd., Landon. oui, 
NOR 11511. lwelr i.11term,Roa11 LW..Lola5 Tottenham Court RA. Lmdcm W.1., BUR _605 Mims: Odeon Radio 

LÚ.l 
III CORelle Rd.. noway. HAIL óZ9 Boulh Rol OBI Eleekleel 1{d., 00 MI6. XL. P ITwme, EDO am 4MhombeNvd: 

Bros. Co d.9 Pudding Cbme. Neweark upon Tyne 1, Teel.: TAM RABB" 3 Freeman Ltd.. 100 Peres erect 
wedale I5 George i1' 

Redid le 
ne 

IMAohvgh 1, loloolR,I,,,R OI 1.m.NetReurpl lua Buppll 
TN a Id. RO...al.. alel Oluegow. R.II. BellR O 

Brown .Â 
Surrey: 

George 
RvIM IHILhninl I.I.I.. le LondonRd.,»dom. MIT TM WtTuleYrWro: Regency P.Ircln-.n ga, mend 

Fully displayed and described. Take your pick! =R semiconductor center 
INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER CO. (GREAT BRITAIN( LTD., HURST GREEN, OXTED, SURREY. PHONE OXTED 3215. TELEX RECTIFIER OXTED 8819 

WW -e45 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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lift AllD/0 RAE!/Ty Sexf0-33 
A High Fidelity, All Transistor Stereo Amplifier providing 10 watts R.M.S. on each channel 

OUTPUT PER CHANNEL 

15o:.r1<If.N. P. iule:1.r:, 
TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION 

- ,15 K1_: alto 
Libr 

DAMPING FACTOR 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 

HUM AND NOISE 

CROSS TALK 
-aJ gib, i.. -5G tilt. 

MAINS INPUT SELECTION 
lun.l In-I_I "Un._'tli: "cal -"ni t. 

SEMI -CONDUCTORS (pr chanmq 
ACIOr, 11114(3), OC.SIL('-), C)lu, ()ß'lu. 

aDlltq) 
INPUT SENSITIVITIES 

.r ID wa us ILLS. iuta IC ,I:m=, 
'irk-up al::ustic :1.5 Inv. 

Pi/J.-up Crestal)Ccr.amtc 1 w f 

Ili: r.:pin.n--:, my. 

s. u.itiv ii ie' trill ht:.h till, <I tt 
output had is Rid ahnnl 
BASS CONTROLS } I Idh I.. - in /II,. at In .r.. 

Incorporation of the very latest Mullard 
Transistors has made possible the really 
outstanding performance figures of this 
brilliant design. 
Compare them with other leading makes 
currently available. 

THE PRE -AMPLIFIER IS A 
COMPLETELY NEW DESIGN 

IT ELIMINATES THE NECESSITY OF MATCHED 
INPUTS AND COMPLICATED SWITCHING 
ARRANGEMENTS. IT ALSO PRODUCES 
CONDITIONS OF MINIMUM NOISE AT HIGHEST 
SENSITIVITIES. 

TREBLE CONTROLS 
,IL. tu - 15 .:It at 101, 

EQUALISATION 1Itl\\ !- Iip11 I tular1C11 Iusr int . 
SIZE 12: i . 

WEIGHT 1.111.. 

FILTER (Strop Cut) 71,c ,.,i nfr)...la h. 
INPUT SELECTOR 

r.v.lu...))'R., llic,'fap, II, .L.1. 

INPUT SOCKETS 
l'.1,., t a u l Cernic l'L k -up. 

.511).,l tu. I lvad )Ì!n'opham 

Des ned for ease of fits 
catit n r for free standing u 

Tested for satisfactory operation in 
temperatures or up to 50 C. (120F.1. 

Built to highest standards employ- 
ing latest materials and techniques. 

PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR LEAFLET 

EXPORT ENQUIRIES INVITED 

Designed and developed by the Audio 
Fidelity Group of Companies. 

Manufactured and Distributed by LINEAR PRODUCTS LTD. ELECTRON WORKS, ARMLET, LEEDS. 

WW -046 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

FREE TO AMBITIOUSENO/NEERS 
THE LATEST ED TION OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES 

Have you sent for your copy? 
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES 
is a highly informative t56 -page guide to 
the best paid engineering posts. It tells 
you how you can quickly prepare at home 
for a recognised engineering qualification 
and outlines a wonderful range of modern 
Home Study Courses in all branches of 
Engineering. This unique book also gives 
full details of the Practical Radio & Elec- 
tronics Courses, administered by our 
Specialist Electronics Training Division- 
the B.I.E.T. School of Electronics, explains 
the benefits of our Employment Dept. and 
shows you how to qualify for five years, 
promotion in one year. 

SATISFACTION OH 
REFUND OF FEE 
Whatever your age or experience, you cannot afford 
to miss reading tiffs remous book. If you are 
earning less than C30. a week, send for your 
copy of "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" 
today-PRce. 

BRITISH INSTITUTE 
OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 

(Dept. 303B), 29 Wright's Lane, London, W.8 

WHICH IS YOUR 
PET SUBJECT? 

mechanical Eng., 
Electrical Eng., 

Civil Engineering. 
Radio Engineering. 
Automobile 

E Aeronautical Eng., 
Production Eng., 
Building, Plastics, 
Draughtsmanship, 

Television, etc. 

GET SOME 

LETTERS AFTER 

YOUR NAME! 
A. M.I. Mech. E. 

A.M.I.C.E. 
A.M.I. Prod. E. 

A.M.I.M.I. 
A.I.O.B. 

D.SC. 

City d Guilds 
Gen. Cert. sf Education 

Etc., etc. 

PRM 1í6M INCLUDING 

EQUIPMENT 
TOOLS! 

Basic Practical and Theore. rr r 1)iri,ufn of 

is Courses for beginners in li /. E. T. NOW 
Radio,T.V.,Electronics,Elc., ,il,rrinuu re,rllub- 
A.M.I.E.R.E. City &Guilds nrulorp 'rrniuirre rr RadioAmateurs' Exam. 

uirlr Pracrrcul R.T.E. a. Certificate 
M.G. Certificate' P. l ifoff:frr. 

Practical Radio :ILLlnr 
Radio Television Servicing B.I.E.T. Practical Electronics 

Elea m Engg SCHOOL OF 
Automation 

ELECTRONICS 

POST COUPON NOW 

NAME....... 

ADDRESS 

SUBJECT OR EXAM. 

Please send me your FREE 156 -page 
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" 

(Write if you prefer not to cut page) 

THAT INTERESTS ME - 

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING ORGANISATION OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD 
Fss-041 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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X0®00 Digital counters 
combine versatility 
with economy 

Racal SA.550100 Mcfs 
Digital Frequency Meter 
Direct Frequency Measurements 
from signal levels as low as 100 mV 
are possible without tuning or inter- 
polation. Measurement capability 
can be extended by the use of the 
active probe unit type SA.544. 

C All Solid -State Design 
D 8 Digit Inane Display 
Cl 0-55°C. operating Ambient 
U D.C. Logic Switching 
O Digital Printout Facilities 

Internal or External Standard 

The SA.540 Universal Counter 
Timer illustrated below is for time, 
period and frequency measurement 
up to 11 Mcfs. 

SA.550 N.A.T.O. Codilicarion 6625-99-971-8519 

Wce Tns fuVnrm deentas sL od 
!. .Q 

SA 540 

Dukes Ride, Crowthorne, Berks. 
Tel: Crowthorne 2272/3 and 
Telex 84166 

RI/A64 

WW -48 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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idlers CERAMICS 
for the ELECTRONIC INDUSTRY 

(and Electrical Appliance Manufacture) 

Frequelex-for high -frequency Insulation. 

Refractories for high -temperature insulation. 

Buffers porcelain for general insulation purposes. 

Meticulous care in manufacture, high quality mate- 
rial, with particular attention applied to dimensional 
precision and accuracy, explain the efficiency and 
ease of assembly when using Bullers die pressed 
products. Write today for detailed particulars. 

BULLERS LIMITED 
Milton, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs. 

Phone: Stoke-on-Trene 54321 (5 lines) 
Telegrams a Cable: Bullers Stoke-onTrenc 

Lendw: Office: 6 Laurence Pouneney Hill E.C.4 
Eking. MANsion House 9971 

WW. -4/49 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

NEW 

5111010 HEC000EOS 
by LEEVERS-RICH 

..+ .E - ;% s.®,, 
- ;...- . 

Comprehensive Specifications 
Very Competitive Prices! 
The special feature of the new Mark V series of studio 
recorders is the open head block for ease of editing. 
Special screening ensures an excellent signal/noise ratio, 
whilst the amplifiers have a bandwidth well above the 
latest standards of magnetic tape available. 
Ease of maintenance, which has always been a feature of 
Leevers - Rich equipment, is now better than ever. 
Other features of the new Mark V include:- 
* PARALLEL SYNCHRONISED PLAY-OFF 
* 4 -TRACK VERSIONS 

for master recordings on f" or 1" tape 
* MULTI -TRACK VERSIONS 

for monitoring applications with up to 16 tracks on 1" tape 
* SYNCHRONISED SYSTEMS 

for multiple tape copying 

PRICES 
range from £640 for é" recorders ('E' series) to 4 -channel 
recorders at £1,205 ('H' series) 
Also available-Six band audio equalisers (Model 46X) 
and a complete range of magnetic tape bulk erasers. 
WRITE TODAY for full technical information, specifications 
and quotations to meet YOUR special requirements, 
LEEVERS - RICH EQUIPMENT LTD 
319 Trinity Road London SW18 VANdyke 9054 

LEEVERS-RICH 

WW -05-6 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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V'BR 

ADS 

scaL ON 

EROS!' aTION 

- 'SILENTBL C ELI MI 
Andre Rubber Co. Ltd. is another Silentb/oc Company 

COUPLINGS BEARINGS LINK 
BALL JOINTS ASSEMBLIES 

C 
MANOR ROYAL C R A W L E Y SUSSEX 

Telephone: Crawley 27733 Telegrams: Silentbloc Crawley Telex: 87177 
Silentbloc products ere also manufactured by Silentbloc (Australia) Pty. LOU,. Melbourne 

B/,adn.ay 5507 
WW-OSI TOR FLOtTZBER DETAILS 
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eTEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
w 

N 
w SILICON nLLnv 

TRANSISTORS 

TYPES BVe., FIFE PRICE (IN 100'3) 
2S321 -2S301 -80v 10-45 6/1 FOR LARGER 
2S322 -2S302 -40v 15-60 5/5 QUANTITIES 
2S323 -2S303 -25v 25-85 9/3 ASK FOR A 
2S324 -2S304 -15v 45-150 13/6 QUOTATION 

QUARNDON ELECTRONICS LTD 
SLACK LANE, DERBY TELEPHONE 46695 TELEX 37163 

WW -052 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

JELECTRONIC 

ENGINEERS 

and TECHNICAL OFFICERS 
to ploy o vital role in the 

PROGRESS OF SPACE 
ELECTRONICS IN AUSTRALIA 
New stations are to be established and new equipment is to be installed at 
existing stations. As it becomes necessary to augment our tracking station staff 
many attractive opportunities will be available for professional and sub - 
professional men. 

LOCATIONS: 
Toowoomba, Queensland; Cameroon, 
Western Australia. 

QUALIFICATIONS: 
Degree of Diploma tor Engineering 
positions and Certificate or equiva- 
lent for Technical Officers. 

EXPERIENCE: 
Sound experience m at least one of 
the following fields:- 
Solid State Devices : Telemetry Micro 
Waves Logic Circuitry Radar : 

Digital Computers : R.F.: Communi- 
cations : Servo Mechanisms. 

SALARIES: 
Basic salaries range from $A3,400 to 
$06,400 for Professional Engineers 
and from $A2,500 to $A4,500 for Tech- 
nical Officers (Decimal currency from 
14th February, 1966. EA1 = $A2). 

ALLOWANCES: 
Attractive allowances covering travel- 
ling time, area allowances and tax 
concessions, extra duty payments, etc. 

ACCOMMODATION: 
Single accommodation will be arranged 
at moderate rates. Pleasant bungalow 
type houses with subsidised rents 

arranged for married applicants. 
Modern Rats also available if desired. 

INTERVIEWS: 
A Superintending Engineer from the 
Project will be in the U.K. to con- 
duct interviews early in March, 1966. 

APPLICATIONS: 
Please apply in writing to 

MANAGER 
AMALGAMATED WIRELESS 
(AUSTRALASIA) LIMITED 

General Buildings, 
99 ALDWYCH, LONDON, WC2. 

WW-e53 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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WHITELEY 
CABINETS FOR HI-FI REPRODUCTION 

THE NEW SL/ML/NE 

LC.92 
SLIM CABINET 

only 6" deep. Height 29". Width 24". 

A 9", 15 OHMS DRIVE UNIT 
with graded cone and extended treble response. 

ACOUSTIC LABYRINTH CABINET 
gives balanced response throughout the audio spectrum. 

CLEAN DESIGN 
Walnut cabinet with satin melamine finish. Weight 25} lbs. 

THORESBY BASS REFLEX CONSOLE CABINET (C15) 

fliccbet isc doinc,df fo Sten tSozaen: 
H" ghtro 3"x 

L oea 
W dhen9s Eex 

there 
his r8a'.o 

provision 

Mahogany (Ct5) (Ctsdj 

THORESBY HI-FI EQUIPMENT CONSOLE (CI6) 
This takes most makes of sape -decker record player, amphi e,,, pre -amplifier control unit 
and radio tuner. Size: Height x Width rg;- X Depth r 

Mahogany (C,6) Walnut (Cr6A) e -' 

i riûn"bSBY BASS REFLEX CORNER CONSOLE (CI4 
Specially designed to utilise the natural acoustic 
properties of walls, it is ideally suitable for 
use where space -saving is a consideration. 
It is sturdily constructed to take every advantage 
of Stentaran A o with provision 
for tweeter unit. Sise: Height 3" a Width 'or Depth sr. 
Mahogany (Cy) Wahl. (CIA) 

THORESBY SLIM LINE CABINET (CI7) 
This enclosure has been designed toaccommodateanyof the Stentorian range 
of 8- or só units. Provision is made for the addition of either pressureorcone 
Inppe tweeter and a crossover may hr used. 

a balancer 
d is s 

duction uliih the chosen Si_e: Hei ht 3s' 
u d to give 

pro g sr X Width att. 

Ai h ganj (Cr i) Walnut (Cr7A) 

Ask your dealer for further details of the full range of 
Whiteley High Fidelity cabinets, or write to address below. 

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO COMPANY LTD MANSFIELD NOTTS 
Telephone: Mansfield 1762/5 Landon Office: 109 Kingsway, W.C.2 

WBIBB 
f:.i'-U54 FOR FIIRTffit DLT,:iLS. 
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New Living -New Listening 
THE INTERNATIONAL 

AUDIO 
Festival Et Fair 

April 14-17a 11a.m-9p.m. 
Over the weekend-in the heart of the 
West End-under one roof the finest 
reproduction equipment from all over 
the world demonstrated by carefully 
chosen manufacturers who have been 
invited to exhibit. 

Musicians, Technicians, Professionals, 
Amateurs-there is something new in 
Sound you will hear when you visit the 
1966 Audio Show, the acknowledged 
top Exhibition of all, in this field. 

Continuous demonstrations of Pickups, Micro- 
phones, Stylii, Turntables, Amplifiers, Speakers, 
Tape, Tape Recorders and many accessories. 

HOTEL RUSSELL 
Russell Square, London, W.C.1. 

To obtain complimentary Tickets 
Just ask at your nearest Audio, Record, Radio or Music 
Shop, or write direct (enclosing stamped and addressed 

envelope) to: 
AUDIO HOUSE, 42 MANCHESTER ST., LONDON, W.I 

Nowhere else will you hear or see such a comprehensive Audio Exhibition. 
WW -055 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

MINIATURE P.I.F.E. TUBULAR CAPACITORS 

A miniature tubular capacitor 
of design utilising 
P.T.F.E. as the dielectric 
medium. Available in three 
types for mounting vertically 
on printed circuit board, 
horizontally on printed circuit 
board and for chassis 
mounting. In ranges up to 
16 pF. 
Write for technical details or Oxley Products 

Longlasting Precision 

OXLEY 
DEVELOPMENTS 
COMPANY LIMITED 
ULVERSTON 

AUCASMiRE. EIJ6LAND 
1 L LEPI10,. ULVERS,O, 137 
CABLES:..LEY ULVERsi ON 

WW -056 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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ONLY 

FERRANTI ZS100 SERIES 

SILICON DIODES 

HAVE 

ALL THESE 

FEATURES 

098 

DIAMETER 
02 INCH 

1.0 INCH 
MIN. 

285 INCH 

DIAMETER 
02 INCH 

1.0 INCH 
MIN. 

J, 

ZS 100 SERIES 
-ACTUAL SIZE 

FERRANTI 
First ,ria thc Futuro 

© 

2 
A SPECIAL INERT ATMOSPHERE-HIGH VOLTAGE STABILITY 
B INTIMATE METAL TO METAL CONTACT - HIGH SURGE RATING 

C METAL BUFFER PAD - REDUCED JUNCTION TEMPERATURE 
D GLASS HERMETIC SEAL-LONG TERM ENVIRONMENTAL STABILITY 
E ULTRA CLEAN SILICON DICE - POST ETCHED OUTSIDE PACKAGE 

OTHER SPECIAL FEATURES 

* QUALIFICATION APPROVAL 

200, 400, 600 and 800 volt versions available 
to K1007 issue 3 under CV7045, CV7013, 
CV7046 and CV7356 respectively. 

* DYNAMIC TESTING , 

Reverse characteristics measurement co- 
incident with full forward current being 
applied, 

* INITIAL LIFE TEST 

TYPE" -(BRIT'"'" 
OA No.) 

ZS100 25101 25102 
CV7045 

ZSI04 
CV7013 

25108 
CV7048 

ZS108 
CV7358 

PEAK INVERSE VOLTAGE 
VOLTS 50 100 200 400 800 800 

MAX.25°C MEnrAAN RECT. CURRENT 
s 400 400 400 400 400 400 

MAX.a 
150 °C 

MEAN 
n1A 

RECT. CURRENT 
150 150 150 150 150 150 

MAX. REVERSE LEAKAGE 
CURRENT ï'. 25°C µA 02 02 02 0 2 02 02 

MAX. OPERATING 6 STORAGE 
TEMP. RANGE 

i 

-55 to i 175°C ALL TYPES 

Each device is run at maximum ratings for FERRANTI LTD -GEM MILL.CHADDERTON-OLDHAM.LANCS.Tel:(061) MAIn 6661 

48 hours to eliminate potential failure. London Office : Tel : VICtoria 6611 FE 24a 

4747-a57 FOR FURTHER DETASLS- 
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ILK_9 RUSTRAK MINIATURE RECORDERS engineered for years of rugged service 

Weri 

All over the world you can see Rustrak 
recorders mounted on the cross -arms 
of telegraph poles, gathering depend- 
able data day and night, winter and 
summer. 
Because Rustrok recordera use pres- 
sure sensitive paper they maintain 
optimum accuracy in temperatures 
from sub -zero to 160°F.: from sea level 

to 100000 ft. and under conditions of 
high humidify. 
In spite of low costs Rustrek recorders 
are precision instruments housed in 

rugged die cast aluminium cases. 
Motor drive mechanism, galvanometer 
and writing system all give years 

of faithful service under extremely 

tough conditions. 
Other important features include: 
NO INK. Smooth. high resotution traces 

are produced enlnoul Ink, heated stylus 
or voltage sensitive paper. 

11 SPEEDS WITH ONE MOTOR. With any 
one drive motor 11 different chart 
speeds are available by means of 
rapidly interchangeable gearboxes. 
99 CHART SPEEDS. From to 450' 
per hour on all analogue (galvano- 
meter) recorders. 
LARGE CHART CAPACITY.At I" per hour 
e standard chart roll lasts a full 
month. 
AC, DC OR BATTERY DRIVE Chart drive 
powered by AC synchronous motors of 
any standard voltage, DC motors which 
consume only milliwatts of power, or 

by rechargeable batteries. 
RANGES. Models available to record 
AC and DC current and voltage and 

temperature. 

MOLL OR TEAR -OFF. The chart is re- 

wound inside the unit or in the lear- 
nt( type it feeds out of the recorder 
and may he torn off as required. 
EXPERT ADVICE. Our representatives 
will be glad to advise you on any 

application. 
LOW COST. Prices from F53-port- 
able units or ter panel mounting. 

White Or phare far cahlague 

,\M rusFrak 

WEST matrnmam Limited 

A Division of 

GULTON INDUSTRIES (BRITAIN) LTD 

The Hyde -Brighton 7-SussexEngland 
Tel: Brighton 66271 Telex: 67171 

WW -058 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

M. R. SUPPLIES, Ltd. 
letlehiiahea 1985) 

I:nlvçre. db. flame ,:l...l fa suppliers of l:P-TO-DATE aIATURIAD xbleh ,00, the 1e 
µel&-. in..Untemeety. Satirization amount. Prices nett. 

ffi RIATORE SORBING TIME MEIERS 19anmrmo). We have gent demands for fhb 
Only Immediately from aka, enema°, N e aprrehrononx. xr.mai 

unit o. 
w on to h ea. 

supply 
1/10th Indientor. Only Ill°. aquas, with Mahone, r Mal. depth M. Many Industrial rind domestic al.inmliona to DIM.-alu the runnlag time 

y vinldml mM Say to Luton, BOI Ilaet lal,ll. 
STALL GEARED MOTORS. le addition to our well-kemm range I W t OM MAL we 

smelter open trim S.P. unib. MMY.50 v. A.C. I. 0. le. Da, 00 e.o.m. approx. VI. bag. offer 
with lln. abaft Peded.. Suitable far llepiny work and many inAmtrUl Pace. Dolt 
8818 nee. sr.), 
SYRCEIROROUS TIME SWITCRP9. Ot2r very popular npetialllyh 200,:50 v. 50 c. por 

4Dm xnRe goyrmproviding up to a on.. oPernM R device Nee optimal, 1]P,ait7 
npaeop homed. tuff. dialslia With fll tnemmtfoaa, 46118/8 blv. 

-1.t Mao same nake,'aimm duly. Domestic Model IIII W with ISaMp. Plug Ire e:ot 
installation. portable.4919181leei OH. OWer retinue of Time Rwllehee available. for ;Flrac 
MINIATURE COOLING PAIIS,°4007240 v. A.C. Ruth open typo Induction molar um 
Interrnnmeel. Overall Oki. X ell. tile. Plitel rd metal Impeller. Ideal for 
pe^hwlrn Larry twling, mneevlor halm, light dutyu. extractors. ale, still only Ees 
IMMATURE VARIABLE TRARSPORMBRa 1philrxl. Renmrkahle and very popular 

,D70w.tlu m 7. Rk. udataff ree Panel 
mou 

Idea. -o ui. Olin 
Da. into, aMiMe v. Oulmrt 

AIR BWWRRB. IIIgM1Iv ancient ,miDn nllnl Indtmtbnr lol:my emd,xel motor tile, 
v. 1 Ph. Mnlcl U.20. Bn D1me air(In Ito 1:Y cEk, trim ! cli, ).l nxii,i Uutler 8x70m48let ellla.si0..0018 XV],I_ 5.10( con. 0u.. 

XXT Xnm.nmkl 2Dn.ero 411,111111. art-Iroantrl x1.0 uPv u.e, abnr, du; 1111111 at l.a wr.. u . x..mm. nnll. rib,. Mb lot,P13,17,6mex. t.K 
coMPhETReBWUGIupeINE ROTOR opxnlE. 10.01, hd, ..beds 

Pltlel urv.0 axü.. T.Y. anppnawrcs. D mht, otl uutri,l ewilrh. u,v ib, Itum vith Salter, loll.10, rid Intro 
In A\1' mvnlur. The .arnnlcte mum 48.78:8 b1.7. Y;al. 

EETRACTOR PANS. 
uFinal 

onor of Ihrs 
l"r,or Ixe hl,,u.Ìnat.o , 00talh oiintOE:urinl oumblemmlimmuoi 

ml.Ìcl .t14p6111on1 Ir11i rnlelr,reh,gb 1E:6 04.pnlrb XI'll. Thetev 0) - 
me a,:tnest. 

SYNCHRONOUS TITER MOTORS r+nrrc+ond.201112+0v te ablbetvrtlnmDo. , .,,. m.nl 
1err. i p;i1f' A L.lbvha symb d cNm.. Id r.P.h.. 1 r.p.b., I Med.. I vv. 
per I.a. m 38!8blex.dl,l. AdqhlRn-toqve model lO.N.0.>DIIm a 91u. x laiu.. 

MOINDIATE DELIVERY of Mum Centrifugal Pampa. lmcluding &Walesa areal lmwt rmx el. , PhD. Variable Mamie/men WI models). 

M. R. SUPPLIES, Ltd. 64 New Oxford Street, Cond.A, W.C.t 
(Teleptm00: MUSeum 29581 

H=OWELL S 
TRANSFORMERS 

MINISTRY OF AVIATION APPROVED INSPECTION. 

TRANSFORMERS 
STANDARD RANGE OR TO YOUR DESIGN 
TOROIDAL - .C' CORE - PULO.E - MATRIX 

CHASSIS - CABINETS & PRECISION METALWORK 
ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLY 

HOWELLS RADIO LTD. 
MULBERRY STREET, MANCHESTER, 15 

MOSS SIOE 20004434 

WW -059 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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THE VARIAC variable transformer is the most useful and varsztile 
:vice ever developed for the control of a.c. voltage, or of current. 

power, heat. light, speed. It provides smooth continuous adjustment 
of output voltage from zero to line voltage and above, either hand - 
operated or motor -driven. 
Only Variac has Duratrak'-a patented track surface giving longer 

life, increased overload and surge capacity and maximum economy 
in maintenance. 
There are over 600 Variac models and assemblies to suit virtually 
every possible requirement, ranging from small units for laboratory 

or instrument use to large ganged assemblies for high power 

3 -phase operation. The range includes low -voltage, high -frequency, 
dual -output and n - ange types, open, covered, portable, 

metalclad and oil -immersed constructions, plus many special 

models. This is the largest range of variable transformers available 

today. 
The technical superiority and dependability of Variac are the result 

of over 30 years of development and refinement since the introduc- 
tion of the first Variac models - the origin/ variable transformers. 

Vanac and 'Duratrak' are registered trade marks 

Veriete ere made in England by The Zenith Electric Co. Ltd. London, end exclus- 

ively distributed in the U.K., Eire and British Colenies by Claude Lyons Ltd. 

Variac 
variable transformers 

-over 600 models 
to suit every possible 

requirement 

A.S.E.E. 
Exhibition 

STAND 
M 15 

Write for comprehensive catalogue to Publicity Department. Hoddesdon 

CLAUDE LYONS LTD VyWork Hddedesd o 4541 le 
76alle Old Hall 

s, 

Streeto, Liverpoolsdon,Harts 3 

Hod 
MARiiinren 1761 TeTe lexx 6218227241 

15' W-a60 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. `' 
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minitest is 
s 

PROVING ITSELF 

EVERYWHERE 
... IN THE FIELD i,- 

-Z 

o a.a 

1 .* ®a 

Small instrument... fits in the pocket 4ÿ 
... tip-top pedormance.lt's the Salford -tom 

Minitest. a highly sensitive test meter I 001 

for the measurement of A.C. and D.C. k I volts, current and resistance. Wherever \\ 
there's a measuring job to do - you ... IN THE us 
can rely on the Minitesl. The clarity of 

the scale is exceptional and the knife 

y. 
C1,., 11 

edge pointerensuresaccurate reading. 

Housed in a tough Melamine cover, J 

the movement is built into a pressed 
/ I 

steel case which effectively screens it 

from external magnetic fields. . IN THE TROUBLE 
SHOOTER'S HANDS 

AlIBMIII 

MINITEST D.C. Amps D.C. Vales A.C. Volts ' 

0- I Amp. 0. 1.000 0- 1.000 

Ohms 0.100mA. 0- 750 0- 250 

e. 0.000 0- IOmA. 
0- 125 O. 100 

o u 0- 15 0- 200.000 0- I mA 
0 10 0- 10 

0-20 Meson.. 0. SO uA. 0. 2.5 0. 2.5 

TRADE PRICE ONLY £7-17-6 
(with leather case C'6-12.6) 

All ranges are selected by a single twetve.posibon rotary switch. A 
separate elide switch /s provided to change over room A.C. to 0.C. 
ranger' 

At your finger-tips with the Minitest:- 
* D.C. sensitivity 20,000 ohms per volt * A.C. sensitivity 2,000 ohms per volt * D.C. accuracy 21% F.S.D. 
E. A.C. accuracy -:- 25% F.S.D. * A.C. accuracy maintained up to 20 kc/s * Additional decibel scale * Small size SI' x 31" 0 2ÿ' * Weight 10 ozs. * 20 ranges. 

s. CSEE) Leaf/et on request I stIej 
SALFORD ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LIMITED 

Feel Warks, Boston Lane, Eccles, Lana. Tel: ECCIes 5081, Telex 66711 

n 0.(..00.,,,i THE OrnrOOL EteCrmC Coapunin uno of sosuana 

WW -061 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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Eddystone 
SLOW MOTION DIALS 

Catalogue No. 598 epicyclic dial 
This full vision dial Incorporates and giving a reduction ratio of 
an epicyclic, ball -bearing drive approximately 10 to 1. The move - 
mechanism of improved dedlgn ment is smooth and free from 

backlash. Dial escutcheon 
measures 6- long by 41' ide, 
finished ripple black. Four lines 
are provided on the semi -circular 
scale for individual calibrations, 
the outer line being marked from 
0 to 700 over 180". Supplied 
complete with black Instrument 
knob 21' diameter. 

Catalogue No. 898 gear driven dial 
A high grade assembly for preci- instrument knob. Complete with 
slop Instrument applications. Gear fixing screws and mounting 
driven, mywheel-loaded meth- template. 
enism, with a reduction ratio of 
110 to 1, giving smooth, positive 
control. 
Pointer travel is V. A circular 
vernier scale, marked 0 to 100. is 
read In conjunction with the lowest 
line on the main scale, which has 
flue lines for individual calibration. 
Overall dimensions 9f by 51". 
Diecast escutcheon finished 
glossy black to match 2l' diameter 

Eddystone Radio Limited 
Eddystone Works, Alvechurch Road, Birmingham 31 
Telephone Priory 2231 Cables Eddystone Birmingham Telex 33708 

WW -062 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. I.TOIEDa 

Erecto 
stores everything better 

Erect° Slotted Angle solves your storage problems - 
economical in the space a uses. generous in the space it 
gives you. Erecto components and many accessories are 
available locally with tree design service. and erection at 

tl moderate charges. if you wish. Ask your local Erecto 
supplier -or write for literature and name of nearest 
stockist to Erecto Slotted Angle Co, Newport Road, 
Hayes, Middlesex (HAYos 6581). 

IESZIMIe and it's available locally 
W W-063 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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this is all the 
space you need to 

mount the 
THORN 3 -COLOUR 

INDICATOR 

This very compact unit has an overall length 
of approximately 2.230" and an outside 
diameter of approximately .812". It can be 
installed into a single panel hole measuring 
only 19/32" using a simple fixing ring and 
lock nut, both of which are supplied. This 
makes it suitable for a variety of signalling 
applications where space is at a premium. 
The Thorn Three Colour Indicator contains 
three internal coloured filters optically 
positioned to project the selected colour 
through an external front lens. Both lens and 
filters are of glass. not plastic, and 'there is, 

therefore, no discoloration. 

The unit is designed for use with a variety of 
Atlas Midget Panel Lamps (6,12 or 28V) and 
is supplied with either a black anodised or 
bright chrome front nut, and solder or screw 
terminals. The standard filter colours are 
red, orange and green. 

Fienot^nife (or /v// ça lail, (o: 

Thorn Special Products Ltd 
Greet Cenbrid e Road, Enlieid. Middlesex 
(rlowe d 2477) 

t A member oI the Thorn Elect/kWIndustries Ltd 
group of companies. 

WW -064 FOR FURIaER DETAILS. 
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YOU CAN 
NOW BUY THE 
WORLD'S FINEST 
SPEAKER VALUE 
DIRECT FROM 

RSA 
The 700 Mark V Range 
Specially designed to provide outstanding range, 
smoothness and uniformity of frequency response 
with freedom from self generated forms of distortion 
up to levels more than adequate for domestic listening. 
The speakers in this range all have a highly developed 
dual radiating system with optimum termination of 
both cones - voice coil impedence 15 ohms. 

Power handling capacity in appropriate enclosures: - 
780 Mk. V Price £3 . 18 . 6 
8 in. 6 watts r.m.s. 12 watts peak. linc.10/6 P.T. and P.&9.) 
7100 Mk. V Price £4.13. 0 
10 in. 8 watts r.m.s. 15 watts peak. (inc.12/6 P.T. and P.& P.) 

7120 Mk. V Price £4.18 . 6 
12 in..10 watts r.m.s. 18 watts peak. (No P.T. but inc. P. & P.). 

Reg 

Send for lull technical data sheet with 
suggestions for enclosures to: 

REPRODUCERS AND AMPLIFIERS LTD. 
Frederick Street, Wolverhampton England 

LOUD SPEAKER MANUFACTURERS TO THE 

RADIO INDUSTRY SINCE 1930 

WW -065 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

'SERCEL,' 

® 
T 
E 

S 
T 
Q 

The DIOTESTOR Simplifies production tine 
checks by detecting faulty diodes and 
transistors when still in circuit. 

BRITEC LIMITED 
17, Charing Cross Rd., London WC2 - WHltehall 3070 

WW -066 FOIS FURTHER DETAILS. 

VARIABLE D.C. POWER UNIT WITH 

ACCUMULATOR PERFORMANCE FROM 

A.C. MAINS 

EFFECTIVE 

RESISTANCE 
LESS THAN 

1 ohm. 

TYPE 

250VR U/30/20 

250YRU/60'10 
PRICE 

E131.5-0 

FEATURES 
0-30 VOLTS Variabl u to 20 AMPS. 
0-60 VOLTS Variabl up to 10 AMPS also available. 
RIPPLE CONTENT egligiblc, IMPEDANCE and REGULA- 
TION equivalent to accumulator performance. SILICON 
RECTIFIERS. (nodes to "SHORT" 
OVERLOAD CAPACITY 300 for shortctperiods. 
APPLICATIONS 
Operating and Servicing transistorised equipment. 12e. Mobile 
radio/tel. operation, D.C. Motors, relays, industrial power, e 
from a of A.C. WITHOUT THE USE OF 
ACCUMULATORS. 

12e. or 24e. FIXED OUTPUTS up so 24 Amps also available. 
AVOID THE EXTRA EXPENSE OF SUPER REGULA- 
TION YOU MAY NEVER NEED. Prices 614-16.0 to 
6131.5.0. 

LIMITED 
Plcnsc write to department C 36. BROWELLS LANE. 

FELTHA (or current literature. ENG 
MIDDX. 

LAND 
Tel.: FEL 4837-4242 

VALRADIO and STEREOSONOSCOPE are the registered trade 
marks of VALRADIO LTD. 

WW -067 FOIS FURTHER DETAILS. 
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*s,g-... ..- ~..-. ,.w......, 

S7 1.2A display tube 25 cm radar 4 seans 
per minut, fLadius of marker circle 
a=s) asnticni miha 3loderdraly iu+a: y 

1ptjn cÙgttçr' nor..in;[Lir,?. 

KMI! 

Brightness has a diameter of 11 inches 
FOR BROAD -DAYLIGHT VIEWING OF RADAR DISPLAYS- 
THE EEV HIGH BRIGHTNESS STORAGE TUBE E712A 

Adding a new dimension to bright radar displays, the English Electric high brightness 
11 -inch diameter direct -view storage tube, type E712A, gives a brightness 100 times 
greater than that available from normal long persistence cathode ray tubes. When used 
in Air Traffic Control and the majority of other radar display applications, the outstand- 
ingly significant increase in brightnesa'of the E712A permits the operator to observe a 
large area display in broad -daylight, unencumbered by the previously necessary view- 
ing hood. Even with direct sunlight shining upon the face -plate full intelligence can 
still be attained through the use of a simple light filter. 
Full information on the E712A and other high brightness storage tubes, together 
with CRTs of conventional design, is available on request. 

ENGLISH ELECTRIC VALVE CO LTD CHELMSFORD ENGLAND 

Telephone:Chelmsford3491,Ex262,Telex99103 I AGENTS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD EEV 
WW -565 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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?ItANItI PACK® STATICINVERTERS AND 

FOR USE AS 'FIELD' MAINS SUPPLY OR 

STAND-BY POWER UNIT 
INDUSTRIAL 
INSTRUMENTS *iMTRISIOR SWITCHING 

LIMITED ELEMENTS 

STANLEY ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT 

FREQUENCY CHANGERS 
DESIGNED TO START AND RUN MOTORS 

(Try it on your electric drill!) 

IDEAL FOR PROFESSIONAL 
TAPE RECORDING MACHINES 
* I"., OR BETTER FREQUENCY 

STAB. AS STANDARD 

* SINUSOIDAL WAVEFORM 

* INPUT 8 SHORT.CIRCUIT 

PROTECTION 

* FREQUENCIES: S0. CO, 900 

(VARIABLE IN SQUARE 

WAVE VERSIONI 

TYPICAL 
PRICES 

100 VA £85 

200 VA £130 
CO STOCK 

302 VA £169 
EX STOCK 

600 VA £355 
1 KVA £420 

UP TO 20 KVA 

Telephone: RAV 9212 3 

Telegraphic Address: Transipack Bromley 

WW -069 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

TELEPRINTERS -PERFORATORS 

REPERFORATORS TAPEREADERS 

EDITING & REPRODUCING SETS 

pv 
2-5-6-7-8 TRACK AND 
MULTIWIRE EQUIPMENT 

AUTOMATION COMPUTER PERIPHERAL ACCE6SOHIES 

Desk -Fan. Morse Equipment; 
Pen Recorder. Switchboards; Conecnors and Stabilised 
Rectifiers; lape Holders, Pullers and licwindcrs; 
Governed, Synchronous and Phonic Motors; Tele- 
printer Tahle- and Cabinets; Silence Covers; Distor- 
tion nnd Relay Testers; Send/Receive Low: and high 

Puss Filters; Teleprinter. 
Mors, 'Tdcdcims Paper, 
'I'apc and Ribbons; Pola- 
rised and specialised relaya 

and Babes; 'Terminals V.F. 
Equipment,and F.St. 

Telephone Carriers and 
Repeaters; Multiplex 
Transmitters; Diversity. 

Frequency Shift, Keying Equipment; Line, Mains 
Transformers and Suppressors; Backs and Consoles; 
Plues, Sockets, Key Push Miniature and other Snitches; 
(lords, Wires, Cables and Switchboard Accessories; 
-Teleprinter Tools; Stroboscopes and Electronic Forks, 
Cold Cathode MaIrlcs; Test Equipment; Oscilloscopes; 
Miscellaneous Accessories and Spares. 

W. BATEY & COMPANY 
Gaiety Works, Aitensan Street, Tring, Herts. 

Tel., Tring 3576 (3 Lines) Cables: RANNO TRIN.: 

EDDYSTONE COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS 
For rho prafesnna. of Amateur user who like& the Best. 

AIRE PURCHASE TERMS 

mow No. cans Price Deposit 

ECU 
s .. ... ...... 148 £8 

£SB7O EB 

. £i86 
E32 

Telly... .39 Y80 

CDNFIDENTIAL,4 RM611Y0ID 
PAID ITHIN d; 

OEAL 6aLELY WLTH H.P, RNDIO. 

ERIE 

Telephone: AINTREE 1435 

12 Monthly 
Payments 
£3130 

SA 3U'- 

Talei H.P. 

P2tmonths 
O 

ERR 

The Eddystone 

Specialists 

SERVICES LTD. 

49:51 COUNTY ROAD 
LIVERPOOL, 4 

ESTAS. 1935 

WW -071 FOIS FURTHER DETAILS. SS'N'-010 FOIE FURTHER DETAILS. 
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CERAMICS 

IS OUR BUSINESS 

:NM 11111 
LET'S GET TOGETHER 

informative literature. We will also be delighted are continuously and successfully engaged in to supply you with samples for testing, and our developing new products and improved designs. technical representatives are always on call to If you would like to keep abreast of these exciting discuss your problems with you in detail. advances then please ask for our factually 

Hilose alumina ceramics 

Low Loss Ceramics 

O Metallisecl Ceramics 

O Hermetic Seals 

O LT Insulators 

O Ceramic Dielectric Materials 

Thread Guides 

Refractories and Foundry Products 
If you are interested in any of the above, don't hesitate to write or telephone. 

c Morgan STEATITE AND PORCELAIN PRODUCTS LIMITED 
Stourport-on-Severn, Worcestershire. Telephone: Stourport 2271 

WW -072 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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stop rumble at source 
witpout impairing 
bass response 

.. with the Decca Deram Anti -Rumble 
Integrated pick-up. This pick-up uses the 

superb Decca Deram ceramic cartridge (with the 

latest high compliance diamond stylus. of 

course) and the arm has been integrally 
designed with this cartridge so as to achieve a 

mechanical filtering of rumble frequencies 
at the point of excitation. Rumble is thus 

filtered before ever it reaches the amplifier, 

while wanted bass frequencies which go 

direct to the amplifier are unimpaired. 
The same mechanical filtering properties 

are built into the pick-up on the Deccadec 

and the Decca DD/1 turntable unit. 
Hi-Fi Nears wrote of the ARI pick-up 
The anti -rumble system functions very well ... 

'I consider this design has far-reaching 
importance.' And The Gramophone wrote 

.. a distinct success in the achievement 

of its objective.' 
As a further refinement, the type 'A' Decca 

magnetic bias compensator, providing 
precise neutralisation of the forces which 
'draw a pick-up towards the centre of 

e rotating record, is suitable for use with 
the Anti -Rumble Integrated pick-uo. 
For full details of both products, please 

write to Decca Special Products. 

D MCI A 
Decca. Deram and Deccadec are registered 

trademarks of the Decca Group 

Decca Deram ARI pick-up complete 11 gns. 

Decca magnetic bias compensator type 'A' 1 en. 

wuw.-oe. FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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CHARD E, IND LIMITED 
. ,ENT A :,ELECTION OF 

Waite jot New Cas.logcre tIe 
Heed Office: 
NORTHGATE GLOUCESTER 
TELEPHONE: (OGL2) 22,11 (5 LINED) 
ELE t. GLOVCESTER ^5192 

WW -0t4 FCR FURTHER DETAILS. 

ROTARY SWITCHES FOR 

THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR 

Writers of constructional articles for Wireless 

World are reminded that readers often have 

difficulty in obtaining rotary switches of special 

type and contact arrangements. Consult us 

before deciding upon the switches you incorpor- 

ate in your designs and be assured that a switch 

to any desired specification will then be immed- 

iately available to your readers. 

Design charts and details 

(for writers and readers) from: 

Specialist Switches Ltd. 

23 Radnor Mews, London W.2. 

PADdington 8866-7 

wsc__atn FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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â1 Gc/s a a 
Jipier 

RCA -2N4012 "overlay" Transistor 

FREQUENCY MUIIPLICA110N 

Willi POWER GAIN 

Giplà 

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR RCA DISTRIBUTOR 
Now for the first time, you can achieve frequency multiplication with power gain at 
microwave frequencies with a single solid-state device, the new RCA2N4012 silicon 
transistor. With this new RCA "overlay" unit, you can greatly simplify circuit design 
as well as reduce costs. At t Gc/s, one single 2N4012 can replace both the transistor 
power amplifier and varector diode stages previously required. 
Offering frequency multiplication with power gain in the 1 Gc/s region, the 
RCA -2N4012 as a doubler, tripler, and even as e quadrupler, extends transistor 
performance into the microwave region with watts of power! When used in a 
commonemitter configuration, this transistor provides stable operation-power 
output varies smoothly with changes in power input. 
Talk to your RCA Distributor about how RCA -2N4012 can help you cut costs by 
eliminating the varector and reduce the size of hardware in space, military, and 
commercial applications. Or write to: RCA International Division, Dept. 200, 
Central & Terminal Avenues, Clark, New Jersey, U.S.A. 
In Great Britain, contact: RCA Great Britain Ltd. 

Lincoln Way-Windmill Road 
Sunbury -on -Thames 
Middlesex, England 

Input Power =1 Watt 
Vc = 28 Volts 

l 

Case Temp. (Tc) = 2rC 

2N4012 
DOUBLER 

2s4012 
TRIPLER 

output Peser 211yp) 2.5 (min) watts 

Output Frequency 600 1002 Mc/s 

Input Frequency 400 3M Mc/s 

Conversion Cale 4.6 Ityp) 4 (mint 55 

V suette 
MAXIMUM Ve6o Cuvette 

volts 
RATINGS 

Y, 
Be volts 

ap I, 1.5 amperes 

The Most Trusted 
Trademark(s) ® Registers 

Name in Electronics 

WW -076 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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TYPES L.F 
AN D L.F.M 

OSCILLATORS 
* Wide frequency range 1 c's-10C Kc's. 

k Sine or Square wave thermistor stabs 
l ised output. 

k Output continuously variable from 200 

micro volts -12 volts peak to peak. 

k Fully transistorised circuits. 

} Suitable for mains or battery operation 

L.F. L.F.M. 
£45 £50 

.tale, Engineers In London oroa and on port, of the u.t. 

FARNELL INSTRUMENTS LTD. 

SANDBECKWAY.WETHERBY,YORKS.Tel.2691/2/3/4 

MARCH, 1966 

a Whole World 
of users 
can't be 
wrong! 

1,4,U-s' yN;v . 

One of the really outstanding microphones in the medium -price 
range, the DP/4 is enjoying unparalleled success. Small wondelr 
for the DP/41e wonderfully reliable and sensitive to an extremely 
wide range of sounds. Uniform frequency response from 50 cs. 
to 15 Kcls. 
It Is inworld-wide use for high -quality broadcasting, ording 
and public address both by the ateur and professional 
The Parabolic Reflector. its natural partner, focuses a distant 
sound -source onto the microphone head, reatly amplifying it 
without loss of realism and without unwanted side -noises. 
The DP/4 comes in three impedances-Low, medium and high- 
and is supplied complete with connector and 113ft. screened lead. The 
211. dia. Parabolic Reflector is complete with microphone holder, 

Further derails from your deale, or fromme / , /romplan) 

Feltham, Middx. FELtham 2657 /V5%enty that youhe, 
WW -078 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

GRAMPIAN REPRODUCERS LTD. 
Hanworth Trading Estate, 

(ELMI\ 
SWITCHES 

The new range of ELMA stud switches are now 
available with such features as concentricspindles, 

s 

up to 12 wafer sub -miniature sizes and at the !owes, 
known prim. 

DI switch with 12 positions; sealed construe- 
tion ceramic wafer: 200 V+ A switching capacity. 

03 switch with 24 positions; adjustable" stop't 
ceramic wafer wafer ust covers: up to b poles 
per wafer and 12 wafers. 

30 switch with 26 positions; adjustable" top"; 
wafer; dusto 13 poles per 

oat:.,: heavy duty .w 
covers: 

merhani:n,. 

RADIATRON 
7 SHEEN PARK, RICHMOND, SURREY. 

Tel: RIC 3285 or 9352 

\\'\\-077 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. WW -079 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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MINIATURE METALLIZED 
POLYESTER CAPACITORS 

These small moulded metallized polyester capacitors are 
ideally suited to the applications of printed wiring panels and 
transistorised circuits. The use of the new dielectric material 
and unique construction combine the advantages of small 
physical size and superior electrical characteristics which meet 
the requirements of H.5 DEF.5011 Specification. 

CONSTRUCTION 
The windings arc virtually non -inductive and the wire 
terminations are soldered direct to the metal electrodes 
eliminating contact resistance and ensuring the minimum 
possible inductance. 

Cap. Tolerance: !. 20%. 

Voltage Rating: Peak ripple voltage and D.C. voltage 
must not exceed rated D.C. voltage. 

Power Factor: 50.01 at I kc/s. at 7- 20`C. 

Temperature Suitable for working at í-85'C. without 
Rating: denting. 

Insulation 10,000 megohms or 2,000 ohm farad, 
Resistance: whichever is less. 

Terminations: 22 SWG solder -coated parallel wires for 
vertical mounting. 

Finish: Insulated-special non -cracking heat re- 
sisting thermosetting compound provid- 
ing good insulation and good protection 
against the Ingress of moisture. 

CapacitanceF 
I_ 

Dimensions 
T.C.C. 

Type. Nu H T 

250 V. D.C. at as C. working 
0.01 11 32in. 9mm 7 32in. 5.5mm PMXI 
0.015 
0.022 

II 32,n 
II 32m 9mm 

7 32in. 5.5mm 
7 32in. 5.5mm 

FMX7 
FMX2 

0.033 
0.047 

II 32in 9mm 
II 32in. 9mm 

7 32in. 5 5mm 
7,32in 5.5mm 

FMXS 
FMX3 

0.060 
0.1 

7 16 Ilmm 
7 16in. 11mm 

9 32in. 7 2mm 
9í32,n.7 2mm 

FMXO 
111X4 

400 V. D.C. at BS C. working 
001 11,321n. 9m,n 7,32in.5.5mm MX4I 
0.022 
0.033 

II'32m. 9mm 7132in. 5.5mm FFFX42 
7I':n Ilmm 9:321n.7.2mm FMx45 

0.047 7 16in. I [nun 9:32in. 7.2mm FMX43 

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD. 
Electronics Division: NORTH ACTON, W.3. Telephone: ACOrn 0061 (16 lines). Telex: 261383 

also at CHESSINGTON . SURREY and BATHGATE . SCOTLAND 
w'w-050 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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standard in low 
cost counters.... 

Arrvu,cr 

SINGLE 
PERIODMULTIPL TIME 

E 

PutteesEP' COUNTL 
' 

IMO Y /' TIME 
LINE 

veer \ `fy' 4011N'r 

OYERSEILI 

® 

DISPLAY TIME 

ART MANUAL STOP 

TIMER COUNT 
PE TLa 

I7OATE TIME rra, 

10.e b' 10r 

SUPPLY 

the Advance 5Mc/s TC 4 
FREQUENCY (0 to at least 5Me/s, The new Advance TC4 timer counter offers the best 

value now obtainable in a four -digit 5Mc,s tran- 
sistorised and fully portable instrument. The TC4 has . PERIOD (Single and multiple period many features which places it ahead of similar measurements up to 10' periods) instruments of its kind; it is outstanding in design, 

TIME (3,,S - 10'S) specification flexibility and performance. 
Frequency measurements to 40Mc/s or 100Mcjs 

II COUNT (1-9999, regular or random with TCD40 or TCD700 frequency dividers. 
pulses) PR ICE £195 Px -works 

direct reading) 

Write now for fully descriptive 
leaflet and specification 

r ^ Advance Electronics Ltd (instrument Division) 
Advonc D ROEBUCK ROAD. HAINAULT ILFORD ESSEX 

Tel: HAINAULT 4444 Telegrams: ATTENUATE. ILFORD 

. 57 

WW -082 FOIL FURTHER DETAILS. 
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3 NEW INSTRUMENTS 

MARCH, 1966 

from 
///vim' EAO 

Robust construction - Attractively designed with clear front panels - Ease of Operation - Compact 
Moderately Priced 

Type G.I. L.F. Signal Generator 
10 c/s to 100 Kc/s in four decade ranges. 

Scale 5}" dia. 180- rotation. 
Three outputs. 

0-6 v. r.m.s. SINE WAVE with lout 
distortion. 

0-9 v. peak to peak SQUARE WAVE with 
no droop and good H.F. rise time. 

0-1 watt into 3 ohms, 50 c/s to 20 Kc/s. 

PRICE £20 nett U.K. 

Type G.2 L.F. Signal Generator 
10 c/s to 100 Kc/s in four decade ranges. 

Scale 4r dia. 330 rotation. 
Three outputs. 

0-6 r.et s. SINE WAVE with low dis- 
tortion. 

0-9 peak to peak SQUARE WAVE with 
no droop and good H.F. rise time. 

0-I watt into 3 ohms 50 cis to 20 Kc/s. 
Step attenuator on output (I) and (2) 

giving XI, X.I, X.01, X.001. 

PRICE £24 nett U.K. 

Type M.I Voltmeter 
15 A.C. ranges ImV-500v. 
Frequency IO c/s -I00 Kc/s. 

Input impedance. 10 meg ohms. 
Amplifier output available at low im- 
pedance with voltage gain of approxi- 
mately 80 times on most sensitive range. 
D.C. range 0 to 400 v. in three ranges. 

Isolated from case. 
Impedance 20 Kilohms/volt. 

PRICE £24 nett U.K. 

Further details from 

LINSTEAD ELECTRONICS 
35c NEWINGTON GREEN, LONDON. N:16 Tel CLI 4825 

WW -083 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

A. C. SOLENOID TYPE SBM 

Nosy fitted with 
stainless steel guides- 

six times the life 
Continuous 31 lb. at lin. 

Instantaneous to 1616. 

larger and smaller 
sizes available 

Also-transformers to 

8kVA 3 phase. 

R. A. WEBBER LTD. 
KNAPPS LANE, CLAY HILL, BRISTOL 5 -PHONE 65-722819 

i TRANSFORMERS 
COILS LARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES 

CHOKES TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED 

SPECIALISTS IN 

FINE WIRE WINDINGS 
MINIATURE TRANSFORMERS 

RELAY AND INSTRUMENT COILS, ETC. 
VACUUM IMPREGNATION TO APPROVED STANDARDS 

ELECTRO-WINDS LTD. 
CONTRACTORS TO G.P.O., A.W.R.E., L.E.B., B.B.C., ETC. 

123-5-7 PARCHMORE ROAD, THORNTON HEATH, SURREY 
LIVINGSTONE 2261 EST. 1933 

WW -081 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. WW -085 FOR FURTHER DETAILS.MmW 

AUDIO AMPLIFIER 
12 Volt with 15 W. Output 

Designed specially to give pleasing results an music and speech 

Common matter, class B output stages. with maximum efficiency choke 
coupling to 15 ohm speaker lines; temperature stabilised and direct coupled 
pre -amplifier stages with liberal feedback. 

All output and input terminations are fully floating, thus enabling layman 
r skilled engineer to be equally confident in the simple matter of coupling 

up for use. 

FULL DETAILS OF THIS AND EQUIPMENT BY RETURN OF POST 

E. K. ELECTRONICS (IA.) LTD: Brotherton, Knottingley, Yorks 
WW -086 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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electrosil have 
the resistor kit 
that every 
laboratory needs 

one small cabinet 
gives you semi -precision, 
high stability, 
general purpose-because 
each Electrosil resistor 
does three jobs 
The exclusive Electrosil triple -rating concept 
now gives you a compact metal oxide resistor 
kit which will be of the utmost use in every 
electronics laboratory and experimental unit. 
Thirty values of resistor gives a choice of 
three operational modes in each value. The 
normal cabinet covers the E6 range of preferred 
values, but special combinations of resistance 
values can be supplied to order. 
Now you can build Electrosil reliability into 
your designs right from the start. with the 
resistors you need where you want them, 
when you want them. 

cut out the 'bits and pieces' and get the resistor situation under control 
The Electrosil Laboratory Kit gives many advan- 
tages: --Immediate availability of the best metal 
oxide film resistors currently available. 
Acompact stock because each resistor has three 
ratings making it suitable for semi-precision. 
high stability or general purpose applications. n Advantageous prices. 
Savings in time and effort in stores requisitions 
and searching for required types and values. 
Ease of stock replenishment-just use the re -order 
card. 
?. permanent solidly constructed cabinet which is 
either free-standing or wall -mounted as required. 

WW -017 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

Electrosil 
LIMITED 

ELECTROSIL LIMITED 
FALLION SUNDERLAND. CO. DURHAM 

Tel: Sunderland 7/480(10 lines) relax í1213 
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A tonnait0 amplifier 
housed in top 

LampartoenL 

BD a c 

fcrophene 

itted isteam 
lined metal ease. 

C Pouch holds 

top one 

stand clip, 

jack -plug etc. 

D Microphone 

tond. 

E ClSL for 
crop hone 

cable. 

F 

Power supply 

L 

D Pewer supply 

lead. 

PORTABLE SOUND 

FOR ALL EVENTS 
THE WHARFEDALE 

PA3O 

Completely self contained - pull 
open the amplifier compartment- 
open the accessory compartment 
-take out the microphone-plug 

switch on and speak; it's the 
greatest public address idea in 
years. 
Anyone man operate the 
no technical ability required. 

PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM 
This completely portable sound system is housed 
in a single durable tan leatherette covered carrying 
case with vinyl grille cloth. A special loudspeaker 
system comprising six Wharfedale speakers is built 
in the front section of the case. The robust and 
powerful transistor amplifier operates from self 
contained batteries or mains at the turn of a switch. 

Everything packs away neatly in sixty seconds - 
ready for use again at a moments notice. 

Size 361" x 7a" deep x 9a" plus a" handle. 

Weight 42 lb. £69,70.0. 

ROW i i i WO i iOW 
LEAI LET AND DETAILS OF 
PASO DEMONSTRATIONS 
WRITE TO (Dept W3) 

RANK WHARFEDALE LTD 

IDLE . SRADFORP YORKSHIRE I 
TELEPHONE BRADFORD b11552/3 
TELEGRAMS'wHAREDEL' BRADFORD 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

TOWN 

WHARFEDALEDDONTY IIi WIC iiii®BIM 
WW -088 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

only 

MARCH, 7966 

ELECTRUM 

2A -x cuts 

maintenance 

costs and 

ensures 

electrical 

reliability 

Just the smallest squirt 
Takes away the dirt. 
Fraction of a bean 
Keeps your contacts clean. 

Look what good old friends 
Bring you in their hands. 
Get it anywhere 
And you save a spare. 

'Global availability' and 
'world-wide NATO approvals 

ELECTROLUBE 
'ELECTROLUBE" and "SNORKEL" are Registered Treat Men. el Elecrrolube Ltd. England 

ELECTROLURE LTD. 

OXFORD AVE., SLOUGH, BUCKS, ENGLAND. Tel: SLOUGH 25574 

WW -089 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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How to 
save time 
& money 

with packaged 
circuits 

-w*-464. 
NEWMARKET 

PACKAGED CIRCUITS 

ABC' 

Send for this! 
The 'Packaged Circuit ABC' tells you all about the 
growing range of ready-made Newmarket transistor 
amplifiers, pre -amplifiers and power supplies. You can 
get them off the shelf for short development runs or 
order them in quantity for production runs. Output load 
and power, power gain, sensitivity, frequency response, 
distortion, input impedance and current consumption- 
everything's in the 'ABC'. Imagine how these circuits 
could have accelerated past projects. Plan how to use 
them in the future! 

Newmarket 
TRANSISTORS LIMITED. 

Use the coupon below to get your own copy of the 
'Packaged Circuit ABC' and Price List. r 

ITO NEWMARKET TRANSISTORS LTD. DINING ROAD, NEWMARKET, SUFFOLK. Fill in and encrose this reason In unsealed eneeleee'3d Stamm 
IPlease send me Pacuaged Circuit ABC' and Price Litt. 

I NAME 

I POSITION 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS, 

TWONEW PRODUCTS 
FROM AMPHENOL 

signal commander. For the 
final time, a laboratory 
quality field strength meter 
to accurately measure radio 
frequency signals in air, 
twin lead or coaxial cable. 
Matched balun. Easily 
carried in one hand. 
Ideal for TV servicemen. 

Completely transistorized. 
battery operated, weighs only 
3V, lbs. All -bend dipole 
antenna allows one-man 
operation, UHF and VHF -FM 
plug -In modules. 

Citizens Bend Transceiver -550 
Series. This remarkable unit can 
withstand temperatures down 
to 25- below and up to 150° 
above Fahrenheit. Features 
high-speed electronic switching, 
all solid -slate advanced circuitry, 
up to 3.s watts output with 
outstanding modulation, dual 
conversion IF, and 4 slates of 
amplification. Up to 23 channels 
-crystal controlled. 
Model GOO-Built-in 12-14 VOC 
with plug-in power cord. 
Model 625-Built-in universal 
12.14 VDC and 110/220 VAC with 
two plug-in power cords. 

Write for Complete Catalog end Prices 
Amphenol/Cadre Div. 

Export O:elributers 
Morhan Exporting Corporation 

r'a'ire- 
WW -091 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

I.S.E.P. PRINTED 
CIRCUIT CONNECTORS 

British Post Office approved P.C. 
Connectors, .1" spacing, up to 33 contacts. 

Cannon Electric 
(Great Britain) Ltd., 
Lister Road, 
Basingstoke, Hants. 
Tel: Basingstoke 3171 

CAPLUGSN' 

, 

NON 

Ree z.ered Trademart. 

CANNON 
Writ -097 FOR FURTHER DETAILS- WW -092 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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ONE -MILLIVOLT 

FULL SCALE TO 

1200 Mc/s 

Frequency Range 
10 kc/s to 1,200 Mc/s 

Voltage Ranges 

8 ranges. 1 mV. -3 V. full scale; 
with 100:1 divider to 300 V. full scale 

Accuracy 
±3% 100 kc/s -60 Mc/s 
}5".';,. 50 kc/s -200 Mc/s 
±10%, 10 kc/s -1,200 Mc/s 

Stability 
No zero reset required over 
8 hours except on most sensitive range 

Response 
RMS to 30 mV; peak calibrated 
in terms of RMS above 30 mV; with 
100:1 divider RMS-responsive to 3 V. 

Input Impedance 
High Impedance -2 pt. and 75 Elf: 
also 500 termination adapter (other 
values on request) 

Features 
Temperature compensated probe 
Linear scale on all ranges 
D.C. recorder output -1.5 V. at 1 mA. 
Taut -band mirror scaled 6- galvanometer 

Accessories Suppiied 
Probe with high -impedance tip, 50D 
BNC terminaticn adaptor, output plug 

Accessories Available 
100:1 cavacitative voltage divider, 
BNC, N or GR terminations, type N 

'Tee' adaptor 

MILLIVAC TYPE MV -26B 

R.F. MICROVOLTMETER 
Price £220. 
Delivery Normally Ex Stock 
Also available, Type MV -388, 7 ranges 
3 mV. -3 V. F.S., price £180. 

CLAUDE LYONS 
CLAUDE LYONS LIMITED INSTRUMENTS DIVISION 
76 Old Hall Street, Liverpool 3. MARitime 1761 

Southern Offices: Valley Works, Hoddesdon, Herta. (Hoddesdan 4541) 

FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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12 good reasons 

for using the 

Wearite tape -deck 

V/:RRLPS., WORLD 

The Wearite tape -deck by Wright and Weaire is recog- 
nised for its faultless performance. Features contribu- 
ting to this include : 

1 Three motors-proved unsurpassed for reliability and 
fast winding. 
2 Synchronouscapstan motor-suspended on neoprene 
shock mounts to reduce mechanical noise to the absolute 
minimum. Ball race bearings give greater reliability and 
considerably longer maintenance -free operation. 
3 Foolproof single knob operation is provided for link- 
ing mechanical changeovers to the electrical amplifying 
system. 
4 Automatic stop switch cuts off the tape drive at the 
end of a reel or should the tape break. 
5 Instantaneous mechanical stop and start of tape 
transit prevents slurring. 
6 Accurate cueing indicator (turns counter) is scaled in 
revolutions of the take-up reel, and angled for easier 
viewing. 
7 Third head position for plug-in heads, either standard 
or stereo, with an adjustment screw for gap alignment. 
8 Record -lock button prevents accidental erasure of 
recordings. 
9 Ability to accept 8}" reels (1750 feet of standard 
tape). 
10 Ability to take a continuous loop cassette in place of 
standard reels. 
11 90° hinge on head cover ensures easier tape loading. 
12 Three tape speeds. 

The Wearite tape -deck is designed for the serious 
recordist who would prefer to use no instrument but 
the best. The Wearite tape -deck has been proved in 
use by Science bodies, Education authorities, and in 
Entertainment. 

For fuller details and specifications write or telephone 

WRIGHT AND WEAIRE LTD 
84 Blackfriars Road, London SE1. WATerloo 1981 

WW -094 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. WWII 
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KONTAKT 

60 

THE SPECIAL CLEANER 

FOR INACCESSIBLE 

CONTACTS 

* KONTAKT 60 cleans and 
protects all tonnas * Eliminates high transition 
resistances * Pre creep' currents 

s 

* Does no affect plastic materials * In spray can with 5tin. spray 
nozzle 

Other Kontakt 
products are: - 

70 Protective Lacquer 
72 Insulating Spny 
75 Cold Spray for Fault Location 
00 Special Siliconrsed Polish 

100 Antistatic Agent for Plastics 
Write for full details of above complete 
range of Kanmkt products m: 

SPECIAL PRODUCTS DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED 
81 Piccadilly, London, W.1. GROsvenar 6482 

WW-ens FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

XLRIEP AUDIO 
CONNECTORS 

Widely used Standard Audio/Video series with latch 
coupling. Up to 18 contacts in 15 shell styles. 

Cannon Electric 
(Great Britain) Ltd., 
Lister Road, 
Basingstoke, Hants. 
Tel: Basingstoke 3171 

CANNON 

PLUGS Il®- 
Re6latered Trodemark 

CANNON 
WW -096 FOR FURTHER DET,ULS. 
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These inexpensive edge connectors feature polypropylene 
mouldings and brass or phosphor bronze contacts with 
a standard tinned finish. Silver plate, gold flash, or gold 
plate finishes are available to special order. .100" contact 
pitches provide a maximum of 40 positions whilst the 
150" contact pitch range provides for a maximum 
of 26 positions. Contact tail variations (shown above) 
include solder slot tails projecting either vertically 
downwards or at 90° to the moulding, or tails for 
direct mounting to a "mother" printed circuit board. 
Mounting brackets provide "closed" or "open-ended" 
connectors or include contacts for direct earthing from 
the mating P.C. Board. 
Electrical Ratings 
Working voltage: 500 Volts D.C. or A.C. Peak (.150' pitch) 

850 Volts D.C. or A.C. Peak (.100' pitch) 
Current capacity: 5 amps max. per contact 

CARR Me'NGIGD DOGÚD 
the firm with the best connections 

Raplefard,Noninscso. telephone: $indiens 266I. Caw vas***** 
Sales 018ees: Wembley, Sele. 

WW -093 FO: FURTHER DETAILS. 

(ELMA 
COUNT 

BATCH 

CONTROL 

MARCH, 1966 

The 4 ELMA single decade counters pictured above cost 
less than most conventional four figure predetermining 
counters. Yet they offer several distinct advantages over 
normal counters, namely: 

I. FIGURES nearly socice as large as on conventional counters-with 
wide angular visibilisy. 

2. PRESETTING by a 
r 

tary switch on the front panel, avoiding 
the normal method of having to open a nap-thus excluding dirt 
and dust. 

3. PLUG.IN digits which can be easily interchanged without having 
to rewire. 

4. ELECTRICAL READOUT which gives a separate contact 
closure for every number in addition to the predetermining signal- 
enabling direct printout, etc. 

In addition to these features, the ELMA counters 
will count at up to 25 impulsesjsec.; have electrical 
zero reset; can be forward or backward counting. 
and can be wired in cascade to form a counter of 
any number of digits. 
Also available is a matched modular range of 
power units; control relays; impulse transmitters; 
pushbutton switches and mounting frames. 

RADIATRON 
7 SHEEN PARK, RICHMOND, SURREY RIC 3255-9352 

WW -098 

DO YOU STILL USE A HAMMER AND CHISEL 

TO CUT A SQUARE IN SHEET METAL? 
Don't any more 

We have a Hand -operated Tool now to cut any 
straight sided shape. Square R/Angles slots for 
Louvres. All you do is simply mark out your shape 
and follow the lines. You can also convert the Tool 
to a Punch -Louvre Forming and Riveting Tool. 

NO DISTORTION OF METAL 
ON EITHER SIDE OF CUT 

Also a number of Bench Type folding machines 
EXPORT ORDERS DESPATCHED IMMEDIATELY 

AVONLEA TOOLS, W00DEND MILL, MOSSLEY, LANCASHIRE. 

MOSSLEY 2687 

WW -099 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

VITALITY BULBS 
Tested and proven 
A.I.D. and A.R.B. 

Miniature and Sub -miniature 
indicator bulbs, from Ito 50v, 

in sizes from 4.0 mm. 

Catalogue from:-Vitality Bulbs 
Ltd., Neville House, Wood Green, 

N. 22. MULberrp 1931. 

WW -100 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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Hanover: The Electrical Engineer's Market Place 
To visit the electrical engineering display et the Hanover Fair Is to take a 
look at the whole panorama of tomorrow's technology and economy. The 
International display mounted by more than 1,400 firms from 18 countries 
ranges from microelectronic components through heavy electrical engi- 
neering equipment to articles of everyday use in home, factory and office. 
The coming Hanover Fair will show thousands of examples of development, 
refinement and innovation over the whole span of electrical technology. If 
there Is such a thing as a world market for electrical engineering - then 
that market is Hanover. Specialists and technicians can talk here with 
colleagues from all points of the compass, and fact.tlnding and buying are 
made easy. Hanover offers you nine days of comparison and evaluation - 
all within the bounds of a single composite Fair. 
Hanover Fair 1966 Hanover Fair 1966 
extends to you a cordial invitation Saturday 30th April to Sunday 8th May 
FURTHER INFORMATION FROM: Schenkers Ltd., Royal London House, 13 Finsbury Square, London, E.C.2 
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APPI1CAllaNS Cf 
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Ei161NEER$ 

SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 

MODEL 27 

important new hooks for all engaged in the electronics industry 

PRINCIPLES AND APPLICATIONS OF BOOLEAN ALGEBRA 

FOR ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS 

Salvatore A. Adelfio Jnr., and Christine E. Nolan. 
This new book is one of the few available that have been written specifically for the 
electronic engineer. It is a readily understood textbook-each stage leads easily to the 
next and check problems are given at the end of each chapter 'o enable the student to 
assess his progress. An invaluable introduction to the subject which will be welcomed 
by all in the electronics industry. 
45s. net by post 46s. 6d. 326 pp. 150 Illustrations. 

RELIABILITY OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 

C. E. Jowett. 
Clarifies and presents all the relevant facts concerning the properties and stabilities of 
various classes of components and materials and seeks to provide each member of an 
electronics research team with a summary of information based on a wide experience 
of testing and evaluation. 
42s. net by post 43s. 174 pp. illustrated. 

obtainable from leading booksellers. 

ILIFFE Books Ltd. 
DORSET HOUSE STAMFORD STREIT LONDON S.E.I 
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NOMBREX TRANSISTORISED 
NSTRUMENTATION 

* Signal Generator 27 ... ... ... 69.16.9 * Power Supply Unit 61 ... ... ... 66.14.6 * C.R. Bridge 62 ... ... ... * Audio Generator 63 ... ... ... ill. 19 
* Inductance Bridge 66 ... ... ... cll. 6.9 

All prices include battery, Cost end packing. Prompt Sciiver, 

S.A.E. FOR TECHNICAL TRADE & EXPORT 
LEAFLETS `. ENQUIRIES INVITED 

INOMBREX LTD. ESTUARY HOUSE, CAMPERDOWN TERRACE, 
EXMOUTH, DEVON. Phone: 3515 
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Bib 
ACCESSORIES 

NEW 

Bib 
INSTRUMENT CLEANER 

is anti -static 

I 
Surfaces stay clean 
longer, because 
they do not become 
statically charged 
and attract dust. 
Specially formulated 
for cleaning tape 
heads, delicate instru- 
ment panels, plastic, 
chrome, glass, printed 
surfaces and the 
exterior of all kinds of 
electronic equipment 
non-flammable and 
does net smear. 
Size A 

416 (subject) 

Bib THE PROFESSIONAL 

TAPE SPLICER 

All metal-beautifully plated-compact in 
size. Easily and permanently attached to a 

(ape recorder. Clamps hold the magnetic or 
leader tapes in the precision cut channel- 
no damage to the edges. Right angle and 
oblique cutting slots. 

Complete with Rarer Cutter 1816 irub,ectl 

Bib WIRE STRIPPER 

AND CUTTER 
This eRcient tool strips insu- 
laden, cuts wires cleanly and 
splits plastic twin flex. It is 

adjustable to most wire thick- 
nesses. 

41 (Subject) 

If you have any didiculty In oblalning (hese 

Items they will be sent post free. to v. lrl 

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD. 

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS. 

TEL: HEMEL HEMPSTEAD 3636 
Mt6 
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Pitman Books U 
Radio and Electronic 

Components 

G. W. A. Dummer 

This series of six books is 
designed to meet the needs of 
the rapidly expanding electronic 
industry for information about 
specific components. The first 
books of their kind in this field, 

!they fill a wide gap in present 
technical literature. 
Sir Robert Renwick, K.B.E., 
President of the Radio and Elec- 
tronic Components Manufac- 
turers Federation, says in his 
foreword to Fixed Resistors 
` . . . I can imagine few people 
more qualified to write these 
books than the author .. . ' 

Titles in the series are: 
Vol. 1. FIXED RESISTORS 

28s net. 

Vol. 2 VARIABLE RESIS- 
TORS & POTENTIO- 
METERS 45s net. 

Vol. 3 FIXED CAPACI- 
TORS 45s net. 

Vol. 4 VARIABLE CAPACI- 
TORS AND TRIM- 
MERS 32s 6d net. 

Vol. 5 WIRES AND R.F. 
CABLES 47s 6d. 

Vol. 6 CONNECTORS, 
RELAYS AND 
SWITCHES 50s net. 

from all booksellers 

Pitman Parker Street London WC2i 
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TEL FORD 
OSCILLOSCOPE 

CAMERAS 

Oscillograms in 10 secs. 

Employs Polaroid` 
Films up to 3,200 A.S.A. 

Simple operation 

Designed for the 
smaller Oscilloscope 

Economy size film 21 -in. 

x 3'4in. 

This camera has been specially 
designed for selected Oscillo- 
scopes of the smaller type. 
It incorporates a Polaroid 
Land processing unit which 
enables a photographic record 
to be produced in 10 seconds. 

The camera provides for 
viewing before exposure. No 
focusing is necessary and 

shutter operation is by simple 
lever action. 

* Registered trade mark of the Polaroid 
Corporation. U.S.P. 

Full details will be gladly supplied on request 
TELFORD PRODUCTS LTD 

TELFORD WAY, LONDON W3 

SHEpherds Bush 1015 (5 lines) 
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F LITERS 

L 
Keep your eye on Brush 

BC 

ADVANTAGES 
Fantastic space saving 
Excellent stability with time and temperature 
Single or multiple resonant units 

TYPICAL SPECIFICATION 
Centre Frequency 

Bandwidth 

Insertion Loss 

Impedance 

Case Sire 

Operating 
Temperature Range 

Shape Factor 60/6 db 

300 to 600 kc/s _ 2 kc/s 

2 to45 kc/s at 6db 
1 to 15 db (dependent on B/W) 
Either 1200 or 1500 ohms in and 
out, dependent on B/W 
8 mm diameter 
38 mm long 

-40" C to ß-85`C 

1.3: 1 to 2.6:1 Dependent on B/W 

1'hin -4 
SIZE 
This illustrates the typical dimensions 
for a ladder filler. The case is a plated 
brass cylinder with glass end seals and 
pi l illse°oAll 

fch 
length willprovlde 

grre8gdbslopband 
rejection. 

00 

Curve below shows response 
of our ladder filter type TL 10 

D 16A. Note the outstanding 
shape factor 

m 
lo 

,o 

.o 

20 n 

aeo 

FREQUENCY IN KILOCYCLES/SEC 

BRUSH C LEV IT E COMPANY LIMITKO 

HYTHE SOUTHAMPTON PHONE HYTHE 3031 GRAMS BRUDEV HYTHE SOUTHAMPTON TELEX 47687 
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COMBINED ERASE READ AND OSCILLATOR COIL 
The tendency towards transistor portable tape recorders has received 

our special attention as the necessity for improvements in heads for this 
application has been an obvious requirement. 
"A mmo amazing component!" is the reaction of most people who 

te: these, for io a space of only ;in. diameter by ;in long. is contain- 
ed a completo oscillator coil and erase head. 

A simple oscillator circuit operates with a single 0080, or simile 
typo of transistor, and requires only 20mA at 9V from the battery. 
As well as acting as an erase head. this component also provides the 

required bias supply to tho recording head and (if required) HT 

for .: recording level indicator of the DM70, 0e similar type. Al- 

though DO flows within the oscillator coil inside the head there i. 

no DC flux whatsoever produced in the erase section. 
Where on indicator of the D9170 type is used the heater may be 

:iesed with the circuit, es shown below. This offers a further 
economy of power. and in this ease a Iota! of 25mA at 8V, there- 

for:, supplies indicator heater, indicator HT, 30 he bias supply 

and erne power. 

Dcmilr of all the chore copes 
of bordo arc eooilohle (yam: 

MARRIOTT TELEPHONE : WEMBLEY 7493, ALPERTON 2020, 2029 

MAGNETICS LTD. BRIDGE WORKS, WATER ROAD, WEMBLEY, MIDDX. 

MAW; 1966 

CLOSE TOLERANCE ON RECORD AND REPLAY HEADS 
As the tape recording art has developed, so manufacturers have quite riehlly 
asked for closer tolerances and higher performances in heads. How can you 
Produce an extremely high quality ranee of record and playback heads offering the 
maximum io performance. having far closer toleranes in all mechanical and 
electrical characteristics than hitherto envisaged and a! the same time offer these at 

reasonable pricey Thot was the development and production problem we set 
omsetves eighteen months ago. 
Some 75 heads from manufacturers throughout the world were examined and tested. 
Performance features wee co -related to design factors applicable and so a design took 
shape based upon the rejection o; aM known bad features and the incorporation of 

good. Our design and production experience 0: over 3j million heads over fourteen 
veers. including heads for practically every special purpose, enabled us to maintain a 
realistic approach to the problem. Wo purchased superb new machinery and produced 
many special purpose machines ourselves. numerous items of special electronic test 
gear were developed to provide as comprehensive a system of quality control as could 

be envisaged. and last but vol least, we engaged many highly skilled persovoel. 
A complete range of record, playback and erase heads ('8' series) ie available with throe 
qualities for providing all the requirements o! heeds for lin. tape. Full track, ( track, 

4 track stereo and 2 track stereo are all available and most of these in various imped- 
ances. A special feature of the erase heads is their extremery low power requirement, 
and that they can be operated at 100 kos without appreciable heating. 
`R' AND ' DR' RANGE OF '. TRACK HEADS has been redesigned and now give 
higher output with the maximum io top response and with greatly improved shielding. 
Over 3; MILLION R' and' DR' heads are in use throughout the world! 

g It -oscillatory erase head circuit with Marriott ' % '-type erase and record Play heads. 
Diagram reproduced by courtesy of Mallard Ltd. 
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Cale 
railo al 

``eeed 

iter 

* Hermetically sealed all -plastic encasement. 

* Ultra -Small sizes. 

* Close Tolerance Dimensions. 

* Lead spacing to =-015". 

* High Reliability by close Quality Control 
proven in the exacting U.S. Market. 

* Surprisingly low cost. 

* Fast Delivery. 

* Ratings 3V to 350VVDC. 

* Cap. Tol. to 100V-20%+100",'. 
150" 350V-20%--50%. 

Operating Temp. -20°C to +65°C. 
-20'C to ±85°C. 

Extremely Low Dissipation Factor and D.C. 
Leakage. 

>Ep `uiriu 
A 
caPac`tpts 

Types Available 
Low Voltage Polar type Vertical and Horizontal 
Mounting 
Low Voltage Non -Polar type Vertical and 
Horizontal Mounting 65°C and 85'. 
High Voltage Polar type Vertical and Horizontal 
Mounting 65°C and 85`C. 

I.E.I. 
Tantalum capacitors 
Tantalum Foil 85°C per MIL -C-3965,2,3, 13 

and i 14. 

Tanktalum Foil 125°C per MIL -C-3965. 
Super Series 85°C Tantalum Foil. 
High Voltage Tantalum Plain Foil Capacitors 
per MIL -C-3965. 
Tantalum Wet Slug Electrolytic capacitors 
per MIL -C-39654. 
Solid Tantalum Dry Slug Electrolytic Capacitors 
per MIL -C-26655;2. 

Callins International Limited 
SHANNON AIRPORT, IRELAND. Tel.: SHANNON 61499/61558 

See us at the I.E.A. EXHIBITION at OLYMPIA, LONDON, 
from 23rd to 28th MAY-STAND No. 268. 
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No oscilloscope fe better than its tube. Build in all the circuit 
refinements you like, if the tube suffers from (1) pin -cushion dis- 
tortion (2) barrel distortion (3) large spot size (4) low brightness, 
is restricted to an excessively small window (5) or suffers from (6) 

deflection defocussing or any of a dozen other common ailments, 
then your efforts are in vain. 
Compare a Telequipment oscilloscope side by side with any other 
instrument in the same price range. You'll take the point. Each 
oscilloscope in the Telequipment range uses a specially developed 
tube and is designed to exploit to the full its linearity of display 
and brightness and fineness of trace. No other portable oscillo- 
scopes today offer such potentiality per pound! 
Illustrated is the type D43 oscilloscope, fitted with type 'A' plug-in 
amplifiers. This instrument costs £125 Os. Od. and uses aluminized 
PDA double -gun tube with particularly fine geometry. 

Send for literature describing Telequipment Serviscopes and portable 
laboratory oscilloscopes. 

ÌELEQUIPMENiÌ 

MARCH, 1966 

Servlseoue Is a reel tered trade mark of 

Telequipment Limited, 313 Chase Road, 
Southgate, London, N.14. Fox Lane 1166 
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What's 
new from 
MULLARD ? 

Transistors 
for even higher 

audio outputs without 
transformers 

All the advantages of transformer - 
less circuits-extended frequency 
response, improved transient re- 
sponse, easy application of nega- 
tive feedback, reduced bulk and 
weight, and simplified layout and 
servicing-can now be applied lc 
audio output designs up to 8W. 
Four new Mullard transistors make 
transformerless circuits a practical 
proposition for these higher out- 
puts. They are the AC128 and 
AC176 designed for audio outputs 

from 1W to 3W, and the AD1b1 
and AD162 for outputs from 3 to 
8W. With their high gain and 
good linearity they form part of 
the Mullard 'Harmonious' range 
of audio transistors, and are 
being used in the latest mains - 
powered record players,. tape 
recorders.. table radios and con- 
sole radiograms. 

in a ward ... INTRLNSICALITV 
pult nE:< u6,AILS. 

Mulland 
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Radio Regulations: Need for Overhaul 
IT is rumoured that plans are afoot to split the existing Post Office into two and 
create a new Department or Ministry of Telecommunications responsible for the 
"telecom" side of the existing department, leaving the Post Office responsible for the 
postal services. It was thought that the Minister of Telecommunications, as Mr. 
Wedgwood Benn (the P.M.G.) has called himself on several occasions, would make 
some reference to this proposal when speaking at the recent annual dinner of the 
Telecommunication Engineering and Manufacturing Association, but we were dis- 
appointed. Whether or not this severing of telecoms from the postal services is immi- 
nent the P.M.G. has several items on his agenda which call for prompt legislation. 

First there is the question of the "pirate" radio and TV stations, which now number 
ten, around our coasts. A year ago this country was a signatory, with six other 
European countries, to an agreement to prevent the operation of broadcasting stations 
on vessels outside national territorial waters. Under the agreement signatories would 
treat as punishable offences, not only the setting up of these stations, but also the 
providing of supplies, equipment, transport or programmes to them. This meant, of 
course, that legislation would have to be drawn up in each country, making provisions 
necessary to take action against offenders. So far, nothing has been done in this 
country and the number of "pirate" stations goes on increasing. Some positive action 
must be taken-either that the operators are given the opportunity of becoming law- 
abiding citizens by being offered licences, or that they should be made outlaws and 
treated as such. 

What may well be the biggest problem if the "pirates" were offered licences, is the 
question of operating frequencies. All the frequencies allocated to the U.K. under the 
1948 Copenhagen Plan (the revision of which is long overdue) are in use. Would the 
"pop " stations be willing to operate on one of the two International Common Frequen- 
des-1484 and 1594 kc/s-or would they expect a share of the frequencies used by 
B.B.C. stations? 

On the purely programme side of their activities it may be that the " pirates " prefer 
to "fly the skull and crossbones" and brandish their cutlasses in the face of the 
authorities which limit the B.B.C. stations to but a few hours of recorded music a day! 

Another item on the P.M.G's agenda is the question of Citizens' Band radio, as it 
is called in the U.S.A. Increasing imports of walkie-talkie transceivers, most of them 
from the Far East, have prompted us to ask the Post Office why these sets are permitted 
into the country-and we are certain they are not smuggled in-if it is illegal to use 
them. We were told blandly that the Post Office has no jurisdiction over imports! Is 
this "head in the sand" attitude good enough? These transmitter -receivers, which 
operate on a frequency of about 27 Mc/s and cause interference with licensed radio 
users in this part of the spectrum, can be purchased for a few pounds, and can be seen 
in use by youths in many parts of the country. If the P.M.G. has no intention of 
granting licences for these sets, their import should be prohibited by the Board of 
Trade and the Post Office should take action against their illegal use. 
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Voltage -controlled Amplifier - 1 

USING MODULATED PULSES TO GIVE VARIABLE GAIN AT A.F. 

The circuit described uses a direct voltage to control a pulse - 
ratio modulated train which in turn operates a transistor -diode 
switch. The result is an amplifier whose gain can be controlled 
over a 26dB range and which may be used for a variety of pur- 
poses, some of which will be outlined in Part 2. 

THERE are many applications, especially in analogue 
circuitry, where a voltage - controlled amplifier is 
required. In the past this has been achieved by 

using the physical properties of active elements such as 
f:.e.ts and ordinary transistors, as well as by using 
thermistors, optical methods, and servo motor systems. 
References 1, 2, 3 are representative of some of these 
methods, which all suffer from some form of inherent 
non -linearity, temperature dependence, narrow band of 
operation, and lack of interchangeability of active ele- 
ments. It is proposed in this article to illustrate a mode of 
o ?eration which is purely electronic, independent of the 
amplifier element used, shows a large degree of linearity 
and stability and is readily controlled by an applied 
direct voltage. Further, it will be shown that the 
circuit can be easily modified to perform other analogue 
functions. 

The system depends on an application of pulse modu- 
lation, the principles of which have been discussed else- 
where t. s 0, ,, ". Since, however, the basic pulse generator 
and its subsequent utilization might prove unfamiliar, 
they will be given some consideration before the circuit 
itself is discussed. 

Design philosophy 

Most previous forms of pulse modulation consist of 
modulating either the pulse frequency or pulse duration 
Kith incoming a.f. signal. The resulting pulse train is 
then amplified and passed through some form of low- 
pass filter to recover the original signal. A system of 
pulse -duration modulation is outlined in Fig. 1 and 

OSCILLATOR 

AUDIO 
INPUT 

VARIABLE 
PULSE LOW-PASS 

PULSE 
GENERATOR 

AMPLIFIER FILTER 

LOA? 

Fig. I. Conventional pulse -width modulation system for a.f. amplifica- 
tion. 

examination will show that there are practical difficulties 
associated with this system which are not, at first, readily 
apparent. In the first place, the required switching speeds 
of the pulse generator will normally preclude the use of 
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By 

Ni. BRONZITE, 
B.Sc. 

M. Bronzate graduated In physics and chemistry at 
Reading University in 1958 and after spending four years 
in industry, first with B.T.H. 
Rugby and then Plessey's, 
he went to Israel 'in 1962. 
He spent a short time in 
the Weitzman Institute and 
then worked in the Hebrew 
University on the design of 
equi pmentfor Meteorological 
studies. His article on a d.c. 
transistor amplifier in the 
March 1984 issue arose from 
work at the University. After 
returning to this country he 

was with Kelvin Hughes 
until last June when he emigrated to Canada and is now 

with R.C.A. Victor on space electronics projects. 

saturated switching circuity as the following example will 
show. Let us assume that the upper end of the audio 
pass band is 25 kg's and that the pulse repetition fre- 
quency (p.r.f.) of the oscillator is 100 kc/s. (This is 
about the minimum p.r.f. desirable to maintain a high 
signal-to-noise ratio on the audio output without recourse 
to an elaborate low-pass filter.) In order to maintain 
good efficiency of the system it would be reasonable to 
permit 90% modulation with the incoming signal. 
The original pulse width is 5ms (half the pulse cycle time) 
and, with full modulation, this will vary from 1-91s. 
Now, in order to maintain good modulating linearity, 
the pulse shape must remain the same under all operating 
pulse widths, which include 1µs, which in turn suggests a 
rise and fall time of not greater than 100 ns for the pulse 
generator, which is a far cry from audio frequencies. 
The system is also very poor with regard to the effect of 
overload. On one half -cycle the pulse width will become 
extremely narrow, with loss of pulse shape while on the 
other half cycle, "lock -on" of the pulse generator will 
occur, resulting in a very high increase in distortion at 
the output. Another practical difficulty arises over the 
tracking of the pulse generator timing network with that 
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of the oscillator. That is to say, with no signal input, 
the pulse width generated must be exactly half the pulse 
cycle time of the oscillator over the given temperature 
range, and over the life of the equipment. If they do not, 
a net d.c. shift will occur at the filtered output, which, 
at minimum, will alter the operating conditions of the 
last stage (see Fig. 2). This problem can be eliminated 
by the use of high -stability components in the timing 
networks, but the use of precision capacitors is neither 
convenient, nor cheap. 

Pulse -ratio modulation.-These difficulties are sig- 
nificantly alleviated by the use of pulse -ratio modulations, 
in which the frequency and pulse duration both vary 
non -linearly with input, but the duty ratio (pulse " on " 
time to pulse cycle time) is proportional to the input. 
Since the filtered output depends solely on the duty 
ratio, independent of which system of pulse modulation 
is used, this hardly constitutes a problem! In the absence 
of any input there is the usual 50% duty ratio on the 
output of the pulse generator. With increasing. modula- 
tion (here " modulation " is loosely used with respect to 
only one cycle of the incoming signal and denotes a slowly 
varying change_ from the initial conditions) the pulse 
width becomes larger and larger over one -quarter cycle 
returning toits original value at one-half cycle. From 
there --the pulse width becomes smaller, reaching an 
asymtotic value of half its original value. This is illus- 
trated in Fig. 3. The frequency becomes smaller with 
increasirg modulation and can (with signal overload ) 
enter the audio band. The pertinent parameters of pulse 
ratio modulation are as follows: 

t,)a=o,)oI_a -- 

.0.-00(1-e .. .. .. 2 

d.r.)a =) (a + 1) .. .. .. 3 

where t,), is the pulse width with modulation level a; 
r,), is the pulse width with no modulation; f) is the 
frequency with modulation; d.r.) is the duty ratio and a 
varies between -1 and +1. These results are derived in 
Appendix 2. It will be seen that variation of the timing 
network will have no effect on these parameters, thus 
completely eliminating the problem of drift of these 
components, which in turn permits the use of cheap, 
low-toleranced components. With overload (i.e. a 
approaches + I or -1) the output signal will be distot- 
ted but the original information will be detectable. With 
this form of modulation "lock -on" cannot occur providing 
a does not equal +1 or -1, but the modulating frequency 
will fall within the passband and this will be the sole source 
of distortion. 

It is of interest to note that equations 1, 2, and 3 ate 
perfectly general, and equations of a similar form could 
be derived for a controlled conventional multivibrator, 
or for the circuit used in ref. 9. The particular advantage 
of the circuit to be considered here is that all the active 
elements operate in an unsaturated state, which is neces- 
sary for the high speed of operation that will be utilized. 

Bowes oscillator.-The Bowes oscillator t", shown in a 
simple form in Fig. 4, is an emitter -coupled multi - 
vibrator with linear charge and discharge rates, which 
facilitates design and gives high stability. The description 
that follows, along with Appendix I, will only consider 
first -order effects. Two current generators supply 
current i, and io to the emitters of the two transistors. 
Assume that transistor Tr2 has just switched off. Then 
current (i, + it) passes through transistor Trl, part 
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Fig. 2. Effect of one timing network altering with life or temperature, 
in a pulse -width modulated amplifier. 
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Fig. 3. Effect of modulation on a pulse -ratio modulated train. 

Fig. 5. Waveforms 
of the Bowes oscilla- 
tor of Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. The Bowes oscillator. 
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Fig. 6. Block diagram of the voltage -controlled amplifier. 

direct, part through capacitor C. This provides a voltage 
step at the collector of Trl which biases Tr2 off. The 
voltage developed across C linearly reduces, due to 
the charging current, thus reducing the voltage at the 
emitter of Tr2 until it becomes forward biased, and 
regeneratively switches on again. Since the value of 
resistor R is sensibly low, the base, and thus the emitter, 
of Tr2 passes rapidly up to voltage V,. This voltage 
change is transmitted through C to back bias Trl and 
now the total current is supplied to Tr2. The action of 
the capacitor again reduces the back bias on Trl until it 
switches on again, switching off Tr2 and completing the 
cycle. The higher voltage, V is required to prevent 
saturation of Tr2. The waveforms for operation are 
shown in Fig. 5 and the analysis of the circuit is given in 
Appendix 1. It has been shown10 that second -order 
effects will alter the performance of the oscillator by 
about 3%, and that variation with temperature is less 

Fig. 8. Circuit of the complete voltage - 
controlled amplifier. 
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Fig. 7. Waveforms illustrating the change in output amplitude with 
control voltage in Figs. 6 and 8. 
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Cl = (FARADS) 

C5= 
R- 

(FARADS) 

L = 1233 x m (HENRIES) 

Fig. 9. Low-pass filter design. 

than 0.5% over an extended range, which suggests that it 
will be an ideal vehicle for instrumentation circuits. 

In older to use this oscillator for modulation purposes 
it is necessary to modulate the current generators with 
two equal amplitude out -of -phase signals. This is 
accomplished by using transistors as outrent sources, 
and voltage driving the bases of these transistors with 
signals from a long-tailed pair amplifier. The output is 
taken from the collector of Tr2, and Appendix 2 shows 
how the output duty ratio will follow the control signal. 

Voltage -controlled amplifier 
Having shown at some length a method of switching, it 
might be politic to try and relate it now to the title of the 
article! The block diagram of a complete voltage - 
controlled amplifier is shown in Fig. 6. The controlling 
signal is amplified and then fed to the pulse -ratio modu- 
lator which in turn controls the switching of current 
through a long -wiled -pair switch. The current itself 
has been derived from the output of the audio signal 
amplifier and after passing through a filter in one arm of 
the current switch, develops a voltage across me load, 
which constitutes the output. The manner in which 
the control voltage will alter the amplitude of the output 
voltage is shown in Fig. 7. 

The actual circuit is shown in Fig. 8. Transistors Trl 
and Tr2 amplify the control voltage to provide equal 
out -of -phase signals at the bases of Tr3 and Tr4, which 
in turn constitute the current generators to the oscillator 
Tr5 and Tr6. The voltage across R and R,, is made 
5 V without modulation and therefore for a 90% swing 
the voltage at the bases of Tr3 and Tr4 may swing 
±4.5 V. Knowing the control voltage range of operation, 
the gain of the first stage is thus fixed. The frequency 
of oscillation was made 500 kc/s, since with 90% modula- 
tion (a = 0.9) the minimum value of frequency derived 
from equation 2 approximately becomes:- 

(1-0.8) 500 kc/s = 100 kc/s 

which, as explained earlier, is felt to be the lowest desirable 
modulator frequency. R and V, shown in Fig. 4 are 
simulated by R, and R where V, =V, R, /(R,+R,), 
and R is R, and R, in parallel. The output at R is 
approximately a 2 V pulse train with rise and fall times of 
about 15 ns. The current switch consists of transistor 
Tr8 and diode D3, and, while a transistor could have 
been used in place of D3, these would be little advantage 
since no second output signal is required. Diodes Dl 
and 1D2 provide a bias to the switch such that Tr8 is 
either fully on or fully off, depending on the output of the 
modulator. The switch will pass current generated by 
the audio signal amplifier (Tr7) through the filter to 
develop the output signal across R,,. If one excluded the 
switch and filter it would be apparent that the voltage 
gain of the signal amplifier is approximately 2(R,7/R), 
and in the absence of a control signal, i.e. 50% modula- 
tion, the gain reverts to unity. This circuit has two 
additional advantages: (1) variations of supply voltages 
will not alter the duty ratio and (2) the amplifier can be 
readily modified for use with d.c. signals. 
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Low-pass filter 
The sensitivity, of the amplifier in the final analysis 
depends on the noise level at the output. Since, in this 
case, the noise is represented by pulse train information, 
the action of the filter in suppressing the modulating 
signal becomes somewhat important. For this reason 
an 18 dB/octave Butterworth filter was used with a 

turnover frequency of 20 kc/s. The necessary design 
information was abstracted from Ref. 11 and the approach 
is indicated in Fig. 9. While this filter uses an inductor, 
which is more inconvenient than a simple RC approach, 
it is felt that the results warrant it, with approximately 
40 dB attenuation at 100 kc/s. In order to calculate the 
degree of breakthrough " of a pulse train, it is first 
necessary to do a Fourier analysis to determine the 
amplitude of the fundamental sinusoidal component. 
It should be self-evident that with an 18 dB/octave filter, 
all subsequent harmonics are at least an order of magnitude 
lower. For the same reason only the lowest operating 
p.r.f. need be considered. Ref. 12 shows the frequency 
spectrum of a pulse train with a pulse width of 500 ns 
and p.r.f. of 100 kc/s and gives the relative amplitude of 
the 100 kc/s component as 10% of the original pulse 
amplitude. Thus with such a pulse with a height of 
5 V, the fundamental amplitude will be approximately 
0.5 V and the resulting filtered output will be 5 mV. 
The measured output was 7 mV pk-pk which suggests 
that the approach is valid. For a signal-to-noise ratio of 
20 dB it becomes apparent that the signal at the output 
must not be less than 70 mV (with maximum modula- 
tion), and to improve on this figure either a lower level of 
modulation must be used or the filter performance must 
be improved. 

Results 
Because of the rapid rise and fall times of the generated 
pulses it proved expedient to locally decouple all supply 
rails, with 0.1µF capacitors, to the earth rail at the point 
where the load resistor was connected. The same was 
found to be necessary for the filter earth connections. 
Once this had been done the circuit was surprisingly 
well mannered and gave no further difficulty whatsoever. 
The maximum output voltage was 9V pk-pk and the 

s0o 

400 

-700-600-500-400-380-200-100 0 100 2 0 300 400 580 600 700 800 
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Fig. 10. Linearity of amplifier, showing signal input vs. output. 
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minimum was 20 mV (depending on the degree of dis- 
tortion that is tolerable). Anywhere within this band 
the output could be varied over a 26 dB range, and the 
response was 3 dB down at 20 kc/s which was due solely 
to the filter response. It was observed that the inductor 
caused ringing on the output at a frequency of 30 Mc/s 
and with a peak amplitude of 20mV. This occurred 
whenever the switch changed state and died away in about 
300 ns. This should not prove a serious problem since 
it can be removed at a later stage if necessary. The 
linearity of the circuitry is shown in Fig. 10, the curvature 
shown being due to common mode amplification in the 
control voltage amplifier and can be readily improved. 
It should not prove difficult to extend the frequency 
response to 100 kc/s. The unmodulated oscillator fre- 
quency could be raised to 1 Mc/s, and at the same time 
the output duty ratio could be lowered to 90% (currently 
it is at 95%) which, at 1 Mc/s, would cause the minimum 
frequency to be 

1 Mc/s x (1-(0.8)°) = 360kc/s. 

This would be almost two octaves above the maximum 
signal frequency. Finally, if necessary, the filter could be 
improved using more elements. 

Summary 

A circuit has been described that uses pulse -ratio modula- 
tion to control the effective gain of an audio amplifier 
over a 26 dB range, and since the circuit was only con- 
structed to illustrate a principle there should be little 
difficulty in extending its performance to meet any given 
requirement. It should be noted that no trimmer or 
" setting -up " is required, the active elements are readily 
interchangeable with no loss of performance and variation 
of supply rails and temperature will give only second 
order effects. 

Next month it is hoped to conclude this article with 
some possible applications. 

APPENDIX I 

Operation of the Bowes Oscillator 
(Figs. 4 & 5) 

Assume Tel has just switched on. 
Voltage step at collector of Trl: 

V,=(fr+io)R .. .. .. (1) 

This step also represents the degree of back bias on transistor 
Tr2 since the emitter cannot change instantaneously. 
Thus, after time is transistor Tr2 will conduct again, where :- 

ts =CV ,/te 

C(it+ie)R .. .. .. (2) 
i 

At this instant, transistor Trl switches off and is back biased 
by V, (via Tr2 and C). Trl switches on again after time tt 
where 

C(it+ia)R tt= .. .. il 
Total period (q+t,)=CR(it+ie) (llit-1-Ills) 

CR(it+i¢)2 

44 
i.e. frequency, f=(i ,.;:ie)"CR . 
and if it=la, f=1/4CR .. .. 
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(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

APPENDIX 2 

Pulse ratio modulation with the Bowes Oscillator 
With no modulation it=ie=i 
With instantaneous level of modulation a, let 

ie=i+ai JJJ 

i.e. 4=i(1-a) and 4-i(1 fa). 
Now, from Appendix I 

CR(i,+ie)- 
Pulse width, tt= 

it 
r,)o=2CR 

CR. 2i 
i(1-a) 
2CR 

(1-a) 
r,)o 

(1-a) 
From Appendix 1:- - 

i je 
Frequency, f -- 

(it+ie)'CR 
thus f)=1/4CR 

and f),-- 10(1 -49 

=1/4CR (1-at) 
=1),(1- a2) .. 

From Appendix 1 

r, . CR(it+ia) 
dutyratio,(d.r.) 

- - _ - 
(ti t2 it Lae, +/02 

.-isl(it+ie) 
i(1 -I- a) 

d.r.) _ 
2i 

:)(1 +a) 

without modulation 

with modulation. 

itia 
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Silicon Transistor Millivoltmeter 
WIDE RANGE VOLTMETER WITH GOOD FREQUENCY RESPONSE AND HIGH INPUT IMPEDANCE 

NTIL fairly recently, the high price of silicon planar 
transistors has precluded their use by the electronic 
experimenter, particularly as similar performance, 

with regard to gain and f, has been obtainable from 
the very much cheaper germanium alloy diffused tran- 
sistor. However, the introduction, by several manufac- 
turers, of plastic -encapsulated silicon planar transistors at 
competitive prices, has made it possible for these to be 
used more generally. Some of the advantages of these 
transistors are:- 

Low leakage current-less than 0.5 pA (total) 
Good performance at low collector currents 
Good frequency response 
Low noise figure 
Both n -p -n and p -n -p types are available. 

These features make the use of silicon planar transistors 
very attractive as the design can, to a large extent, ignore 

INPUT 

AMPLIFIER 

STEP 
ATrtsUATtO 

AMPLIFIER/DETECTOR 

Fig. I. Basic arrangement of the millivoltmeter. 

variations in the transistor parameters and control the 
overall performance by the application of suitable nega- 
tive feedback techniques. The author has used them in 
several home projects, of which the millivoltmeter is an 
example. 

General design 

In the design of a millivoltmeter there are two main 
factors, namely, voltage range and frequency range, which 
dictate what system should be used. 

In order to obtain a good frequency response from an 
attenuator, the simplest method is to operate at low im- 
pedance where stray capacitance has least effect and, with 
luck, there will be no need to apply compensation. This 
conflicts with the common requirement for all voltmeters 
i.e. that the input impedance should be high so that the 
voltage being measured is disturbed as little as possible 
by the test gear. Thus, it is expedient to use the system 
shown in Fig. 1. Here, the first stage will have a high 
input impedance and a low output impedance. This 
makes is possible for the low impedance attenuator to be 
used without affecting the input. However, as the 
dynamic range of the input amplifier is limited both by 
the maximum input signal which it can accept and by the 
amount of power which it can accommodate, it is neces- 
sary to include a range switch right at the input. As this 
will necessarily be a high impedance, capacitive fre- 
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By D. E. O'N. WADDINGTON, A.M.I.E.R.E. 

SPECIFICATION 
Ranges 

1mV, 3mV, l0mV, 30mV, 100mV, 300mVi 
1 V, 3 V, 10 V, 30 V, 100 V, 300 V. 

Accuracy 
Better than ±5 %. The attenuator accuracy can be 
improved if necessary. 

Frequency response 
± 1 50 c/s to 100 kc/s 
± 10% (better than 1 dB), 16 c/s to 1.5 Mc/s. 

Noise level 
Around 10; eV with input open circuit. 

Input resistance 
Better than 1 MI/ for 1 mV -300 mV ranges. 
10 MS1 for 1 V-300 V ranges. 

Consumption 
11mA at 12 V. 

quency compensation circuits will be necessary. This 
will not add much to the complication as it need only be 
a two -position switch. The output from the low im- 
pedance attenuator is fed to the main amplifier/detector 
circuit and thence to the meter. 

Input stage 

Many forms of high input -impedance, low output - 
impedance circuits could be used here with very little 
change in overall performance. In this case the comple- 
mentary feedback pair was chosen as it is economical and, 
at the same time, provides adequate performance for the 
application. 

The use of a low noise, low leakage -current transistor 
in the first stage made it possible to use high value 
resistors (3.3 Ma) in the base bias chain without any fear 
of adverse thermal effects. Thus, an input impedance 
of greater than 1 MII was achieved without using boot- 
strap circuits which increase the complexity. No over - 

D. E. O'N. Waddington, who 
was born at Pietermaritzburg, 
South Africa, received his early 
training in light engineering at 
the Natal Technical College. 
He was for same time in the 
Aircraft Division of Marconi 
(South Africa) Ltd., and since 
1957 hos been in the develop- 
ment deportment of Marconi 
Instruments, Ltd., working on 
semiconductor applications for 
electronic measuring instru- 
menu. 
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SWITCH POSITIONS 

S,.I 1 MILLIVOLTS Sw2: I. I 

2 VOLTS 2. 3 

3. 10 

Sw3' I. OFF 4. 30 
2. OM 5. 100 

6. 300 

Resistors 
RI 10MR - 5" _W 
122 10k2 - 5^ 7,W 

R3 3.3MR 10",,,W 
R4 3.3MSI 10'6,1W 
R5 3.3k0. -- 10" 1W 
R6 1kR 10"., ;W 
R7 2.16k6 - 5"'W 
R8 6836 '-_ 5" _W 
R9 2166) 5";, ;W 
RIO 68.311 5° )W 

Fig. 2. Circuit of the silicon t 000601or millivoltmeter. 

R21 47k 0. 10% ¢W C9 21aF 6V 
R22 5.6k R :10,, ßW C10 2µF 6V 
R23 2.7kí? 107;, 1W C11 1000pF I2V 
R24 1002 - 10% 1W 
R25 3.3k f2 -' 10%,7W Semiconductor Devices 
R26t 53.22 Use 5621.5% D1 1S44, 1N914 

shunted to give D2 1S44, 1N9I4 
correct calibration ZDI OAZ206 

R27t 222 --- 5",, 1W Trl TI415, 2N2925 
R28 3902 Tr2 TISO4, HT101 

Rll 21.661 : 5" 1.W Capacitors 
R12 106) 5" 1W Cl 3-8pF 
R13 4706) 10" iW 
R14 18051 10', 1W C2 
R15 6861 10"t,1W C3 
R16 220 -10°,,,1W C4 
R17 47k fl --10%1W C5 
R18 68k6 - 10"ó 1W C6 
R19 6.8k 6 I-10" IW C7 
R20t 222 C8 

Philips 
trimmer 

0015µF 38V 
0-1µF 350V 
100µF 12V 
25pF 6V 
5µF 6V 
100µF 6V 
500µF 6V 

Tr3 TI415, 2N2925 
Tr4 TISO4, HT101 
Tr5 TI415, 2N2925 

Miscellaneous 
M I00µA f.s.d. 
SI d.p.d.t. toggle switch 
S2 two -pole, six -posi- 

tion wafer switch 
S3 d.p.s.t. toggle switch 

Notes: 
'Non -inductive types (carbon). 
R7 2.16k I l - ' 2.2k R in parallel with 120M-2 (±10%) 
6)9 2166 = 2202 in parallel with 12ko (±10%) 
RI l 221.66 = 226) in parallel with 1.2k 2 (±10%) 

R8 I 

The use of the nearest preferred value (i.e. 680 or 68Q) 

210 will introduce an error of only 0.5% in addition to 
the normal component tolerance. 

If greater accuracy is required, the attenuator resistors can be 
given closer tolerances,. 

load protection circuit was included in the original 
voltmeter as it increases the input -capacitance, and may 
also affect the overall frequency response. (The modifica- 
tion necessary to add this protection if it is required is 
very simple and is shown in Fig. 3.) 

Meter -range switch S.2 

This is a simple voltage -divider circuit with the values 
chosen such that the steps are in the ratio V10:1 thus 
making it possible to use the same dB scale on all ranges 

Fig. 3. Alterna- 
tive input circuit 
with protection 
diodes included. 

112 

of the meter. The series resistors included in position 3 

to 6 of the switch, serve to keep the output impedance 
of the divider more or less constant. This minimizes 
errors due to loading of the divider chain by the input 
impedance of Tr3. In order to prevent large transients 
during range switching, both the input and output of the 
attenuator are isolated by means of capacitors. 

Amplifier and detector 
This section consists of two common -emitter amplifier 
stages, coupled by an emitter follower. Overall d.c. feed- 
back from the emitter of Tr5 to the base of Tr3 stabilizes 
the working points of the transistors very effectively. The 
rectifier circuit, which is of the voltage doubling type, is 
connected in the feedback loop from the collector of Tr5 
to the emitter of Tr3. The effect of this is two -fold: it 
provides a high source -impedance feed for the rectifier 
circuit thus ensuring a linear scale shape and .it also stabi- 
lises the gain of the amplifier. In building this circuit, 
care must be taken to ensure that R2.0, R26 and R27 are all 
non -inductive as these resistors control both the gain and 
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Sw2 

I9' 

A Fig. 4. Input amplifier layout. 

Fig. 5. Amplifier -detector layout. 
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the frequency response. Silicon planar diodes are used 
as rectifiers and, in order to help the signal to overcome 
the pedestal voltage, a standing bias potential is applied 
across them by means of R24. Meter protection is 
accomplished by limiting the current through the output 
transistor and thus the drive to the rectifier circuit. 

Construction 
The layout of the circuit is not very critical provided that 
lead lengths are kept reasonably short and the input 
circuitry is not mixed up with the output. In the experi- 
mental model it was convenient to make the input ampli- 
fier on one piece of "Lektrokit" board and the amplifier - 
detector on another. (Figs. 4 and 5.) 

Setting up 
There are two adjustments (gain and frequency response) 
which need to be made in order to ensure that the volt- 
meter works correctly. To set up the gain, switch the 
voltmeter to the 1 V range, apply a signal having a fre-. 
quency of approximately 400 c/s but with level set to 1 V 
as precisely as possible to the input. Adjust the value of 
R26, by shunting it with resistors having values in the 
range from 330f) to lokfl, until the meter reads exactly 
full scale. The frequency response is not quite so easily 
set up as it requires the use of a signal source capable of 
providing an accurate volt at 100kc/s. If this is available, 
the procedure is to use this as the input signal on the 1 V 
range and to adjust Cl for full scale deflection. The meter 
scale will be identical with that given on p. 270 of the 
June 1964 issue. 

Performance 
The accuracy of a voltmeter, such as has been described, 
is very dependent upon the accuracy with which the gain 
may be set and also the accuracy of the resistors used in 
the voltage divider chains. However, an accuracy of 
better than ±5% is fairly easily attainable with generally 
available components. If a better accuracy is required, 
the attenuator resistors can be given tighter tolerances. 
The frequency response may be set to be fiat to within 
+1% from 50 c/s to 100 kc/s. In the experimental model, 
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the response was found to be ±10% from 15 c/s to 1.5 
Mc/s. The noise level indicated on the meter, with an 
open circuit input but with the instrument installed in 
its metal box, was of the order of 10 µV. Battery con- 
sumption is approximately 11 mA. 
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Digital Television Transmission 
Why has there been a revival of interest In transmitting 
television signals by pulse code modulation ? This article takes 
a look at some of the experimental work in progress and the 
incentives behind it 

ALTHOUGH the transmission of television pictures 
by pulse code modulation has been the subject of 
experiments for 15 years or more,' it is only recently 

that this technique has been looked at seriously as a 
means for satisfying practical needs. It has been a case 
of a good idea waiting for applications. One of the 
main problem, of course, has been that a pulse coded 
television signal requires considerably more bandwidth 
than the original video signal-although in exchange for 
this one gains a valuable increase in signal/noise ratio. 

There are -several reasons for the current resurgence 
of interest. In the first place, p.c.m. telephony has shown 
itself to be a practical proposition for use in public 
services'. Secondly, the advent of solid-state circuitry 
has made it possible to design complex digital encoding, 
decoding and regenerating equipment that is reliable, 
compact and economical to manufacture. Thirdly, the 
wide -band transmission systems needed for transmitting 
p.c.m. signals are becoming cheaper and cheaper. Pre- 
sent systems use coaxial cable, but there are possibilities 
of even wider bandwidths with the long -haul wave - 
guides and coherent light guides of the future. 

Allowing that new electronic techniques-and the 
practical experience gained with them-have put the 
means of p.c.m. television in a more attractive light, what 
are the particular ends our systems engineers have in 
mind in 1966? There are, of course, the spectacular 
applications in the exploration of space. The successful 
transmission to Earth of pictures of the planet Mars 

1i - 

from the Mariner IV spacecraft' showed what could be 
done in overcoming extreme signal/noise ratio problems. 
Military television applications arise from the possibility 
of using secret codes for the p.c.m. signals. But the 
widest use of p.c.m. television is likely to be in broad- 
casting-in conveying signals between studio centres, 
outside broadcasting sites and transmitters. Most of 
this, of course, would be done through the communica- 
tions network operated by the Post Office, and here it is 
necessary to consider television signal transmissions as 
merely one part of the whole communications pattern. 
Forward thinking in this field envisages increasing use of 
digital techniques, not only in conveying the information 
bin in switching as well. This means, in the first in- 
stance, p.c.m. telephony and high-speed data transmis- 
sion. First, a number of "digital areas" centred on the 
large cities might well be developed, and then these 
would be linked by digital trunk routes. Efficient use of 
channel capacity depends on time division multiplexing 
of the pulse trains representing different types of in- 
formation. Thus, in the future it is likely that the trans- 
mission of television signals would have to fit into some - 

such comprehensive scheme of time division multiplex- 
ing, and pulse coding is necessary to enable this to 
be done. 

Broadcasting organizations are investigating the possi- 
bility of using pulse coded signals within their own 
television studio centres. It is thought that this coding 
will facilitate automatic methods of switching and control 

Fig. I. Experimental encoding and decoding 
equipment at Standard Telecommunication 
Laboratories. 
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Fig. 2. Workers in the Research Laboratory of Electronics. 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, U.S.A., have been studying 
subjective assessments of the quality of quantized still pictures, 
using a computer -simulated p.c.m. system with variable system 
parameters and a picture input/output device. On the graphical 
results shown here for two subjects, a face and a crowd scene, the 
solid lines are isopreference curves (curves of constant preference) 
and these indicate how picture quality varies with the number of 
brightness levels used (=29 and with the spatial sampling rate 
(number of samples in a picture = L v. L). The number of bits per 
picture is N = L x L x B, and for guidance, curves of constant N 
are shown by the broken lines. (Further details in " PCM picture 
transmission" by Thomas S. Huang in the December 1965 issue of 
IEEE Spectrum, to which acknowledgement is made.) 
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and so reduce the dependence of the final transmitted 
picture on the skill of individual operators. 

Pulse code modulation was invented in 1938 by Alec 
H. Reeves, and it is only to be expected that the main 
British work on p.c.m. television is being done in the 
organization where he still works-Standard Tele- 
communication Laboratories at Harlow, Essex. Here 
experimental equipment has been developed by which 
625 -line television pictures can be transmitted over 960 
yards of coaxial cable (see Fig. 1). Wireless World's 
reporter found the received picture indistinguishable 
from the original when both were viewed at the correct 
distance on adjacent 23 -inch K -B television sets. Closer 
examination of the received picture showed that 

VIDEO SIGNAL 

extremely small flaws were being introduced by occa- 
sional coding errors in the transmission system. These 
appeared as tiny black spots or slots in individual lines, 
but were so infrequent and so randomly distributed over 
the picture as to be hardly discernible. S.T.L. state 
that these impairments will be almost completely era- 
dicated in future equipment. 

Code for sync pulses 
As is well known, the principle of p.c.m. is to take 
samples of the analogue signal waveform at a rate at 
least twice that of the highest component frequency to 
be distinguished (the Nyquist rate') and to encode each 
amplitude value into a binary number represented by a 
sequence of pulses. Whereas the analogue waveform is 
a continuous function of time, the encoding process in- 
troduces quantization and consequently the p.c.m. 
representation of the waveform is constructed from a 
finite number of amplitude levels. In the S.T.L. equip- 
ment the total swing of the picture waveform from peak 
white to black level.' (excluding sync pulses) Is divided 
into 80 amplitude 'levels' and the rate at which these 
levels are sampled is 12.5 Mc/s. The sync pulses are 
not treated as part of the waveform because, being cyclic 
and of constant amplitude, they have a high degree of 
redundancy, and it would be a waste of channel capacity 
to use 30% of the available amplitude levels (and the 
corresponding code characters) to represent them. Thus 
the sync pulses are represented by one additional ampli- 
tude level (making 81 levels altogether for the compo- 
site waveform) and the presence of this amplitude level 
is signalled by one corresponding code character. 

Choice of the sampling rate and number of amplitude 
levels has been determined mainly by the spectrum of 
the 625 -line television signal, by the transmission 
channel bandwidth available and by the limitations of 
present-day pulse circuits. Other considerations may 
enter into it, however, and, for example, a group at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, U.S.A., is study- 
ing how sampling rate and number of amplitude levels 
affect subjective assessments of picture quality (see Fig. 
2). 

Block diagrams of the S.T.L. encoding and decoding 
equipment, which uses solid-state circuitry, are shown in 
Figs. 3 and 4. In the encoder it will be seen that the 
television sync signal is separated at an early stage and 
used to initiate the appropriate code character. The 
picture waveform passes to the sampler and here the 
amplitude samples are temporarily held as analogue 
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voltages for 50 nsec to allow time for the coder to operate. 
At this point it is essential to ensure that the black level 
of the picture is represented by a constant analogue 
voltage value-that is, the d.c. component must be main- 
tained-otherwise, the coder will generate incorrect 
characters. This is the function of the "black level 
sampler," which is part of a sampled -data control loop 
providing a feedback signal that adjusts the d.c. level of 
the picture signal. 

The next stage is the process of analogue -to-digital 
conversion. In order to represent 81 amplitude levels in 
the type of signalling code employed, 8 -digit binary 
characters are necessary. With a sampling frequency of 
12.5 Mc/s this means a final transmitted digit rate of 
100 Mbit/sec. To achieve the high speed of analogue - 
to -digital conversion necessary for this signalling rate, 
the conversion is performed on a parallel basis-that is, 
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Fig. 3. Binary codes used in the S.T.L. encodingldecoding equip- 
ment; (a) Cattermole unit -distance code; (b) ternary -based code 
which can be translated into and from a balanced code. 
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Fig. 4. The S.T.L. decoding equipment. 
Timing here is provided by a waveform 
extracted in an associated regenerative 
repeater (not shown). 

each amplitude sample is converted into a binary charac- 
ter represented by eight bits appearing simultaneously on 
eight wires. It is not, however, possible to use a single 
parallel coder to convert all the 81 amplitude levels as 
this would raise considerable problems in drive, pro- 
pagation time and instability as a result of interconnect- 
ing large numbers of solid-state logic circuits. Instead 
the total range of amplitude levels is first separated into 
14 groups of 6 levels each (except in two groups) and for 
each of these 6 -level groups a separate parallel coder 
sub -unit is provided. The outputs of the 14 coder sub- 
units are then combined. The separation into 6 -level 
groups is performed by a chain of voltage discriminators 
set by appropriately graduated reference voltages. 

In the encoder each amplitude level is converted into 
a pattern of 8 simultaneous digits according to the 
scheme shown in Fig. 5 (a). This code was devised by 
K. W. Cattermole of S.T.L. and its features will be 
described later. Next the parallel code characters have 
to be transformed into serial characters for transmission, 
and for economy in transistor circuitry in the "balanced 
code converter" this is done in two separately operating 
sections of the "half-serializer"-one section producing 
digits 1, 3, 5, 7 as a serial pulse train at the same time 
as the other section produces digits 2, 4, 6, 8 as a similar 
pulse train (e.g. digits 1 and 2 occur simultaneously). 
The two resulting 50 Mbit/sec serial pulse trains then 
pass through a code converter and are finally interleaved 
in the "full serializer" to produce a 100 Mbit/sec output 
which is transmitted through the 960 -yd coaxial cable. 

Need for balanced code 

The function of the code converter in Fig. 3 is to 
achieve a type of code which simplifies the transmission 
system equipment-notably the pulse -regenerating 
repeaters needed to make up the losses and distortions in 
long distance communications circuits. Pulse regenera- 
tion is basically at matter of amplification followed by 
amplitude slicing to restore the incoming distorted wave- 
form to square -pulse form. If, however, the incoming 
pulse code waveform is unbalanced-that is, contains long 
sequences of similar digits (all is or all 0s)-d.c. restorers 
are necessary in the repeaters to ensure that the waveform 
is sliced at the correct levels. If, however, a balanced 
code can be used (waveform containing approximately 
equal numbers of is and Os) d.c. restoration is unnecessary 
and the repeaters are consequently simplified. In addi- 
tion, with a balanced code, the repeaters can work at lower 
supply voltages, allowing more repeaters to be supplied in 
series through the same cable; all amplifiers are uniformly 
loaded and they need not be linear; and the necessary 
extraction of the pulse repetition frequency in the repeater 
is simplified and the timing errors due to level changes 

(Continued on page 117) 
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are reduced. The purpose of the code converter in Fig. 3 
is therefore to transform the generated Cattermole code 
into a balanced code providing these substantial advan- 
tages. 

This transformation is performed on the basis of a 
ternary code, as shown in the table below. A ternary 
code is one in which numbers are represented in terms 

Ternary code Binary coded 
version 

Balanced code 

o 01 01 
1 00 00 or 11 

2 IO 10 

of three digits, 0, 1, 2, instead of the two digits of the 
binary scale or the ten of the decimal scale-the digit 
positions in a ternary number having the weights of 
powers of 3, that is, 3°, 3', 3', 3' etc. The three digits 
of the ternary code can be represented in binary form, 
as shown. Here the ternary digit "1 " is represented 
by 00, but it could equally well have been 11 because this 
combination is not used by either of the other two ternary 
digits, 0 or 2. This fact is made use of to produce a 
balanced code, by representing the ternary "1" altern- 
ately by 00 and Il. The waveform of the balanced code 
has the properties that its mean value is always equal 
to half its peak -to -peak amplitude and that never more 
than four is or four Os follow each other. 

The Cattermole code generated by the encoder_ is one 
of a class of what are called "unit -distance codes." A 
more familiar member of the class, and also used in 
p.c.m. television, is the reflected binary or Gray code. 
In analogue -to-digital conversion these codes have the 
property that, in handling a transition between adjacent 
analogue levels, only one digit changes. (This can be 
seen from Fig. 5(a).) This property is valuable because 
it avoids the encoding errors which might arise if several 
digits changed simultaneously, as they do in pure binary 
(e.g. with a five -digit binary code a transition between 
analogue values 15 and 16 would muse all five binary 
digits to change simultaneously), and it is to avoid such 
errors that the Cattermole code is used in the Fig. 3 
equipment. It is used in preference to the more familiar 
Gray code because its particular cyclic pattern simplifies 
the circuitry for the subsequent transformation into a 

Fig. 6. Regenerative repeater used at the receiving terminal of the 
S.T.L. experimental equipment. 
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balanced code. In this last-mentioned process the Cat- 
termole code is -first converted into a ternary based code, 
of the type shown in the table above and in Fig. 5(b), 
which is then transformed into the balanced code. All 
these operations are performed by solid-state logic cir- 
cuits. 

In the decoder (Fig. 4) the incoming 100Mbit/sec pulse 
train is first divided into two 500Mbit/sec trains, each 
of which is then converted back to the ternary -based code 
of Fig. 5(b). There are eight decoder sub -units, one for 
each digit position, and each sub -unit produces a sequence 
of analogue voltages corresponding to the arriving digits 
in that position. These voltages then pass into a weight- 
ing network where proportions of them are taken and 
combined according to the weights of the digits in the 
respective positions (the television sync pulse being also 
restored by this process). The resulting sequence of 
discrete voltages is then smoothed into a continuous 
wave -form by the video filter and passes to the picture 
display equipment. 

Regenerative repeater 
Synchronization of the decoder with the encoder is 
achieved by a 100-Mc/s timing waveform extracted from 
the 100Mbit/sec p.r.f. in a regenerative repeater at the 
decoder terminal. This waveform is applied to the 
"automatic character sync" unit which controls the 
timing of the various decoding operations. The regenera- 
tive repeater (Fig. 6) operates by sampling the incoming 
distorted waveform-after it has first been amplified by 
65 dB-with accurately timed short pulses derived from 
the 100Mbit/sec repetition rate of the input. These 
short sampling pulses are obtained by amplifying, slicing 
and differentiating the incoming signal and then applying 
the differentiated pulses, after further amplification, to 
a filter with a high Q factor (400), the resulting 100 Me/s 
sinewave being then once again sliced and differentiated. 
The short code pulses resulting from the sampling pro- 
cess have a duration of 4 nsec and have to be stretched to 
restore them to their full width of 10 nsec as generated 
by the encoder. 

A certain amount of work on pulse coded television 
has also been done by the Automatic Telephone and Elec- 
tric Co. at Liverpool. At last year's Physics Exhibition 
in Manchester they showed an experimental equipment 
for encoding signals with a bandwidth of 6.5 Mc/s. It 
used a 7 -bit parallel code of the Gray type and the parallel 
characters were subsequently serialized to give an output 
digit rate of 91 Mbit/sec. The company claimed that 
this type of encoder would allow full quality colour trans- 
mission to be achieved. 

In the U.S.A. the main work on pulse coded television 
is being done at Bell Telephone Laboratories in New 
York. Little need be said about it here as the experi- 
mental equipment (see Fig. 7) is very fully described in 
three papers in the Bell System Technical Journal for 
November 1965. Suffice to say that the equipment is not 
for television transmission alone but multiplexes tele- 
vision, telephony and high-speed data into a final pulse 
code stream of 224 Mbit/sec. The system will handle 
two television pictures; 3,456 voice channels; or 864 voice 
channels plus a television picture plus a composite signal 
comprising 600 frequency division multiplexed voice 
channels. The complete television waveform, including 
the sync pulses, is quantized into 512 amplitude levels, 
requiring a 9 -bit unit -distance (Gray) code, and the 
sampling rate is 12.352 Mc/s. Encoding is performed 
by either a solid-state encoder or a special deflected -beam 
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Fig. 7. Part of the Bell Telephone Laboratories experimental p.c.m. 
equipment. This unit simulates the pulse jitter that would accumu- 
late over a 4000 -mile transmission system. Automatic compensation 
for jitter is provided. 

coding tube. At present the tube still gives a slightly 
better performance, though it is expected that solid-state 
circuitry will catch up soon. 

In the time -division multiplexing of the different 
signals, an interesting method of synchronization called 

"pulse stuffing" is used to avoid the necessity of locking 
the digit rate of the lower speed signals to that of the high 
speed line. Furthermore, the technique also allows in- 
formation to be readily added or taken off along the route. 
Pulses from each coder (or from lower speed digital in- 
puts) are written into a small digital store and then read 
out at a slightly faster rate which is an exact sub- 
multiple of the line rate of the high speed system. Each 
time the store is about to be exhausted, an extra pulse 
having no information -carrying value is generated and 
"stuffed" into the stream transmitted on the line. This 
produces a pause in the read-out from the store and allows 
it to refill. Thus, input sources whose rates differ by 
small amounts are synchronized to the digit rate of the 
high speed line. At the receiving terminal, the pulses 
are demultiplexed and each signal is written into its 
receiving digital store and read out at the original rate 
which that signal had. This is possible because the 
transmitting terminal sends control signals to the receiver 
to inhibit the writing of stuffed pulses into the receiving 
store. 

Pulses leaving the multiplexer are converted to a 
balanced code, for the reasons explained above, but this 
is a three -level code called paired selected ternary. In 
this code, sequences of binary digits are grouped into 
pairs and transmitted as combinations of positive pulses, 
negative pulses and absence of pulses. 

REFERENCES 
1. One of the earliest accounts of work in this field was 

"Television by Pulse Code Modulation," by W. M. Goodall, 
in Bell System Technical Journal, Vol. 30, January 1951, 

pp. 33-49. 
2. See, for example, "P.C.M. for G.P.O. Telephones," 
Wireless World, February 1965, p. 87. 
3. "Picture transmission from Mars," Wireless World, 

August 1965, p. 385. 
4. See "Information Theory and Pulse Communication," 
by D. N. Tilsley. Wireless World, June 1965, p. 265. 
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A wall chart giving "A summary of Texas Instruments 
silicon transistors" has been published by their stockists 
Quarndon Electronics (Semiconductors) Ltd., Slack Lane, 
Derby. 
WW set for further details 

Airpax Electronics Inc. have produced a 6 -page bulletin 
(F-8) on "Electromagnetic Pickups." It contains details of 

seven of their transducers and discusses the application of 

magnetic pick-ups to tachometry, counting, positioning, 
motion study, timing, vibration measurement and synchronis- 
ing. Copies are available from the Seminole Division of 
Airpax Electronics Incorporated, P.O. Box 8488, Fort 
Lauderdale, Florida 33310. 
WW sot for further details 

A short -form catalogue of the "Medical Electronic Instru- 
ments" manufactured by San'ei Instrument Company, of 

Tokyo, is available from Instrumentarium Ltd., 28 Man- 
chester Street, London, W.1. 
WW ses for further details 

The complete range of Zener and reference diodes cur- 
rently made by Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc. are 

included in a selection guide-which takes the form of a wall 

chart-obtainable direct or from the U.K. stockists, Celdis 

Ltd., Trafford Road, Richfield Estate, Reading, Berks. 
WW sea tor further details 
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A 28 -page catalogue on the range of Variac variable trans- 
formers made in this country by the Zenith Electric Com- 

pany (under licence from General Radio) has been sent to 

us by the exclusive U.K. distributors, Claude Lyons Ltd., of 

76 Old Hall Street, Liverpool 3. 
WW 305 for further details 

Vibro -Meter Corporation, of Switzerland, have produced 

a short -form catalogue on their transducers and associated 

electronic equipment. This is obtainable from the company's 
recently opened British Office at Haletop Civic Centre, 

Wythenshawe, Manchester 22. 
WW 306 ter further details 

Arcolectric Switches Ltd., of Central Avenue, West Mole- 

sey, Surrey, announce that their 1966 catalogue (No. 136) 

covering their range of switches, neon indicators and signal 
lampholders is now available. A price list appears in the 

front of this 62 -page publication. 
WW tel ter further mugs 

Lind -Air (Supplies) Ltd., of 53 Tottenham Court Road, 
London, W.1, announce that a new catalogue containing 
details of over 100,000 different types of British and Ameri- 
can plugs, sockets and connectors is now available. A num- 
ber of supplementary leaflets, on pen recorders, transducers 
and accelerometers, microwave components, and semiconduc- 
tor devices and valves, are to be found within the catalogue. 
WW sta tar further mails 
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INTEGRATED CIRCUITS FLOOD INTO EUROPE 

NEW LINEAR AND DIGITAL TYPES AT PARIS ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS SHOW 

ALTHOUGH there is a great deal of talk about the com- 
mercial invasion of Europe by American electronics 
companies, it is only when one goes to a truly inter- 

national exhibition like the Salon International des Coin - 
posants Electroniques (Paris, Parc des Expositions, 3-8 
February) that one appreciates its full impact. Here one is 
faced with the combined forces of the latest American pro- 
duct technology before they have become absorbed into the 
native industry. This year in Paris the latest invasion force 
was obviously integrated circuits' Of the 22 exhibitors of 
these devices counted by our reporter, 16 ware American, four 
were French and two were British. The Americans, it would 
seem, are desperately anxious to capture as much of the 
European market as possible. Integrated circuits only become 
competitive with conventional circuits when they are made 
in sufficiently large quantities. This means that there is room 
for only a small number of manufacturers, and it has been 
estimated than even the U.S.A. market may support only 
about five companies. Thus the question of who will sur- 
vive and who will have to pull out in the U.S.A. may well 
depend on how much of the European market each manu- 
facturer can secure. 

In such an atmosphere the European producers of inte- 
grated circuits, although well advanced in technology, have 
their backs to the wall commercially. At the Salon, for 
example, two major French companies, Cosem (controlled by 
C.S.F.) and Sesco (controlled by C.F.T.H.) revealed that 
they were exploring the possibility of a cooperative agree- 
ment to meet the American competition. In Britain, Fer- 
ranti and Marconi are jointly manufacturing a range of cir- 
cuits, and in Holland, the Philips company have tied up with 

'Wireters World uses this tc i the broadest - 
Ethic srmicanduttar devices, thin-ftim accost, and hybridärtnits.no 

Examples of Microwave Associates 
miniature i.f., pulse and logarithmic 
amplifiers using integrated circuits. 
Frequency range: 30 to 350 Mc's. Band- 
widths: 5 to 100 Mc/s. Gain factors: 
60 dB to 100 dB. 
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The semiconductor chip of a monolithic operational =pilfer 
with a voltage gain of 45,000 recently introduced by SGS-Fairchild. 

Westinghouse Electric International in a technology exchange 
agreement. 

A noticeable technical trend was the increasing number 
of linear integrated circuit devices coming on the market. 
These were mostly general-purpose amplifying devices- 
operational amplifiers, video amplifiers, d.c. amplifiers, differ- 
ential amplifiers and the like. One of the latest was a mono- 
lithic operational amplifier from SGS-Fairchild, the type 
1tA 709, which had a high voltage gain of 45,000 and an 
output voltage excursion of ± 14 V. An operational antpli- 

Stages in the construction of a hybrid integrated circuit as demonstrated by LCC-Steapx- 
one of the many passive -component manufacturers who are .going into the thin-film business. 
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This English Electric 
u.h.f. klystron will oper- 
ate at the high peak 
output power of 40 kW. 

Numerical indication of signal level in decibels with respe:t 
to 0dB reference (1 mV into 600S1) is given by this Compagnie 
des Compteurs instrument designed for the range 10 c/s 
to 100 kc/s. 

A return to the multiple resistor elements of the 1950s? 

Examples shown by Elna Denshi offer resistance values from 
500 CI to 220 kn. 

fier in a TO -5 can shown by Motorola allowed a choice of 
input impedance -20 kl1 with conventional input circuit or 
2 M..1 with a Darlington circuit. 

For higher frequency working several manufacturers were 
offering wide -band amplifiers with -3 dB bandwidths of 
100 Mc/s and voltage gains of the order of 10-15. The 
Philco monolithic SA -20, for example, packaged in an 8 -lead 
TO -5 can, has an input impedance of 1.6 k11, an output imped- 
ance of 511 and operates from a 24-V supply. Comprising 
three direct -coupled transistors and six resistors, it has -65 
dB intermodulation distortion, a pulse response of 10 ns and 
provides terminals by which an external feedback capacitor 
or filter network can be connected into the second stage. 
Other amplifiers had smaller bandwidths, up to 35 Mc/s, and 
voltage gains in the range 10-50. Monolithic a.f. amplifiers 
-particularly suitable for hearing -aid amplifiers carried in 
the ear-included a three -transistor circuit made by La Radio- 
technique, with a gain of 80 dB and package dimensions 
of 2.7 x 2.7 x 1.1 millimetres. Noise figures are about 4 dB. 

Because of their small size and monolithic construction the 
majority of linear amplifiers now available are very low power 
devices of not much more than 50mW dissipation, but 
this is not a fundamental limitation. An a.f. amplifier circuit 
in a TO -5 can shown by Motorola, for example, gave an 
output of I watt (with 0.5 total harmonic distortion). For 
higher powers the hybrid integrated circuit technique is 
necessary. A good example was a servo amplifier, shown by 
C.S.F., with a power output of 35 watts. It comprised four 
separate transistor chips-a preamplifier, an amplifier and 
two power transistors-with thin-film tantalum or nickel - 
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chrome resistors and aluminium inter- 
connections on a silicon substrate, all 
mounted in a transistor -type package of 
about (in diameter. The gain at 400c/s 
(the amplifier being designed to work in 
synchro circuits at this frequency) was 
60 dB. Another servo amplifier of 
hybrid construction, this time with an 
output of 5 W was shown by Solitron. 

Digital integrated circuits still domin- 
ate the scene, however, in a variety of 
circuit techniques with different power, 
speed, loading and noise immunity 
characteristics-DCTL (direct coupled 
transistor logic), DTL (diode/transistor 
logic), RTL (resistor/transistor logic), 
TTL (transistor/transistor logic) and 
several others. Apart from the usual 
gates (mostly NAND/NOR logic) and 
flip flops, a whole host of more complex 
functional units was to be seen, includ- 
ing shift registers, code converters, mem- 
ory sensing amplifiers, counters, and 
half adders. RCA, having entered the 
integrated circuit field rather late, came 
out with a comprehensive range of digi- 
tal and linear circuits, and these included 
a family of exceptionally high speed OR/ 
NOR gates with propagation delay 
times of only 3.6 ns. This company 
were also showing monolithic ferrite 
memory modules, using 1 -inch square 
ferrite wafers, each providing the 
equivalent of 4096 ferrite cores, with 
associated integrated -circuit diode selec- 
tion matrices. The type MF2100 
module, for example, had a storage 
capacity of 64 words with 64 bits per 
word, used 128 diodes and had a 

switching speed of 35 ns. 
Another advanced technique, shown by General Micro- 

electronics, was the use of the m.o.s. insulated -gate field- 
effect transistor as the basic element in monolithic integrated 
logic circuits. Because of the high input impedance of the 
IGFET-the gate draws no input current-a very large 
number of the elements can be driven from the output of 
one element, and elements can function as memory cells by 
virtue of the charge storage effect. The IGFET elements 
work in the enhancement mode and this is stated to give 
good noise immunity because a threshold voltage must be 

exceeded before current will flow through the device. The 
number of elements per circuit can be 10 to 100 times 
greater than with epitaxial junction integrated circuits and, 
in fact, the economic competitiveness of the system depends 
on having at least 30 NAND/NOR elements per package. 

Other hems noted.-A whole range of off -the -shelf colour 
television receiver components and subsystems (OREGA) 
Artificial reverberation introduced mechanically in loud- 
speaker enclosures by coiled -spring resonant structures driven 
by rods from the cone, reverberation times being 8-15 sec 
over passbands between 50c/s and 16kc/s (Audax) 
Direct -current motors without brushes and synchro 
resolvers using the Hall effect (CSF) Small variable 
autotransformers as alternatives to potentiometers in low 
power circuits (Radiophon) Magnetrons for industrial 
heating (Varian and CSF) and rod -type heating elements 
heated by electron bombardment of a diode anode (Eimsc) 
A water tap for hospitals, laboratories, etc., controlled with- 
out touching by a proximity detection device (Hosiden 
Electronics). 
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A Graphical Method of Harmonic Analysis 

T often happens that a quick harmonic analysis is re- 
quired in circumstances where speed is more impor- 
tant than a high order of accuracy. The following 

method is a ready means of determining the amplitude 
and phase relationships in a complex waveform, provided 
that the levels of the 5th and higher orders are relatively 
low. 

The accuracy obtainable depends upon the plotting 
accuracy and the relative levels of harmonics and funda- 
mental, with higher harmonic levels giving a greater 
accuracy. It is possible to obtain values of ±0.5 dB 
for harmonics at -20 dB and +3 dB for harmonics at 
-40 dB, from the plotted curves. 

Before proceeding with the description, however, it 
must be mentioned that the method is not new. It was 
devised by J. Harrison many years ago and has since 
appeared in several text books, one of which is Castle's 
"Manual of Practical Mathematics" published as long ago 
as 1920. A more theoretical explanation of the method 
was given in Experimental Wireless in 1934'. Another 
graphical method was also described in Wireless World 
in 1962v. However, a recent sampling (admittedly a 
small one) taken among younger engineers and students 
seems to indicate that it has fallen into disuse-indeed, 
it was quite unknown to them-which is a pity, for it 
can often save valuable time. . 

Description of the method 
Perhaps the simplest way of describing the process of 
waveform analysis by this method is by practical illus- 
tration. Fig 1 is a plot of -a complex waveform, the 
main constituents being fundamental, 2nd harmonic and 

Fig. I. A complex waveform with second and 
third harmonic content. The points identified 
numerically every 30' on the waveform are 
projected to determine the graduations on 
the cord strip. 
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By V. O. STOKES 

V. O. Stokes, joined the Mar- 
coni Company in 1926, at the 
age of 20, after two years with 
Western Electric. He spent 
seven years in the Test Depart- 
ment and in 1935 transferred to 
research and development. In 
1950 he took charge of the group 
responsible for the design and 
development of transmitters. 
In 1963 he became assis- 
tant chief transmitter engineer 
and since last November has been 
assistant to the chief engineer. 
telecommunications. He is also 
editor of the Company's journal 
Point -to -Point Telecommuni- 
cations. 

3rd harmonic. Points 0 to 11 are marked on the wave- 
form at 30° intervals: 0 at 0", 1 at 30', 2 at 60', etc. 

On a separate strip of paper, also shown in Fig. I, 
the amplitude of points 0 to 11 are marked with respect 
to zero level. In practice, the paper strip is moved 
along in 30° steps, to obtain the best accuracy. 

This marked strip is used to plot curves-shown in 
Fig. 2 and described later-of the constituent compo- 
nents of the waveform, by substracting and adding the 
amplitudes of the various points in accordance with 
Table I. 

In Table 1, mathematical expressions representing 
component parts of a Fourier expansion are given for 
the three curves. As can be seen from these expressions 
half the amplitude of curve A gives the peak amplitude 
of the fundamental 3rd harmonic, ignoring the 5th, 
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Fig. 2. The constituent components of Fig. I waveform 
plotted from the information given in Table I. Note: 
For clarity sub -divisions have not been shown on the 

graph, but in the scale referred to in the text under the 
heading Accuracy, one unit would be represented by 

two small divisions. 

TABLE i 

(u) 

Fig. 3. The positions of the marked up paper strip which give points for curves 

A, B and C from the information in Table I. 
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7th, etc. One quarter of the amplitude of curve B gives 
the peak amplitude of the 2nd harmonic, ignoring the 
6th, 10th, etc. One sixth of the amplitude of curve C 

gives the peak amplitude of the 3rd harmonic, ignoring 
the 9th, 15th, etc. 

The peak amplitude of the fundamental is obtained 
by subtracting one third of the amplitude of curve C 
from curve A, at every 10° point, giving curve D, which 
is twice the fundamental amplitude. 

The relative phase of the three components of the 
original waveform is obvious from Fig. 2. 

Because the peak amplitudes of curves A and C are 
coincident at 90° in the example, both relative phase 
and amplitude could be obtained without drawing curve 
D, but in the general case it is necessary to plot curve 
D for an accurate assessment. 

Plotting the curves 
To plot the curves, the strip is reversed and points 
marked at 30° intervals, as shown in Fig. 3. The method 
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of plotting the points for curves A, B and C is shown 
in Fig. 3(a), (b) and (c) respectively. Points S, T, U 
and V are points for curve A, with points L, M and N 
for curve B, and points G and H for curve C, all at 30° 
intervals. 

Fig. 3 is used to give an explanation of the method of 
using the inverted strip. The actual curves should be 
plotted as shown in Fig. 3, in order that the relative 
phase of harmonics and fundamentals can be determined. 

From these points a rough approximation of curve A 
could be drawn, but they are quite inadequate to draw 
B and C. 

Additional points can be obtained at 30° intervals, 
starting at 10° and 20°, by using two more paper strips. 
On these strips, points 0 to 11 are marked, as before, but 
with reference to new zero lines, 0' and 0" (see Fig. 1). 
Points on the 0' strip are marked 0 at 10°, 1 at 40', 2 at 
70°, etc., giving points for curves A, B and C when in- 
verted and transferred to Fig. 3, at 10°, 40°, 70°, etc. 

Similarly the other strip, 0", will give points at 20°, 
50°, 80°, etc., when marked with reference to level 0". 
It is seen that 0' is the baseline drawn at the level of the 
complex waveform at 10°, and 0" is the level at 20°. 

Accuracy 
Fora second harmonic level of - 20dB and the scale used 
(see Fig. 2 note), the limits of measurement are about 
±half of one small division in eight small divisions 
(curve B), giving an accuracy of approximately ±0.5dB. 
Also the limit of measurement of about one small division 
corresponds to a harmonic level of -40 dB (one tenth 
of curve B or C). At this harmonic level, ±half of one 
small division represents a tolerance of ±3 dB. 

(Continued on page 123) 
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Every operator using the R.408 experi- 
ences the unique satisfaction of an 
expert handling a precision instru- 
ment. Besides providing superlative 
performance for all present maritime 
communications requirements, the 
R.408 is primarily an SSB receiver type 
approved to the latest GPO specifica- 
tion for a Ship's Main Receiver. 
Completely transistorised with entire 
no -gap frequency coverage from 
13kc/s to 28Mc/s, it also has a switched 
pre -tuned 500kc/s Calling & Distress 
Channel. 
The 90 inch tuning scale gives instant 
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and accurate re -setting of frequency. 
Handling qualities are as smooth as 
the performance. Unprecedented 
AGC, adjustable for variable attack 
and decay times to combat the worst 
receiving conditions. 
Silicon planar transistors for utmost 
reliability. Continuouslyvariable band- 
width 800c/s to 8kc/s. Crystal filter 
160c/s for razor-sharp CW reception. 
AC and DC models for ship or shore 
mains supplies. 

Full technical information available on 
request. 

The neon SSS/AM/CW Receiver 
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O't D LEP, 

Redifon Limited, 
Marine Sales Division, 
Broomhill Road, London, SW18 
Tel: VANdyke 7281 
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Table 2 gives the amplitude of curve D at every 10°, 
showing that in the example the plot of the fundamental 
does not depart from a sine wave by more than 2 ";. 

It should be pointed out that these limits of accuracy 
assume that the plot of the original waveform is in itself 
correct within fine limits. In practical cases where the 
method of obtaining the original waveform does not 
enable the plot to be very accurate, the results will not be 
within such fine limits. For example, when the wave- 
form is obtained from an oscilloscope, photographically 
or by tracing, the initial error is of the order of 5 %. 
Thus the results obtained will be less accurate by this 
amount, giving total tolerances of approximately ±1 dB 
for harmonics 20 dB down and ±5dB for harmonics 
40dB down. 

Applications 
It is obvious that there are many applications for this 
method of harmonic analysis, particularly in making 
early assessments, where quick answers are of more 
immediate importance than extreme accuracy. 

One example is the determination of the harmonic 
content to be expected from valves and transistors under 
various operating conditions, based on the published 
characteristics. 

Another example is the measurement of the harmonic 
content in a coaxial feeder at v.h.f., obtained from a 

TABLE 1 

Level from Rationalised 
Fig. 2 level 5in 6 

o' o 0 0 
10' 
20' 

33 
6.7 

-175 
-335 

1736 
.342 

30" 
40' 

10-0 
12.6 

-5 
-63 

-5 
.6428 

50° 
60' 

15-0 
17-0 

.75 
-85 

/66 
e66 

70' 
80' 

183 
193 

.925 

.975 
9397 
9848 

90' 20-0 1r0 1.0 

plot of the feeder' voltage along a slotted line. In an 
application of this nature several precautions are neces- 
sary, but with a relatively high harmonic content and low 
v.s.w.r., the results obtained can be substantially 
correct. 
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BOOKS RECEIVED 
101 Ways to Use your Audio Test Equipment, by Robert 
G. Middleton. A book which the home constructor of audio 
equipment will fmd interesting. Test equipment used 
includes an audio oscillator, square wave generator, audio 
wattmeter, harmonic distortion meter, valve voltmeter and 
multi-puipose (current -ohm -volt) meter. Initially, nine 
checks are described for testing the test equipment. The 
remaining equipment tests are grouped under three main 
sections-amplifiers, components and systems. Originally 
published in America in 1959. Pp. 136; Figs. 150. Price 
18s. W. Foulsham & Co. Ltd., Yeovil Road, Slough, Bucks. 

Pick-ups: The Key to Hi-Fi, by J. Walton. In this book, the 
author, who has spent many years on research into the design 
of pickups and whose name is familiar to W.W. readers, 
presents practical advice based on the conclusions drawn 
from his research. In the introductory chapters definitions 
of fundamental terms are given, including compliance and 
tracking weight, stylus mass and distortion and stereo pickup 
separation. Succeeding detailed chapters cover recording 
characteristics, requirements from the pickup, pickup arms, 
practical use of the pickup, and fault diagnosis. Three 
appendices give details of calculations, record -reproduction 
correlators, references and further reading. Pp. 100; nearly 

- 40 Figs. Price 10s. Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons Ltd., Pitman 
House, Parker Street, I(ingsway, London, W.C.2. 

Musical Instruments and Audio, by G. A. Briggs. A compre- 
hensive, lucidly written and sometimes humorous treatment 
of audio characteristics, and the acoustic principles of musical 
instruments. The breadth of coverage is very wide and 
includes aspects such as directional characteristics, formants, 
distortion, electronic instruments, harmonic structure and 
tone generation. Separate chapters are devoted to the 
piano and to the tuning of different. instruments. Where the 
humorous approach has been made, points in the text are 
supported by cartoons, some of which are reproduced from 
Punch. Pp. 240; Figs. 212. Price 32s 6d. Wharfedale 
Wireless Works Ltd., Idle, Bradford, Yorkshire. 
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B.B.C. Handbook 1966. Contains facts, figures and general 
information relating to the organization and services of the 
B.B.C. These cover the radio and television services includ- 
ing analysis of programme material and audiences. Compre- 
hensive sections are also included on the external services and 
engineering arrangements; the latter contains maps showing 
the limits of television service areas and notes on how to get 
the best reception, local interference, etc. Pp. 259. Price 
7s 6d. British Broadcasting Corporation, Broadcasting House, 
London, W.I. 

ITV 1966. The annual publication of the Independent Tele- 
vision Authority which contains a wide variety of information 
ranging from audience figures, programme popularity, adver- 
tising control, staff organization and technical operation. In 
a separate section covering I.T.A. transmitters, details of 
location, channel frequencies, and e.r.p., together with maps 
showing primary, secondary and fringe area coveragz of each 
station, is given. Another section gives details of each of 
the programme companies. Pp. 224. Price 7s 6d. Inde- 
pendent Television Authority, 70 Brampton Road, London, 
S.W.3. 

OUR NEXT ISSUE 
The April issue of Wireless World, which will be 

published on March 21st, will include a survey of com- 
munications receiver techniques, together with tabulated 
information on the receivers available in this country.. 
It will also contain a preview of the Audio Festival and 
Fair which is to be held at the Hotel Russell, London, 
W.C.I, from April 14th to 17th. 

There will also be the usual quota of technical articles 
including one on the applications of the variable gain 
amplifier discussed theoretically in this issue. 
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Moon Signals via Jodrell Bank 
THE soh -landing of instruments on the moon for the first 
time by the Russian Luna 9 on February 3rd enabled close-up 
pictures of the moon's surface to be transmitted to earth. 
The frequency of the transmitter, 183.6Mc/s, was made 
known by the Russians and signals were received by the 
Manchester University 200 ft radio telescope at Jodrell Bank 
at 10 dB above noise level. The frequency modulated carrier, 
when demodulated gave a.f. signals which were recognized 
to be facsimile transmissions and efforts were then made to 
locate a suitable photographic receiver. A Mufax machine, 
similar to normal newspaper photographic receivers, was 
provided by the Daily Express. The receiver required a.m. 
signals of 1.3 kc/s or 1.9 kc/s (with bandwidths of 1 kc/s or 
1.5 kc/s respectively), but the information available took the 
form of a 1.9 kc/s tone frequency modulated with a deviation 
of ±400 c/s (the limits representing black and white) and 
consequently an f.m. to a.m. converter was required-also a 
Muirhead equipment and supplied by the Daily Express. 
Recordings made prior to the acquisition of the receiver and 
convener were found to be of no value. Picture transmissions 
continued, interposed with telemetry information, and eight 
pictures were received, not all complete, some of which 
appeared in the British Press before they were shown publicly 
in the U.S.S.R. The cessation of transmissions a few days 
later was reported to be due to failure of the supplies - 
batteries and/or "solar" cells. 

The Muirhead photographic receiver (a modified D700) 
uses light from an intensity -modulated gas -discharge tube 
focused on to a drum covered with photosensitive paper. The 
drum is rotated at 60 rev/min (being controlled by a tuning 
fork standard of 1,020 c/s, amplifier and synchronous 
hysteresis motor) and the light beam scans the drum helically 
so that a density of 100 lines/in is obtained. The formation 
of an Bin picture would thus take about 14min. The exposed 
photographic paper is then required to be developed in the 
normal manner. The exact form of the scanning equipment 
aboard Luna 9 is not known, and the " index of co-operation " 
(drum diameter X scanning density) was not the same, result- 
ing in distorted pictures. 
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Results of Servicing Examinations 
IN the annual report for the year ended February 28th 1965 
of the Radio Trades Examination Board, the results of the 
four practical examinations conducted by the Board late in 
1964 are recorded, and these are shown in the table. 1963 
results are given in brackets. 

Examination Entered 
I 

Passed Fulled Absent 

Intermediate Radio and Television 1,704 1,081 565 58 
Servicing 

Final Radio and Television Ser- 
(2.6) (1,450) (601) 

226 
(59)Ìó 

vicing 
Intermediate Electronic Servicing 

(597) 
218 

(400) 
159 

(139) 
61 (2) 

Final Electronic Servicing "VI) 
(89) 

II) 

(Si) (li) 

(10) (2) (o) 

For three of the examinations the number of candidates has 
been increasing but for the Intermediate Certificate m Radio 
and Television Servicing the number has decreased. The 
Council has been very concerned about this decrease and the 
Report contains some of the possible reasons to explain the 
decrease. As pointed out in the Report, entry for the prac- 
tical examination is dependent on the number of candidates 
who pass written papers set by several institutes and there 
has been a drop in the number of students attending 
approved courses of study. Another factor is the growing 
popularity and interest in the wider aspects of electronic 
servicing rather than the limited field of radio and televi 
sion servicing. In addition however, it appears that there 
has been lack of support 
reflected by their reluctance to release staff for attendance 
at courses. 

Integrated Circuits 
THE increasing use of integrated circuits is reflected by 
recent announcements from two American firms. The Radio 
Corporation of America is now manufacturing colour tele- 
vision receivers for marketing later this year with silicon chip 
integrated sound circuits containing up to 26 components. 
The second announcement was made by Motorola Semi- 
conductor Products, Inc. The Company has started market- 
ing integrated circuits for use by the amateur. Circuit con- 
figurations available are a binary bias driver, two types of 
flip-flop and a 3 -input expandable gate. 

Audio Fair 
TICKETS for the International Audio Festival and Fair, to 
be held at the Hotel Russell, Russell Square, London, W.C.1, 
from April 14th to 17th, arc now available free. Requests to 
the Editorial Office of Wireless World for tickets, which admit 
two, should be accompanied by a stamped addressed 
envelope. They are valid from 4-9 p.m. on the 14th, from 
11 a.m.-9 p.m. on the 15th and 16th and from 11 a.m.-8 p.m. 
on the 17th A limited number of tickets are available for 
the trade session from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. on the opening day 
but requests for these must be made on business notepaper. 

The illustration shows an experimental model of a video telephone 
developed by the Automatic Electric Company, a subsidiary of 
General Telephone and Electronics Corporation in the United States. 
A 16 mm vidicon television camera is used, and voice communication 
can be made either by a conventional telephone handset or by a 

microphone installed within the console. 
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The number of exhibitors at this year's Fair is approxi- 
nately the same as last year but many of the rooms being 
ised for demonstrations are larger. Most of the 85 exhibi- 
ors will have demonstration rooms as well as booths in the 
nain exhibition area. In our next issue we will include a 

[review of the Show. 

Help for the Housebound.-A joint experiment by the 
3.P.O., the Manchester Corporation Welfare Services De- 
rartment, the North Western Electricity Board and the Post 
Jffice Engineering Union is being conducted in Manchester 
o investigate the use of the electricity mains wiring for 
emergency communication between an elderly housebound 
aerson and a nearby neighbour. The system used is the 
Labgear Portaphone, a loudspeaking intercommunications 
arrangement which utilizes mains wiring for interconnection 
purposes. Communication is possible over a distance of 
ipproximately mile depending on the complexities of the 
nains distribution network. Two units, one at each end of 
he communication path, are connected to any mains points 
ne the same phase and provide simple two-way voice 
:ommunication controlled by a p-ess-to-talk arrangement. 
In the experiment, announced by th .e P.M.G. last December, 
about 40 housebound people in selected districts on the 
eastern side of Manchester are to be provided with equip- 
ment by the Post Office and installation will be undertaken 
an a voluntary basis by members of the Post Office Engineer- 
ing Union. 

An international hook-up for high-speed news transmission 
.vas used recently by Standard Telephones and Cables Ltd. 
when demonstrating its GH 205 telephone -speed data com- 
munication system. The hook-up took place between the 
Washington Post, the Newspaper Society in London and 
Agence France Press in Paris; the equipment was installed 
n the Council Room of the Newspaper Society. Using 
normal telephone speech channels copy was passed at speeds 
up to 1,250 words per minute -18 times faster than conven- 
ional teleprinter speeds. In the system, messages are punched 
an paper tape as for standard teleprinter of automatic telex 
transmission. Contact is then established by telephone, the 
information on the tape is converted into pulses which are 
transmitted over the telephone line via suitablé tone conver- 
sion apparatus. At the receiving end, incoming tape is fed 
nto reproducer sets to obtain printed copy which if necessary 
can be transmitted to local offices over normal teleprinter 
channels. 

Broadcast Receiving Licences.-During the last six months 
cf 1965 the number of combined television and sound 
licences in the U.K. increased by 157,891 bringing the 
total to 13,515,894. Sound only licences fell by 88,719 to 
2,678,155; this figure includes 658,200 for receivers in cars 
which represents an increase of 19,588. 

Police Use New Facsimile Communication System.- 
Instead of using the conventional methods of communica- 
tion between headquarters and divisional offices, Bristol 
police ,are now using a facsimile system. By this method 
he facsimile of any written or printed matter-for example. 
maps, sketches, identikit pictures-can be transmitted to dif- 
ferent centres. Advantages are a much higher speed of 
transmission of typed material, freedom of errors on the 
received copy and the fact that the system cannot be tapped. 
The system has been produced by Muirhead & Company in 
liaison with the Bristol Constabulary and with the assistance 
if the General Post Office Advisory Service. 

T.E.M.A. Awards.-For the eighth successive year the 
Telecommunication Engineering and Manufacturing Asso- 
:iatioa has held a competition for the best final -year appren- 
ice of its eight member -firms. Awards of £25 were presented 
o J. Daniel, B.Sc., graduate -in -training with G.E.C., P. S. asey, student apprentice (A.T. & E.) and P. G. Howard. 
technician apprentice (A.T. & E.), at the Association's annual 
firmer on February 8th. 
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Computer Presented to College.-A 10 -year -old Ferranti 
Pegasus computer has been presented to the Northampton 
College of Advanced Technology, London, E.C.1, by the 
National Research Development Corporation. During its 
life the computer, which has always been based at the College, 
has averaged a 12 -hour day. The N.R.D.C. paid £45,000 
for the computer but they have recovered more than this 
sum by charging industrial and commercial firms £30 an 
hour for use of the computer. A great deal of work haslalso 
been done for universities on a 'non-profit basis. 

A new American 140 -ft radio telescope can be sighted to 
within 0.003' and will maintain this accuracy in winds up to 15 
m.p.h. The telescope is in use at the U.S. National Radio Astronomy 
Observatory, Green Bank, West Virginia. Shouldering the weight 
of the massive yoke and dish are a 210 ton shaft and a 167 tan 
mirror -finished bearing of 17 ft 6 in diameter. Five months were 
spent in carefully grinding and polishing the bearing and the resultant 
accuracy is such that the telescope rotates on a film of oil only 
0.005 in thick. 

N.E.R.C. The first annual report of the National Elec- 
tronics Research Council, presented by the chairman, Earl 
Mountbatten, records a proposal to alter the Articles of 
Association so as to incorporate in its constitution "every 
organization, large and small, which is interested in the suc- 
cess of the British electronics research effort." This change 
has been necessitated by the need for increased income. 

A new £550 studentship for research purposes is 
announced by the Department of Electrical Engineering at 
the University of Newcastle -on -Tyne; normal period of 
tenure will be two years but with the possibility of renewal 
for a third year. The studentship has been endowed by 
Electrosil Ltd., of Pillion, Sunderland, Co. Durham. 

A two-day course of lectures on Component Reliability, 
under the leadership of G. W. A. Dummer, of R.R.E., is being 
held at the Bristol College of Science and Technology, Ashley 
Down, Bristol 7, on March 8th and 9th. The fee, including 
meals, is £5. 
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PERSONALITIES 

The forty-fourth award of the I.E.E. 
Faraday Medal has been made to J. A. 
Ratcliffe, C.B., C.B.E., F.RS., "in recog- 
nition of his extensive researches on the 
physics of the ionosphere, and of his 
studies on the propagation of low -fre- 
quency radio waves." Mr. Ratcliffe, who 
graduated at Sydney Sussex College, 
Cambridge, remained at the University. 
apart from the war years, until his 
appointment in 1960 as director of what 
is now the Radio and Space Research 
Station at Slough. He is retiring at the 
end of February. At Cambridge he divi- 
ded his time between teaching physics 
and research work on radio propagation. 
During the war Mr. Ratcliffe was closely 
concerned with the development of 
radar at the Telecommunications Re- 
search Establishment, where he formed 

J. A. Ratcliffe. 

the Post -Design Service which was in- 
strumental in converting experimental 
gear into radar equipment for service in 
the R.A.F. Mr. Ratcliffe also founded 
the radar school for the Army at Peter- 
sham. 

J. R. Brinkley, managing director of 
Pye Telecommunications Ltd., and 
R. M. A. Jones, managing director of 
E. K. Cole Ltd. and vice-chairman of 
the Telephone Manufacturing Company, 
have been appointed additional deputy 
managing directors of Pye of Cambridge 
Ltd., the holding company of the Pye- 
Ekco group. Mr. Brinkley was in the 
Home Office Communications Director- 
ate from 1942 until 1948 when he joined 
Eye and a year later became technical 
director of Pye Telecommunications. He 
is a member of the board of the British 
Space Development Company. Mr. 
Jones, who was. a Lieut. Colonel in 
Royal Signals during the war, joined Pye 
in 1936 and has for many years been 
managing director of Pye TV Manufac- 
turing Co. at Lowestoft. 
On the acquisition of Ekco by Pye in 
1962 he also became managing director 
of E. K. Cole Ltd. 
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R. J. Lees, M.A., B.Sc., director of 
the Ministry of Aviation Signals Re- 
search & Development Establishment at 
Christchurch, Hants, for the past three 
years, was recently appointed deputy 
director (equipment) at the Royal Air- 
craft Establishment, Farnborough. Mr. 
Lees, who is 48, joined the Telecom- 
munications Research Establishment, 
Malvern, in 1939 where he remained 
until 1959 when he was appointed head 
of the Instruments and Air Photography 
Division at R.A.E., Farnborough. While 
at Malvern he was successively director 
of scientific research (guided weapons) 
and head of airborne radar. 

Derek D. Arnold has been appointed 
director of production for the Solartron 
Electronic Group. He was formerly 
works manager with Hewlett Packard 
Ltd., and was for three years manufac- 
turing manager with Tektronix in 
Guernsey. 

Sir Harold Bishop, C.B.E., B.Sc. 
(Eng.), F.C.G.I., M.I.E.E., director of 
engineering of the B.B.C. from 1952 
until his retirement in 1963, has been 
elected an honorary member of the 
I.E.E. "for his contributions to the 
science and art of sound and television 
broadcasting and their application both 
at home and overseas." Sir Harold, 
who received a knighthood in 1955, 
started his professional career in the 
engineering division of the Office of 
Works. He joined Marconi's in 1922 
and was concerned with the setting up 
and operation of the London 2LO 
broadcasting station in Marconi House, 
Strand. In 1923 he transferred to the 
newly formed British Broadcasting 

Sir Harold Bishop. 

Company as senior superintendent en- 
gineer. Sir Harold is now a consultant 
to B.I.C.C. and a director of Inter- 
national Research & Development Com- 
pany of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

David D. Jones, B.Sc., M.Sc., D.I.C., 
has been appointed head of the labora- 
tories of Associated Semiconductor 

D. D. Jones. 

Manufacturers Ltd., in succession to the 
late Dr. E. G. James. He joined the 
Hirst Research Centre in 1947. Dur- 
ing 1951 and 1952 he was a post- 
graduate student at Imperial College, 
London, where he obtained his diploma 
in electrical engineering. On return- 
ing to G.E.C. he helped to build up a 
semiconductor applications team. N r. 
Jones, who is 44, studied at the Univer- 
sity College of Wales, Aberystwyth, 
where he graduated with an honours 
degree in physics. He obtained his 
M.Sc. in mathematics by evening study 
at Chelsea Polytechnic, London. Asso- 
ciated Semiconductor Manufacturers 
Ltd., is the joint Mullard-G.E.C. 
company developing and manufactur- 
ing Mullard semiconductor devices. 

Graham D. Clifford, C.M.G., secretary 
of the Institution of Electronic & Radio 
Engineers since 1937, left London on 
February 8th on a world tour. He will 
be visiting Israel, India, Singapore, 
Australia, New Zealand, Fiji, Hawaii, 
the U.S.A. and Canada with the object 
of promoting the exchange of informa- 
tion in electronic and radio engineering. 
Mr. Clifford will be in Canada when 
Lord Mountbatten speaks in Ottawa on 
April 14th on the work of the British 
National Electronics Research Council 
(of which Yr. Clifford was honorary 
secretary until last September) and the 
selective dissemination of information. 

J. P. Wykes, O.B.E., A.M.I.E.E., 
manager of the Maritime Division of 
the Marconi Company since 1956, re- 
tired on January 31st. After 11 years' 
service as a radio operator with Mar- 
coni Marine he worked as a design 
engineer with the Marconi Company. 
In 1946 he became assistant engineer - 
in -chief (test), and was works manager 
at Chelmsford from 1949 to 1956. 
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Dr. G. G. Macfarlane, director of the 
Royal Radar Establishment, Malvern, 
since 1961, is to receive the honorary 
degree of LL.D. from the University of 
Glasgow on its Commemoration Day-. 
June 22nd. Dr. Macfarlane, who gradu- 
ated at Glasgow in 1937 and then did 
two years' postgraduate research at 
Dresden where he obtained his Dr. Ing. 
degree, was throughout the war at 
T.R.E. (now R.R.E.) concentrating on 
mathematical problems in radar and 
microwave physics. He became head 
of the mathematical group in 1945 and 
from 1953 to 1960 was deputy chief 
scientific officer at R.R.E. He then be- 
came deputy director of the National 
Pay sical Laborartory but returned to 
R.R.E. the following year as director. 

E. J. Jordan, Assoc.I.E.R.E., recently 
joined Audio & Design Ltd., of 
Maidenhead, as a director. He will be 
responsible for the development and 
design of specialized professional and 
domestic loudspeakers. After spending 
six years in the service department of 
the G.E.C. he was for twelve years 
with Goodmans Industries where from 
1959 to 1964 he was senior engineer. 

E. J. Jordan 

Since 1964 until his new appointment 
Mr. Jordan has been technical director 
of Jordan -Watts Ltd., of Hayes, Middx., 
where he produced the first "modular" 
loudspeaker. 

A. C. Robb, M.Eng., Ph.D., M.I.E.E., 
has joined Counting Instruments Ltd., 
of Boreham Wood, Herts, as chief 
engineer. Dr. Robb, who graduated at 
Liverpool University where he obtained 
a master's degree for postgraduate work, 
had been with Belling & Lee since 1961, 
first as technical manager and, since 
1962, as technical director. Prior to join- 
ing Belling & Lee he spent some time 
at Glasgow University as a research fel- 
low working on the design of high -vol- 
tage particle acchlerators where he 
gained his doctorate for relatedstudies. 
In 1963 Dr. Robb contributed an article 
to Wireless World on the problems asso- 
ciated with u.h.f. television reception. 
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The 40th anniversary of Baird's first demonstration of television to members of the Royal 
Institution at his Frith Street, Soho, laboratory, was commemorated recently at a dinner 
attended by members and guests of the Television Society. In the photograph, taken in the 
building in which the original demonstration was staged, W. C. Fox (left) The Times corres- 
pondent who attended the demonstration, is describing the occasion to members and guests. 
On the right is W. Toyotas, the first man to be televised by Baird in 1926. 

W. I. Flack, Assoc. I.E.E., a member 
of the panel whose discussion on inte- 
grated circuits we published in our Janu- 
ary issue, has been appointed technical 
director of G.E.C. (Domestic Equip- 
ment) Ltd. Mr. Flack is also a mem- 
ber of the management team of Radio 
& Allied Industries, the radio and 
television receiver manufacturing com- 
pany in the G.E.C. Group. He joined 
R.A.I. in 1957 after spending 14 years 
with the Telegraph Condenser Com- 
pany. 

Roy F. Stevens, the new president of 
the Radio Society of Great Britain, 
which has a membership of some 
13,500, is not in radio professionally but 
has been a licensed amateur transmitter 
(G2BVN) since 1937. Throughout the 
war he was in the R.A.F. His special 
interest in amateur transmitting is s.s.b. 
operation in the h.f. band. The Society's 
executive vice-president is F. K. Parker 
(G3FUR) who last year formed Park 
Air Electronics, of Stamford, Lincoln- 
shire, who market electronic aids for 
aircraft. 

R. F. Stevens 

B. R. Coles, B.Sc., D.Phil., reader in 
physics at Imperial College, London, 
has been appointed to the chair of solid 
state physics at the College. 

J. B. Race, A.M.I.E.E., has been 
appointed general manager of the Cam- 
bridge Instrument Company's factory at 
Chesterton Road, Cambridge. He was 
formerly works director of E.N.V. 
Engineering Ltd. During the war he 
served so the Fleet Air Arm, leaving 
with the rank of Lieutenant Com- 
mander. 

OBITUARY 
Edred Jeffrey, A.M.I.E.E., who ,. 

be known to many readers of Wireless 
World as contributor of the articles on 
a high -gain phase splitter in 1947 and 
a low-cost stereo amplifier in 1961, died 
on January 5th at the age of 49. lv.r. 
Jeffrey had been with the Sperry Gyro- 
scope Company since 1956 prior to 
which he was for a short time technical 
executive to Modern Telephones Ltd. 
At Sperry's he was successively manager 
engineering services and product group 
manager guided weapons. In this latter 
capacity he was responsible for all the 
missile activities in the company. 

Gordon Scott Whale, who died on 
board R.M.S. Andes on January 9th, 
founded the North Wales Wireless 
College in Colwyn Bay, of which his 
son Neville is now principal. Mr. 
Whale, who was 72, was an operator 
with the Marconi Company at their 
stations in Clifden, Ireland and Caern- 
arvon, N. Wales, until 1918 when he 
opened the Colwyn Bay college. He 
also opened (in 1937) the Wireless 
College, Southampton, which was closed 
in 1940 due to enemy hostilities. 

James Norman Walker, technical 
sales engineer with Eddystone Radio 
since 1946, died on January 30th, aged 
60. " Jerry " Walker, as he was 
affectionately known, was an active 
radio amateur with the call G5JU. He 
was commissioned in the technical 
branch of the R.A.F. in 1940 and was 
involved in the development and opera- 
tion of "Oboe." 
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NEWS FROM INDUSTRY 

ELECTRONIC TELEPHONE 

EXCHANGES 

RECENTLY at the annual dinner of 
the Telecommunications Engineering 
and Manufacturing Association, the 
Postmaster General stated that approxi- 
mately £350M is to be spent during 
the next four years on telephone ex- 
change equipment. In addition, he has 
decided that in future all new small and 
medium sized telephone exchanges will 
be electronic. 

Several British companies-Associated 
Electrical Industries, the Plessey group 
(including Automatic Telephone and 
Electric Company and Ericsson Tele- 
phones) and Standard Telephone and 
Cables-have collaborated with the 
G.P.O., under the auspices of the Joint 
Electronic Research Committee, on the 
development of electronic exchange 
systems. These systems, REX (from 
A.E.I.) and PENTEX (from Ericsson) 
use only one electromechanical com- 
ponent. This is a reed switch compris- 
ing two blades of magnetic material 
sealed in a glass envelope and actuated 
by an external magnetic field. 

Advantages of electronic exchanges are 
the high speed of operation, high reli- 
ability and low servicing charges, and 
saving of space. 

The basis of an electronic exchange 
as in, for example, the REX system, is 
the control equipment which consists of 
three main sections. These are:-:can- 
ners and registers which determine the 
source and destination of a call; 
markers and interrogators which decide 
switching and speech paths; and com- 
mon control which co-ordinates the 
activities of the scanners, registers, 
markers and interrogators in accordance 
with stored programme instructions to 
ensure that a call is routed by using the 
available switching equipment as effi- 
ciently as possible. 

SWISS DEFENCE 

CONTRACTS 

THE Swiss Government have signed a 
multi -million dollar contract with the 
Hughes Aircraft Company, of California, 
for an air defence system coded Florida. 
The value of this order is believed to be 
about £15M. 

The system will comprise a network 
of military radar stations and a number 
of air defence centres which will be used 
to control Switzerland's surface-to-air 
missiles and interceptor aircraft. The 
majority of the equipment will be made 
by Hughes and will include the com- 
pany's new long-range, three-dimen- 
sional radars. These will provide 
rimultaneous range, height and bearing 
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data, even under heavy pressure from 
counter-measure apparatus. The com- 
puting will be on Hughes H-3324 
general-purpose computers. 

Ferranti Ltd. are manufacturing the 
data link equipment, believed to be 
worth about £0.5M, for this project. 

The Plessey Company have also 
received a Swiss defence contract. This 
contract, which is tinderstood to be 
worth over ó1M, is for a comprehen- 
sive u.h.f. ground -to -air communica- 
tions system for use by the Swiss Air 
Force. Similar equipment to that called 
for in the contract is being used in the 
armed forces of the U.K., the Common- 
wealth and many other countries 
throughout the world. 

Microelectronics Firms Join Forces.- 
Two major microelectronics companies 
in Britain-Marconi Company and 
Ferranti-have signed a licensing 
agreement under which Marconi's will 
manufacture and sell the advanced 
range of silicon microcircuits designed 
and sold by Ferranti under the name of 
Micronor II. Extensive production 
plant for Micronor II is being com- 
missioned by Marconi's microelectronics 
division at Witham, and by Ferranti at 
their Manchester headquarters. Micro - 
nor II is a new range of ultra fast sili- 
con integrated circuits designed for use 
in computer and 'other logic applica- 
tions. Many different circuits are avail- 
able including multiple gates, power 
stages, J -K flip-flops, etc. The full 
range is already in quantity production 
in Manchester. The two companies 
now manufacture more than 70 per cent 
of the silicon integrated circuits made 
in the United Kingdom and the new 
agreement should further strengthen 
their position in the U.K. and also aid 
them in overseas markets. Marconi's 
microelectronics division will continue 
to develop and manufacture micro- 
electronic components and units. Up 
to now, their range has been rather 
specialized, mainly producing units for 
their Myriad and (E.E.L.M.) System 4 
computers. 

G.E.C. Win $3.5M Contract.-G.E.C. 
(Telecommunications) Ltd., of Coven- 
try, have received a contract worth over 
£1M for a complete semiconductor 
microwave telecommunication system 
for the northern zone of Chile. It will 
link Santiago-the capital-and Arica, 
a distance of 1,120 miles, and will pro- 
vide up to 960 two-way telephone cir- 
cuits. Twenty-seven repeaters are used 
in the system and spur links arc to be 
provided to 21 towns en route. This 
order is the ninth that G.E.C. have 
received for its new range of semicon- 
ductor microwave radio equipment, 
which was introduced only a few months 
ago. The first of these nine orders is 

,cheduled to be completed this year and 
the Chile order in 1968. 

Satellite -tracking Aerial Contract.- 
The British Aircraft Corporation have 
received a contract from the SHAPE 
Technical Centre for a 30 -ft diameter 
satellite -tracking aerial, with a Casse - 
grain sub -reflector. The parabolic dish 
is to be constructed out of stretch - 
formed light -alloy sheet. This method 
of construction has resulted from the 
company's experience in the aircraft 
field. Profile accuracy using this method 
of construction is maintained to within 
0.1in. The aerial is to be delivered in 
May of this year to the Technical 
Centre in The Hague. 

Rediffusion are to provide a wired 
television and sound network to all 
Corporation owned homes of the 
Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield 
Development Corporation. The net- 
work will be installed and maintained 
as a Rediffusion Community Service 
and, to quote the company, "Mainten- 
ance will, of course, be by locally based 
technicians up to the full standard of a 
public service." Four television and 
four sound programmes will be supplied 
initially with room for more at a later 
date. Rediffusion are to install the 
system at their own cost and the Cor- 
poration will pay an annual premium 
for this service. 

£100,000 Bulgarian Order.-Standard 
Telephones and Cables Ltd. have re- 
ceived a contract worth more than 
£100,000 from the People's Republic of 
Bulgaria for ground and air navigational 
and communications equipment. S.T.C., 
who are the prime contractors for this 
contract, will supply v.h.f. Omni -direc- 
tional ranging beacons (V.O.R.), v.h.f. 
direction finders and v.h.f. transmitters 
and receivers. 

Amalgamated Wireless (Australasia) 
Ltd., of Sydney, have appointed Living- 
ston Laboratories Ltd., of Greycaines 
Estate, Bushey Mill Lane, North Wat- 
ford, Herts, as sole U.K. representatives 
for their range of telecommunication 
test equipment. 

Radiotelevisione Italiana, the Italian 
broadcasting organization, have placed 
an order for 150 image orthicon camera 
tubes with the English Electric Valve 
Company, of Chelmsford. This follows 
an earlier order for 250 E.E.V. image 
orthicon tubes. 

Microcircuits.-Elecrosil Ltd., of 
Palßon, Sunderland, are to start manu- 
facturing integrated circuits later this 
year. They are also to market auto- 
matic integrated circuit testers. 
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RC ACTIVE FILTERS 

interest created in the last decade or so in RC 
active filters, i.e. filters using combinations of 
R, C and active elements, is understandable in 

view of the scorn now placed upon the inductor. This 
has arisen partly because the inductors required for low - 
frequency selective filters are undesirably large. In 
addition, the constraints placed upon components in the 
field of microelectronics have left us with no alternative 
but to search for methods of simulating either the 
inductor or tuned circuits. (Inductors have been used in 
thin-film circuits, but there is a serious limitation in that 
the Q of inductors decreases as the square of the scaling 
factor.) Although it would be premature to forecast 
the fate of the inductor, it would seem that the decline 
has set in and for low frequencies, at least, RC filters can 
be made which are as good as LC circuits. 

The recent I.E.E. colloquium on this subject was 
mainly concerned with low frequencies, but some of the 
techniques discussed can be extended to higher frequen- 
cies. The subtitle is perhaps a little unfair because whilst 
RC active filters are ousting the inductor at low fre- 
quencies, it would appear that for high -frequency work 
passive acoustic or mechanical resonators hold more 
promise than active filters. 

Sensitivity and Q 
It was pointed out by R. C. Foss (Plessey) that some con- 
figurations of active filter were no more complex than 
some present-day integrated circuits which are available 
quite cheaply in the U.S.A. There were problems, of 
course, and in a common type of active filter (using high 
gain amplifiers) the sensitivity (of Q, mainly) to com- 
ponent variations and tolerances was a major headache, 
particularly for integrated circuits. However, the 
situation was somewhat eased by the fact that resistor 
ratios can be maintained fairly accurately-to better than 
1%-and gain was a commodity relatively easy to come 
by. Gain is important, of course, because the Q of an 
RC active filter is proportional to the square root of gain. 
For example, for a Q of 100 with a stability of 5%, 
the required gain is over 100 dB. A relation connecting 
these quantities has been derived by McVey and is 
Q,,,az .N/ AS where Q represents the maximum Q 
(quality factor) resulting from an amplifier gain of A, and 
S is the maximum permissible departure of Q from its 
required value (QQ,,,o,/Q). (For some applications 
Dr. Foss felt that this relation was more appropriate than 
that giving the limiting value of Q,,,az = ¢ ./A since a 
circuit operating with this would be unduly sensitive to 
variation in the unstabilized loop gain.) 

Broadly speaking two general approaches to the synthe- 
sis of RC active filters to give desired transfer functions 
have been recognized since the early 1950's. One uses R 
and C elements, with amplifiers (of very high gain) as the 
active elements, and the other uses negative impedance 
converters (n.i.cs) as the active elements to provide 
simulated inductance. A third, less common, approach 
is referred to later. 

R. J. A. Paul (University College of North Wales) out- 
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lined a new synthesis technique using amplifiers with 
voltage gains of 2 (and also -1 in some cases) and one - 
port or two -terminal RC networks. This is described 
in detail in a recent paper.. The method also permits the 
realization of transfer functions with adjustable coeffi- 
cients. 

A. G. J. Holt and J. I. Sewell (University of New- 
castle-upon-Tyne) described a method employing mul- 
tiple -loop feedback and a single operational amplifier, 
based upon what is known as node introduction in a 2 x2 
admittance matrix-a procedure which involves a sub- 
stantial amount of matrix algebra. Two approaches 
for obtaining circuits to represent both voltage and 
current -inversion n.i.cs using high -gain amplifiers were 
outlined by A. G. J. Holt and J. Carey. Dr. Holt pointed 
out that while designs for active filters using high -gain 
operational amplifiers were made stable with a well- 
defined gain by feedback, n.i.cs not using such high -gain 
amplifiers tend to be somewhat dependent on transistor 
characteristics. 

R.R.E. approach 

The Royal Radar Establishment was represented in 
force-four out of the ten papers read were from Malvern 
-by P. J. Baxandall, F. E. J. Girling, E. F. Good and 
R. L. Ford. Mr. Baxandall discussed generally various 
active filters developed at R.R.E. including symmetrical 
twin -T feedback types (the normal twin -T network is 
not exactly symmetrical but is made so by addition of two 
series RC chains), integrator -plus -lag and two -integrator 
types. He stressed the advantages in avoiding mathe- 
matical complexity as much as possible and maintained 
that comparatively simple, and perhaps more familiar, 

(c) 

Fig. F. A two -integrator type of active RC filter, requiring only two 
reactances. 
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techniques could be used to obtain the same results 
as with some of the more sophisticated methods. 

A series LCR circuit may be simulated by providing 
three voltages with the same phase relationship as the 
voltages across the L, C and R elements. Girling showed 
how two integrators plus feedback could be arranged to 
give these voltages with respect to a common earth. 
The ratio VR/V,, was equal to R/pL, in operator notation, 
hence Vn could be obtained from V, by integration. 
Similarly V, could be obtained from V,, by integration. 
V, was clearly required and was derived by feedback 
from V, = V,,, - (VR+Ve). This system could be 
interpreted as shown in Fig. 1(a), but since it was not easy 
to adjust two integrators separately the arrangement of 
Fig. 1(b) was adopted. (To achieve the correct signs 
four amplifiers would be required.) Such a system might 
appear as Fig. 1(c), requiring only two reactances. A 
simple modification was described by which corrections 
could be made for the integrating amplifier gains. With 
this approach any second -order transfer function could 
be provided, and such units could be used to produce 
factors of higher -order functions. Mr. Girling stated 
that high Q values and good stability could be so obtained 
and also both frequency and Q could be independently 
varied. 

Good described a general second -order active filter 
based on a single amplifier and the balanced twin -T 
network plus an additional RC branch. The circuit 
makes an economical building block for higher -order 
filters and can provide low-pass, tuned circuit, high-pass 
or notch response. Even though this type of active filter 

(a) 

(b) 

(e) 

A A 

L.P. FILTER 

FILTER] ---__s 

p--- ___ 

,Fig. 2. The basis of the n -path, digital or sampled data type of 
active filter. 
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Fig. 3. The law -pass 
function is translated 
in n -path filters to a 
band-pass function 
centred about fre- 
quency f. 

is more sensitive to component variations it is well suited 
to some applications. 

A form of active filter was outlined by Ford in which 
integrators replaced the reactive elements used in passive 
LC ladder networks. One advantage of this technique 
is the ease with which bandwidth and centre frequency 
can be made continuously variable by a voltage -controlled 
switching technique. 

N -path filters 
The third type of active filter referred to earlier is the 
n -path filter, which is also known as a digital filter or 
sampled -data filter. The essential difference between 
this type and preceding types is that operation is depen- 
dent on non-linear active elements rather than the usual 
linear elements. The n -path filter falls in the general 
category of time -varying circuits. Basic work in this field 
was done in the 1940's and interest was stimulated again 
in 1960 mainly because this method allows sensitivity 
and high -Q problems to be overcome. 

A. R. Owens (University College of North Wales) and 
R. K. P. Galpin (A.E.I.), gave separate papers describing 
such filters. Basically, a low-pass filter function is 
arranged using passive elements only. N identical low- 
pass filters arc arranged in parallel, each operating 
between input and output modulators. 

The general case is shown in Fig. 2(a), where the 
modulators (multipliers) A, B, . . are supplied with 
suitably phased sine -waves of frequency f. (A particular 
case was referred to in which only two paths are required, 
the functions supplied to A and B being in phase quadra- 
ture.) The property of interest is that a band-pass 
transfer function is obtained which is a translated version 
of the low-pass characteristic and centred about the fre- 
quency f (Fig. 3). 

A particular system of interest was described in which 
the modulating functions were achieved by the use of 
a synchronous switch, operating at the frequency f, as 
shown in Fig. 2(b). Fig. 2(c) shows partly how this 
may be accomplished. Tuning of such a filter was by 
simply varying the frequency f. By the use of such 
techniques Q's in the order of thousands can be obtained 
and centre frequencies of hundreds of kc/s are quite 
feasible. 

REFERENCES 

I. " Sensitivity in some simple RC active networks ", 
P. J. McVey, Proc.I.E.E., July 1965. 
2. " Active networks synthesis using one -port RC networks ", 
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3. "An alternative approach to the realization of network 
transfer functions: the n -path filter ", L. E. Franks and 
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European Station Chart 
UNFOLDED copies of the chart showing, the operating 
frequencies of Europe's long -wave and medium -wave broad- 
casting stations which was included in last month's issue, are 
obtainable from our Publishing Dept. price 2s including 
postage and packing. 
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Low -impedance Tape Pre -amplifier 

THE output from a tape head is more often than not 
treated as a voltage output to be fed into a sub- 
stantially high impedance. If the output voltage is 

monitored when replaying from a standard reference tape, 
at a speed of 3i in/sec with a constant current recording, 
we arrive at the shape of Fig. 1. This is a curve familiar 
to most engineers. Normally the pre -amplifier would be 
of high impedance, the compensation taking the form of 
a low -frequency boost " mirroring " the curve of Fig. 1. 
The use of a high impedance presents a difficulty in 
maintaining good signal-to-noise ratio and is also con- 
ducive to hum pick-up. As transistors are basically 
low -impedance, current -operated devices, they appear at 
first sight an incompatible match to replay head char- 
acteristics, as normally presented, i.e., as an open - 
circuit e.m.f. 

Advantage may, however, be taken of the change in 
reactance with frequency characteristic below 1 kc/s. If 
the magnetic flux in the toroid is constant and a low 
enough resistance R is placed in series with L (Fig. 2a) 
the current through R will remain relatively constant. 
This in itself is not quite so, as the d.c. resistance (r) of 
the coil L (Fig. 2b) determines that the low -frequency 
current response is down by 3 dB when R -I- r = XL. 
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Fig. I. Playback characteristic from 140 os ref. tape at 3j. in/sec. 
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Replacing R by a transistor in the common -base 
configuration is the basis of the circuit, shown in Fig. 3. 
(The input impedance is equal to 30/I; } rob, where 
I, is in mA, for a post alloy -diffused device). 

Input stage 

In the circuit shown in Fig. 3, post alloy -diffused wan - 
r sistors (NKT 677) were used for the following reasons:- 

(a) high frequency cut-off 
(b) low noise 
(c) low leakage (typically 1µA) 
(e) low rut 

An I, of 3 mA had been chosen for low -noise operation. 
Under this condition, the input resistance is about 10012. 
In order to reduce the impedance further, it would have 
been necessary to increase I thus detracting from the 
low -noise operating point. 
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By R. HIRS7 

Robert Hirst, who recently joined Dictaphone Ltd. where 
he is working with the research and development team 
on closed-circuit systems, was previously a senior engin- 
eer with Newmarket Transistors Ltd. He is 31. 

This low I, is also advantageous in allowing a large 
collector load (22 k4) to be used, so that the voltage gain 
of Trl is substantial:- 

Rr, 22 x 10' 
R; l0' 220 approximately. 

Should this be fed into a conventional grounded - 
emitter stage with an input impedance of 1 k11 then RL 
would be modified to 95012 and the voltage gain modified 
to 950/100 = 9.5 times. 

Second stage 
In order to make use of the voltage gain of Trl, a 
grounded -emitter stage was used with an un -bypassed R,. 

(a) 

Fig. 3 Circuli of the tope pre-ampiiper. 

(b) 

I31 



A reasonably high -beta transistor (about 100) was used 
so that the load presented to Trl is around 220 kí2 
(ß . R,) the shunt effect of R3 in series with C2, across R5, 
being negligible. This value of input resistance was 
sufficiently high to prevent any appreciable loading of. 
Trl collector load. 

1 h voltage gain of Tr2 would normally have been 
about 100, but this is modified by the unbypassed emitter 
resistor to approximately-: 

R28.2x10" 
R, 2.2 10s 

In order to check the frequency response of the pre- 
amplifier (less C3) a 1 H tape head in series with the input 
was fed from a 1012 sou co, the generator voltage being 
constant at 10 mV. (The response is shown in Fig. 4.) 

As the C.C.I.R. play-back curve at 3j in/sec indicates 
an RC time constant of 140µs (Fig. 4) a further C was 
connected across 125 (C3, dotted in Fig. 3), so that the 
amplifier tumcver point was approximately 1.5 kc/s, this 
being the point where the actual frequency response was 
3 dB below the required response (see Fig. 4). The 
value of C3 was then calculated so that the amplifier gain 
was increased by 3 dB at 1.5 kc/s, this being when 
X0, = Re. Since f, = 1.5 kc/s and Xc, = Re = 2.2 k12, 
then:- 

C(µ 0.047. F)_2 fXr 
This produced the final curve of Fig. 5 curve B. (The 
peculiar small rise in frequency at 8 kc/s and then the 
resultant gradual fall as the frequency increased was due 
to the loading of Trl collector load, as the reactance of C3 
in parallel with 125 modified the input impedance of Tr2. 
At 15 kc/s, X0, 212 12, and 

X,,R, R, 
R;,,- 

ß. -_ ß.X,.a, 20k12.) 
X'c, r Re' 
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Fig. 4. Curve A shows response of pre -amplifier withou C3. B shows 

the required output with time -constant of 140 As. 
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Fig. 6. Response of pre -amplifier to 3i in/sec 140µs ref. tape. 
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Fig. 7. Response of pre -amplifier when measured from o constant 
voltage source. 
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Without this loading of Trl collector, the treble response 
curve would have continued rising (Fig. 5, curve A). 
However, the decrease of R;,, at high frequencies helps to 
reduce high -frequency recording bias pick-up when the 
pre -amplifier was used in a three -head system and also 
when used as a low -impedance microphone pm -amplifier 
on record. 

D.C. conditions 

The d.c. conditions are relatively standard but careful 
thought had to be given to the design, so that the following 
conditions were met. 

(a) VVA: of Trl approximately 1V, for low noise 
considerations. 

(b) Ic of Trl to be small for low noise; also to accom- 
modate a large collector load to implement high 
voltage gain. 

(c) Collector load and emitter resistor of Tr2 to be a 
favourable ratio for gain considerations. 

(d) R, of Tr2 to be large enough to:- 
(i) effect high input impedance. 

(ii) provide a direct voltage for feedback purposes. 
(iii) be complementary with C to provide adequate 

treble lift. 
(e) 12.3 to be large enough to obviate loading of R5 

and yet sufficient to compensate for temperature 
variation. 

As a result of this the pre -amplifier will accept transistors 
with a beta between 80 and 180 without any modifications. 
As this range was thought to be substantial no further 
measurements were made to accommodate lower betas, 
although a 220 kit potentiometer in place of R3 and 
setting Tr2 collector to 4.5V would ensure that almost 
any transistor may be used in Trl position, even down 
to a beta of 15. 

The curves shown in Figs. 5 and 6 did not measurably 
alter in the temperature range 15°C -45°C. Fig. 7 shows 
the response of the pre -amplifier when fed from a 

constant voltage source (e.g. low -impedance microphone) 
this could quite well be compatible with the treble -lift 
response required in the record position of a tape recorder 
operating at 3) in/sec, thus possibly obviating a necessity 
for compensation switching when used as a replay or 
record pre -amplifier. 
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The McMurdo Touch , l e t 

All SYSTEMS GO 
When it c s to the count -down you'll be glad you specified 
McMurdo plugs, sockets and connectors. Reliable performance, 
high quality construction and budget -conscious prices are the 
features that lift McMurdo component: into o sphere of their own. 
In addition there's that McMurdo touch that translates tomorrow's 
ideas Into today's components. 

Probe Into the McMurdo range by sending now for our data 
sheets. If you're a holder of the ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING 
INDEX see Lj 400 for connectors and Lj 470 for Valve Holders. 

The McMurdo range includes: CONNECTORS-rack and panel. 
line and Jumper, printed circuit and audio range. VALVE 
HOLDERS-plugin relay sockets, Decal 10.pin valve holders. 
Transistor Sockets. Crystal Sockets. VOLTAGE SELECTORS 
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ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 

URDO 
THE McMURDO INSTRUMENT COMPANY LIMITED 
RODNEY ROAD PORTSMOUTH TEL 35555 ' TELEX 86112 

AGENTS : SORTA RIM LW.. MAORHIOs J. Mee Goupille a Co. Ltd., 
Victoria Gerdes. P.O. Bor s. 
P.O. Bor lot, NAIROBI. PORT LOUP. 
1E9/ TULA. D I. Blo MP, LW., 

E e. 
\ULSLARD C.1. 

WW -116 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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the tube 
that 

makes 
the 

por ilblë 
picture 

The outstanding hew Mazda RIMBAND 12" tube has been designed to reduce the cost, 
size and weigh, of personal transportable television ... and provide a bigger picture! 
RIMBAND is an entirely new method of construction. For the first time the metal band is 

taken back Iron, the screen. This enables the whole screen area of 74 sa. ins. to be pro- 

jected from the cabinet and utilised for the picture. 
No insulated covering of the rim is required. No implosion guard is needed. The result- 
a really compact, lightweight and low-cost set. 

The tube weighs 6 lbs. with a depth of 9" and a scanning angle of 110 degrees. It operates 
at an ENT voltage of 10.5 to 13'5 kV. Light transmission of 50% and the high levels of 

bl ightness obtainable on this tube, permit viewing in brightly lit surroundings. 
Type No. CME 1201. 

WW -117 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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12inch 
T.V.TUBE 

For full technical details, please write tot 

Thorn -AEI Radio Valves 
&Tubes Limited 

7 Soho Square, London W1. 
Telephone: GERrard 5233 . 



Statistics in Eléctronics and Communications 

3-Random Events and Variability 
By D. A. BELL," M.A., ß.So., Ph.D., M.I.E.E., F.Inst.P. 

Question: "What is the similarity between the number of 
Prussian soldiers kicked to death by horses in 
the years from 1875 to 1894 and the shot noise 
in a thermionic valve?" 

Answer: "Both phenomena can be described by Poisson 
distributions." 

THE Poisson distribution is often described as the 
distribution applicable to "rare events," but the 
two examples given above indicate dramatically 

that the word " rare " is meaningless unless a time scale is 
attached. An event is rare in the Poisson sense if two con- 
ditions are satisfied. Firstly, it must be possible to choose 
elementary intervals of time such that the probability 
of more than one event occurring in such an interval is 
negligibly small. This is what is meant by " rare events," 
but the appropriate elementary interval of time might be 
a day for the Prussian soldiers and 10'" second for the 
thermionic valve. Secondly, the (small) probability of an 
event must be the same for all equal intervals of time. 
These conditions can be expressed by saying that the 
events occur individually and randomly: individually 
because we have ruled out the possibility of more than 
one occurring simultaneously; and randomly because 
the probability of an event is the same for all intervals of 
time. 

Deriving the Poisson formula 
The formula for the Poisson distribution can be de- 
rived as follows: there are two ways in which exactly 
n events can have happened in total time t+dt: either n 
had already happened at time t and none has happened 
in de, or n-1 had happened up tot and one in dt. If the 
probability of an event is a per unit time (and therefore 

to 

rg . 
o'6' 

P(r) 

04 

of m-10 

4 6 g 10 12 14 16 

Fig. I. Full lines, Poisson distributions for m = 0.1 and m = I; 
dotted line for m - 10. 
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the probability of no event is 1-a) and P(n,t) stands 
for the probability of exactly n events in time t, then 

P(n,t dt)=(1-a)dt.P(n,t)+ cult .P(n-11) (1) 
This can be treated as a differential equation in time: 

dt 
P(n't)=Limit P(n,t+dt)-P(n,t) 

dt-o.0 dt 
=-oP(n,t)+aP(n-1,t) . . (2) 

The relationship (2) is satisfied if the probability of 
exactly n events after lapse of time t is given by 

P(n,t)=e-°' (at)./n! 
or more generally, the probability of exactly r events when 
the average number would be in is given by 

P(r)=e-nhn'/rl (3) 
Note that time is not necessarily the variable involved, 

and the Poisson distribution is also important in inspection 
by sampling. Suppose the average defect rate in a certain 
component is 8 per 1,000, then what are the chances of 
finding 0, 1 or 2 defective specimens in a box containing 
a gross? The average risk per component is 8/1,000, so 
the average or " expected " number of defective com- 
ponents per box of 144 is 144 x 8/1,000=1.152; and this 
is the value to be given tom in formula (3). Putting r=0, 
1 and 2 in turn, and remembering that ro=1 and 0!=1, 
the values of the probabilities are found to be: P(0)= 
0.316; P(1)=0.364; P(2)=0.210. Since these three 
probabilities add up to 0.890, subtraction from unity 
shows that the probability of finding more than two defec- 

tive components in a gross, i.e. P(r), is 0.11. Tables are 

availablef of the terms in the Poissondistribution (3) 
for various values of en and r and of the " summed 

ro 
Poisson distribution," P(r), for various values of m 

and x. Fig. 1 shows the Poisson distributions for m=0.1, 
1 and 10. The Poisson distribution for m=10 has been 
re -drawn to a larger scale in Fig. 2, and a corresponding 
Gaussian distribution superimposed on it. The two dis- 
tributions are fairly similar, and in the limit as m becomes 
large the Poisson becomes identical with a Gaussian 
distribution. Remembering that the condition for Poisson 
to be applicable is not that events should be infrequent 
but rather that they should occur individually at random, 
there is no reason why m should not be large: returning 
to the example of thennionic emission, a current of 1.6mA 
corresponds to an average of 10' electrons per nano- 
second, so en in this case is likely to be large for any prac- 
ticable time interval. 

In Fig. 2 we said that " a corresponding Gaussian was 
superimposed on the Poisson ": how, then, do we pick 

'University of Hull. 
fII 

re 
n both Fry and Burington and May as listed in the bibliography last month. More extensive table, a given by E. C. Molina . Pomona 

exponential binomial limit," Von Nosaond, 1942. 
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Pig. 2. Comparison of Poisson and Gaussian distributions. Dotted 
steps: Poison with m _ 10; points: Gaussian with x = 10 and 

the parameters of the Gaussian to correspond with the 
Poisson? The characteristics of a probability distribution 
can be summed up by its position along the axis, its spread, 
and its shape, the first two being definable by a single num- 
ber each while the shape is more complex. 

At this point it is desirable to recapitulate the meaning 
and purpose of a " probability distribution." Suppose 
we measure accurately the resistances of a large number of 
carbon composition resistors of nominally IkSI resistance, 
and for the sake of illustration let us make the rather 
doubtful assumption that the values will be spread at 

round the nominal according to the normal 
law of errors," i.e. a Gaussian distribution. If we measure 
on a bridge using a decade resistance box, the values will 
not be spread continuously in the mathematical sense, 
but will be grouped in " classes " of extent corresponding 
to the smallest step on the decade box. But even if the 
decade box goes down to steps of 0.1 n we may decide to 
use steps of 10 fa as our classes, both because differences 
of less than 1% are of little significance in this class of 
resistor and because one needs as many as possible in each 
class to get a smooth distribution (" to minimize the 
fluctuations due to sampling " is the formal statement); 
and in order to obtain a sufficient number in each class 
without making an excessive number of measurements in 
total, one must restrict the number of classes. 

Probabilities of classes 

The values will occur in random sequence, but hope- 
fully when we count them up by class at the end there 
will be most in the classes 990 to 999 and 1,000 to 1,009, 
with decreasing numbers in the outer classes and only 
the odd one or two below 800 or above 1,199. (Note that 
the classes run from ..10 to ..09 so that they are mutually 
exclusive and there is no doubt about placing the ..10 
value in its proper class if measurements are taken to a 
higher accuracy. To make the distribution exactly 
symmetrical about 1,000 one would have to have a central 
group of 995.00 to 1,004.99 but this would not arise 
naturally from a Wheatstone bridge with decade ad- 
justments). If the number in each class is divided by the 
total number, this gives the fraction in a particular class 
or the probability of that class. A histogram displaying 
the probabilities of the classes corresponding to successive 
values of the variable therefore represents a probability 
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distribution; and if the variable is continuous it is possible 
by reducing the range of a class-narrowing the columns 
in the histogram-to approach in the limit a continuous 
probability distribution curve. 

The obvious means of identifying the position of the 
distribution along the variable axis (resistance) is to take 
the value of the class which occurs most frequently, 
and this value is known as the mode. This is easy, since 
no further data-processing is required after counting the 
number in each class; but it is inefficient since it discards 
all data falling outside the one class having the highest 
frequency. In practice one may arrive at a situation like 
that shown in Fig. 3(a). With modest numbers the class 
frequencies do not fall exactly on a smooth curve, and 
one would like to interpolate the curve shown dotted, 
but the mode automatically selects the one largest peak. 
Even if the curve is smooth it may be skew (asymmetric) 
as shown in Fig. 3(b), and the mode is then towards one 
side of the distribution. 

The simplest measure of position using all the data 
is the mean, and for symmetrical curves the mean and 
mode coincide. But for skew curves they signify different 
things: the mode is the position of the peak but the 
mean indicates the position of the centre of gravity. 
A third measure of position is the median. This is the 
value of the variable such that equal numbers of objects 
have values greater and less than the median. The 
median is particularly useful when the members of the 
population are considered in ranking order: e.g. in a class 
list the student in the middle has the median mark, but 
this need not be equal to the average mark. 

Mean values 

If we have a collection of objects having various values 
of x, we fmd the mean value of x for this collection by 
multiplying each value of x by the number of objects 
having that value, adding together all such products, 
and dividing by the total number of objects. But in a 
probability distribution function the individual numbers 
have already been divided by the total number, so as to 
give the fraction of the population having any specified 
value of x. Therefore the mean value of x is x= ExP(x) 
for discontinuous distributions like the binomial or 

Poisson, or J xP(x)dx for continuous distributions like 

the Gaussian. If P(x) is likened to a set of weights or 
forces distributed at various distances from the origin, 
then the mean is also the first moment about the origin of 
the system. 

Of the various possible measures of spread or disper- 
sion, the variance (and its square root, the standard 
deviation) is by far the most generally used. It follows 
from the definition of the mean that the average distance 
of all members of the population from the mean is zero; 
but the mean -square distance is always a positive quan- 
tity, which is called the variance and denoted by a 

and the r.m.s. value a is called the standard deviation 
In the Gaussian or normal -law -of -errors distribution, 
68.26% of the area under the curve lies between limits 

a about the mean; so these limits are rather wider 
than the so-called " probable error " which refers to 
points at +0.6745 a such that half the area under the 
curve is between these points. 

A good deal of labour is involved in computing the 
variance, and for a rapid estimate of dispersion one might 
look at the range of a sample, i.e. the difference between 
the largest and the smallest value in the sample. For 
example, statistical quality control (usually called simply 
" Quality Control ") is a technique of using samples 
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drawn from production which is either too large in 
quantity for 100% inspection or such that testing involves 
destruction (e.g. testing the speed of a photographic 
emulsion). One deduces the probable characteristics of 
the bulk production from measurements on small samples, 
and it is obviously desirable to have the answer quickly 
so that faulty production can be stopped or corrected. 
Is it possible to take a handful out of a bin of nominally 
similar resistors, and use the difference between the 
highest and lowest resistances found in the handful as a 
measure of the variability of the whole batch? Under 
certain conditions it is, but this method involves a dilemma. 
The general rule is that large numbers or large samples 
are necessary to secure statistical reliability, yet the larger 
the sample taken from a given population the greater the 
range is likely to be. Considering a Gaussian distribution, 
the most probable values are near the mean, and these 
are the ones we shall usually get in a small sample; 
but in a very large sample we may get the odd one differ- 
ing from the mean by more than 3 e, since this has a 
probability of about I in 500. 

The successful method is therefore to take a small 
sample (less than 20 individuals in each), determine the 
range R in this sample, and then improve the statistical 
reliability by taking a number of such samples, finding 
the range in each, and evaluating R, the mean of R over 
all the samples. Details will be found in text books on 
quality. control, but one of the best presentations is to be 
found in B.S.600: "The Application of Statistical 
Methods to Industrial Standardization and Quality 
Control," by E. S. Pearson, published by the British 
Standards Institution. The standard deviation may be 
derived from the mean range by the formula 

= k,,R 
where kn is a multiplier depending on the number of units 
in a sample. For example, for n = 2, 5 and 10, the values 
of k, are 0.8862, 0.4299 and 0.3249. 

Returning to the more theoretical aspect, the variance 
is the second moment about the mean. Moments about 
the mean are always denoted by p, while moments about 
another point, such as the origin, may be denoted by µ' 
or by an entirely different symbol such as v, so the first 
and second moments may be tabulated as follows: 

µ, = 0 (i) 
µ', = mean (ii) 

= variance =n' (iii) 
µ : = µs + (µ t)` (iv) 

The last relation is identical with the rule of parallel 

Moot 

(a) 
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Fig. 3(a). Mode 
taken from a 
histogram. (b) The 
mean and mode 
in a skew distri- 
bution. 

P(n) 

Fig. 4. Mean and standard deviation of rate of transit of electrons 
through a thermionic valve correspond to d.c. and r.m.s. a.c. com- 
ponents of current. 

axes in mechanics; and the variance could be found 
without evaluating the distance of each point from the 
mean by transposing (iv) to read 

µs = µz - (µr')' 
Usually a' is not then taken relative to the true origin, 
but relative to a convenient point which will simplify 
calculation, e.g. the whole number nearest to the mean. 

is then the distance of the mean from this arbitrary 
reference point. 

Specifying curve shape 

The remaining consideration is the shape of the curve, 
and this can be partly defined by specifying the skewness 
and the kurtosis. Skewness is obvious-the degree of 
asymmetry between the two sides of the curve-and 
kurtosis indicates whether the distribution function is 
sharply peaked (like the resonance curve of a single tuned 
circuit) or flat-topped (like resonance curve of a 
critically coupled pair); and both these characteristics can 
be quantitatively specified in terms of the various moments 
of the distribution. All the odd moments about the 
mean would vanish for a symmetrical distribution, so 
conversely the third moment should give a measure of 
skewness; and to normalize the measure relative to the 
spread the coefficient of skewness is defined as yr = 
µa/n. (There is also Pearson's measure of skewness 
(mean-mode)/n.) Similarly the kurtosis is ß, = µsi'. 
Since the Gaussian distribution is for many purposes a 
standard, and has a kurtosis of exactly 3, the behaviour 
of other distributions is sometimes described by the 
" excess kurtosis " which is y,, = µq/a'-3. 

Two distributions which have equal values of mean, 
standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis must be pretty 
similar, but they need not be identical. However, 
specification of the mean and all the moments µ 
µs up to the highest which has a significant value 
will exactly define the distribution. An important 
property of variances is that if the random variations in 
the quantities x and y are uncorrelated, the variance of 
their sum is the sum of the individual variances: if z = 
x}y, then v,'' 

Now let us apply some of this to the noise component 
of a simple thermionic current) consisting of n electrons 
per second. The mean current is Tie where a is the 
charge on each electron. Hence if we draw the Poisson 
distribution of the rate of electron flow as in Fig. 4, the 
mean value Si gives a measure of the mean current which 
would be indicated, for example, by a moving coil meter. 
The spread of the curve indicates that the instantaneous 
current will be sometimes greater and sometimes less 

of pare 
lThe 
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en a do, tc pemmm-limited to avoid the complintívns 
ge suros hing, and electron transit -time is ignored. 
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than the mean; and it indicates how often a particular value 
of current will be found but not when. 

We know from experience, and could deduce from 
the random nature of the phenomenon, that the various 
values occur in random sequence and so produce the 
familiar spikey noise waveform shown in Fig. 5(a). 
If the waveform is produced on a cathode-ray tube and 
a narrow slit is placed in front of it, the amount of light 
passing through the slit will be proportional to the 
frequency with which the waveform departs so far from 
the mean, and if the slit is moved across the trace this 
frequency should vary in accordance with the P(n) 
shown in Fig. 4. This can be verified by placing a photo- 
cell behind the slit as shown in Fig. 5(b) and plotting the 
photocell current against slit position. But in centering 
the trace on the screen, i.e. placing the mean on the 
zero mark of our scale, we have in electrical terms sup- 
pressed the d.c. component and the noise deflection 
represents the a.c. component. The latter is to be 
measured by its r.m.s. value, which is none other than 
the standard deviation of the statistical distribution. 

If two thermionic currents are added, the variances 
will be added, or in electrical terms the mean square 
noise currents will add. Since the constituent currents 
are no longer distinguishable after they have been added, 
any current could be divided into hypothetical compon- 
ents; and it follows that the mean -square noise current 
is linearly proportional to the mean current or d.c. 
component. 

Rule -of -thumb for variance 

The Poisson distribution has the singular property 
that its variance is always equal to its mean. This is the 
origin of a rule -of -thumb that in a statistical phenomenon 
involving a large number, the variation in the number 
is likely to be of the order of the square -root of the 
average number-a rule which is exact if the Poisson 
distribution applies. If 1 is the mean rate of arrival of 
electrons, the mean current is Be where e is the charge of 
an electron. Let An be a fluctuation in n so that e An is a 
fluctuation in current. Then the mean -square noise 
current is is = ee(An)°. But (An)° is the variance of n 

SLIT 

sur 

PHOTOOETECTOR 

Fig. 5(a). Noise waveform, with slit for detecting the occurrence 
of a particular level in the distribution. (b) Arrangement of cathode- 
ray tube, slit and photodetector. Light passing through the slit 
falls on a photomultiplier, and the whole measuring unit can be 
traversed across the tube face as indicated by the double -ended 
arrow. 
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5,000 10,000 15,000 
HOURS 

Fig. b. Logarithm of percentage survivors of thermionic valves 
platted against time. Point X can be regarded as the end of useful 
valve life. The broken -line curve represents a uniform random 
failure rote. 

and from the property of the Poisson distribution must 
be equal to n. 

'.l'= Tie =ie 
The additional mathematical manipulation needed to 
obtain the answer in the form of a spectrum can be 
found in text -books on noise and the result is 

Iedf = 2iedf 
where i°df is the mean -square noise current as measured 
in a narrow bandwidth df. 

If Poisson had been alive today he would no doubt 
have worked on the statistics of fatal accidents on the 
roads rather than those of equine accidents to cavalry- 
men. The other modern application is to " reliability "; 
and in terms of reliability of passenger transport vehicles 
and their associated traffic control systems, reliability of 
electronic systems will have some relationship to accident 
probabilities if human error can be substantially elimin- 
ated. There is a long range of time-some thousands of 
hours for thermionic valves and tens of thousands of 
hours or more for solid-state devices --over which elec- 
tronic apparatus does not seem to wear out; it just 
has a small risk of " death by misadventure " which is the 
same throughout this long range of time. But a small but 
uniform probability of an event in any time interval dt is 
the basis of the Poisson distribution, so these random 
failures follow a Poisson distribution. If the failure risk 
is constant, the number of failures is proportional to the 
number of items exposed to the risk. Hence the rate of 
occurrence of failures at any time in a large group is 
proportional to the number surviving up to that point, 
and the decay in numbers is therefore exponential: 

N=N e -°t 
The mean life of a single item is 1/a and in a system con- 
taining N items the mean time before one of them fails is 
1/Na. 

Mean time between failures 

In a system which is repaired when a failure occurs, 
so that N is constant, the mean time to the next failure 
will be the same, so 1!Na is also the mean time between 
failures (m.t.b.f.). Unfortunately the mean in m.t.b.f. 
indicates the mean over an ensemble, either of many sys- 
tems or of the same system on many occasions. Therefore, 
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when dealing with any single system, e.g., the instrument - 
landing equipment on a particular aeroplane, one will 
probably want the m.t.b.f. to be much greater than the 
operating life: this is because a single sample time before 
failure may be either greater or less than the m.t.b.f. 

The constant failure risk of the Poisson law never 
applies exactly and departures from it indicate some 
systematic fault which should be capable of elimination. 
For example, instead of the dotted straight line in Fig. 6 
which represents a uniform random failure rate, thermi- 
onic valves often show a sharp initial fall, a long constant 
slope, and then an increasing slope at the end. The early 
failures of valves are usually the result of latent mechani- 
cal defects such as cracks due to strain glass envelopes or 
imperfect welds; and the increasing failure rate after a 
long time represents wearing out, e.g. cathode exhaustion 
by evaporation or barium or by poisoning. It is logical 
to regard the point X as the end of useful life, and in the 
Poisson regime preceding this point there is no advantage 
in replacing a valve: a new valve will be just as likely 
to fail as the old one, or in fact more likely unless it has 
been aged through the early -failure period before being 
put into use. Any attempt at preventive maintenance 
must therefore depend on detecting some symptom 
of wear -out, such as decline in maximum emission of a 
thermionic valve or increase in leakage current /co of a 
transistor. Components in general and solid-state devices 
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usually do not show such a clear-cut three-part charac- 
teristic, but the plot of logarithm of percentage survivors 
against time will show a slight curvature indicating a 
failure rate which either increases or decreases with time. 
An analytical expression which is often applicable is the 
Weibull formula, which may be put in the form N-N, exp,(_sr)a 
where the exponent w is greater or less than unity for 
failures rates increasing or decreasing with time. 

However, in most electronic systems (such as com- 
puters) the failures will be repaired; and therefore the 
m.t.b.f. is mote important than the survival rate. There 
is some evidence that in computer installations there may 
be a clustering of faults which will show up as a different 
kind of departure from the Poisson distribution. Two 
possible causes of this clustering are: (a) that an inter- 
mittent fault may not be cleared by the first remedial 
action, and so will reappear and be reported as another 
fault repeatedly until the correct remedy has been found; 
or (b) that the maintenance activity has disturbed other 
components and so provoked additional faults. 

So it was perhaps a lucky coincidence that life tests on 
thermionic valves provided a very good illustration of a 
Poisson distribution of failures; the more reliable com- 
ponents used now have failure characteristics which are 
both more complex and more difficult to determine 
because the times involved are so long. 

WITH AURORAL CORRECTION 
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MEDIAN STANDARD MUF 

OPTIMUM TRAFFIC FREQUENCY -- LOWEST USABLE H F 

The prediction curves show the 
median standard MUF, optimum traffic 
frequency and the lowest usable fre- 
quency (LUF) for reception in this 
country. The MUF is, by definition, 
the frequency at which communication 
should be possible for 50% of the time. 

30 
Satisfactory communication will, of 
course, be possible slightly above the 
MUF, but only for smaller percentages 
of time. The optimum traffic frequency 

15 is usually taken as 85% of the MUF. 
Unlike the standard MUF, the LUF 

ID is closely dependent upon such factors 
as transmitter power, aerials, local noise 
level and the type of modulation. The 
LUF curves shown are those drawn by 
Cable and Wireless Ltd. for commercial 
telegraphy and assume the use of trans - 

0 mittens of several kilowatts and aerials 
of the rhombic type. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

The Editor does not necessarily endorse opinions expressed by his correspondents 

" British Made " 
YOUR Editorial (October, 1965) and the subsequent 
rash of letters would have us believe that there are 
no hi-fi television sets on the market; this may be the 
case with sets of British manufacture. Your edition for 
December proves the absence of advanced design car 
radios; not a single set being capable of receiving v.h.f. 
How many audio appliances are there available from 
British sources equipped with reverberation, I wonder. 

All these refinements are available through various 
foreign agencies, at reasonable prices. For instance, 
my 19 in television set (a medium-priced Japanese model) 
is equipped with a 10 in bass speaker and a 3 in tweeter 
crossover network with tone controls. 

When will the British manufacturer wake up to the 
fact that we are being left behind and that what might 
have suited "Gran" just will not gell with the modem 
minded? 

Singapore. E. H. DAVIES 

Integrated Circuits Discussion 
I FEAR that in publishing in the January issue such an 
interesting, but rather restricted and misleading discus- 
sion on integrated circuits, you may well stir up a hornet's 
nest. Perhaps this was your intention! 

Integrated electronics as a new art is not merely the 
use of standard, mass-produced, "not quite right for our 
application," circuits put together to make systems. 

It is an activity in which, at one extreme, a single 
technology can be used to produce similar components 
in connected groups, and at the other, where a variety of 
technologies and materials are unified to make multiple 
functions. 

The unification has barely begun. To many working 
in the field, the "writing on the wall" is plain; one may 
list the basic requirements of electronic circuitry and 
realize that resistive paths, conducting paths, dielectrics, 
magnetics, cryogenics, and semi -conducting junctions 
are ultimately more likely to achieve a successful " housing 
development" on passive substrates rather than semi- 
conductors. 

Further, a simple truth languishes little -heeded in Mr. 
Lawton's statement:-"In present day practice, 90 % of 
all circuitry used in the electronics industry is analogue." 

For this 90 %, evaporated and screen -printed metal and 
insulating "integrated circuit" films on glass or ceramic 
have already assumed great importance. The 1965 sales 
value of film circuits in the U.S.A. was double that of Mr. 
Padwick's little pellets! (sic). 

Mr. Flack and the entertainment and professional parts 
of the industry will soon be able to buy a "brick" of 
ten stable, reliable integrated film resistors/capacitors for 
a fraction more than they now pay for one component. 

Certainly semiconductor integrated circuits will achieve 
a miniscule inroad into the analogue field; perhaps more 
where miniaturization is important. But how does the 
digital field look today? During a very recent visit to 
the U.S.A., I was told that the largest computer manu - 
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facturer in the world was ordering more than 100 million 
film circuits in 1966/7, and that other large manufac- 
turers in the field are following suit (I saw first hand 
evidence of the latter). 

For an expensive base material like silicon the process 
currently used by most manufacturers seems very waste- 
ful. Nearly 50% of the ingot (it costs about 8s per gram) 
is lost in slicing, lapping and etching operations. Of the 
parts actually used to make circuits, only the top 20 
microns of a 100 micron thick chip are required; the rest 
is both thermal and electrical embarrassment. To cap 
this, average overall yields run at about 15 %; though 
many will feel this figure optimistic except for simple 
circuits produced in large quantity. The idea is good but 
"state of the art" execution is poor. 

Only the most primitive natives still fashion canoes by 
chiselling out logs! 

Engineers accept the logic that it can be more economic 
to put several components made by a unified technology 
into one package. Yet if an "active" component tech- 
nique is bent to produce inferior and/or expensive "pas- 
sive" components-as often appears to be the case-the 
logic no longer applies. 

For a variety of reasons the passive components used 
either in the silicon, or over the passivating oxide, have 
tolerance and stability problems. Some of these arise 
from sheer small size and can be readily eliminated only 
by increasing area, and hence price. 

Resistors and capacitors in available monolithic semi- 
conductor integrated circuits tend to exhibit poor elec- 
trical isolation, poor linearity, comparative lack of 
stability, lack of space for power dissipation, lack of close 
tolerance ability and high temperature coefficients and be 
high priced. 

On the reliability issue it appears' that the accepted 
improvement for digital semiconductor integrated circuits 
does not necessarily apply to the analogue ones. Analogue 
circuits are far more sensitive to parametric drift. 

It should not be inferred from this letter that I am 
of the opinion that semiconductor integrated circuits as 
we now know them are poor devices. Far from it; the 
message is simply that there is a strong probability that 
they will be priced out of large areas of the market by 
improved integration techniques among their humbler 
brethren-the passive components. 

The techniques most likely to succeed in the long run 
are those most suitable for component and circuit defin- 
ition by computer control. In this respect one may fore- 
cast that this year, Company A will be able to feed 
punched tape into its Telex machine and directly control 
a slave pattern generator in Company B, hundreds of 
miles away. This will make a film integrated circuit within 
a few seconds-with resistors and capacitors accurate to 
±0.5 % or better. 

I hazard a guess that by 1970 in the 90 % application, 
we shall mainly have each passive and active component 
technology producing integrated groups of its own par- 
ticular kind; and optimized for lowest price and best 
performance. 

Finally, and with the greatest respect, W.W. will be 
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guilty of neglect if it imagines it has generated, from so 
learned a panel, an adequate discussion on integrated 
circuits-merely by dramatizing* the effect of silicon 
planar technology on 10 to 15 % of electronics. May I 
suggest that early in 1966 you reassemble your panel. 
Perhaps it could then be stiffened with expertst from 
the passive component fields and move on to discuss the 
more important aspects of integrated electronics, i.e. the 
90 % and the longer -term implications. 

D. BOSWELL 
(Manager, Film Circuit Unit). 

Standard Telephones & Cables Ltd., 
Paignton. 

` It was not our intention to .,dramatize."-En. 
t Lest o r choice of "experts" should gain be criticized 

e 

cized w suggest 
the discussion continues in the correspondence columns.-En. 

"Magnetic Frequency Divider t" 

I READ with interest Mr. F. Butler's article "Magnetic 
Frequency Divider" in the January issue, and note that 
he ascribes this device to Rakov and Shumkov, who 
published a paper in 1965. In fact, to my own know- 
ledge, the divider described was studied at length in 
this country some twelve years ago by B. W. Glover,' 
with whom I had many discussions regarding this and 
other forms of magnetic divider used for the production 
of both even and odd order sub -harmonics. 

The circuit shown in Fig. 1 of Mr. Butler's article is 
exactly that which we classified as the `r transductor" 
type of divider since almost any transductor could be 
used as a divider by connecting in the manner shown. 
Two identical transformers with primaries in series 
aiding and secondaries in series opposition were often 
used to avoid the overwinding of two separate coils with 
one output winding which was regarded as the preferred 
method of construction for transductors. 

Prior to Glover's work other forms of magnetic 
divider for the production of even -order sub -harmonics 
had been developed, first by MacCreary' and later by 
myself. All of these devices had the same basic require- 
ments of diode input and capacitor output. MacCreary's 
original device used a lattice window type of magnetic 
core wound as shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1 

Two other forms of construction which were success- 
fully developed by myself are shown in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2 (a) shows a magnetic toroid with a hollowed - 
out channel in the centre, this channel containing a 
winding orthogonally disposed with reference to the 
second winding which was applied to the toroid in the 
normal way. Fig. 2 (b) shows a tape wound toroid in 
which the magnetic tape itself was used as one of the 
divider windings. 

For those who may wish to experiment with any of 
these devices I would add that MacCreary Cross Valves 
can be most readily made by using double yoke lamina- 
tions such as the Inter Service Pattern No. 524. If 
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these laminations are inserted in the directions North, 
East, South, West cyclically the lattice window pattern 
will appear. 

Experience with these devices bas shown that, as Mr. 
Butler comments, the theory is very abstruse. As far 
as I can recollect no really satisfactory design mathe- 
matics were evolved and design was based on data 
obtained empirically. I have not yet had the oppor- 
tunity of reading the Russian paper and it may be that 
the theory of operation is now fully understood. - 

F. R. Davey' developed a divide -by -three system for 
the generation of 16J cycles ringing tone for G.P.O. 
telephone systems as long ago as 1943 using saturated 
magnetic cores. Transductor types of divider can also 
be used for production of odd sub -harmonics, particu- 
larly the third sub -harmonic, but are much more critical 
than the simple divide -by -two circuits. For the pro- 
duction of odd sub -harmonics the diode input circuit 
is not used. 

The principal objection to the application of any of 
the forms of divider mentioned is that the drive power 
required is considerable, a point which Mr. Butler has 
emphasized. 

J. W. McPHERSON 
(Technical Manager) 

Garnders Transformers Ltd. 
Somerford, Hants. 

1. " Transductor Frequency Dividers," B. W. Glover, G.E.C. un- 
published report t No. SL104, 1954. 

2. The Magnetic Cross Valve and it application to Subfrequency 
Power Generation," H. J. MacCreary, Prot. Nat. Electronics Conj., 
Vol. 5, 1949. 

Dav pp MOs Frequency Convertor for Rimini Supplies;' F. R. 
ry, dice Blecnicol Enclouer, yournd, Vol. 36, 1943. 

The author replies:- 
Mr. McPherson's letter is one of a number which 

have been received, all making the point that magnetic 
frequency dividers of one sort or another have been in 
use for many years. The correspondence shows that 
I was less than fair to the pioneer workers in this field 
and I welcome an opportunity to set the record straight. 

Considering only the generic type of circuit shown in 
my Fig. 1, it is clear that there is nothing new in the 
binary divider described by Rakov and Shumkov, but 
their divide -by -four and divide -by -six circuits are new. 
At the same time, it must be pointed out that these 
modes are quite difficult to excite, although the simpler 
divider presents no such problems. 

The MacCreary Cross Valve and the two circuits 
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developed by Mr. McPherson are of particular interest 
and I would have welcomed a little more information 
about the performance, frequency range, drive power 
and suitability for transistor operation. 

Mother correspondent, Mr. N. G. Dobson, of York, 
also points out that the circuit of my Fig. 1 is exactly 
that of a low-frequency divider which has been used 
by the Post Office since 1959. Presumably this equip- 
ment is the same as, or is related to, that described by 
B. W. Glover in 1954. 

Finally, I have received from Mr. J. C. Barton a 
reprint of his paper "Simple Core Scaling Circuits," 
published in Nuclear Instruments and Methods, Vol. 5, 
1959, pp. 332-334. This describes a scale -of -two counter 
which also employs two saturable cores associated with 
diodes and capacitors. The two main windings are 
placed in the collector circuit of a transistor. A third 
(common) winding is connected between base and 
emitter, through a capacitor, the combination forming 
a species of blocking oscillator. Thus the cores them- 
selves determine the duration of the current pulse which 
switches them. Mr. Barton's paper continues with a 
description of a scale -of -ten circuit and concludes by 
discussing a high-speed scale -of -two circuit suitable for 
driving other identical stages. 

All correspondents stress the complexity of the under- 
- lying theory and a study of the Soviet paper which I 

quoted will show how right they were to do so. This 
need not prevent the interested reader from developing 
a satisfactory divider by empirical means. An intelligent 
use of trial and error methods, backed by a qualitative 
understanding of the basic mode of operation, is enough 
to ensure success. The aim of my elementary descrip- 
tive treatment of the topic was to supply this need. 

Cheltenham, Glos. F. BUTLER 

Topsional Stability and the Unipivot 

THERE were two points in Mr. J. Walton's letter in the 
February issue which interested .me greatly, but first I 
must say that although I accept without question the im- 
portance of rumble reduction, I cannot accept that the 
method advocated is necessarily the best. As far as I can 
see the only means of reducing rumble without risk of 
compromising some aspect of pickup performance is to 
tackle it near its source. One such method is to fix 
lumps of metal at strategic points to the underside of the 
motorboard. This has not the elegance of the anti -rumble 
pickup but it is effective and is a means which the amateur 
at least can quite easily use. 

Unforunately, I did not see the article on the Hi -light 
arm and consequently it was most interesting to read that 
this pickup uses induced torsional motion to reduce verti- 
cal inertia. 

It was also interesting to learn the effects of (presum- 
ably) small torsional movements on the stereo image' as 
I had no exact idea as to what this might be. On hunch, 
I tried to limit tilt due to the arm " sticking " on its pivot 
to within ±1° from vertical so as to minimize any pos- 
sible trouble this might cause. However, since any image 
displacement in this case would be more or less static, it 
may well be that greater tilts would be acceptable, and 
the maximum pivot friction limit safely raised. 

The reason for my attempting to prevent all torsional 
motion is that with an arm such as mine suspended close 
to its centroid on a low -friction pivot and relying on 
"dry" friction to limit "wobbles," there is hardly any 
alternative. One could juggle with the arm's reaction 
movement and/or pivot friction in order to permit 
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torsional motion with warp accelerations greater than a 
predetermined value, but since the resultant wobbles 
would tend to occur at the ann's torsional resonance 
rather than the warp frequency, there would be no 
guarantee they would occur in -phase. Apart from this 
then offering no certain improvement in the ability of the 
arm to track warps, there is a great risk that the wobbles 
get out of control and result in the "elbow" of the arm 
hitting the record. 

Incidentally, it has been suggested on occasions that a 
straight arm be used with the stylus situated on its longi- 
tudinal axis. Whilst this would result in a slight overall 
reduction in arm inertia, a more massive cartridge attach- 
ment would likely be needed, so little, if anything, could 
be gained. (A bent shape offered a more simple means of 
attaching the cartridge and was chosen mainly for this 
reason.) However, one could probably get away with this 
scheme without stabilizing provided (a) somewhat higher 
pivot frictions were used and (b) the centroid of the arm 
was dropped to suit. 

On the question of low inertia, I go along whole- 
heartedly with Mr. Walton, but from the point of view of 
stability to shock rather than rumble reduction and 'it will 
be noticed that the inertia of my woggle arm (should it 
be anti -woggle?) has been reduced to a practical mini- 
mum (the stabilizers add only about 1.4 gm). The total 
inertia with the Deram anti -rumble cartridge fitted would 
be about 11 gm which, with the vertical stylus compliance 
of 2.5 ' x 10 " cm/dyne for this cartridge, should give a 
resonance around 30 c/s. So although the arm was not 
specificially designed for this cartridge, a degree of rumble 
reduction might be possible when used with it. 

Finally, if I may, I would like to apologize for a number 
of errors which were almost certainly due to my atrocious 
hand -writing. I think the only error likely to cause 
puzzlement is the counterweight's "rubber back," as 
printed in Pt. 1, which should read, of course, rubber 
bush. The lengths of the connecting wires between arm 
and pivot assembly were unfortunately omitted from Pt. 2 
and these should be I in for each live lead and 2 in for 
the common E. Lastly, the point S on the alignment 
scale, referred to in Pt. 2, is at the intersection of the 
middle guide line with the line from the spindle hole. 

Appleby, Westmorland. J. BICKERSTAFFE 

Colour Television 

A CONSIDERABLE amount of talking goes on about 
the introduction of colour television, but we do not seem 
to get very much progress. There are those who think 
we cannot afford it anyway, and they may be right. 
Certainly the cost of a network of u.h.f. stations for three 
625 -line programmes capable of providing a colour 
service is formidable. It has been suggested that up- 
wards of 4,000 transmitters would be needed, many of 
course would be co -sited. 

The problem for I.T.A. is particularly difficult, as they 
would seem to need to spend a very large sum of money 
for little or no immediate return. 

There is thus no burning desire on the part of the 
I.T.A. to start on the establishment of a 625 u.h.f. net- 
work, nor any reasonably quick profit if they did. In. 

any case it would be a very lengthy process. 
During talks with a number of people who earn their 

living in the television industry, it has seemed to the 
writer that the objections to a dual -standard colour 
system are not very valid. 

If colour programmes were made available on both 
(Continued on page 141) 
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Ultra can give you so much more than conventional systems provide. Ultra miniature radio- 
telephone networks can give you instant contact with key personnel on the move, 10 or 100 
persons, selectively or altogether, in vehicles or on foot, dispersed over wide areas like docks, 
airfields, hospitals or large engineering sites. Or keep emergency contact with security and rescue 
patrols' and men in danger. And for every form of public address system, or the reproduction, 
amplification and distribution of sound in all locations, there is a complete range of Ultra 
equipment to do the job, which is utterly reliable and simple to operate. 

Walkie-Talkies, 
A.M. and F.M. 

Mobile radio -telephones 
for all applications 

ega 

Complete 
base station 
equipment 

3.77. i1:i:lilr{:{i{:L{J:.{.: 

Public address systems. 
large and small 

WW -1l8 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

Speakers for 
indoor and outdoor service 

A large range of microphones 

So whatever your communications 
problem, keep in touch with Ultra. 
Please write or telephone Mr. A. E. 
Outten lot further information or advice. 

ULTRA ELECTRONICS 

Manufacturers of 'Vigilant' and 
'Valiant' Radio Telephones 

and Trii Audio Equipment. 

Ultra Electronics Limited. 
Telecommunications Division. 

Western Avenue. London W.3. Acorn 3434. 
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YOUR 

INDUSTRY ? 

Everywhere Astralux Voltage Stabilising Transformers outperform and outdate conventional C.V.T. systems 

HERE'S WHY ASTRALUX Y.S.T. IS REPLACING C.Y.T. IN INDUSTRY AFTER INDUSTRY: 

Better Performance.That means im 
proved Output Voltage Stability- 
output voltage maintained within d 

0.5% for input voltage changes of + 
10% - 20%. Even when the voltage 
fluctuation is as great as + 10% to 

the V.S.T. will maintain the out. 
put voltage to within ± 1%. Latest 
Materials. High temperature (Class F) 

materials give optimum reliability and 
Increased safety margins on operating 
temperatures. Low external field. 
The latest techniques in magnetic core 
design give improved performance, 
coupled with high efficiency, while 
still offering low external fields. 

Stable Voltage-Stable Prices. 

ASTRALUX prices don't vary over a 

long time. So costing a job ahead is 
easy with this advanced V.S.T. system. 
Over 10,000 models! The ASTRALU X 

V.S.T. Standard Range consists of ten 
basic models with over a thousand 
variations on each. No other Manufac 
Curer offers such a choice, or can offer 
such economical prices. Low Cost 
Specials.You can orderV.S.T.'specials' 
at little more than the cost of standard 
units. Our design department will be 
happy to prepare prototypes to your 
specification, for incorporation into 
equipment under development 
Free illustrated booklet giving full de 
tails of ASTRALUX V.S.T. from 

ASTRALUX dynamics limited TRANSFORMER DIVISION BRIGHTLINGSEA COLCHESTER ESSEX TEt: BRIGHTLIOGSEA 411 
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405/v.h.f. and 625/u.h.f. we could at least get both the 
B.B.C. and I.T.A. started without too much cost or pass- 
ing of time, possibly sharing some colour programmes. 

Many, probably the most difficult, of the technical 
problems of a dual -standard v.h.f./u.h.f. receiver for 
black and white or colour must be solved even if 405/ 
v.h.f. colour is left out. Would the added complexity 
created by including it be very great? 

The really difficult colour receiver problem is to pro- 
duce one capable of providing black and white pictures 
comparable to those on a good monochrome receiver. 

If a dual -standard colour system was accepted, then 
we could see a possibility of a National coverage of colour 
television fairly quickly, and although receivers would be 
more complicated, at least some of the extra cost would 
be cancelled by the fact that since colour reception 
would be available to many more people in a fairly short 
period, production of sets would be much higher than 
if 625/u.h.f. only were used. 

As 625/u.h.f. coverage takes over, 405/v.h.f. could 
gradually go. Even without colour it looks as if it is 
with us for a long time anyway. 

Of course, extending the life of 405/v.h.f. may be con- 
sidered undesirable, but we must find some way of start- 
ing colour-I suggest this is a practical way. 

Northwood, Middlesex. C. H. BANTHORPE 

I HAVE never been able to locate in one document an 
objective comparison between the N.T.S.C., PAL and 
SECAM colour television systems. By this I mean a 
direct point -by -point analysis of the advantages and dis- 
advantages of each. 

Iris my belief that such a document covering both the 
transmitting and receiving facilities and operating charac- 
teristics would be very much appreciated by the industry. 

Triangle Stations, HENRY E. RHEA 
Philadelphia, Penn. Director of Engineering 

" 1812" Bass Booster 
HAVING built the Dinsdale Transistor Audio Amplifier 
(with "split earths" as suggested by C. Anus-Feb., 65) 
I found it very satisfactory, but for one thing-the bass 
control gave a very " boomy" effect* on speech at maxi - 

mum setting. I therefore developed my own booster, 
which has caused so much interest to my acquaintences 
(one of whom dubbed it the "1812"), that I am sub- 
mitting it for your correspondence columns. 

It has virtually no effect on speech frequencies, and 
boosts only below about 120 c/s, giving a beautiful 
"clean" bass effect. 

It should be noted that great care must be taken to 
avoid acoustic feedback when using this circuit. Also 
a large speaker must be used. 

Peacehaven, Sussex. R. G. YOUNG 
* This may be due to the loudspeaker enclosure.-ED. 

Loudspeaker Enclosures 
MR. P. J. WALKER in his letter in the February issue 
makes some very interesting points. I would, however, 
like to disagree with one or two of his comments, 
although I suspect that our differences are not wide. 

First, there is no necessity for the finite acoustic line 
to be resonant to obtain effective bass lift in the enclosure 
that I described. Theoretically, a maximum lift in the 
bass response of 6 dB can be obtained when the port 
output is in phase with that of the cone itself. This has 
no relationship with resonance and is a time -delay effect. 
In addition, it is possible to obtain better efficiency still 
by a reduction in the wool density down the line and by 
increasing the line cross-sectional area. This gives rise 
to a type of bass horn loading. 

I will agree that the line itself may tend to show half - 
wave resonance effects, depending on its construction; 
but this will add still more to the bass efficiency over 
and above the amount previously mentioned. Incident- 
ally, the resonances that I was particularly aiming at 
reducing were the middle and lower middle frequency 
ones. These are by far the most objectionable, and are 
very difficult to damp adequately in a normal bass -reflex 
cabinet. It was for this reason that a longer absorbing 
path was felt to offer better results. The resonance of 
the line is, however, easily controlled by the wool density 
towards the end of the line. Non -resonant is perhaps a 
misnomer, although the resonances are far lower than a 
normal reflex cabinet. 

By comparison, the standard bass -reflex cabinet has a 
port emission that is approximately in 

-1 quadrature with the cone output when 
at resonance. This gives about 3 dB less 
bass reinforcement than that of the 
acoustic line (both assumed to be critic- 
ally damped) for the same cabinet 
efficiency. If due allowance (somewhat 
less than 1.5 times) is made for the rela- 
tiveaak stored energy in the two systems, 
and identical sized cabinets used, the 

lop I bass efficiency of the bass reflex is still 
not as good as that of the acoustic line. 
As the design basis is radically different 
(time delay rather than resonance) I 
cannot see how BS2498 applies except 
with suitable modifications. Incident- 
ally the maximum efficiency given by 
Mr. Walker can be exceeded quite easily 
by the simple expedient of putting a 
large aneroid capsule in the cabinet, al- 
though this is cheating perhaps. 

With regard to response curves in 
general, I feel that although free -field 
response is best for theoretical compari- 
sons, they can be very misleading to the 
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listener. First, "free -field" means that the speaker 
must be several wavelengths away from any appreciable 
reflecting surface. At 30 c/s, three wavelengths is nearly 
100 feet and this gives rise to obvious difficulties in 
measurement. In any case loudspeakers are normally 
used in close proximity to the ground, this giving im- 
proved bass loading and about 6 dB more bass output. 

Again a rear wall is normally present along with a 
ceiling, and the effect of these is to increase bass efficiency 
to an even greater degree. If side walls are added as 
well, then the bass efficiency can be lifted even more, as 
the higher frequencies are not reflected to the same extent 
as the bass. Hence a "flat" free -field response will 
sound intolerably bass -heavy at the correct volume level 
under domestic conditions. It was for this reason that I 
used a room so as to approximate to domestic conditions. 

In a lecture at the Northern Polytechnic, London, I 
had an independent check on the speaker performance, 
and it produced about 84 dB level at 24 c/s with 20 watts 
input. This was in a fair sized lecture room and was 
definitely and rather painfully audible. Reduction of the 
frequency to 22 c/s removed all audible sound, showing 
that it was fundamental radiation that was being pro- 
duced. 

Bradford. ARTHUR R. BAILEY 

" Unconventional Television Aerial " 
IN your January 1966 issue Mr. V. Wilson presents an 
"unconventional" television aerial. One is tempted to 
say that it is so unconventional it won't work although 

experience has shown me that this would be a dangerous 
statement: all aerials work but some work better than 
others. 

While Mr. Wilson's explanation of the input 
impedance is broadly correct he makes no mention of the 
polar diagram of a radiator one wavelength long. I need 
only refer to Fig. 10.25 (a) bf the Services Textbook of 
Radio, Volume 5 which shows (above) that such an aerial 
has a null in its pattern at right angles to the aerial axis. 

Were it not for the fact that Mr. Wilson is presumab;y 
obtaining a reasonable signal I would suggest that he tried 
inclining the wire at 45' towards the transmitter. 

Granger Associates Ltd., P. A. C. MORRIS 
Walton -on -Thames. 

ELECTRONIC FILMING AID 
A COMPACT electronic "conversion pack" that fits on the 
side of a standard 35 mm film camera and provides the 
instant monitoring and play-back facilities afforded by tele- 
vision studio cameras has been produced by the Communica- 
tions Division of the Livingston Group at Watford. Known 
as "Add -a -Vision" it has been designed amend a Plumbicon 
pick-up tube and provides the cameraman with a 7in tele - 
vison picture instead of that on the normal optical view- 
finder. 

A zoom lens with a prismatic light -splitting system has 
been fitted to a standard Mitchell B.N.C. camera. One of 
the optical outputs forms the image on the film and the other 
goes to the Plumbicon. The advantage of the Plumbicon 
is that it requires only a very small amount of light being 
bled from the optical system and therefore does not degrade 
the film image. The pick-up tube housing can be seen in 
the larger photograph at right angles to the lens assembly. 
To the rear of this housing is the unit containing the asso- 
ciated equipment. The viewfinder is mounted on the opposite 
side of the film camera, as can be seen in the inset. This 
electronic viewfinder, which is said to facilitate accurate 
focusing, is hinged to give unimpeded access to the film 
loading doors. 

The video processing unit, which with its associated power 
supply is rack mounted, provides a video outlet which may 
be used to feed a number of television display monitors thus 
enabling production executives to watch action during 
rehearsals to decide when a scene is ready for shooting. No 
film need be exposed until the sequence is ready to be taken, 
and then the monitors relay exactly what the cameraman is 
shooting. 

The picture signals are to full broadcast television standards. 
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Mobile Communications 
SOME POINTS FROM THE RECENT I.E.E.!l.E.R.E CONFERENCE ON SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT 

BACK in 1945, J. R. Brinkley (Pye) wrote the first 
paper to be read before the Institution of Electrical 
Engineers on the subject of mobile radio telephony. 

At the I.E.E. and I.E.R.E. conference " V.H.F. and 
U.H.F. Mobile Communication Systems and Equip- 
ment," held at the I.E.E. on 12th and 13th January, it 
was fitting that the same author opened the proceedings 
by presenting a paper which dealt with the past, present 
and future development of mobile communication 
equipment. 

In tracing the evolution of the equipment over the 
last twenty years it is obvious that channel spacing has 
become a major problem. Twenty years ago the author 
estimated that less than 1,000 civil equipments (used 
mainly for police, fire and civil defence purposes) with 
100 kc/s channel spacing were in use. Today, the author 
estimates the figure to be 70,000 which are used for 
every conceivable purpose, and channel spacing has now 
been decreased to 25 kc/s and in some cases to 12.5 kc/s. 

The ever-increasing demand for more channels has 
dictated the development of equipment for operation in 
the u.h.f. bands, and within the auditorium the author 
demonstrated a 450 Me/s pocket radiotelephone by con- 
tacting Millbank Tower just over one mile away and 
holding a brief conversation. 

The user 

An extensive v.h.f. mobile radio network covering 
most pans of the country has been established by the 
Electricity, Gas and Coal Boards and an interesting 
paper was presented by C. E. Dadson (Joint Radio Com- 
mittee, nationalised power industries). Electricity is 
the most extensive user having 377 base stations and 
7,369 mobiles. Channel requirement demands have been 
a problem. In 1958, 22 v.h.f. channels with 25kc/s 
spacing were allocated for the exclusive use of these 
industries. However, the increasing use of mobile equip- 
ment has necessitated the recent allocation of four u.h.f. 
channels in the frequency range 450-470 Mc/s and six 
additional v.h.f. channels, but the latter are to be used 
with 12.5 kc/s spacing. 

As regards the question of a.m. or f.m., an interesting 
point was made by the author. When the industries 
were first considering the establishment of their mobile 
communication networks, the advantages of a.m. were 
greater because of the complexities of the f.m. equip- 
ment then available. Once a.m. systems were established 
it was obviously necessary to maintain compatibility as 
the networks expanded. This could account for the 
apparent increasing popularity of a.m., but the author 
stated that there is a tendency for new networks to be 
developed with f.m. systems. 

In considering the use of selective calling with its 
associated advantage of the increased number of opera- 
tors in one channel, Mr. Dadson mentioned that the 
facility had not been widely used because of the 
apparent reluctance of manufacturers to incorporate the 
facility as a standard feature. He thought that the need 
for a cheap form of digital pattern -recognition decoder 
existed. 
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In the January 1963 issue of Wireless World a detailed 
description of the pilot scheme of the Netherlands Simo- 
foon selective calling system was given. A paper pre- 
sented by the same author, G. M. Uitermark 
(Netherlands 1'11'), described the system which was 
put into service in September, 1964. After being in 
operation for a year it had about 2,000 subscribers. 

Quartz crystals 

One of the problems arising from reduction of channel 
spacing is the improved frequency stability required of 
the local oscillator which in turn depends upon the 
characteristics of the crystal. In a paper entitled " Recent 
Developments in Quartz Crystals" by N. C. Rolfe and 
E. W. Kentley (Cathodeon Crystals) the authors con- 
sidered that six main factors affect frequency stability 
-variation of load reactance-level of crystal drive- 
stability of other components-general environmental 
conditions-temperature-long-term ageing. Only the 
last two were considered in detail; the first four, the 
authors considered, could be eliminated by careful design. 

The problems associated with ageing, the authors 
stated, were successfully mastered quite a few years ago 
for specially processed high stability crystals. However, 
the techniques were complicated, selective and costly, and 
today the demand for bulk production of high stability 
crystals with rigid specifications is a further problem. 
However, the problem of ageing has been overcome by 
the perfection of a glass seal which ensures both a high 
degree of cleanliness and the exclusion of flux vapours 
and other volatile matter during the sealing process-two 
factors which if ignored can accelerate ageing. 

The temperature problem has been countered by 
arrangements which compensate for the change occurring 
in equivalent circuit parameters during temperature 
changes. One method described by the authors was that 
by which temperature dependent d.c. voltage is applied 
to a voltage dependent reactance, such as a silicon 
capacitance diode forming part of the oscillator load 
reactance. By using a thermistor network to obtain a 
preselectable, temperature dependent voltage, different 
voltages can be obtained for compensation of individual 
crystals, and factory set temperature compensated oscil- 
lator modules have been developed which have a stability 
of about -1 p.p.m. from -40°C to +70°C. 

Microwave equipment 

An unusual mobile communication system was the 
subject of a paper by E. Goldbohm of the Netherlands 
Radar Research Establishment. The paper described a 
microwave tracking system for communication between 
mobile vehicles. The author explained the arrangement 
as a line -of -sight relay system (with many of the features 
of a fixed microwave link) in which the aerials of two 
identical equipments track with each other. Both aerials 
radiate narrow beams about 1.9° wide and have a for- 
ward gain of about 29 dB. The directivity decreases 
effects of ghosting, multiple path propagation and other 
signal distortions and also ensures a high degree of 
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privacy. However, if the system is to be used with a 
base station controlling several vehicles, then the base 
station would be equipped with an omnidirectional aerial 
and the vehicles would operate as individual tracking 
stations-but with separately modulated carriers which 
can be filtered out after demodulation of the r.f. signal. 

Each equipment uses a reflex klystron for both trans- 
mitter and local oscillator functions. Because of the wide 
bandwidth of the klystron, the system is suitable for tele- 
vision signals and the author stated that good quality 
television pictures had been received at distances of up 
to eight miles over land and 10 miles over water. 

INEXPENSIVE TAPE RECORDING 

AMPLIFIER By GEORGE WAREHAM 

MODIFICATION OF THE GRUNDY/COLLINS/WATSON DESIGNS TO ALLOW 

USE OF CHEAP N -P -N SILICON PLANAR TRANSISTORS 

IN the August, 1965, issue (p.403) 
J. B. 'Watson presented a design 
for a recording amplifier which 

avoids the need for high -voltage 
transistors as used in the Ferranti 
design (W.W. July -Aug. 1965). Mr. 
Watson's circuit specified germanium 
transistors and a negative collector 
supply. However, it can be readily 
adapted for use with n -p -n silicon 
transistors and a positive collector 
supply. The 
lated planar transistors now coining 
on the British market can then be 
used instead of expensive high - 
voltage types. 

Readers may wish to use Mr. 
Watson's high -impedance transformer - 
less output stage in conjunction with 
either his own or some other input 

*SEE TEXT 

o--1 
C 

lµ 

INPUT 

circuitry, such as the first two stages 
of the Ferranti design (July, 1965, 
issue p.328, Fig. 5). For this reason 
the last stages of the Watson circuit 
have been redesigned as a complete 
single unit, as shown in the accompany- 
ing diagram. Some simplification 
has been achieved in the interstage 
coupling network. Overall a.c. 
negative feedback has been increased 
by increasing the size of the unby- 

emitter resistors of the output 
transistors from 5604 to 15000.. 
Linearity is good. 
Typical performance nata are as 
follows:- 

Input impedance 100 k4 
Output impedance 

(driven from 1 kG 
source) .. .. 180 kG 

The redesigned circuit. All resistors are +5% tolerance. Voltages boxed are d.c. voltages 
measured with a high resistance voltmeter. Rt is adjusted to obtain 9V of the collectors of 
Tr2 and Tr3. 
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Output impedance 
(driven from 10 kG 
source) 120 kG 

Maximum undistorted 
output current 
(ZL = 0) 1 mA r.m.s. 

Maximum undistorted 
output voltage 
(ZL- w) 4 V r.m.s. 

Input voltage for 125 
µA in 18 kit load .. 100 mV 

Input voltage for 4 V 
r.m.s. (Z, = co) 20 mV 
Cut off frequencies 

(-3dB) 6c/s and >30 kc/s 

Silicon transistors type 2N2926 have 
a wide range of current gain (35 to 
470), but are divided into five narrow 
gain groupings, identified by a colour 
code. To obtain the stated per- 
formance, Trl should preferably be a 
" yellow " type (h,, = 150 to 300) 
but an " orange " type (hr, = 90 to 
180) may also be used, the main 
effect being a reduction in output 
impedance to about 100 kG. Tr3 
may be either a " yellow ", " orange " 
or " red " (hr, = 55 to 110) type. 
(Readers should note that at least 
one manufacturer omits the colour - 
code dot on the commonest type, 
" orange ".) This transistor type may 
also be used in both the Ferranti and 
Watson low-level circuits. Again, 
" orange " or " yellow " types are 
preferable. 

The resistor R, is inserted to 
protect Trl against excessively high 
collector voltages. It has virtually 
no effect on performance, but pro- 
vides a possible pick -off point for the 
signal supply to a recording level 
indicator (500 mV when the amplifier 
output current is 125 µA). C, may be 
omitted if the signal -source impe- 
dance is 1 kG or less, since most of the 
resulting negative feedback voltage 
is then lost across R, and R,. 

The bias trap must have a very 
high impedance to be effective, since 
it forms an inverted -L attenuator 
with the output impedance of the 
amplifier, which is itself high. 

Transistors type 2N2926 are ob- 
tainable from Amatronix Ltd., 396 
Selsdon Road, Croydon, price 5s 
each. 
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Marconi self -tuning H.F system- 
the first in the world to be station 
planned from input to output. 

saves 80% 
floor space 
Transmitters can be mounted side by 
side and back to back or against a 

wall. Floor -ducts are eliminated and 
all power supply components are 
built-in. These features lead to 
smaller, simpler, cheaper buildings or 
more services in existing buildings. 

rugged reliability 
R.F circuits have been simplified and 
the number of mechanical parts re- 
duced to a minimum. Highest engin- 
eering standards are applied to the 
design of these parts: stainless steel 
shafts in ball -bearings in heavy, 
rigid, machined castings; stainless 
steel spur gears meshing with silicon 
bronze; heavy r.f coil contacts with 
high contact pressure. Specified 
performance is maintained with ample 
margins. 

simplicity 
MST reliability allows continuous 
unattended operation with extended 
or remote control, saving mainten- 
ance and operating staff. Any fault in 
the servo control circuits can quickly 
be located with simple test routines. 
Transistors and printed wiring give 
these circuits maximum reliability. 

WtreeeFss WORLD 

breakthrough 
MST 30kW transmitter 
type H1200 
An h.f linear amplifier transmitter for high-grade telecommunications. 
Frequency range: 4-27.5 Mc/s. 
Output power: 30 kW p.e.p, 20 kW cm, 
Meets all CCIR Recommendations. 

R 

self -tuning 
The H1200 has a frequency following servc 
tuning system. Any frequency maybe selected on 
the synthesizer decade dials in the associated 
MST drive equipment; the unattended transmitter 
automatically tunes itself in an average time of 
twenty seconds. Final stage tuning and loading 
servos continuously ensure automatic compen- 
sation for changes in aerial feeder Impedance 
caused by weather conditions. Self -tuning gives 
one-man control of an entire transmitting station. 

Marconi telecommunications systems 
The Marconi Company Limited, Radio Communications Division, Chelmsford, Essex, England 

WW -120 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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This new capacitance -conductance bridge is more than good-looking 

0.1% at 1 Mc/s 
-that's the accuracy this new Wayne Kerr 
RF Bridge B201 gives you, Plus the ability to 
measure conductance and capacitance 
simultaneously over the 100kc/s to 6Mc/s range. 
It is completely self-contained, has a variety 
of plug-in source and detector units, 
adjustable level control, gain control, visual 
and aural nulls, clear four -figure readout, 
and extremely wide measurement ranges: 
10aF (10-SpF) to O.10F and 0.1nMho to 1Mho. 
For details of all the many features with 
which this remarkable new bridge speeds 
and simplifies component testing, 
however, you need the 5201 leaflet. 
Please ask for your copy. 

Wir: 

WAYNE NERO 8 201 

.. it has the best range -plus -accuracy combination in the business 

WAYNE KERR 
The Wayne Kerr Laboratories Limited 
Sycamore Grove, New Malden, Surrey 
Telephone: MALden 2202 
Telegrams: Waynkeer New Malden. Telex: 262333 

WW-I21 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 



Hne 
PRODUCTS 
equipment systems components 

SURVIVAL TRANSCEIVER 
A SOLID-STATE transceiver called 
Safcom is being produced by K. W. 
Electronics Ltd., for fitting to fishing 
vessels' liferafts. Last year the Merchant 
Shipping Rules (17-8) were amended 
making it compulsory for fishing vessels 
of more than 60ft in length to carry 
emergency rescue beacon equipment. 
This ransciever conforms to the regula- 
tions and has received British P.O. type - 
approval. 

The transceiver contains a crystal -con - 
naffed transmitter and receiver operating 
on the international marine distress fre- 
quency of 2182 kc/s. The output of the 

transmitter is in esce,, of I W and the 
receiver sensitivity is 1,V for standard 
output. Audio output is quoted as 4 V pk- 
pl: across the transducer. 

Thirteen silicon planar n -p -n transistors 
are used in the transmitter section. Eight 
of these are employed in a tone genera- 
tor, which provides an alternating 
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output of 1.3 and 2.2 kc/s. Eight silicon 
planar transistors are used in the re- 
ceiver section which employs a superhet 
circuit with a tuned r.f. stage and Class 
B output for battery economy. All the 
receiver circuits-and the tone genera- 
tor and tone switching circuits-are 
voltage stabilized. 

The transceiver is powered by two 
mercury batteries that give a nominal 
voltage of 16 V. Battery life, with a 1 to 
9 transmit -receive ratio, is in excess of 
100 hr. 

The Safcom is cantained in a cylindri- 
cal watertight container measuring 24in 
long by 4 in in diameter. An auxiliary 
tube containing a telescopic aerial (74 in 
extended) and "earthing" lead is 
bonded to the side of the main tube. The 
end cap of the main tube houses the 
microphone, loudspeaker and transmit 
switch. (Even with the end cap re- 
moved from the body of the main tube, 
the transceiver is watertight.) A separate 
switch is provided for radiating the two- 
tone alarm signal. 

The Safcom will float, even when 
dropped into the water from a height of 
20 ft. It weighs 91 lb. 

Although exclusively manufactured by 
K.W. Electronics Ltd., of Vanguard 
Works, 1 Heath Street, Dartford, Kent, 
this transceiver is being distributed by 
several companies including Marconi 
International Marine, who are marketing 
it under the name "Lifesaver," and 
Kelvin Hughes. 
WW 909 for further dttaile 

ANTI -MAGNETIC TWEEZERS 
STAINLESS heat -resistant alloy is 
used for the tips of a pair of tweezers 
recently introduced by Henri Picard 
& Frere Ltd., of 34 Furnival Street, 
London, E.C.4. These tweezers are 
anti -magnetic and will withstand tem- 
peratures in excess of 500° C (normal 
hardened steel becomes noticeably soft 
above 300° C). 
WW 910 for further details 

PHOTOMULTIPLIERS 
TWO new devices have been added to 
the Mollard range of photomultiplier 
tubes, a four -stage device designated 
XP1114 and the six -stage XPI113 tube. 
Both devices measure 68 mm by 19 mm 
in diameter and have cathode sensiti- 
vities of 40 pA/lumen. The phyla - 
cathodes are deposited directly onto :he 

inside of the end face of the tube and 
focused by a dynode electrode system 
giving an overall sensitivity of 4 mA/ 
lumen for the four -stage tube (illus- 
trated) and 400 mA/lumen for the other. 

The cathode material in both tubes is 

antimony -caesium and has a response 
peaking in the blue region. At a later 
date it is hoped to offer tubes that will 
operate in the infra -red and ultra-violet 
regions. 

Both tubes are available in develop- 
ment quantities. The address of 
Mollard Ltd. is Mallard House, 
Torrington Place, London, W.C.1. 
WW all for further detail. 

TRANSISTORS 
QUANTITY price reductions of up to 
50% in a broad range of silicon planar 
and planar epitaxial transistors are 
announced by Transitron Electronics 
Ltd., of Gardner Road, Maidenhead, 
Berks. As an example the 2N2784, 
which is a hermetically sealed device 
with an fr of I Gc/s, is now under lOs 
at 1,000 up. For small orders the price 
has not been changed; the 2N2784 
costing 18s Ild. 

Units with relaxed specifications such 
as the ISP6120, a general fast switching 
device with an J. of 1 Gc/s, are also 
cheaper in quantity. At the 1.000 level, 
the 1SP6120 costs 8s 6d; one-off they 
are 15s 4d. 

WW 912 for further detail 
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Loudspeaker Units 
TWO 12 watt loudspeaker units have 
been introduced by Jordan -Watts 
Ltd., of Benlow Works, Silverdale Road, 
Hayes, Middx. Both enclosures are 
fitted with their standard drive unit and 
are suitable for use with amplifiers hav- 
ing output impedances from 7.5 to 1612 

The Juno, as one is called, is an 

0.6 eu ft bass reflex unit and has a fre- 
quency response of about 40 to 20,000 c/s 
(t6 dB). Although based on their cur - 
tent enclosures, the Juno has been 
stiffened and the port and tunnel 
modified to improve the bass frequency 
response. Distortion with a low input is 
approximately 5% at 50 c/s and 14% at 
100 c/s. The external dimensions of the 
unit are 241 x 12 X 5} in, and the price is 
£24 10s. 

The other unit, which measures Sx 
16}X3}in, is called the Jumbo. It is a 
totally enclosed unit and has a frequency 
response of about 70 to 20,000 c/s 
(±6dB). The price is £17 12s 6d. 

Both units are finished in light teak. 
A Vynair covering forms the fascia 
panel. 
WW 313 for further details 

Milliwatt Test Set 
REDESIGNED versions of Standard 
Telephones and Cables 74166-A milli - 
watt test set-an instrument for measur- 
ing signal levels on unbalanced 7512 cir- 
cuits at frequencies up to 30 Mc/s- 
have recently been introduced. The 
new instruments, the 74166-H and 
74166-J, are about half the size of the 
earlier instrument, and incorporate push- 
button switches. 

The two models (H and J) are identi- 
cal apart from their input connectors, 
the H being fitted with Post Office 
No. 1 co -axial plugs, and the J having 
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B.N.C. connectors (Amphenol 31-221). 
They will make accurate terminated 
level measurements of +1 dB to -1 dB 
referred to 1 mV on 7511 unbalanced 
circuits at frequencies up to 30 Mc/s, 
and they will also measure heater volt- 
ages of 5.6 to 7.0 V. 

The instruments cannot be used for 
measuring "through levels" as a wired - 
in thermocouple is incorporated with 
the heater impedance shunted down to 
7511. A miniature Weston standard cell 
is included to maintain a high measur- 
ing accuracy; the measuring circuits be- 
ing standardized by a series of simple 
switching and adjusting operations. A 
further feature is that the standardizing 
circuit can also be used to send a d.c. 
power level of 1 mW into external 7511 
circuits for calibrating other apparatus. 
Both instruments are powered by three 
internal 1.5 V dry cells. The overall 
dimensions are 12; X 8 x 7) in, weight 
is 121b. 

The address of S.T.C.'s Testing and 
Apparatus Division is Corporation Road, 
Newport, Monmouthshire. 
WW 319 for further details 

Transistor for Driving 
Number -tubes 
A BREAKDOWN voltage of 120 V and 
a d.c. gain of 35 (at an operating current 
of 3 mA) are features of a new transistor 
from SGS-Fairchild. Known as the 
C 407, it is a silicon planar device 
designed for use as a high -voltage driver 
for neon indicator tubes, such as the 
Nixie. 

Being a silicon planar device, the leak- 
age current is less than 200 nA and 
thus will eliminate the soft glow effect 
caused by a numeral other than the one 
desired drawing current. The C 407 is 
encapsulated in epoxy resin and has a 
lead pin circle identical to that of the 
popular TO -5 can. 

The one-off cost of the C 407 is 6s 9d 
and at 100 up the cost is 4s. The com- 
pany's address is 23 Stonefield Way, 
Ruislip, Middx. 
WW 316 for further details 

WIDE RANGE VOLTMETER 

FIFTEEN ac. ranges and three d.c. 
ranges are provided on the new Type 
Ml voltmeter now available from Lin - 
stead Electronics Ltd., 35c Newington 
Green, London, N.16. The input 
impedance is 10 M12 on all but the 
lowest ac. ranges where it is between 
6 and 10 MR. The mV ranges pro- 
vided are as follows: 1-10, 2-20, 5-50, 
10-100, 20-200 and 50-500mV; and the 
voltage ranges 0.1-1, 0.2-2, 0.5-5, 1-10, 
2-20, 5-50, 10-100, 20-200 and 50-500 V. 
The frequency range of the Ml is 10 c/s 
to 100 kc/s. 

The three d.c. ranges provided are 
0 to 4, to 40 and to 400 V. The sensi- 
tivity is 20 k11/V. 

The transistor instrument contains a 
four -inch meter and is powered by an 
internal 9 V battery. An amplifier out- 
put-at low impedance-is provided 
with a voltage gain of approximately 80 
on the most sensitive range. 

The overall dimensions of the MI 
are 64 x 8 x 5 in, the weight is 5 lb and 
the price is £24. 
WW 316 for further details 
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Multiple Capacitor 
Units 
FOUR types of multiple capacitor unit 
for use in the manufacture of delay 
lines are now being made by Johnson, 
Matthey & Co. Ltd., of 73-83 Hatton 
Garden, London, E.C.1. The units 
contain a number of silver -mica capaci- 
tors-with or without interconnection- 
and are encapsulated in an epoxy resin 
to give a high humidity resistance and a 
wide operating temperature range. 

Units with various combinations of 
capacitance value will be made to 
customers' specifications from the four 
standard types of unit. The available 
capacitance ranges are as follows: 50 V, 
440 to 1,500 pF; 200 V, 300 to 439 pF; 
and 350 V, 1 to 299 pF. The tempera- 
ture range of the units is from -55 ° 

to +100 °C. Temperature coefficient is 
15 X 10"`/° Cat I kc/s and 5 X 10-7 C 
at 1 Mc/s. 
WW Ste for further deuils 

Standard Integrated Circuit 
Boards 
TWO standard printed circuit boards 
are being manufactured by the Triad 
Division of Litton Industries to enable 
manufacturers to quickly assemble inte- 
grated circuits. Both boards are double - 
sided with flat -pack mounting tabs on 
one side and TO -5 pads on the other. 
Up to six TO -5 cased components or six 
flat packs-or a combination of both- 
may be mounted on each board. The 
boards are designed for use with either 
25 -contact or 18 -contact double -sided 
connectors. 

Litton products are handled in the 
United Kingdom by Litton Precision 
Products, 503 Uxbridge Road, Hayes, 
Middx. 
ww dot for turner details 
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Aerial Changeover Relay 
A NEW co -axial aerial changeover relay, 
having no plugs or sockets on the body 
of the relay, is now available from Mag- 
netic Devices Ltd., of Newmarket, 
Suffolk. Designated Series 951, it is a 
d.c. operated device and is suitable for 
switching signals at frequencies of the 
order of 450 Mc/s. It can be used in 
applications where low inter -contact 
capacitance is important. 

The relay contains a single change- 
over contact enclosed in a brass housing 
and is designed for use with U.R. 43 
cables-which are soldered directly to 
the relay and secured by brass clamps. 
The soldering operation does not affect 
the relay contact setting and the brass 
clamps provide continuity of screen- 
ing and cable outlets in any three direc- 
tions. Operate time is 20ms and re- 
lease time is 8 ms. 
'The maximum d.c. working voltage of 

the relay is 100 V; maximum coil wat- 
tage is 1.5 W and maximum coil resist- 
ance is 9,350f2. The contact rating is 
I A or 30 W maximum with a nominal 
impedance of 50 0. Other specification 
details include a voltage standing wave 
ratio of approximately 1.1:1 at 
450 Mc/s, and a cross talk figure of 
39 dB. 
WW ala for further details 

DIGITAL VOLTMETER 

THE range of instruments made by 
G. & E. Bradley has been extended and 
now includes a digital voltmeter. Desig- 
nated Type 160, it covers 0 to 1,000 V 
d.c. in four ranges and has an accuracy of 
0.1%. 

A four -digit in -line display is em- 

ployed in this solid state instrument, 
which contains a standard cell for cali- 
bration. A filter is also provided that 
can be switched into the input circuits 
to suppress superimposed noise or a.c. 

The basic version of the 160 does not 
have an output for driving printers and 

costs £240. A version with a 
printer output is available and 
costs approximately £20 more. 
The dimensions of the 160 are 
3 X 11: X 8 in, and its weight is 
8f lb. 

The address of G. & E. Brad- 
ley Ltd. is Electral House 
Neasden Lane, London, N.W.10. 

CO -AXIAL CONNECTORS 
A -SERIES of small B.N.C. two -pin co- 
axial connectors made by the French 
company Radiali are now available 
through Lectropon Ltd., of Kinbex 
House, Wellington Street, Slough, 
Bucks. Designated B.R. 2, this series 
of connectors is suitable for use with 
twin screened cables having diameters 
of 4,5 or 6mm. 

The maximum current capacity is 
3.5 A and the working voltage (at ground 
level) is 500 V r.m.s. Other electrical 
characteristics include an insulation resi- 
stance at 500 V d.c. of 100 GO, a contact 
resistance of 1 m-^- at 1 A, and a between 

wW ass for further details 

pin capacity of 1.7 pF at 1 kc/s and 
1.3 pF at 1 Mc/s. Between pins and 
case, the capacity is 4 pF at 1 ke/s and 
3.2 pF at 1 Mc/s. 
WW sal for further details 
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PARAMETRIC A.F. PRE -AMPLIFIER 

A HIGH input impedance, low noise 
transistor pre -amplifier is announced by 
Isleworth Electronics, of Frederick St., 
Waddesdon, Bucks. Noise voltages re- 
ferred to the input are 10 and 20 
pk-pk with input short and open 
circuted respectively. With a 100 kf2 

metal film resistor across the input the 
noise voltage is 25 .rV pk-pk. The high 
input impedance of 10 M11 and the low 
noise performance are achieved with a 
10 -stage differential amplifier, the first 
stage of which is a parametric amplifier 

using a varactor diode and operating 
with a pump frequency of 10 Mc/s. An 
output of 1-V pk-pk with a 10 kn. load 
is provided. Output impedance is less 
than 500Sí. A switched gain of either 
100 or 1,000 times is provided and 
continuo mode rejection is 120 dB. 

The amplitude -frequency response is 
variable, switched high- and low-pass 
filters being provided-giving 3 dB -down 
frequencies of 20 kc/s, 10 ke/s, 1 kc/s, 
200 cis and 50 c/s for the low-pass filter, 
and 2 c/s, 20 c/s and 200 c/s for the 
high-pass filter. 

Power supply units (type P101) are 
available for the amplifief (designated 
A101), giving a stabilized supply of 
150 mA at 9 V, which is sufficient to 
operate 10 amplifiers. Operation from 
an internal 8.4V mercury battery would 
provide 40 hours of use. It is arranged 
that the amplifier will automatically 
switch to battery operation in the event 
of mains supply failure. A 19 -in rack 
mounting kit is available including a 

drilled rack panel. 
The ex -works price is £45. 

ww 312 for further details 

Conductive -plastic Potentiometers 

A NEW series of conductive -plastic 
potentiometers have been added to the 
extensive range of precision potentio- 
meters made by the Markite Corpora- 
tion, of New York. Non-linear laws 
-which prior to the advent of this track 
material were considered impossible- 
are included in the new series known as 
the Slimline. Also included are units 
with sine -cosine and rectilinear track 
laws. 

Stainless -steel bearings are used in 
these multi -gang potentiometers, which 
under test have performed without 
failure for up to 200 million operations. 
Accuracies of up to 0.01% are quoted for 
the larger units in the series. - 

These potentiometers are available in 

the United Kingdom through Davies 
Integrated Sales, 252 Kempshott Lane, 
Basingstoke, Hants. 
WW 323 for Ruth. debits 

INFORMATION SERVICE FOR. PROFESSIONAL READERS 

To expedite requests for further information on products appearing in the editorial and 
advertisement pages of Wireless World each month, a sheet of reader service cards is 

included in this issue. The cards will be found between advertisement pages 16 and 19. 
We invite professional readers to make use of these cards for all Inquiries dealing 

with specific products. Many editorial items and all advertisements are coded with a num- 
ber, prefixed by WW, and it is then necessary only to enter the number(s) on the card. 

Postage is free in the U.K. but cards must be stamped If posted overseas. This service 
will enable professional readers to obtain the additional information they require quickly 
and easily. 
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VIBRATION & DISPLACEMENT 

MEASURING INSTRUMENT 

MEASURING complex vibration effects 
in delicate structures where the measur- 
ing device must not load the body being 
measured, is one of many jobs within 
the scope of the Model DF/2 detector/ 
filter unit now available from Associated 
Engineering Ltd., Cawston, Warwicks. 
The instrument has been designed for 
use with matched pairs or double ver- 
sions of A.E. displacement transducers 
and will measure displacement or vibra- 
tion at frequencies from zero to 10 kc/s 
at a distance of 0.015 in. Resolution is 
up to 10 yin, depending on the material. 

The overall temperature stability, 
including the transducers, is better than 
±2µin/°C when the transducers are 
t-mperature cycled. Long-term stability 
for static displacement measurement 
over an 8 hr period is better than 100 pin 
for ferrous materials. 
ww 324 for further details 

Miniature Connectors 
CIRCULAR connectors manufactured 
by Soudan et Cie, of France, are avail- 
able in the United Kingdom through 
Lectropon Ltd., of Kinbex House, 
Wellington Street, Slough, Bucks. The 
range offered, called Miniphi, has six 
shell sizes ranging from 0.43 to 0.93 in 
in overall diameter. The number of pins 
range from 7 to 61. - 

A nominal current rating of 3A is 
quoted for the connectors, which will 
operate in the temperature range -55° 
to +125°C. Reinforced diallyl phthalate 
is used as the insulation material and a 
light metal alloy for the shell. The insu- 
lation resistance is 10' Ml'.. 
ww 32s far further detans 
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Vorteacion 120/200 WATT AMPLIFIER 

quality equipment 

The 120/200 watt Amplifier can deliver its full power at any fre- 
quency in the range of 30 to 20,000 c.p.s. for which the response 
is accurate within I db with less than 0.2% distortion at 1,000 c.p.s. 
Noise level -90 db. It an be used to drive mechanical devices, 
i.e., synchronous capstan or projector motors, etc., for which the 
power is over 140 watts on continuous sine wave. A floating series 
parallel output is provided for 100-120 v. or 200-250 v.. and addi- 
tional matching transformers for other impedances are available. The 
input is for 1 esW. 600 ohms. 

30/50 WATT AMPLIFIER 

The Vortexion 30/50 watt Amplifier can deliver 50 watts of speech 
and music or over 30 

continuous of continuous sine 
wave and the main 
amplifier has a re- 
sponse of 30 to 20,000 
c.p.s. within I db at 
0.1% distortion and 
outputs for 4, 7.5, 
15 ohm and 100 volt 
line. Models are avail- 
able with two, three or 
four mixed inputs which 
may be low impedance balanced line microphones, P.U. or Guitar 
inputs. Price £70 with 4 mixed Inputs. 

The 12 -way electronic mixer has facilities for mixing 
12 balanced line microphones. Each of the 12 lines 
has its own potted mumetal shielded microphone 
transformer and input valve, each control is 

hermetically sealed. Muting switches are normally 
fitted on each channel and the unit is fed from Its 
own mumecal shielded mains transformer and 
metal rectifier. 
Also 3 -way mixers and Peak Programme Meters. 

Price L60. 

4 -way Mixers from £40/8/6. 
2 x 5 -way stereo mixers with outputs for echo 
chambers, etc., available, 

ELECTRONIC MIXER AMPLIFIER 

This high fidelity 10. 15 watt Ultra Linear Amplifier 
has a built-in mixer and Baxandall tone controls. 
The standard model has 4 inputs, two for balanced 
30 ohm microphones, one for pick-up C.C.I.R. 
compensated and one for tape or radio input. 
Alternative or additional Inputs are available to 
special order. A feed direct out from the mixer is 

standard and output impedance of 4$16 ohms or 
100 volt line are to choice. All Inputs and outputs 
are at the rear and it has been designed for cool 
continuous operation either on 19 x 7in. rack panel 
form or in standard ventilated steel case. 

Size 18 x 7} x 94In. deep. 

Price of standard model E49. 

12 -WAY ELECTRONIC MIXER 

eee, 4e 43 
ita #35 

t! 

LI 
, >y 
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L 
Price of standard model L98. 

Full details and prices of the above on request 

VORTEXION LIMITED, 257-263 The Broadway, Wimbledon, London, S.W.19 
Telephone: LIBert/ 2014 and 62424 Telegram.: "Vortexion London S.W.19" 

WW-I22 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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now you can monitor 
VHF -UHF power and VSWR 
without affecting transmitter output 
With a primary line SWR less than 1.05 and negligible 
insertion loss, this range of coaxial directional couplers 
Type PRI gives you continuous monitoring of power 
levels up to 300 watts, without interfering with your 
transmitter, transmission line or aerial. Available for 
frequency bands between 50 Mcs and 500 Mc s, 

these couplers weigh only 8 ounces and measure only 
5" x 24-" x 1". They have sensitivities of 50 microamps 
(DC) per watt (RF), nominal impedances of 50 or 75 

ohms, and Type N connectors. 
Type PRI directional couplers are also supplied incor- 
porated into complete coaxial reflectometers Type 
M2X, suitable for mounting in 19 -inch racks or in 

portable units. Both forward and reflected power can 

be measured directly, and accuracy is independent of 

MARCH, 1966 

line VSWR. Full-scale power readings of 10 watts and 
100 watts are standard. as are direct readings of VSWR 
from 1.0 to above 10.0. 
For easy -to -install, non -interfering, high -accuracy 
VHF and UHF power measurements, the directional 
couplers and coaxial reflectometers from AT&E provide 
an ideal inexpensive solution. AT&E will be happy to 
supply additional details; just write to AT&E 
(Bridgnorth) Ltd., Bridgnorth, Shropshire, England. 

PLESSEY 
Electronics 

\\'W-133 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 



Subminiature Pressure 
Transducers 
THE range of subminiature pressure 
transducers made by Scientific Advances 
Incorporated, of Ohio, are now avail- 
able in the United Kingdom through 
Wessex Electronics Ltd., Royal London 
Buildings, Baldwin Street, Bristol, 1. 
There are a number of basic models in 
the range, each covering a variety of 
pressure ranges. The models differ 
mainly in the geometry of lead attach- 
ment-see illustration. (Model M-5 on 
the left, M-6 centre and M -7F on the 
right.) 

A four arm, bonded -foil strain gauge 
is employed, to take maximum advantage 
of the strains on a flat diaphragm, and 
is cemented to the inside surface of the 
diaphragm. The transducer itself will, 
through its small dimensions, cause little 
interference in gas or liquid flow systems. 

Typical of the physical and operating 
characteristics of the range are those of 
the Model M-5. This particular model 
is available in four pressure ranges- 
from 0 to 15, to 30, to 100 and to 150 
p.s.i. and its thickness ranges according 
to pressure range from 0.02 to 0.035 in. 
The weight of the M-5 is 0.1 gm. 

The recommended input voltage for 
all models is 3 V d.c. or a.c. and the 
working temperature range is -40' to 
+150°F. 
WW .its for further details 

High -voltage Transistors 
A RANGE of high -voltage silicon n -p -n 
transistors, manufactured in the U.S.A. 
by Industro Transistor Corpn., are 
available from Lectropon Ltd. of Kin- 
bex House, Wellington St., Slough. 

The range includes types with V CE 
and VQ8 of 100-800 V (at 200 /d1) with 
an LEA. of 20-30 at 25mA. Peak col- 
lector current is 400mA and dissipation 
varies between 3 W and 15 W at 25°C 
case temperature. Prices vary between 
9s and £19 depending on ratings re- 
quired. 
ww tit ter further details 
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Miniature Charger Modules 
A RANGE of miniature constant -current 
charger modules for use with nickel - 
cadmium batteries is now available from 
Kynmore Engineering Co. Ltd., 19 
Buckingham Street, London, W.C.2. The 
range is based on an earlier module 
deve:oped for incorporation in recharge- 
able torches and pocket lamps. 

Three- and four -lead modules are 
available and, having low reverse 
current figures, may be permanently con- 
nected to the batteries they are to re- 
charge. The three -lead modules use a 
circuit similar to the original module for 
the torches and pocket lamps (illu- 
strated), while the four -lead modules 
employ a bridge circuit. As can be seen 
from the illustrated circuit, a capacitor is 

used to drop the voltage' before recti- 
fication by a pair of gold -bonded semi- 
conductor diodes. Six different sizes are 
available in the standard range, with 

capacities ranging from 2 to 45 mA- 
assuming a 230 V a.c. supply. On 115 V 
supplies the current ratings are halved. 
The maximum load is ten cells. 

The smallest in the range measures 
0.8 in long by 0.6 in diameter and the 
largest 1.7 in long by 1.25 in diameter. 
The price of the modules varies accord- 
ing to current rating. Hundred up 
prices are from 10s, for a 2 mA unit 
suitable for driving up to five cells, to 
19s 6d for a 45 mA unit, suitable for 
driving up to ten cells. 
WW att fer further details 

V.H.F. HIGH -POWER TRANSISTORS 
A NEW series of high -power v.h.f. 
silicon n -p -n transistors, from TRW 
Semiconductors Inc., includes a device 
which will deliver up to 40 W, with a 
6 dB power gain, at 175 Mc/s. Desig- 
nated PT5690, it is a silicone encap- 
sulated device with the dice completely 
isolated. It is mounted on a beryllium 
oxide stud and has radially -mounted 
leads making the device suitable for 
printed circuit board mounting. The 
transistor geometry makes use of a 
unique symmetrical method of parallel- 
ing devices on a single chip. The com- 
plete transistor comprises 24 transistor 
elements arranged in four clusters of 
six and each element contains a thin 
film emitter resistor to balance the in- 
put r.f. voltage characteristics of the 
base -emitter diode. Other specification 
details include a Vc0O 60, Viceo 40 and 
a V,;an 3. One-off price is £44. 

The other two in the series, available 
in the United Kingdom through M.C.P. 
Electronics Ltd., of Station Wharf 
Works, Alperton, Wembley, Middx., 
are both 150Mc/s devices. The 
PT5692 has a 6dB gain and will pro- 
vide a 20 W output, and the PT5694 a 

power gain of 8 dB and a 12 W output. 
The respective prices are £22 and £12. 
WW tee fer further details 

U.H.F. TV Tuner 
A TRANSISTOR quarter -wave tele- 
vision tuner for the band 470-860 Mc/s 
was announced by Plessey at the Paris 
Components Show-a report of which 
appears on p. 119. The tuner has four 
push -buttons which operate directly a 
60° tuning capacitor, thus eliminating 
the more usual switches. Two versions 
are available, to cater for both 751. un- 
balanced and 300E balanced inputs. The 
tuner is obtainable from the Electro- 
mechanical Division, Neuv Lane, 
Havant, Hampshire. 
ww tae fer further details 
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MARCH MEETINGS 
Tickets are required for some meetings : re 

with the secretary of 

LONDON 
1st. I.E.E. & I.E.R.E.-Discussion on 

"Infra -red camera techniques" at 2.0 at 
Savoy PL, W.C.2. 

2nd. LEE -Colloquium on "Micro- 
phones" of 9.30 at Savoy PL, W.C.2. 

7th. I.E.E.T.E.-"Control by computer" 
by A. St. Johnston at 6.0 at Savoy Pl., 
W.C.2. 

7th. I.E.E. Grads.-" An introduction to 
silicon controlled rectifiers" by P. J. N. 
Norris at 6.30 at Savoy PL, W.C.2. 

8th. I.E.E. & Soc. of Instrument Tech. -" A new approach to measurement and 
data transmission far process -control 
systems" by I. R. Young, A. T. Keefe and 
G. Moss at 5.30 at Savoy PI., W.C.2. 

8th. Radar & Electronics Assoc.- 
"Where are we with radar? -some high- 
lights in radar development and achieve- 
ment " by K. F. Slater at 7.0 at R.S.A., 
John Adam St., W.C.2. 

9th. I.E.E.-' Applications of electro- 
statics" by A. W. Bright and P. L. Seeker 
at 5.30 at Savoy PI., W.C.2. 

9th. T.E.E.-' The scanning electron 
microscope and other electron probe instru- 
ments" by Prof. C. W. Oadey at 6.0 at 
Savoy PL, W.C.2. 

9th. S.E.R. r.-" Electronic organs " by 
K. G. Burge at 7.0 at the London School 
of Hygiene, Koppel St., W.C.I. 

9th. R.S.G.B.-" Aerial farming in a 
monastery" by Rev. P. Sollom (G3BGL) at 
7.0 at R.S.A., John Adam St., W.C.2. 

9th. B.K.S.T.S.-"Auditorium acoustics" 
by C. C. Buckle at 7.30 et Central Office of 
Information, 

10th. I.E.E.-Discussion on "The 
Multicarrier performance of communication - 
satellite repeaters" at 5.30 at Savoy Pl., 
W.C.2. 

11th. I.E.E." Some recollections of the 
early days of radio research" by Dr. R. L. 
Smith -Rose at 5.30 at Savoy PL, W.C.2. 

14th. I.E.E.-"The explanation of some 
fundamental phenomena of modern physics 
using a ballistic theory of light" by R. A. 
Waldron at 5.30 at Savoy Pl., W.C.2. 

14th. I.E.E." The ten -element hand - 
pass filter section and its applications" by 
G. C. S. Brown at 5.30 at Savoy Pl., W.C.2. 

16th. B.K.S.T.S.-'The B.B.C.tele- 
vision film department" at 7.30 at Central 
Office of Information, Hercules Rd., S.E.I. 

21st. T.E.E.-"Electron-beam welding 
and machining" by H. N. G. King at 6.0 
at Savoy PI., W.C.2. 

22nd. I.E.E.-Discussion on "Solid- 
state switching -for better or for worse?" 
at 6.0 at Savoy PL, W. .2. 

23rd. I.E.E.-Discussion on "Technical 
information -a new teaching subject" at 
5.30 at Savoy Pl., W.C.2. 

23rd. I.E.R.E-" The propagation of 
sound through liquids" by Dr. R. W. B. 
Stephens at 6.0 at 9 Bedford Sq. W.C.I. 

24th. I.E.E.-12th Graham Clark Lec- 
ture "The place of the engineer in society " 
be Lord Snow at 5.30 at Savoy PI., W.C.2. 

28th. I.E.E., I.E.R.E. & Television Soc. -" Semiconductors in television receivers " 
by P. L. Mothersole, R. Bridgen and K. E. 
Martin at 5.30 at Savoy PL, W.C.2. 

29th. I.E.R.E. & I.S.E.-Symposium on 
"Computer control in industry: equipment 
design and application engineering at 2.30 
at the London School of Hygiene and 
Tropical Medicine, Keppel St., W.C.1. 

30th. B.K.S.T.S." The use of magnetic 
tape" by P. T. Hobson at 7.30 at Central 
Office of Information, Hercules Rd., S.E.1. 
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aders are advised, therefore, to communicate 
the society concerned 

31st. I.E.R.E.-A symposium on 
"Monitoring of ground and airborne I.L.S. 
equipment for automatic landing " at 2.30 at 
the London School of Hygiene and Tropical 
Medicine, Koppel St., W.C.1. 

ARBORFIELD 
10th. I.E.R.E.-' Random signal test- 

i ' by P. Atkinson and A. Ley at 7.30 at 
R.E.M.E. School of Electronic Engineering. 

BIRMINGHAM 
7th. T.E.E.-" Radar -present position 

and future trends" by Dr. E. V. Glazier at 
6.30 at the Midlands Electricity Board, 
Summer Lane. 

23rd. S.E.R.T." Colour television " by 
B. J. Rogers at 7.30 at College of Advanced 
Technology, Gosta Green. 

28th. I.E.E.-" A review of laser devices 
and applications" by N. Forbes at 6.30 at 
the Midlands Electricity Bd., Summer Lane. 

BRIGHTON 
30th. I.E.E." The radiophonic work- 

shop of the B.B.C." by F. C. Brooker at 6.30 
at College of Technology, Moulsecoomb. 

BRISTOL 
23rd. I.E.R.E. & Brit. Con.puter Soc. - 

"High -speed magnetic thin film memories" 
by A. T. Gibson at 7.0 at University 
Engineering Laboratories, University Walk, 
Clifton. 

CAMBRIDGE 
10th. I.E.E." A traffic simulator" by 

Dr. F. G. Heath at 8.0 at the University 
Engineering Dept., Trumpington St. 

CARDIFF 
7th. I.E.R.E. & T.E.E.-' Telemetry - 

the present position and future trends" by 
R. E. Young at 6.0 at South Wales Institute 
of Engineers. 

CARSHALTON 
30th. S.E.R.T.-" The installation and 

maintenance of domestic colour receivers` 
by D. J. Seal at 7.0 at the College of Further 
Education, Nightingale Rd. 

CATTERICK 
8th. I.E.E." Speech compression " by 

Dr. J. Swa&eld at 6.30 at the School of 
Signals, Cattcrick Camp. 

CHELMSFORD 
22nd. I.E.R.E.-' Various aspects of 

microwave ferrites" by J. A. Penney at 
6.30 at the Technical High School, Patch- 
ing Hall Lane, Broomfield. 

CHESTER 
28th. I.E.E.-" Telemetry -the present 

position and future trends" by R. E. Young 
at 6.30 at the College of Further Education. 

CHRISTCHURCH 
23rd. I.E.E.-" Radio interference prob- 

lems in the Royal Navy" by B. N. Amos 
at 6.0 at the King's Arms Hotel. 

COVENTRY 
14th. I.E.R.E." Radio astronomy " by 

H. Gent at 7.0 at the Lanchester College 
of Technology, Priory St. 

CRAWLEY 
23rd. I.E.E.-" Systems engineering " 

by R. L. Smith at 6.30 at the College of 
Further Education. 

DORKING 
16th. I.E.E.-" Applications of masers 

-what they arc and what they do" by Dd 
K. Hozelitz at 7.0 at Star and Garter Hotel. 

DERBY 
31st. I.E.E.-" The problems of block 

release courses" by T. S. Hopkinson at 6.0 
at College of Technology, Kedleston Rd. 

EDINBURGH 
9th. I.E.R.E. & I.E.E.-" Laser range 

finders -systems analysis and electronic 
circuits" by G. Hamilton and A. Fowler 
et 7.0 at the Dept. of Natural Philosophy, 
The University, Drummond Street. 

29th. I.E.R.E. & I.E.E.-Symposium on 
"Tape recording of biological signals" t 
9.30 at the Royal Infirmary, Lauriston PI. 

EVESHAM 
29th. I.E.R.E.-" U.H.F. tuners" by R. 

Bridgen at 7.0 at the B.B.C. Club, High 
Street. 

FARNBOROUGH 
1st. I.E.E.-' Colour television trans- 

mission systems" by W. Wharton at 6.30 
at the Technical College, Boundary Rd. 

31st. I.E.R.E.-" Random access com- 
munication system " by L. C. Walters at 
7.15 at the Technical College. 

GLASGOW 
10th. I.E.R.E. & f.E.E.-" Laser range 

finders -systems analysis and electronic 
circuits " by G. Hamilton and A. Fowler 
at 7.0 at the Institution of Engineers and 
Shipbuilders. 39 Elmbank Ctrs. 

14th. I.E.E.-Faraday Lecture "Compu- 
ters, control and autornxtion" by P. D. 
Hall at 7.0 at the Concert Hall. 

HARLOW 
8th. I.E.R.E." Automatic tracking 

from surveillance radars" by Dr. T. Buck- 
ley at the Technical College, The High. 

HUDDERSFIELD 
3rd. I.E.R.E.-" Automatic tracking 

from surveillance radars" by Dr. T. Bucks 
ley at the College of Technology. 

LEICESTER 
8th. LE.E.-" Development of satellie 

communications" by F. J. D. Taylor, W. J. 
Bray and R. W. White at 6.30 at the 
College of Technology. 

15th. I.E.R.E.-" Lasers and direct 
energy weapons" by Dr. R. C. Smith at 
6.30 at the University. 

15th. Television Soc.-" Pulse -width 
modulated amplifiers" by C. M. Sinclair at 
7.15 at Vaughan College, St. Nicholas St. 

LIVERPOOL 
16th. I.E.R.E.-' Radiophony-the syn- 

thesis of sound effects for radio and tele- 
vision " by F. C. Brooker at 6.30 at Walker 
Art Gallery, William Brown St. 

21st. I.E.E.-" Electronic design" by 
H. V. Beck at 6.30 at the Electrical Engin- 
eering g Department, The University. 

25th & 26th. I.E.E.-Faraday Lecturr, 
"Computers, control and automation" by 
P. D. Hall at 6.30 at Philharmonic Hall. 

LLANDAFF 
18th. Television Soc.-" TV colour 

systems " by S. Sansom at 7.30 at the 
Technical College. 

MANCHESTER 
1st. I.E.E.-Faraday Lecture, "Com- 

puters, control and automation " by P. D. 
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Hall at 2.15 (students) and 7.30 at the 
Free Trade Hall. 

MIDDLESBROUGH 
23rd. I.E.E.-"Communications satel- 

lite systems" by Dr. H. C. Husband and 
H. Stanesby at 6.30 at Cleveland Scientific 
Institute. 

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE 
2nd. S.E.R.T.-" Industrial electronics " 

by E. Suttees at 7.15 at Charles Trevelyan 
Technical College, Maple Tenace. 

8th. I.E.E.-Faraday Lecture "Compu- 
ters, control and automation" by P. D. 
Hall at 7.15 at City Hall. 

9th. I.E.R.E.-" The application of 
analogue computers" by C. Cox at 6.0 at 
Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engin- 
eers, Westgate Rd. 

NOTTINGHAM 
29th. S.E.R.T.-" Current trends i 

transistor radio design and servicing" by 
D. E. A. Harvey at 7.30 at East Midlands 
Gas Board, Lower Parliament St. 

PLYMOUTH 
22nd. I.E.R.E.-" Electronic circuits " 

by G. King at 7.0 at City of Plymouth 
College of Technology. 

PORTSMOUTH 
2nd. I.E.R.E.-" Proximity sensing by 

magnetic induction applications and tech- 
niques" by D. Barnard at 6.30 at High - 
bury Technical College, Cosham. 

16th. I.E.E.-" The future of auto - 
mimics" by Dr. A. M. Ualey at 6.30 at 
the College of Technology, Anglesea Rd. 

READING 
28th. " Planning of communication satel- 

lite systems " by J. K. S. Jowett at 7.30 
at the Great Western Hotel. 

SALISBURY 
9th. 1.E.E." Electronic circuits -past. 

atpresent 
and future" by G. 

College of Further Education 
ing at 6.30 

Education. 

SCUNTHORPE 
15th. I.E.E. Computers in control of 

processes" by Dr. D. N. Truscott at 7.0 
at the Technical College. 

SOUTHAMPTON 
8th. I.E.R.E. & LE.E.-" Electron mic- 

roscopy and micro -electronics" by W. C. 
Nixon at 6.30 at University. 

29th. S.E.R.T.-" Insulation and earth 
resistancemeasurements" by E. A. King 
at 7.30 at the College of Technology. 

STOKE-ON-TRENT 
29th. I.E.R.E.-" Masers and lasers " 

by Professor D. J. E. Ingram at 7.0 at 
North Staffs College of Technology, Col- 
lege Rd. 

SWANSEA 
17th. LE.E.-" The application of 

secondary surveillance radar to air trafic 
control" at 6.0 at University College. 

THURSO 
17th. I.E.E.-"Telemetry-present posi- 

tion and future trends" by R. E. Young 
at 7.0 at the Technical College. 

WHITLEY 
24th. I.E.E.-" Radar, present position 

and future trends" by Dr. E. V. D. Glazier 
at 6.45 at Botham's"Cafe, Skinner Se. 
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THE HOUSE OF BULGIN 

AT YOUR SERVICE 

A COMPLETE RANGE OF PRECISION 
MOULDED INSULATION SWITCHES 

Produced on our highly automated plant these switches are inexpensive but 
completely reliable, giving a normal maximum life of 25,000 operations. Strict 
quality control during all production stages and top quality materials ensure 
that the finished products are superbly finished in all respects. 

TWO POSITION SINGLE POLE TYPES 

List No. List No. List No. S.M.443 List No. S.R.M.265/ 
S.M.259/PD S.M.315/PD; TERM TERM/SQ. 

This series is based upon two basic switch units giving Change -Over, Make -Break either 
biased or non -biased switching, which can be actuated by many different methods. 
Lever -toggles are the normal means but Push-button, Push-pull and Push -successional 
action are also available. Connections to tags or screw terminals. 

TWO POSITION DOUBLE POLE TYPES 

List No. List No. S.M.446 List No. S.R.M.270 List No. 
S.M.270/PD S.R.M.270/SA. 

The basic switching arrangement in this range is Change -Over, which can, if desired be 
wired for Make -break. Actuators are as for the Single Pole range above, but connection 
Is to tags only. 

THREE POSITION SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE TYPES 
Sixteen models, 8 Single Pole and 8 Double 
Pole comprise this range. Rated at 250V., 
6-I0A. (depending on circuit conditions), both 
three position centre -off and two position, 
biased and non -biased types are available. 
Toggle operators and 4 BA. terminal screws 
are standard, but AMP type tags can be fitted 
if required. 

List No. S.790 
FULL DETAILS IN CATALOGUE 

A. F. BULGIN & CO. LTD., 
Bye Pass Rd., Barking, Essex. 

Tel: RlPpleway 5588 (12 linee) 

List No. S.780 

MANUFACTUR£RS AND SUPPLIERS OF RADIO 
AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTE TO 

WAR OFFICE MINISTRY OF AVIATION O.P.O. 
AIR MINISTRI. MINISTRY OF SUPPLY 

CROWN AGENTS 
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1000W LOUDSPEAKER 
2 -IN CONE DISPLACEMENT AND AIR-COOLED 

VOICE COIL 

WHAT is claimed to be the most powerful single acoustic 
reproducer ever built bas been developed by Stromberg - 
Carlson, a division of General Dynamics, in the U.S.A., 
on behalf of Convair. The loudspeaker, rated at 1 kW and 
weighing about 150 lb, will he installed in Convair's acoustical 
laboratory, where it will be used in research into the effects 
of high -intensity noise on components and structures of 
missiles and jet aircraft. 

A number of unique design features are incorporated in 
the speaker to make its remarkable acoustic capabilities 
possible. The most unusual portion of it is the low -frequency 
unit extending up to 300 c/s. This is driven by a powerful 
241 -lb ring magnet of Alnico V, having a total flux in 
the air gap of 696,000 Maxwells. The heavy-duty cone is 
specially mounted to allow excursions of up to two inches. 
Because of the large amounts of power that must be dis- 
sipated, the voice coil is made of materials to withstand high 
temperatures, so that it is capable of continuous operation at 
temperatures up to 500'F. A small fan blows air through 
the voice coil while the loudspeaker is in use. 

In addition to the big "woofer," the loudspeaker also 
includes a high-powered acoustic compression driver and 
coaxial horn for reproducing mid -range frequencies (300 to 
2400 c/s). Thus the speaker reproduces the first six standard 
octave bands, as defined by the American Standards 
Association. 

Although, in the initial application of this loudspeaker, there 
was no need for producing the extreme upper end of the 

!kW loudspeaker developed far investigating high -intensity acoustics. 
The unit weighs 15011e and is mounted in a frame 18in square. Cone 
displacement con be 2in and the voice coil is air cooled. 

audible frequency spectrum, Stromberg -Carlson has designed, 
and is now producing, high -frequency "tweeters" which 
will extend the range of the speaker to 15 kc/s. For any 
future application of the loudspeaker where this high -fre- 
quency response is required, 13 of these tweeters will be 
mounted in a ring around the mid -range horn. 

The entire loudspeaker structure is mounted in a heavy 
cast aluminium frame only 18 in square, and has been de- 
signed so that each of the various moving components, where 
trouble is most likely to develop, can be easily removed and 
replaced without dismantling the entire speaker or removing 
it from its mounting. 

LOW -VOLTAGE TRANSISTOR CONVERTER 
WITH the current interest in "unconventional" sources of 
electrical power (thermionic and thermoelectric generators, 
fuel cells, and solar cells) which produce high -current low - 
voltage outputs, it has become necessary to develop low - 
voltage d.c. to a.c. converters which offer a high efficiency. 

Switching con- 
verter giving an 
efficiency oy 80% 
of on input of 1 V. 
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Normally, transistor converters give only a low efficiency 
when operated at low input voltages, and to avoid this 
the RIPPLE isotope -powered thermoelectric converters 
developed at Harwell use tunnel -diode converters. The 
problem is particularly relevant to space vehicles, and a 
transistor design has been developed under a N.A.S.A. con- 
tract, which provides an efficiency claimed to be about 80% 
for a d.c. input of 20 A at 1 V. At an input of 3 V the 
efficiency is said to be increased to 94%. 

This high efficiency is, of course, obtained by operating 
the transistors as switches. When an input voltage is 
applied to the circuit shown one of the transistors will start 
to conduct (Trl say). When the saturable -core transformer 
becomes saturated, the base current in Trl will be turned 
off. The energy stored in the transformer then causes Tr2 
to turn on. The alternate saturation and desaturation of 
the transformer causes the input voltage to appear alter- 
nately across n, and n thus providing a rectangular output 
in the load. 

The transistors should be reasonably well matched and 
mounted on a common heat sink. However, a high degree of 
mismatch can be tolerated between the base -emitter voltages 
of the transistors by adjusting the relative number of turns 
on the base -emitter windings of the saturable -core trans- 
former. 
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A SUCCESSOR TO THE FAMOUS 
"TROUGHLINE 11" : FM "TROUGHLINE 3" 

Price £31 : 14 :6d. 
O -O 

HI-FI NEWS-" To sum up 
the Leak Troughline Il belongs to the very limited class of aristocrats 
in the tuner world." 

A MAJOR LOUDSPEAKER INVENTION 
THE "SANDWICH" Price £39 : IB : Od. 

AUDIO AND RECORD REVIEW- 
. This design must be regarded as a 

breakthrough of fundamental and far- 
reaching importance." 

'i''% T1RIPLE 

JFIlfST 
FOR 

LEAK 

ANOTHER MILESTONE IN AUDIO ENGINEERING 
"STEREO 30" TRANSISTORISED AMPLIFIER 

Price: £49 : IO : Od. 

WIRELESS WORLD Editorial, May 
1963-" Lost autumn during his presi- 
dential address to the British Sound 

Recording Association, H. J. Leak demonstrated a prototype high - 
quality transistor amplifier which gave results indistinguishable from 
those of his valve amplifiers . 

"People sometimes ask why there is any necessity to change to 
transistors. The elimination of the output transformer is, in our view, 
sufficient reason now that solutions of the problem of linearity in the 
response of the rest of the transistor circuit have been found. As 
additional bonuses we get smaller size, cooler running and the prospect 
of longer life." 

If you are interested in Ni -Fi equipment combining faultless presentation with audio engineering to impeccable 
standards offering studio quality reproduction at reasonable cost .. . 

WRITE NOW FOR FULLY ILLUSTRATED AND DETAILED LITERATURE. 

LEAK 
H. J. LEAK & CO. 

.. the first name in High Fidelity since 1934 

LTD., BRUNEL ROAD, WESTWAY FACTORY ESTATE, LONDON, W.3. 

Telephone: SHEpherds Bush 1173 (PBX). Telegrams: Sinusoidal, London, W.3. 

WW -125 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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SMALLEST 

THE SINCLAIR MICRO -6 
WORLD'S 

SIX STAGE RECEIVER -_ 
smaller' 
than a 
box of matches 

FANTASTIC RANGE AND POWER 
THE SINCLAIR MICRO -6 is proving more and more the modern way to 
listen to radio. This fantastic set takes up less room in your pocket 
than a box of matches. It has impressive power and selectivity, yet 
can never interfere with the privacy of other people. Often you will find 
your MICRO -6 giving satisfaction in places where other radio sets simply 
cannot be heard at all. It is economical to run and most dependable 
in use. The 6 -stage circuit developed by Sinclair Radionics centres 
upon the use of special Micro -Alloy Transistors (Sinclair M.A.T.$) to 
achieve such phenomenal performance. Yet building is easy, and by 
following the well -prepared instruction manual success is assured 
even if you have never put a transistor set together before-so start 
yours today. Over 30,000 constructors have now built the Micro -6. 

REMARKABLE CIRCUITRY 
In the Sinclair Micro -6 three Micro -Alloy Transistors 
am used in a unique and highly efficient 6 -stage circuit 
as follows: Two stages of OF amplification are fol- 
lowed by an efficient double -diode der which 
drives a high -gain 3 -stage AF Amplifier. Powerful 
A.G.C. applied to the first RF stage ensures fade -free 

reception 

(rein the most distant stations tuned in 

ha dium eeband. Everything including 

fereicn rod aerial and pillaiae baton es arc contained 
within the elegant tiny white, gold and black case. 
Inserting the plug of the earpiece included, switchee s 

the set on. 

SINCLAIR 

Z.12 
COMBINED 
AMPLIFIER 
AND 
PRE -AMP 

SIZE 3" x 11" x 1" 
WEIGHT - 3 oz. ç 

12w. 
R.M.S 
CONTINUOUS 
SINE WAVE 
(29w. PEAK) 

IB w. R. M. 
Music Power 
(30 w. PEAK) 

Ready built, carted 
and guaranteed 

8916 
SINCLAIR PX. I 

Power Pack for above 

£2.14.0 

SinIair 

x Iiir' x i". 
WEIGHT-One ounce, including 
batteries. 
BANDSPREAD FOR LUXEM- 
BOURG. 

e PLAYS ANYWHERE-IN CAR, 
BUS, TRAIN, ETC. 

Building issimple. All 
Parts incluing transistors, 
lightweight piece, care 
and dial, 

and 
8 -page Instruc- 

tion manual come to 

Mallory Mercury Cell Type 
ZM312 (2 required). h 

1/I1. (Pack of 6 10/6.) 

59/6 
THE ULTIMATE IN SIZE, POWER 

QUALITY AND PRICE 
Designed to laboratory standards 
Ideal for (2v. battery operation 

THE SINCLAIR Z.12 is a universally Ileaible amplifier, 
emotionally d bellt..lad 

powerful, feantuii stalled 
all. 

It Is 
lntended ass the ear yeantyinua 

plied 

hears of any high quality hi-fi system, its small size and 
high efficiency of the Z.12 make it equally applicable for a 
guitar, for car radio, P.A. system or any other application 

where the highest possible quality is the first 
requirement. The Z.12 incorporates its own 
pre.amplifier to which you add the tone and 
volume control system of your choice for mono 
or eeeee o as choose in the manual supplied with 
every Z.I2. The size, the performance, and the 
price of the Sinclair Z.I2 all favour the construc- 
tor who the best in modern transistor stor 
equipment in fact. the Z.I2 is today's finest buy 
in top grade high fidelity. 

For 6.20 v. D.C. operation: ideally suitable for use 

with 12 v. battery. 
8 special M.F. Transistors in special circuit having 
ultra -linear class a 
Response from 15 to 

]OS and i55í. Two 
000 es I 

30speaker Output suitable for 3, 
The Z.12í can befrom ., ... -_. 
stock at cry attractiveltermss. QAmplife to Input -2 mV. into 21(9. a 
specification can also be supplied promptly at Signal to noise ratio-better than 60dB. 

lnbhl.e 
competitive 

Di 
fep Enquires la the Manu- Generous negative feed bah, 

ctctrinMandanSincloir lean:macs Ltd. please USE IT WITH YOUR MICR0.6, MICRO FM, etc. 

0 FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE TO ALL SINCLAIR 

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD., COMBERTON, CAMBRIDGE 

55'TS'-126 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
Telephons-COMBERTON 682 
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SINCLAIR MICROS F 
POCKET SIZE COMBINED F.M.TUNER 

Site -2 i- I ; id plus aerial. 

Tunes from 88 to 108 Me/s. 

e One output for amplifier, recorder, 
etc., nd one for personal listening. 

In neat black c with polished 
and brushed aluminium es tch- 

n 

and matchingo ing control. 

No alignment problems. 

£ 5.19.6 

ABRIDGED TECHNICAL 
DESCRIPTION OF THE 
SINCLAIR MICRO F.M. 

WITH PULSE COUNTING DETECTOR 

WITH LOW I.F. TO CUT OUT ALIGNING 

WITH TWO OUTPUTS FOR DOUBLE PURPOSE 

OPERATION 

TO INCORPORATE THESE AND MANY MORE 

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES IN A POCKET SIZE 

DESIGN OF OUTSTANDING EFFICIENCY 
Once again Sinclair Radionics prove to constructors that very high 
standards of efficiency can be successfully combined with micro. 
techniques. The Sinclair Micro FM is an outstanding example. It 
incorporates a number of advances over conventional practice to 
achieve amazing standards of performance. Despite its small size. 
this fully fledged 7 -transistor 2 diode FM superhes has two outlets 

enable o beused both a for hi -f tape order 

an es independent pocket receiver for pers nal listening. Pulse 
counting der mp oved linearity and nt therefore 
bet audio quality; low I.F. does way with alignment problems. 
Such is the sensitivity of this that the telescopic aerial 
sufficient for good reception almost everywhere. In styling, the 
Sinclair Micro FM is the elegant, professional looking design 

ever offered to constructors, yet with all these plus features, this 
costsset pounds less, so that anyone can enjoy the advantages of 

FM to the full today. 
Lu 

The Sinclair Micro F.M. i eepl tee Sev o diode 
F.M. superbet. An R.F. amplifier is followed by a self -oscillating 
rnixer with low I.F. This dispenses with the need for alignment 
and bulky components. A three stage I.F. amplifier produces 
a square wave of constant voltage which is eventually contented 
into uniform pulses, arranged so that the original modulation is 
reproduced exactly. After equalisation, the signal is fed o the 
audio output socket for with a amplifiero order and 

also to the receiver's own audio amplifying stage for 
the Micro FM to be used as an independent self-con- 
amed receiver. 

A.F.C. " locks each station tuned in. 

THE SINCLAIR MICRO FM is completely self-contained 
within a neat black plastic case faced by an elegantly 
designed front panel of brushed and polished solid 
aluminium with spun aluminium tuning dial to match. 
The tuning scale is marked in Molt. 

SUPPLY VOLTAGE -9V Iron, self-contained standard 
GUARANTEE: - battery. 
I/ you a r CONSUMPTION-SmA 
fully 

ore 

chawith xeyour w/ce- hcn Complete Kit al parts including Tele- SENSITIVITY-Typically 3 ericrovoln, 
sets Aerial, T Translators, Case, SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO -30 dB at 30 microvolts. es 

Earpiece, Instruetìone, rte. 
when 

will 
uhenocc O AUDIO FREQUENCY RESPONSE -10 to 20,000 cis 

wdl be re t I dB. 
yfunded at on A GUA 

,n full. 

sir-rr=lair 
RANTEED SINCLAIR DESIGN 

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD. 
COMBERTON CAMBRIDGE 

Telephone ARI 

WW -02r FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

RECEIVER 
7 TRANSISTORS 

2 DIODES 

SUPERHET FM 

2 OUTPUTS 

ELEGANT 
PROFESSIONALLY 
STYLED CASE 

'r,!CF,Ç r'j 

To: SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD., 

COMBERTON CAMBRIDGE 

Please send me 

for which I enclose Cash/Ci:egnelMoney 

Order value £ t d 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

If you prefer turtle fn., or:V., rmtrt Oulu eut In par 
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133121=1 
TRANSFORMERS 

M.S. Range of - 
COMPACT MAINS TRANSFORMERS 

Standard Range Or Designs to Specification 
The M.S. Range of COMPACT MAINS TRANS- 
FORMERS has been developed to meet the needs of 1 

iunuuu 
engineers requiring maximum VA. density in miniature 

electronic circuitry. 
t so° 

195° 
uuuiIt' 

The power rating of 10.5 VA. represents an achievement 

of approximately 2.5 VA. per cubic inch. 

GIIIIiWI 11111111110 

tas' 1.65" 
Send for descriptive literature: 

THE BELCLERE COMPANY LIMITED 385/387 COWLEY ROAD, 
OXFORD, ENGLAND. Tel. OXFORD 77266/7 - 

WW-I28 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

HEYWOOD 
SCIENTIFIC AND 
TECHNICAL BOOKS 

Graded Problems for Electrical Engineers 

D. W. Hindu, B.Sc., M.I.E.E., and K. M. Smith, A.M.I.E.E. 

An important collection of problems for Technical College 
Courses covering the new National Certificate, Higher National 
Diploma in Electrical, Mechanical and Chemical Engineering, 
Electrical Technicians and Electrical Installation. 
35s. net by post 36s. 3d. 288 pp. illustrated. 

Study of Electric Circuits Volume I 

J. Lagasse, translated from the French by A. K. Godden. 

This is the first part of a two volume work which gives a com- 
plete treatment of circuit theory developed on up-to-date lines. 
This first volume covers general analytical methods. 
45s. net by post 46s. 6d. 222 pp. illustrated. 

Magnetic Tape Recording 

H. G. M. Spratt, B.Sc.(Eng.), M.I.E.E. 

The new edition has been thoroughly revised and re -illustrated 
and is a comprehensive, up-to-date reference on this important 
subject. 

Field Effect Transistor Applications 
W. Gosling, B.Sc., A.R.C.S., A.Inst.P., Assoc. Member A.I.E.E. 

Describes the device and its applications to amplifiers, filters 
and oscillators, demodulators and frequency converters, switches 
and trigger circuits, control devices, voltage and current regu- 
lators. 
40s. net by post 40s. IOd. 143 pp. Illustrated. 

Transistor Circuits 
K. W. Cattermole, B.Sc. 

A valuable, easily understood introduction to the subject, suit- 
able for radio and electrical technicians, students and interested 
amateurs. 
705. net by post 73s. 470 pp. illus. 

The Transistor Volume I 

E. Walfendale, B.Sc.(Eng.), M.I.E.E. 

An introduction to the modern approach to semiconductors, 
their equivalent circuits, and applications. Mathematical equa- 
tions are given when they are useful in designing circuits but 
detailed mathematical analysis has been avoided. 
405. net by post 41s. 2d. (Students' paper -backed edition 21s. net). 
168 pp. Illustrated. 

Obtainable from leading booksellers. 

Published for ILIFFE Books, Ltd., 

63s. net by post 64s. 'ltd. 368 pp. illustrated. 2nd. edition. DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD STREET, LONDON, SEI 
WW-I29 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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aspects of 

TUNING WITH PRECISION 

11111111111 

not just somewhere near but with unerring accuracy. 

We believe that a high quality tuner needs a method of 
tuning which is simple and accurate; for it is only in this 
way that its full benefits can be realised. Therefore, all 
the tuners and tuner amplifiers in our 200 range incorp- 
orate a high grade precision tuning meter. 
It is practically impossible to mistune an Armstrong tuner 
(except by intent). On FM you tune the meter to the 
centre zero position, and this gives the exactly balanced 
condition of the discriminator for any transmission. The 
high standard of tuning accuracy, together with the ex- 
treme sensitivity and wide band Foster Seeley discrimin- 
ator contributes to an FM performance of outstanding 
quality. 
On AM you tune for maximum right hand deflection. 
Again the accuracy and sensitivity of the meter is a great 
aid to tuning, for it enables you to sort out the programme 
you want with more than usual ease. A final word. When- 
ever you -see a tuner with a precision meter for tuning 
you can be,fairly sure that it performs with a high degree 
of stability:for with this type of tuner drift can actually be 
seen as perceptible movement on the meter. It is for this 
reason that we not only say Armstrong tuners are ex- 
ceptionally stable, we can prove it as well. 

For full details and technical specifications of all models, 
plus list of over 300 stockists, post coupon or write, men- 
tioning code number shown in the coupon. 

ARMSTRONG AUDIO LTD tel,NORTH3213 
WARLTERS ROAD,LONDON,N7 

QiustsAosrq 

tuners 

amplifiers 

tuner -amplifiers 

WIE -130 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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Complete portability 

needs 

EVER READY 

high power batteries 

The T V1 HIGH POWER 12V BATTERY and the 

Ever Ready range of HIGH POWER 12 VOLT 

unit batteries, HP2. HP7, HP11, HP16 have 

been designed and manufactured for 

applications requiring Heavy Current 

Drains, such applications being : 

D.C. Motors, Main Pack Transceivers, 

Tape Recorders, Alarm Systems, 

Flashing Beacons, etc. 

We shall be pleased to advise you on the most 

suitable battery for your application and provide 

Data Sheets on the above units. 

For further information contact: 
TECHNICAL SALES DEPARTMENT 
THE EVER READY CO. (G.B.) LTD. 
Ever Ready House, 1255 High Rd., Whetstone 

London N.20. Telephone: HILlside 8877 

WW -131 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

LINO -Atilt LI\II-Alit 
TRANSDUCERS AND 
ACCELEROMETERS 

WO HOLD A CON- -E PREHENBITS RANGE ,. ' 
OF PRESSOR& TRANS- 
DUCERS et ACCELERO- i 

REND EFOR(MR ODE. i 
TAUSD LEAFLET. 

PRICES 
FROM 

815 B 
Grade AIA.C. 
VOLTMETER 

0-160 
Volts 

Ivren=otbp 
Everett 

ecumbo 
Ile 4pim 

ma e. Aa p 

basic 

Mlh her voltage lecur tell. 
W eigner enema be. read a 

andparall T. movement 
Im ielnee powe interr maim nwlci 

oak eam. 
webKx Bla x Bin.ittivding 

ortend at the ri.a 
P. ddlaWove r 

price 2t 
e 

SMALL MAGNETIC 
IMPULSE 
COUNTER 

HlEzdIgele,mwt- 

Izrating ó°âoge 
Ó.C. Mlh 

contact.elid, 
metal cove. 

Rob. oercontact. Im confirming 
nnAdditional art Pitted. 

Ole. etw l/g P.AP. 

SELECTOR 
DRIVE 

A very interest - 
Ins Item .lth 

rasa appel. 
oit lam eogaf.emg 

and Omni mni 
sheet. A =and 

ouPLor te pals eon nA 
emmged to be on for ]0 pulses and oQ 

t e. An ansie otu[ it 
f rvpuke. uk on, bot te for 

Wean yes w with v'WeWtate 
mie 52sal n eerlu =nut to fâcllilale 
oWww ,peutbo. Abmlutelp Idol 

202*.1212 or 244 U. D. l<hivg Leap or 
m 

Brani New and 20214, 
laid. ano. P. P. 

LEDEX 
ROTARY 
SOLENOIDS 
Intended for 24 v. D.O. , 

II GD.c °tDII 17, 
diem -eta'. 

Hoton laie. 2/- P.P. 
IBrink 

PÓW eE157/e 

9â tâiâW @45Ì- 
P. A P. 

Additional safer available standard 
Fmlep type ®Ile te order. 

PRESSUREI 
GAUGES 
LABOR ä0R8 
FROM 10 Ib, per 

PInch. RICE FROM Si. 
amt tan 1fY. 

SEFRAM RAPIDGRAPH 

RgeChannel 

High Speed 

PEN 

RECORDER 
A 0{hmwi high speed Pm Recorda, with 40 mm. chart per channel. ha epds arc weeded 1 through e 1Órt m o mm. 

Bsee. 
240 v. 00 ce requirement, she llen.xl21., 1Bln. 

cl 
'Weight ,o RIIoa 

Pens are «SERIE removed for cleaning. do are fully lutennangeable. 
cycler a. with correcting amplifier Find Clare professional hudrvmnt 1 brand . AL well 1 mater. 1St prie. 2270 DuedPliae teazle/ available en application 

PORTABLE 
PEN RECORDER 

Battery Operated 

ON 

High Speed-Pow German polls 
Portable. Battery Operated. ma, A in 
three unite. Recorder. 2.. Amal der. 
S. Pentu mmpti. PRIDE $lap/10'-- 

H. for Lmflet. 

Lege relearns of micro- 
wave in 
types Pof c mimm°tbrw held in doe, 

eal a Held Send r& transition warciwd, 
® 40/- 8 Emd dummy load ITO watts. brand 

new 27.5 
P. P. en above 2/0. 

SEND e. FOE ]OE.DOROWAVE 
CATdLOG 

MARCONI TF 1020A/1 
RF POWER METER 

20 
Range covering 

âmee 
watt 

575 0 ,4 rait 

SYNCHRONOUS 

A.C. HOUR -® MOTORS 

wlMchange and ria t cycle nndlmetal 
conetruction. Dual 214 s 214., Spindle 
IM. diameter, Brand New. 

Revgfr. IN 25/- 
ÓÓA00v. W eyelet 41 Rev day ®a5/- 
11100 i é oRav i 2.4074ar. H® s i R1/1e ll0 v. 00 cycle, 4 Rev/Hr. Ci eD- 
DO 

v. O lee i âev ú1r w âv- 1igv. 50.,510420 Rev 0. ®P3/- 
R4OA00 U. 60 cycle 00 Rev Hr. NI WI- 
lOIR. meKle 

Si ®- 
P. a P. W. one ch. 

1110. mmere 
to mains operatimi for 

110 

MODEL MAKER'S 
Miniature D.C. MOTOR 
ldui for driving a gear system or un be 
rued as Tachometer. Speed 10,900 

at 2a0mA. AS v. D.O. 
101 2ebSM.e race elm 40,. x'12.'!12. 
9/mois tin. badI. x 81gtW. dia. PRICE 
B/8- P. a PAS. 

THERMOSTAT 
W óltacapillary. 

Rang, 110/120, 

7010E 56a0/, 

LI\11-.IILT11 
WW -132 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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LI\11-AUIC L1\11-AAIRR 1.1\11-AÀIIC LINII-AAI1t 
LABORATORY 

STOPWATCH Waltham"' 
(U.S.A.)°° 

I. I 

tomcod 
°smut ren t. the 

dial taking only 0 rem. 
olution, 

Owe v70000 amotu:- 
orme wllhlo Ode 

°ange. Bolts. for use ln labor°tories and In... in remedied °,.nome. m .0.L8ú with pen res oeil, 
ampes. M trauporte ami relent. 
leer. vwvvrPmt ¢BI/. 31- E. 6 P. 

PLUGS, 
SOCKETS 
AND 
CONNECTORS ,- Vex, eubc.ala cloak. 
held of Meth end 

Am rien° connectors by Aumbenol, 
MM. Lee. .dr. Bnmm. Cm on, 
leant ana Equipment. elec. aeth°de, 
GLPyt,, ]°ver, P1t Nlphem. P.m- 
m0.3ryle, Plerees'l'b°m Pl0$$0004evnedl0. 
Range 1 .or tier 17 
POPEBPLEEII'. 

PI 
FO 0606UELUST AVAILABLE. 

PAGE 

"S" BAND ,. SPECTRUM Q O 
ANALYSER 

0 ' MARCONI 
Type TF -884(1 

Tb Arwh'eer employe 
} .Nn ter. Bp re alun ioda.: pct61 f<egn.my .Mole. up 

"d the ment Bignel i, mixa with 
the Omill°mr output. wepllllM, 0.m 
and 1M t° the "Y" plaMr of !he C.a. 

be. The A" Into vpplim 
Borna Tlme Bun circuit. which le 

to fre°veary.madubtte lbe pen. 
Yemen. R.de--.00.3160 me/e 110.34 

to 

2W 

i' 

A 

Meal 

of 

New atimpie Low 

; L COISenroSyntem l \ w"ni" 
reach 

50 -VOLT 
1 

I Í.r SERVO 
1 - SYSTEM 

uniqueoffer of n pair of 60 -voit, 60.cle 
noble remote 1°dlolw °I tar poultice .. made. are 

monitoring Wied Dlreettoea be 
w ° ° he home, or the pool.°° 

ant W eselem Iw amateur bro- . ... The e 

POT CORE ASSEMBLIES 
Cho...elation a am.lock: 
LARIOn .... 1PJ8 
].4..303.... Iwo 
].eR.s0 .... ]$Ito 
1.2403.... IDS 

plue 

L1'L609 lEle 
LA.ta lel9 
W38 718 

] 716 

TIMER AND REMOTE 
CONTACTOR 

. ..- 

to 9.Y2®.i 
la0mIcrmn`vi fµó cm. Ik0uc0.. 
Spec.. N'IdM..1 lo 10 Mr>. 

wmp Pngeory..1 to 10 me e. 
Pderldth P..Rxó meia 

dlh-]OD UCIB hrt9 
er aegaumente-130 4LMfiW 

. 

ele. 

sing 
by amagigicianueeinlnowepee..tm"" 
Ito ah°Wd he nota that GO .. I. ...My 
u Oable. mbyl.1. 

the 200-.0.volt teP 
m 

Iu of m+gellDmnlor 9l,n.x:ln 
CoatofDnir. 

7006oa .... 2lOr- 
Pemge red write oho 1.. 

Q lam. 1]Im. x 1]I.n w°é 02'"'.1.576. SYNCHRO AND 
STANTELUM 

CAPACITORS 
-" 

ora11C120Impale.drrli:°: th`t 

Fully Ove v1Mmd0rn^°teed. If e Inetntment too . 
plied mmpl<ta with MC, memo Power 
Pack for 280rolleamd141mWcool. 

enp- SERVO MOTORS 
R phase servo motom 
DM mulon, fwd VS$a les...pS.T.Cf 

where q.t. U el prime Ito 
.Ól7 tord.100 v. ev45 toewiliiv3/6 81., lop v.. vend. eleetrohue. 616. 
. entd 100 v. 07707re...e eleclrolltle. 819. 
.36 ofd. 10 .. revea.me dalrolm.. v-. 
]smi..l00 r.eene 0/-. i mm. 60 .. °loan lo em lrolltle. 101-. 
MI raid. 100 v. eweailde electron., 5P. 
6.8 mid. 6 v ove Mlle datron.. 91-. 
lo told. 20 v. revm.ble elalnditiv bl-. 
]0 ma. 130 r. m-aNtrle ela,774 07: 718. 
4] to.. rcvenible elalmlitl.. 7/6. 
20 odd. 12 v. paper. 718. 
60 m1.1. M i+*i ide elttWOtle. Till 
PLa00E5 CASTANETS also available 

P. 1/+ r..1 

me 
tad them. one revolution. 

B°Ble Peler . 11sM nr was.,. make 

30roa urc41.14° 44on 
by meene of 

.,.. 
on frout ahodial. 

070/07.70 O14..4d ló0 oboe. 
collage 24. 

REMOTE CONTACTOR. 
i nA4 too or driving hmvy endowment 

which o pair o heavy duty con. 
tact[ at ÌMlmin. Buta cul Obrnetol11.000 

thermostat pro Wes empemnne 
...donna. Ì+uÌÌ. eupprm077 

e. forme the ,.unie of ea impulse clock 
lap counter fur model ava emu 
Pelee 82JI per Bet. Plea M. P. 8 P. 

AUTO 
TRANSFORMERS- 

FULLY 
SHROUDED 

100% tab. kraal 
11j 

ange 
:'-';: ) down. pad 

Gs 100300.720 -Rix a volt WOO welm. 
19 ]d wait r 51 17 

K 

vül 

ér:eeretl. m30otae. tuna- J' 
emtnt< mn sea tanne- 1 

mi ind lranammrem. 
.@36 ,' of torque 

motore.driven 
BDvml>hh .tore chopper _ 1 " . n ere 2W. ebe 

Ì I I 

v. 400 eyae . 5B 10 0 
R mecoll 30°° else 116 eye 

0oym m control T70000ormar 
58 0 0 
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comprehensive Este. GALVANOMETER 

- 

000 watt L9 B 
1.000 watt h 5.717 

ono 
is 

g/ 0 0 
All Bohm New. 

caca for fnuy nme/70/0 catalogue 

TRANSISTOR% DIODES DETECTOR - 
a hly encloue twit, '" = 

a, o ..an 
1'obnm. .Ur 

RECTIFIERS & VALVES 
A selection from m..natLa.. 
OM w wé Gab ove 

w ell w_ C: 318 
óe 240 6t 216 0.3 c 3/e 
GEMS FO 11 0173 49 35 
2Br2a S. ve 00Yo3 @ ve 
9111 

M BL .170 E: tor. 
BP 

@A,10 

coil galvanometer 
iwab loti 

¢anima .n mahogany 
Many e, NNS 
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lhüTT ninon tester. elk _ I ... cheek. . 

s4PHICY. 251. r. n P. Ri-, I 

1 

I 

I,. 
( -1 - 
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' U. ` 

"DUPLEX" 
PRESSURE 

GAUGE 
1 J 

call, at.g 

MAGSLIPS 
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A.P. 6640. 2m. receiver eo cycle. 6n v. 

T- MM. 2.n hunter 0`y i6 r. 
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ENGINEER'S 

FAULT (4 
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METER BARGAINS 
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man. mata. 
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FINDING 

B. for the AID 
mea Enable. 

You to iealwct ont. 
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handles. Noma price 
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mh 

.two 
16. 
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PRINTED 
CIRCUIT KIT 
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0230 v. U.c. 
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orme. m. 
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Sealed. 7118. Dalai. Mlerp P.M. hum our eat range: 
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ohms. 4./o lin 13/- 

Beam aln-N33 24 v. 30 
3030. 4 cio A 191- 

10 double .ol1 1700 ohms. 4 07 
amapemente u et k 

no 
10/6. 

.Nay time acing 

ROTARY 
TRANSFORMER Type 72 
Input. n v. 
at 18 
Output RT260 
T.at.%®pe. 
L'112.6 v. t ..: - 
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Complete with 

e If-.eolleg 
Metres 
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VISIT THE 
LIé11-A`I1 

SHOP 
Ping 
You'litems 

t all atdwell 
s a 

"ceder under trawl s: 900..8 

Wma°%4c/i0 want lw tft i°i' 
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26 ere 

manufacturer; prices. 
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vOPHOtis S 53 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.1. SHOP 
t. Telephone LANgham 3653 (IO lines) 9-1 p.m. Thurs. 

WW -133 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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CLEAR 

R.3aP.1 21 s24. cola .M 
320 

lO2.1 29 8 

W-060rA 296 
100.0-100PA 27185 D.C. 
600.0.6004a 2218 \'D.C. 
1.91mA ffi19 ÌLC. 
304. YEIB 1ó0VD.C. 
Rmi 2C'8 150D.C. 

S.A.E. FOR 
ILLUSTRATED LEAFLET 

Special Quotations for Quantities 

PLASTIC METERS 

09n3- 2218 600V 

1000020, 2818 

Type 106.62P. 2010. e0vem 0on41Cvl.r 
wvrA 

3219 :O)te0,r 000439i9 
3218 3208 

.3! :32 n. 28 
i5n Ad. .8 i2, 3Éa00e0VC. 39 0- '8 

Typ 66.&5P. 400. x 4011ron4. 
reya.l 9019 1 sum L.0. 45/ 
000µA 5816 5 mop L.C. 45/- 
29rµA 061- 150 n.0'. .. 451 
00000 µ.f 
i00-0-lIXrµA bB18 

4B10 

2 ,5 10, 451- 
22 8 505 461- 

22/622/6 

10r 
50 A 96- 

2018 
0 461- i9 s00mA 45/- 

2218 Type 108.652 a0ù. + 8500.10009. 
22+8 3O A 69/6 S0A D.C. .. 421 
22/0 101. AA.0'. 

3Ú GIIµA 
OOµA 4918 lÓA At. .. 351- AC. ..2218 \L33w 

5 ..2218 lo<A. 
360V D.C. 2218 nrA 361- V D.l. .. 361- 

e 

11IOgqV 

000\A.C. .. 22,'8 lUmA 361- bB{U.C'. .. 361- 8Ml'A.l. .. 2218 50. 36/- 150\' D.C. 3b/- 
OOOmA. .... 2208 'H' Raer 1n.A 8918 100n, 36/- 300c DC- W. 
Type 106.62P. 214. squarefpn4. 0ó001A 35/. DV A. .. 961- 
30µA 6718 300m.1O0µA 4719 IA 

011):: 
L.... ... __. 

10óµA mA 30:8 s 
00\' I0' 

60µú µA .. 57/6 1121 3219 80 .. 36/- 000V A.l'. -: 36/- 
361- 

BAKELITE PANEL METERS 
Typ 112.00. 304. novae 502Ite. 

10M 4r2Ì8 00Â n:ó. .: 89'8 
0000u0aµ0A 38/6 ó12.C. ....21118 

00-0 30 Â 48+18 
1000-1Ú0µ.1 38/8 
101.000µA 26./- 

me 29/8 
Uev 30/8 

X00. 
g8Ì6 

6101 28/8 

Ob e.C. .... 260 
.10 .14 .. 2918 
306A.L'. 

5V C. 
OV 

DD.C. 

D.G 

;JAI 

D.L. 

300V D.C. 

1302 AL;. 
300V A.C. 
500V A.C. 
VD Beler 

29'8 
296 
29'8 
29/6 

30e 11.0. 46/- 

20V 0.0 .. 45/- 
6oVVL.C. 

0óA.C. .. 451. 

0c L.C. .. 45/- 

9:8 310ä00g ion. an 016000 m,v49 fell 

VARIABLE 
VOLTAGE 

TRANSFORMERS 

Brand New - 
4660Guaranteed4245 t 230 v. 

e. 60/00 e OutPn4 0 2240 t. --/ 
1 000. 24110/- 14 01,/0. 419/10/- 
06 mop. £6/17/6 00 orne. 232/111- a..í 
9 amp. 218/10.'- 000hme1er- 

417 
e4 80,17!0. 

HEADSET AND BOOM 
MICROPHONE 

111Ita y. 11.411 head. 

P dlU 

AUTO TRANSFORMERS 

a 26Ó .14. T Pp.W 

y5 01-. 3.P. 21.: 

ame12Ì8Rp ]3 w 
lbl8. 2l'6;ß716 

P.P. SIH: 

6016A4ß1810r. 
11-1 540 w. 

'd: 300 w. 45/6. 
'4o w. 8708. 0'.:soów'. /-; Ii 

7.000 w. 
28/10/0. 

smarm m e-. 5v1v.1 

CHAMOIS PADDED MOVING 
COIL HEADPHONES 

eveolds 610inn 1.00 sk0e vRM1 

19 NÓSnbnre. 
New 0101 10.1. 2.5o. P. I'. 

PRECISION COMBINATION 
VOLTMETER/AMMETER 

NEW MAGNAVOX 363 ..00 ew4niml .ml a with m0evdge pmdrn00'. 

3 SPEED TAPE DECKS Runes u 1.ów01 A.C. and L.C. Vol. 1.00. -00U- 
800. A.a d DM. Gwent' 4 ao-04. 

0 
ssesedee ad Wuam,t 440000k Supplied 01000 

uOwm0 
loads. 

k. 20}1000. 1-6 leck and leathe0 eawyb. ram. Brood 
£13110/-. ld. 2011018 each. Carr. ]IU. 

G. W. SMITH & CO. (RADIO) LTD 
3-34 Lisle St., London, W.C.2 4950 SEE OPPOSITE PAGE 

MODEL 370-E ERSKINE TYPE 13 
MULTIMETER DOUBLE BEAM 

000/0500 D.C. vol., OSCILLOSCOPES 
Ipppreb' TlmeOna - /2N/1.000i3.000 V 

ryM/1w0 
0%2.3i10/ Hepamtn V1 and V9 ampli. 

D.C. Cnmmt 0 00µ10 lian ( to '3 04.4.1/10130f160meIli10 

ealib.atl00 keno a.I10e0F 
AO.tp.umnt0l259nA/1/ 110/2.40 v. A.l:. Ouamnked 

]0 a4p. IIM.4nee: pmfevL 227/10/. Carr. 20.'-. 
060.150016 mee./50 

£1RIlÓ1-.. P. e P. 3(6. 

TE.000 20.0000 /VOLT 
UIIANTv11NU'TT10FTSR 

Oadnm.eak. 0t 0/ 
/1.a04/6.060 A.C. 

0/25/12.5/10/30/ 
/6ó1'00 

4' 210/1,0110/5.000I V. . 

0 µd/0t01100,000âLF/ 

2 0K 1 30 31E0. OR10.l, 
212I19/6. P. a 1. 5/-. 

s&OBT. DB LUXE 60,0000/ 
VOL 100LTmLTE6. 
0,0/30/1209100/1,200 V A.C. 
01.606/30/100/00010C900VU.C. 
0;/0µ0/0100i000 BA. L.11. 
oelOKI1001; pIH01011ep. 

Pk 2 g'ü. 

E5110/0. P. r. P%. 

T3-78. 20.000 0.7.V. PUSH 
BUTTON POULTSTEOTEB. 

Humpele on. lb l 

U 
1.00 

up to 1.000 v11.(stonve I. to 10 

'0"2.. 
qtrmWtO nP !, 

2li 
I +se dB. ,4b1b1-. 

T1661. NEW 20.0000/VOLT 
IB111T1106TEE 

3iüsïaUolJO9fuó13.000 
a.L.. 

0,. 001.A/12/300 9ú. 
D.G 02105/11 12110. OHM. 

610DEL AB -620. 00.000 
. .e2. `00/000ß0o/600/ 

1.00oI5A0l000.0. 0/106 
1100 

51 F'LLro 
O. 

Ìh110 
02;8. P. 0 r.01óó 

COSSOR 1035 Mk. 
III DOUBLE BEAM 
OSCILLOSCOPES 

Wool0m óm001 it``% 
MO 

e Ile 
ee'am 

. M.2 12' 

0 0y 

karr. aâ é Ir:01. ....uee 

23 I mlodele 00Y1.ó10 at 
£36 

00/8B/U OSCILLOSCOPES 
Am reoÓxÌCmmp 
300. 020. T/e: 3 e,'e 50 
0.e/e..NAmp.:n.a nKe1e 
V Amp:: 0! Olrlç.r4vri 

71r2`72,12 Ìa inami 
new 2011d., fully emd 

CIJO//16 . 1Tr... utme0 
1506 

MODEL PV -58 VALVE 
VOLTMETER 

11 meg. 15001. 7 D.C. volt -r0. 
.000 Peck a Pe' . h44ó- 

Dx11 4 440 vü. 
X60000 

dü. 
0 ilo d v ÉlË6 

ve Ìe0'. 00 

i101-. P. r. ala. 

TRANSISTORISED 
2 WAY RADIOS 

Superb 40ù11y. 00001.1. 
with an attveeorke and filly 

Â eaL a TR IOTOR 27019/8 

T30IST05 11 00,. pair. 
U '06240100000 225/10/- 

10 TRANSISTOR 28 âne. 

Boat extra (S.A.E. fur 0ÌW1 

VOLTAGE 
STABILIZER 

TRANSFORMERSLv 
vlll x ma. 

voltage. :i for 
Recelvers and Iru.r r91 
equipment. 
nP ut(f0-l'Mv.and100. 

n .0 aptta 
110 r 

m v.t 
rom2240I. 210/10/-. 
Carr. 716. 

SILICON RECTIFIERS 
100 v. 0.0.0. 200 00A 218 

W v. 1'.0.5.3 amp. 718 
A 718 

BOO v. P.1.2 000 B/8 
818 
7/8 
8/8 
lf- 

Li+0051 ifor o 11.2 lier extra. 

202p.1.5.1amP 

TRANSISTORISED 
TWO-WAY 
TELEPHONE 

INTERCOM 

Ì002...a 01040teivall 
Tani 

prora000 
talk 
0. 

Wt.. 
of 0.96 05 lbv ILan 020010 f1à9M.1 

05,11x011 krac 4. 
£8!10/- p r. 4 . 

0JIB. I 
LAFAYETTE HI-FI STEREO HEAD 

PHONES 

WW -134 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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SUPERB LAFAYETTE AMATEUR EQUIPMENT 
H.A. 350 10-80 METRE AMATEUR 

RECEIVER 

nl4rcracivnr. 
Oenl rnndmalon witb m¢bavicol 

er12 vnlvm, cns4J conlmlled aC. Prodmat 
.1.4...6.46 100 kcle. eryelnl CallhnLv, MUM ]tP.O., 

a.N.L,' 
e' meta, Iteek Ilke nqb:bty. Brand new 

nd guaranteed. 790N5. s.A.B.I. tue 

HA.330 DE -LUXE GENERAL 
EI 

WonderfulCO&VE8 
volsGE reeVOER 

Coverage 
600 001/.40 Mel. 9.6:0. and 2 I.F. stages. '0' 
multIpli¢. &F.0., A.N.L., 'x' meter. eleetrleal 
mndmóa1 .00.040000107. and 
guaranteed. lu Amy tes Mn'h6 e,y,ti kit Jams ut 1so 

avall- 
95 ORB. 

Ilapqop() 
HA -55 AIRCRAFT RECEIVER 

100106 Rv/.. DIRi e.'lee'ivitc'uni t Nty D.- 
pomke ! ItP e c. IIIIR gDR'4 . fitOc 

HA -03 GENERAL COVERAGE 
REGAL 

7 valves -6 Rectifier. 4 Bantle - Jl 1410. 
MeleoBFMANI.-Rnndspread Toying 2001260 

.0. Bernd new 24 ORB. Cur. paid. 

8 tubes ter 11 tube Ve1u10auee, Mid elate power 

0111L10 00.remeek« Mol front panel 
lJe run 

hick.. 
0!240 v. AA Pp11.+1 brand um and guaranteeedd 

619!171. wl-. 

PRECISION MECHANICAL FILTER 
1 in RA. 3.50 eceleer o eperh seleetivit. 

le. 1D. presides OMM tl 
e 

w ennnr at 
Mer le. (Musk. adjacentWane, mintier 

69!19/8. poll paid. 

NUVISTOR GRID DIP METER 
Compact Fr ., tree teemtteem.,e0vency rouge 1.:-I80llehx. 0 0 e.` A.C. 
epemlla nV1 arm with 011 orals and i etruetion. £16110.'-. Cart. 

DE -LUXE V.F.O. 
5 LmJs eovi'inh Ba -11p s. Employs high '0' ' lmred 
Clapp Ox. i pu 10-20 volts to drlse any T.V. Buge slide 
rnlldW. D BMpW memento A11L'.operatkm Gilt, 

Grz.11G 
in. uPpix complete with a lvetmolba. 10 008. 

TEST 
EQUIPMENT 
PORTABLE OSCILLOSCOPE CT. 52 

A compact 19x801041.1 general purpose '.mpo. 5/0 
10 a/... 40 

lee. 
Ba0Jwl,th 1 .Me/a 9ersitielly 40 

mV./rro. Bullard DODS Of CRT. Pm nperalknnm 100/ 
R60 v. A.C. Sn p11M complete with metal tlomit en, 
ittrap. teat leads, and visor hued. and g 

6921101-. her. en, Supple, 
new gm, 

Motenctlens. 

LONDON STOCKISTS OF: SWAN TRANSCEIVERS * K.W. ELECTRONICS * GREEN EQUIPMENT * 
CTS3 SIGNAL GENERATOR MAIN LONDON AGENTS FOR 

1171llolon 11100111/0. 0nd ts 
W.A.C. 

Wei, Valle% 
CODAR EQUIPMENT 

plea order lem m0Lratio, chart. 
E12410-. tyrr.lM..` 

LELAND MODEL 27 BEAT 
FREQUENCY OSCILLATORS 

vueor kO Eel, 
s00Ì200 

Output.. 

0,771/ed in perfect order 2121301-. CO,'. 
101-. 

TS -381 F/U AUDIO 
OSCILLATOR 

IOgh quality, lmaerm1tmerlan Instrument. 

eIut r 0004 bends. 0200 Kg.. 
Outplag 

meter. 7 

coverage 
o000. 

duraste0 01000 
alle. o 

500.ljâó eioto. Supplied m new n2A0. ttCaar. 

REUTER 4 -TRACK TAPE' HEADS 
As Ou ku ed 0. Codn Mx. IV add Studio Decks. 

h imp, r.ral hae0. low Imp. eux. 
eel of 8 2, / Ake1 track. 4 truck. 

2916: tsredvuuc i track. set of 2 
02/0. Poll extra. 

N 
ALSO 

SEE 

NEXT 

PAGE 

CRiOA. Conenm.loalion lt 
mlver 

1 

B 
10Ó 

H.45 Recelde R r K Kl leelnr £b 10 

PO.Ió Q'' TIUILIpÌkr .Ìb 16 
RO.lOX Self pmrereil 

AM SIGNAL GENERATOR CT394 
MARCONI TFS0IB/3/S 

Frequency ranger 12-4115 MLando.. in 5 Law. Vari- 
able from .1µ0M 1 lmlt into 60 
ohms. Crystal miNmter every 6 M1/e. Varialde 

ululation depth. Curler level and modulntloe 
met." Ott.. malle output level centrel. 

70in. main caning deal and n 0Rlary Mere. 
mental dial. 

tuning 
voltage A.C. 100 to 100 

an 1801200 volte. 40 to ISO of». else 1411n. n 
01 /in. x 10110. Weight 07 Ms. Offered M es - 
resent mminen Mly tua md gmuunteed. 
880. 

MARCONI TFI44G STANDARD SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 

5 
:2 1x5 )1010. 1 13/4. Output variable from 1µV to 

volt. Internal file wave modulation 400 alee up to 76y. 
depth. 

0II 0 diti Â11 vmµded 

and 
Oche rally 

v fully gmano 22.5. 
r..xrl-- 

LAFAYETTE LAFAYETTE TE -46 RESISTANCE 
CAPACITY ANALYSER 

PF -2.000 
ohms. 

ho 
nsgelm. 

pedamre, 
urns lm 

350 
e. Brand 
ew 6115. 

TE-20RF SIGNAL GENERATOR 

Accorate akin rmya 
Alga, generate, cover - 
Mg 120 kcle: 260 ache. 
on 8 bande. Dlretly 
esulante,. Venable 
R.F. attenuate. 

operatine 0.01240 v. AD. Broad new with 
re.trnetiom. 21ß110F P. A 

S.A.E. tar detnike. 

9n. 
L.P. 

p 
acetate 

11n. óaönr. Úe+ 

101. 

RECORDING ci`,. 

d90on..lam 
]99- TAPES 

Sin..51n. 

1.9001, b/- 
wor 

c g8slin1.200ttLP.aetatc 

6110. 1.811011D.Y.mylar 
{8 

6110.140011T.'.m/ar 
:in. 1.2000.et.l.mylar 1219 î /n.1.80011.1-1'. mutale 151- 
91n. IAMB. L.P Taylor 

ilv.8,e0IM T.P. mylOr N 

Poelge 2/-. Over 20 pert paid. 

SINCLAIR HAMM V ert 

z11 nmp00er en rower 
XIn amplifier 1e 9 £011910. 040 A5::1910. 
X10 pewee pack £2114/.. 
X00 mnpll0^r bunt 00/10/9. Kit 27/1909. 
050 pow¢ ack £2;141-. 
NIr0 000 ae.e 1.ìt 

TRIM 
MÌ02 107. 29/0; 0/Ì17o 

amp. 
27/9; 

n nere +l. 

NOMBREX EQUIPMENT 
)Ì0e asC loan Audio. 

0enemter 10-100.000 efL. 
6181161-. 

Tra 580/00 ,l 
22110f, Tramline., 

Onvnmlor 150 kr;e- 

Trm11 ¢ ACT I..lge IR. 
11 D. 

In0 
mow. mi-. 

1µ11.10011.. 
$ .0us operated Translator power sepPIP !6 

output I6 0 to 100 770, maw - 
All All above poet paid with better. 

GARRARD RECORD PLAYERS 
Baum NEW ARD MIAIIAM1380 
IMP.I2 Player 
Al/T0811 Changer 

£319 
1000 LTanger £6 19 
2000 Changer £.6 19 
9000 
10 00*000err-Stere 61111 100 

ÂT rl Changer Mom 21119 
A70 dell 22110 
LAB. 

0 4011Treu 00201 Â 630 0 
11 l'.e P. S-. 

R-278/GR RADIO 
RECEIVER 

O.D.1'. 
n,.vNer Jedgnnl Ity Collins Rodin. ßoviaee 

. of A.M. and C.W. alguaie on my one. of I:N 
T.6 Amnlanr TK g]g 1. ehvlvls In eho Im.tueney rage of 925 to RM.P Muh. 

AT.S Bale l'.N.N. -gE p an need I,wm rMnmi Ihn 
AT.618v.Trxnda4wr.N.l' 611 5' trrn +NMle. ew¢ rr mae 
A8.6E1o4c.mlalan.lAmtvl 6.0 U.s nó peN{Ixe1`InL. ti'r.xrolrr.óutpuE 

(Mt 3tw:`tn. i3O rmo mhme. 1 u.. t m,ea egMp- 
T.Om2A2 bewl R..vlsa £16 10 rie all.lo.tlog hundreds ppmak. Aallable 

BtMlovCap.nlmlL'rd` 1010 lito. llly n, pku withaR 
Mom, extra aw£60. .50/. _ T , G.W.II 

= -.r.tr'/%l+lkl 
Open 9 .m.-6 p.m. every day Monday to Saturday. 

(RADIO) LIMITED 
Phone: GERRARD 8204/9155 
Cabfes: SMITHEX LESOUARE 

334 LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2 

WW -135 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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LASKY'S 
RADIO 

WIRELESS WORLD MAGEN, 1966 

London's Largest Stocks of Audio 
THE HOME OF HI -FIDELITY 
COMPLETE MONOSTEREO SYSTEMS TO YOUR SPEC- 
IFICATION AT LASKY'S SUPER PRIVELEGE PARCEL PRICES 

DEMONSTRATION STUDIOS 
VISITOUR NEWEST BRANCH NOW OPEN AT: 
42 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.1. 

Tel: LANgham 

T:brerwd /f I n1 

573 
r tl idire£a ymlu 11r 

% 
i n 

rm.2Aur éixIdeal ..".u.1,40. OK. m m", 

oat ow other µview. M"wmnms at :in Tottenham LFmr Roo 
Fleet lA 

a wl oon 
M 

lawn p cutte m the eel 
xrÌ4kriocerr rn krrvh'xelu ing: 

ARAI11 O.E.C. LOWTHER SOUND 
ARMSTRONG OOLDRINO LOSTRAPIIONE STELLA 
RHENELL GOODMANS ORTOFON 

AO CHAPMAN CRUM° PAMPRONIc TAADBE 
COLLAR° HARTING PHILIPS TAANOY 
CONNOISSEUR H.M.V. QUAD TELEFUNKEN 
COSSOR JASON RADFORD THOREAS 
DULCI ROOTING REST° TAUTOR 
A.R. LEAK DEVON YORTE%]ON 

ELIZABETHAN LENCO ROGERS W.B. 
FEEROGDAPH LINEAR SIMON W9ARRE 
FI-CHCD LORENZ S.M.B. WHARFEDALE 
OARRAHD 

A'yC 
rmrr.w 0R uxrl err Armire olxor1rb, " E{-7:et I nAA,. 4".' D:.l.s r .52 olle. 

u amlA"e x: ur. "hukme rn.r Jur. /'l.n Ju arrnrurxelellarr. '/I.. ru am acre 

Give a Lasky's Gift Voucher 
be id.al plll b Ulnnd:e. nnA all Moe other pLO 

l' 
tnlue In wnßlPkr 

uf ,0,0 Onhnt rrr:,rra.. L.. rc dm....ru e ra nrM1n. 

- RECORD PLAYERS 
4 -SPEED AUTOCHANGERS 

B.S.R. LOWEST EVER PRICES! 
All Drano and NWpnaranteed complete IN 
m Wageao .tpn,. 

ic01 umhrn nnAlrl £4 9 6 CAW i npm, mahr: model £4 19 6 

1,20 4 ery .Ìuah+Amo.del 0519 8 

GARRARD 
£119 8 70 leser.al Lapo £19 19 0 

T.: Wow 
rea 

9819 8 e0les ea MAE. £914 8 
£9 9 0 Alli with Ore ....Adgr £6 6 0 

A 

Peo 
\TA trr.w a0h t.a.:ntrldee . £- 0 
AT. L lrweand.lprremr4la.. 

A' i 
MO IB 9 ^ +. 

SPECIAL OFFER-GARRARD ATS AUTOCHANGERS 
tipeel males ulct-hn m nd new end fully VIOA.Iti. 

LASKY'S PRICE .111217 `iZ:AUs.'""''" 
£8 19 6 

TRANIORIPTION MOTORSIIAIIIIA 

401 YSE 10 

ulitiiAI1O 901rIOIT.11ees 
cart. 

9 
1 

19 AARIIAII 1AL. A M llutlrr. 914 19 
All RAND Mo 

D RMS PIeteo 
BRA W NM AO/lnla 

RAUN PC1LRlenv 

C N 
Craftsman 

JlWet.aflunl'11 

m Ili 

1.11 °IAN 
LP.A'CO IMIO 
LOST.° li1n 
1.NAC0001$ £2919 9 
TIl00 Olen £2119 6 

IIORNNN 236 9 4 
THORP.A0TDI_rJ £89 - 4 

P.NN EEO 1K 2 
2®o. 

start S 19 ..cw1ripel 
eb.lr. With !Ark -up Ind 

£17 01 vtA., 9819 6 
£Eß19 .ICVIUD \pent 
90 

I' 
6 4 

motor 9en6 

All other current models allah! . Poslage en all above 5/- Tatra. 

1 9 

GREENCOAT RECORD PLAYER 
pNnnlilfora1 awl 4a 

nIryuin ar`i?e 
llr 

with 

pawl 
ni°h crie 

IASKY'S PRICE 59/6 

SPEAKERS 
PAMPHONICS1 SPEAKER UNIT 

0t typoq' forwool faelue elem. 1 with i+ oh 

10x' M1in. eIllPtlnl double Dura speaker. niil handle : watt.. 
Won:1 :choc Flee la x 12 .. 111n.. 11,1,0011E medium 

LASKY'S PRICE x.19.6 Ie.lV:r.. 

COMPLETE SYSTEMS 
A L000'. ' Frivuesa Parcel Package Dad " allow 

Puixgc ikel." 1r x 1or:my q10Uon id equipment re aide re rnol/Le 
,ou rtnimmrrrlr.'R.P. Puma tan 4 armgad oo 'Priellua Axel Package Deal,. 

HI-FI FURNITURE 
Choose rum our cote:ono., mum eqniPment 
cabin. and taker 

e 

ndee Recent 
" Honsln8. Plebe, O.N.O.. 

A full rmrge le In :lock In suit ell types ob eVWP4 

rent. fuMidded etylee, elr. Complete Inelnl- 
letians can be enpplled 4 tr choke, and our 
expert elan x111 he plearnl u. astrae you. 

moan n o-Low Oev r rent cabinet In Record 
iloucpe tuhahle lm a al.l.'rmnu. of equipment Including 

Shown left-v Cleur,r. ":abbot nottolle for moot Iyi.ee 

AMPLIFIERS 
VIKING-LASKY "TRANSISTOR 50" 

wolta outwit. Pow. ,r. 
INRy 

tAm 

w for 
o 

e`or. c..1 ..me.m m 
. 

h.l r 

r v 

Inpua with 
NÌnmeal. In uc' aanlvel . cowered wukan,e hWl. elp 

approx. 
-- 's 1191. Onllml bop. 

466A1 

SPECIAL PRICE 27 Gns. 

ARMSTRONG EQUIPMENT ILIÂT<:2e1tl22. 
le 1la`5- 

15 
18 £29 

-- .... £69 16 15 II 
£81 0 

£DSO 

L3£26 
10î 
10 

025 12 
l'. M! en -rite -amp .... lo 
Stereo Multiplex Ottwmr 
Opal rmea 1310 

£1430 

JASON EQUIPMENT 
High quality home on 

r 
u nits 

for the discerning HiFi enthusiast. We 
stock the cam Pinte range 0I component 
parts. 

PM & 90 TUNERS 
rem. 
FOTO. 

IT 
veers U. 

JTL Stereo Tape Unk. 

SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS! 
PUBLIC ADDRESS AMPLIFIER 
SPEAKER CABINET 

lower ee 
owerx 

rlio n. T mellow. . amattached 
together b yr brr 

212" .22 
hler 

hrIle crocodileem md n, Ì 
pattern vmhabla material. loft -mar dr.i P'npw lnDm: 

bou 1U11n. . l iae n. high +l:in. deep a ml.el 
mu {m lar x. 

t.a:in. 
n.1 x nm. x 411. q . ëó â iólln. x'.lixHv. :: 

LASKY'S PRICE 49/6 
Ìu aMxnreDy mrrrr`Dul '/ re./xfeJ xe rrÌ(r exd al n'..A 
I.I6lpO.N..de.rur.. 

'Y 

VARIABLE CROSSOVER TH£ HARROW CP 1. Rive. .0511, 
nl Woola mA Tnr,dcr. 

LASKY'S PRICE 22/6 

LASKY'S RADIO FOR FINEST VALUE and COURTEOUS SERVICE 
WW -136 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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Equipment and Components 
AND TAPE RECORDERS 
THE FINEST RANGE OF MONO/STEREO 
MAINS AND TRANSISTORISED PORTABLES 

TAPE RECORDERS 
MAGNAVOX-COLLARO 363 

TAPE DECKS 
xt, 

Tom 
8e 

latest specs. i:1.1 i fneâ', II Fos - 
tome lueiuJe: pa digital coulter; Tae 
1'mat an remold ne+ wale fully tt 
Indention m interlocking k atop 

late 191 xuIli. plow deep cMlowtl1mit plate. 
4'm 2landf "cxma'Ive.W e.p.e. operation. New 

LASKY'S PRICE t £10.10.0 

LASKY'S PRICE m'le £13.9.6 

03AL FOR OV28aK65 COSTODIÉ 
e ourl Pocking 

4PB »a-the new Welna ,,.Ma lare 019 Deck for 110/120 v. 
60 or00e.p.e. mans now sm.., primeas ahem. Poe W any purl Mt. world361-. 

MARTIN TAPE RECORDER AMPS. 
15 

elve clitcor 
um with Cams Audio 

ult. Campreheoevel tr.lou,3nuke 11.1 amenably aesimPk m peaeihk. E 
for 

I.IO, 
Ion 

thing euPMid including valves, em. 11,ngt ilitln. output,1,1,11 ed1,I 81np.. 
For 200350 v. A.G molt.. PRIG: i wrk tlWel £111111-. k track Model pal$/1»I-. 
Pot lin. 
Portable mum.with 

9deeignolPto 
fake 

Priseref. St.. Tape Peek and the W.tln Tope 
/08.:Mug.. Filledmenker llh, Poet 5/.. 

lade 
Time 

AAmeira aire 
anrt ll Me 9óafaaeor 909 dw by a .taps atonal m Me 

mom 

SPECIAL BARGAIN SCOOP!! 
PORTABLE TAPE RECORDERS BY WORLD 

FAMOUS MAKER 

MODEL CR.1604 ó 
mahlmdltYamlmefnaw 

020 tee n- 
etd : simple Pugili b < opera... tale ,ette s: 4 Yaeklawi 

aiiml kemern with amp. Wil ,i:.l s; il^.'mke iii.wle.:or -nu 1, mixd w wake': pmvl.l.m fm tarot alerh; 
phonekrcing 1:.' bea.nhme..v1ehrmigh p'vrt: tatl"nr.rlutilirerlml. Othertentino 

s: 4 disii pmdee II e Ian calo pljust v roll M1 

phones and cerco wrke,: rnonl leveldn m11i.Ye ew ape .14a:in.- 
h ruryiM ,:'11th nniwd In two-tone belve n. 8402 

and 
i.i1e li. 14 .:in. - 

e 'teat le Bakers n I. Prieen391gva,'il 
mivropboee, Sin. tape eaJ mnNy.pad. HJIy 

LASKY'S SPECIAL PRICE 29; GNS. c.AP.15..ex.. 

HIGH QUALITY TAPE RECORDERS 
Supplied complete ...Mal microphone, nel of tape ava empty spool. alo screened lead lee 
noon.. Rol,Ale..1l23-rap allaw.tto 

írepbo.coune. Bmllault,vrmill'laye BWile Ilt01.11Wm: 
le el gip eliux. forward au0 Telephone. 

3.10300 M yllteconliog u5lgd ntur0etrae. Ree169m: 0.07. o Meetinghouse Meta. 
'"'"e'r. 2 0dmmtcr: e 1tuxlanl o m IIS 

type, 
nn .pnkm ocke,.rOre 

dlive r,w0 ,n tb nrr say I.0 boll1111 toe e. 11,203 1 Cam: Pa bbl. 
r IW JeMabaL IJ , or ,> ales. 

tr0Ì,2,1,m1 uxlveee14..111'li0. 011I,36,48,0k11: 14i 10!nwYtml\triee 
elm ror Hdd B;w 4.dln. at ar ,413.115 D:uxrm .. nUa. 

1%7 
MODEL B íBeek.alaioTrak:tn°;ecation.for 

Four 
i Mk male: w. 

T1me: e1 b e boon Yomo aua rrel of tape. 

LASKY'S PRICE 25 GNS. Cmrinm 360 nomrice 180 - extol. 

MODEL C W B2.B. Deck. me= merino. peelhraYm: Single 
spud, .61/1111%/s. Purl. rexpmr 10.000 c.µ.1. at e1 1.0 9 oí011: 

9we..'Play. trimmt apo'9 p0eiicle.A.C. N'uw mA Outlay: Lemthnn o.2in,aL Oatpat: 

LASKY'S PRICE 18 GNS. Merriam and human. 1W. extra. 

MODEL D ;g"tom m C-but0mmiumkp >i,ra timeain ed up tao06 hr.. 

LASKY'S PRICE 21 GNS. ...age and Inatome. 12/.extra 
H.P. Terms me emMble on the whore modele. 

diTAPE DECK MOTORS 
60Ì11i111kí2200WvlphVlinr01daby.M.I.HaIImJ. x am. ep,na. 

LASKY'S PRICE 15/11 Pae11/O 

HI-FI TAPE RECORDER HEADS 485 lÂ.,mp. .8108 
Cppmorlowertr9121,4:,,/:.rann- LOOKY'S PRIOR 2918 821151067X'Type f -Yuck l .. d. L8007'S PRICE 4 CD. oak. 
1Otrolt heeds limed/P.m and 0i.,..: MUMS PRICE 581E Pah. 

0Ó8101t. 
1 -York heat. 15884'8 PRIOR 5 on pair. 

I -track 6844E tEIRY81 PRICE 7 CD. pee. 
SPECIAL OFFER -1 tr..,,.;,-rconllmpmy Y.pe Raw. H1gh I0p. eis {{'e. 2. wide x yr. 406x tin. deep.. I angle8ö.6.mew. »awmtl mead. 142110'S RIDE 26i. 

LAsIø'5ADKÓ 

CONSTRUCTORS BARGAINS 
The "Sixteen" Multirange 

METER KIT 
o :M roter featured b5' Practical 0'1101x1 In 

t e uk 014114 .ley'.'. me able to offer the complete kit el 
aJby0IOR gm. 

s"°e"éoä sóHtivAvva 
- 

D.C. vo1Y: btD tbób2bbD00.120.IgODIV. 
ÚC.1814: ó2.10p0, 0"00-8-202'84... 

C. current: 0.6nµ6 N:A-0Or'yil 
0.00, 

movement: 
ant: . 0.2004.. ó50M0. 

talli`ede dd*.0,0 cement 
Inuring00 mn, With nWrcrvni shunt 

91ael lnlW: »lack µhark ease -SI x 41 x lei.. E.t.a. IT poet. n.m wench: separate elide mi. for A.C. volte -0.0. obole: orme wet lumeat mt. meter: 
le. rem. Breen. ra Two sockets for Met e. p 

Power ...realer.. One lb v. and one I..5 v, butte. Complete M. ill portsand bill coastruellon detalln 

LASKY'S PRICE £5.19.6 

H.P. 1, : Q1i- 

dapodl md monWy 
P. 
mYmevYYmaawuloi tn.wl- 
ab1 maYly, YI6 
tmdN il eti pvY ; 

t21n11ir 
bm- 

THE LATEST " KUBA" IMPORTED AM/FM 
STEREO RADIOGRAM 
CHASSIS 
knee old 

uliP.lttliiil 
coverage, plue 

wVbeeley wavechainuili 'OepA.31. le 

sued 
1. Itaca. trebte.w:lbaknn 

\ImY. Ragleiye li 
indlotiw. t'ertite rml cerld. 
The rm et prinleil .. 
cul P.M,. for multiplex. 5 -es: paean : F.eG84. ECllxnl. EL('.99, ELI.Nn, RAt'9n1 
Full mi. milts scale glee 21 x m trn.ion'I fn. Mde M the ver. 

O,,101,mapl:nl2 

yLASKY S PRICE 291GNS.a Output: a watts pm rimmel. 4 

'SPEC/AL PRIVILEGE PARCEL PACKAGE DEALS" 
1. The " IfuW' A.31.8.131.2,, Stereo Chaule M. 2 Pamphnnfe 91 Smoker System@ mid Garrard 

E. As above t `awl 5 twnr101n.AöpeP8le81.. 30d OHS. 
a.. e Mope u with two 101u. P.M. Speaker. ma alnind1,14 eleed Av1,,b,lrBrtwee 

87 012 

7 TRANSISTOR RADIO CHASSIS 
9umrhet chaule, fully built -be tam o IWt Wi manubeturer- 
n printed enroll. lips 7 Nemogrket trm.ktom Osier a001 I 

ep0em. rd aerial. 
031uull Ìng and m 

padvGwíi-90,1.031 
and Lo0.20e 

awitchd he. Reread on .831 lLuarntbnnrgi. 44.11. Wes. 
cooled did Itch, tau,/ and ymitl.0 Ion 

car am.. meeklimn eV Wt., Overallllmeiunne-Sn. 
igolutely tv,nykY except for mbnet. 

LASKY'S PRICE 69/6 
n yr. ,inroad Edict! 1'1'6.1/8 0, PP7. 313 extra. 

International 
aoneuéb utn xTtteo: úoCctrn menplol ranggeIole. predeeeete he the 
Zzueer. epermeiter ana serves roan. tin M Cab Cavell et., e.1., Ion full cat.... 

3.3.3.3.113. 

MARTIN HI-FI AUDIOKITS 
01118 .peiany developed e1:nd4 the totem t .:d,re I printed 01811. -these 

MI luny checked and leatel 41m le conk the factory, 
m1 

MITI. 6 rins Input:ielegtor Cdr 
RITE. Pmm.plItler with volume control 

L38R0'8 08111E »817/6 

RIT S. 9 e 111aer moiW png-n Naptme to leidlehlualOAaRY'S 
PRICE 61/1711 

natehliag each cemul1. Amptm.316 eueh 123859 PRICE 63/19/6 
KIT 4. Prc amplhier with toue/volume control .lazes 125X4S PRICK 13/216 
RIT 6. 10 and 0 watt Bain AmP110.8 LA88YS PRICE 65/02/9 
800 a. 1 war e0PPly Converter 0,4t IdS84'8 PRICE 6$11218 
ZIT 7. 15 er io of 115 IAMB'S PRICE £9/1216 
BIT S. Power supply for ß1t 7 1,50114'8 PRICE 68116/. 

TRANSISTORS alb ERSE» NEW ONE COeaeET860 

ÓE1 
El, UST 116. 1:0010 216; 6014.0740 3/6:0(030:OCIl, 02210, 4/8: 0041. 00/0, 0.16 
mI2 

w4 s11O/8]/ s./ó`.m1í lIt OC 8. â4ni. 
ale: -0. 0048. 07,9. OCCIS 

7/61 

TRANSFILTERS eY ROUIR cannel, co. 11..9.1111 kaon Murk 

0 

m qa. kas. T»2 476 kat.. i 1 kale. 
7/6 6 EACH 

000-008 405 kale. d 1 4 cÌ1. Ti-C-08OO 470 0,11. 424111. Post 6d. 

GORLER UT 340 FM/VHF TUNING HEART 
Pernamn0.E.1lv 

lalal ose. tell,A121 10111. ZCheo/eit Iresigmoond. 
for um vial am RCM tutee. BWit 

LASKY'S PRICE 15/11 R00 9/ -extra. Poelm.d Packlira xi-. 

LASK'/'S FOR D.I.Y. CONSTRUCTION BARGAINS 
WW -137 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

.4gt nt&s%ir 
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LASKYSADKÓ 

For the Finest Value ana 
TRANSISTOR RECEIVERS 8 
THE WIDEST RANGE AVAILABLE TODAY FOR HOME CON- 
STRUCTION OR READY BUILT TO HIGHEST STANDARDS 

We consider our Construction Parcels to be the finest value aval able on the home construction market. If on receipt you feel not competent to build the set, you may return it as received within 7 days, when the sum paid will be refunded less postage. 

TRANSISTOR PORTABLES 
THE SKYROVER AND SKYROVER DE LUXE 
OBR£RAL SPECIFICATION 
0 Lc:mentor Plu a Nate e1 Pet. ü waveband 
portable reedy, 
The NleVROVElt and eE YIIOVEC U /XXI, 
ab an 

Ma 
OHam taax u. 

Mvul-pnalerea. 
MI. 0,.. 

1 
amid 2541 

with 

etndgcer nevtn 

,d 
+r rl Tuning for :emirate RekcOIn eaL eri tuning n 

completely ak'o,1e1. x and 
The 

e 

mÌ 
x. 

Easy 

AII )IUÌ anl Tru uW tlNÌmle. Ux. 1.) 
tlean. weker. ,rialÌnaÌxc4 :A0 t. TMe 

nopl Âerial ml rcrtlte 1[m1AerO1Pu 

NEW! SKYROVER MK. III " 1e` `l' °ow 1e° wÜ° EesÌRved pWtic aÓf Ì. Volume k black and grey wlsh chrome Inm, edgewise an,/s. Controls: Waveband Selector. Volume Control llahrJoOswitch. Tuning Control. BlVlmaccabiuct, else lnxülxalln.nitllaneki trim and earryk8 handle. 

INpoiÚyr£8.19.6â/-ertn 1H1Pm0vlbiTw2ylmleo,e°ai159. Tó1Él0A;3I 

The SKYROVER De Luxe TooB alvo; ,;, waRlón w vni2° 
ra1n0 Control and Waveband Rela or tor. )v a wood enam. Mae 111411 .,In. covered whth v washable material. with plastic tam and carrying handle. Al.e ear twit, sestet feted. 

£10.19.6eaL4/- H.Y. Trans: 33/- e,pNl and TOW B.P.P. ,2%,25, n ]1 mmehly mymevU o, 1R'R. 
Rl£IS110 

I 
Dale Ira nera-LÌlalamo!« Lr4s.M] mJavl If you Pooh,!, the Mne1. tra1 I a LatVrly 

sltlumly-. 
*LONG WAVEBAND COVERAGE IS NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE SiKYROVER 
&SKY ROVER DE) LUXE 

L pmmpltrr le add tl 
lout circuit 

uit.p,, 111 i:., 
coverage 

li ge of h )ie i inn/1550U 
nod 

aloe nel:.nulc. Ail unex t vmr°°en filth turn 
gemmed, ° Duly 111 -erne Poet Pne. TR4 avanMov is sellais lor)8kymmr end £kyrom De Luxe rereivice Mnse> avMeueled. 

THE "REALISTIC" SEVEN 

Translators. dna Diode 
and 

SPAR kott,,°m. 
Rem 00,11,1., _ 

merbet. *550111Rxatt output ana. wee Ont .pecker. *.tin 
printed « compolienta 

ln 
mom. m angle 

mplete a ublr. * PWtlle' eab °oadvel n nun I,16,11e. 
one 

g x 10 x: lite. In blue grey. *gam to read 
Ji:11. 
Rre lxu .** 

%.1 sk o ,,r 1'2. 4:0=972143 battery. *Pent Jeta supplice with 

1 

haa0Tim.et. .1:,t"mlretrtUov!;le Ire .udreay 
fo £5.19. 6 jry.t 

REALISTIC SEVEN De Luxe pär, é'úúrâ lóú wó úenz NET retw of it, wa.Ramlle ,nnlrrkl, xibh ,brome tam and bouse handle. Ais lull vision 

Ihttienrcubu 

Jk. ORLY £1 ROTOR. 
3!8 :tire loll rut. available,eeMnitel,'1. Data and lnetrvcllnn sMrably 216. refund. If you purchase s panel. 

SINCLAIR SUPER MINIATURES 
We whale ua ,,i le lunge of Boot, super. hdalurev. 
THE MICRO -8 MIMI . mono °My 4),} x O £2 30 0 
THE NE e translator pnetmt 

O. tk £2 9 0 
THE MICRO -FM 0u8.4*,,,,uea £819 0 
THE X-20 W watt P.W.H. amplifier £T 19 9 

Available real,. ó1H1. leafed and guaranteed £9 19 9 THE X-10 amplifier and pnanp £S 10 0 
Available ready MOIL tested alun guaranteed >M 19 0 

EXPORT MODEL TRANSISTORISED POCKET SIZE 
TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER ("WALKIE TALKIE") 
Model 0000 Transceiver-fully colt-eo0Wv01 In our unit. relenting from single PPO typo .tteore 
In open country.t 

anti 
Mack plue'tla oobicet 

ever 
°e--..11sa0001 x 1161.re 

area 1 j041,. Plasm ell. 
BUtt-In 

mike/speaker. Itrand new and fully cremate.. 
m e 

LASKY'S PRICE £7.19.6 prt mm. rent ,anywbm 111.ask,. 

MINIATURE EARPIECES 
Poe Transistor Radios. OSO C retal high Imp. tin-. BRA Paulette kw Imp. 5'O Poet l.... 

THE HARROW POWER PACK 
00000yettatgotm too eatable ludloe. ate. Conn', yon Botter, IOtt,, to A.C, malns.Rnlra 

eLu :er'x."Ini a>;eó nannlé''s LASKY S PRICE 2916 âî-. 

-1111.;aln..., 

READY BUILT BARGAINS 
SCOOP ! FAMOUS BRITISH MAKE TRANSISTOR 
CAR RADIO 
Uen ü hleh 
IWI 1Mima 

9w241 wn nTmd «Tun' n v 

waveband. /Ugh eared editable' 
1n 

.no 

nnnC 

eehLprivateeMcLi IIIrinateWx vIahmln panel will 
Ilt all eterlvm cute.: unir aln. front t` 

4 m 
1 liar, Fund !ms u on elle elnh indentsindents`mu le w,... '- x:n. e nket aai bMlr Oelm J full ÓMkB m4.:IPrmliny 61.M1natÌom. Braud ne.. ,reed meet fully guaranteed. k4kerVsLa Prla wsa £14 18.8. 

LASKY'S PRICE £9.19.6 Let d/ - 

TRANSISTOR POCKET RADIOS 
LA1111mppluvae'nteN"naiy' 

Lou=e.n:POtT PAH& 
tte' 000 can- m sac 

BOY'S 2 TRANSISTOR 
ryeC+ker 

rl 
for 

D'ult a :âRvv. "m:etenH" 

e 
u,a.Tr 

n 

°al"" LASKY'S PRICE 35J- 
6TRANSISTOR MODEL 

Pally bull, in an. ne ea.,ln.x 311.2 bleb, w.lth`lira. 
9." LASKY'S PRICE 5916 ;pelts`. e n le PC3 Mutreg. Tunable peer 

fall medlar waveband. 

32211 
k 

Lonvgvv 
am 

Nue5rtvx 
ay.1ASKY'S PRICE 89/6 

THE "TRANSWAVE" DELUXE 8 TRANSISTOR TWO WAVE- 
BAND RADIO 

nkmMrfertlk°nnÂd 112,ír`haire"tele.x.p'iv aululn.Ilu Ill éjinker°iblx11c .tb bluet with tot m v M1I 607xplin. metal 
barbets. 

C 
hn beetles`ex. LASKY'S PRICE 951- ,a. eu. .,.ratier xtr.1P. 

1 fuel .: erl -1 

2 WONDERFUL SETS FROM THE U.S.S.R. 
THE "SELGA" 7TRANOIOTOR 

Illah avM iMtY «Arndt ei` 
x 

t reception 
over full Medium waveband navebl au1 powerful 
l'.)I. Somber. Bees PPS typo battery. tre, anJ 
va nlnl' cnG sire 

W 
!rocket for r eWIvlete vtn Ì i°a whore, etnp. rerelree aml D,tt . 

LASKY'S PRICE £5.9.6 rp,te,0 

THE " SOKOL" 7 TR RADTOR 
TWO 

Ou Ieesmveane Me full B.elinm and bony avrba°la wdrh eael' i.e recharge- 
able battery 

quality 
ean I i«hane.l Mint any 11ITdü r. Ash maim reapply operates 1I9gpedgWtteg kr. Ivory end dwknóAeahket0x91xÌ,lv. eorket 

toe enemal retrial.Complete eiinreai Lather eas. reehmaeab4 battery and Chanta dry balleg and arrve. 
LASKY'S PRICE £6.9.6 "t. 

SPECIAL PURCHASE OFFER- 
FAMOUS MAKERS SURPLUS 

PORTABLE TRANSISTOR RECEIVERS 

urlau 
superber 0,banl 

ble r. the full Medium 
and ehort 

Covers 
01.011.. and alt. 

adJ 

Ot v 75%*ll 
eignMa 

. 

»1..7'u -1'M hatter, Ii,,Rat2a8001 Vtekm. 
W3IWoutput. iMesapk uerW a. 

ing 
l.MMhandle. w'v 

Milli end Gekry 14,100. 

LASKY'S PRICE £10.19.6 
170 batter. 3:4 extra. Pat 6/.. 

BABY ALARM/INTERCOM 
Fully tan,, tI mlvkture 

Cores 
that bee all 

,acres v, vela n to Battery 
umplkn dar xceplohttl0Ymlow' and make IN, 

em particularly eatable Vor use neu Baby Alarm. eye, 
a aminter: SemWtltyt mw may 

06 dB. Power: our 9 v. PP, or e1uly. (septa. Me 

Ioaeti eahlvel:arf wes ät .t in ivory .nd 
The ewer 

°;`r.;".. LASKY'S PRICE 59/6 
LASKY'S FOR SPEEDY MAIL ORDER SERVICE 

WW-I38 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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Service in Great Britain 
CONSTRUCTORS BARGAINS 

HUGE STOCKS OF COMPONENTS, TEST GEAR, ETC. 
SPEEDY MAIL ORDER SERVICE 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
TEST METER ADAPTOR 
TINe PE :'0 -this lea fully lrunbbulemi device which enables 

9 60 mlemmOP D.C. Buhl.. to be uval in Place of a valse 

hn eter. On the I v, muge an W...m of I megohm la °Rend 
i Ors. on the 1.1200 v. rame to 100 roes... 7 m.o. 

1 m 1.000.000 Deeaned for hemedlote coanebticn m Avc 0 and 
shriller aire 11 nil óvlte ,1. 

New 
(or mew other no c .. M. x6, 01A and boxed.' LIN price 7 Ou. 

LASKY'S PRICE 39/6 '' 'a+tmde7/Se=ln 

READY BUILT TEST METERS 
All brand new-,omplete wade Dot bad. and bell.. 

HAEEI'011.11111 o.p.Y. LA6Kb'9 ICK £6 18 
TR_ri l,un0 U.I \' LASKI'A PRICE01 19 
TRE-HSCIRR.E0.1 VI'y 

LLAARRRY'S PRICE 05 6 
LAGErT PRICE £812 

ea LOnO O.P y 
RIO 10 MTS3 1"0 p Su.000 0.P T LA0E PRICE 

mmLin'elwkrangerge 
AM of Am and Taylor Met. and Test Pqulp. 

JASON TEST EQUIPMENT 
AG 10 Audio ee°erater Can be bulli cemplem 1m 

00 10 Scope eac15dluii tube 

W 11 Woblndalor Can be barili complete to 
Pù110 Tale voltmeter. Can be hnlit complete for 

£1618 0 Poet 4l. extra. 
£1718 6 Pot D. extra. 
11418 0 Pool 41 -extra 
D88 0 0 Pat 40 extra 

NOMBREX TEST EQUIPMENT 
MODEL 

T GENERAORR(iNustrat041 
D SIGNAL 

Wide ran e-160 611a l0 1 .Aille. Accuracy belie. 
hhann816 6Ob.L oBbnllon0 AP, and MOD. Ba 

with Mal lea aced aft L .voJ xamrrulY mxJe. mP lv 

LASKY'S PRICE 59.16.9 Pet Pne. 
MODEL 

10116 HOPEI..1 RA11..EBAT. 

MODEL 63. W. rave A111310 GENERATOR 
16-100 Roll. £1811510. 
MO t DEL 68, WW tome INDUCTANCE BRIDGE. 

POWER( SUPPLY UNIT 
£1 e. eaurea V. 81050. 

11.1116 v.DO.up w 0-1 amp.720/230 v. A.G. meloe. £6.10.0 

MODEL 62 RESISTANCE CAPACITY BRIDGE 18.6.0 

INTERNATIONAL TAPE 
Pens OoelnllO al record law prima. 

Merge tape. I3on. 
ib. Meanie tapn'A0°lL ... 

mn Beanie Jape. 311014. 

31111. Triple 
Jape. 

10110 m5r 
61o. Triple Play. OU0 ynr lnr 
lo. Double 1,200ií, dur beat 

6111. play, t90Ft. Ace 
P.V.C.bar 'd100O DLEWE. but 

blo. play,. LIN01, DM"' y. tt. BYEar bus 
Eiiv. x an Play.) b 

MIND.y. 

P.V.R,bee 
ue 

Elio. Triple yard .1 Msllr1.0e. 
lien. N ,erg 0119. l oui n. II tar Imr 151- 
íN. and.M play. 1.30011. A a lue 100 

9ín lova T. Ì.BOMtEL;00. lameb°°° 
19/0 

7m. Double play. 1.4001í. M.I.cr hue 
)Si- 

7111. Lou piny. L00111. Pump lue 151- 

w, RI. 
n. 

IIII,ple ppre a 404 Who' dearer 
Poet free. 

6818 

TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER 
PRwerelly annonM. the MenuJna ROIL Fully tramebtorkM. 
Plek.up motion Dud N Name. Italtery-,PE,.l d. Phial 
with colon wain. and rel. a.:ntml. Pire 4; a3 1110. Cam. 

LAsKYs' pAD1° 
COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS 

MODEL KT 320 KIT 
SupplledCoven 

range Iman 
mNM bl Ife/eel 

S 30 31. II. Bond b Pmvlded with a salle for direct 
reading and era aced be Taud spread. 5 
valve. Po1011e: A.N.4. A.\'.C. and H.V.r. 
QW 

llvelwl.Pe=vemure idI Zitbifr 
mdaelMivlly lall00111andl.P.e 

Emalid pre allanedl. 2 Acrid Docket. -Lan 

pusit'an Dr tue .111. a transmitter 6 meter 
fitted. 7.00.230 E. Mce1 1°1. 

e ekle 1111115. 61r 13 + a ISM. TIN 10 x Do. All an parts new d lolly guaranteed. 

LASKY'S PRICE 25 GNS. ÉR Alan avallIRe reedy built and 11.110 28 acv 
HP. Jvm. Ave14Me. 

NEW MODEL SR 150 
a 

190.Ó M[le In 
so lobed 

Mei.sl b'. n11d 1 Ln 

°nd internal 
re;wa m 'g.,l 

oladeWB.Y.U.a. xh 
art 

1óÓw.wRee.S.a' w mmaaaï.:i 
JW wlió IaNnareNe?}'m ÄOf150 v. Ad:. r plan re iller. NMI. with Internal 
speaker Rwket nul 

apeake.b nwlab'net glee 131 a aIo a 31M. 

LASKY'S PRICE 20 GNS. 

MODEL HE80 
le'vnlce super serultfre eomemlmtten 
.macho. Frey... 1101010 Eele,0 Me;e 
pad IH dia Meta. U ceIvmdan11 

mal, ..tana tingle 
A.P. elaae, two t1. P.lelyea on Yl °{ber 
bands. B.Y.O. and Q.mulllpller ehoulY 
Improved A.N.L. and vol.«. M Nabd 

/amateur Mu.. edge 111.1 a. d 
spread 

ad 
with clogging male. AB controls fltlM. 
Outputs lm syntm mad shapes. calve 

case 
11M x:»Úí130 e. A.C. males. 

Ss 011E6. 
xBrand new h lull lust...manual. 

SteelCURL RIA.1 and OAR tl 
R.P.Terent£12119,dep.andllmo°thyw- 

LASKY'S PRICE 59 GNS. 
$4,18 -...:22,114,11 

APeot'°'mg PB .£EE/17,- 

STILL A FEW AVAILABLE FULLY BUILT 
MODEL 0E30. LASKY'S PRICE 83 GIN. MODEL HBO. LASKY'S PRICE 181 Om. 

WE .1.211.1. ACCEPT YOUR OLD SET IN PART EXCIIANGE 

CRYSTAL PICK-UP CARTRIDGES 
LOWEST PRICES EVER 1 

All emulate wills Mli L.P. and Manama. lolly eeatavbed. 
Sbed.14 Puree w01 Et map P.O. Amu and Hea4. Awl 1I - 

Tard rc1 1718 
Carrara 

LEO 
16' 

Ane MP.0711 
1918 

STEREO A:x.Wren 7911 with a mPphlrm 
1 

Ma .9/Y, with Jlamand LPIMenamad oDld4e 

1t erde 
Stereo 

O.V. Turnover with R..b.s 211 

N pi a éi . Tomm103iam I. with diamond 

Toll'eavt a 01 Ooer. 

and 
ml4ÌestW °Mho ertrNget Rooked. 

AND EVEN LOWER PRICES 

SIT 0001171 
Some 
ore of the. Mudge me uhemer tban4N 1 

.., a 7 eppb1IEK stereo 15:- 
Cella SCI 

0m 01reo 
LP, stereo1P.'E 

P5solo a 2TA acre 
18110 

Pmt+m II eaten exch. 
16'- 

7/E 
151- 

1718 
151- 

306551 

22/8 

1318 

plee Ills PI'O5.1101. 
LASKY'S PRICE 69/62' 

U.H.F. TUNERS 
110ì1M evo , only. Complete with 

POSO Ima P.C.36 valves. Folly variable 

tuning mplRitcr. 110. BdtKW mane. 

Iatture. Nor and unused. 6Im JIM. 

31111. x 13111 We regret no elmult or data 
uNL,le. Knobs Meluded. 

LASKY'S PRICE 5916 â2! 

EXPORT MODEL -TV OFFER 
LIMITED QUANTITY ONLY 

6231me T.c. Ousel. (Export Bode». For 200.260 v. A.C.I 
D.C. maim. Fit. wall Bands 1.111 turn! tuner. Fully 

M with 13 ran of cells to all CCIR channels In Were 1 
smarm. Elecl 

3Iade 
lm.m R fommIrtmpnell 

manufacturer. 
Â 

ftake 171u.. 101n. Slip or ZED CRT. N ,.I cone 
tlM. RuppBed new wl named wi W all valve. lime CRT 

member aM ebinelb Circuit data Included. 

LASKY'S PRICE £14.19 6 fa,t0MTtmeb T. ó^i101. 

TAPE POSITION INDICATOR 
Omni IT lare ue.l 69 matin. M'IW reset 1nr.h 
1 DIGIT 7/6.0 DIGIT IO/6.10111141. o11 exec. 

207 EDGWARE ROAD, W.2. 42 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.I. 
TOE.: PADdington 3271. Open all day Saturday. Close 1 p.m. Thursday. Tel.: LANgham 2573. Open all day Thursday. Close I p.m. Saturday. 

33 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.1. (aÉT etTD. 15213 FLEET STREET, E.C.4. 
Tel.: MUSeum 2605. Open all day Saturday. Close I p.m. Thursday. TA/ FLEet St. 2833. Open all day Thursday. Close I p.m. Saturday. 

ALL MAIL ORDERS AND CORRESPONDENCE TO OUR HEAD OFFICE. -3-13 CAVELL ST., TOWER HAMLETS, LONDON, E.1. Tel:STE 4821/2 

LASKY'S FOR ALL TEST GEAR & TECHNICAL ADVICE ,I 

WW -I39 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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SAVE MONEY BUILDING 
ANY HEATHKIT MODEL 

DAY STROM J/ THE QUALITY KIT -SETS 

ANYONE CAN BUILD 

-nl 111111111 n 
.. 1. 111, d,1111.1 .v1.,i i,i 1111111111111111111111111m1m1111191111m6 

MODERNISE YOUR SERVICE DEPT. OR WORKSHOP WITH THESE INSTRUMENTS 

Sin. Flat -face GENERAL PURPOSE 
OSCILLOSCOPE Model I0 -12U 

M outstanding aaeilloseope 
sensitivity 

Bandwidth 3lc -4S M Mc/s. 
per 

Frequency y compensated 
input 
5 sat 

es t 
or ex. XIS. 

X. 1 O. T/B.c/s.-500 1O 
in 

kc/s. 

frequencies in T/B. range. T/B.outputea pprooz 
10 v. peak to peak. Built-in IV calibrator. Facility 
for "Z" a modulation. Electronically stabilised 
power . Power req. 200-250 v. A.C. 40-60 c/s. 
po re Fused. Front panel silver and charcoal 
grey. Cabinet. charcoal grey. size 81 r 14 :c 17w. 

deep. Net weight 23íb. 56 -page construction and operation manual. 
Kit £35.17.6 Assembled £45.15.0 

Transistorised 
REGULATED POWER SUPPLY 

Model IP -200 
Tremendous value) 0.5.50 volts D.C. 
output at up to 1.5 A. Voltage or current 
monitored on easy -to -read meter. Ad. 
justable current limiter. 
Relay protected against overload. Less than 150 micro- 
volts ripple. Regulation less than IS millivolts. Output 
impedance less than 0.1 ohm. Compact 9iin. r. Olin. x 
Ilin. Weight 1116. net. Full details on request. 

£35.8.0 Assembled £47.8.0 

HARMONIC DISTORTION 
METER Model IM -12U 

Will give fut, accurate noise and distortion 
en 

lines. speakerrement 

in 
s. 

est. 
Measurementsna- 

read directly on large m High input 
impedance, precision components and Wien 
ridge circuit design assure excellent sensitivity 

and high accuracy in all applications. Freq.: 20 cycles to 20,000 cycles. Distortion: 
1.3, 10.30, 100"% fs.d. Voltmeter: 0. I.3, 10, 30 volts f.s.d. Input tes .1a rue 300k13 
Dimensions 13ín. x Olin. ii lin. deep. Weight Illb. 

Kit £24.15.0 Assembled C34.0.0 

Inge and current torts. 
deep r l0fin. wide. 

Kit 

TRANSISTOR TESTER 
Model IM -30U 

Unmatched for quality and performance u the vri<q. 
Provides a complete d.c. analysis of PNP and NPN 

and diodes. D.C. gain (Beta. Alpha) 
is ßnä direct on calibrated scales. Four lever 
switches facilitate fast, easy, test selection. 
Internal batteries for tests up to 9 v. Provision 
for connection to eat. power supply for higher 

Modern functional styling. Size Shin. high X ID1ie. 

C24.18.0 Assembled C35.10.0 

..., _. .,..1.11,11111,1111111111111.111,1111,1111112 

OUTSTANDING EQUIPMENT FOR THE DISCERNING HI-FI ENTHUSIAST 
...,1,1 III.11.111111111111111111111111111111111111111pIIIIIIIIIIIII111111111111111111111111n11111111111111111'c 

Cos ors or legs available as 
optional extras. 

" STARMAKER 33" 
TRANSISTOR PA!GUITAR 
AMPLIFIER Model PA -2 

This is a high performance amplifier whose 
size and weight allows easy transportation. 
Ideal for vocal and instrumental groups, P.A., 
electronic organs, guitars, etc. 
Features include, 20w. amplifier (33 
I.H.F.M.), two heavy duty speakers, 4 inputs on 
two channels, variable tremolo, modern elegant 
cabinet. Size: 18in. h. u 29in. w. 10in. deep. 
Wt. 51 Ib. 

Kit 044.19.0 Assembled £59.10.0 

New! BERKELEY Slim-Ilne 
SPEAKER SYSTEM 

A new concept in Heathkic loudspeaker design. The 
cabins shell is assembled and finished in superb Queens- 
land walnut veneer. Two specially designed speakers, 
a 12in. bass unit and 4in. mid/high frequency unit and en 
L.C. cross -over network provide the smooth 30.17,000 c/s. 

blend 
hresponse. 

both 5e.traditionalItprofessional 
cabinet styling will 

contemporary decors. 
15 ohm 

with 
impedance. Size 26-x ITx71' deep. 

Kit 018.10.0 Assembled £23.0.0 

MODELS FOR THE MUSIC LOVER AND FOR FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT 
â1111111111111111111111'v,.1..... -. 

A WELL DESIGNED 
F.M. TUNER Model FM -4U 

Tuning tango 88-108 Mc/s. Flywheel tuning. 
Attractive Plastic Front Panel in two-tone grey 
wish golden trim surround and motif. Thermo- 
metertype visual tuning indicator. Pre - 
aligned. I.F. transformers. Three I.F. stages. 
Wide -band low distortion Ratio Detector. R.F. Unir, wired, tested and pre - 
aligned. Printed circuits far I.F. amplifiers and ratio detector. Built-in power 
supply. Output socket for stereophonic adaptor (for stereo transmission when 
available). 
TUNER UNIT Model FMT-4U wiry 10.7 Mrs's. I.F. output. £2115/- (inc. ET.). 
I.F. AMPLIFIER and power supply Model FMA4U complete with me 
and valves, 0131131, Sold separately. 

Kit Total £16.8.0 
Assembly can be arranged on your behalf. 

.I.:11J111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ci 

"OXFORD" LUXURY 
TRANSISTOR PORTABLE 

Model UXR-2 
This superb transistor radio is the ideal domestic 
or personal portable Medium and Long Wave 
receiver. Solid leather case and handle. Easy -to - 
read 

vtuning 
scale. Extra large loudspeaker. 

Push button L, MW and cone. IO semi -conductors 
(7 transistors us 3 

recorder, 
diodes). Sockets for 

Internal 9 - 
volt battery (not supplied), lasts for months. 
Latest printed circuit techniques. - 

Comprehensivo easy -to -fellow, fully illustrated Instruction Manual. 

Kit £14.18.0 incl. P. Tax. 
Assembly can be arranged on your behalf. 

7-.._.-,.._.-_,._,.---r_DAYSTROM LTD.-----.-..-.._......---..---...." 
s 

S FREE BROCHURE AVAILABLE ON THE BRITISH INSTRUMENT RANGE OF MODELS 1 

ALSO AMATEUR" RADIO BROCHURE COVERING BRITISH & AMERICAN MODELS i 
p._.._.._.._.._,.............-...-......... w 4. 

WW -140 FOR FURTFIER DETAILS. 

DEPT. W.W.3, GLOUCESTER, ENGLAND 
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So easy (o build So easy to 
DAYSTROM J 

TRANSISTOR MIXER 
Model TM -1 

"A must for the tape enthusiast" 

Four channels with individual, continuously variable controls, plus amaster 
volume co rol allows model to be used for recording from a wide variety of 
sources, e.g. dynamic and crystal microphone, radio tuners, record players, etc. 

* 7 transistor circuit and internal 9 v. battery (not supplied) allows unit to be used " in the field " as well as in the home, studio, etc. * Printed circuit board ensures consistent performance, easiest pos- 
sible construction. * Professional, modern, compact, low silhouette styling. * Beautiful walnut veneered, fully finished cabinet. * Attractive anodised aluminium front panel. * Sise: II}}in.x7#111.x]}in. high. 

KIT LI 1.16.6 Incl. cabinet Assembled El 6.17.6 incl. cabinet 

Full specification leaflet sent on request. 

The Outstanding 
20+20 WATT TRANSISTOR 

STEREO AMPLIFIER 
Model AA -22U 

This " International Class" amplifier offers you a 
realism and beauty of music never before obtainable 
at such a competitive price. 

* Professional, elegant, compact, slim -line styling. * The beat of American transistor techniques in a British amplifier. * Beautiful walnut veneered, fully finished cabinet available as an 
optional extra. * 5 stereo inputs (five on each channel) accommodate pick-up, radio 
tuner, tape and two other sources. * 20 transistor 10 diode circuit. * Dimensions: 15stsin. wide 3'in. high x Olin. deep. 

Kit E39. 10.0 less cabinet 

Walnut cabinet for free standing use L2.5.! extra. 
WIIIVIII II1111111111II111111II I0111111aIIIIt1111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIII11n1111111111 1111111111111111111111111III i,.d.,111111111111:111111111111111111111111.,11 Iiii11111 .. !.,. 

COMPARE ANY HEATHKIT MODEL FOR PRICE, PERFORMANCE, QUALITY 
n111n1111m1:111:::n:::lu::n::n::In1:11:11:111111:mn11II:Inlmintlneln:::111a1a::11:11an:m1111:n:ca:ulnl::1n:11:1m1:11:11.::, n. .. 

31-3W HI-FI STEREO AMPLIFIER 
KIT Model S -33H An inexpensive 

stereo -mono ampli- 
fier wish the high sensitivity necessary for 
light eieh[miniature ceramic pick-ups 

(e.g.. D D ram). De luxe version of the S-33 with 
attractive two-tone grey Perspex panel. 
Kit £15.17.6 Assembled £21.7.6 
S W HI -F1 MONO AMPLIFIER 

-5 
A low-priced general purpose 
Hi -Fidelity amplifier based 
the popular S-33 for those 
who do not require a stereo- 

phonic system. Separate bass and treble controls. 
G and Radio inputs Suitable for most crystal 
pick-ups. A printed circuit simplifies construction. 
Kit £10.19.6 Assombled £15.10.0 

HI-FI MONO POWER AMPLIFIER 
KIT Model MA -12 

A compact Hi -Fidelity power 
amplifier (including auxiliary 
power Supp Y. 
output. (z 

nwar 

es 

d low distortio 
geWide frequency 

variable sensitivity 
fitted enabling it to ber used 
with an existing amplifier in a 

stereophonic system. Other applications include 
sound reinforcement systems. transmitter modu- 
lators, for use with tape recorders, also as a 
general purpose laboratory amplifier. 
Kit £11.18.0 Assembled £15,18.0 
STEREO CONTROL UNIT KIT 

Model USC -I 
Incorporates all worthwhile 
features for Hi -Fidelity stereo 
and mono. Push-button selec- 

urately matched ganged tirol to on, 
dB.ccNegative feedback rumble and cvariable 

low-pass filters. Printed circuit boards. Accepts 
inputs from most ape -heads and any stereo or 

no pick-up. 
Kit £19.10.0 Assembled £26.10,0 

HEATHKIT-THOMAS (Transistor- 
ized) ELECTRONIC ORGAN KIT 
(with Colour Glow) Model GD -325E 
Can be built with no knowledge of electronics. 
Kit £205.0.0 Bench £14.10.0 

(Price includes carriage and duty) 

i 
F 

HI-FI EQUIPMENT CABINETS 
A range of equipment cabinets is now 

a 

vail- 
ble. Designed for maximum operatingcon- 
nien for where room space is an 

over-riding consideration, this range includes 
nos he 

e 

while 
te 

Icrsrf, 
i h cc ewnor nrequirements.eled 

cabinets 

"MALVERN "(lllusnated) Kit. £10.1.5(inc. P.T.) 
Assembled (leh in she white) 

"GLOUCESTER" for Tape Deck and Record Player. 
Kit £18.10.0 (inc. P.T.). Assembled ä3.11.0 

"CHEPSTOW " for Record Player or Tape Deck. 
Kit £11.12.6 (inc. P.T.) Assembled £16.17.6 

L 

How to install Hi -Fl in YOUR home 
If you are planning to install a Hi-Fi system in your home, 
and are uncertain of the type of equipment to use, our 
widely experienced technical staff will wish pleasure put 
forward recommendations. All you have to do is sate 
the type of installation contemplated, the price you are 
prepared to pay and give details of existing equipment you 
wish to include, if possible. 

HI-FI STEREO AMPLIFIER 
KIT Model S-99 

18 w. output (9 per channel with 02 per6 
cent. distortiont 9 w. per channel). 
It has gangedt s. Stereo/Mono 

. 
gram, radio and apere recorder inputs and push-button selec- 

Ulera-linear push-pull output. P.C. boards. Attractive 
Perspex front panel with golden surround and grey metal 
cabinet 
Kit £28.9.6 Assembled £38.9.6 

INTERNATIONAL MAIL ORDER SCHEME 
Covering the American Heathkit range 

of 250 models 

Direct from U.S.A. to your U.K. address. Illus- 
trated American catalogue and full details can be 
obained from us for If- post paid. 

0 Terms available on orders above 010 

MONO CONTROL UNIT KIT 
Model UMC-I week,. 

Ideal 
r similarfila 

u e 

itr 
MOaI. 

amplifier. w Out- 
eesyg 

l+ put 0.25 v. Send for fell 
details. 
Kit £8.12.6 Assembled £13.12.6 

HI-FI SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT 
Model SSU-1 

Ducted -porc base reflex cabi- 
net -n the white." Fre- 
quency response is 40.16,000 
eft. Power rating 10 watts. 
Matched speaker units lin. 
high flux (12,000 lines) with 
hyperbolic cone and 4in. 
wide 

hi 
anglen ispersion type 
g frequencies. 

Kit (with legs) £12.12.0 (less legs) £11.17.6 
(inc. P.T.) 

"COTSWOLD" SPEAKER 
SYSTEM KIT 

This acoustically designed en- 
clos es 26 R 23 x 

en- 
closure 

and 
measures 

a special 
12,n. base speaker with Zia. 
speech coil, elliptical middle 
speaker together with a pros- 

' cover the full fre- 
quency range of 30-20,000 c(s. its p lar-distribution 
makes it ideal for really Hi-Fi Sea eo. Delivered 
complete with speakers, 

v 
s -e unit, level 

control, grille cloth, etc. Left i the white for 
finish to personal taste, all parts re pre-cut and drilled for ease of assembly. 
Kit £25.12.0 Assembled £33.17.0 

DAYSTROM LTD. 

"COTSWOLD M.F,S." 
SPEAKER SYSTEM 

KIT 
This model, based on the standard 
Cotswold. measures only 36.n. 
high, 161in. wide by 1n. deep 
Particularly recommended to those- 
who require the best results 1n 
small ate rooms. 
Kit £25.12.0 Assembled £33.17.3 

DEPT. W.W.3, GLOUCESTER, ENGLAND 
Member of the Schlumbdrger Group including the Heath Company. 

MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORLD'S LARGEST -SELLING ELECTRONIC KIT -SETS 

WW -141 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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WIRELESS WORLD 

NEW ! LOW-COST 
* Vertical amplifier 2 c/s to 3 Mc/s. 

*Modern professional styling. 

*Vertical sensitivity 100 mV/cm. 

*Compact site Sin. x 7iln. x l tin. 

a 

MULTIMETER KIT Model MM -IU 
Provides wide voltage. current, resistance 
and dB rangs to cover hundreds f g applications. Sensitivityo 23,000 hmslvolt 
D.C. and 5,000 ohms volt A.C. Ranges: 
0-1.5 v' to 1.500 v. A.C. and D.C.; 
0.150pA an 15 A. D.C. Measures resis- 
tance from 0.112 to 20Mí3. 41in. 50,,A 

A polarity 
a s 
ing ch 

elim'transferringrt t leads when 
alternatively measuring 4- and - voltages 

Kit [12.18.0 Assembled LIE.11.6 

OSCILLOSCOPE TRACE DOUBLER 

3-1 KIT Model S -3U 
This device ill end he use 

y. 

e 59 of your 
xtesingle-beam 

oscilloscope 
and, at a nominal cost, will give you 

, O' ' l the advantages of a double (Sr 
tether multiple) beam 'scope. 

Kit £12.18.0 Assembled [18.10.0 

R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR KIT 
Model RF -IU 

Provides extended frequency cover- 

age on six bands from 100 kc/s. to 

100 Muls on fundamentals and up to 
200 Mc/s on calibrated harmonics. 

Kit [13.8.0 Assembled [19.18.0 

DECADE RESISTANCE BOX KIT 
Model DR -IU. Range I.99,999Ú in Ii)steps. Ceramic 
switches throughout. Current rating from 500 mA. 
to 5 nat., according ro decades in circuit. Polished 
wooden cabinet supplied complete. 
Kit [10.8.0 Assembled [14.8.0 

RESISTANCE -CAPACITANCE 
BRIDGE KIT Model C -3U 

diMeasures capacitance 10pF. to 
1,0004. Power -factor and resistance 
I00Ú to 5M ohms. Test voltages 
5-450 v. Safety switch provided. 

Kit [10.10.0 Assembled [16 

AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR KIT 
Model AG -9U 

10 vie. co 100 kc/s., switch selected. 
Distortion let than 0.1%..1IO v 

utput metered in 
cults ndvdBlo. 

Kit [22.10.0 Assembled 00.10.0 

Prices quoted are Mail Order Prices. 

ii 
[ 

a 
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excellent 

3in. OSCILLOSCOPE Model OS -2 
*Light weight-under IOIb. 

*Time base ronge 20 als to 200 kc/s. 

*Horizontal input 100 mV/cm. 

*Mumetal c.r.t. screen. 

't 

This comps t oscilloscope offers excellent 
performance. is professional in appearance 
and is an ins[ amens you will be proud to own. 
Apart from its uses by radio/TV 
engineers, o it is ideal for construction. 
study and use by workshop apprentices and 
by students in schools, technical colleges and 
univ 
Kit O.2.18.0 Assembled [30.8.0 

F -4 
A.M./F.M. TUNER KIT 

Tuning range 138-108 Mc/s. (FM) 
16-50, 200-550, 900-2,000 m. 
Flywheel tuning. Attractive 
Perspex front panel ' 

grey h golden trim. Thermometer type 
tuning indicator, pre -aligned I.F. transformers. 
Switched wide and narrow A.M. bandwidths. 
TUNING HEART Model AFM.TI U/13/O Ont. 
P.T.) I.F. AMPLIFIER and Power Unit Model 
AFM.AI. Complete with meal abinot and valves 
032/11/6. Sold separately. 

Kit Total £27.5.0 

DUAL -WAVE TRANSISTOR PORT- 
ABLE RADIO KIT Model UXR-I 

Presented in elegant real hide 
case with tasteful gold relief. 
Can be assembled in 4 to 6 

hours and you have a set In the 
p night of transistor portables. 

Pre -aligned I.F. transformers, 
printed circuit and e 7in. x 4in. 
high flux speaker. 
Covers bosh Long and Medium waves. Dimensions 
91in.X71in. 

Kit [12.11.0 (Inc. P.T.) 

SI NE/SQUARE 
GENERATOR 
Model 1G -82U 

Covers 20 es. -1 Mc/s. in 
5 bands. Simultaneous 
Sine and Square Wave outputs. Less than 0.154 
rise time and on Square Wave. Less than 
0.5% distortion on Sinewave. Up to 10 vola 

ouput.This h ismuvely 
styled generator 

stgned operating convenience. 
Sine Sine 13in. x 7in. deep. 

Kit [24.10.0 Assembled [36/10/0 

ELECTRONIC WORKSHOP KIT 
EW-I 

20 exciting experiment can be made with this one kit. 
Kit £7.13.6 (incl. P.T.) 

Defferred Terms available on all orders above LIS. 

4 
4}in. VALVE VOLTMETER KIT 

Model V -7A 
The world's most popular valve volt- 
meter printed circuit and I per cent. 
precision resistors 
laboratory performance. It It ht 7 voltage 
ranges measuringing respectively D.C. volts 
to 1,500 and A.C. to 1,500 r.m.s. and 
4,000 peak to peak. Resistance measure- 
ments from 0.1 ohm to 1,000 

resistance with internal battery. D.C. input res, tance is II 

oral en 
Comple e8 with test prod, 

has 
leadss<e 

drstand_ 

di ing battery. Power requirements. 200-250 v. 
40-60 cis. A.C. 10 watts. 
H.V. and R.F. Probes available at optional extras. 
Kit [13.18.6 Assembled [19.18.6 

6in. VALVE VOLTMETER 
Model IM -13U 

Modern styling. Many extra 
features. Unique gimbal bracket 
allows bench. shelf or wall mounting. - 
Measures A.C. and D.C. volts 0-1.5, 

5, 15, 50, 150. 500, 1,500. Resistance 
0.1 to 1,000MÚ. Size Sin. x121.1in. 
X4/in. Complete with tot prod 
and leads. 

Kit [18.18.0 Assembled [26.18.0 

DECADE CAPACITOR KIT 
Model DC -I 

Capacity values IOOpuF to 0.111µF in IOOpvF. steps. 

ceramice 
sreswitches 

ensures shigh accuracy.minimum 

and lass 

Kit [7.5.0 
water 

Assembled [10.8.0 

TELEVISION ALIGNMENT 
GENERATOR KIT 

Model HFW-I 
Offers the maximum in performance, flexibility and 

utility at the lowest possible cost. Several outstanding 
features have been incorporated in this model which 
are unusual in in this price range. Ere. 

geencycoverage 3.6 Mc/s.sto 220 Mc/s. on fundamen- 
tals. Unique non -mechanical sweep oscillator system. 
High level output on all ranges. Sweep deviations up 
0 42 Mc/s. Built-in Fixed and variable marker 
generator (5 Mc/s. crystal supplied). 
Kit [37.18.0 Assembled [47.10.0 

CAPACITANCE METER KIT 
Model CM -IU 

The Direct -Reading Capacitance Meter is a very low 
priced, time -saving instrument which is useful 

that io should be part of the general 
equipment of every electronic laboratory 
and production line. Easily built in a 

few hours. 0.100µµF., 0-I.000vuF., 

0-0.OIPF., 0-0.IvF. The meter has 41in. 
sale and can be used by an unskilled 
operator after a few minus.' instruction. 

Kit [15.15.0 Assembled [21.14.0 

DAYSTROM LTD. 
DEPT. W.W.3, GLOUCESTER, ENGLAND 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE OF INSTRUMENT RANGE I 

Prices include Postage U.K. 

WW-I42 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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l 

F 

Thoroughly 

AMATEUR TRANSMITTER KIT 

Coven II b 

Model DXr bUa 

ands from 

Power inp [ 75 watts 
crystal one 

watt. 
peak controlled carrier phone. Out- 

put 40 watts to aerial. Provision for VFO. Filters minimise 
T.Y. interference. Modulator d power supplies are 
built-in. Single knob band switching is combined with a 
pi -network output ci t for complete operatingcon- 
venience. A high-grade moving -coil meter indicates the 
final grid or anode current. Provision is made for the use 
of 3 crystals with access through a trap-door in the back 
of the cabinet. A 4 -position switch selects the appropriate 
crystal or a jack for external VFO which can be used instead 
of the crystal(s). 

Kit ... £33.19.0 Assembled ... L45.8.0 
SINGLE SIDEBAND ADAPTER KIT 

Model SB -IOU 
May be used with most A.M. trans- 
mitters with certain provisions. Allows 
full u e of existing equipment for 550 
facilities. Band coverage: 80, 40, 20. 
15. 10 m. Unwanted sideband suppres- 

s b han 30 dB. Carrier sup- 
pression: better than 40 dB. Power 
requirements: 300 v. D.C. 85 mA. 
(average) 30 mA. (standby), 140 mA 

(transmit), 6.3 v. AZ., 3.5 A. Meter: Olin. Scale edge 
reading. 2000. move indicates carrier null and 
relative power output. Cabinet I lin. high x Bin. wide x I41in, deep. 

Kit ... £39.5.0 Assembled ... [54.18.0 
AUDIO SINE -SQUARE WAVE 

GENERATOR KIT. Model AO -1U 
Covers 20 c/s. to 150 kt/s. in four ranges with choice of sine or square waves. The latter up to 23 kc/s Output 
IO v. max. and distortion Ins than 1%. Ideal for audio testing. Size 91x61 Sin. 
Kit ....614.15.0 Assembled ... [21.10 
GRID -DIP METER KIT. Model GD -IU 

Functions as oscillator or absorption 
With plug-in coils for 

continuous frequency from 
1.811c/s. to 230 Mc/s. 

Kit...LI0.19.6 Assembled...L13.19.6 
Additional Plug-in Coils Model 341-U extend coverage 
down to 350 kcle. With dial correlation curves, 17/6. 

TRANSISTOR INTERCOM KITS 
Models XI -IU and XIR-IU 

Ideal for home or business use. Up to five remote stations 

call 
be 
any 

operated with each Master. The Muter unie an 
and any Remotestation 

pcan ion, 
1l the Master.r 

all five Asprinate 

call to any Remote station cannot be interrupted or over- heard by any other while a conversation is in progress. Any Remote station an talk to any one or all others 
provided the Muer is manned- These kits have been 
designed for easy construction and high performance. 
The mahogany veneered den cabinets are supplied 
completely assembled and finished. The Mu 
has 4 -transistor amplifier and is 

uoperated pen 
d by anon 

unit 

9 
battery are theRemotes. e0 aeries are no 

eluded with the Kits. 
Model XI -IU (Master) 

Kit ... LI0.19.6 Assembled ... [16.19.6 
Model XIR-IU (Remote) 

Kit ... £4.7.6. Assembled ... L5.16.0 

A WIDE RANGE OF BOOKS ON 
ELECTRONICS AND RADIO AVAILABLE. 

Send for Lists and Prices. 

WIRELESS WORLD 

I 
DAYSTROM 

"MOHICAN " 
GENERAL COVERAGE 

RECEIVER KIT 
Model GC -1U 

This fully translator - 
iced receiver which in- .CIA 
dud 4 

is 
g ...Alters, i e 

forefront of re 
design. It is ell - 
lent portable orr fixed station receiver. The 
R.F. front-end " is smelled as a pre - 

feaassembled and pre -aligned u Its many 
tures include a 10 -transistor circuit. 

printed circuit board, telescopic whip antenna, 
tuning meter, and a large slide -rule dial giving 

a total length of approximately 70 inches. 
Housed in steel cabinet a d powered by 

0 6 

y 

olt dry batteries (not supplied), 

coveragemounted 

internally, ncy 
from 580 k 

it 
c/s.te 30 Molt, in 

gives 
five 

bands; thus enabling world-wide reception. 
Electrical bandspread covers the amateur 
bands from 80 to 10 metres-each band 
having ale length of approximately 8 

the. BFO tuning and Zeter diode stabiliser. 
Site 61 x 12in. x 10in. 
Please write for specification leaflet. 
Kit ... £37.17.6 Asmbld.... £45.17.6 

STABILISED POWER PACK 
Models MSP-IM and MSP-IW 

Specially recommended for 
industrial and laboratory 
use. meeting the need for 

reliable and versatile 
stabilised power pack cap- 
able of a very high per- 
formance. Input 200-250 v. 
40.60 cis.. A.C., fully fused. Outputs: H.T. 
200-410 v. D.C. at 0-225A. in 3 switched 
ranges. Unstabilised A.C., 6.3 v. at 4.5 A. 
centre -tapped. 

Tn oeasy-to-read a- to-read 
reading voltage 

t 
current 

simultaneously. Separate L.T. and HT. 
supply transformers. All output circuits are 
isolated. Sim 13ín. o 81in. z 91ín. 

MSP-IM (wish meters) 
Kit ... £36.12.6 Asmbld.... £43.12.6 

MSP-IW (less meters) 
Kit ...£29.17.6 Asmbld. £36.17.6 

BALUN COIL UNIT KIT 
Model B -IU. Will match unbalanced 
co -axial lines to balanced lines of either 
75 or 300^ Impedance.Frequency range 
10-8O put up to 200 watts. 
Kit ...£4.15.6 Asmbld.... £5.8.6 

TAPE PRE -AMPLIFIER KITS 
Models TA -IM and TA -IS 

This Combined Tape 
Record/Replay Amplifier 
is available in bosh 
monophonic and stereo. 
phonic models. Model TA -IM on be modified 
to the stereo version with modification kit 
TA -IC. 

TA -IM Kit E19.8.0 Asmbld. £28.18.0 
TA -IS Kit £25.10.0 Asmbld. £35.18.0 

TA -IC Kit ...£6.15.0 
All prices include free delivery in the U.K. 

Deferred Terms 
are available on all orders above £10 

WELCOME TO OUR LONDON HEATHKIT CENTRE 
In response to the request of many customers, we have opened a 

showroom and retail stores at 
233 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.I. 

When you are in town we hope that you will visit us there. 

DAYSTROM LTD., Dept. WW3, GLOUCESTER, ENGLAND. 
WW -143 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

}d 

l 
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dependable 

AMATEUR TRANSMITTER KIT 
Model DX -1000 . bt ,r. 

The World's most popular 
Amateur TX Kit 

Completely self-contained. 150 w. D.C. input. 
Built-in highly stable VFO and all Power Supplies. 
The KT88 high-level anode and screen modulator 
stage gives over 100 watts of audio from less than 
1.5 mV. input. 
Keying on CW is via the VFO and buffer amplifier 
cathodes; the other RF valves are biased beyond 
cut-off. 
Provision has been made for remote control operation. 
Covers all Amateur bands up to 30 Mc/s. 'phone or 
CW. 

Kit ... £79.10.0 Assembled...[ 104.15.0 

AMATEUR BANDS RECEIVER KIT 
Model RA -I The ideal economically 

priced fixed se 
portable or mobile c covering 

r he Amateur bands from 180-10 m., 
each band separately odiel.d on 
larger illuminated slide -rule dial. Features: Signal strength 

tuned RF amplifier stage, half -lattice filter, ad- 
justable noise limiter. Freq. coverage 160, 80, 40. 20, 15, 
10 metre bands. I.F. 1620 kc/s. 

Kit ... £39.6.6 Assembled ... £52.10.0 
^-Z 

AMERICAN HEATHKIT 
I SINGLE SIDE BAND EQUIPMENT I 

For direct delivery from U.S. Plant. Send far 
1 details of models. Fully illustrated American 
i Catalogue of Heathkie range sent for only 1/. i1 

i post paid. 

REFLECTED POWER METER KIT 
Model HM-IIU. Indicates. reliably but inexpensively, 
whether the R.F.power output of your transmitter 
being transferred lficien[ly diating an , . antenna, 
Kit ..£85.0 Assembled ... £10.10.0 

VARIABLE FREQUENCY 
OSCILLATOR KIT. Model VF -IU 

Specially designed te meet he 
demand for the possible 
flaxibiliry from an 

maximum 
ur Trans - 

mi tar which in otherwise 
subject t 

crystal 
certain.i Calibrat imposed Odin tourcontrol. 

160-10 metres, 
for all 

Amateur bands 
anfundamentalsfilartransmitters. 160 and 40 mmldeal for Heath kit OX -400 
and similar mitten. 
Kit ... EI0.17.6 Assembled ... L1S.19.6 

Q MULTIPLIER KIT. Model QPM-I 
A reasonably priced Q Amplifier fr theamateur(d short-wave 
enthusiast. This self -powered µf -í50 v. i ) may used 
with communications 
provide both additional selectivity 
and signal rejection. 
Models QPM-I for 470 his. IF. QPM-16 for 1.6 Mc/s. IF. 
Kit, either model £8.10.0 
Assembled £12.14.0 

arrangement with RECORD HOUSING 
w range 

can now 
of full reapplyy youEwith 

any one of their larget 
May wee you detoiliipment 

Cabinets. 1 l 

I Ple sa e send me FREE CATALOGUE (Yes/No) 1 

I Full details of Model(s) I 

I 
WW31 

I NAME 
(BlockCapitau) 

ADDRESS 

L_ 
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Baker Reproducers 
LABORATORY STANDARD LOUDSPEAKERS 
Utilising the D.W.I. 
(Differential Wave 
Impedance) CONE, 
as described in the 
March to lone 1965 
issu. of Hi-Fi News 
(Patent No.45620/64) 
Designed expressly 
for quality checking 
by Professional 
Engineers and for 
Hi-Fi enthusiasts 
who wi Lh to acquire outstanding 
smoothness, crystal 
clear transient 
response and 
freedom from 
coloration. These 
features will be 

edi ely 
apparent to all 
discerning listeners. 

1215. Model 
Max. Power: IS watts 

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS 
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MOH GAIN TV PRE -AMPLIFIER BAND 10.0.0. Tenable 
thon e1. l to 5. Gaia 3820. RCGB4 Nn. fill 32/8 

f055;- 
oIlnower 00ek. 001.11, N. IPCC84 Nee Free ed 

or 0.90. c Iasi BARD m LT.S. tam 

000.110 
eVOccnA 7 w 19. 0sì01760, 

OILS&01&;UITOALY9;9. 1ß6501g4'9. BAND1Oß08. 

TULL WAVE 06080E 100.E0100 00011320088: 
8.60018 . tovu,llemve.,819.Pa.1113.4e.1718. 
1R0ß966 TBANSIm8MER3. T>pPod hpnl PWIP50 v. Ion 

h0/81"e E, 9 00 L v.,11 0mp.. 1518: 8 amp. 1]18:4 empt 
E218 CkvuO ivel0ded. Amv. mvlee 0 b 6 amD.14l8 

BEST BRITISH PVC RECORDING TAPES 
L.Y. 710.19001E 19 6 D.P. 71n. 90001E .... 29/8 
L.P. 6110.180011. 146 D.P. W.. .. 24/6 
LP. 610. 9000. -- 1118 D.P. 5t. 130012.... 1810 

000080 COIL 0017LT[M8700 TREMA. 0.1,000 v. A.C./0.0 
ahmt. o le 100 K.. 0. m 5e 150 A. Pocked Ein. male, 49/8 

NEW DULLARD TRANSISTORS 
0071 61: 0019718: 0081D 7/81 0091 7/8: 00116 10/12 
50114 111-; 0044 81-: 0045 81-t 00171 91-: 00170 8/6: 
50117 818: 0048 19/8: Trawls. Hoiden 1/3. Sub- 
01nlat010 0004.00,0. 0.1 0,M 90 v. 1/3' 
19, 08, 80, 50,100. 000,1080 0,50.16.0112/8. 

VALVE 001.05018. EAU/ 60. MOULD® Int. OM. 62. 0004 
Oat. 6d.; B70. SBA. BSC. BRA, 9d.; Rental Coss 070. BOA, 11- 
pemmk 0.0.0000. 070. 884, 3f Velma bam 030122/2. 

Volume Controls 80 CABLE Coax 
117o22.11P 4040k1/ . 086 

0 
LIN. 1.18. D.P. 

e6dds.. 00y/d-.. 
51-. Low bu 648 10011. 

Dueamm 

or 
SL 

nle aOtP. 
1418 ide08n m 1/6 yes. 

COAXIAL PLUG L- PANEL 50006791/-. USE somata 
WAR OUTLET 90088. SURFACE O8 PLUSH di& 

BARGAIN XTAL PICK-UP ARM 
000801030 elk 000S LP -78 Tmnav00 Head 201-. Stase0 30, - 

TRANSISTOR MAINS ELIMINATORS 29/6 
700-11 v.. 200-0 v. -dama 5100 00 batteries," DOUBLES 42;8. 
901 - PP1. PW e PPO. PP11 - 41 + 41, MLJet00s 0 v.19/ß 

WEYRAD P50 - Transistor Coils 
11A2W 010. Fertile Aerial Spam Cores 66. 050k 21- 
lth ear aerial wit 1210 0501"00. Trans. LPT9 8/8 

Om. .. 5;4 5ted 01008"0, PCAl. Roads 
1st d End L.P. 200.5:7 

I.E.0 
d minted ... 9/8 

nO klls. p. 5;] J.O.T0F00,g 1016 
9 ohm OP 1}avaF 1018 

I Sin. Model 
20 watts 

(30w. U.S.A.) (40w. U.S.A.) 
Bass Resonance: 22.27 c.o.s. 18-25 c.p.s. 
Flux Density: 15,000 gauss 15,000 gauss 
Voice Coil 

Impedance: 15/16 ohms 15/16 ohms 
Material: Aluminium Copper 

ResponseisdB: 50-15,0001.0.1. 50- 8,000 c.o.s. 
Useful Response: 20-18,000 c.p.s. 20-12,000 c.o.s. 
Chassis Material: Solid Solid 

Aluminium Aluminium 
Price f22. 10. O. f28. 10. O. 
Full specification, details of the /968 range of Baker 

Spankers and enclosure plans en request. 
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THE "INSTANT" BULK TAPE ERASER 
AND RECORDING HEAD 

DEMAGNETIZER, 200/250 V. A.C. 35/. 
PEI000 

Canard Model s0O Chevg= Wow 2,6 10 0 
Slams ) 

000001 AT80 600agm, 00000 030 10 0 ( edn / 
C.R.T. BOOSTER TRANSFORMERS.. 1516 
for heater cathode short circuit or tubes with 
failing emission. Full instructions supplied. 

2 v. or1nput. 
O 

6.3 v- or 12.6" Sete e 
% boost 

volttagerequ red 
13. 

Lead (.00k 
seam :bd. openciroeft 2/8 s 

5 -oh 1.8. O0oedie alt 90000 WO 
Phono Plage 11-. 800105 11-. Baupa Plop L-. 2006.5 U-. 
JACK rums BTASDARD. 00010002 21-. Oru000 I -Pa al& 
BULGES NON-BEV PLUGS and 0010275 P74 2pio 4/ 
273 0-mo 4/0: 6104 &pin 8;8: P010 5-010 3210; 2500 41- 86008T0ß3. 2,030.000,1000100000,10500,0. 

8Ì0ÌC 055011.2 4.1:24J,,:31::.000,30,0,0 Name it.. 
`125,r 

mmee 

f.. 
WL m 

b080bml 
w1 

hm o E mg. 92 

11} WISE-080AO0120157088 {19 
; 

10K 158 2011 
0 
Em100009 9" .. 

MARIS DROPPERS. Hì0081. With,0ter0. 

LINE CORO 1001ohhs. Flo.& .9.1/.11 .1e,8x neh6- 
00186 - WOOED Pou a WIRE -000080 4 WATT 
WATT 05013000 T.V. Tye. STANDARD 0128 POTS Al Nues 10 ohms l0 868 LONE SPINDLE TATUM 
31- 30K 41-; Carbon 50 OHMS to 50 6, 8/8: 300.10 ID mm. 3/- 180 R., 7/9. 
SPBAI.: loIPß67. 119850 a lours, 68Ls; Pula Dom 

ó/n0ó05 METAL. 01010, 
11,,,'58 eft: &A.B. 

1810., BI-. 
ABDSNT3 Poe .3oh08MERS 
133035, 7S OT:1 Poll to S ohms for 0078, 0081 111- 
03034. 11.5: 1 UT. W. Pub Driver Tor 0070, 0001 11'- 053059....5: lOutput 10 .Ohm1 LP 0070. 0031 11' 4.5:1 8500 05840, 6.5:1 Wives. 
A6DESSETRAA91S108POT 511, switched 001696 

es- 
5j8 

HEW 8586580 GRAM 00011068. Alw suiNble 100 models, I 

Ile 6cC- L50n 
e 

.dvbd su- "4'0". 15/- PAIR 
LANK ALUMINIUM 0080205. 10 n 4 tides. dad 

101800 nxion holes, Win. aides 7141o.. &8: 01710. 
818011.8.. 810: 11 x 710. 718: 13301n. 618: 19 x 1ßu-12/8: 

12355.9/6:10171.2/9:8111.2/.004..18 
e.m.g..8 x 101". 618: lax eta- 418: 

1/6. 
Minimum Postal charge 116 per order unless otherwise sated. List II-. C.O.D. 216 extra. (Export -Send ram```a ce and extra postage, no C.O.D.) CALLERS WELCOME 

337 WHITEHORSE ROAD, 
WEST CROYDON Tel or5.. 

THO 166 
RETURN OF POST DESPATCH 

NO EXCUSES! NO DELAYS! FROM STOCK! 

VARIABLE VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS 
PORTABLE 

V ble 

Input 230v. 
A 0-250 

Out- 
put 
A.C. at 2.5 amp. Fitted in 
beautifully finished steel 

Complete with 
voltmeter, pilot lamp, 
fus switch, carrying 
handle. [9/1716. P.SC. 5/ - 

OPEN TYPES 
Designed for Panel 

Mounting 
Input 230 v. A.C. 50;60 

Output variable 
0-260 v. 

22 amp.... 
4 AMP. 

E3 3 0 
64 17 6 
ES 12 6 

1 AMP. 

INPUT 230 v. A.C. 5060'-. 
BRAND NEW. Carriage Paid. Buy direct 
from the importer, keenest prices in the 

ry. All Types (and Spares) from } to 
50 amp. available from stock. 
0-260 v. at I amp. 4 IO 
0-260 v, at 2.5 amps. 5 17 
0-260 v. at 4 amps. 8 7 
0-260 v. at 5 amps. 9 0 
0-260 v. at 8 amps. 13 10 
0-260 v. at 10 amps- 17 0 
0-260 v. at 12 amps. 19 IO 
0-260 v. at 15 amps. 22 0 

50AMPS. 0-260 v. at 20 amps. 32 10 
0-260 v. at 37.5 amps 65 0 
0-260 v. at 50 amps. 85 0 
IS DIFFERENT TYPES AVAILABLE FOR 

1 AMP. MI., IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. 

SLIDER 
RESISTANCES 

I ohm,o, 12 amp., 173.2 
I m 20m amp. 27/6; ,2 
ohm, amp. 

ohm, 
75 then, 2 

]7p; 
36 oben, m, amp. 

/6; 36 ohm. to 2.8 samp.. 

pored 6,37/6. geared.3iva 
(loss knob),17/6. P. A P. 3/b. 

INSULATED TERMINALS 
available i black, red. 
white, yell blue d 
green. New 15/. per dos 
P. & P. 1/-. 

*230v. A.C. MOTORS 
& REDUCTION 

GEAR BOX 

Reversible 119th h.p. 
1,450 r.p.m., fin. dia. (in. long shaft. 
Mountedin anti -vibration cradle. 
Supplied complete with precision 20-1 
reduction gear box, and pulleys. 
Made to highest standard for computer work. Ex equip. 
First class condition. 
Price £3/5/0 P. & P. 7-6 ovum. 

100 WATT POWER RHEOSTATS 7 Amp. A.C./D.C. Variable Output 

(NEW) Cerammcons[rua,aq wlndmg 
bedded in Vitreous oramel, 

heavy dty h assembly dFignedROM fort CK 
duty. AVAILABLE FROM STOCK 

IN THEFOLLOWINGo 9 VALUES 0o 10 
ohm,.1 25025 700.; 5500 I.4. IOU ohm, 

1 a. ; 250 ohm,. 0 a.: 500 00.1 1,000 
hm. 280 solo gthgn.0, 

dia. 
22505ohm..1/6.; Diameter 

34in. Shaft length }in., du..',iin. 17/6. P. & P. 1/6. 

NOW ALSO AVAILABLE IN 25 WATT 
10 ohm, 1,5 a.; 25 ohm, 1 a.; 50 ohm, .75 a.; 100 ohm, .5 a.; 
250 ohm, .3,; 500 ohm, .2 a; 1,000 ohm, .15 a; 1,500 ohm, 
.32 a.; 2.500 ehm, .l a; all ue 14/E. P. k P. I/6. 

ß,e1. ,089 t__ Power 
Unit 'Pm. 290 v 

A.C.Output 

trom 
'; 

- e O Óút6023ó^. 
RRLuetly - .:-. cted 
mew 

00 plate with safety ety hew neonINor a01 
ÌtmeILam. Elm 17 x 1a Weight se Ih. 

Prime arse. Cambia 2ól.. 

SERVICE TRADING COMPANY 
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SERVICE TRADING CO 
ULTRA VIOLET BULBS 

Easy to use source of U.V. for dozens of pattiol 
and experimental uses. 
12 Volt 36 watt A.C./D.C. SOC 6/6. P. & P. 1/- 
12 volt 60 watt A.C./D.C. SEC 8/6. P. & P. I/-. 
Transformer to suis the above. Input 200-20 v. 
A.C., 12 volt 36 watts, 16/6. P. & P. 2/6. Inv. 
200.240 v. A.C. 12 volt 60 watt, 22/6. P. & P. 316 

Set of 4 Colours FLUORESCENT PAINT. 
Red, yellow. green and cerise. In 6 oz. tins. Ideal 
(or use with the above Ultra Violet Bulbs. 9/6. 
plus 1/6 P.& P. 

MOVING COIL 
HEADPHONES 

Finest quality soft chamois 
earmuffs. Superb reproduction. 
complete with lack plug. 25/6. 
P.&P.2/6. 

SIEMENS SEALED HIGH SPEED RELAYS 
H96A, 2.2 ohm 4.2.2 ohm. H96G, 50 ohm i 50 ohm. 
096C, 145 ohm + 145 ohm. H96E, 1,700 ohm 1,700 
ohm. All et 12/6 each. p. & P, I/ -on och Relay. 

P.O. RELAYS, Type 3000 

lí00 
o 

luie', ,u c. ,bek. ROO ohm, 
hm 

ao.,600 ohm, 
llr,lo. 

1 onm. ,n 
1218 tech. inn° nNou duty make Plue 1 h P. P. 

SOLENOID. Overall length 3lin., stroke lin. 
to fin. Maximum push 8 0e. 12-24 v. D.C. opera- 
tion. D.C. resistance 35 ohm. Price 8/6. P. & P. I/6. 

G.E.C. SEALED RELAYS 
M 1069 5,000 ohm, 2 c/o. M 1084 180 ohm, 4 /o. 
H1092 670 ohm. 4 clo. M1095 670 ohm, 2 m. 2 b. 
M1100 670 ohm. 2 c/o. Ex new equipment. 

All at 12/6 each, plus 1/- P. & P. 

i14,000 OHM SEALED RELAY. High Speed 
single c/o. Platinum tenets. Super -sensitive, 
ideal for Transistor circuitry. Will operate, 

I on I milliamp, 251+ P. & P. 1/-. 

CARPENTER POLARISED RELAY. Typ 
5A7 TR 2x 1.900 turns at 55 ohm. Including Bat 
25/ 

12-18 VOLT D.C. RELAY 
168 ohm coil, 3x5 amp. N.I. c/o contacts. New, 
16/6 plus 1/. P. & P. 

'CABY" MULTI -RANGE TEST METER 
Model W0. De. volt, 0.6 v. 2.5 e. et 10,000 
ohm It. Ideal for tor street 
teenng.r A.C. and D.C. volt,ie. l0 v., s9 v., 

v..500 v..1,000 v. et 4,000 ohm per volt. 
a6tu 2R oh'' 000 ll ohm.0 mega.. 

Ye mnohm. guaranteed, complete 
. nt spares available from stock. ete 

Includes Tent Leads, battery. lalrmll0 
book. k. Peeking and Poet IC.K.I.Prin 881818- 

Prices Three oriels meltaodor, le. 
Mom 54, se 8141141+ leaflet &Dv sent 
on request. 

LATEST HIGH SPEED MAGNETIC 
COUNTERS 

4 figure IO impulses per second. Type 1000, 4.1 
ohm coil, 34 v. D.C. operation. Type 100A, 500 
ohm coil, I13-24 v. D.C. operation. Type 1000, 
2300 ohm coil, 36.48 v. D.C. operation. Any type, 
I5/- each, plus I/6 P. & P. 

RESETTABLE HIGH SPEED COUNTER 
4 figure 1,000 ohm oil, 36-48 v. D.C. operation. 
03/10/.. P. & P. 1/6. 

FIRST AGAIN! TYPE 34R SILICON 

/". 

SOLAR 

ctedn 

-"4 

in 
Four .5 volt r./. high impact poly - 

1) 

Q 

styrene 
' 

flying 

diffusing lens system` ensureec maxim 

oudoi 

light 
pick- p. Output -up to 2 v. at 16-20 mA in bright 
enlii ̀  Wider spectral espon and thirty 

he efficiency of selenium cells. As used 
earth satellites! 37/6 and 1/- P. & P. 

UST PUBLISHED "SOLAR CELL Ee 
PHOTO -CELL EXPERIMENTERS' GUIDE," 
Teaches the principles of light sensitive devices 
and ehei,,pliotion. 26/-, post paid. 
MINIATURE IMMERSION HEATER. 6in.x 

n., 240 volt, 120 watts, 6/6, plus 2/- P. & P. 
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Postage and Codage shown 
below 

dean 
.m 

d 
o pen 

otatbu We da t 

ismlalugue 
not 

230 v. A.C. RELAY. Type I, 2 c/o. 2 amp. 
enacts. 9/6. Type 2.2 x 15 amp. break, 2 Si 2 

amp. make, 1 2 amp. break. II/6. Both 
types, ex new equip. P. & P. 1/6 each. 

HIGH SPEED BLOWER UNIT 
00/250 volt A.C. Powerful 2 -speed motor, 11,000 
d 13,000 R.P.M. 17/6, plus P. & P. 216. 

AUTO TRANSFORMERS. Sap up, step 
own. 11200-220-240 v.New. 
00 watt type E216/6 each. P.11& P.yr4/6.e 

d. 
500 watt 

ype £3each 
each. 

P. P. & 
P. 6/6. 1,000 watt type 

UNIVERSAL DEMONSTRATION 
TRANSFORMERS A complete o 

Slenzy/ posits apparatus, 
TYPe yy so- 

_ busily built Trans- 
former and elec- 

c-magnet 
with 

ovable coils 
and 
Coil 

pole 
eC tapped for 

230 v., 220 v 
110 v., 115 .; 6, 
12, 36, 110 v 

A.C. These oils are also used for D.C.experiments. 
Complete with all accessories se shown. 017, plus 
10/ -err. LeaEeeon request. 

S.T.C. SILICON POWER RECTIFIERS 
05300 Series. All types 1.5 amp. wire ended. 
RS310, 100 v. P.I.V. 4/- 01350, 500 v. P.I.V. B/- 
RS330, 300 v. P.I.V. 6/- RS360, 600 v. P.I.V. 9/- 
R0340,400o 

ed 
KIN. 
oimik 

7/- 
topp.. bridNo Seonde. 

Brand New Stock. Pat paid. 

230 VOLT A.C. GEARED MOTOR 
type 0166 t r.e.m.1.7&, Ieoh 0010/0. P. & P. El. 
gyps 014010 r.e.m.1.409. loab 641201& P. & P. 4,16 
Type 8190íO ve s,..E&e. loch 00141-. P.8 P. Be. 

UNISELECTOR B bank, 25 y, 
.11 n°^' 

U/2 
/2/``I lull 4/ey. ,twin 

coil, 950 ohm. Unaed /6. 
ngP., 

NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERY. Sintered 
Cadmium Type, 1.2 v. 7 AH. Size: height 36ín., 
width 2} 

toted.e 12/Weight: P. BtP. 2/6. 
13 cgs. 

LIGHT SENSITIVE SWITCHES 
Kit and p s including ORP.12. Cad- 
mium Sulphide Photocell. Relay, 
Transistor and Circuit. Now sup- 
plied with new Siemens High Speed 
Relay for 6 or 12 volt operations. 
Price 251-, plus 216. P. & P. 
ORP.12 and Circuit 8/6, port paid. 

A.C. MAINS MODEL 
Incorporates In transformer, rectifier and 
special relay with 3x5 amp. mains e/`o contacts. 
Price inc. circuit 47/6, plus 2/6 P. & P. 

04 MINUTE MECHANICAL TIMESWITCH 
6 amp. D.P. switch, complete add, knob. Wil 
witch off any setting between 0.4 min. As new 
rection of maker's price. 10/-. P. & P. 2/6. 

SEMI -AUTOMATIC "BUG" SUPER SPEED 
MORSd E KEY. 

I 

adjustments, precision tooled, 
ed. 

Weight 261b. 04/1 16, post paid. 
high as 

TRANSISTORI ED FULLY AUTOMATIC 
ELECTRONIC KEYER. 230 v. A.C. or Battery 

p ed.l p r s b 'I o t r 0 'll t 
Speaker. and Keying 
Lever. Adiusa le 
speeds. Keying 

is or 
hold.auto.'4 d 

semi -au. 
iodes.7 cren- 

rs.Prifc016/I /- 
plus 4;6 P. 8 P. 

TRANSISTORI ED MORSE OSCILLATOR 
Fitted 24ín. Moving Coil Speak r. Uses type PP3 
or equiv. 9 v. b story. Complete with latest 
design Morse Key 22/6, plus /6 P. & P. 

KEYING LEVER. Especiall designed for use 
with electronic k yers. Fully adjustable micro - 

itch action, p ecision mad finely polished 
parts, screw down base. Price 4/4/-, post paid. 

ALL MAIL ORDERS. ALSO CALLERS AT: 
47-49 HIGH STREET, KINGSTON -ON -THAMES 

Telephone: KlNgsla 9450 
Closed Saturdays. 

Ist grade TRANSISTORS Brand new 
0C29t 
0C41 
OC44 
0C45 

..18/- 

.. 6/6 

.. 1/- 

OCI39.. 12/- 
OCI40 ..19/- 
OC171 .. 9/- 
0C200 -.10/6 

AFI15 
AFI 16 
AFI17 
BCZI I 

..10/- 

..10/- 

.. 9/6 

..101- 
0071 
OC72e 
0073 

.. 5/- 

.. 7/- 

.. 6/- 

Get 104 6/- 
Get 104 6/- 
Get 105 10/- DIODES 

OC75 
0076 

.. 7/- 

.. 6/- 
Get 573 12/6 
25019 ..30/- 

0A91 
SX781 

.. 3/- 

.. 4/- 
0081 
0083" 

.. 8/- 

.. 6/- 
eAvai!able 

AC107 ..14/6 
AF114 .11/- 

in Matched 

ISIII 
ZSIOB 

Pairs. 

.. 41- 

.. 3/- 

ZENERS SPr 

All } watt 5/5 I0/. och, 4.3 v., 4.7 v., 5.1 v. v..I6.8 
12 v., I5 v., 16 v.,22 v. 

LT. TRANSFORMERS 
AlTylpo iNonea320-240lev. 

Taps Price Carr. 
I 30, 32, 34, 36 v. at 5 amps. £2f 19/6 6/- 

2 30, 40, 50 v. at 5 amps L4/IS/- 6/- 
3 10, 17. 18 v. at 10 amps £3/2/6 4/6 
4 6, 12 v. at20 amps L3112/6 6/6 
5 17. 18. 20 v. at 20 amps. 05/2/6 6/6 
6 6, 12, 20 v. at 20 amps. C4/151- 7/6 
7 24 v. at 10 amps. 
8 28, 29, 30, 31 v. at 21 amps 06/15/- 10/- 
A.C. AMMETERS 0-1, 0-5, 0-10, 0-15, 0.20 amp. 

F.R. 4in. dia. All at 21/- each. 
A.C. VOLTMETERS 0-25 v. 050 v., 0.150 v. M.I., 

26in. Flush round all at 711- each. P. & P. extra. 
0-300 v. A.C. Rect. M -Coil 24in 29/- 
0.300 v. A.C. Rect. M -Coil 33M. Type W23, 55/- 

D.C. AMMETERS 
0.5 amp. D.C. M.I. 26in. Rnd. 11/6 
0-500 Microamp. sub -min. 16in, die. Soled 

0.I milliamp 21/. Postage extra. 

VEROBOARD Thet7 r r e rCCctryor 
Board 

15 x .15 pitch, 2.5 x 3.75, 3/-i 25 x 5, 3/8; 3.75 x 
3.75, 3/8; 3.75 x 5, 5/-. Spot face cutter. 9/-. 
Special Veropins, pkts. 200 H/-. P. & P. on all 
item, If, 

VAN DE GRAAF ELECTRO- 
STATIC GENERATOR, fitted 
with moor drive for 230 v' A.C. 
giving a potential of approx. 50.000 
Yoke. Supplied absolutely complex 
including a carrying 

number of interesting 
experiments, and full instructions. 
This instrument is mpletely 
safe, and ideally suited for School 
demonstrations. Price 06/6/. plus 
4/. P. & P. Leapet on request. 

Latest type SIEMENS MINI- 
ATURE RELAY in Tam - 
parent Case. 2 c/o 700 ohm coil, 
sae 
ing bue. 

6 x Ilio. 15/- includ- 

Similar to bove. Mfg. by 
GRUNER 4 c/o, 2,400 ohm coil. 
New, 12/6, less base. 

12 VOLT D.C. RELAY 
Si gle c/o, 600 ohm coll. New. 2for 10/ -plus 1/6 P.&P. 

CHCK METER ra° Weston). 
200/2 RoeIC 0 amp.. AE, Ac neSenws 335/ -plus 3/6 0 
P.&P. 
BUILD AN EFFICIENT STROBE UNIT FOR ONLY" 37/6 ". The ideal instrument for workshop 
lab. or factory. This wonderful device enables you o ' freeze" motion and examine moving parts as if 
stationary. We supply a simple circuit diagram and 
all electrical parts including the NSP2 Strobe tube 
which will enable you to easily and quickly construcc 

it for infinite variety of speeds, from I flash unit 
seconds to several thousands per minute. 

7/6, plus 31- P. & P. 

SANGAMO WESTON 
Type 

2} Edgewise Meter 
250 Micro -amp., scaled'.. 
dB.y. New 29/6, P. & P. I/-. 

INSULATION TESTERS (NEW) 
Test to I.E.E. Spec. Rugged meta 
construction,suitable for bent 
or field w k, constant n speed 
clutch. Size L. Bin., W. 4M., H. 
6in. Weight 61b. 500 volt 500 

erg. hms. Price 022. riage 
poaid. 1,000 la, .,000 rmeg 

hoe, 028, carriage paid.' 

PERSONA CALLERS ONLY: 9 LITTLE NEWPORT 
STREET LONDON, W.C.2. Tel.: GER 0576 

(OFF LEICESTER SQUARE)) 
Open ti I I p.m. Thursday and all dtiy Saturday, 
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f[fC7RON/CCEN7RES 
HI-FI AND TAPE RADIO o KITS ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 

Interpreted by STERN 

Deigns by NULLARD 
Justly MAGNAVOX 363 TAPE 
Hi-Fi designs from the TRANSPORTER 
Mullard Applications 
Research Laboratory,/.. 
meticulously executed 
by Stern and Veritone. 
Buy them as hand -built 
and tested units, or in 
Stem-Clyne's famous 

Homeytfild Kit form. Either way provides performance per £ unequalled anywhere. If you are 
working te a budget, kits offer a real saving plus real building satisfaction. Each is absolutely 
complete and backed by comprehensive, easy -to -follow building instructions. 

FIVE -TEN AMPLIFIER 
One o1 the mat famous amplifiers ever made - hounilds are service as Ihe node. 

al hleh 000011710.101. 0. 111100 ,01 Ibn 

vo Mif'. 
heck the ph0e,unennl p0r(ormmn 

lied byya other amplifier obtainable 
by price u 0 else to k(.. oat f 
Al I. -06 fib. watts. 
lo Imp. ua'1401\Val orb. 
Out. I 

MC. 1C(%bgin t e ll: 

10 x r Clio. 

3 

cuooNun.tq mana 

£13.10-0 lm £10 
Car O,C. 

FIVE -TEN AMPLIFIER AND TWO -VALVE 
P&6 -ABP. Anembled and lasted »21110- 
Add Ali cordeer. Kit 15 so. 

FIVE-TRN AMPL1P1E6 AND TER66. 
VALVE PME-AePLIPm6 

A..emblea end reeledKit 20$/101- 
.1ddv/Carrl,0. £101101- 

TEN PLUS TEN STEREO 
AMPLIFIER Nmalind 

'y0 npli0nra with 
j;!;,..eau aTleltllm raaptim.al mat},,.t Pa 

Maeml enna Trme« ,n rspecillent 
.veto' the lntal 

tea,operfmiance ottttlen lgheet quality 
'II 

mingl7 w 
e Ìrµ 1. rnmoo. 

br 
rib le 

10 wet. output 
_ ahtllla. 

channel. 
Nolen -06 ab. below 10 ,watt, these All 

.alMel,m0x rlpu1 d FC 86, 

4, nt 81gmA 
h. 

A and I.. 
ekow, ampli. 

aie ' trol Unit (w 

A.eemblea and twea £20-0-0 
dda wn earr;n,r. AN £16-0-0 

TWO -VALVE PRE- 
AMPLIFIER 
9polall0 aamed for use ww. the Renard 

.11er af mpunele bel 
eulml.b teoJl th. voue pot 

f`r full out output. 
et . h,n _m m more 

tua e for 
;.âniât Ploc « p mania 

RIRA one. nd plue mdarea or 

1 rotire 

m ape. Contnxl 
includere 

area 
selector rolum dol wide ani 
reble Loris. \ EPk6 

range 
01 x 

41 x 211n. high.Or101.1 tal x 211n. Remdree 
300 r. at 3 mA.and 6.3 y 

Awmkma ana 

an - Itera £9-100 
ddf , a., hep.. ®t £6-e-0 

THREE -VALVE PRE- 
AMPLIFIER 
35.10 namplloer. L t al..lsuittablle for teh 

the 
e with 

Mollard serte, em..mplNm and m 
bleb quality unit requiring an Inppuuts on. m 230 V. for full output. 
wide range Mae and Treble connote. high 
and low p.s illtere. auxiliary meut and 
record ou ...herb eitehed u, far 
eryeta o magnetic pickups radio A 
PAZ., an uelllery. ea.. 
230 v. et 6 rod. and 6.3 v. al l amp. V 

x Pl'dal rad 110083. Bice 1lx4xü f 
high. Panel 12 x 41in. 

Aaemuea gm tested £13-13-0 
Add bl- earrl01e. ml £10-10-0 

PASSIVE CONTROL UNIT 
ó.ep`entë téó o ku Iotl oo tó: tZ. 
lWmpmeve tu Niole m m000 1,10 chug. 

germ« k-up.ni maul, for Mat« 
xamlol onioand tape 101000. 

together with Vol..d'ors, tides Treble and OMAN 
Imtabu. and Owatt, 

p. 00aí. Sem. 14 m\'. for 1. orle. 
Imp. 000 K. aie° 14 x _ x taut 
tat -f In. For dynamic m er 10w output 
pmt- 

bid 
Duel Ckmml arc-aroPilfier 

below. 
Pasha Control an ,u ME« emklea and ba 

Ammpleter 
with Tea pia £244-0 pko 

ül £20-0-0 
Add 101- on0pe. 

DUAL CHANNEL PRE -AMPLIFIER 
Actuer twin Tao -vela Pre-amVilden which together Pm ide 

den ,AeOAkr In piuseed `tP"I'v ̀Nntmigitmi ela0100`a Ipmm 
aand nal deb Mac o b 0,`01000 Ar 0001ectaflod ofe mat pal 0,11. 
elm -hack and mll0: panne ovtivmaly rankle nue. TrtMe. awl 
Volume and Balance controls. awit5ingescape Mono or glee. lee. oar 
anon, emanation condor. to BMA on ,Mise l Play. ow Input 
260,1óo v. at 0 mA. and 0.3 v. at 1 amp e. 6 x 41n. high. 
Panel Irs x 15.pll Amembled end breed end euppll0 comp00 «lb Ten 
td«,o.. 

Tm,R9m only. . Amm 1,4 a0010A 
411.7. ed £15. SikUSriâ Add 6(0-1 

Manufactured to precise limits that 
Permit recording and tape playback 
to the highest standard set by the 
Masi» Industry. 
Amide, Tellable 

Ila 
e design pia' mete 

highauty' motor with heavy lIlmebrel. 
realm. lucl°de, feet wind on mot rapid 

u/am 
Ïa1 üwii LI.yd tbubaim 

th 

n0 
ne vo anJoutl0ir O., 11,0 

n.i II 
L00 .00,0 a P9 ,0 t 

l'd0 helm. per hack (ram 1.3.1(t. standard 

mountiveboonl. 
x trio. aim Oil,. below 

one, t track heads. £10-10-0 
WWI a heck head., £13-19-6 

Add 101- carriage and limner <. 

TAPE PREAMPLIFIER 
TYPE "C" 

oact es develr oped it )higmqh ty 
replay systems, and supplied speciec- 
ally matched for use with the Magn.« 
lestayedeok. 

IPodmp.,s reble eq. eÌlat ®, p eb poll 
mGNbr imorpornting tern 
Immer, 7denke ou pet Ins mkbin¢ 

lahmt a1í.0. am IIOrt I0hme 

eke. OVui fa relic.. pia@ -up. Baàm. ale. V re: 
lax EP0. 100 

11twx61.00», bIRhenr000.00 
01711 m.l. o r l0 od 000vldeot 
3,5 not. and 6.3 .:`at 1.5 A. le on mpg.. 
i-Naar. Men 61 x40 x«tn. g6 
nluate lamote biraunn heads 

ho -amp 17Z {Mt sek 1ít of 'Zeta £14. 
AaemkW and coned £le'30. Add ;'8 cart 

HFITR3 TAPE AMPLIFIER 

Easily the best complete tape amplifia 
available to the home builder. Supplied 
already matched389 fa Mammy 

for 
e Include: melt« equalization 

for allI speeds (OEM Nandard. at 7l Load. 
Treble bait ed darda 
Haze durinplayback. speaker output 
matched or 3, 7.6eand l6 ohms. additional 
outputs for Maker. phone 
monitoring v Record and 01 -PI playback a aletmg «yenema. ment. lor MIS. 

and VEP Eadm. Valve.: u0 
E1263. 610M1. . Rim 

00110111 1100061n. (Parch 
natl. 

a not. ler Pak ov .0000.Nealacb. r{ 
Amend/led and ten« £1.9. 

Add 0,11 
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CLEAR -OUT OFFERS OF WELL KNOWN HIGH-GRADE EQUIPMENT 
Prices slashed to make way for new stock ranges ! 

Genuine Bargains ! Original prices quoted are exactly those at which we have sold previously. 

3 

J =- 
FAMOUS MULTI - TESTER AT 
TWO - THIRDS USUAL PRICE 
sire Jlx+lxtm. d h ingenious design 

r+1Nwe, eanlly reaJaIeMu8n10:vurtly ap,1l.xelÌ vi 
t. Fitted with low loon. Ime Ille ceramic wlncbr 

:Iteari T'mómnbte with aaaa ma teat prvxlw batte, m full 
mlbn Iwl 

` 
.Fv. : 03-25-50-230.2600. A.Cv.: 0-1,40-100-000.60.10o-eo- 

peú 
3UCurse.:: PSO 0-23. Rrmebran: 

0.000-005. Cap.: 1ryWt'0-0µP m 0.On1aP-0.IpF. Output: 

aa11. WAS £5.5.0 NOW £3.10. SAVE £1.15. 

T,pe200B-9Armgee,P0,000 
aggi, per volt senaiilsle. 

wtnaily ,wnlwtm ;'2.; 
wen aro ubiai tewâ°e m LL 

future, a.via represent [rie rei 
troMedve 

way ve remarle 
Nnl or n iaY lupe b Ile ialg- 

Ìmltrrett Jsourlltlon. Ys,en- 

tml wnm vein ratan ixmny ma. m ,mimmtbn a 

boveer and n n pre+rnn` tape performance. RWk emMra nut aim be 
uA 

to dr- 
immuniseco s and took, .m. n elemouslmllmi Durryla,, em. ltwmma types 

' 

n t 

Model n100 
h. 2ÌnpbWi grevi iIs iii I' i 

in nv:nak. Far 2301230 v. A.C. operation. Size: +I x+a 2lly. 

wasass.o NOW 67/6 SAVE £1.17.6 Ja+rwrr. 
Model110 

pocerfal,pwtenelomU mWe1. Cleve tapereek m Meshes vp to 101.11m. Size 21 x+ir 
Join. high. F minlFrey vkle. 

WAS £7.7.0m NOW £5 SAVE £2.7.0 A.* ear». 

WESTWELL CT -2B TWEETER 
Alas sparkle and wawa lo the prhmavnre al almnet mi M1ieh 

SeMit,repwduwr. \wmmai Olio.'limn. mavlag soli unitkmtwLnl 

avftll 4.lavbinet:: alternatively, detachable lrrorketmmn ]beg nail. 

Ian 
m ohms 1tlDv810 a. gira., 0 w. nani. Rewmmmulid 

3e3x111n emfeep. d 
9000 rie. Penmtivity 1D2aHIW. Hire'cerali: 

WAS 27/6 NOW 19/6 SAVE 8/- 

BULK TAPE ERASERS 

EXCLUSIVE OFFER Of TOP QUALITY RECORDING TAPE 

DUVIDAL CROSSOVER NETWORKS 

iii hihh:F cle murv,°i.l1' 
hanamistructednre Mkt. 
Integral mauntlng let. 
and 

and urea- 
nut's... are ramie 

Cull 
Instruction. supplied. 

CV -1 variable Croseaver-Rtan:lani 
,.was milt for with lox 

WAS 11.1.6 NOW 1216 SAVE 10,'- .1,1,12/- P n P. 

09.1000 osso Osiwvrt-Iti-Fi 2nny m,n.mmi lhohr and Oler n0,1z oRmie elan ireaunz 
ara _. w DeYvlex/ear. ToLJe cuelorcd WLrouze llnimnd six aise 3l %. sl>:llhi. 

WAS £2.9.6 NOW 25/- SAVE £1 .4.6 Aid 01- P. A P. 

MIA Variablawvuver-3-any. mM e iunr and IitO1.1811pone» variible lave] null Cede« mid -range 
:1.504 tw..lerin,er,vcrat ,3 el.tectimealth"1:' Pat variable level emu 

_on. N 

enI er 0unr,.daa8 n..iuN i1ú l'rotmel llnithrd iii 
24une mt metal use Ula' r ,'., . n 

WAS !.0.10.0 NOW 50e- SAVE £2 Add 3/3 P.sP. 

DUVIDAL SM -5 TRANSISTORISED MONO STEREO 

MIXER 
n4wnb.1 +ahnmo andin miser 

am é « mekmr vmbbk an nla 
on a`n Iv0 left and right vMuiwla 

ly 
smlyledTmd high.p in bra nze.nmelkd cax.itt 
approximately 

r l ...thin. Input 
cult 

loudspeaker 
M1 nlnerallu Irault- 

Twit W, m.l aped lea MY 
she mike alth into. radio, tope, Mac. in 

maw aulPul'2S v. min OJII. IOPote through stmdvW Ink Plug rxkvt vutPuta lnmuFli 
p0eoo PbFa. 

WAR £3.17.6 NOW £2.15.0 SAVE £1.2.6 pmk31,R 

New Annette brandMC p by worm renowned marmbemwta ana en. In goalie b the beet 
obtainable hen. tu. mnee gee, rat de, coated. with fullMemel, npnve 

and vnifomr output. Res o moisture. heat, cola and amvìn¢ Available m wile range 
al i0«bt` anJripl earn .tv'o1811Ìnes i 04liv' 

Ii Jllill.p>I wrapped In Maur 

Reline es.iabla; 

x rag ova 

Acetate 3 
Lei. 

Polyester 

Bard rypea pal rood parldug Sln. il00it. Standard 818 ee- 3:301Óftll 
Double Play 

1216 

lt per reel. emu oc ,wore 31n. 000h. Lone Yay 101- ]1n. l,80Ó11. lLong a Piny, 20r- 
seei pmefree. 1.2001e. long Play 12,8 3000 1,0008.' nib's flay' 225 

e. roan. , 25 - 

New. mFhlyae.ebpea,,a-NEW ADVANCED DESIGN - Veritone 
ebine8R:i5ólhaa- Compact Communications Receiver 
em, rama propamonr and a 

úle óéin m I - - - 

wivas. HO 
wReta l0 3D M 1 

,prewLma-,wani 3 .'1 
n.m emle. nu 

iu .mz8Mek. vn dwra 
u.t.7 e.t.a 

ywlehk Pitch HFO, 
nmlbr. wivam Imidapeai- 

mJ ob 

v x c ull Lvt 
moot ellatmt ntntbdu. 

00Uve Wee phono output la k..mudby av 
]2026,12),13,1211.10 sud 30]'3 phis ailicm n 
ete. limalsomely 

S MIIV-CITIJV 

20 gns.a,- 
Nlw only: 114. 

marine 
seep. V 

_0002Ilk 
fro DSer-s, marine hand Menem 

50 ..LC. or D.O. SuppliNarn12S 

SUPERB NEW STERN-CLYNE 
F.M.I. VHF 

TUNER 
Features 
spanlin 

nhe m- renr 
stability. 
Specially designed lei We 
Amateur builder, 

a 
new. 

thee 
Dmeidee 

tise 
ostaable. toter- 

tewnre-tree reception of 

BBCyM 
bewmleelom_ 

itualltY 

b'rim., fromImy AIM 
din tapmb 

,sling makes b. Mr .... initii.tion with 
mistingrRpment R.Ilabk. sanity aligned Aeon 
rmDl eitlt slam. t r .vl- as a tm.erld Iron. 
changer, 2 IM ..one 'Lindley s Ratto Aebeter. 

micee raw a x RF9l Finx 2 Jexlep. ham{ nom. Meru,. tor 40 dll. .. ea. than 1% at lull nevi- 
nmlm. Pointe freq. 200 v. rat 2D et, and d..3 v. at 1.85. Panel blank and silver-grey, else 8261u. 

smile: cadmium Dusted. overall depth +;w. 

EMl Rh al paru w ulna leswoon Handbook. £71916, rewraps +l.- naneboot tap J; 

201 Assembled and tested. £l0/9í6, 0orrlew L-. eel / Irmf.r 
Optional Power Peek rueD 01101 Pate, £2115/-, msiler lid. on aqua! 
Ponces Peek Type It, aaembled and tested. £31101-, , . ,Doe tin. 

OBABANTLND BY STERR-0LYRR-V.ioe be move,, quality Me1Wr. Merchandise 
offered by Stem -Clyne le critically selected and erg. atively tented before it is offered for 

general We: when callable 50uipm,0t aces not exist, esiM m. in item ere exclude,» manv- 
laetwed to our own rbdd specie tine.. In all eases, stem -dyne often .re value and 
an.11ty selectee. RawtacMo anted. 

HIRE PURCHASE? CERTAINLY! 
Easy payment terme available an all kits and assem- 
bledMember of the Pantiya Group of Companies m 

Rpmevt valve 110 or more. Let os have 

MAIL ORDER & ALL ENQUIRIES TO: Dept. WW, 3-5 EDEN GROVE, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.7. Tel. NORth 8161/5 
LONDON: O Camberwell Church Street, S.E.5 RODney 2875 LIVERPOOL: 52 Lord Street. Royal 7450 
It Tottenham Court Road, W.I. DRIB 5929/0095 020 Edgware Road, W.O. ' PADdiogton 5607 MANCHESTER: 

23 Tottenham Court Road, 40.1. MDSeom 3451 CROYDON: 20/22 With, Grove, 51/0 4. Blacktriata 6379:5240 
309 Edgware Raul, W.2. PADdivgtoo 6965 12 Suffolk House, Giorgi Street. MONicipal 3250 SID,,,PIEf.Do 125 The Moor. Sheffield 29993 
109 Fleet Street, E.C.O. PLEet Street 5912/3 BRISTOL: NOITINIIwAMt 
1133 Holloway Road, :C.:. NORth 7941 20 Slerchxot Street, Bristol 1. Bristol 20281 0/0000,0 House, Lincoln Street. Nottingham 95889 

ELECTRONIC CENTRES... 
mi most exciting shops in Britain! 
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VALVES 
8.- 

I5 
! 0. 

UT:U EL- 
11 140;- 

- 
5Y1} e:- 

C6'10a 4;- 
004004 7,'- 
CV11nJ 7i - 
1'V 6 5/- 

N133 301- 

n181- . 11/8 

ú ll .. 
iß 

1)01 .. 61- 

1)6730-111 
3^730 .. 

1EI4 
81E 

1041t10 B- 
OPS/ 4.- 
0E70 W- 

Y.T_u b- 61- 
ny]3 - 

f41 81- 
111.1.8 81 - 
plea 13/- 

1:11:1192.. 618 

i117 6 
11i'26 

8/- 
1/1.71 2,0 

KI11^4i1 b'- 
/5 

0.116x3 /8 
011070 8I8 
Kere 4l- 

l'6a 1E'8 

Y.CIx1 EI- 
xJ:u1 81- 
7:(0:01 41- 
Y.(:(:x0 6I - 
BOW 81- 
1,2g7H 618 
1271210 8/6 
Rfa AM B/- 
P.JgTI 41- 
rw:Ye_ 71- 
KC11J'J 81- 
EC1181 51- 
1CH8s 718 
00410 81- 
KL'IA2 ]/8 
01.1.0.1 102/ 
E9JW 10,- 
8038 am 
1W7A 7l- 
11,48 . 81- 
15641 
81r62 - E18 
81512 .. 61- 
0568 .. 118 
3.666 .. 10- 
E571 .. 718 
Y.P]2 .. G) - 

l'yNl 416 

l'Vrv,u 618 
l'K1.35 B/- 
15l -Tb 181- 

Brand new, indi- 
vidually packed 
and guaranteed 

- 5' 143;11 Lri .. BIB 

Y.fTiO .. 5 
.. 4:8 RI !F 8i- T2G11 718 

EYN6.. 8!e :2374116;- 72170 718 

81,01 2I0 11All2 
KM 30/- 

M.ö718001- tl 6;0 
RL8a..818 K7na 91- 

E_10,- 076B 181- 
.. 51- 0587 161- 

51.27 ..16I- R3 818 

Éü ::1] ÂT\1v5Qe, 

EIsO.. 8. 241'7.41 CT` 3 Bj- 
R1.81 .. 6- 1 5;- 
8183 .. el8 mien BI- 

ELKS ..8, - 
ELK .. 4,8 133120 - 

R . 81- úiii ..8 
6. 

1480 
1,0:- .n10- 

040 
0081 7/6 072 ..361- 

P.\sl 10Ìa 50agi 
4,1 ].. >j- 

EBUT4 801- 003 .. 61- 
E0100 8/- 0101 

18 
A3 

6l Bl'0 - 
816 EVb6 1 6l - 

1:V01 8/- e0 101- 
3./A0 818 Y:Y60 814 
1Z11 el8 IY/Yö2 818 

l'6^_ .. 4/88 

úA 
BF 

UÂP 24380 W- 
411380 6/8 
U111,e2 818 
1112331F 

%üb 818 
4CIIda e/- 
7400,03 8F 
74L'140 81- 
1/01210 lBl- 
YPBBUP41 

. 

. 8/ 

. 7/- .- 
41.. 7/8 ulAi.. 6/8 

.Ue..818 
0Ya1 718 
0791 5/- 
UV60o 62/ vus V- 
1007 41- 

V31740 18/- 

VP133 B1- 
VBBB 8 
V0105/901- 

5/ - 
V0160/30 

VUsBA 9/- 
V030 el- 
V52268 +1- 
VX8122 6/- 

W'al 
g6124 1- 

.. 6/- 
W118 

W1113 8/- 
%1tl .. 9/9 
X196.. 8/- 
X196 8/- 

186 
-41 

40 .. vow at - 
v3010 181- 

ÂâGT I 61- 

11n05 W- 
18805 Ili - 
187G 7/8 

1P8GT 8e/- 

LA 
114 

8 

1 
..01- 

I.CO .. 7/- 

1L84.. 4_ 
1N21n 6/- 
1s1a 

1R3 A6 .. 8!8 

186 :: Üe 
154 

2021 .. el- 

2C2tA 8/- 
0LT1 .. 018 
2041 ..30/8 
2C11 ..30/- 
2031 ..3E1- 

- 
sM108A 

0/- 
1A 

N86- 
win7/31 

387 -V 
32 0 
374 . II - 
90111.78 7/4 

311 
1Cl] -"/- 

0/%1730 61- 
-477 61- 

1010131 

D8263YE51- 
36/- 

bn/x w/- 
6B12GO3 

01- 
511405 B/- 

7/- 
0010 ue 

81- 6040 8/- 
8/6 

6Y477 4/- 
6T407 
OY2w5T0 

el - 
e/6 

6GOT 8/- 
6A07 V- 
47,05 &8 
0507 6/ - 
CARO IO/ - 

8A16 5:- 
11,056 BI- 

WA 
6AK7 B/- 

.. 1!- 
«ALA' 71- 
0A86 TJe 
0Am6 y- 
nAQb 

1' 071-1 úAQ6- A0 4I- 

311`7 
0/- 
0/- 

UnTn .. 816 
UAL'1{ 71- 
OAX4 BI- 

117111 :: BÌB 
011AU.. V- 
0 A7.. 51- 

1180 411 
I1427 .. 71- 
upR Q1rA er- 
n B2/ ...v.11- 
GG6.. E- 

88 {C 
OMIT BF 

..+F 
m 6ü .. 
Ol;lli 

-02.7 OCJI 
OCIm.. 418 
OCIA .. BF 

i116 T 6j0 

01 7 .. 8/- 
08811 .. e/e 

68 
D92 

a+17 7 .. 5/- 

6013 .. BÌ- 

ó1ii1 113 
i 

6A1\'A 
IO!- 
62/ 

tlJ266 G .. EI- 
1/8 

a0N 81- 
G .. 41- 

22U. ti 
0870 2/- 
60707 418 
BK60 /- 
08801 8/8 
iKbM 818 

01.50 6!- 
61.80.5 7/6 
Bum 11/- 
BL70.. 9/- 
61s1 .. v8 
61 

7 . 

0 616 
6h' . 61- 

O 6/9 
6ß7L :: 6Ì8 

Zia 7/- 

7207T .. 
CGT B - 

081ï .. bÌB 

08J7 .. 6/- 
07 6/8 

62.177 III 
aL70T 
501].. 9111 

618 
6857 .. e/8 

b48184705 
8/- 

814Ó B/e 
BYBG .. 5/- 
6,1107 7/6 
«GM 8/- 
54 .. e/8 

85177 61- 
8%6GT 618 

8l'0ÿel - 2 301- 
BEI 
75] ..7/- 
730 ..301- 
1C8 

luT .. 7/8 

e 
. 8/e 

lüim 
12A0. 2/0 
1201)1 1/- 
12,18 11/- 
1xwT. 41- 
17A117 
1214X7 

10 
8/- 

1 2AV7 - 
1211A6 618 
101787 7/- 
28877 7/- 

. 31- .16 .. 1/- 
1L'24 

8/8 
18J702 8/8 
180707 81' 

12m81110/- 
12Q16T en 
1.2807 71- 1 SI - 
1N.111 

el - 
61B 

120K]OT 

128070T/- 

120LL] 
. 

611-1 

1004 . 

1417 .. 7 
16U2 .. 8//-- 
1082 ..16/- 
1803 :.IOI- 
Wl .. II - 

1111 1D31L. M- 

alu9 .. BI- 

616 0T 
36Y4 .. 81- 
268377 416 

z.é..7N 7 oT B/8 
el- 
61- 

30.. 

0/ 
20Y6 
308110 
60rD 

MUT81- 96L80T 
a6T ..1718 
36.3 6,- 
360 8,- 

OT 
oT &- 

<1A/160.v 

gr6019oT. 
ej- 

.e0.5 7/8 
B/- 

ei- 
- .. 6/6 

Bja 

1.1; 

86A2 

0 .... 81- 

6nA2 :: 81- 
210VrT 

]-pm Ele 
216tln 8/- 

1810 .. 
010 

26 .. 
1020 .. 8/- 

10 J0 .. 
64//8- 61 .. 

40410 18/B 

6TOiU.. B1- 
3720 .. el- 

8066 .. 6/- 
7193 .. 1,0 

BÌ6A :05/- 

00.. 81- 11Ì - 11- 
4/6 

9004 .. E/8 
0002 .. PJB 

`.8.6T116es 
3 vipe 

1004) 651 - 
MANY OTHERS IN STOCK Including. Cathode Roy Tube and 508201 Valves 

All U.K. orders LI P.O P. 11-: over LI 2/-: carde s over L3 P. & P. free: C.O D. 3/6 extra. Overseas Postage Extra at Cost. 

31,81 45/- 
6521 M- 
gr3418 0n ..40/- 

ÚB40 
Tam 

6 12/8 
_ 

R901 .. " KItX".4 
531W- 

1824 011- 

2.13.1 0 
417A 301- 
3.1137.15 

037/ORI- 

8012 

71dn\' 49 
l'26A 80/- 
T28A 1B/- 
Taea on 

0 20/- 
0012 0/- 
OCed 

ó0n 06/F- 
0071 4/8 
Oc e/- 
OL-." 101- 
00:1131 71- 

10/- 
00122 14'- 

X0200 
10/8 

0141 lB/- 
5ciâ8 2ó1- 
8004 EB/B 
2 414 fll- 
2Na1 B/6 
806b 10/9 
801000 E0- 
201081 0j6 

MARCONI COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS 
C.R.ISI. Frequency coverage 2-60 Mc/s. in 5 bands. 
Two I.F.s 1st 1.600 kc/s. 2nd 465 kc/s. Image signal 
protecting over 40 dB up to 30 Mc/s. and 2:40 dB 
from 30.60 Mc/s. Self -checking calibration (built-in 
calibrator). Stabilisation of supply 02d temperature 
compensation. Electrical and mechanical band - 
spread. Metering and visual toning indicator. Band 
pass from 100 cis to 10 kc/s, in 5 sages. Acoustic 
filter associated with 100 c/s. Bandeau position for 
C/W reception. Facilities for diversity recep. 
Excellent checked condition, 039. Mains P.5.0 . by 
P.C.A. Radio 3110/-, carriage 30/-. 
THERMAL PLUS MECHANICAL CIRCUIT 
BREAKER FOR A.C. & D.C. Current I amp. 
Protects against short (instantaneous cut u 

aproximately 8 amps.) and against overloads 
at 

amp. 
dss,, 

seconds. 
Delayd2cuta off may beadjusted to dif- 

fern en and times. Separate pair of contacts 
to ndioti gadevice. mDimensions 34 x 11 x *in. 
Price 12/6. P. & P. 2/6. 
TELEPHONE HANDSET. Standard G.P.O. 
type. new Iv.. P. & P. 2/-. 
INSET MICROPHONE for telephone handset 

2/6. 
P.O P. 2 -. 

CONNECT AND FORGET, CANNOT 
OVERCHARGE" ESSTRON" MARK 1 

AUTOMATIC BATTERY CHARGER. 
Initial Iharg:eg rate 6-7 amps. The charging rate 

atio diu self to the charge in the 
battery. Automatic current and, voltage control. 
Patented 

battery application 
of magnetic amplification 

to ry c ging. Indicator lights show battery 
fully charged, receiving charge incorrectly connec- 
ted or faulty cels. Mains voltage 200/250 v. Built 
for 6 or 12 v. baueri1. Measurements 7 x 5 x 54in. 
Weight Bol, Price 04/19/6. P.P. 3/6. 
2 KW ULTRASONIC GENERATOR together 
with power supply unit for 200.250 v. A.C. Com- 
plete two ch2sus with interconnecting cables. Fre- 
quency 37 co 43 kc:s adjusted by fine control. Pak 
output 2 kv., 2.82218 output 500 ve. Completely. 
new with vales and manual L65 carriage paid V.K. 
Large 36800100 of mains and Heavy Duty L.F. 
TRANSFORMERS. 
VARIONETER for No. 19 sets, 17/4. P. & P. 3/.. 

MARCONI SIGNAI. GENERATOR TYPE 
TF 80I13/3/S. Frequency range 12-485 Mc/, in five 
ranges. Directly calibrated frequency dial. Out- 
put a C.W. n.wavealouäom eat. 

2raly) 
Internal mldl 

frequency (.000 cis. Output: a, normal -contin- 
uously variable directly calibrated from 0.1 µ0.-0.50. 
b, high: up to I vmodulated or 2 v. unmedulated, 
output impedance 50 ohms. Fine frequency tuning 
cotrol, orrier on/off s "i[ h, built-in crystal 
calibration for 2 Mc/s. and 10 Mc/s. Stabilised 
plage supply. In excellent " as new condition. 

Fully checked and guaranteed. MI5. Carr. 30/-. 
VERY HIGH CLASS COMMUNICATION 
RECEIVER TYPE BRT402E. 150 kc/s -385 kc/s., 
510 kc/3.30 Mc/s. Fully tested 160. Carriage 30/-. 
WIRELESS SET NO. 52 (CANADIAN). Com- 
piece station consisting of Transmitter. Receiver, 

y61F unit 100 12 v. All conained 
2.011=4'Z:2 
n s0ecial carrier. 

I.75.16 Mch. in 3 bands. 113 u Istput Ive. 
45-75 w phone and MCW, 70-100 watt, CW. M.O. 

Tx ns be exactly tuned 
to fcal calibrator. 

y tun frequency. Noise 
limiter. Sitch. ne. Loudspeaker on receiver with 
on/off switch. All plicE new with accessories 
Export. 
itto, but Receiver 

application. 
only (without cabinet). /.8/10/ - 

Carr. 20/-. 
EVERSHED MEGGER CIRCUIT TESTER 

2 0 ohms wit 
tot fads leather 2rryin4 case.es. 

0-1,000 ohrns. 
e.. Tested 84/19/6 

P. & P. 3/6. 
A.R.OBD. RECEIVERS. Fully reconditioned. 155 
rebuilt model 885. Carriage paid U.K. 
MARCONI TF 868 UNIVERSAL BRIDGE 
Gy co .11.5 to I00µ5 inductance 10H to 
IOOH, resistance .1 ohm to 10 m/ohms. Q .1 to 10. 
Power supply. 115/230 v. A.C. In new condition 
with instruction book. E65. Carr. 30/-. 

P. 6L C. RADIO LTD. 
170, G0LDRAWK RD., W.12 

SHEpherd's Bush 4946 

PERSONAL Open 9-5.30 p.m. except Thursday 9 1 p.m. 

4 bands, 
Frequency 

all oter f1 

coverage 
l1460s as in C' R.1 0. Price 

741. Carriage 30/- 

DUMONT MODEL 241 OSCILLOSCOPE 
in fully working condition L22/10/.. P. & P. 30/-. 

ULTRA MODERN POWER SUPPLY UNIT, 
Su2200plro 

240.245, 1250 v.Ava Available voltagess D?C.; 
(a) 1700.1900 v. Stabilised. adjooble approx. I inA. 

b HT2approx. 45mA. 
260-350 v. stabilised, adjustable, approx. 45 m. 

dl 4v.a ppo 
50 mmA 

f) 4.5 v. A.C., 43 amp common earth. 
(g) 6.3 v. A.C., 4.5 amp. common earth. 

5 a ilicon reoiCor, 4 Selenium HV rectifiers. 
Brandd new 89/10/-- Carriage 12/-. 

PANEL METERS (round) 
500,2. o3li . D.C. 
0.500 mieroamps 21in. D.0 
0-500 microamM 3 
25-0-25mA 2Ì1n. D.C. 
150.0-1,500mA 31ín. D.C. 
0 -Sv 2in. D.C. 
0-5v. Olin. A. C. 
0-15v. 24 in. A.C. 
0-50v. 21in. D.C. 
0-150 v. 21 in. A.C. 
Weston as usually used also H.R.O. as "5" 

P ejection only. 
500mv. 
500ma. 
500 mscroamp 

32/6 
22/6 
22/6 
45/- 
29/- 

ß(6 
17/6 

/- 

3 i D.C. 3S/- 
2 n. D.C. 22/6 
2oe. D.C. 19/- 

V.H.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR 710A 
MADE BY R.C.A. 

Output frequency 370 to 560 Mks. Output voltages 
1µv. to 9017v. Direct, calibrated in megacycles 
(.5% 0043 try). 400 cycles internal modulation. ex- 
ternal modulation up to I M/o. may be applied by 

ans of the input cable supplmd with the instru- 
ment. Power supply 105/125 0.1n excellent condition 
and guaranteed £42/10/+ Carriage 30/-. 

CALLER -S WELCOME 
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PORTABLE OSCILLOSCOPE CT.52 
A compact general purpose in with 
many unusual features. Size 9in. high, 8in. 
wide, 166ín. deep. Time base 10 cis. to 

.40 Kc/s. Y plate sensitivity 40V per cm. 
Tube 2}in. Frequency trompemated amplifier 

p to 38dß gain. Bandwidth up to I Mc/s. 
Single sweep facilities. Operates from A.C. 
mains 100.250 volts 50 cis. Complete with 
all test leads, metal transit ose, instruction 
book and circuit diagram. BRAND NEW. 
Tested and guaranteed. 822/10/-. Carr. 10/.' 

MICROAMMETERS 
R.D.A. 0.500 microsm ps, 26in, circular 
Rush l mounting.Dials are engraved 
0-15,0-600 volts. As used in the Amerian 
version tithe No. 19 set. 15/.. P. & P.1/6. 

AR -SS SPARES 
R.C.A. Headphones 12/6 
Escuehenns (Windows) 8/6 
Knobs. Medium size. Set of 8 10/ - 
Knobs. Large sae 5/6 
Block Condenser (3 x 4 mfd.) 12/6 

AR -88D RECEIVERS 
A good selection is available for allers at 
from (.30. All are in good condition and 
are functioning perfectly. Realigned. 

HEAVY DUTY TRANSFORMER 
Input 220 volts to 250 volts at 50 cycles. 

pp d every 5 volts. Secondary, 50 volts 
to 15 amps. Very conservatively 

rated. 

Size?6x56ic7in. We2816. Bread new. 
85/19/6. Carr, 7/6, 

ILICON RECTIFIER. 800 P.I.V. Th 
Modern Marvel. gin. x fin. Can be used 
o replace 

ballast 
rectifiers up to 500 mA 

400allase re /,. 

TS-175 HETERODYNE 
FREQUENCY METER 

A high frequency version f the well 
known BC -221. Accuracy 0.05%. Fre- 
quency range 80 to 1,000 Me/s. As new 

Tendition 
with original calibration book. 

sted and guaranteed. L75. 

BC22I 1 5ERe/eN5eY20 Me/ee.. 
This crystal controlled heterodyne fre- 
quency meter is too well known to need 
further description. Those we offer are 
complete with correct individual =fibre - 
don book and are carefully testeydda tagsnCdd 

guaranteed. 
New 

condition. 
or. d , ÄrI.J it 

on 

Laboratory Standard 

CINTEL OSCILLOSCOPE 
A 12ín. demonstration oscilloscope with 
all controls at rear. BRAND NEW 880. 

SANGAMO 
WESTON 

VOLTMETERS 
S61. Dual range 
0.5 and 0-100 v 
D.C. FSD I seA. 
Sin. sole. Recent 
manufacture. Ideal 
or schools. Com- 
plete In super geel- 
ty canvas h carrytesing 

BRAND NEW. - Boxed 32/6.s Posc2/6. 
ds. 

STANDARD SIGNAL GENERATOR 
£25Oo 

hauuied,l guaan ed accurate and in perfect 
30/.. 

workingorder 
Complete with mains lead and technical manual. 

SIGNAL GENERATOR CT -218 (FM/AM) 
MARCONI TF 937. Covers 85 Kc/s to 30 Mc/sin 8 switched 
anges. Effective length of film sale is Saft. Output level 

viable In I dB steps from IpV to 100 mV (755). Also IV 
Outputs down to 0.1µV from an outlet at 7.50. Int. mod. at 
400 c/s, I Kcis. 1.6 Kc/s and 3 Kc/s. FM at frequencies above 
394 l cali- bratorr Kc/ 

Variable 
2 Mc/s. 

depth 
M niter speaker for beeaeadettec- 

tian. Fully metered, blower cooled, Pandimatic. A.C. mains 
100 to 150 and 200 to 250 volts, 45 to 10O ch. 17 x 206 x 
176in. Weight 117 lbs. Fully tested and guaranteed. Under 
10% of original price. £65. Carr. 50/-. 

CINTEL EQUIPMENT 
ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITANCE AND INCREMEN- 

TAL INDUCTANCE BRIDGE. Ne.36601 
A modern instrument. all solid state, which accurately measures 
the opacity of 

a 
electrolytic condensers from 0.1µF to I,000wF 

voltage are sepsra 
conditions. 

Im red. Inductances from °100 mH 
to 100 H on also be measured with currents up to 100 mA. 
A.C. mains operation. Unused with handbook. £100. 
WIDE RANGE CAPACITANCE BRIDGE. No. 1864. 
A matching in 

n 

o the above. All solid so Main 
operation. Measuress from 0.002pF to IOopF. Unused with 
handbook. KISS. 

V.H.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR 
MARCONI TF801A. Covers IO to 300 Mc/s (4 bands). 
DIRECTLY alibrated. Int. Mad. at 400, 1,000 and 5,000 c/s. 
Attenuated or force output. Guaranteed overhauled, 
actuate and in perfect working order. £32/10/. Carr. El. 

AN/USM-44A. A precision signal generator. U.S.A. mane - 
assure. ío A.M. only. 10 420 Mc/s. (5 bands). Directly calibrated 
An instrument atilt finest possible quality with 1 Mc/s and 5 Mc/s 
Xtal calibrators. Separatet carrier " and set d 
meters. Output cont. variable from 0.1µV to 350 mV. BRAND 
NEW. KISS. 

DISTORTION FACTOR METER 
MARCONI TF -142E. This instrument measures the percentage 
of total harmonic distortion in the fundamental frequency 
range 100 to 8,000 cis. The lowest sale engraving is 005%. 
Will handle 2 watts (ctl cacaos) satisfactory will give tisfactory 
readings with only' ImW input. Mains operated. Output 
impedance 600 ohms. Very good condition. 830. Carr. LI. 

MINIATURE RELAYS. 240 v. AC. coils. Contact assembl 
makes "and I C.O. 5amps. Size 2x If x Iin. Unused an 

emoved from brand new equipment. 8/6 post paid. 

B. & R. RELAYS Type CO3. 230 volt A.C. coils. Very heav 
uty 

Weight 2 lb. 
assembly. l3in. 26ín 
BRAND NEW. 27/6. P. & P. 2/6. 

x 

HICKOCK OSCILLOSCOPE 05.65/U 
A high grade general pur- 
pose instrument made to 
exacting U.S.A. Navyable nneci- 

Detachable cover 
with carrying handle, Com- 
pact (136 x 6 x 

fight 17 tbs. Green trace 
Sin, tube. Bandwidth "Y" 
amplifier D.C. to 2 Mc,'s 
(D.C. coupled). Sensitivity 40/c 

used separately, 
am 

be 
similar spec to "Y" amp. 
Lods are housed in 
For A.C. mains 105 

case. 

1° 125 v. 50 to 1,000 c/s. 
BRAND NEW, tested and 
guaranteed. £25. Carr. 101-. 
Auto transformer 1516 extra. 

CHARLES BRITAIN (Radio) LTD. 
II UPPER SAINT MARTIN'S LANE 
LONDON, W.C.2. TEMple Bar 0545 
Near Leicester Sq. Station. (Opposite Thorn House) 
Shop hours: 9.6 p.m. (9-1 p.m. Thursdays). Open oll day Saturday. 

AVOMETER MODEL 7 
Complete with leather carrying rase. leads and 
batteries ready for use. Fully guaranteed. 
£13/13/-- Post 7/-. 

PHASE MONITOR ME -63/U 

Designed to (Ameasure direct) ly the phase 
angle between two applied audio fre- 
quency ignels si from 20 to 20,000 c.o.s. =I.,. Direct endication on apa em 
Input can be sinusoidal ornon-sinusoidal 
from 2 to 30 volts peak. Of recentmanu- 
facture (1957( by Control Electronics Inc. 
and ex-U.S,A. Air Force. In first class con- 
dition wish handbook. A complex instru- 
ment with 19 valves. 840. Carr. 30/-. 

COSSOR DOUBLE BEAM 
OSCILLOSCOPE TYPE 1035 

Those wefer the modernMark 3 
d a 

n 
really first class con- 

dition. Please do not confuse then with 
older well used instruments. One 
glance will convince you they are a bar- 

£45. 

T.C.C. VISCONAL CONDENSERS. 
8 mfd. 500 v. D.C. wkg. at 71°C. CP 
152 v. Size 3 x If x Sin, high. BRAND 
NEW (boxed). 5/6 each. DUBILIER 
NITROGOL 8 mfd.350 v. D.C. wkg. 
as 71°C. Size II x 1g x 4g -n. high. With 
fixing dips. BRAND NEW (boxed) 5/-. 
each. T.C.C. or DUBILIER. 4 mfd 
600 v. wkg. CP 130T u, similar. 13 x If x 4fin. high. BRAND NEW (boxed), 
416 each. Ali post paid. 

STANDARD TRANSFORMERS 
Vacuum impregnated, interleaved, ES. 

erol mounting. Size 4x31x 
2}ne° ALL BRAND NEW. 211 each. 
Post 2/6. 
Type I. 250.0-250 v. 80 mA. 6.3 v. 3 e. 

Aped at 4 v. 4 a. 6.3 v. I a, tapped at 
4 v. and 5 v.2 a. 
Type 2. As above but 350-0-350 v. 
80 mA. 
Type 3. 30 u. 2 a., tapped at 12, 15. 
20 and 24 v, to give 3-4-5-6-8-910 u., etc. 
Type 5, 0-6-9-15 v 4 a. Ideal for chargers. 

LOIN- CAPACITANCE BRIDGE 
MARCONI TF 1342, Range 0.002 pF. to 
1.111 pF. Accuracy 0.2%. Three terminal 

ansformpr r m bridge e1lowÎ 
situ " Internal oscillator frequencyin ¢ 

x 17x B6in. Weight 
} Ibs, A.C.. mains 200 to 250 and 100 to 

150 v. 40-100 ys. With lods and handbook 
ABS7LUTELY BRAND NEW: 845. 
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R. S. C. MAIL ORDERS TO: 
Dept. W., 

102 Henconner Lane, 
Bromley, Leeds, 13 

Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. No C.O.O. 
under Ll. Postage 2/9 extra under O. 416 
extra .der L5. Trade supplied. S.A.E. 
with all enquiries please. Personal shop- 
peow lOomN rung URA,. 
BRADFORD 25 9r(H.PI(-dry Wed.) 

BRISTOL 14 Lower Caade street. 
(Hall-da3W 

31 GT`Wese904 BIRMINGHAM Arcade Opp. 
Snow Hill station. Tel.: CENtra1 1279. 
(No half -day). Urger premises now open. 

DERBY (Hellâ37 Weâ))..'ToT11-t`41366). 

DARLINGTON 13 PTel 
Hfisee4Wynd 

(Half -day Wednesday) 

EDINBURGH (Ha 
33 

lf-day 
Leith 

Wed.) 
ner. 

GLASGOW 
326 Argyle Street. Tel.: 
CITY 4158 (No halfday). 

ROLL TSI hursday). 
Sevila Serene (Half -day 

Tel.: 20505. 

LEICESTER 32 High Street (Half - 
day ThuraJ. 7e1.:5ó920 

LEEDS 5-7 Com[y (Me<n) Arndt. 
(No half -day). Tel.: 28252. 

LIVERPOOL dayD el: GE22a13573 

LONDON 238 Edgware Road, W.2 
(Half . day Thursday). 
Tel.: PADdington 1629. 

MANCHESTER A0001âldha.St. 
Tel.: CENtraI 2778. 

MIDDLESBROUGH 106 Road. N`wpprs 
(Hdf;tlay Wednesday). Tel.: 47096 

SHEFFIELD Pao 
Exchange Svee[, 

Thursday). Tel.: 20716. (Half -day Thursday]. 

STAFF REQUIRED AT VARIOUS 
BRANCHES Fuller Port Two. B nenee 

AEON FMTI F.M. TUNER All par. Ina 
e .el ma 0010. hook. 88/18/8 Carr. Cl- 

TRIPLETONE SELF -POWERED 
ASSEMBLED F.M. TUNER 
For 200.3800. AC. 815/14/8 no Terms 

POWER PACK KITS Pellyeuvnolhai 
output 

ps. Combla of0ebe8anle. mdv trarvu: 0200: IN 
v. Double 

and cld. RetlMr,Clroke, 19/11 L, a. 
vlIilh ease in lia of Mande E.,. 

R.S.C. STEREO/TEN HIGH 
QUALITY AMPLIFIER KIT 

TvlOv ue 

âçcsa 
%GCSE, 
LBI. 

H Lao. 
BepOraLe 
be. and treble 

._ ......._ .._. _' 
controle 

Flrim m awl "Iwst" eendtivllT 
GO . 3 watt. high gnality output ono. 

el. g.bTmeda.ertaemlOrntlampmer. 
// muml awiloh, g¢ng d ol- 

nueTluo ItetmM1ee ed .na bahmtt. 
u 4Putto Boen 

ganged 
.mla¢-Poat Md. 

ÓliaOrams 
md hut.uelbve. IOmtnOm toV w4ag 

epma pd,xd Pea ll.e 219. p GNS. 
Or r plenl led a0a tated 

50/6+tra. 
Om..lt 0 gm. aal 0 carr.lo;-. 

y p.ymmte ot PAlB 1xo41 E12/1BI81. 

11 range of IOI-PI equipment. Cash or Tome. 
ARMSTRONG, LINEAR, LEAK, 
TRUVOX, TANDBERG, JASON, 
FANE, FERROGRAPH, RESLO 
GARRARD, GOLDRING, W.B., 
CONNOISSEUR, GOODMANS, 
GRAMPIAN, WHARFEDALE, 

ROGERS, QUAD. 

HEAVYDUTYSELENIUM RECTIFIERS 
10 Y. IN AIDS. P.W. LBRIDGEI 19/9 

mA.10h.W hT. meQOTHNG 311!x00mA 6. 100 

i0ó mBv h.i W nirmet919.20and- si01â ÌO10 

haw 1119. 060 ,111%. 0 h. 00 uh001010. 

R.S.C. STEREO/20 HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER 
Providing 10/14 WATTS ULTRA LINEAR PUSH-PULL 
OUTPUT ON EACH CHANNEL 
Feature. Inmude: 

* e.I0010010on tone. 
and campeomtiuO In- 

* 2rm0 001mrv:liuu 

*ebOele 
Bass /"eoOalbc 

dceo 

oat t01u 
0le "Illt and out * Neon panel mNaar, * Handsome Permed Fmutp44. S.A.E. for le00et. 

Complete vet of part. wile pe00.10'po/00 0 
rima 

Merame ama Walruetbrm 

13 Gels, manl; mhlor 
pplitd 1., om u u l IN 

t 111. .TDEPOSIT821171-GRWoe 
Earn) 

INTEOG/IDR FOR HOMO 
OR trTuDIABLE '7,1111E- GRAM, 

'ECM. 
N.M. 

INTP.NU. H°R tlTD. 
Output 

R010,lenlne 
Nl .. se to 0.q EEóI. era 

aro hlghl,i0sI11T weaker. 
on 

reame req.,. Rlow Output g. 
n... tamed SENSI' IVITY: N }2D.B. 

I e. 
HARMONIC 

OY O.B. aow. 96NBI0IVTTY: 16 m 0, 

rvtlutl 
axn. TlON (each carrell 0.2 pv cent. For op- 
r`nrr S3n12W e. A C, mein. 

R.S.C. AIO 30 WATT AMPLIFIER 
HIGH FIDELITY ULTRA LINEAR 
PUSH-PULL OUTPUT 
SIPALM Er66. EI Pm. FAYB3.8 1, m>, 
0051. Tune Coutend. 

ity is 
Dameiy 

blab. 

.12,r.wiiirt.0 tiriAixt la 
0095 W, 

ABILRY-P. 
Separate 

OP ä660P8006 
OR PR'IIP. Bepama °ele and Treble 

c.Wth'lifte ¢tap An 
sul vd. roue. ü provided w last two cenante apua such UT 500HRT 

WITH 
, an m oUISED applledRSVP tor ng 

ÂN OUTPUT S/L PLUGPOE HUT POD® FOB SUPPLY 1.60100. 

öd 
8.8 v. 1.8 A. POR BARIO TONER. Prim to kit low with wiring M. .YLI' / r l.tiary built aim 4lal.EL34Vo output valves BL 

Corr' 12 íius ÚHÌTS DEOSIT 
2/ -RL TERMS ON ASSEMBLED 

B and 3 ,mnthlr 1ea5ma'ota o[ 

03(ól507 
output 

col. Pealatiee 011r with hQua ühle tor 

MformereeeONy dev0001 fuor Ultra G0ar...low Negallive feedback. 20 
nd output 

Ì11i. in mala loop. H.D PERFUp0AIICR FIGURES ARE EQUAL TO 
HOST EXPEND« UNITS AlUILAHL3. Frequency rue.. -.3 DE. 30ß0,000 
el.. Tone CÚmtre.312U.R.stati. +41 U.B. to Ad l'. B. at 12,e0W e/..hum 
and eel. SO U.B. Joan. Cmd gu illy reliable compoonun r,ne.l. . um . flesh 
tua am,0000. 000.100 is xp x 010. approx. Power mm.nptiun 160 For 

5o v. W ea. Output for 3 and le ohms epeak00. .00OUEQUALLYT- 

SIDE 
SOITABLR PORTHE CONNOISSEUR OR POE LARGE HALLS, CLUBS. RE OUT 
®E 

BASS, 
IDEAL FOR USE WITH HURICAL IN00 009NTS, SUCH 

AS STEWS BASS, 
THEATRES, de. 

°ROAR, GUITAR ete. POR DAEON HANDS. 
GARat 

teen ah prises anon 1001 
etewilWwadd 

waddlers. l04DB 6 ̀RB T®: 
R.S.C. All 12-14 WATT AMPLIFIER 
HIGH FIDELITY PUSH-PULL ULTRA 
LINEAR OUTPUT " BUILT -IX " 
TONE CONTROL PRE -AMP STAGES 

Tot lopnt e1kela wlt6 nemciated 00nlmle 
allme mixing of mike" ana 0..m In 

146 xmsltiriLT- Iocludea 6 valve. 
MAI ELSA ;LM. HZtlI. Filgh 

quality ,Iee1Sally wound output trvutower 
LIO'1.1..tor Ultra Linear aperatluv. Helislrle cimpuvm ES le, DItIDUAL 

CONTR.. FOR RASP AND TRIODE "Lilt"a. Cut, Prem.. response 

ÓNI 3 millivolt INPUT eteerred NrFULLFUUTPUT .Wable for umDwith. 
nuke0ash da es of l OEM pickup. and mike+ Comparable with the very beat dolma, 
For g., ndlo or tape, Nor MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS etch u STRING BASS, 

SOCKET wì.09. 8001.90 01 and 0.9 .v. a For apply 
FRE f RAIO D0R UII014 l O Il, 10 a 00.00nc2W+LW r. 

W cle. 2231. fFaarv115 ubac epmker. Bit4mmpleM tee last nut. lameaüü 
oM punched. uli 

(or 
and pme4n extml. ONLY 

w 10/- 
req... 

.¢ rectal coven 2carrullt y1B utnl. Carr. 101. Gns. 
Inorntl.iai UNITSwith2 2l canal w 

payments 
tf 18/9 

TIMES UNASSEMBLED DUNITS. 10,..leaDEPOSIT and B monthly mymm.ee'llc. 
(Total 21211.13-/ S.A.E.tor111ue0alM lmaddGWmaa Bpeakoe."Nlkea"eta 

AUDIOTRINE HI-FI TAPE RECORDER KIT 
an/y4 Pain.). soldered joinl0Plugmein3 

Bashigh 
quality recorder in the 

Can be sué bled w one 2`0.2Gns.léi8. 
ó0m. B.A.E. tas lead. 4 Gawk 3 m.. extra 
OR ORPOSIT 4 m0.. and 12 monthly my - 
me ü of 42.'-1..128 Cell pria B 

Tled 
In 8 moat.. INCORPORATING 

HE LATEST MAGNAVOX TAPE DSCH. 
THE AUDI0T8mE HIGH QUALITY TAPE 
AMPLIF KA HIGH FLUX 7 x em. LOUD - 
&FEAR OR. Red of Berl Quality TAPE. .0000Spare 

Tape Spool. e Portable Ca.., abc approx. 
171 v. 141 x BIM Belrbedm mmelemezan 
ahadee cd Redd. and Fyn., Gomeetion diagram tar 

hm yB8 a irmxdpar provided. YRATil8E8 0 e: 20 *0008 

FOR 
POUTPUT OWom* BWAGIC 

RECORDING 
INDICANOR 

EA08 B* * OUTPUT 4 WATTS * MAGIC 
CALIBRATING 

ATING 
OR *HEAVY DUTY MOTOR it TAPE TAP A OALIBRATINO 

RUM* 
5# TABS POLL 710 8 REELS E. * NEGLIGIBLE 

HIIH * 89TIRY EPPECTIFE AINUMAT[C ERASURE. 

COMMUNICATION RECEIVER RX 80 DE -LUXE 
4 Band G35 Noe to 30 Mc/s. 
me l Rule 

zing 9 W with 

A.T.C. S LImILer. LL Ó: 

1111,4-U)' NwO,BLawitÉ terminai 
mr tr.nmaua. Belt m An. 

for lung rmge rec<pUou. 
High ' üitT. Par MO - 
250 v. A.C. nu.. Handsome 
chrome dxonled nbbut.131a. It' x-11°'x 19Gns Dcpwamt 25 

d 0 monthly payr.enlx 3718 (Total 881/191-1 Ga. 10/ 

R.S.C. TRANSFORMERS 
Pully Ovomntad. Interleaved and Impregnated. 

MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Primaries 200-250 v. W c/. 
11ID0ET CLAMPED TYPE 21 x91 X0l10.. 

vo-ó-rséóv.aOmA.,e.ea.2a 
1818 
1418 

FULLY SHROOU® UPRIGHT MINTING 
.00-0300 v. 80 mA., BS v. 2 a 04.0.3 v. Pa e1-8-810. ISIS 
2600.000 v.100mA, 9.3 v. 5. 0-6-85 0.9,. 03919 

W -0-W3 v.100mA, OA v.4 a., 036.3 v. 8 n 
óW-0-300v.l30mA,0.8v.4aaL,8.8v.1n Fm 

88/8 

Mvl4rd 610 Amplifier 3818 

3W-360v.1W 
m.t.,8.3v.4a,0-66.9v.9a 09/S 

3W v. 100 mA, 0.3 v., 4..0-6-8.3 v., 9 a 3BI9 
{25-0-420 v. 200 mA., 8.3 v. 4 a, 0.E., b v. 9 a 8918 v.250mA.,8.3v.4a.,0.av.4a.,a tr. 8a 8819 45Ó0-4Wv.2WM.,8.3v.4n At. 6v.8a 80/8 
TOP SHROUDER DROP -THROUGH TYPE 
2W41..200v.20mA.,8.3v.2a,048.3v.2a 17/9 
_W-0.660 v. 100 mA., e.3 v.0.0 a. 1SIS 250-0250v.100mA,8.3v.2a,8.3v.1a. 2119 A e. .Ov00 v. PO m. G.9 v. 2 06-8.3 v. 2 a 91/8 

+60 v. 100 mA., 03 v.4 a., 0-6-0.3 v..3 a 2819 
300-0.3e0 0.10000.. 03 v. 4 a., 0.6-0.0 v. 9 a 28/9 

.,0101,1¢ for Y llmd 010 Amp110u 

v: 1°,3 860 0.200 0A, 0.9 v. 4 0. 0 -0 -US v. 9 0. 37/0 
FILAMENTTRANBPO8IDER0 P. la 7/8:0.9 v. 1.6 a 8/9:0.3 v. 2 a. 7/8: 0.3 v. 3. 9/B: 0.3v.Aa.1719:12v.3ro.24v.1,6a.1718. 
AUTO (Step UP/Step ROWNI TRANSFORMERB 
n110/120 v.-100.233-250 v. 

3419 260 vatle 
E919 600 watts 

BO tls 
100 mwalte 

CHARGER TBANSPORMHeS 
0.0.16 v. 11. 12(9 00-10 0.00. 
0.9-10v.21. 

1818 0-0-016s.eaa. 0.9.10a a v. 9 

élO,aTePUT 
Tard RAM/POEM« 

PunkpWifi btode W'IE<W30or16ROWRa 
30 

l'08 pull 10.12 w1t.698 to 80 or 180 1010 
Poh pull 101 w W b6 o3, a. B o 

IwÉUltra Linear tor Mu N CIO. 

lap 19.0 

É8/8 
Dub pull 15.10 «att. extimrlly wound OIA, RT88,etc. 

. for 
d 

or 
I 

2Bl9 
Penh pull 00 watt Aigh-qudlly eectiovay w0md, 

0164, OLI, RT00. etc.. to 3 or 150 fully ehmadrd 4019 

MICROPHONE TRANPEO8YN86 
120-1818h manly. clammed 

SMOOTHES° CRONES 

wmÂ.;ií Flu 
iam6óD1V8 E6m°A.'iól 

II- men 
40,13 

100 00.,10 H., 2000 8rB 1 +00.'0.60 L.T. LTpe 08 

4918 
8919 

H 

8/9 

LOUDSPEAKERS IN CABINETS 
1210. 10 WATT.aWa1005 

approx. 
las 

quality 121x, 10 watt 12,000 flee opaker. 

12/0'.''V 
rar 16 stew 2911818. Carr. 

0.0016.1011Ö 1T'00í £8n8/élmmtúl,. 
1418. 20 WATT. 11121. Qoallty. íe.000 

""1;?` 010 mewls cablnct.7/1010. a..BI10 1 11041 Pin. 2711010. e.o.m.1t @10.11.1848/ 7 monmp. 
S 171- 88117181. 

111nedÓ WATET 1. aei lu, owl Cart 
Blabbed . Tome 90 3El- mud Gns. 

: 

All abode va1461e I0f080 she ro.ete£ 61Ì0e1. 10, 810x010. 

R.S.C. BATTERY CHARGERS & KITS 
POE A.C. HAM: 0WW060 e. 
re 
IKEv. PA8.4Eé 

1ONAL8D 4am ».t 

able charge rate eelMor. Alen 
ielectar plug for 6 v. ex 12 v. 

R. Stol ram with caved 
00 b i 0000 Be.b. meed ma 

'a ly fOr tx web mama 59/9 ma lase ma 
Collai -clips. 0!'1.1161 tome: Uepuelt l2 - and atummy 

ente 3130/- ITOW 9313214. 

CHARGER KITS =WI= EoarmelÌM 
Cox, Fuse. and Holders, O m remets, Panels, COP and Circuit. 
0110 0.2. 35/98 093 v.4. 52/9. 
HEAVY DUTY CHARGER KIT e/I2v.eamm, 

Teillre dowx Oß00-290.20 v. F.W. (Bdpol, aeüWmr 
er: °e i.m'a, 1=611 Large Rea eel G. 59/9 pmeü. Yluge, hlrwaPme-hoMoaml cecW4 Cmr.41a 

R.8 C BATTERY TO MAINS CONVERSION UNITB. 

e vni.61.R. r.B 616 battery 

ien euyNyii4v WaOâ eov vóata 

é:+i46ie: â2 w.k tor aú battery 
pt v. 'traab04.Seevas reqdr4g 1A 

âltn°;üa: m't 39/9; ó'49/9 
FANE 122/10 20 WATT HEAVY DUTY LOUD- 
SPEAKERS 1210.16 ohm. W la excep 6.edly MI= meal eran n'Irge. 3.`27A Mode1322110A with Dud Cave Beve. 

WW -144 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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R.S.C. SettFjEiQ /SHIF/AMPUf/ER 
FULLY TRANSISTORISED 

*200-250x. A.C. Mains Operation. 
*OUTPUT R.M.B. CONTINUOUS 

10 WATTS into 15 ohms. 
15 WATTS into 3 ohms. 

*Max. Instantaneous Peak Power Output 28 watts. 
*PRINTED CIRCUIT CONSTRUCTION 
*LATEST TRANSISTORS 

OC44, OC44, 
SC81P, OC14, AC107 (Total of nine). 

*5 -POSITION INPUT SELECTOR SWITCH 
EQUALIZATION to Standard R.I.A.A. and 
C.C.I.R. Characteristics for Grant and Tape Heads 

*FULL TAPE MONITORING FACILITIES 
*SENSITIVITIES: Magnetic P.U. 4 env. 

Crystal or Ceramic P.U. 400 mn. 
1icrophone 4.5 m,v Tape Head 2.5 env. 
Radio/Aux, or Ceramic P.U. 110 01.0. * FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 20-20,000c.p.s.4Iil.b. * TREBBLE CONTROL +15 d.b. to -14 d.b. at 

10100/5. * BASS CONTROL +10 dB. to -15 d.b. at 60 c/s. * HARMONIC DISTORTION AT 10 Watts R.M.S. 
1,000 c.o.s. 0A5^;. * HUM LEVEL: -` di, * NEGATIVE FEEDBACK 51 di: 

Audiotrine High Fidelity Speaker Systems 
oe.igoed toT 0 ó óO0 

spa 

unreel, 
Wquency i"r IV one Ib 12 eak.,, .22,2 

Cuit avd Tweeter. Ixbl Ial 
1 nee with 0/y High Y11tT AmPaEer, ( {1 loWSDVR. 

9Ulpl0p cart en or n jO 151- a 
nia a 10110 teaaÌrn. 

oe22or Deposit 
Watt Don 

monthly 
ment. .1151- eTolsi 0706:"pail 

Ell- mW nine momwJ pal- 

W,B. "STENTORIAN" RIGS FIDELITY P.M. BPSAEEEe. 
POIS. m onits r.lblç, Where a really sea quality 

aempitwitntuni0emssi0a 
Is 

nr+mrmon.snr 
highly119. 

Feúhte 
whetber 3 ohm or Ih ohm rryntmL 

earc 

INTRODUCING A NEW RANGE OF H 

AUDIOTRINE ' PETITE' 
-'hue only 10/ío. x 0`ìn. x ..Bo. Rating d watts. 
Fre 1 y mime 45-00,000 c.p.s. Cabinet beautifully 
finished in Teak (light) or Walnut (medium). Fitted 
specially designed heavy cast 5in. speaker with lam, 
pole pieces extra long voice coil and rubber surround. 
Impedance 3 ohms m 15 ohms. 8 Gns. Carr. 7/L 
Or Deposit 27/- and ()monthly payments 17/10 (Total 
28'7/8) 

R.S.C. SUPER 30 STEREO AIMf6/f/ER 
INTRODUCING TWO COMPLETELY NEW UNITS A DUAL CHANNEL VERSION OF WITH TECHNICAL 
MORE THAN FAVOURABLY WITH 

COMPARING 
WITH SIMILAR THE SUPER 15Empleyieg Thin Prinledcireails; 

AMPLIFIERS OFFERED AT 2.3 TIMES THE COST. * Cline Tolerance Ganged Polo Penn Kn.. * Jiatchd Components for lenpeu. * CROSS -TAUT -52 d,b. at 1,000 o.p.s. * CONTROLS: 5 Position lupus Selector, Bozo 
Control. Treble Control, Volume Control, Eahnre 
Control, Sicreo/3tono Switch, Tape Monitor Switch, 
Mains Switch. * INPUT SOCKETS (Matched Pails) (I) Magnetic 
P.U. (1) Ceramic or Cnatai P.U. (3) Radio/Ann 
(4) Tape Wail/Microphone * Operation of the -input Selector Switch assures, 
aPpropriatc equalization. 

IMPORTANT NOTE. Rated output figures are 
given in R.M.B. and not speech and music 
I.H.F.M. otherwise we could obviousl quote 
much higher outputs. 

Complete Ell of 
INt aoatmulowl iii,ie,and 
Polot-tu'Imh,t weber mn- 
gram. 1 

92 
, l0/-, Corr. 

cnp }ep 'nin rim,lt 
n hr Rcal wltb pade 

soldered In d N for 8 Ì extra.extra.Banm 
Waite 

Wood- en, beautifully tinkled 
rwawue or teak 86.8, 

oO,lr, :tiïé ú n':wiiâ nome mn n d m. mrm 
m ! aLure. 

19; Gns. Gn,1-/a 
Or nep,.n 2.3/210 0m1 rane 

Idy puYmxnrx 01 43/8. 
nT¢4n1 299i11'3). 

* Rigid Id s.w.g. Chassis. Size approx. 12in. wide, 
n.l :tin, high ami Sin. deep. * Attractive Facia Plate and \latching knobs. 

j g Gns * NEON PANEL INDICATOR - =Vat. Above facilities re. except ,m Cmmine and Bounce 
DPRrd Ira - al ale tom r e. ALL con om:Nis E0.T AItlt 01 A 

npmwopuMte 
munr,in a.- NIA NTANDAlto ANC NUPPLEUIIT USAIR. 11911,11 bleb ruhlercdp amt toteA MANUY,A Trnmte, `IENE UNITE A. EMINENTLY br E OFL eaten. Terme: ile- SUITABLE Foli I:NE WITH A MAKE UH PICK.. 

moh 
6 au. e U m thly.lnV- OR MICNOPIIONh: nfi'stal, Ceram,. Ma4mDa Moving ot 38181i0ta1122114161 RII.IwnIT aROAltnl.Ytl OY Tnt: CONT. tl11PRRR 9O.an wamm Te 

Ór 
n l 

: QUALiTI' nAx' RE naTA1NP,D öY UNL\'m 11'ITII. 
I81-an6damoothlJpaUvm(x IIIINT1tATE SEISM-ART EOr'IPMBNT. 
1312 (Total £8117/1). 

nn,lyd 

J(o use lied mv nx 
n .Ibr 1129 Gns. 
Or Deposit 

p£4/1R1 
t 

ttibmi£Sâ151-1: 
me 48/. 

AUDIOTRINE HF100D 10in. 
15 Watt HI-FI SPEAKER 
Heart, reel constrict low 'Lh+. nlmm+tar VOICE 
COIL, Dual Colv,naerir tended 

""bequeme> 
p recs./sae 00 

ld uherv0.30,0 
r -pA, 

Eurmtmolrmneat £511510 

ION FIDELITY LOUDSPEAKER UNITS 
The AUDIOTRINE ' MINI -TEN' Sill only IPiin. 

Ilicll. 'if,,,. wide, di in. deep. Rating 10 watts. 
- Imp lance 15 ohms. De luxe Teak or Walnut 

finished cabinet acoustically lined. Heavy 
cast Si,,. Bass speaker with extra high flux 
density ceramic magnet and rubber surround 

iving IoW fundamental resonance. Choke/ 

1-Ca 
paci y Crum-over and Rally 

performance. Frequency range -" iS0,010 c.ps. Deposit 22 and 9 monthly 
pyls. 27/8 (Total £1015/-1. 12.k Gns. Carr. 0/0 

The 'GLOUCESTER' Handsome 'shotline binet.' 
acoustically Thud, Size .Min, high, 20in. wide, 6fin. I 
deep. Finished light leak or medium walnut. 1Yì,1.I 
high fins 12,000 line speaker, Cross -over unit, and I 
Tweeter. Rating 10 watts. Smooth response 40- 
00,000 rops. Impdance 15 ohms. Deposit 

{Total012/10/.), Carr. 15/-. 
tala 

11 Gns. 

The `DORCHESTER' Attractive cabinet in 
luxurious Teak or Walnut finish, Acoustically 
lined. Sire 2401 high, 15in. wide Slia, deep. 
Incorporating specially designed 10m. heavy 
cast speaker with ive Sin. pole pinces and 
dial cone with plastic treated surround. Fre- 
quency responses 20.20,000 apps. Rating 15 
watts. Impedance 15 ohms. Deposit 48/ - 
and 0 monthly payments 33/- (Total 217/7/3). 

Can. 15/-. 15 Gns. 

The' BRONTE.' Handsome cabinet of modem styling. 
Acoustically lined and finished Teak or Walnut. Si. 
22in. high, Irwin. wide, 7lin. deep. Fitted Wharfedale 
Super 8 ROOD Speaker, with Roll surround and deal 

Rating u watts. Impedance 15 ohms. 12 Gns. Or Deposit 39.'- and 0 monthly payments 
MOO. (Total 284)-;8). Carr. 15/-. 

TN, STANWAY.' Attractive contemporary 
styled cabinet finished Teak (light) or Walnut 
(ndiuml. Acoustically lined. Size 24in 
high, 20ín. wide, Ellin. deep. Fitted 10_111. 

high Ilex Bass speaker with plastic treated 
surround giving extremely tow fundamental 

emance and high sensitivity. The smooth 
frequency response 20.20,000 o p,e, is achieved 
by addition of high flux tweeter and choker 
capacity moss -over system. Rating 20 watts. 
Impedance ce 15 ohms. ' Deposit 3 ONU. 
and 12 monthly payments 32/8. (Total 
224/13/-1- 19} Gns. Carr, 17/11. 

R.S.C. A15 20 WATT AMPLIFIER WITH INTEGRAL 
PRE -AMP and TONE CONTROL STAGES. High Fidelity Output. 

Fully Transistorised Orthodox Circuitry. Full Output without thermal run -away. 
Maximum Output 10 watts R.M.S. (28 watts music Suitable for 3, 7.5 or 15 ohm speakers. 

ring/ for inputs of any impedance. 
Sensitivity 2 millivolts for full output. for Hr -Fi in the home or public address. 
Frequency Response ±1 d.b. 10.20,000 c.p.s. 
Harmonic Distortion 0.1% measured at 1,000 c.p.e. 
Bale Control +8 0.5. to -14 d.b. at 40 c,p,s. 
Treble Control +0 d.b. to -13 d.b. at 10 Re/s. 
Extremely high Signal to noise ratio. 
Kit of parts consisting of printed circuit, all required 
resistors, condensas, transistors and Heat Sink. 
Full diagrams and instructions. yyatmw 

Or with printed ar circuit fully wired and V119/9 
tested SI extra. Post 5 - 
Power pack available for 39/6 In kit form or 59/e 
ready for use. 

SPECIAL TAPE RECORDING OFFER 
Very limited number reI Linear LT45 high quality 
Tape Amplifiers, retail price 12 GNU. Magic Eye 
Record. Level indicator. Output 4-5 watts, For 
mains 100-050v. A.C. Equalisation for Elio. and 
trio. Per sec. Supplid with latest Magnavox 

303" Tape deck far only 19Gns. CSR. 
Both units fully gumantmd. 

WW -145 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

AUDIOTRINE HIGH FIDELITY 
LOUDSPEAKER ENCLOSURI S 

Ail types are nt pleasing utoelmn"slimlúle"rsig 
acoustically lined d m alternative finishes o, ligh 
teak or medium walnut. 

SES Dlsiooued for optimum performance with any 11.-P 
Nin. speaker. Sin: Olin. (high, 15in. wide, din. dee. 

1 Deposi)18/-mid 0 monthly pnlmlebts 12/3 t 
15'00, (Tnlol $6,8!31. Carr- 7/0, 

5E10 For 10in. high Fidelity Speaker 
with provision for tweeter. Especially 

carded f usev 'th At liotr na 
HFIWD speaker. we 
Sill, high, 15ín, wide, 
drill. dp, Carr, 10/- £G,'19/9 
Or )cp,sit 21/- and 9 nlohWliy pay- 
ments 15/- (Total 57//5/-I. 

8E12 Foe ,outstanding performance with any Ilia. 
Hi-Iri speaker but especially suitable for types with 
low fundamental rc A tweeter cut nut Is 
provided. Size 

0111. 

x20in.56I in. approx. Deposit 
77/10' y payments One 8 Gns. / (t O monthly 

otal 29/7/6). Carr, UV-- y 
AOTEIDE CORNEE CONSOLE 
CABINETS. St vee. Iumtal 

hl unnutenred sh. 

Pasing 

00210E MODEL. To 
"p,x,nebla p:.ilin.iT spn 

öub' 9919. 
STANDARD MODEL. Ta take na to 

,Siee ile. x 131..; 13in. 

MICR RROELS. To to up t Ir la. 
h T.seelerke hire 

in. x 
nt. n 

v,v. 
.a Illemn- 

mended 
1 

with Audlae speaker 
since". 8r 

tiii 
One. la , s. 

R.S.O. Berm BASS BEFLEA CAME,Deslsmed L 
Mos vpeker, Lut xultable far mw' food quality a or loin. 
Maker. Amuethoy lined wady,. Ol. u vntut,m.., 

W, 01.1e. o r, x Uo tmvgly nods. d e 
711 rb ,OPnxu`vt10/ .".0101 9/11716. 

nelwsR 1416 nâ úwmti,h'. Inn., 0 1019. l'oral fS17I8p. 

LATEST MAGNAVOX 363 TAPE DECKS 
3 speeds TIM., :1 in. 71in. per sec. A robust high 
quality Deck with high fidelity recording heads. 
Includes( Digital Counter, pause control, Heavy 
4 pole fully screened motor, Record In1, rip cl: u. 
prevent aceidewtal era 
For 200.250 v. A.C. mains. ns 
Two 

deTroek 10 Gns. 
Carr. 7/0 

Four i rack 
£13/19/6 

Carr. 7/0 
Tenus on 4 Track Model only Deposit 41/8, and fl 
monthly payments 28/11 (Total 21515(-). 

R.8.0. 4 WATT GRAM. AMPLIFIER KIT 
Co Set build a 01d S,ulI, a uni 
oilablr ..r vac th avY mcoN Pmm'nleg woes. Maws Isnlnu.l 

Uuet nt 1, _J W,m..penper 
a A _Oa_a0 A,C, 59/9 
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IMMEDIATE DESPATCH 
FULL SPARES AND SERVICE AVAILABLE 

CONSTANT VOLTAGE 

TTANSFO'RMER 

POe £35.0.0 ONLY 
L 
LOOK 

ATTandSPES-noextras. 
LOOK AT E CATION! * II megohm s per volt. * 5 V A.C. 
* looO V--500 V. D.C. * 0.1 atgo ems. PLUSI Oscillator * Kc Oscilllator Test 

Source 
*Complete with Teat Probe with BUILT -1N 

wi O.C. switch, no fumbling or fiddling 
with th -reach knobs. 

Mai operated 
n ht crackle steel case with Han alloy front. 

Sizenand weight: 59 x 3 x Bin. high, 39 lb. 

VARIABLE HIGH -VOLTAGE UNIT 
DIELECTRIC BREAKDOWN TESTER * Range: Infinitely variable up to 3,000 volts and 

can be accurately 
e 

set. 0.1 
Entirely suitable for continuous testing. * Built-in Automatic safety cu[ out meter. 

Input: Mains voltage. 
Robustly aist`ittintadïtia °imp with test leads £32 .oars 130, 0.3,000 v. A.C. 

WALKIE TALK'.E '88' SET 
Made by ' v. Cole & Co. This Transmitter( 

sumz 39 - 5. 9:in. 
5A' ibe asUl rocxon arnodlde4Receiver ,:,' only 

fieQuency set es lrom dard deyr 
ren 

series 
t terr H.T. 1 f' Vidor L5537), 14 

07G ta: tes used. 
As supplied by us to Overseas Govt Dept,. 
Supplied complete with valves and crystals. 
betails & Prices of all Aceeesoriat 
9aoliod an request ONLY £10 eaeM1 

AUTOMATIC MAINS 
STABILIZER 

Maintain t -o text gear 
.dings at call t' 

* No Moving Parts* No 
Mai * No 
Attention. 

Specification * Input: 240 v. A.C. _ 
cycles. * Output: 240 v. A.C. * Accuracy: 1 "... * Capacity: 250 watts. * Size: 11 61'.:6in. high. * CORRECTED WAVE * Weight: 21 lbs. Fitted 

Modern desi_en in 2 -tone grey horn- sìgnallamp and switch 
mer steel case with handle. Corn- £11.10.0 Carr. & 
pleteantl, lead and plug. 7. Pkt. 20:. 

1,000 WATT MODEL 
Input 240 v. A.C..20°,. Output accuracy 1%.Fitted 

signal 
mand 

switch, £29. 10.0 alla [e with plugs Carr. and pkg. 25; - 

VARIABLE VOLTAGE 
TRANSFORMERS 

WORLD FAMOUS "SLIDE -TRANS" AVAILABLE ONLY FROM I.M.O. 
* RATED CURRENT CONSISTENT AT ALL POINTS ALONG THE WINDING 

Output: 0-260 v. Input: 230 v. A.C. 50160'-. Shrouded 
fully variable transformers for bench or panel 
mounting. 

Amp. £4.10.0 
2.5 Amp. £5.17.6 
5 Amp. £9. 0.0 
10 Amp. £18. 5.0 
20 Amp. 832.10.0 

Carr. & Pkg. extra. 
Inset shows latest type bru h Gear providing I volt variation. 

PORTABLE TRANSISTOR TESTER 

SPECIFICATION. 

Alpha 0.7 to 0.997 
III 

Capable of measur 

Beta 5-300 
I C O 0-506A. 5mA. 

ing 
GERMANIUM AND 
SILICON DIODES. 
DESIGNED WITH 
RESISTANCE SCALE 
200 ohms to I Megohm 
as an ADDED FEATURE. 
Housed in heavy duty 
plastic cas, c w Internal 
battery. Only £7170. 

TRANSISTORISED MEGDHMMETER * NO WINDING 
r* PUSH BUTTON 

TO READ 
USE 1966 EQUIPMENT 

500V. I,000 MEGO HMS 
Superb portable instrument 
Supplied c w batteries, 
probes and carrying case 

ONLY 
£23.10.0 
Carr. & Pk g. 716. 

PORTABLE VARIABLE A.G. POWER 
SUPPLY UNIT 
Designed for engineers 

es regisualidi 
call for a I indication 
of volts applied. 
OUTPUT: 
0-260 v. I# amps. 
INPUT: 
230v. A.C. 50160. Fitted 

[h ruse, voltmeter. 
safety indicator, on -off switch 
and lead. Size: BBS xSin. 
high. 

PRICE £8.10.0 Carr. & Pkg. IS!-. 

AC/DC VALVE VOLTMETER 120 Amp. L.T. SUPPLY UNIT 
LATEST DESIGN 

w' HEAVY DUTY 
1224 VOLT D.C. 
Npec° Output: Ad - 

Cst 
bleuptn20 amps 

ONTINUOUS 
c 12.24 Itz lut 

pickle. Input: 120. 
2 0240 VAC n0 

MLyrics. Input and 
Output fully fused. 
Neon indicator, 0-20 
amp. meter. Size: 
16 12 >'. 0n. 

, 
higsteelcabinet. 

Grey 
3s Hammer finish. 

Weight: 50 lbs. 
ONLY 

G.8 4-Corn. (0Ìnland) 
& "'.£29 -10- 

DIRECT FROM MANFUACTURER 

5 AMP. A.C. & D.C. VARI- 
ABLE SUPPLY UNIT 

Spwificu hen: 
Output 0-280 V AC 

0-240 V DC 
* Smooth 

s 
eploss voltage 

variation from * Current consistent nt throughou 
the odn* 

Ammeter and volt eterfitted, 
range. 

indi 
.tor. * Fully fused input and output 

Strong steel case ice carrying handle and rubber feet 
I I in. x 710.0 114ín. high. 

//ga 

MADE IN ENGLAND 

PRICE 7.30.0..1 C rr 
(G t. Britain inland) 

36ft. MASTS 
AERIAL 

LATEST PATTERN 
NEW TUBULAR MASTS 

Check these vital points: 
Made from 6 x Ifin. dia. 
Sheradized steel sections, 
for durability and strength. 

* Extra strong locating base. 

* Top cap with fitted pulley 
and halyard. * 2 ses (8) Rotproof Guys. * Rustproofed Steel Picketing 
Stakes 

ONLY £13.10.0 works 
Carr. 1716. Returnable wooden 

case 20/.. 

30 Amp. L.T. SUPPLY UNIT 
01018 V. D.C. W ITH SMOOTH STEPLESS 
VARIATION. 
Designed for CONTINUOUS use at max. 
loading. * Fitted voltmeter and ammeter. * Input and output putfully protected. 
Input: Mains 
2bunt grey hammer finish. Steel case. 

£49.10. 0 and ) 
Pkg. 40,'- 

Entirely suitable for plating plants, laboratory 
supplies, et-. 

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BROCHUR. 

(Dept. WW3), 313 Edgware Road, London, W.2. PAOitlgtpp 123.771 
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7 VALVE AM/FM RADIO GRAM CHASSIS 
Valve line-up. ECCOS, ECHO) 

MONEW REL NOW 
1265 

EP89, EA8C80, EL84, EMIR, 
EZ80. AVAILABLE 
Then 21400ó.1d end fiera hea arum 

1210-2,000 mnl. yl122FM 4&200,50 95 3Ìc/a. 
Philipe permeability tuningInert 
rFD and eo 1FT1 IF 
rtJCen. Ian Ìt1 

YC mal ter. 
output. 

,uµ:t1710J 

and rep. 
elIIcPale,am 

ta n 10 
Chan,. Mae 611n. 

Ì1,oeiI 11x O Vertical µAnt, t 4.0 

21';770';. malLWk.4, ndg . l'irtnit 

Aligned and tea,ed reedy for Ilse £13 .19.6 Corr. & Ins.7/6. 
Complets with Tape O/P Heckel. ext. epkr. and 12 L' Hochet* 4 Knobs -walnut 4r Irnry lu 
chiles and Judi. PR aerial 318 extra 

Âohm 
P.a NOe;k2 on15 rwmlle MM 44011íy O,. 1\010. A.A. $718. 121°. 

.A. 801-. 121:,. A.A. wllh Twrelm, 9818. R.Ì.1. tal. . . In 9EÌ8. :,n. 21 n. 

00 -AK 60 elm CABLE 

hi8bmale 
low lu,BCtluW Air ePmd P41y 

eve -,in. dlsm. . I.J C'^nd. 
Now only 60. yard 

BARGAIN PRICES -SPECIAL LENOT13B 
20 Y.n. 9h i . Cm.. PIvS I1-- 
+o yde. 1718 r. a l' Cues 

1/-. 60 yJe. 
E6h. 1. r. a/. CooPlen 13 
gpggp 

l 
VALVES OUARAKT1g, 

PC 
clra4 

101-301016 

P1Ld6118 
81031Ì8 
9LJ 12/8 
ELM 71 MSC 5018 2Yt 91- P131 0/6 
El'm 91- PIES 8/' 
kgel 71-V1.6a 10//8 
0232 9/6 7/ 
PLCBt el- DY52 1018 

PVFeo 81- ULM El. 
T6Rp1008pP.nP 

9E.:11W P2.150 P 
13: 230 F.,1/8: 00 0111: 
PRIMPS Hn Rin Type lenoe. air ePa00di- 

P 11.;00221/-. 
METAL RRCrfPRB&RfO. Typea-n11910: 
1112 818: 211 718: 1114 113,-' n91 21-: 
R2147717/8:1n11m5't 2 100 8/8. Jie type 218: ACK 

iPdla 3/32tt ÌI12. &mn2H 2I3: Tram ....typo MM. and euh -11n 1/3. 
JACK SOCKETS -Moulded 16rm12 type, npen 
318: JItta, cloned 41-. Pax Min open 218: 
tlluo, clowd 31-. TramWlor type, dosed, 
Min. and MtYMIn. 103. 

PRONE PLODS ad. Mono Sohete (openy. 
9D1t.14(toroll, 1/- Tain Ph'm Auekets 

13. 
RDRDfO CORTmBRTAL. e p. or 5 P plu6. 

3R Awhen 1.'8. 80n DB6ma 180R8. ALJ1,- : .., v..r 
21A9ECR6R06 CWrPCREb. t. moray rr60 v. Enlou 9D wet.le1.. & 1:,n i P z-war Ìemenn 618. Rìts.. 11tl w wmt 29iß. rlr 

-+y. I^m eplu.lie. &8 exh. ALORDI. CHABB®. . PL12 u dIIN 
aeJed 4 sld ^m. deeP,gmn. IIm. 48 

6TYLES REPLACBREIIIE. lamond BELNnI I. N.. b18; IOIn. -l0. Bi9: 12b,. : 

e 5t2m:., t4r nll poP trpee, In.. lé' /sin. x e ln B I .e12. 
allm.. O:utml, ete., 1L8 en. Gt. 1_ mlhe. ALUI®. 89EEP. Bln. L- 

PIIIItE dillo. 613 ea GmP rmge Iv 118: Olm x Ì212. 21-; I21n. 
awek. 21u.. 918 On. 

TRANSISTOR COMPONENTS 
Midget L"s-065 Res. Ain. 
diem. first, second or 

third, ea. 5/6 
Osc. Coil M. & L.W. es dia 5/ - 
Midget Driver Trans. 9 1 6/ - 
Midget Output Trans. Push 

Pull -3 ohms 6/- 
Elec. Condensers -Midget Type 

1 mfd., 50 Md. ea. 1/9, 100 mid. 
2/ 12 v. wkg. 
Condensers 150 working: 
.01 mfd...02 mid., .03 mfd., .04 

0, 
Md. 9d.; .05 fd., .1 fd. If.; 

mid. 1/3; .5 mfd. 1/6, etc. 
idget Tuning Condensers 

I.B. 00" 2011 pf. and 176 pf. 

JÓ1.nót m/B32 
ditto 

105 pf. slcw 
10/6. 363 pf. single 7/6. 

Sub. Min. fin. Dilemin 100 pf., 
300 pf., 500 pf. 7/- each. 
FERRITE AERIALS. M. 8 L.W. 
car aerial coil 9/3. 
Midget Vol. Control with edge 
control knob. 4 K/ohms, with 

itch, 4/9. Ditto less switch 3/9. 
Speakers: P.M.: tin. Plessey 
75 ohms 15/6. 2f in. Continental 
8 ohms 13/6. 7 x 4in. Plessey 35 
ohms 23/6. 21in. Continental 8 
ohms 13/6. 

6 VALVE AM/FM TUNER UNIT 
led. and NtF Ì90m 660th., 88 Mc/e: 100 2102. 11 

va5ne and metal emcee,. BeILmvtalned power unit 

Dutton control..d®/OR 1e1tion .eV11I4. Medea and high 
output Boette with Nn control. IDumlmted v 
A 

órepez 41.curnme04eel 
Fidelity Uniea 

elm 
t for tu 

with 161012"e1"or"5.10"70 
Fathea mnnelm mmplete 

hit 
610/1916. Carr. 

c/0. 
DItto 

lees Power Pack 69/19/8. Garr. 7/8. Circuit 02:1 Coast. details. 9/8. Fm: alti ill. 

MULLARD 113-3" HI-FI AMPLIFIER, 3 VALVES, 3 WATT 
3 ohm and 15 ohm Output 

'3-3'. AMP. 3 -valve 3 watt 
111 -PI quality at reamuable post. Para Mond 
mal Treble controls. 0uM.T .e2tinml oumnr 

40 4e. ^_5 kn/e.. 21 J2. 100 my. tor 
010 leer thin 1% dlatanM. rooms encv... 

panel. Ir available. 
comWIr d vd T'ested, 68/10/ 

7 One.`Dr` 
lid. 

2LL 104 A A8" 310" A output. 5 4í0,:t. 

A I. 
Maud, humus 

e11h i0 C ly 
output 

0.22er.Bi110(10mN1140 
69/19/6. 7/0.1.015 Bull; 115 Cu. 

1001204 PANEL KIT 

Ewa 
rmle 

Sin.<0. Vole 
me coot. with 4-n'v t l;lon wleor ewil,b tar rwf10. tane v:1 e.1,, anal 

ëmpléu 
l. 

Kit and CwhoÌlPaPanel K9 611/1918. Ditto ready wkad 614/1973. 
MALVE PRE -AMP WIT 
Maned 
hats. treble and ó-p211.ó0IeO2/ e 

Mallard's famous 0.-valee 
r61N. 

2 x 
K81PImynN. x98N 1. 0.4011,1+tbn, with volume. 

Assembled Ready E1 67/19/8. Carr. 316. 

2e gas TAPE RECORDER 

for ONLY £19.10.0 -C11;ó e 

Bargain of the Year Offer - 
Cancelled Export Contract 
Pamow uanalseturer,:1,1:1 brand terw, unused nnI :11,.2 
tested 
2401,00. `9 20 tt mdnut 

IPA.. 
Tae`AM Pitb0k 

1 ,. 

Wl for end m token 
ns 

reels.. mike and swam. Input. n mleht -through 

ue 1+21u1ó.11 :+whetn tar e+ 
ker, m1114w or eaterealtnmpl1Mr.IIMMed nlgwr 

level and 
Mtn ne^I01í0l600. 

Magic 
.dwm alone msdrobe 

with detachable na íÌt, Mae Land rreell non. Lt1111120. At. 
100200 voile n em^mwith .y.lad 
/Wm more met andw,,ve. 0:144 

We manufacture II types Radio 
Mains, Trans!. chokes, Quality 
0/P Trans., etc. Enquiries invi- 
ted for 1907111e, Prototypes for 

all p d t' n 43 0í4t' 
by return 

RECORDING TAPE -Reduced 
Prices ! 
Ihunrom American 12151 
010110 Pape at REDUCED 

Columbia Premier 
A 

Premier 

ended 1,0 amity Tale -T.22 
en1T1 

él'â .:ínlmmlnaawll4n iii:. emtt . 

areaDARD 00nó1,1 Nay 
50012.. 13f- ,:00ít. 3118 

s0 . 0002... le/- 1.0070. 3718 
170011.. 21- 2,49012 47/6 

Long Play 
17/0 

0.62001. 28 B Jointing Tape &-. 
P. A P. per Irv/ !-. PNOvl Tape xl-. 

me. 
adlltlun' , BOÍicer 

071e 51-.110150,2. Taµ Beal í0l06:02 Ki 
Fullitame elmnmg of both Dead.,11.10 0 te. 
SPout 

7,96006 any µ, la 0.02 
BC0AL BP. RnSm. 3011. 

3'9. A P. dl. 9110 P. Y4ó110. 9/8: 810. 
D.P. Typ Re- 
PWNVTaw Beall, :11,0., I. O.-:. 2/3. 
PWtiv Spool Container., II .lib. 21, 

SPEA EEES PM a I 'C IKr 15/8 
510. Rota 15/8. M. Mae 10.0. 
31n. ro0imann 1818 m . 7 Ie In. 0umln%1518. 

107dv .0ve 2K18 In' Ìh. . LI. 
0 :i 

222 18. 13714. HÌ4. 2_0I.1. /0,24, il: 
3718. 

100110,00.10/, COPPER WIRE -116. 
140-202 3/-: aga e. 3/8: 202.213. 9:'8: 0¢.5/-412. 
TIM=AVE HOLDER WIRE ' . 4:- 116. 
VALVE Hi,. t Drt 1. H11170 

Gained Ì1O, nA 01:710.1, EA 
1s 

Caw IA 1]1, woe earl L8: ÌB24 /192 
2 Ì001P Madera 4560. dU. 

0 10002 .IG OOW emtro. lin. Ji:4 110. ea. 
IDo. 13. Cove. k00Ì Fmr0 th 

ire. 3Rd 212,VrIWr. K0-111e r111í'. 
2(8 m LABOR HEI.ItCT10? A\'-+Ir.+nrF 

TYOAO YBRP IGqtem. p+t.l 1z r 1211,. 
l': x I6N.81-415 x 24in. 4-. ale. 

Weddln5008T 
8p5ktt Gevtt AeovaW 

1,1,111, 
approx. IA. thick. 810. ulte. am 

6R0D1c:006D 2/N63AL. GA YJCUvEWARO 
Jlmmnd 12eh 48 aq. tl. 111,1tipó 

.1011,.I11.61a,.eize411. MI.47/8p1:,02arr. 

10 ,000 eh.Ditto 1we7Ìnz8â 
Tub, 450v. T.C.C.. e. 001 mfâ.. .01 
.1/020 v. 9J. .Ov16ÓÓ v. i;-. .25 Rmn 119. 
5 T.C.C. I - - 

CLOSE roTOt(. 8'391A6, 10^:.. 5 Pl. 5021:h 80- 

n%111. v5 i 1ú0ú9i.1un181,t..9d, 
4qN 

2 
REBBTORB-Modern recWp hill rmage 
10 ohm. to 10 mamba.. 207e 1'; 
36.07.111117112. 68. 63. 

N. 4 (I w. 410. 
ea.. 
oms a0 

9d; e:r.1. 1"o 01x176,h 0 

WIRRWO0RDu 4O 4óm in 14 
113. 10,116. 155. 2/.. 

1183-66T T/V POI&. R'/00 S:.ln....nK. 3/ 
an E. 2 dira. n50ó401 

Electrolytic. All Types New Block 
TUBULAR CAN TYPES 

20252.60/120. 1/9 8,8:40(0. 40 
60600. 300/25 0.2/- 00 10612]10. 48 
619100.41850,. 2/3 000.01:102,. 10'8 
18:00'4100. 5/6 80-P5Ó'4]75.17,6 
12ä12'40(0. 8/8 100 000,2:5r 12'8 
'Frans -Mu Rider typa -.0 maim, 1 mid 
1050516131 00. 100 mid. 2'-Iri. 
VOLUME Co1TRWA-óK ̂ Me_` 
6Ìm. Iller. SPIVOLC+. 3101ICA'\ITR 

30120113 TYPE 1110. di::, 11uar.dutr 
7.01. it0. 

Twin 
LIN. nt3,, y.l 

41 

Ns niw Ie2/61111 oyhor +a1v.121.0 6w. 81 

DE -LUXE RECORD PLAYER 
Incorporating 4 Sp. Garrard Auto -Slim u 

d Mullard lams, 3 -watt printed circuit ampli- 
fier (ECL86 and 1280), vol., bass and treble 
controls, with 8 x Sin. 10,000 line speaker. 
Contemporary styled two-tone cabinet, char- 
coal grey and off-white with matching 
blue relief. Size 17}in x 16in. x Bin. 
A stylish unit capable of quality re- 
production. Circuit and toast. 
details 1/6 (free with kit). 

COMPLETE 
aKI J6. £13.19.6 

Ready wired 
30/- extra 

Illuminated Perspex control panel 
escutcheon 7/6 extra. 4 contemporary 
mounting 
12M.. 82/6 péris tl extra. 

6; gin. 1116; 

Only a few 
i ems are 
Rated from 
our 

mprehensive 

stock- 
Write now 
for full 
bargain 
lists, 3d. 

KIT 

Terms: C.W.D C.O.D. post and pocking 916. If-, 116. 1/9, 
316. 3/-, 516. 3/9, 816.4/6, etc. 

RADIO COMPONENT 

SPECIALISTS 0lab1;Ì946 

70 BRIGSTOCK RD., THORNTON HEATH, SURREY 
741.: THO 2186; Hours 9 a.m.---6 9.40. I p.m. Wednesdays. 
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TRANSFORMERS 
The largest stock in England of British and U.S.A. Government and 
manufacturers' surplus. 
All primaries 240 volts single phase 50 cycles. 

LOW VOLTAGE SECONDARIES 
Up to 100 amps. 
40v 25 amps .... LI I 

200 amps -1,000 amps. 
I2v 250 amps .... L22 

16v 100 amps .... C14 
I2v 60 amps .... L9 

10v 400 amps 
5v 300 amps 

.... 1:22 

.... C14 
5v 100 amps ... L8 
50v 20 amps .... LI I 

5v 500 amps 
30v 800 amps 

.... 01 

.... [64 
50v 40 amps .... LIS 
25v40 amps .... [12 

2v 1,000 amps 
10v200 amps 

.... al 

....814 
10.15-20v 100 amps L21 
10v 100 amps .... L13 15 0 

10v 1,000 amps 
Sv 700 amps 

.... L39 

.... OS 

The Plier that 
Rivets Everything 

Now sets rivets in 
three 

diameters 1 

VERSATILE.... 
the only word to describe the new Is 

riveter. Easy to operate too, 
from one aide, with one e hand. 

Juet'vee enquensIs 

all 
All ittadkes 

to make the neatest, strongest fastening youyou 
ais 

open the 
raws 

of 
nd squeeze. 

ter. push in a rivet, 
put it up to the material to be fastened 
There you have it -the most professional looking lob you've ever done - 

MULTIPLE SECONDARIES simple isn't If 
7 5 v 4A-2.5 v 8A-7.5 v 8A-6.3 v 4A. Olel.. IDEAL FOR FASTENING: valve bases. tag strips. 

VARIABLE AUTO TRANSFORMERS name plate, etc., in addition to a "Fastening" 
Input 220/250 v. Output 0.310 v. in 80 steps by 4 switches 4 v. approx. the rivet provides 0rst class earthing on chassis, 

per tap. 40 amps at all output volnóes. L40. Avery substantial control tirets and pnels. KING KLIK is the riveter with 
auto transformer. 1001 uses in elecronics. 

KIT COMPLETE 391-. c.w.o., inc. p.p. 
SEND NOW FOR FREE LEAFLET. HIGH VOLTAGE SECONDARIES 

4.5 kV centre tapped 400 mA. LIS 
I kV centre tapped I amp 814 10 0 
1.5 kV centre tapped 2 amp 06 
2 kV 2 amp centre capped al 
9 IN 10 amp centre tapped L63 
Carriage- T nformers up to LIZ121-. Over L12, 251-. Packing cases, 
25/. refunded on return. These are Brand new. latest Design, Highest Grade 

KUNG 
KL/K 

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 
HIGH CURRENT FULLWAVE BRIDGE 

TRANSDUCERS 36 v-D.C. 54 amps, 031716, tarr. 7/6. 

S.E. LABORATORIES. AIR AND LIQUID PRESSURE 36v-D.C. 26 amps, [611716, nrr. 716. 
TRANSMITTERS 36 v-D.C. 18 amps, 03/216, err. 7/6. 

S.E. 150D, 0-100 p.s.i., LIS. 
36 v-D.C. 10 amps, OIT/6, carr. 7/6. S.E. 57A., 0-3,000 p.E 5, with demodulator. 

DEMODULATORS SE 446/4, 05, 24 v-D.C. 54 amps. [10/1216, nrr. 7/6. 

T.SI 
PROFESSIONAL 
ARC WELDERS 

Now it is possible to do really professional weld- 
ing jobs that can save your pounds. 
For example the Artmobile V (not illustrated) 

can be run from a normal 220/250 volt household 
mains 
infinitely variable at the tur 

from a 15 
n off ea hang a anduyou 

can weld up to fin. steel at a single pass) 

We stock a complete range of welding equipment 
suitable for all requirements and can supply 
welders with output up to 110 amps. (110 amp. 
model illustrated). 
? r k for our Electric Welding equipment leaflet 

pricclis , including terms -Welders fr m 

2 

24 v -13.C. 26 amps, L4/7/6, nrr. 7/6. 
24 v-D.C. 18 amps. L3/12/6, care. 3/6. 

24 v-D.C. 10 amps, O. tarr. 3/6. 
12 v-D.C.26 amps. E31131-, nrr. 3/6. 

EX -GOVERNMENT SURPLUS 
Free Catalogue available. Let us enter you on our mailing list. Over 2 
million items in stock. 

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL 
2 METRE EQUIPMENT -TRANSMITTER TYPE 1985 CRYSTAL CON- 
TROLLED -9.72 MC.S. I.F.-MODULATOR UNITS WITH VALVE 
NO GUARANTEE -ALMOST NEW, 351 -THE PAIR OR IS/- EA. P.P.4/.. 

OUR SPECIALITY -NEW RESISTORS GRADE I. CLOSETOLER- 
ANCE-MANY WATTAGES IN STOCK. CONDENSERS 25 P.F. VAR. 
316, 3 GANG 450 P.F. SPACING MESHED 23 thou 17/6. RI1.55. 
TUNING CONDENSERS WITH DIAL 15-. ALSO TYPE 35 TWIN 

Kt'sSPEED IF TLRANSFORMERS 3/9 OROW 

MOTION. DIAL 
/2 FOR 7/11 

ALL A- POPE POST 1/6. 455 

MALLORY VIBRATORS, SWITCHES, TAG PANELS, KNOBS. HEAD 
SETS AND MANY MORE COMPONENTS. 

=0R INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER BY K.L. 
K.L. have at your disposal a semiconductor centre. The I.R. Company 
of America that manufacture these components have a world wide 
distribution and can therefore offer top grade merchandise at very 
attractive 
Listed belowa few of the many interesting 
centre's 

isr 
lned 

in the 
fully illustrated catalogue which is yours for the asking. Just 

send us your name and address and you will receive a copy by return. 

SILICON TUBE REPLACEMENT 
TYPE ST 14 

'rhg710YAt REM :IhO' 

REf'LACIK55 5e 
5AW4.4 .4,A 

6Y= 

For valve series 
5V4 . 5Y3 - 5Z4 
5U4 -5W4- 5T4 

âBuilt in Surge Limiter 

1 INSTANT WARM UP 
SPACE SAVING AND 

PROFESSIONAL FINISH 
55/ - 

Suitable for AudioRadio Amataur and Electronic Equipment. Supplied 
packed-wi.h full details, SSI-, c.w.e, Inc. p.9 

DDI90. This special value package contains 4 

selenium photo cells with outputs from 113 to 6 

volts and 0.5 to 3 mA. in bright sunlight 24 page 
manual included. Price 9/11. 
K421. A de luxe assortment of 7 cells. Selenium 
photo, 2 silicone solar and 2 cadmium sulphide. 
Kit also includes an instruction manual with circuit 
diagrams and experiments, plus a 24 page hand- 
book with additional projects. An ideal project 
kit for schools, hobbyists and experimenter. 
Price L2/19/6. 

Precision motor with special anti -friction bear- 
ings designed for operation directly from the 
power supplied by solar cells. For fascinating 
experiments or 'science projects." Operates 
from 0.35 to 1.5 volts. Recommended cell type 
54M (or two SIM in parallel). Illustrated Cet. 
No. EP 50 A. Price LI/19/6. 

SEMICONDUCTOR 
CENTRE CATALOGUE 

FREE -BY RETURN POST! 

K.L. DISTRIBUTORS, 2 WINDSOR RD., TODMORDEN, LANCS. 
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HEAVY DUTY L.T. TRANSFORMERS 
ALWAYS IN STOCK 

ALL PRIMARIES 220.240 volts. TERMINAL 
BLOCK CONNECTIONS 

'Denotes Shrouded Types. 
No. Sec. Taps Amps. Price Carr. 

I. 25.3035V. 40 LII 19 15/- 
2. 25.30.35V. 20 L7 5 9/6 
3. 25.30.35V.' 10 E4 19 616 
4. 25.30.35V.' 2 E2 2 4/- 
5. 10.17.18V. 10 E3 2 4/6 
6. 24V. 30 L8 10 9/6 
6a. 24V.. 30 L9 10 9/6 
7. 20V. 30 E6 15 8/6 
8. 50V. 15 L7 

15 6/6 
8 L5 5 6/6 

20 E3 12 66 
20 E3 19 6/6 

13. 20V. 8 
14. 30.32.34.36V.' 5 E2 19 

20 L4 17 
6/16- 

15. 6.12V. 10 L2 5 
ISa. 6.12V.. 10 Q 12 

16. 12V. 5 El 12 

16e. 12V.' 5 LI 17 
17. 24V.. 10 L3 9 
I8. 24V.' 5 E2 5 
19. 40.56.60V.' I LI 12 
20. 12.24.36.48V. 2 Q 5 

21. 6.2V.. IS LI 19 
22. 6.3V. SA. & 6.3V. IA - IS 
23. /2.29V.' I 17 
24. 9.15V. 2 17 

25. 6.9.15V. 4 LI 5 

26. 12.I8V. 10 E2 17 
26a. 12.I13V.' 10 63 2 
27. 12.18V. 20 L4 2 
27a. 12.18V. 20 E4 10 
28. 4856.60V.r 2 E2 9 
29. 12V. 50 L6 10 
30. /2.24.36.40V. 15 L7 S 

9. 30.40.50V.' 
10. 24.36.18V.' 
II. 17.18.20V.' 
12. 6.12V 
12a. 6.12V.' 

LONDON'S LARGEST SUPPLIERS OF 
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 

9 & 10 CHAPEL STREET, 
LONDON, N.W.1 

Tel. PAD 7851 AMB 5125 

8 banks 50 positions 
Arranged to give 4 banks 
100 positions.Ex-perfect 

ip- m editio in 
n. 

These Selector Switches have been carefully removed from 
a modern PBAX (installed new in 1960). 

L3/19/6. P.P. 4/6. 

SELENIUM F.W. HIGH CURRENT BRIDGE BEG- 
S/_ TIFIERS S pl. d b d d g d N e t 

4/6 thegrade. be 
flatest des 
used i gn and highest Government us. All materials ua d 

4/6 PLATE SIZE 7/in. SQUARE Price 
516 No. I. 36V. D.C., 36 amps. LII IS 
4/6 No. 2. 36 V.D.C., IB amps. L5 I7 
4/6 No. 3. 24V. D.C., 54 amps. LII IS 
416 Ne. 4. 24V. D.C., 36 amps. L5 19 
416 No. 5. 24V. D.G., IB amps. L3 19 
4/6 No. 6. 12V. D.C., 54 amps. LS 17 
316 No. 7. 12V. D.C., 36 amps. L3 19 
316 No. 8. 12V. D.C., 18 amps. LI 19 

56 
No. 9. 12V. D.C., 12 amps. LI 12 

5/6 PLATE SRE 401e. SQUARE 
6/6 No. 10. 36V. D.C., 8 amps. 
6/6 No. II. 29V. D.C., 8 amps. 
5/_ No. 12. I2V. D.C., 8 amps. 
8/6 
9/6 

MULTI -TAPPED TRANSFORME 
ALL PRIMARIES 200, 230, 250V. 
Type Sec. Taps Amps. 
A 3.4.5.6.8.9.10.12.15.18 

2 251- 
e Ditto 

20.24.30V 
4 916 

C Ditto 5 45/- 
D Ditto 8 59/6 
E 6.7.8.10.14.15.17.19.25 

31.33.40.50V. 3 45/- 
F Ditto 6 87/6 
G 12.18.20.24.30V. 10 69/6 

4/- 
4/6 

7/6- 

516 
76 
7/6 

PECIAL OFFER OF LT. TRANSFORMERS 
ALL BY FAMOUS MAKERS. LIMITED 

NUMBER ONLY 
A. Pri. 240V Sec. tapped 53.6, 55.2V. 6A. "C" 

tropically finished 75/-. Co . 5/ . 

B. Pri, 220-240VS app d 35 38-5V II BA 
Enclosed in metal nose. Site 11 x 76 x 6in. 
7916. Carr. 7/6. 

C. Pr,. 220-240V. Sec. tapped 75.80V. 2.4A. and 
6V. IA. " C" core. 75/-. Carr. 5/-. 

D. Pri. 220.240V. Sec. 30V. SA. Totally 
enclosed. 37/6. P.P. 4/, 

E. Pri. 200-250 volts sec. 8 v. 6 am Suitable 
for Projector lamps. 1916. P.P. 3//6. 

F. Pri. 220-240V. Sec. tapped 32.38.14V. 7A. 
70/-. Carr. 7/6. 

G. Pri. 230V. Sec. 70V. SA Neptune Series. 
75/-. Carr. 7/6. 

H. Pri. 230V. Sec. capped 65.130V. 85 mA. an 
6.3V. SA.. 6.3V., IA. 17/6. P.P. 3(6. 

SPECIAL OFFER OF LF CHOKES 
Gardners 20H 300 M/A open type, tropically 
finished 32/6. P.P. 5/-, 20H250 MA " C " core 
tropically finished, 29/6. P.P. 5/-. 20H 250mA 
pen type, ex new equipment, 19/6. P.P. 5/-. 

Pancake Neptune Series 10H 120mA. 10/6. 
P.P. 2/6. 10H 75mA, 8/6. P.P. 2/6. 5H 60snA, 
7/6. P.P. 2/6. 50H 25mA. 7/6. P.P. 2/6. 

BRAND NEW HT TRANSFORMERS 
All Primaries Tapped 200.250V, 

Parmelee sec. 350-0-350 250mA, 63V 4A., 
6.3V 4A, 6.3V. 3A. SV. 4A, 59/6, P.P. 6/-. 
350-0-350V. 180mA. 6.3V. 4A. 6.3V, 3A. SV. 3A. 
Redclife. Sec 130V. 450 mA., three times, 45/.. 
P.P. 5/.. 

E2 19 
LI 19 

19 

Carr. 
716 
7/6 
76 
7j6 
7/6 

7/676 / 
3/6 
3/6 

6 3/6 
6 3/6 
6 216 

BLOCK CAPACITORS 
New and Guaranteed. Send for List, over 2,000 
in stock at a fraction of maker's price. 

LATEST ARRIVALS 
Maker 

T.0 C 

T.C.C. 
T.C.C. 
T.C.C. 
T.C.C. 
T.C.C. 
Dubilier 
Dubilier 
Dubilier 
Dubilier 
Dubilier 

Mf 

0.1+0.1 

D.0 V. 
wkg. 

750 
350 

1,500 
750 
600 
400 

2,000 
600 
800 

3,000 
5 5,000 

6,000 

Temp. Price Carr. 

60'C 
60'C 
60`C 
68'C 
60'C 
71`C 
60'C 
60"C 
71`C 
100`C 
60"C 
71'C 

1016 
6/6 

18/76 

716 
6/6 

12 
/6 

5/6 
17/6 

1816 

/6 

216 

21- 
3/- 2.- 

2 

2/- 
2/- 

2/- 
21- 

HOURS 8.30-6 
OPEN ALL DAY 

SAT. 

SEND 6d. STAMP 

FOR LIST 

L.T. SUPPLY UNIT TYPE S.E.I. 

-- - t' 
O - O ` 

A C input 
200.240 v 

D.C. Coo- 
put pe ea d 

co give 
.i 8 29 Its 

amps. con- 
tinuous al face. Main on/off caw ech in . Fitted with pne 

and D.C. output socket. Built in strong metal 
case. Size 15x6x6in. An ideal general purpose 
LT. Con- 
tactors, batteryunit charging etc.L9//19/b, 

relays. 
carr. 10/-. 

L.T. SUPPLY UNIT TYPE S.E.2 
A.C. input 200.240 e D.C. output 50 volts 
5 amps. Built in metal case site 15 x 6 x 6in. 
Fitted with on/of switch, panel fuse, and out- 
put socket, 69/19/6. Carr. 10/-. 

L.T. SUPPLY UNIT No. 46 
A.C. 'put tapped 110-220-230 v. D.C. out - 
pet 24 volts 1.5 amps. 2.25 a ps. with case 

e 
removed. Choke and condenser 

othed. Fittedon/off switch and fuses. 
Built in metal case. Size 15x9x9in. Supplied. 
new and guaranteed. 63/17/6. Carr. 716. 

L.T. SUPPLY UNIT 
Totally enclosed Transformer and SIC F.W. 
Bridge Rectifier mounted on chassis giving an 
output of 55-70 v. 4 amp. conservative racing 
from A.C. main 200-240 v. 67/19/6. Carr. 10/-. 

AUTO TRANSFORMERS 
240 - 110V. 2,000 

Completely 
enclosed in beauti- 
fully finished case. 
Fitted with 2 two - 
pin American 
sockets or termi- 
nal blocks, neon 
indices on/o8 
switch, and carry- 
ing handle, 610/9/6 
Carr. 7/6. 1,500 

07/10/.. 
Carr. 7/6, Also 

ailable, com- 
pletely shrouded 
fitted with 2 -pin 

American apckei or cer mina's blocks. 
Please state which typerequired. 
Wattage Price Carr. 
1,000 64 19 6 7/6 

500 L3 15 0 6/6 
300 E2 9 6 5/6 
150 LI 19 6 5/- 
80 LI 9 6 3/- 

EAG LTD. A.C. 0.300 v. METERS 
50 cycles. 6in. flush mounting, iron case, protected. 

Panel hole 6Iin. Supplied new, ealed cart a 

fraction of makers price, 73/-. Carr. 5/-. 

HIGH GRADE M.C. D.C. 
VOLTMETERS 

180-280 volts. 56 x tin. 
r 
ectangular 

dial. Set inpanel or wall mounting 
case. Site 8 x 66 x 3}in. with det- 

hbl I p f ' g 'II 
dial. Supplied brand new, at frac- 
tion f maker's price. 37/6. P.P. 

CROMPTON PARKINSON A.C. VOLTMETERS 
90.180 v. M.I. 50 cycles. 4}in. sole. Flange mounting. 
Suppl" d n dg t d t Ira [" f k 

27/6.P.P. 4 
SPECIAL OFFER! E.A.C. LTD. A.C. 0.300 VOLT- 
METERS. 6 inch Rush mounting, iron cue protected, 
panel hole 6}in. Supplied brand new in sealed cartons 
at a fraction of maker's price 03/15/.. Carr. 4/-. 
WESTON. A.C. 0-150 v. 50-60 cycles, 3#in. Rush 
mounting. 2}in. hole, 25/-. P.P. 216. 

SIEMENS MINIATURE RELAYS 
Plug -in -type 9,00053 6 makes. 16,00060 6 makes. 5,500/3 
4 CO. Complete with base, all at 8/6 ea. 1/6 P.P. Mag- 
netic devices. Site 1 x 6 x gin. 2,00012 2 c/o contata, 
10/6. P.P. 1/-. 

G.P.O. HIGH SPEED COUNTERS 
L D g Typ 1000 4.1Sí 3-6 v. D.C. Type 
100 a. 50052 18-24 v. D.C. either type, 15/-, 
P.P. 1/6. 

A.C. ELECTRIC CHECK METERS 
220-240 v. 40 amps. by Sangamo Weston Ltd. 

n perfect condition, 35/-, P.P. 4/-. Chamber- 
lain & Hookham Ltd. 25 amp. 27/6. P.P. 4/-. 

STEP DOWN TRANSFORMERS, double 
wound, PRI Tapped. 220, 230, 240, 250 v. SEC 
Tapped 100, 110 v. 200 watts. By famous maker. 
Guaranteed. 45/-. Carr. 5/-. 

PAINTON PRECISION POTENTIO- 
METERS. Completely cre a d. Dia. 3;in. 
Standard gi dial spindle. SOD or I.IM), 
1016. P.P. 2/6 

AMERICAN MINIATURE LEAD ACID 
ACCUMULATORS 

I f 6V. 1.2 A.H and three 36V. 0.2 AH 
ppfed brand new sealed meal container. 

' 

xe 3gx1fxlin. Weight 5 oat. Easily filled with 
ypodermic syringe, 12/6 se - of lour. 2/6 P.P. 
V. Battery separately. 716. P.P. 1/6. Hypodermic 

iiringo 
wish needle, 5/6, P.P. 1/6. Sold separately 

r<gemee. 
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TS 36AP POWER METER, with accessories, used for checking radar 
outputs, £5 each, 10/- carr. 
DE-ICER, Controller Mk. 3. Contains 10 relays D.P. changeover 
heavy duty contacts, 1 relay 4P, C/O. (235 ohms coil). Stud switch 30 -way 
relay operated, one five -way ditto, D.C. tinting motor with Chronometric 
govtwoornor 

Loden soleno30 ids, 1 delay relay, etc, sealed in steel c 
to two 

ase, size 4 
stud 

x5 x 
and 

£3 each. post 5/-. 
GEARED MOTORS (Reversible). 
28 v. 150 r.p.m., 25)-, post 2/6. 
24 v. Open gees with governor approx. 10 r.p.m., 25/-, pmt 216. 
24 v. D.C. 1.4 r,p m, reversible with two micro switches inside gear box, 

lent oyeration, £2 a h post 
A.C. Motor 115v. 50 cos I/300 H.P:, 3000 r.p.m. Capacitor I mfd. 25/ -,post 
3/-. Dalmotor, 28 v. D.C. at 45 amps.; 12,000 r.p.m., output 750 w. 
(approx. I h.p.), brand new, £2110/- each, post 7/6. 

AZIMUTH INDICATOR UNIT ID-260/GRD 115v. 50 cis., complete 
with Azimuth Bearing Indicator and suitable for aerial direction control, 
2' tube with shield suitable for modulation percentage indicator or mcd- 
loscope and 3' speaker that can be utilised as a sidetone monitor With 
all valve, in excellent condition, M £8/15/, carriage 151-. 
CRD6 DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA for use with the above Insrru- 

£5 each, carriage £1. 
C11123 COMPARATOR SIGNAL UNIT, £4/10/-, carriage 15/-. 

MARCONI V. LVE 
VOLTMETERS TF428-E/1. 
Ranges: 0 to 1.5, 5, 15, 50 and 
150 volts. Fitted with probe 
unit for RF 
230 v. mains input. Bend 
new, £12/10)- each, cart. 10/-. 
TCS MODULATION 
TRANSFORMER 20 w. Pri., 
6,000 ohm C.T. Sec., 6,000 
ohm. 25/- each, put 316. 
MICROPHONE TRANS- 
FORMER. Pri., 75 ohm. 
Sec., 125,000 ohm. 10/- each, 
post 2/6. 
OUTPUT TRANSFORMER. Pri, 7,500 ohm. Sec., 500 ohm. C.T., 
2.5 w. 12/6 each, post 3/-. 
CONDENSERS. 150 mfd., 290 volts A.C. £5 each, post 12/6. 50 mfd. 
330 volts A.C. 40/-, yen 4/-. 10 mfd., 1,000 v. 12/6, post 2/6, 6 mfd., 
1,500 volts, 17/6, pmt 2/-. 8 mfd, 1,200 volts, 12/6, post 3/-. 8 mfd. 600 
volts. 8/6, post 2/6. 0.25 mfd., 2 kv. 4/-, post 1/6. 
Vacuum condenser 50 pf. 32 kv. 30/-, post 1/6. 6 pf. 20 kv. 22/6, post 1/6. 
All the above are new in cartons. 
TX DRIVE, 

0 
UNIT.100-156-1 

rack, E 
Ideal 

ltfor 
two 

2 meters, 
Valve 3C24, 

in /-. 
CONTROL UNIT. 230 v. A.C., output 24 v. 2 amp.s., 230 v. A.C. sole- 
noid switch, 15 amps., plus relays and switches, etc., £2/10/-, carr. 12/6. 

UNISELECTORS. 6 bank, 25 way, 20 ohm, coil, £2 each, post 216; 
5 bank, 25 way, 20 ohm, coil, 35/- each, post 2/6. (Ex -new equipment) 
HEADPHONES. DLR.5, 10/- pair, 216 post. No. 10 headset and micro- 
phone, 15/, post 2/6. M/C phone, with chamois ear muffs and jack plug, 
17/6 pair, post 2/6. 
AUTOMATIC PILOT UNIT Mk. This omplex unit of diode 

d 
rulers, ris Pane 

tors 
:cc,ic 

_ ut and plug-in amplifiers, withmany 
/ £1 carriage. 

U.S A. DdES I MICI0OPHONE 
universal k RV/O101O/ IOCo aplete 

with 
3/-. yards 

of 
VARIABLE MASTER OSCILLATOR TYPE 115 MODEL 1. Prin- 
cipally used in diversity, reception to supply variable or crystal H.F.O. 
voltage to the receivers. Its variable freq., has a stability equivalent to that 
btained by non -tamp tore controlled crystal oscillators. It also provide obtained 

H.F.O. crystals e for operation of diversity receiverswhere fixed 
frequencies arc required and two F.V.O. crystals. Freq. 2-32 Mc/s. Power 
supplie 000/220 v. A.C., 50/60 rays., £30 each, care. 30/-. Wt. 80 lb. 

ANAPIN-9 LORAN INDICATOR UNIT. As used for shim and aircraft 
to ponde accurate means of position by the reception of a known Loran 
transmitter. Power supplie, external X Inverter. This unit will make a 
very good Oscilloscope, £8/10/- each, carr. £1. 

RADIO TELEPHONE GR300 V.H.F: 75 Mc/s two channels, complete 
with control box and 12 v. D.C. supply, as new. £50, carr. £1. Control 
unit for the GR300, £3 each; also power supply unit 12 v. D.C, £3/10/-. 
corr. 10/-. 
AVG METER MODEL 7 with test leads and case, £12110(- each, pmt 7/6. 

BLOWERS MOTORS. 115 v. A.C, 50 or 60 c/s, ISO h.p., 0.2 amps. 
3,200 r.p.m., cont, duty new in canons £2/100- each, post 5/-. Smaller 
type blower 24 v. D.C., 151-, post 2/6. 
RELAYS SEMI ROTARY. 3 pole DT., contacts suitable for 10 amps. 
(silver), coo. 12 volts D.C., new in cartons 12/6 each, pmt 2/6. 
TRANS/RECEIVER UNIT Mk. 3. Freq. 2 to 8 mc),., RT or CW., 
MCW., quires external power supply. Complete station £9. Trans-rec. 
only £3110)-, carr. 15/-. 
RESISTORS. Variable 3 ohm. 10 amps., 25/-, post 4/-. 

ROTARY TRANSFORMERS. 24 v. input, 175 v at 40 ma. output 
25/-, plus 2/- post. EICOR type, 12 V. input, 400 v. et 180 ma. output, 
30/-, plus 4/- post. 12 v. input, 225 v. at 100 ma. output, 25/-, plus 3/ - 
post. (All the above are D.C. only). 

MICROPHONES Type T50. Fits the palm of hand with on/off switch and 
lead (BI tiro Dynamic) 35/- each, 2/6 post. Type TI7 with lead and PL55 
plug, 45)., 3/- post. 
PLUGS. Standard two-way jack plug PL55 with 6R. lead and trans- 
former, low to high impel e, 7/6 each, plus 1/6 post. P1,68 plug and 
switch lead assembly, 5/- each, plus 1/6 post. 
CANADIAN C52 TRANS./REC., Freq. 1.75 to 16 me/s. on three bands. 
R.T., M.C.W. and C.W. Crystal calibrator etc., power input 12 volts D.C., 

conditionnew complete set £50 air. 0210)-. Used condition in working 
order 25, corr. £2/10/-. C5É receiveronly (less outer ), £8/10/-, 

15/-. Transmitter -only £7/10/-, earr. 150-. Power unit C52 rec., new 
£3151-. Used power units in working order £2/5/-, carr. 10/-. 

TRANSFORMERS. 
RA15FO MÓRS.2o1v.,isolation 

i n 300 va, £3 melt, plus 5/-. 2/1 30. 1 solai phi, 24 v. at 2 amp., 22/6, 
post 

v 
5/-. 

230/115 e.2 p,i., 2[ 50.275 
V. et 120 ma., 6.3 v. at 4 amp., 

6.3 

HRO RECEIVER. MoggdelF 5Teq.. This 

uperhet suitohlo forCW.handM 
reetion crystal filter, with phasing 
control. AVC., and signal strength 

Freq., range 50 kc/s. to 30 
me/s , with set of none coils. Receiver 
only in working order, £18/10/-, earr. 
15)- each. Ser of nine coils £12/10/, 
available only with set. Power unit 
for HMO, 100/240 v. A.C, £2/15/, 
can. 10/-. 

CONVERTERS. Type 8a, 24 v. D.C., 115 v. A.C. at 1.8 amps 400 cycle, 
3 -phase, £6/10/- each, post 8/-. 

SCANNER UNIT. AS. 596/APQ.43. This modem piece of equip- 
s made bye well-known American firm, normally fercaircraft use, 

has a 30n, diameter parabolic reflector adjustable 180 deg. vertical and 
horizontal and is omplete with standard weveguide couplings and 
rotary ta joints. Three powerful D.C. motors by Dalmoter Company, 
i.e. Types SC.5, SR.2 and PhI.4. Three geared motors 0-6 r.p.m. and 
0-150 p.m.. also Ko0m sen Magalips o type TY.971C-0460. 
Two solenoid contactors, small compr sor unitwith pressure gauge 
0-30 and dehydrator unir. All the above is mounted in an aluminium 
casting, approx. weight 120-125 lbs. 4 Relays d.p. c/o. 24 v. 235 ohms., 
4 Relays 4 p., c/o, 24 v. 235 ohms., Mechanical Counter 0-9999, 2 20K 
± 0.10% Linear Potentiometer, 1,400 ohms a 3% Suppressors, 
Switches, 

ch Pludeposgs, o 
Sockets anbled gears. Price £17/10/-, £2 carr. 

TRANS./REC. WIRELESS SET No. 31, complete sets with aerials 
headphones and mikes in working order. Freq. 30/40 Mc/s. 4 chance 

el, ton- alai-controlled, 
i te/ 

WIRELESSSET No. . 4 
,r£otrolled,comple with all valves 

d.and 
attachments, each. 

AERIAL CHANGEOVER RELAY, Lender 24 v., 17/6 each, post 2/-. 
POWER UNIT P94A. 24 v. D.C. input, 13 amps, 300 v. D.C. @ 300 ma., 
150 v. D.C. 1i. 100 ma., 12 v 5 amps., complete with relay, voltage 
regulator and radio suppressors, £3 each, carr. 12/6d., or 12 a input, 
£31101- each. 
ANTENNA SHIELD (for UPX 6) CW224/13. £5 each, carriage 10/-. 
DESK TELEPHONE. 30/- each or £2/15/- per pair, post 5/-. 
TEST EQUIPMENT. SGIA/ARN. Transmitters T464/ALT7. AN/ 
UMPI IA. T217A!GR. Also Modulator MDI29A/GR. FLOOD Training 
Equipment (Please write for further details on thee items). 
MARCONI TYPE TF -1440 SIGNAL GENERATOR. Freq. 85 Res. - 
25 Mc/s., internal and external modulation, power supplies 200/250 v. A.C., 
price £29, cote. 30/. 
RDO RECEIVER has complete metering of both RF and Audio Circuits. 
Calibrated Accuracy: 1% approx., Video Output: 25mv into 50 ohms. 

m It utilizes the sae plug in RF tuning units as the AN/APR-4 Receiver, 
and is ideally suited for monitoring and measuring signals in the 38-4,000 
mc range, Receiver with three tuning units covering 38-1,000 mc),. and 
Panoramic Adaptor. Price £150 carr. 30/-. 
TRANSMITTER T-217/GR. 100 watts output u.h.f, ground station 
transmitter 225 to 400 Mc/s. Freq. control 38 crystal, 1750 manual or 
10 preset channels (spacing 100 kc/s.). Power supplies 100/230 v. A.C. 
Wt. 130 lbs., £100 each. Modulator unit MD-1291GR, fur the above 
transmitter, £65, care. 30)- each. 
POWER UNIT GR.49. 100/240 v. A.C. Outputs voltages 500-0-500 at 
400 mA, 250-0-250 v. at 100 mA.. 28 v. at 0.3 amp., 13-0-13 at 1.1 amp., 
13-0-13 and at 6 amps. 3eh, 
Fully with output terminated into a lonplu each, 
carr. £1. 
OSCILLOSCOPES. Type 1035, Cmsor Mk. 1, in very good condition, 
135, cart. £1. Hartley type 13a, £25. carr. £1. 
CONTROL MOTORS. 115/115 v., 2 pole. 60 cys, output 5 watts, the 
tachometer 115v. 1 ph, output volts per 1,000v. _' 6 v, £3/10/- 
41- rick. Type 8110 -2B -B, 115/115 v. 400 cys, £2/10)-, carr. 4/- each. 

TELEPHOTO UNITS (Trans-cciver) Type CNP. Complete with tuning 
fork and power supplies 115 v. 50 or 60 cys., £30, carr. £2 each. 

TELETYPEWRITERS. 'fT-4 TGXc-2,- Also ANIPGC-1 and 
AN/PGG-2, £35, carr. £1 each. 
TERMINAL UNITS. Type A.C.T. P.W.R. line feed unit and amplifier 

1a 
YE 07606-7-8, £25 each. Repeater unit TG -30, £25 each. CF.2-B, 

£75 each, carr. £5. 

Complete installations can be 
quoted for. Please write further details. 
List available 6d. S.A.E. for all enquiries. W. MILLS 3-B TRULOCK ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.17 

Phone: Tottenham 9213 & 9330 
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HENRY'S RADIO LTD. 
303 EDGWARE ROAD. LONDON, W.2 

PADdinglan 1008/9 
Open Mon. to Sat. 9-6. Thurs. 1 p.m. 

Open all day Saturday, 

(4) 

(5) 

(3) 

NEW 1966 CATALOGUE 150 PAGES 

Fully detailed and illustrated components, equipment 
and Hi-Fi. All types and makes. 5000 Stock lines. 
The Finest and most comprehensive Range available. 
A mine of information. Price 6/- post paid. 

FREEwith Catalogue, 6/- value Discount vouchers 
gives 2/- in Pound distant on purchum, 

CATALOGUE COSTS NOTHING AFTER USING VOUCHERS 

(1) ROADSTER 
MW/LW CAR RADIO 
Supplied as Preassembled 
Panels. Permeability tuned 

perhes. Push-button owave- 
changer. Push-pull utput. 
Fits any rar. 7 4 x 2in. 
12 volt 1+1 mrth. 

Assel costLß/19)6, 
p.p. 3/6. 

(Speaker/Baffle/Car Fixing Kit 
20/-). 

(6) VHF F.M. TUNER 
Sensitive Superhe[ circuit. 
Covers 87-105 Mcls. Geared 

in. 9 -volt ed. Up 
to volt output. eFor evalve or 
transistor amplifiers. 4 x 3} x 
T}in 
Total cost Lb/19fó, pep. 2/6. 

build 
(Cabinet assembly, 20/- extra.) 

(2) GLOBEMASTER 
MW/LW(SW PORTABLE 

Full tuning on 3 wavebands. 
Push button wa v change. 
Superhet circuit. I Watt 
push-pull. Attractive cabinet 
with chrome fittings. II x 
7} x 3}in. (SW. 17-50 m.) 
Total cost 18/19/6, p.p. 3/6. 
to build 

(11) MULTI -METERS 
PT34 1161/volt LI 19 
MI2kllhblt £2 9 
TP102kf2/volt [3 IS 
EP10K 10k03/volt 63 19 
EP2OK 2013/volt E4 19 
ITI-220kÚ/volt (illus) E4 9 
TPSS 20k0/volt £5 It 
EP30K 30kí1/volt L6 10 
SOD 5014E/volt 6817 
EPSOK SOkO/volt [8 IS 
EPIOOK I00kf1/volt 110 10 

25 WATT AMPLIFIER 
8 transistor plus 2 -rectifier 
design. Output for 7} to 16 
ohm speakers. 150mV input 
to 33K ohm - IdB 30 cis to 
20 Kc/s. For use with valve 

or preamplifiers far 
25 

ta 
output-SO 

watts peak (overall size 2I x 
25x 64 in.). 
Saleable for preamplifiers 
(9M) and (9) belo. 
Prit Built and Tested 
£8/19/6, P.P. 
Mains Unit 79/6, p.p. 2/6. 

(8) MINIATURE 
OSCILLOSCOPE 
MODEL 0762 

Highsensitivity 
portable with Mallard DG7/5 
2}in. tubs. 
10 es to 40kt/s. FREE running 
Time Bue.. Single Sweep. 
Pulse Monitoring 50 mises. to 
O.1u sec. Y Plate Sensitivity 
40 v. per 
Mc/s andcup í35d Gaiaiin on 
Amplifier. Full Input Facilities 
and Controls. 118[ 250 volt 
A.C. m operated. Com- 
plete ininpo portable en with 
leads. d. I new condition. 

822.10.0 Carr.i&O/Pkg. 

FULL HANDBOOK 
AND CIRCUIT 

(13) TRANSMITTER/ 
RECEIVERS 

it Up to } mile range. Price 
per pair 17/19/6, p.p. 2/6. * Up to 5 miles. Price per 
air 0.2/10/-. 

l 
P.P. 

FM WirelessMcrohone, 
3/6.5 

(5) REGENT -6 
MW/LW POCKET SET 

Transistor Superhe[, geared 
tuning. Push - pull output 
Attractive cabinet 5 x 3 x 

Total cost 
85f-, p.p. 2/-. 

to build 

(4) SINCLAIR DESIGNS 
Micro FM (VHF) Kit ES 19 
Micro 6 (MW) Kit.. E2 19 

SI imline (MW) Kit.. £2 9 
X20 Kit Mauls £7 19 
X205uilt)Unit99/6) £9 19 
Z12 Built f4 9 

(Z12 Mains Unit, 54/-) 

(3)5-WATTAMPLI FIER 
6 Transistor push-pull to 
3 ohms. 6 mV to I k. input, 
12/18 volts operated. Size 
only 26 x 2 x }in., 25 cis to 
16 kc/s. Ideal general purpose 
sensitive amplifier with 5 watts 
RAIS output. 
Built and Tested 79;6, p.p.21-. 
(Optional mains unit, 541-.) 

(15) NEW MW/LW TUNER 
SUPERHET TO BUILD 

MW/LW Superhet tuner. Out- 
put pt 4, volt peak. Full 
coverage with excellent 

and selectivity. 
sen- 

sitivity 9 
volt operated. Complete with 
front panel, etc. 
Total cost to build 7916, pep. ÿ 

SPECIAL OFFER 
DEAC Rechargeable Batteries. 

dia 
3 

Priori 
volt p.p. 1/11, If 6x 1}in. 

Ìßn(0) . dia.9.6 . Price 20/-. p.p. 1H. 6 x 
BRAND NEW STOCKS 

(12) 
TA E 

BUILR D ACRDER QUALITY 

THREE -SPEED RECORDERS 
Using New '363' Decks. * TWO -TRACK. Deck 

£10/10/.. Amplifier 111/11/. 
Cabinet and Speaker LS/S/-. 
Complete kits with FREE 7in. 
1200ít. tape. spare spool and 
Anas 40 Microphone, £26, 

FOUR TRACK. Deck 
E13/10/.. Amplifier 112/12/-. 
Cabine[ and speaker 15/5/-. 
Complete kits with FREE 7in. 
1200ít. tape, and 

40 Microphone, 
pare l 

£30, 
P.P. B/E. 

FREE =12 277 vains 
etti- 

lfier asand quarts crystal ca[a- 
lógua on request. 

QUARTZ CRYSTALS 
/. HC6U (miniature) 20/- 

0000eKO , Octal 25/- 
00 Kale. 15/- 
00 KO + I Mc(' 19/6 

HC6U6/l2voitO0ec.oven 22/6 

(10) NOMBREX TEST 
EQUIPMENT 

150 Kc/s. -350 Mc/s. 
RF Generator .. £9 10 0 

Resistance/Capacit- 
ce Bridge .... EO S 0 

Transistorised Power 
Supply E6 10 0 

10 c/s -100 Kc/s Audio 
Generator E1615 0 

Sensitivelnductance 
Bridge LIN 0 

10 AND 20 WATT MONO AND STEREO TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS AND PREAMPLIFIERS 
(7)POWER AMPLIFIER (9M) MONO (91 STEREO 
10 watts R.M.S. output. PREAMPLIFIER PREAMPLIFIER 
IO nW. sensitivity, n ' y, 30 /s o For lO watt or25 wattamplifers Two Channel Preamplifier for 
20 Knit, MPA1013, 3 to 5 ohm Full range of controls. 8 inputs (2)10 men er25 wattampllfers. 
Speaker. PIPAIO/15 12 to from I} nW. Sel./Treble/ 8 inputs per channel. Sel.) 
16 ohm Speakers. Panel size Bass/Filter/Vol. Controls. For Treble/Bass/Balance/Vol./etc. 4x2} x I in. HIS size 4 x4 x lin. use with Valve or Transistor Controls. 14 mV. input. 
MPAIO/3, 15/10/., p.p. 2/6. Amplifiers. 150 mV. EMS For (Ut. Tuner. Tape, min., 

MPA10/I5, 0/19/6. p.p. 2/6. out. Size 9 x2} v2in. e Size 9x 31x llìn. 
(Mains Unit, 59/6. G.p- 2/6. MP2 [5/101_, p.p. 2/- (Front 55P2 110/19/6, p.p. 3/6. 
State type required.) panel 8/6). (Front Panel 12/6.) 
ALL UNITS SUPPLIED BUILT AND TESTED WITH FULL DETAILS AND INSTRUCTIONS 

FULLY ILLUSTRATED AND DETAILED LEAFLET ON REQUEST 

GARRARD DEOKI-BRAND NEW FULLY GUARANTEED -WITH CARTRIDGE UNLESS STATED 
taco mine 24 10 o âxb.tem e 00 e 0 Ar00rem exl. 10110 e AT 9 manu 1019 6 

MOtace 
SO 19 e Pta lea at IV 30 o anno mom 011 to e Aro 9teeo 29 10 e 

O mono M 10 d m CO 19 0 rea Memo 011 19 0 Danni 211 19 0 

00Óím ateo 2 
Mreo 

8 19 
10 

0 ßP96 
BM 

Dam 21 1 
al 

0 8 LkO 
ATMorieamart 

S8 00 
0 

0 0 iP e P. bi- owe.. - 

ALL MAKES OF HIGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENT IN STOCK. VISIT OUR HI-FI ROOM. 
LET US QUOTE FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS FOR EQUIPMENT AND COMPONENTS. 

F 
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POWER SUPPLY KIT to purchasers of Elegant Seven parts, incorporating mama -transformer, 
etc. A.C. mains 200-250 v. Output 9 v. 50 mA 7/6d. extra. 
COMBINED PORTABLE & CAR RADIO. The Radio with the STAR features. 41n. SPEAKER. 

* 7 -transistor superhet. Output 350mW. * Wooden cabinet fitted handle with si.ver 
coloured Ett'ngs. Size 12}ìn, x Olin. x * Horizontal tuning sole, size 11}in. 
21in, in silver and black lettering. * All stations clearly marked. * Ferrite -rod Internal aerial. * I.F. Neutralisation on each stage. 460 kc/s. * D.C. coupled output stage with separate 
A.0 negative feed back 

* All components, ferrite rod and tuning 
assembly mounted on printed board. * Operated from PP9 battery. * Full comprehensive instructions and point. 
to -point wiring diagram. * Printed circuit board, back printed 
with all component values. * Fully tunable over medium and long 
waveband. * Car aerialsockec ONLY * Full after -sale servira 

Parts list and circuit diagram 2/6. Free with parts. 

'MAYFAIR' 5 -Transistor 

TAPE RECORDER 
Capstan -driven, battery operated. 74 and 

31 'A.s. Precision made. Push-button con- 
trols. High quality 21ín. speaker. Push-pull 
circuit. Output: 4000ìW. Frequency 
response: 200.7,000 leis. Fast rewind. Up 
toerasing I nor twin track for 

re-recording. g. Dimensi ns: 8in 
Automaticx 

I lin.nx 3ain. Weighs only 71b. 

40W. FLUORESCENT LIGHT KIT 
I p ' g GEC Choke silo 84ín. x 

e 

}in. 

tarter and starter holder. 
x 1ti ., 2 bi -pin holden 1116 

.f '. +c-i Similar to rating: BEFleosize n.gX / s(y-T[ Kit xincorporatinghin DECC choke size I If in. x. 
}ist x hi n. 

bi -pin holders, starter and saner holder. 1716 P. & P. 5)6. 

CYLDON A.M./F.M. PERME- 

ABILITY TUNER FOR ALL 

TRANSISTOR OPERATION 11'j Size 2}in. 2f in. approx. BY hmous manu- 
as7 facturer. A.M.-I.F. 470 Ws. F.M.-I.F. 10.7 

%d/00®2Wil/ / A.M. coverage (rem 1,620 kt./s: 525 kt.ls. 
F.M. co c IRE Mcic 

Tuner. 
Circuit 

diagram 2/6. FREE c. Tuner. .se 2nd,a 

3rd A.M. I.ve 2nd. 3rd and 4th F.M: V.H.F. 
receiver 

chokeava F. trap. 
All the above ara the R.F. end of an A.M./ 

The above hems: Lea radio etc. 

SILICON RECTIFIERS 250 v. P.I.V. 750 milliamps. Six for 716, post paid. 

BSR MONARCH UA16 With FUL-Fl HEAD 
4 -speed, plays 10 records, 12ín., 10in. or 7in, at 16, 33, 45 or 78 r.p.m. Intermixes 
7M., 10in., and 12ín. records of the same speed. Has manual play position; colour, 
brown. Dimensions: 124 x 10}in. Space required above baseboard 4},n., below 
baseboard 21ín. Fitted with Ful-Fi- £4 .19.6 P. & P. 7 6. turn -over crystal head, 1 

FLAT 
HEATER 
ELEMENT - 500 W. 

Can be used for wash boilers, washing 
machines etc. Five or six elements 

3be used in parallel to give 2,500/ 
000 was . Size earn I}i ., 

copper postenclosed, 216 ea. P. & P. I/. 
4 or more post paid. 

MAGNAVOX COLLARD 
Set of three Tape Deck Motors. 
These ere made for 110 v. but suitable 

former is supplied. Three 
motors. 39/6, P. & P. 6(-. 

£4.4.0,sP 
FIRST QUALITY PVC TAPE 

5}in.Std. 850fí..... 9/- Sin. L.P 050k.... 10/6 
7in. Std. 1200f[... II/6 3ìn. T.P.6001í. ,. 10/6 
Sin. LP. 240h... 4/- S,n T P 10001;... 25/6 
5}in. L.P. 1200!... 11/6 hin. t P 2000ft... 32/6 
7in. 

P 
& on 

each e/6, 4 or16 nmore post 0free. 
42/6 

TRANSISTORISED 
SIGNAL GENERATOR 

Size 5}in. x 3}in.x 14ín. For I.F. and 
R.F. alignment and A.F. output. 700 cis 
frequency coverage 460 Kc/s to 2 Mc/s. 
in itched frequencies. Ideal for 
alignment ment o our Elegant Seven d 
ltatte. Built and d. 3 9/6 
P.& P.3/6. 

POWER SUPPLY KIT 
In metal case, sise 31ín.x 20in. x tin. incorporating 
mains transformer, rectifier and condensers. 230/250 
A.C. Mains. Output: 9v. 100 mA. Price 10/6 plus 3/- 
P.& P. 

OSCILLOSCOPE 
for D.C. & A.C. Applications 

nternallTime-ba e Sann Wacebfrni available foack r 
in 

TV lino 0/P Transformers. 
toexternal use: pulse output c. 

Provision 
for 

kforr 
external -1/P and C.R.T. Brightness Modulation. 
A.C. mains 200/250 v.. 010/101. P. & P. 10/-. 

O FULL 12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE INCLUDING 
VALVES and TUBE. 

3 to 4 WATT AMPLI- RINGO 

FIER KIT. Comprising BURGLAR ALARM 
chassis Olin. x hie. x lin. A'C' Mains 200240 
Double wound m Ye,. Fire im e. 
former, utput t nsformer. slightly tarnished. 
Volume and t List price 7 

g 

AVE. 
condensers, e Our prce ompra 

Ú ÉCCCi 
and 

tai with double gong bell. 
Circuit1/6. 116 

fvemicro switche and 

with kit. 29/6 plus 416 
full instructions. 

P.& P. P.& P.5/-. 49/6 

FIXED FREQUENCY 
SIGNAL GENERATOR 

Crystal control in metal e loin. 
x 6in, 6in. Incorporating 

case. 
valves, 

mains transformer, metalre Ifer, choke, 
cempone I.mModulatedl and numerous 

and unmodulated 

futp 
tnsockets. Originally used for I.T.V. 

reç Brand 3916, plus 71- 

P. & P.eA.C. Mains 200/250 vales. 

RADIO AND T.V. COMPONENTS (ACTON) LTD. sI1oPHOl1nREET2LTON0-,a77GL2wG 
Goods not despatched outside U.K. All enquiries stamped addressed envelope. Terms C.W.O. WEDNESDAY 
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THERMOSTATS 
Type ^A^ IS .mn for matrollIng mom Irate. 
-reenhaus, alring ettp ard. Dm 

IB.pm l/ -poet. 

spindle Nr 

Btlknob té va I (rem 0 P.. 
itablll wall mounting. 

Type ^B^ 51.29. TWO Is a tile. beg rod tape 
le Ly tae lemme Bvie G. rc iej "1211° 

t41a ImmO-(80'Y al w n i 

r` 

e 

.W n:tene2eeilimmenbn 

b.e21ü or to male ilatrm-. n,1 erta. alamr. 818. 
p pmt ad Inmvaem. 
TSp^C^lnk.lpee 

not to 
65 emewkttroaeta 

v.. 1 amp. ee; UnR aalm.hk 

Ers'»."d'!reeait. 
Pt ,I 217 amps t 01tí enn) out [nana 

wWW would be ta keep the left pipes 
from lla woof. ours. 

7/ O. Pi k P. IQ. 19'-)... rond /1. 
Type kkaalavtlov refrigerator igermo- 
stab dl. mlvemwo. cover normal refrigerator 
tempera... 7/6 Moe ...at. WALLT hvl.eI talell. MmJ for we o control tubular 

t0111 
eoewa 1 d Plue Pmt I/O lnnrm) prix 

is at Bait twice WII. 

TRANSISTOR BARGAIN 
With ®tr>iry hew 

pe IPm. . 
rosa e s.. Ptm 

m war 
plywoodand covered 
terwtone 

wlüWé°22 - extension Meat(' 

Bet.) 2018 -but 
aced the month at only 15'- duo I- Pone and 
Inamalce: aim eleven tree wt. It Is v Printed circuit 
board to salt It and bottling Imtmetlnm for fine 
twowave radios. Don't mite thin grand offer. 

e APE RECORDER 
BARGAINS 

Capstan Driven, 5 Transistors 
0P800PIChrt01:-tI00r.000 c.1.1. 100 . 

Pot --doubt, H tr1-twins 1 and tit 
ow . ó.udih1nMP.g rewind 

h. Mize x 
1 x Slm Complete with battens., nderophone- 

a i2 .00 mnmmi. Nothing to 

élem .0.451 t, 240. 11/I en n4 ere Croy 
P. BpeAd SHIP tike Thls Mon. 911111/-, 

don 
ahoy. 

of end Maumee Ole. 

THE "MINY' 
on mt.. batt°`ry 

driven 
4 4090/1ëre plus bl. plot 

and Inn 

TRANSISTOR 
SET CASE 

Very modem crew. 
...et. elm 51ey.rr a 

hlin. with 
andle. tuning knob end 

coat. Price 418. P1oe' 
pwtam. 

GANGED POTS //, 
B.n:.M t,T, end )fie Itb /Y, 

4MO/length It SIdle-code ht 
ugurdte.U.S prim l 101- 

\hl. 

ePII bn e ió®)121 dli..r 1. 
tItI dors. Pol.whel salter in sire. t 

R, .1 newOsand+Tented. poet 31, -i on let doff. 
thent l/- per am.. 8 dos. w more met free. 

SIMMERSTAT HEATER 
REGULATOR 

0.bk b ended dements. heater. wilder./ icon 
lwulltg 

oml 
n5: 

ús1 -each. 
500 

apeeW Wp 
D 1218. Puree W. P 0Ice141.. 

ARMCHAIR CONTROL 
UNIT 

Rena.Philips. 
Bte. and 

Corer 
7;v. 

ete Lot 
mow 

,therw and to 
antrl. 
rlxblc 

two 
reeimm 

and 

Rem went io 

m t P d i 

1s1Itt-way 

plug -II 14 .lu n for 
way cableatdy`12/0. 

Dlm ti 

When postage is not definitely taled 
as an antra than orders over 63 are 
post free. !blow 83 add 2/9. 

See in the Dark 
INFRA -RED BINOCULARS 

Slope .fra 
m 

rest 
leIrvin 

a high voltage 

21rm,+mm 
tee oblede a. m 

nNcol 
7m7.2 Rm 

well Infrared matein an relia riir°fu.lm roe-IlRbt nil, e 

Ide.ile DunDPI1n11ema The L mwuln 
part d the agni tlriving 

altabhyt out gui The. e,. 42/ believed .t<.geed working but 

hook 
without a guarantee. Price 9911718 Dim 10)- varr.sa end Ivamm.. liavd- 

byek'2ie 

AMPLIFIER BARGAIN -NOT BEATABLE 
750 mW TRANSISTOR 

AMPLIFIER 
d tremble. /whaling 
poO-.P eryet)or magnetic m 
phone or Dlet-uP-feed .,et kope- 

I 
m12. Price 1918. 

Pmtand OW. 18. 

epmkw v.1P18:p1m1918:Ohs. x d1a 
141(3. 

STUPENDOUS OFFER - I I for L2 - 
h. B.` flip' oÌ ÉIarel 

been 4101.4 e.°;.lil 
:cop1^mâü.e' I4 h,n 

beea.m. obtalning the 
t at very low price mJ now 

peas 
guide yo even o/8 Op.el 11/ 

Imonly WIC PtW ele am.. Rote the fTutm.,e 
Lang and 3Ingium Wave 

Lung clean dial wild l.velllug : PuAplloutput apt` im:iÿ 
7s. maw. A..C..ddi«J lima 

forme. 1I 
Owl Ì¢h ee2etivittry fertile aerial Ile teetad ad gmrvnl.-:d transistor. 
Beet printed circuit board fo, Iml.pmoI numbly Economy output 1ht'I 

gime long Me imm 1.1'9 battery Permanent neat moving coil speaker lab- 
t aim 41m. x alp. x 111. withog amp. Ì nlget over tlO Par. inlet value mer a101. N Net everything you need and easy 

'Wng end alighog Imtmotione. Don't mina this wonderful elf er. Mace up 
cameral Ikr 

1/9 ed.. RItI uwrteiye2/0m 
pra:.mte and you'll bu loped for 

INFRARED HEATERS !_ 
Rake up one of these latest t>Te beaten. 
Ideal fer Mthmrm, etc. They are Amite m 
mate from m cosy. follow Inetruet.1 - slum 
.dosa elemenPII designed for them curter ware. 

ea/m¢me/I/,./,`I..brt, 
21O. yon. 3Ìé Porttmt/tI. 

ports. 
metal .+F naos,. 

THIS MONTH'S SNIP 
GARRARD 1000 

RECORD CHANGER 
One ` I the latest mord Mangers that 

xieelwn m rn en s7.1 cti y ln mixnlâ 
ear. rmger 

Mtï 1Taw t i mono bout -but 
pressure. 

mind .r ,lease-enD).ie 200I20Ó A. 
22'uImJ19ix1'td wir fi 1TIWrvla! 

il Rilo.awluw.lONLY 
"CIAL N\II' ONLY 

£S-bO. te -d nul 

_- -- - ==41 

BARGAIN FOR EXPERIMENTERS & 
CONSTRUCTORS 

6NmÌmted copae.L.l board. 
',eh,. 

non elr.enie l/n718718W1Ioh pwi.t11 
dale. 

MAINS POWER PACK 
MAIR1 POWER MDR deed.. to operate treater uts and empliben. Adlud- 
ehle output 0 v. -0 b l r. lot up to 600 mA Mars B working, Teter the place 
of any lei re [tine batteries: PRI. DIT. PP9. PPP. PP., PPP and other,. XII 

m Ire u. ;:z-reca0er, Ot,IIü.g sud Iced ,.AMr, POOP Pill 
6tÓ 11. mndevsr. 2evv ibis and IMmeaovs. 8e) min) ooly 1418 Plm 

ANOTHER BRANCH FOR CALLERS 
10211 TAMWORTH ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY 

(Opp. West Croydon Station) 

FLUORESCENT CONTROL 
KITS 

aur 
00 -watt Mt 

monem hey, 111/.. contain. f.et [slim 
ube 

lllmb`Ild'. 
to de away, mote made F one o`Englad, 
laalrgest 

a. co wired ready--fitt be In jiffy 
chrome 

and Itere7oru mdtartand Sir; 
col 

25i- co but Dlun a10 poet and W.. fir 
isle m wtee but not wired nn 9918. pia a/e. 

OTHER 
stare 20 watt wired 22í/0 not 

SIRES: 
19B + 

2.14. 50 watt ,Area 95/- not wired 99/8 + 010 
alt. ID watt wired 1918 not wind 17/8 + 0/. 
41140 watt wired 19/8 not wired 17/8 + 0/ - 

SEED AND PLANT RAISING 
Be erst las year. Bon heat., 
wire end kanefamer. BW.bk 
for ataedard elm garden lAframe, 
1418. Plan Wü mat d In - 

SOUND POWERED 
TELEPHONES 

These mill,. no Imltedee ta 
tact they have orgy to he 

oolvee1M M e pale of wirer. 
They tau vans Ire fitted.. 
edeting ben dreults, Been. 

eiMmely good sod 
Imlettmaote meta are swthI ng. 
R)1 brarhet not Included, 

151- each, He poet. Two 
pwt tree. 

SPEAKER BARGAIN 

IT 
Me 

51161, W 
am permanent t 

t type. e. ta 
whelher5or15.rt 
upum yell, Will 
Donate ay to e 

by famous mate. 
[trice 29/8. cone 0/0 Post arid Immatre. 

Waterproof Heater Wire ly length 70 watt.. tempemtwe1trol. 

FOUR - 

,`e 

STATION 
INTERCOM' 

will Woe me ad Improve 
em.kvey. Ide). hmeae 

1,1,: ̀atoé â :°rihlewiht enpié tr Tete: et4°na 
navet all two-way westing. rio W.. MM.. 
na et. KUM wl W sert. twin fier and they plug.. 

Ain Included le pug. of staples.-mJ baat., Nothing ebe . lem -.71151-, Paco 418 
met and Immavce. 

FINE 
TUNERS 

e0 pt with long spbdle ea 
Illustrated. 118..r 191 -dos. 
Twin b0 pl not adle mum 

klimm 
epidle, 918. w 941dos- - 

SHEET PAXOLIN 
Taal fco trawls. 
or projette. 

Ppec.l oser 12 

panai x Pí1.5/ - 

OZONE OUTFIT -In retnovlpmrells and 
generally improving my opprewive atmerphor 
ait Ada 1ipe ozone lamp and met. milt, 

on ya, 1918. Dia alü m=.Read n 

TIMER 
boa to nuke mall. openning imerval 

tinier tor Phntng.ph>'. etc., 12:0. plue 2/n met. 

ELECTRONICS (CROYDON) LIMITED 
102/3 TAMWORTH ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY (Opp. West Croydon Station) 
266 LONDON ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY (Opp. ABC Cinema, West Croydon) 

post orders tot Dept. WW, SPRINGFIELD ROAD, EASTBOURNE, SUSSEX 
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x.,d In unr rrc,:nr. uey M p++rcAoad 

I.a pl pÂnlrrd.tdbnlY,YwHnldv,d rn y Gulld 

or...7 ., 1.031'101+ 

NEW TRANSONA FIVE 
* 7 Stases -6 eandelon and U diodes. 

Caters al. and L Waves and Trawler 

ea 

Band, Im 

lr 

i ngferrite 

rad next. l 
9rnlu0m07 

mid new 
tÌw t super dymc71ä peker :atm.. urne. 

Tal x 
euADmRLY 42/6 I k 

l'mt.)x:reliddad rv.ybnlLlVlmaR/-. (Eno s -lin 6001. 

POCKET FIVE 

L.u¢w+ 0mÌ .04,1er Bana 4104a. colon ëlvemlitn 
and 

In ant, 

t W m i ry.iu, tl 
r. ntL ud x i010 

Odeaer u,d a 

nlferrU 
I,.1 aethl .uJlobe ton 

t71u. raring coil mw milt Inn ell. black w with 

Mixnk'r atillw Maex i17 x n)lun hat., ttelRepurnll- 
tenm'wnerok 

Total cost of all pasta HOW ONLY MO in I. .e 1... 
Pm, dement. and ram /add ylexe LA t»ed ai1L kill. 

ROAMER SIX NEW ! ! 
*961eres-6 RendWon adgdbdea. *Botebeods 
*Now with MAI. micro -alley N.P. Inuitloee. 

halt ands y with lea -e ana btr toe 
1 3Ì6a' I. P Trawler 1ú,oä and 

throe Short {Wa x mull n Bens.. terrine rd 
renal and (..Mu atrial for Mort t+rd, s Tay Brnto L1anaL. 

Im6 + ** handmaid tam inn a It O01 Bite 
7I x as x 11Ìn * Naha band for easier laniar o1 LOX. etc. 

Told tat of all parts NOW RELY £3.19.6 
forte prin./let and rveey bxild plane Rl-. (Free Silk kill. (01711011.Stoop 11.; 04,«. P. t P. 810 

NEW! ROAMER SEVEN Mk. IV 
7 WAVEBAND PORTABLE OR CAR RADIO 
AMAZING PERFORMANCE AND SPECIFICATION * Soli WITH PI LCO .1/t'HO.3LLOT H.P. 711.10. 

* Folly tuu0le ow all 

ad l 
i 

a rhi 
eMtw 1 6 

tl1ne .2 ln\sPn. 

Co B rhaea-7 ...re N Mode, 
Covers N and Trawler 

.1i 

awl 

U®tWoo. 

ma aMort bWaved 

lo u< cotp. ,r 
.m6wn 

a: 3L {P 
tr 

letnian Pen,wm 
n,L tort. 3. 

ram with F1 nd dmry. Mar 
0'x7+x0 

Ti[ton' 

El¢ an l 
ÌPstD 

a5o4d 

lfTIoner aupebdwrrihtW mp 
IurNthnYn 'u£5¢mh. -;::°,7.1 d. âlS'. 1.0 t a0 

Sloe 

SUPER SEVEN 
* B ,saw -7 transistors and 8 diodes. 

,rah t I and 
L. 
canal. v11í1 

I Trawler Bawl. The ideal walla 
J with vrtgtV clop for nmJoor 

ehecLWnne,. 
Informant,. 

rml.e rWtea wtnih-3nt 
1 ulnnll Ineom B IlP eha1e. Po 

nl. eivakrr Iwlll Jrire Imavr eprn4erl. Nlze 7l x GI x 
ï fmmeenü'I+.e s r. huarr, mnl In61e nmwreaeJ. 

Told and ofN pasts NOW ONLY £3.19.6 
/ell. prin Iles cost n. v by Bd pion. R r. -Ism with 4111. l'. 31'.910 

NEW!! TRANSONA SIX 
*8 tares -B lamina= and 2 aides. 

tep peen.... mod* î euveringuN. A L Wad. an 12m0i m 

Banda uhmall output. . 11131kOrade meeermkesIletentne 
Oman, 

' 
aerial. 

ae gtelmIne Lr 1rsI,l 
clear. tractive mom In amy arh 

Si,, p x01 x 
1E0. 

(Uses PPi balcon'. nrnlLible 
where). 

Talai coal01 ait Nna 59/6 el le P. 910. 

Tee I 'n lilt and rv0y dvlld plmv Rl-. Irtea with 4111. 

MELODY SIX NEW!! 
* 

8nó4 Latta wallet nerina hl L soir.Incorporates 
tamed e inIt h a . 91m heamtUnty 1rcker. . n cl 

n lu ul« mnw. ran-pmiahoWn . 

1 d,n n« l.im m 
".n.a. 

Imma anJ u1n1. Rp9. 1 d m 
VonslnentaÌetatians Rnmlwme Ir.tMr Iwk Ixe4e.elm eaw. 

no Ì Luuln7,ImW.'"ib ol`alj 
Ip11ut.'aker 9nBe and hand 

£3.9.6 
ra.r.Y.arrla«..Ar«.y6,r:3rq,,,..Rf-.ltt,<wltn A 3/0. 

SEND S.A.E. for list of COMPONENT BARGAINS 

RADIO EXCHANGE 
61 HIGH ST., BEDFORD. 'Phone: 52367 

Callers tide entrance Bartell. Shoe Shop. Weekdays 9.3 p,m, Se . 9.12.30 

INTERNATIONAL 

CORRESPONDENCE 

SCHOOLS 

WHOLE WORLD 
OF KNOWLEDGE 

AWAITS YOU!' 

MARCH, 1966 

BRAND NEW AM/FM (V.H.F.) RADIOGRAM 

CHASSIS AT £15.15.0 

nm nmm. la I 

m scald. Wlth dl 
vdrea and U.P. Tran-- 
rxmm. ve Conl 1 au..l. 1'.+,. . I'mml}Im di: - :, 1 ; 
\ alree PJAO rect. , gruel. KFOU, F_\in;00. FILA,. B.L. .Mi. 
HI.LIITIUAL NPRAKEBB Inin. x Ma. 1,ichm.rnnt tbh 
elute*. 

v 

TERRE: d3/101- down :nul U mantnl.r payments of B0.'N-. Tuld 0181141- 
NEW 8 INBHBOTTON BTBREOORI6 CBA881g 

(CARRIAGE PAID) 

óalavra mnlmi. . Mx wltb Iw eakn .+n Radio. 1205010 .Is 
13r1s xw x OIII. 111cn. 11.d .+..Ixnn and m. 1010. ,e n P.LG00. EClüll. 
gpRp. 21uLCL '01m 01T 17 -. +R. FM m gg dopo! 

aod 0 loontN,- 1 ,nY.N+ni +ranDl _ IIITur,l 
ÌLl.lpnur E38. It.dm maulOd reeltmem, 

br dhI 718 extra. 

: 
A _' > ('. 

\Y/%.% 

8 WATT PUSH-PULL O.P. 
AMPLIFIER 

£5.5.0 (6/- carr.) 
-240 A 1. IAMB, bats treble mid 

von. m ECM am R -ELSA. 
vole 12 .:9 . W'IN sp. *ma.. 

2.3 Went panel Ivmm fly 
x t as 

Wenth) 

cony be tamoved and 
wert as maid ', Ipdde Puulrs 
tam*. pandl. 

Be. ad. for led catalogue. 

exe Allll 

Now 

No n` erBelli.* 
by return. 

ot 

GLADSTONE RADIO 
te ELMS ROAD, ALDERBAOT. 11AMO. Aldenh01 22340. il min. born elation and 

bum'. Cloud We4Oedgasmuon. 

TECHNICAL TRAINING by 
IN RADIO, TELEVISION AND 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING 
First-class opportune ies in Radio and Electronics await the 1 C S trained 

an. Let I C 5 train YOU fora well -paid post in chia oopanding Seid. 

' C J 
I C S courses offer the keen, ambitious man the opportunity to acquire, 

rs 

quickly and easily, the specialized -training so essential w success. Diploma 
in Radio/TV Engineering and Servicing, Electronics, Computers. 

etc. coaching for: 

INSTITUTION OF ELECTRONIC AND RADIO ENGINEERS. 
C. & G. TELECOMMUNICATION TECHNICIANS' CERTS. 
C. & G. SUPPLEMENTARY STUDIES. 
R.T.E.B. RADIO AND TV SERVICING CERTIFICATE. 
RADIO AMATEURS' EXAMINATION 
P.M.G. CERTIFICATES IN RADIOTELEGRAPHY. 

Examination Students Coached until Successful. 

NEW SELF -BUILD RADIO COURSES 
Build your own 5 -valve receiver, transistor portable, signal generator 
and multi -test meter -all under expert tuition. . 

POST THIS COUPON TODAY and find out how I C 5 can help YOU 
in your career. Full details of I C S courses in Radio, Television and 

Electronics will be sent to you by return mail. 

MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATION 
OF BRITISH CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGES. 

International Correspondence Schools 

(Dept. 222), Intersext House, Parkgate Road, 

London, S.W.I I. 

NAME 

ADDRE 
BlocSS k Capitals Please 

366 
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ROST ROLLA..Cvrt.11vz.lElo 
6tAy0A COLSOE. 
EJ1IißoR, - 

TUBES 
6170a. 

111.L3.0.0 
Hin. £3.10.0 

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED 

lENoeW. 
AR. 0.0 
43.10.0 

7.W TTPES 
...9...9,4,4.411 

00.03.0 

VALUE IN VALVES GUARANTEED 
BY RETURN OF PO ST 

ryOxlvn,vnm Roney lItmram.ey..aede0n.nntdmma *Min 1 Ja,-. ALI.VALeEO 
B NEW !'%L'e IERt1'I.E1%8'OItRED. FREE TRANSIT 00500*00.1 POSTAGE 

1 V. 9d.. R11113. Pta era 12. 
SCAPE. 60141A8. 
FERRANTI T4P 
PROCESSED 0 

UHOE OWN 
EA 

1517in. £3, 
19in. U. 

21 in. L3.15.0 
337n. 0.15.0 

5.0 (4. 5.0 
5.0 L4. 5.0 

f5.15.0 

05.15.0 

AWbB-el 
L7.100 
AW48-a0 
LS. 5.0 

02. .IIH 
IA]OT 018 
7C5GT l8 
11150T 0!0 
11150T 8;8 

8H8UT 813 
OM 818 
HL1 816 
070 71 

SLOG i0 

1407 14,5 
19AQ5 ]IB 
2001 878 

20PP G8 
EOLI 18- 

EHC4l 813 EEO 67 ma 8,8 
EBC81 bIB 6E80 6.0 9P41 213 
EBTeO 16 EE01 8- 8P01 A- MM. 75 PC4 HI- 041 B;B 
EHLEl BIB 0E3E 0 TINA ]I- 

RECORD DECKS 
LATEST GARRARD 

.9DPwtOrPnrA AD.aüAnnrNs 

6'PÌ2".âV10`(BIúuN 
ky 17r 8 a0.. 

SP508er..1-T.an.T10t93I1i91e1 21ll121- eons= Btavantl 281191 
ATS ,,Jive-eImIW t ATO 271181 
R0ode0al 1300QnDntV 17.7.'2,71,V reaN 

er nn.atkally 1., 10 
- 2&1&- 

Rede1 RWD-Aunma,:e am zhamn wIW 
Ia.etunn81.,I0an7uPn.ren.n,2]e191 

mizwWozt.w"E.t 
Ear .. .i,n ktr 

i . 01vn 
m-.nl .,:ar4 lhda- 

ATBÓ--w '.mul: w rnnlul ,...e.bì0, 
tvivn'Ì 

nn4 4iaa ww,nv.r:J.m n" avy 
41419/ 

AA-mr lne nnlnl teer-uVew ea* 
Piayle.p n'ItM1 peanerylativm., and u3m other maw- 
LA160-Out"iwlhz0.00.mnre nn.OnlD11e0 

rmvaa, ...Illation 29TI101 
101-Tr'un P4ó° tumlrOhwRM1 heavy 121.. 

p W 
apTd cuond 

hi..:rl. stn... ""'' 
2401191 

0hdelb0 -AULnua.0 nrn01 ch.n.er sla W6a 
.o eight nrn:Jauud sere and 148.4.148.416/1133. .-lo pltl p bmd l P21 

88CELLENT F08 ANY TAPE 8BC06DER. 
PRICES REOVCBD BY EVORNOO9 
POEOEA9E. OOABARTEED. PR08. 
13Ay PRICE. WORLD remous NAIIB. * TAPE * 

vallyn10111.drvJSueter/apW 
vWm`I p ÿ G L.pn w ItleuOol 4mNty 91.0. 
arde rw.e awrJhlg ehvactetly{In a tW 
mvtl. W.d Ul't0Y 0mtro, °uvvlaRme. 
Not J n 

wOrtLÄ a Ov nmeu ramper* than vnWte. 2.,..y--,...,»....-0. 
gRFâ°tiA\ÚII'llet'EIT61'OeRö1 

B.S. Plvy Dovn3ReuPly 
a1n Y13 01n 4F 

3'3M: 4;0 4,v. 6WIL 51- f. ]IB 5, l.lqnl Ibl- 
61. Mg. 3018 6'.u. 1,332. 1918 
, - 1. 1318 ] 2]1- lonó Pley TAP. Pl.y 
31. 9.6. 219 41, SOIR, 131- 

to. eW,. .18 61n, I..WI4. 261 
. 1018 Ilv. SAM, 3L óbin LSWfI 132 nn. . 4N ] A00tL 15f5 QudrvpbdOPe''ly 

Im 6/ 
Peetaóe jj- a part Yrte W bX a thtn . 
Qm. 0y an6 Vale evOvhln eau«). 

1R5 41B 
199 ]IB 

a24 18 
3A6 11- 
XXI 4,- 

sn or B!. 
6040 41- 
6Y9G 4:8 
6Y3GS 4f- 

0- 
6E40 11- 
6E4GT 98 

I'M 80 r 

fiA65 La 
BAQb t- 
8AT8 6 
6AU8 .'- 
bAVH 6Ì- 
WM 8. 
BBEB b!0 
011016 15!- 
.BB. 5f- 
7BI1 51- 

BBW9 6!0 0 IB 
103167 6'- 
005 2'3 

6C 
68 
516 

WO III- 

1LId ];0 
BL10 IYfO 

6995° BÚ 
PE8 BIB 

8270 
SWOT é,0 

8907 9i0 
B8H] bl- 
68L]OT 610 
OHNMT 4IB 
89Q] 5/0 
8040T ' 1- 

BPBGT 6 tl 
581 46 
686G - 
8860T 601...7' 
]BO - 
]Bi HIa 
]CO ]16 

]CH ]ID 
]R] HI- 
]8] 1410 
T1 41. 
1001 H/- 
1008 15re 
10P1 418 
10LD11141H 
101518 8!6 
1015I4 716 
14AH7 71- 

HOPI B 0 
2OPJ - 

26,,8G 18- 
E6L8GT :0 
E9G : - 

1 

56 
a.SLu'GT 9 - 

ïi' 24G?5H 

J0L6G 86 
50 II, 

1818 
180BTA1B;8 
a0] ]IB 
818 4Y1- 
BWA 1818 
064 818 
7N E18 
861 21- 

9001 HiB 
900E 4!0 
9000 88 
ANTS 28 
0.23161 
AEG 111- 

1116 416 

EBL31 1BI0 
1C5E 4B 

ÉÓc6Ç fl- 
ECC40 

CM 
n8B 

Ecc62 
s'6 

ECM 
E0006 - 
ECC88 818 

C - 
£CF32 8.8 
ECRE1 11.5 

ECR4E HB '- ran ENHS BA 
EOLHO 8B 
ECLBE 81- 
ECLBa 1010 
ECL08 lfa 
Eea° 1- 
EFO° 410 
£740 131- 
E741 81- 

EP60 la 
HPaO AH 
EP86 t- 
6088 re 
£Pa0 81B 
1701 3l- 
EY02 31 

BTaaC a B 
BT38 14- 

HTLb BO 
ET81 818 r 1â e 
ISM 1]:B 
8TW81 0.B 6 NM' ZOa 
111919 - 
%3: 10H 

%109 36- 
I0- 

SC9] B re 
CWI 8 B 

88 
ECC88 ILS 'PCT.' 
ram ea 
PCC198 1310 
PCPaO BIB 
PCYBE 81- 
PCP84 1EÍ- 
pCPaB ]IB 
PCIAB 717 
PCI.83 91- PC. 713 
PCL85 ]le 
PCL81 3010 
PENES 8.9 

U34 .IB 
U19 '9 
Ó24 1R6 
VE6 e13 

ób°fi0 lâr6 
010] 3218 
UIBI BI- 
UP91 88 
UEHE 15- 
0301 IT1 
van 811 

9ABCH038'_ 
OAP1P 'B 
0H41 .8 
OB041 1HB 

BEC01 
0 OBPH° ]. 

9BFBB r 

HBL21 BH 
OCRE 7,0 
UCOBS 7l3 
OCPHO HÌO 
U0RY1 028 
90841 ]IS 
11C881 ]IB 
00188 51- 
001.101 
UNl 810 
UPtl UB 

- B.S.R. 
T91aImle Y.1,3"1.,Y.1,3"1.,691- 
0157--91.1c O0k INTWue 1:916F 

214-Autowaver £6/161- 
UAIb-IWnTilrer 26/10/ 
17425 -.SUPT Wen £fill./ 

F.M. TUNER2HEADS 
rvk- e. em.0 Aar.l 1I. .nv.vA 

.m 2J°EIiRJ"rJ... ':wlpk 
e wltp tlrire 

P' 
. 

STEREO PORTABLE 
CABINETS 

L metal nae7 Cnud.tlna 
avtre'okitAtelll011°. x ........1', 

®ÿeluxupéJmJ'WT.uhe.o'vx14,P'?k.e 
Da x Ì,v. x vix"k1u. +r '.,un 

2ó11u x 131. x nit. ' 
yWmn. D'ilinBe:.11.l..lnró.u.'el'l'.1 k TA. APnn x h, I I r,a :.t £3.19.6 

BCD80 111;- 
DH 31- 

BFl 4;81251T7 
oP60 318 
Wla 49 
6y`4 BB 

l 6:6 

Bf6G 1'- 
8150T 45 
Ide ÉH 
Ba]0 4'B 

'e 

IEA85 81- 

7..".T8 elo 
410 

1EA00 81- 
1030] 410 
]2.487 813 

A8] Hr- 

109É6 6Ì0 
1281111 t8 
IEEl 111,8 

10JYOT 81 

Cel31 191 
9131 8} 
0491 ];8 
DAPBl 40 
DAPBS ]A 
OPoI 8!- 

DP7E Br 

Ú1 0;6 
D806 Tl. ]li 
EL" DLOH bi- 
DUN 810 

EY183 819 

"1" Bi8 
EL3E 8PL.1.11/80 
EL33 Bi8 
%La9 1118 
ELlS 81- 
EL18 sea 
EGOEL4 ]/0 

110 
EN34 alo 
BR50 to 
BIM. BIB 

PER45 

PLÇ 
0 

PE%40 
6 

PL38 OB 
PLae 1]16 
P1A1 ',0 
run 06 

S13004 ] 6 
P431 - 
843E H.8 
PT3a ta 
PY00 86 

9P90 WB 

""""010 bIB 
0181 Wo 
ULN 141- 
GLIB HR 
Van W 

Ú0N3 e!6 
VUo Ill- 
8441 HIH 
OYY1 010 

' 
1 

aa 

MICROPHONE CABLE 
W Ilty bnwk, nite 11- rnl 

TRANSISTOR RADIOS 

6 
0 

6é]G ;° 

68H HIH 
E90 bl- 

I2870T 4 
11H8 BIB 

i2úiói ie 
01H 

129R] Y1B 

7.27 710 

L80 1re 

Palm 8 Y48098 
bl- ET EEB1 YI- 

EBCa3 918 

0089 117 

Ebl i6 
ET88 ]18 
EYOH 810 
SR40 .IB 

PT81 bIB 

T80 Ì 

P4BH 
PT800 018 
PZN 0re 

0E41 6/- 
OY86 bF 
VR106 71- 
8R160 ]IB 

%80 ]18 

M"'« IDEAL 'Remitm e ...to hn 
Iran T Engl. .6.4."' 

8rHe4 k. rn.p.m 14... modem. 
u 

',, 
Very t'r ...a.o. ..rd anl 17....".*57/ 

TRANSISTORS 
I 

1117...1.1RASD TOP QUALITY 4...e 
wand. L 

red.. Red SPX 1/6 a tuly 
HITACHI PORTABLE 

TAPE RECORDER 

8ED10R AND LONG WAVE" 
wen :rth h..,tn.r ..w. I>,.T : "G': 
aop. r..rml ta la.. nr, mva s.Ppr.ah.. . ai W pum- 15 0 

WhBe HpolYBs 2/- 
rmaa m.tahON omvm Ew uce1D a 1216 Lat. RH., Fairs.. .10y .m ,e- 

1f"'"o2oóe' BOeL"iie'"hi6 .t 5. 
Smlit T mk nv,M 

L M{tTy 
kvel vrJ'ramd k j Yat IUA 
P0.1.. m r btvn r,llon^t^ 

ka a. O" Wde T'n t.rl,iti,.e. The ma l 
.Itl1.4 Pvlwble Iv the a+nmtn0 

°nl""d"1 
e 

"'''11'''""""""°`r` 

1151.6 n 3ta.me raln at 

DULCI(VHF)FMTUNERS 
CODBL PNTIb. U sa 2Wf r. 2C 
AP.G 01.h vemDirlitf he blea voi Ia. 
.Ltana nmptkm. tli 111 a Hlm. Iln 

D+ 'tlent eRh. OVYOM m nlh vnz aN h1uk. Due n Mmvn pmNvae 
hne 6777 6ddlt7 Ieenament. 

R°°y1/"1b' 15Gns. 
"m'e9m`°°'y°` 

" 

' J 

6076 --- -- -. 
HITACHI XM1002 
AM/FM RADIOS 

aocel az. MU 9 1d, 12/6 
A19141v é1- oca ./5 
24116 
2Ylle ]i8 ÓÌ 6Ì 
AP31] 
AP1E1 2!8 0081 &8 

92- OCRE 8:- 
141- ODD 8I0 

o9v1 els 
GERMANIUM DIODES Al ,able. WII 19 Gns. nq Olul.' ml, mDe.-te. 

HITACHI 4 TRACK 
nt H,0mm1 A8R9T80%0 EQO@7N3T. . . . n, 

°` "' 
Uuruwl IIPPwtunuy 
the minute awnnn,ully v Y e.J guaranteed 
1.n 11 I It 

Purpox miniv,m detevby ATM. 
` 815 dz. 8d. 

MODEL TRA -505 
TNOnMA.4.mx 

n.,mBm Ia.3 
ni 1 y-wteaT. we nvovl 
m.l , ,-r4a .lil"aJ.un. 

LOODEAEERt 30 Top Rakes 
Or. 5 

::41.. 
816 

MAINS TRANSFORMERS 

p. 
are Are PI 0 M1p xl'21tIn. NaymiBn.t 

rcwn'itrtit.ri3e.thtbuarantna4>mt 
,; ::7:nµ,t< 17Gns. 

'°'`P 

OA0OtWdeovded MO. qu.11ty 1vJlvLlmlly 

915da. 1/' 
SILICON RECTIFIERS 

n T vr. One k r.. e n n an e "A"t".... ae .arm. 

anmy Ote,..n "<h." iBteP2:é 

ot Omety Ouanntwd Cmf4ht mmm. 
Ivv4J0e.,Bou,A..0.3r.3A 
Rlmay LW r. 9/6 -ANNOUNCEMENT- 

TntN 250 
pert D rvakea 

180 ma. JW 
S1 aa810, 3/9 k1 ,2leribi2, 716 

,nePa'°"""eeei.;ó°`I6r" Excellent 
A:. eraeeµgi l.pImÌ 

au. x mi../ Il. 'e/ç ri"w: 
LWi Ike. nnualnvelmner.M1` dtvBe 

ntT.Twoma:dlppu4 29 GnS. 

WALKIE TALKIES 
TYPE BTâR xr/IW.e4 
Anta. The. glee °eaò`ry "i':â ä:r«mn.a 
aRh reg.., n4 nkrwyk`.envL vreeW 

mILamt10The.+.mpm'ence 
4 

wi,hmachY1&a.119.0 

CUSTOMERS 
WELCOMED AT OUR 

WBASE 

52332,..223211.A122,000- 
p h n 

I^^ w1n tor.. B/a. 39/ 

SPEAKERS 
OWATT.VTy heavy eed1tiv.mteh*m4. 

W.BCABINETSPEAKERS 
`°z,!..1`e.m`nt°ul.:iw:"lâ:t"3°ü'°Pnïn.ó 

100 HI-STABS 9/6 
Xn5X100nnbwR. 

6o-A:. low l0a8Ay..,p3 nn45:00y.. 
1t51brn'9B 6' 

a.*a é,uV. 43. Wul 

100CONDENSERS 9/6BRANCH 
B...`aP.S.P 

n.YWp .OL1 ALL 

10 x 5in. SPEAKERS 
3n0bFlm" ma amtete. Hammered w a.i>Laiai 

NOW OPEN 
10 TOTTENHAM 
COURT ROAD,IbILa,7oWy. 
LONDON, W.I.100 

Th.mnnn7dnRntonmd.nP poem ha.. 
eN°W`Y" 

the pr. fA1.19.0 lw bl- p.9. 

CONNECTING WIRE 
Ps.9. Bright wleY... YOye 4/. 

RESISTORS 6/6 
Excellent. Blur i-a.aa. 

Ih. 1.16. ldl0, BM 21L. P/B Nb.B/-, 4113. Hp- ó1h. 618. 417.4 , Blh. Ut 541h. HlH IC.OD eny ALL VALVES LEAS 6%AND 5O.EuItE E I% DO EER7. 
. Tel.: 21961 

8b0-002 Yntlov Raul. Poeme W. Tel.: 2E094 TECHNICAL TRADING CO 
O ...bet 81-P5 Demeanai0m.112 

Devonian CDurtLPRrkCrasycentAPlaee 8righon;. Tel.: 880722 
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BENTLEY ACOUSTIC 
CORPORATION LTD. 
38 CHALCOT ROAD, CHALK FARM, LONDON, N.W.1 
THE VALVE SPECIALISTS Telephone PRIMROSE 9090 

ALL GOODS LISTED BELOW IN STOCK 

PAU 
Ole 61- I i,i 1ÉÌ8 0101:6 1618 0n9Ó 39118 Hi0W710- OQ,IODUR 

T 4' b-- Utl'O 6/8 
R01 9/- 
i4EN 816 

PJI8l 7/- 
EN81 0/- 

C0F 
RI9 016 

aECl1. 
Ft689 

7:8 
14, 

T 
6'- 

718 
10C1 BII 

11LN 818 
11117101U19 

SM85 818 
EM6l 718 

8t19 69 
81.61 9./- It1'Ì50 

10.1 00 le, 181- 

I 

0 1118 
111170 61- 
/ln1 0/9 

E081 101- 
518 

8761 21- 
9O!3 2>9v...1 Output 

-Oan. 8T 301- 
9i- B/B 111'30 

68 
YBl Ile 

0Y81 718 
0Y83 Bl5 

T41 0/- 
'TDpJ 011 \olvger 

9:8 10113 0I/ 
- 1' 8:1 lut'14 12/- 1\ IÉ8 

B9U7 841- 
I:tl8F' 14/- 
01HC11 ï le 

El'N .616 
EY66 6/8 
XVII 818 

T1H1 16/e 
TI1289 119 
Tee bh 

, hlrL b 
butlon 

L 28 0.t.,2. 
1DI4 1-ra 8 EGO 619 TITI 61- TRAg- 

/74 6 6 
I/ 

I/O 0076 e16 02N 810 TYNY ]1 S I D 
66 
bT 

hjl s8 
904 

6 8/- 
13 10/8 

_ 1 4/I 

F.A11190610 
EA Y 8/3 BAL 9 

3/- 

418 
PCJL 810 
0 1C 09 

7ie 
U10 IJ 16,-Al, 
1!I3w 88 

DIODES 
618 

Ala7 HIB 

68 
6 s/0 

518 F041 4/0 
(1971 lale 
02a1 10/- 

1/14 48;8 
lePa 618 

f6187 0/e 

BB eA5 
6,- 

1.¢A. / bl5 
- Io 

Em1 118 .9 ' t el- 
'l'mal 

230 14/8 
L2B0w0/6 

n-ILDD 

Uö SIB 
11w 118 

f10'! 8716 pz 
a9 

1QJ 611 

1zíncii; 81- 
101.1 

_el - ela 
08.1 8/8 18/e 

I 1 ele 
U19 1518 IC 

nvllâ Iole 
AYllO l0/- 

Y6P.T SIB 
3 5,0 

19R,:T ]18 
1x1.1 ml- 

EIIPN 6re 
EO2N 7re 

IIL42DD 
1Ele 

U86 
1197 PBI- 

AFI17 6/8 
AFI19 P61- 

bl- 
524111 6;a 

'OT 11S 
12090T S18 

111140 510 
EMAIL 1018 

309 P6/- 
mR'1 818 

46 1618 
t0 4/8 

0101 

f114 11/- 
1016 

61140 Ore 7,40 S/- 
18Q7CT 8/e 
SA70T89 

d 118 
1Md4 el- 

8/8 
ST340 8/- 

1018 
11191. 0/0 

Artell 10/- 
_ 27 I/O 
1P1861218 6Or 49 

6%3 e/e 

12'rl_ L- 
1xHE, a/- 

V- 
6L4! 0/11 Lk ETN E0/1 

ST41 ale 
e9l 8l0 

0282 1aB AP619 ge(6 
nÄ' 0 79 

90 b/0 
ME, 8(- 
14E7 606 

6CCa2 5re 
501a.94/l1 

61- 
ET'et 9/0 

UN0 111- 
1.320 0I- 

7N018 33/e 
11AT100719 

IINIb 416 
61I 

I QS 7/1 
1j1 el- 

Mats KT 
nIXD6 110 

1;T68 510 
Tefi 119 

0408 810 
U 01 8 31.411101 BIB 

1 
710 nA 

RG 49 
OAMi 1618 

301- 
1000 21/- 

1tOG0 101- 
P.JX.91 818 

TN 491- 
ETWel91B 

1 16l- 
U4020 818 

éT110 1818 
OM 81- 

tifTfi 8/8 77- RCM RC.B 4Ìa 1(TR'68 619 111FB819 
PAU OA 

0098 610 

32 01 

2001 18/8 

4674 18%- 

0(084 I/O 

01T.17W 618 

M11L1141E1S 

.0V' 11; 1818 

0041 1016 

002i1 88 

,e 8/- 

3131 6/- 
.iUAO 416 
.1276 

POP0 11/8 lumen 11/e S]e 49/- 111111311 I/O 0455 2- 
4/- 

7707 6/8 
.11140 5/0 

20180 48 
20010 6/8 

gCE1IIF0011j 
E00111 8/11 

060 9.0461- 

7,00090 810 
00LÌ 18/B 
0009 6/6 

01DU 
0091 8/- 

11297A 711 
Oen7 89 

017500 9/- 
m; 91 e/9 

WEN 10/- 
000904041- 

P036 8/ILC04 
2(89 0/- 

8/- 
01Cf73 6/11 

009.7918 
00299 0/- 

0006 el- 
01110 45/- 

80015 10/- 
7 119 

001121101- 
ECI130 91- 

292 8/9 
C97 818 

UCP90 817 
UCiI.1l 81- 

OA208 518 
OA210 I/6 

ImWO 718 
ImW7 61- 

20C18 e/1 
9026 9/a 

00H41 el- 
007B1 6/0 

Ptt94 6/9 
PC066 619 

110042 S/- 
110081 9/9 

000111818 
022200111e 

4C0 3e9 
00050 181- 

50211 9/5 
NP114I11- 

010039 9/6 
ECIIN 019 

P0268 10/6 
PC061 11/8 

- 1/0281 911 
UCL88 91- 

02E201 BA 
022'w4 8/9 

Wi Wj- 

'8'170 3 a B16 
66Lú 188 
NLl] 11/6 

0â1.88 818 
0C.9 101- 

PCFTOO 0e 
PC480 11- 

ú2i 6 
Fea ere 

100 
OL 2 E8i- am- BÌB 

40014 11/-e 

07119008i PC111'84 8,8 
Urea 29 

61 
úPO4 

7cw 
57,- 

fi0 89 
6010 8/ 

36P19 11(- 
3071.1 919 

9612 
RFT 0416 

PC0801 0,/ 
PCF902101- 

618 
0141 7/- 
171.18 

0022 8(- 
0028 881- 

f19wi 108 30111.1â1118 ; P59 818 
701.82 
PCLAa BÌB UL94 8(8 Ó 6 108 

1/0 
O1E0 le 8/- 

902116 WO 
N26 2010 
16I80T el- 

.780A 71- 
" 0 6/- 
0140 89 

C.1 7/6 
P(/L36 9/8 

,0 8/0 

MG 1716 
11 17/8 

UR80 8/8 

OCIO 0110 
OCIl 91- 
063 816 6J 

110 1/1 
6000 19 

36W4 41e 
3224 3818 

E111 e/9 
0P42 //9 

PPg1 
7/- 

PE046UD 
UR10 6/9 
1106 11/- 

0048 1410 
0041 811 

6K6O 8/8 
OÌ(17 86 

/26 81/- 

32240T 4/6 
06E6011 59 
6076 9/e 

2.180 8/9 
0764 5/- 
0775 4/- 

1011- 

280.9133015 
60459130 

U7 11/- 
UUB 10/- 
UNIX 30/6 

0a41'M818 
0000 e/6 
004201 8/- 0 10/- 

71441417 2/8 
6002 e18 
740060401e 

700 49 
/9 

3010 
XD PE 

0 

UNII 0/- 
1V41 6/- 

01700 91/9 
01700 16/- 

OL10TM5/6 
OLIO 10/- 

50L8eT 8/- 
7E8/8 

01184 
7N 4/5 

11,418/0 
4m01718 

117210014/8 
Ul 49 Vas. 1416 

0R10 818 
0071 818 
0079 

tM1l T 7/- 
0028 11/8 

80 013 
9822 we 
9020 0718. 

2760 
EP01 

4/2 

8FN G8 
2L849 0/- P8 191- 

Ví'46 18- 
Vl`13C 71- 

0019 15/- 
OLR4, 61- I. 18 

09010111 707 
51a 

n'T41g 
K170T 4/5 

00AV 87/8 

90GF 411 

110011 
1/- 

9001 381- 
15002 18/e 

P90 10/- 

E- P1E5 910 

Mr 8re 
111IN 0/e 

P IB 

P189 815 

111.82 
- 

Pt81 e/a 
PIb00 141- 

V1.23 8/9 

P7105 
5/211.9 
8 

Vn150 410 
V1914 7/- 

0076 8/- 

0077 lÉl- 
0018 eh 
OL81 4/- 

" TIII 
O9L70T 410 
.;BXTaT41/ 

S,6a 79 
A01 Sle 

a91 E/6 

R05J 69 
0132 LI 
0199 8/0 

P11N 011 
PX4 Bl- 

819 

VUnl 61- 
518 

«III 07810 69 

OCe11U 4/- 
0.111 81- 
0.0 10)- 

.10.107 016 
0000 61- 

A.n 816 
BN 410 

1.36 !A 
0139 89 

2V10 - S/B 
PYI3u 810 

ß1o7 1016 
Xal 30/- 

OCN. 61- 
0154 gl- 

r,tU78/8 

T 616 
4 810 

BIM 1016 
CC7911418 Cnl 69 

E141 7/- 

Eli 79 
69 

71.N 4/0 
7181 51- 
T 416 

X61 6/- 
Xa1011t14/8 
X80 5/8 

0014018/- 
Q0140 181- 
00170 0/8 

02 502 511 
060 1016 
.1/30pL'd 810 

]4/8 
]11' 018 

D15 1116 
A2U6 01- 

DIM 18/6 
DDn 10/e 
DDp66 15/- 

1288 BIe 
11184 UB 

196 018 
0180 1/S 
111.91E/8 

FY03 b/e 
l'N 011 

PVBN 418 
1:71;, ill 118 
PÌ.90 0Ìg 

X00 711 
X00M SIB 

] 889 
X79 811- 
18131 OM 

00111 Bl- 
OC!00 1018 
OCw1 2Bl- 
OC4U2 04/8 
01203 141- 

BI- .a 09 
096 6/- 

0190 30/- 
61.0 S/- 

E144 1710 
00001/I0 

361- 
009 51- 
266 713 

01:F71 1010 
00712 1916 

NEPAL e -w^^^^0 DR[i1BI81-IDRM2B end DIt3181116'51Lß7p11-I1ß1526/- 
1810 7111ll: 01 Slat 6181 D0a 710, R0419191 It 
9: 140 5011-: 9616:140189 3618: 1411180 51-: 

In ].7/6; 14080 1716 11037 
1411161 UM; 01 840 

fi2t3U180LNnC8. QnLypea:lx92/450v.61-IO0xE01.3Uv.9l-:11x1w/350v.81-: 
8/B.274/'096 v. 0151109 x 400/276 y.1E1511N1006 v 31-; "9O1n0 v. 4i -:1N x200n3 v. 

IOVIre-wir+, typu:1410 v..../7110/1.0,249:6.2/49.,.. 510:8 x 814001. a1-: l0 x 101- 
,lO/46o v. &BI 61 s00 y. al-: 16:8'!13301. 416 

'01? 
y, v -'""1"i y. 4-t 2,'1""i. mmlty branda only, wd wbint W, u.krr'e Inll murm,lrl. W 

n1t halWle mv00taatlren' monde nor relecta wMch are oltee devlhul ve Oew aad 
trwtad ' but have a 0m1[M and ...»,IaOk te 

`/" m n" N 
Tanned 

l dwl,p WaI treidlo cleared en ó et,eL7n;.d ,,: -1pmpleta Callen9de0u1110.-NL9.SP.m. te oam .m. 00 r.aa4l ter ad 
and a,tdo401 d components. 9101 [ludltbu at ada pdce 6d. 

STOCKISTS 

MARCH, 1966 

MULTLUIXoIt Ns. IV 

REPAIR SERVICE 
7-14 DAYS 

We specialise in repair, 
calibration and conversion 
of all types of instruments, 
industrial and precision 
grade to BSS.89. 

Release notes and certifi- 
110 001 3 110. 0I cotes of accuracy on request. 

Suppliers of Elliott, Cambridge and Pye instruments. 

LEDON INSTRUMENTS LTD 
76-78 DEPTFORD HIGH STREET, LONDON, S.E.8 

TEL.: TlDeway 2689 
E.I.D.& G.P.O. APPROVED CONTRACTOR TO H.M. GOVT. 

WW -146 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

THIS HIGH-PERFORMANCE 

RudioMicrophone 
IS THE COMPLETE ANSWER 
FOR MULTI -PURPOSE 

Public Address Systems 

Far Full Succipcol.on 

The popular choice of 
Public Address Engineers 
for Theatres, Cinemas, 
Churches, Large Halls, 
etc. 

This extremely versatile com- 
munications system (fully 

transistorised) gives the user 
complete freedom or move- 
ment without the incon- 
venience f long trailing 

The light -weight 
microphone, slung from the 
neck, is connected to 
miniature pocket transmit- 
ter. The receiver (9in.x 
gin. x41ö./, is crystal con- 
trolled t he transmitter. 
Output is fed to plifers 
and loudspeakers. Particular 

high 
attention 

fideltoy 
design 

response ur 
es 

ponseto 
speech. 

G.P.O. Approved 

040000 
re - 

and transmitter. 
operated (9 . Nor- 

mal indoor range 50 yards 
(100 d outdoors).Type 
S -for use by one peon at a 

Type C -phase mo^ u- 
laed operates 
channels ̀ simultaneously. 

o the Manufacturers. DEPT. W.2. 

WOLFENDALE ELECTRON ICS 
36A KIMBERLEY ROAD BOURNEMOUTH Tel:48792 

WW -147 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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eymvJmeruprmeCloni rvImOeot,TgnT,a0R/Tv 
TYPE 

wm111yNen 
.AG26e.At:-Imv.AC: aW260 

et'. O.0. hom Wtnnd amdml mn. 
Inlanai powa myyly 10'26n v. A.C.. mvlamed la y0n4me 

rry g CAW. Biu 11z8z11o. boll w evl. 
23EI301- ei.l loi6. 

MUIRHEAD KEY SWITCHES 
Very Intent type twelve C/O heavy that' alter tt:nteela. 01ea 

withiNm,,00 eoo,100Mnm2,40 
J V4ne1 mu 

P1410 001,0. /8, 
Special lento for puantltim.ry Hadley/Rub] oe Danble Beam 
Ottaloseop s, Type 134. perfect condition, 225. 

LT. TRANSFORMER 

OKA. I4a4.meeare excellent forOcha charging Purpxa Wn 
New boxed 28'8. Cm. 3/6. 

RELAYS TYPE 3000 
C.O. doldm weuN boil IOv36 ohm, epreW latching type. 

Fatally emend to either all rein,. 
Ly 

op 
volleer el or l'2 v. de D .l , mnd new uck Imam 

1710 e. 
Lock 101.19. C.O.0 one., ne...1.0k 10:-08. 

6 C.O. 350 ohm new .0144 101 - 

RELAYS, MINIATURE 
83.0. 412400.24 v. 100 ohme.'L C.O. 
N.T.. 41800.6 v.10 ohms. 2 C.O. 

b 
. 4144310 c .. .43 2.100 ohm2 C.O. 

.T.C. 
4136114. I v.'6 ohm.2.C.O. 

W abom.1.9112/8 ex'h. nlue P.P. on all mho. //.. 

GCRE FSIO AUDIO FSK TERMINAL 
UNITS 

lalan4. -=.^z' <r mine e ei an e,°od,e1... 6 ,. 
melegetb<..lo perltet kin: ado eotkm 411 

9a61n. 
40a bim 22/101+ P.P. lú/-. 

STABILISED POWER SUPPLY SUB UNIT 
rus:l new 40004021 bJ 02,4, . 0410910 A.C. 10001 _44 . va D.O. output 6.3udy rudabk Wtwa. 

n:Is400 v. at 1l'ho, 011s.6.4 vac I o,n 
..e 10 . 6 a eln. l'ace 2101301-. 1.1.1 . 

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS 
*ARA0 
00342 1.5.19 Alga on. P.P. 10/ - 

TEST EQUIPMENT BARGAINS 
IL... O.Jllator, frequency range 25 to 520 IIca...Meet ..t'. fn Hsr. A.C. 216.P P. 7/r 

%mord °Meal, Mt. Meter, direct radine 
11104192.42404)04044442300.4.0. Ito mate,r. A.C. 212110 

MeL Vic 400.'e meter and ntnr for Abend meaeure- 
lenlnn,002 fut,mo mein. deed14 1121123..mull vise ..., 215 

1'1110 ' R.P. 41.01 ,40.0041 11033 000-8,100 klc/.., ra5 

Taylor 
n new m.Jltlao Q95 

oscillator Om..20110.8 4''.7/ 
Valve tlO 04410 TF 222 ..218. l'.P. [tol35 °vent.ntm> Amp3Per type 110 

O.0 typa 5316 Double Hearn.... 812120 
Corvu O oes 815 

nal91n Scab type loess 217 
Comer T4lakak type 

60 

217 

Ferrarti 7.5 AVA N/C Comdata Voltage Regulatory. 
output ,.01001 230 v. A.C. reWks4 of voltage 0400e 

In perfect 2,x444¢ orla VD 
and 

91/C0 -0kí3. Regulator Ior3 plus 60 n,,. 
Auto 

100010. all 
carded tyR. unused met., P.D.R. 

Eliswuu Regina. owl Stab.. P.8.11. variable hum 
10 930 v. at 160 A.6.9 v. at 5 amp.. Fully 

IpP 
m + 

I with volt and amp. meters <le. not new but 
I 111 unie lur bench or rack mmnng RIS. P.P. 1716. 
A.P.T. Regulated and Stabieal P.S.C. Yacht. tan 
60 r. to 000 v. 10.260 ma. 0.3 v. al 10 amps.. meter 
Inelicathm, perfect mnIILWv. only 025. 

o. ml...rdPOtRR OSCILLATOR TYPE l2. bYemucy Range Io n`e 

ablVPmedwhanNólikv. 
011026 

P. F. RALFE 
983 GREEN LANES. RA2ßD0AY, LOAOOA. A.9 

molrx'rvlaw eem 

AN/APRO VHF COMMUNICATIONS AND 
SEARCH RECEIVERS 

For the Mt time offered In new Meal °minion. Frequency 
Iteue 32-1, c/o can Iel. Fire I.P. . 

104 Output Impedance 600 or 4. o 
lege. 

ohms. Potter eu0ply 116 V. 
C. (Internal/. Price compete with three tuning mile 

8Sw 200. 

BC221 FREQUENCY METERS 
fnoplelo tall calibration hook. In ant ..w cory0lkm. 
218/101-. 

POWER UNIT TYPE 214A 
euorce of power to operate your 131er 102. or 

Oat requires fallF t d output d 
leur 

th 
2211 . D.0.}6.3 v. at 6 amp,. for hunch or Ibin. ,uk 
5,20,4 

fully herd tapped Mput 200 to 860 v. A.C., 
Leal new cawed units at mJy 561-. P.P. 1816. 

PERFORMANCE TESTER TYPE 9170 
.teal for VHF and 2 -mete enthusiasts smug Iwrta0le Estop 

me Lmmpsi0000 I gmaato:00r,4' RP watt meter to 90 watt.. 
nil AP output ter, !4.00. ra ge 100 t4 100 Boris, 
O0?%4: war boll a id Dl,ue. ml<rm124 .'. n.wa.2 

21810h. P.P. lot-. 

FACSIMILE TRANSCEIVER TT.41B/TXCIB 
An elmtro-meehawml-414.31 14,0n -die bet of the revolving 
dorm type for the tmnm,lemitn lad receptl:m of Fag. MPS. 
11 í.1..J Iatnusmlalov of nog. DDoteruph.. skelohes, el/., 
over 4d voice comma l3ä4 enamel 

t vi', either wire m 

12 Ile 9, 
the 

31 complete with) 
One m 

1..1, R. 
meter amply. brand new, mated 

1..1, 

LONDEX AERIAL C/O RELAYS 
0,2e :020. lace 25/. P.P. 3/ - 

WW -140 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

GEE's TAPE! 
'reglen-Ir 0210J, 0E10,0110rd Brand Vo, 

591. Sid. 00010 .. 8 8 
((' Fan. Std. 1,200ft 

Olio. Std. 1,7500 
10in Std. 2,4000 
Sin. L.P. 90021 .... 10 
5,in. LP. 1,200ä 

L.P. 1,8008 

010 
D.P. 6000 
D.Y. 1,20024- 

520. D.P. 1,80022 .22 6 
D.P. 2,40021 ....25,- 

3in. T.P. 600ft 
4io 0 . T.P. 900 

T.Y. 1,8005 .... 

5;in. T.P. 2.4000 .. 45' - 

im T.P. 1.00022 
P. F l'. 21I per order 

Al supplied w GCI. depts. industry. 4004410 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR QUANTITY BUYERS! 
SPARE SPOOLS itin. 11-; 31 in. 1/0: 4in 18; Sin. 
00. 50ín.21-; Till. 2.0; 9110.4:8;10m.11' - 
Send S.A.E. for 14mprearrloive Tape Lis. 

+ ---- 
® 

®iX ef C9e4 

GEE BROS. RADIO LTD. 
IS LITTLE NEWPORT STREET, 

LONDON, W.C.2. GER. 6794/1453 
Open 0.6 m40.P4.104,000. A41,W2g L (sehet Qum 1ìb 

GARRARD RECORD PLAYER 

BARGAINS 

- .. Band New with 
`3 makers Guaran- 

tee. Buy now at 

dc . these at- 
-` able Nicest 

GARRARD AUTOSLIM 5 mug mill Bali ange 
MOM, ..r Stereo ail other La, 
GARRARD 1000 6 GNS.runt Imi/s i, 
moon.n,lv shirk al 
GARRARD 9000 8 GNS ara pet llirc 
Stereo only rfrrs. 
GARRARD SRPIO Prom. 9D on Player Nono only - -71.1.;1,;./.i./or 

GARRARD SP25 player Nono or Stereo 101 (EIS. 
Carme. and Packing 5 extra. 

LAFAYETTE DE LUXE 
COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS 

MODEM 85.200. 4 Bands, 550-1000 Ice's., 1.0.4.8 

M 

na/1., 4.8.14.5 c s. 10.5-30 umrls., 8 rake Super - 
1101 Circuit, I RP plus 2 IF Stages for High 1,310 
Reception, Easy to Read. illuminated. Slide Rule 
Dial, Built-in Q bWltìpolieq Aerial Trimmer for 
OptimumPerllnl,ance n all lieds, Calibrated 
Electrical D4,dspread ,1442,ur Bands. SO 
trough 10 Metres, 0-100 Lugging Stale for S15T.'s. 
Effective Automatic Nuise Limited AVC-NVC 
Selector on Front Panel, Stable Oscillator and Bru 
for clear AM 06V and 5.S13 Ero,pIiwi. Built ill 
Edgewise 5.52111.. RICE 33 gns. 
MODEL HA -225, 5 Bands 150.400 kc's., 1.11.4.81111/1. 
4.8.14.5 me/s. 10.5.30 :nets. 48.54 n s. N valves 
Superheterodplc Carcuit, Egtra RP Slae, 0fixer 
Ggg. Im Dual C,fneefon on 0 41400401, I RP l'lus 2l P 
Stages for High 4.410 Reception 

27a;',:'222.2 
s, 

New Product 0100040/ Cron:( erCi0 
Reception, Separate 83 0 and Q -Multipier Circuits, 
Crystal Calibrator. Improved {004,412 Noise 
Limiter. PRICE 45 gns. 
S.A.E. for descriptive leaflet. 

1 
T TRANSISTOR AND 
DIODE £22.10.0 l'air 

MODEL 88200. Crrtal control on troth Transmit 
and Receive. Push tó talk oprnttion. Earphone for 
34raond lielruing. Co1niaete with 011901,4( eases, 
o:rtlr1i00 and 071000opic arrialy. Sie, Oa,,. ' Olin.4 

lait. 
"cl 

a TRANSISTOR £7.17.6 Pair 
MODEL 11.3.70A Crystal controlled n Surer 

ldisiuveener 
regenerative. circuit. 

x2zain.x 

Complete with 
0071y0b 

vases, batteries an a 
telescopic 

ALSO LARGER 2 -CHANNEL MODELS AVAIL- 
ABLE. B.A.E. FOR DETAILS. 

SUPER WALKIE TALKIES 
13 TRANSISTOR 

I DIODE I THERMISTER 
28 GNS. PAIR 

NEW IMPROVED MODEL 
MODEL NE -1000. Cnslal 
controlled Tro00005t and Re - 

r, A.V.C. Squelch, Push 
Pull Audio Outputy Range 
op to 7 miles under fa 

laie conitions. Built-in 
separate speaker and mike 
for better modulation -gives 

411tsedl 
range. Complete 

011 envying cases, bat- 
teries and 111020014/4 sa Ií,10. 
Size Jin. wide, Ilia. high, 

le 
Â.C. POWER PACK FOR 
AEOVE lieavv duty 1151 
230 v. Replaces 8 penlight 
batteries. 6; 80a 

LAYAYNIrc ADLCRAFT RECEIVER. LATEST 
IMPROVED MODEL MA.SSA 

Coven 108-1:%t 00,0. I,i,loll to Aircraft C4m141unica- 
li th this ere IOxe reus a 'fwv I4.r. 4111405 

wiW 1iCR'4 N21;2ter for high sensitivity. 11 valve 
plr(omwnm. l'ransistorised power supply. Built-in 

speaker, adjustable squelch. front pal phone 
jack. Easy read illuminated slide rule dial. Brand 

a guaranteed. Size 11+110. 4.511. x Olio. 
ORE'S PRICE 2107/0. Carr. 10:0. 

WW -149 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 



0.210-220-240 v. 50 c, a, 
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MINI 

: 

WALKIE-TALKIE 

urr 

n'' Ini'úm: i: :0,00 eon. 
uy tr, iti', M.WINDMILL 
dom. forln. .:rm°, 

Complete with 
x3 aoi N- t ,<bn 

r. PP3 nut- 
,rmtr.l.i 

mR<a°°ftx- 

Yr<. 

ONLY £6.19.6 pair 
n 41NI. 

,e ur.<ix t..,".y 

E L E C T 
HILLHAILBHAM 

50%SAVING! 
AUTO 
RECORD using 
DECKS 

,ta mn1 A 11.011.ts, 

R A M A 
SUSSEX' 

MULTIMETER BARGAIN 
MaeamlxM<fn,,lm3dultanl 

1i,nNtnml.'m 

11.110100y i I 1 

1 xr ..l 
SPECIFICATION 

eóin1°03000 i: 

SPEAKmE.i Rbr 

nB mARGA 
NS 

c en 
men 1,n In r.ärnmra+>r.n. 
l,r 4ilny nn wa ngrrclm°Ir. 
" 5omm°. 

29/6 lPe, e 1".amaw i -I. 
1^-1¢,t.ylO..nl"naabose but aaNnalit-1 
Twtt ., 1 Ib ohur.. 

39161Pan 4 ra.e..a..,"R 

QUALITY TWEETERS 
FROM JAPAN 
10 w.. 0.6 cm., ' hma 

27/6 sP°neL,.nr..r.2R. 
, Axuxtabk stylus 

X;,. °,;,e.200T1ók6e.' â;<d peon, aekelka. 

m6 

D.C. current 160 mA. Eesbima-e Uwk:om,u. 
39/6 sr0,s.r laar tone -,11. 

n 4t wirN 
deRA14 

LIn114..22,utmÌnm,mlf 

MINI gi ' 
DRILL' 

ni NY PORTABLE 
T0.PE RECORDER Mk II 

a !WWII. 
e'wlln 

41, 

11 1 wilh 
r -I p,xn.. 

. ... `t 1 om PREIS 48a6.0 

ArreaeMAINS Róo£i; 9 110' 

£7as.0 

11ARItAllD210n£81e16u'm,,elN..ßFI 
RARI100DAT6,£5118-I1'td.p:m.61) 
n.x g. DA lo. 9A116- u",n d a,. 61-1. 

,AROARU a000 £80.-ìlau d lus. 6l-). 
ll_JJ+/l . trmi n,w nraa 1 lrll fer 

eke e nnJ 1 + 

e<,IÏ rv1 rlmuiPto . .zve"ulu 1 
cl 

v m 
ec, 

C31r1W0 
tle rx. tn 

5,000 r. oRllwa U 
n 9/61. <39/6 d: a 

STEREO CABINETS 
L.Ir. mlmlr +ni r ,mneta 

711,ker 4 a vn nds. 

ale 
e 

01wmt'. 
-ilm 

I k 1. 
.. Ir+lb:rrmtn.manufacture.Irml 

£3,10,0 Pe ( d Men.. 616. 60% SAVING' 
SONY " 
Transistor Radios - 

t 60 h T - 
complete 

Sony transistor 
radios.. ueal .<nw. 

n uup n IWtivnrr, L."mrr 

*606 8-06 
carrying ea., 

tx:irer°°.° Receives thine 
tx. wuam.mn9ewlty. 

6-1oP°.( s mIr.n..9/61 
*7.30 /Irmrm tmwi°tor. Too bwd 

mrvlel. n<nutlll,l tone. 
NPe,( P n,rurnnrr 2101 

*"- -/L--elant t,wixbr. The hie 
,atnrwlthta<x<n rar,lmandmemna 

95iaPutltlnrvmunRi67 

CLEARANCE OFFER! 
SOLDERING IRONS 

ra.kf1eir,n, 2316250 v. 
n ,i11aa, 41 it.t âem<wl. 

.t d -t3 pe I:r+v 
1 1 ',n`" ;`;k,' 

11%8 mtn d 4a.1mn<t 2r1. 

o 
BARGAIN OF THE 

faP' 
MONTH 

DE LUXE 
TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER 

°' Inm i 
n1'iu.;nàe1t..,n Ì. uuWi. 

numbers smiting 
wniert<.6. i`"' Ime f 

. Meal field mkv 

ONLY 59 6 Ju,( fi nt..r"1,< 41-1. 

TELEPHONE HANDSET 
INTERCOM / Inms dulmn. Bc,e l'' Ì1`I'1 I"u,le 1-wns teen- 

tehPhot nand- 1" setxüh au11 bnu.hel°. 
itull,.l call .y.lem with 

-. 
n:> lone ;,nis 

úi mPl.tt tnn`ect 

£811101- pr.11lb,i d: /n' 
6!-1. 

SAVE £7 !! 
BENKSON 4 -way Intercom 
nWk purrnua lue cut ret ail 1 rl.t b half:luze 
A tep em,11h1.Inlly. tmnxixlurixI.sxluu de- 
Iemrl 1nr ml pmm nml aAr+xinnl us<. 

.................lour 
h 11l 

"m1 t rcr xun. 
with .m,waxi° .Ab i,lt 

privacy 
CYysl.+lekarreWulu.'tì.nnlhnmgR 

Eutton 

°peaarr°.HlmIrdr,kur.all,uountllp 
lake8xiln.l. Appalled namnkteauhaeya,. 

Lk. junction box, iuxin lu,,,. ete 
£7.10,0 (Puf ,l Amer.,6i0. 

BATTERY ELIMINATOR 
radio n main. op - 

.t0a1uirrlat7Ikawtetypr l.,i 
b w ° 

too PI I Id ,4,I 1716 Pr9,wWel26l- 
lw.uwurc.9l,ü 

RETAIL SHOP 
P.L£CIEAXA, 48 WINUR184 HILL 
RUISLIP. Tel,: 5780. 

TRANSFORMERS 
STANDARD RANGE 

OR 
TO YOUR OWN 
SPECIFICATION. 

The following Transformers 
are always In stock :- 

MAINa TRANSFORMERS 
INTERLEAVED ,: IMPREGNATED - FULLY SHROUDED 

COLOUR CODED FLYING LEADS 
Primaries 0.200-220-240 v. 50 cis. 

250 250 v. 100 m/A. 6.3 v. 34 amps. 6.3 v. I amp. 19i- 
250-+ 250 v. 60 m'A. 6.3 v. 3 amps. 5 v.2 amps. 16/6 
250 -250 v. 100 m A. 6.3 v.4 amps. 5 v. 3 amps. 25/- 
250 250 v. 70 in A. 6.3 v.2 amps. 5 v.2 amps. 16/- 
250 :-250 v. 109 m A. 6.3 v.2 amps. 6.3 v. I amp. 19/6 

CHARGER TRANSFORMERS 
10.3.5-9-17 v. IA. 11/- 
0.3.5-9-17 v. 2A. U!- 

1l 0.3.5-9-17 v. 4A. 15/- 
0-947 v. 6A. 21/ - 

BATTERY ELIMINATOR PP.9. 

Input 240V. A.C. Output 9 V. D.C. 200 m/A. 
Write for price list for full range of stock items. Discounts for quantities. 

l'crms cash with order. Packing and Postage 3i- each item. 

Hours of business: Mon. to Fri. 9 to 6; Sat. 9 to 4. 

OLYMPIC RADIO COMPONENTS LTD. 

224 HORNSEY RD., LONDON, N.7. 7d:0002914 

VALVES SAME DAY SERVICE 
NEW! TESTED! GUARANTEED! 

SETS tad ieia'r isi:21,5, wabireú°B, úi:Bn n1..`!l : ç°y& 
DL94. 

106101? 

7/6 

1000T 4/0 
184 419 

T4 I/0 
3A6 810 

Q4 618 
am UB 
3t'4 6/0 
6040 410 
l'3UT 9,11 

5510/111%103082 

619 
0.19 £,/- 
OA00 £/9 
0196 U9 

86AÓ 4i8 
800,0 4/a 
811110 6/- 
0030 6/6 
00.0 7101 

4P13 9/9 
_14 9/- 
Pt9 89 Bf- 
F7 1/B 
000 4/8' 

408UT 7/8 
410 0/e 

32L7D 0T 311 

3Z.:20 
9/0 

11X4 318 
618 

9%00T 6j8 
700 10/6 
707 710 
7c3 7K 

e.7117 419 
714 6/- 

1602 1116 
1010 616 
IMTT Sig 
12106 6.6 
^107 119 

120%7 4,11 
1.107073)6 
0.308908/8 
12Q70T 3/6 
109000 6/6 
2041 1119 

109 

Ei PNÌe 
6 11/0 

n11Tn alb 
0057 4/- SPd699 669 P]98ß010/9 

UP1I 819 
OP80 4/ - 

01161 1018 
0002 716 
11091 4/8 
01102 81- 
0000 0/8 
0E33 0/6 

EP10.9 lui 
116 

0E39 11/9 
0141 

418 

PId1 6)0 
Plea 6/9 

89 6/- 
01.04 818 
PL600 14/- 

PI,601 716 

One 6/0 
01,41 7/6 

gill 161- 
881 6/0 

21 04 6/9 
0081 4/9 

ULL7 0)- 
0190 4/0 

EL00 419 
0:393 6/- 

P%^6 716 Pe! ale 
0086 4/9 

VP411 1D- 
DLN 618 
DLO,] 6/- 
DX/111 '90 818 

EY90 ba 
091 7p 

10/104 010 

PY39 ea 
l'90 6p 

'':g? 

1 Y9l 6A 

91-70 361 

%7D £419 
809 

0ADC308/- 
0A_1 'S 7// 

e/8 
É1'6Ì 6a 
EY83 6/- 

PYOd 6/- 
PY08 6/9 
PY600 8/6 

a77 91B 

Treadmill 
001a 6I- 
0D91 £/- 
EIIb3 8/- 
£.0040 819 

000PN3 7/9 
E0PN9 6/9 
EtC,O 619 
IATMI 816 
EATL2 e/9 
EMU 7/- 
coo* 6/a 
ECM 616 
ECM 7/6 
PP6d 6/- 

18 

F.210 6/6 
FE4l 618 

4/- El t 6/9 

ifyi600 
c 6N 
0991 6// 
11Lli U- . 6/1 
PEW 6/9 

PL%8J 5/8 
Pl. 916 

PIx199 91- 
PC 6/1 

T021C 916 
TR293 816 
71^J, 818 
M8 82 
045 816 
1562 4/6 
066 0/9 
O58 81e 
0191 9N 
15301 I0/6 
15801 ]6I- 
A0C906/9 
ÚeP41 7/9 

OI1011 8/8 
OlüRl 0/8 

F 
ÚBP88 

AC107 13/8 
AC127 9/6 
0D1APIâ0 

0P116 0Ì9 
AP110 610 .117 

P1 
61 

A 1716 
A1021 1.61- 
A1075 10/0 
0P 101- 

Ó27 916 
C23 9116 

M:db 1118 
0/9 

0,'11S 
P,C1742 g/8 

PPCP6d6 8Â 
'09866 0/- 

8%B 
00191 91- 

9G6 4B 
06i3 ggl0 

Ec0N1 8f- 
0C190 016 

PCI92 8a 
0Y'L86 018 

00011 6f- 
15Et86 8/9 

OEMS P5/ - 
0E71 a/5 

F.CL92 BiB 
ECLw: 9I8 

Iti191 8/8 
PC196 Bf- 

0CF80 8/8 
00021 6/- 

OEM 4/0 0.139 
Y,a50 919 
EYII 

49 
F1'd3 6/- 

ICL80 BI8 
PE6-A4 616 
P x9C10,- 
9.09333 9:6 

11CR12 7/6 
LC091 618 
1101.82 7I9 
11193 9a 

OC91D 8i6 
0(81 6:9 
OCB:D 616 
OC170 718 

READERS RADIO 
DEPT. X, DEPT. X 
24 COLBERG PLACE, 85 TORQUAY GARDENS, 
STAMFORD HILL, REDBRIDGE, ILFORD, 
LONDON, N.16. STA 4587 ESSEX. CRE 7441 

P,utnOe ou 1+4nzd.e ali 
Imure 

On 
d ac Lwl IMnage In T 

peetiva 
ransit 880. c:16mre erre 

<zt.s 



QUARTZ IODINE PROJECTION LAMPS 
R mt14, by famou Hntleh Manufacturer. Rated 100 w. °t 12 v Mew 

°nlpet Is si,m lrcmeoduua 29001umma nt coleur temp. W J.eaDIe. LIe aepecGncr mux tho, Ice mnventlemt mamrm paolerrlloo4mp.elxwd w dl J49v.xlOmm.v.C®pk rl tetheermlu P.A P.holde ll-. 

CADMIUM SULPHIDE PHOTOCELLS 
NeÌgh I,,.apa,al ph t.00wt,ml oir. erne xbllh ac meaeed 

alive nah Thee a tim. m 

and clan 
eaMl selenium rcwester 

circuits. Typical deco 
built into a wlde 

tiicaúae 
or 

, eaonnttrrol* 

Ugh... exposwee 
and or. .,',ti ',ting ghtness controls. 00 

mire 
fí open. 

Lion. and 100,7 other J 
Sc. 'power wince from battery on mains 000a0orner. colt Dee lea... r TYPE 1 TY pH TYPE I-l'IaWe mwpeWaled 110. x 11,. 10i10e. Tim, 2. lOI-... Itee1 um 00 lax -700 b 9.000 nanu, Max.x, motte 200. mu, -50 mw. 301-. Pr et M. TYPS O-Plaeao tea 11. seam a 4. thick. Time response 1 mgohm.Reeletame 00 Lux -000 103000 ohms.lfax, volts Ia. as. 7mI Patine. TYPS 8.-muue waled will 0.1.0. Wen Aus mnÌope p W diem.: Querau length D. 

230. 
...woe 00 m 8 a ce 100 Lux -0.03 to 0.15 megohma. Max- vWG 150, 

sirrent m8e. Y uW 
Pon tree. 

¢la.. wdow nxad. ii. diem. a tin. tuet'. Tar% msl,wu 

RESETTABLE MAGNETIC COUNTERS 
12.famous ,.IoiY 

hWó`n1 nr. h ememi " 
un4k,P. Mnx. epeed RW 

Truism. .. o,e m tl°o 4-0 wat4. tpx el x 214. blNh. pes eval4ble:5 dlgll.250 volts A.C. v,eilvxi 
,ù'b,; 4 diglt 94 vol. D.C; sed 21 volts A.C. °peratleo. Btsb 
OW,M 

30l- Care. 1M. 
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Wllki'nsons FOR RELAYS 
P.O. TYPE 3000 AND 600 

BUILT TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS -QUICK DELIVERY 
COMPETITIVE PRICES -VARIOUS CONTACTS 

DUST COVERS -QUOTATIONS BY RETURN 
MINIATURE SEALED RELAYS 

OVER 120 TYPES IN STOCK. SEND FOR LIST. 
SIEMENS 1 C.O. 

2..11+2.20 HOOA IS/S 
'5001+5011 110013 18/6 
14511+1450 1960 19;6 

1,00051+1,0000 HOOF 27,1- 
1,0000+1,70051 HODE 20,0 

O.E.C. 2,5000 4C0 511003 19; 8 
2,5000 1CO 011022 151- 
6,0000 2C0 511052 17/8 

8700 2nt2bHD 8110115 17/6 
2,6000 022K M1417 18/9, 
5,0000 2C0 M1452 17/8 
2,5000 2ntHD 0/1458 IS,'- 
2, 000 Im111HD 511402 15/- 

400 20020 511432 19.8 
40D 1CO 511486 
80f1 2 u2bHD 511487 
8011 2C2K 011440 
70f1 2C2K 011493 

179 
196 
19 6 VEEDER-ROOT MAGNETIC COUNTERS WITH ZERO 
19,6 RESET 800 COUNTS PER MINUTE. COUNTING TO 8.7 C. 450 ImHD 4180EB 19/8 999,999. 230 volts A.C., 05'-. Post 2/0. 

700 ImHD 41801ìC 19/S PRECISION SILVER MICA CAPACITORS. 0.1 mfd. 000 2CO3ID 4100110 . 19,,6 1 10,-; 1a', 7,8; 02 ml,l. 1%, 5/-; 0.05 mtd. I% 
2,500f1 2CO 41840E 19/8 5/-; 0.15 mid. 2%, 7/0, 11.20 add. 2%. 151.. 

ERICSSON 7,50011 2C0 N22306AZ1 17/6 SUBMINIATURE MICRO SWITCHES, HONEYWELL 
7.5000 2n121, 0022300,071 17/6 1ISMI-TN13. S.P.D.i'. S''6 nn 

LEDEZ SOLENOID DRIVEN WAFER 
SWITCHES. SIZE 5S. From 90/-. 11 Way 
and off, 3 to 24 Pole; also 4 Pole 12 Way and 
54 Pole on/00. Consmutalhlg switch section 
and control wafers available. 

EQUIPMENT RACKS with 0P. channel uprights 
drilled for loin, panels, welded top and base 58/10/-. 
Also available 5ft. lighter kyle,N. Carriage 20/.. 

Make, 24 volt D.C. 4 ae, 4 Break, 10 amp. 
'14/9044 with Dust Cover, 12/6 each. 
SIEMENS MINIATURE RELAYS Type TRLS 1544. 
24 volt, 2 hangs -over contacts, heavy duty with 
transparent duslproof cover and base, 17/8. 
SIEMENS HIGH SPEED OPEN TYPE RELAYS with 
usual adjustments, 1,700D, 1 changeover, 1T/6 each. 
MAGNETIC CONTACTOR. 240 volts 50 c/s. 30 amp. 
Arrow Electric, 70/- Post 3/0. 

ONE HOLE FIXING SWITCHES 
SINGLE POLE Double Throw, 3 amp. 
250 v. A.C., can be used as ON/OFF 

IANGEAVERswitch, 
12/- per dozen, 15/- per 100 

METERS GUARANTEED 
21n. Moving Coll Flush Round 
MIaroamps 0,500, 25/-. 
MBRampo 0/L 0/5 er 0/00. 
Volts 0120, 0130 or 0/40. 
Ames 0'5. All D.C., 27/6 ea. 
2kin. Miring COO Flush Round. 
MtoroampS 0/50, unsealed 70/-. 
0/100, 40/-; 0/150. 70/, 
MIllfamps 0/2, 50/-; 0/60, 35/, 
Amps 0/30. 40/8; 0/250, 00/, 
Vigo 0/2.44/.; 250.0.250,801-. 

300. MC FLUSH ROUND 0/500 5fimoamps, 70/-, 
0/2 M111iamps, 00/-, 0/500 Milliamps, 54/-, 0/10 amps, 
45/-. ONO amps, 72/-. A selection of our stocks. 
M.C. RECTIFIER A.. 
70/, 500r 100 v., 72/-; 200ERS. lvo s, 6/-ßI0 

SUlliamps, 

MOVING IRON A.C. AMMETERS. 0/10 21in. fr M/-. 
0/00in. Projection Round, 90/, 
DIRECT ON STARTERS by Crabtree 015 55/-. 
WEE MESSER INSULATION TESTERS 500 VOLT 
SERIES 3. BRAND NEW in leather case, 818/10/-. 
AVOMETER POWER FACTOR WATTAGE UNIT, S7. 

MEGGER, Series 2. 500 volt 100 megohms, leather 
se, leads, key, etc. Brand new. 837/10(-. 

AVOMETERS MODEL 7. 815. Post 7/6. 
VACUUM PUMPS ROTARY VANE TYPE. 
Romeo BS Mk. 3 brand new. 7 ou. ft. per 

10 p.s.i. at 0,2.00 r.p.m. Size 6-04' 
excluding shalt. Inlet and outlet 5' dia. 
internally screwed. 55/.. Post 6/-. 

L. WILKINSON (CROYDON) LTD. 
LONGLEY HOUSE LONGLEY RD. CROYDON SURREY 

Grame. WILCO CROYDON 

PROOPS âl -arou d Sto and MAIL ORDER SERVICE 
Member of the Pantlya Group of Companies 

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1. Open 9-6, including Sots., Thurs. 9-1 LANgham 0141 
VISIT OUR NEW WALK -AROUND STORES AT: MANCHESTER -10 Withy Grove Mts. 4. Tel. Blackfriars 5379 

SHEFFIELD -Cumberland Street, The Moor, Sheffield. Tel. 20269 
HIGH INTENSITY LAMP 49/6 0.8 

.0,3 

Plea Plc conxolradon of ...se pave white .1,. - Em, .0,40.len liant 0.l be directed Ohl m ood to an. on ueg Ideal for read.. stamp 
d m.o. shiest examination, delicate malt wort ana welch reek. 1011tAPiphovagnph,,: 

°0.N18Ì00°í, 
1100,2 

ha 
comblnes 

sunohun 
with 

en wclpbl 
1 

>lalbnhud4m 
ealark 

Moe 
Mahe vullohaelu r.it b n n 

AA. 
drue nfoll 

le 
ru sib over /wall area 31 watt 

lamp rldee greater INNInteosRT than wave thwal 00 wattGold actually, 
;dol eon.mnptlon lem than oonRltt of usual wan. lamp. d maid aerm>p11W lacintnn.a light dated.. from any angle. For emigre iiA.C. role; Name WI. really .talnabk Sue ß11n, x Sein. a Rio. i amkv in 

DEKATRON TYPE GS10E C 
oEric ma, u0plle' bmnd,w, boxed d complete Ill perfomwnse , connection data. Sax. °meeting 

"laud: heis. Anode rnlxgv: 440/4:5 v. Current: 0.8 amt. Cathode voltage: v max. Pulse AmplItmle: 
120 v.elands 

Iduo Mac Wanll 
LAM. din. a 9041. Pilled with 

15/-. 

_, 
<'eÂ[é..:: i 

DIRECT READ-OUT TUBES 
1,19 .2mlcatm xMout ImHwbr sad. 0-2 wad for operaum ham 

volt300 . MC. R.c. cult G male4ed i, cylindrIcad ,lase envelope sit. dim. x 
ed Ilia. high with who-end avmea4 nave ne. he4ht 4G. G ék ...ult. to glee n®vla lnalrnupa or to foam ..ale fm elemnamuntea 

ad 

up to Yb a keir.Mew current production auks m aplae with "0' and 
W. P. A P. 11e - J.:31 men mono. lhde a. make one ex...mel w rte+/m0 

each. 
mimte, öend 

rave ain.lncpra xfdaaa lane. for high .need ...melee ewe alai be .ammllra. 

NEW 160 
-PAGE SCIENCE CATALOGUE for the hobbyist, 

schools, colleges. Send 1/- P.O. 
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Contents 

The laws governing elec- 
tric and magnetic pheno- 
mena. 

Maxwell's electromagnetic 
wave equations. 

Applications of Maxwell's 
equations. 

Aerials: Theoretical de- 
sign principles. 

Aerials: Practical forms. 

Appendix. 

505 net by post Sls Id 
184 pp. illustrated 

obtainable from leading booksellers 

an authoritative, concise introduction 
to the basic principles of aerial design 

PRINCIPLES OF AERIAL DESIGN 

H. Page, M.Sc., M.I.E.E. 

The principles involved in the design of aerials are by no means easy for the 
student to assimilate. In an endeavour to be precise and exhaustibe it is all 
too easy to complicate the treatment. On the other hand, if the subject is over- 
simplified the treatment mn easily become merely descriptive. 

This book attempts to steer a middle course between these two extremes, and 
is particularly suitable for the reader who wishes to understand the principles 
of the subject without having to wade through a lengthy, erudite treatment. 

The author has had long experience in both the theory and practice of aerial 
design, both through his long association with the Research Department of the 
BBC, and as a lecturer on aerials and propagation at the Imperial College, 
London. 

ILIFFE Books Ltd. DORSET HOUSE STAMFORD STREET LONDON SEI 

AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATORS, carbon pile, by 
Newton Bros. (Derby) Ltd., 115 v. A.C. type 4, for alternators. 
Price £12. 
CHOKES, smoothing, 50 ma. 5/-, 60 ma. 8/-, 8 henries 100 
m.a. I0/-, 2 henries 35 ohms 300 ma. l0/-, 12 henries 90 ohms 
200 m.a.211-. 
CAPACITORS. T.C.C. Metalpack tubular .05mfd and .Imfd, 
350v. D.C. working, 6/6 per dorm. Dubitier 1 mfd., 350 v. D.C., 
119 each. T.C.C. 2 mfds., 10,000 v. D.C., £10 each. T.C.C. 
.02 mfd., 11,000 v. D.C., 251- each. T.C.C..lmfd., 11,000 v. 
D.C., £2 each. American .5 mid. 7,500 v. D.C., 25/- each. 
13.1. Cables, .01 mid., 5,000 v. D.C., 2/6 each. Jackson Bros., 
132 p.L, single variable, 5/- each. Large laboratory type variable, 
suitable for transmitters, etc., £2 each. 
INDUCTANCES, transmitter type by Redifon, with 9 turns 
approx. Sin. diameter, and sliding clips. Very suitable for 
laboratory use. Price £3. 
METERS, moving iron projecting type, A.C./D.C., approx. 4in. 
diameter, 0-150 v. Price £l. 
RECIII'HsRS, Westinghouse meral, 12 v., 3 amps. Price 12/6. 
ROTARY INVERTORS. Type 8a. Input 24 v. D.C. Output 
115 v. 3 phase, 400 cycles, 1.8 mops. Price £5. 
SIGNAL GENERATORS. Marconi type TF517F/1, covering 
18-33, 33-58, and 150-300 megacycles. These are offered by us 
brand new and as received from Government sources, at £10 
each, with instruction book. Carriage and packing 35/- extra. 
TELEPHONE TRANSFORMERS, types 34 and 35. Price 5/, 
SIGNAL GENERATOR, Service type Nc. 8, SHF, with 
cq p t. Price £50. 
TRANSFORMERS, heavy duty type in sealed container, 
nominal input voltages 117/234 v. Outputs 330-0-330 v. at 
200 ma. 5 v. at 2 amps. 6.4 v. at 4 amps. Price 35/-. 
TRANSFORMER, input 230 v. Outputs 4.5 v. C.T. at 6 amps. 
4.5 v. C.T. at 6 amps. 4.5 v. C.T. at 20 amps. Price £3. 
Other types available. 
WESTINGHOUSE TRANSFORMERS, input 115 v., 
400 cycles, and various L.T. outputs. Prices on request Also 
pulse transformers. 
Postage or carriage extra. Prompt despatch. 

SOTONIAN TRADING CO. 
53 The Avenue, Southampton, Hants. Tel. 56537 

1966 
Electrical & Electronic Trader 
YEAR BOOK 

saves both time and money 

every working day of the year 

Have all the facts ... figures ... information you need 
at your fingertips in one compact, quick reference vol- 
ume-the standard trade directory for radio and elec- 
trical dealers, service engineers. This completely up- 
to-date year book includes: Directory of principal 
trade organisations: Official addresses: Legal guide: 
Rates of pay: Valve data: specifications: Wholesalers: 
Proprietary names directory: Buyers' guides: Trade 
addresses, etc. 

35s net by post 36s 9d 480 pp. 

obtainable from leading booksellers 

Published for ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC TRADER by 

ILIFFE Books Ltd. 
DORSET HOUSE STAMFORD STREET LONDON SEI 
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SPECIAL RADIO 
CHASSIS OFFERS 

HI-FI CONTINENTAL 
STEREOPHONIC RADIOGRAM CHASSIS 

Magnificent "Continental" Stereophonic 
Radiog m Chassis with 
builtnrnferrite rod aerial. 

piano 
Comes complete 

with two 10in. elliptical loudspeakers, plus a 
ono/stereo 4 -speed automatic cord 

changer. Complete 629119/6 (Units available 
separately if required). 
Special terms available of L7/10/- deposit 
followed by 18 monthly payments f 
LI/9/I (total H.P. of £331136)plus 15/ P.P. 
Send (8-S-0 now 

IMPERIAL HI-FI 
STEREOPHONIC RADIOGRAM CHASSIS 

The Imperital stereophonic 4 -waveband chassis 
has the most advanced specifications yet 
offered in this cu ntry. There is a built-in 
ferriterod aerial. seven piano key buttons, 
controlling mono/stereo selection. Gram LOng- 
Medium-Short-FM-ON!OFF. The unit comes 
complete with two IOin elliptical loudspeakers 
plus a no/stereo 4 saved automatic record 
changer. Complete £41/9/6 (Units available 
separately if required). 
Special terms available of £1017/6 deposit 
followed by 24 monthly m hly payments of 
£111118 (total H.P. £4811716) plus 1716 P.P. 
Send £I IS -0 now 

1I -FI EMPRESS RADIOGRAM CHASSIS 

This fabulous "Empress" 11 -Fi radiogram 
chassis is offered complete with IOin. 
loudspeaker plus 4 -speed 

auto 
-changer. 

At only 624/3/0 this is the bargain of the year. 

5 Special 
alvterms 

availableable a 

if required). 
eL6/3/0d de t 

followed by18 monthly 
deposit 

£113!4 (total H.P. 62713/01 plus IS/-caP.P. 
Send (6.1841 now 
All Lewis Radio equipment including 
elves are fully guaranteed for one year. 

Send your cheque or P.O. today while 
stocks last to Dept. W3.6. ® radio 

LEWIS gawp, 100,CHASE SIDE, SOUTHGATE 

LONDON. 5.14. Telephone: PAL 3733/9666 

149E -LEO FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

6ONDON CENT-RA6 
RADIO STORES 

emPNatow TYPE DEWS PEONES. Meek ntbeUls 
Complete with Hand Bet. Did 0.9 .d Internal 

belt [211718. 

GABBARD wm6A. A.C. mules. bepeed aelochanger, 
eepmete with etylue. Appro.else 191. x 2e. BBOORanpmx. 

tie. 461+ P. 8 P. 101 -- 
ES Beg3211ENT COLLARD. 9-epced subchanaem mmplel 
Nth arm and p.a m-Fo0eLly Motel R ales Node) HC69L 
d0. mains. .4,111S. size lg.. x Ill. Height 71v. 88.P. e 
P. 101-. 
EL. re.,ITY BLOT METERS E1/- lu elo2 em A.C. mainv 

a d n Ammtnt3 bbk t r hotels, e c 

; r ntemp9e+a8e avai200 v. 1p A. B iÌione a 841-t 20 A aó. 
guarantee. ee new. 2 ewL 

ELECTRIC QUARTERLY W.IO 4. 4 5218. 0Reconditionedm.rat e 
2 12w d 42;8: to 6218: :m b7/8. Otte 

aintwogLONDONeESCHANGE2 yeand 
TRLEPBONS DIALS (Chrome.. Nee 

TET 
hEuoaH 

N 
2EE 

PHONE, ealte.len Ses., 211-. 
THIS TRIO TELEPHONE CABLE. 600 yard drums, PA m/610. 
TRLSPHOBR TYPO NANO HBNNRAT08R M. bell ringing 8/8. 
20 -WAY 

caw 
in.. 107BB-00M T0L0PRONEB In 

Bakelite e with Imetinn boa. bomngbly a Wed. 
9186. CananlM 67/161- Po Unil. Cnekete 

In 
ea.Lal 

drip. BEAM 
IA0K 9ji'n0121810 

Jack 
Also 20 JacckeSo. ín each1010. etrnn. approx. 

ara opporno, ll x tÚo.1818. 
e 

P.M. MOVING C09L RP:10000. Ob. BIB. Sin a ohm 1018. 
ROOVIlcal T x sin. 9 Ohm: 1018. 

a leather ecrplecee OW ROVING COIL HEADPHONES 
SWITCHES. 

via lm 82/16,-.8 bank 2 elm TC P.21151-. 0 1000k bal ,UP e. 
contact. 47iß. 

DESK PHONES. Black bakelite cases complete with hand eel 
d Internal bell 4718. 

H 00/60 ELROr80.MAONi. o commgle.11 3.0s. OOSL 

coil 0Ó0n 10/&.C. 
Sine 4zlx tin. Bingle tell. 29.eN0. Blvgia 

IRELESS BET Wange 7.9 to 0.0 Me 2 nail..Ku Mi. xAA x alb. Weight flb 
2W[ankaeoLJ eilt bean. OOporpoS5uI 6degk Ónenebenwy 

All 
prices 

wher otherwise 
include carriage in United Kingdom except 

23 LISLE ST. (GEO. 2969) LONDON, W.C.2 
Closed Thursday 1 p.m. Open all day Salurday 

BROADWAY ELECTRONICS 
92 Mitcham Road, Tooting Broadway, 8.W.17 

BALham 3984 
(four minutes from Tooting Broadway Underground Station) 

GARRARD4 SPEED DECKS WITH CARTRIDGE 
Autochangerst AT60 E10/10/-; 1000 68 18/-: 2.000 
£717/-; 1,000 H16)-; Autoslim 65/5/-; De Luxe Auto - 
slim with plug in head. 05115/-, p. and p. 6/-. 
Single players: SP15 E10/10%; SRPI2 ES; Garrard Plinth 
W.13.I £311216. p. and p. 4/6 for plinth. 
CARTRIDGES: Ronette Stereo 251-: Acos GP67 III -o 
G.C.2 Garrard 15/-; AT6 Shells SI-, p. and p. 6d. 
HGP83/2 Stereo 20/. 
SPEAKER ENCLOSURES: "TONY" Corner 
Cabinet 20 x 10 x 7ín. takes 10 x 6 speaker covered in 
grey Rexine and Vynair 451-, P. & P. 5/-. 
"BLAKE" 12ìn. heavy duty cabinet size 241in. x 
18in x 9in. The baffle is Sin. thick. Covered Rexine 
and Vynair 65. P. & P. 10/-. 
" BLAKE DE LUXE" veneered with woodgrain 
Formica and standing on smart bin. legs ENS/-. P. & P. 
10/-. 
' HAYDON" 16.1.x 15 x 7}In. Fabric covered suitable 
for 12ín. speaker 45/-. P. & P. 76. 
Crystal Mike 200C replaces 813 30/-. P. & P. 2/-. 
Stand for same 9'6. P. & P. I/9. 
Guitar Pick-up with Screened Lead 12/6. P. & P. 6d. 
Neon Panel Light Arcolectric 240 v. A.C. 2/6. P. & P. 
6d. 
BARGAINS IN TRANSISTORS 
AC127, AFI14, 115, 116. 117, 118, 119, 0C169, 170, 
171. 172.5/6 ea. 0072, 75, 82, 3/6. OC71. BIM 3/-a. 
RF Packs I OCH, 2 0C45 8/6, AF Packs 1 OCBID, 
2 OC81 6/, AF Pack a GET 118. 2 GETI I9 5/6. OC26, 
28. 29 7/6. ORPI2 Light Cell 7/6. Diodes 0481 2/3. 
OA91 1/9. P. & P. on all those Ad. 
EARPIECES with cord and 3.5 mm. plug, 8 ohm 
magnetic 3/.; 250 ohm 4/-; 170 ohm magnetic with 
clip 6/6; Crystal 4/- P. & P. 6d. 
SPEAKERS: ELAC Heavy Duty Ceramic Magnet 
11,000 lines. loin. round, 10 x 6in. 15 or 3 ohm 42/6. 
P. & P. 3/6. 8ìn. round 15 or 3 ohm 38/6. P. & P. 316. 
E.M.I. 131 0 Bin. 15 or 3 ohm 42/6. P. & P. 3/6. 
Stockists for Eagle Products, Goodmans, W.B., 
Wharfedale, Bakers, Tripleront, Linear, all makes of 
Amplifiers and speakers supplied. Let us quote for 
your requirements. S.A.E. please. NO C.O.D. 

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

FII- 
EQUIPMENT CABINETS 

OF DISTINCTION 

........_.:. ......................i::ÿ 

LOWFLEX 

Ç::. - .......,..,....a ......:....... titi1} 

Illustrated in this advertisement tao 
two fine cabinets from the Lewin 
Radio Range. 
These Cabinets are just two of a 
Bully esstensive range. 

Bath one carefully made by British 
Craftsmen and soundly constructed 
from the best materials available. 
Fill in coupon below to obtain FREE 
eataiogue showing this wonderful 
range of cabinets. 

IMPERIAL 

1lr THE NEW LEWIS 
x.67 RADIO CATALOGUE 

Designed to assist your choice of cabinet. 
The new Lewis Radio Cabinet Catalogne - 
the moto comprehensive ever prepared. Sent 
absolutely 

send yy Plea your FREE tabiner catalogue 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CAPITALS PLEASE 

(Dept. W.3.6) 

Mel radio 
100 Chase Side, Southgate, London I 
N.H. Tel: Palmers Green 3731/9666 I 

WW -151 FOR FURTHER DETAILS,J 

1 
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Z. & I. AERO SERVICES LTD. 
Head Office: 44a Westbourne Grove, London, W.2. 

Tel.: PARk 5641/2j3 Cables: ZAERO, LONDON 
A.R.B. Approved for inspection and release of electronic valves, tubes, klystrons, etc. 

RETAIL BRANCH (personal callers only): 85 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.2. Tel: LANgham 8403 
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY 

Please send all enquiries, correspondence and Moll orders to Head Office 

FULLY OVERHAULED AND 
GUARANTEED TEST EQUIPMENT 

MM.' 
6e6em0om. oxllialoa. Pone, M dJ00 0661116. 

Pe 
0lî. Wavlmefea, elc. 

leaw tulle lo, 1110000010 wWlomte. 

HEADPHONE EQUIPMENT 
OLRS BALANCED ARMATURE RIM .000, µaerel Inerl.; 

00x1015" 1p0 per l0xn 10/- w: 
U0a oa. D.G mg {,0000 161 w. 
MOVIl0O COD., 05th oing mil 000 n11N ;Ito 

.mn k x;nN. P.C. rex..taµe {00 per Moe. lame 44 d 1 n eerluda \ wn0orluLle l0 
161-în. 

TAMMY NOON. Lut M1t1n1wimh 

NO. 30 A,BEMELTBRA\I) m18î to Item n ahem nnl 
AAINI WELT- mlmpbn. Im. 

N\lap lh BRAND \E9' 1718 
m,dR u.i ate d 718 P. r. BiO µe lien .l. 

FERRITE ROD AERIALS 
08506 1.27221 for pocket .nperhet, long *101 10.1ium 

a 8:8 
3VEIBID 170.0\V for 1!00x::0 î0,0e wive. ol,l ,x dmiW 

1.. , O am le:: ware. G. nasal miL 140. 
0 4 RODE. 61 n. bong DB00. 
10;-µ'1o2. P.M. 1,J Mr osier. 

- 

3 -CENTIMETRE ECHO BOX TYPE ISO 

The Echo Box high Q) 
01 e 

A 
everof 

range 
o frequency n( 

0,170te 0.4461166.11.67 
00,..!07 In Me/x. ern n 
rdlhmtW taaim a1MuinMISCELLANEOUS 
for n n la 

. '' 00îp7. A J 0117110 
loo and!' 

delnte [ne urrent Ile en 
the eryM current nauMe 
the Ive mater. l'r ' o nvMlnrog lo the Alm,. 

-' 7Ì0m kr, n lnr.0 
{a W Ìc le Mut iOne 

naelnç a rrcku[ m 
ami 0d 0000 e IS, j. IN Corm.+a[ the 

1 000ulfull 
nÌhen 

T g8v.n4ari 201 0 0 Í xklvç.wd 010î10,v 161- 

LAI POT CORE ASSEMBLY 
<:In.. op tu Uro heir. \'100Mî nl ar 

77,11. le na 7'8!1.1. al. 

a Electron" Outdoor Aerial 
5 strong tubular Ilght allot sec.'s 017. Ina each m, no 10 

1,1(0.eí skid hero 0110. I11 nd nee. b5o.hai. M'.., 

Vlelo xith .loon I7nn. PRICE. nand w.. 161-. l'.I'.:. .. 

SILICON HALF WAVE 
POWER RECTIFIERS 

.102A 10111/ (P1.7. 6011,00. 5 - 
9J1(A LARD 100 Pl.r. ^ { 1 6 
BRNO 5- 
QAM0Texan 01W P 1.7.1110 mA. - 
119W11T7aw11000.1.7., 7. J 6 

p.1.7.0 A. 10- 
DUW0Olo.1 {a00p.I 600 mA n- 
0.1310 INuOonfl {OD PI.r..bW mA. O 6 
19aN ITeOr ) 600 7 6 
0'1001 ul îd1]00 PI.r.,{31î10A. '- 

.i211 m>Inlrdle(0.1.î.100 mA 98 
DDW9 710,0) POO ...Lyn 000 mA 118 

CLEARANCE OFFER OF METERS 
W val! U.l'. MO lin. r,md 0,1x11. dncnt mounllna 

'Ilbmlal n 101 1718 
300/61.11.C. N.. ...cod.. Rolngout 1718 
61101 W U.C. )IC tlo. mood cod. for clin Orina 

odnikN Umn 10;- 
Mad U.O. 110. and Banty 00001(, în101. 

00 EminNm ae,'W19( 
1mA .. ._Un. round na0rervoa01n1 

11' 
1718 U. r. NC ^_Ils. N,me war. ammlal 
10. 

.1. 1î.r. venge 1mv0ed 10. 
\. :an. naume0maemeumM 1106 

_ '\' 01nî. )10211"'round nape lOF 
:MM. D..'. 0 ". I:In. î010nî10wn. clip 08100100 12I8 

,.\1!r. 111'. l;in. room own. dip,h.I 1&e 1,. ,:.::.j.10.:0; 0.'. ,t 00,1(0, 00! 16!- 
-2'110.îo, dµ10,08 mnuntal ]Q;8 

13800. Lî4 MC l:in. mural Ouxl, -36 lao 128 
!-MCIlls.7.72mope """`' 3418 

Lx\ 1 i' 0110. mum Prn)rnnP 718 le A., MI 211n. mood nosh. elle w,nnted J118 
1"V.A.C.1n2.O1.mand0awemoun.N 1418 

MICROWAVE 
U011 h,... el- 
Lpl ulanWmn.e.l &. 
INC 10.410leis.).... q/ 
Ih'10019.e16 Mele.).. 418 

Lv'L9CR (2.976 Ne1e.1 101- 
n183210.9]6 Ne,'e.l. 
800 -0040 Meh.l.... BI- 
IN26MA.(Pemlul .. He- 

Oua0cle.l .. PAI 
" 118,0110 Dot. .. 61- 

Nan (In,n9n N11xA .. 1418 

DIODES 
1p108ß ,000 O/e;.., 35/. 
8,188 .I/..).. 5!- 
10011118,000 00,,.1 .. 5!- .-Ill lt0.60081ei..I.. 9: - 
f 1.2112,000 Me;..l 8:- 

LRIli. .1i ---W Meg .1 37,6 
CV^155 

1101('Z'crO01;4. 37;8 
V\ 0106 IB1,m011el..l 85 

PORTABLE FIRST GRADE MOVING IRON 
A.CID.C. VOLTMETERS 

812 mirror Fie eallInete from 0 te 1î0V. 1.dl.h 

3 
r 0 

Ilh Ild. 1 emiml mnnm InnA o[ slow. 
Io. x ON. elin.e 004, 

0.1 1a 101oî am eantytu 161-. \' ' 1$ 0 0 

TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT COMPONENTS 
Mt le a( hala, I.P. Colle 1016 
Variai la ,,,, bmq Ml.,,, Tunln¢ 11,,,mî. too 

ruction.e with x18 06 Pr., 0.,O 118 pC.ldmwa+, 

0îw7 Trunneentt.Inme.nueeBan 
tIn2. a.' 

v[ 710f00î fm 20.,x 111 ^_so mN 18 
e010h 410 u0000rAn0InI00I/OI 

per Paaklnv inn anin01116 per I[em. 

PHILIPS FIRSTCLASS 
D.C. 

-- ,f \ 

METERS 
MIRRO RS SCALE ImA 

M.C. METERS 

1 

floats {.Ois. ll {AIO. Ouro 

u,ai. Base ,,,,, {in. 111n1î 

3.41n. .x n. Ilm. deep. » 0,,18.1 

Ole 1 ni4 Oltke 6S- 

TEXAS SILICON FULL -WAVE 
BRIDGE RECTIFIERS 

(0000100( P..o. 4600.. Brennan. 6.40 1.,. ú5n.561_ 
10!0101 ,10 µl.1. { amps, dlnvwh,l0 IA x . .: 
10110010. 00000.10 amp..11mewbw NI 911 x IM. 861- 
N;m 11,w11,1î reullfler. 

PAPER CAPACITORS 
.(Plr 10.µm IN.V. T.C.C. V10C0VOL 718 
1yr PAM LeWV.Uul,11 7!6 

ÿ000V MCWDOWV: Ì1m.1110î000T{'l' ae 
{í01' UC1V V, 1,000000,4,00.0,000.e 10 

GERMANIUM JUNCTION 
STUD MOUNTED POWER RECTIFIERS 

63317 n( p.i.e. 00 ,nA.11 amp. 3:6 

.POO mAÌÌammn. 8:8 ...OÌ`0. 00 ,0 
0 

nU./I 11010, 3:6 
00,01,., .1..................il 0 

RELAYS 
{1X0601(0,0.0.), mm00,1.188. Mn1Pme01. 7000 8011. 

,0av0a0er CO.., ISIn.. Ils. I fin. 41- 
111,01102.1.1.31.h 100. 13001011, 0 maker. l:inx spin 

x IM. 51 
660{0 0.80î.r. new.. 1700 00, Imam OM 0 1ía 

x0-ll II.11.M.), 100;. .ale,. PPP,. 01.,. 0005,00 
4. 

1- 

000o 0 0.1îa10001. new. tenet, 2.0 ro11,11.0in Imo, 
ee 61 

1D11.700y1Pn1la.1,î00n161 m0. male& Oda, MM 
61 

8100 0142 0hawe seer coal , Si. 

TPYE 109 -IT MULTI -METER 
semen wdnble meter. 0400 n.0.0. 0.0 0,11,: 

016.114(300'6110+1 00V. A.1.'. V, 0 - 0.10000µ3a, 
0100V. 0.14..mecot 0..0.6-00.610(00. Reilet01,ee: 00Oµ 

n `%0( 01100...'0 pn e. mOPat a 411,1 0,, fer 
,hou line. 16;61î.r.7/O.ox S.T.C. SILICON JUNCTION LAMP. HALF - 

WAVE POWER RECTIFIERS 

1c1.î. bf 119aú0. NO µI.7. . 8'8 
POCKET MULTIMETERS TYPE U.I 

...Welty 01. 0.10 O.C. A.C. ,silage conne. 0 1µ(c 
,0000 pN \1 00..', current ranis ei 0000. 0 n1A. lee 

.en.. wa ma . _, Q ""'"h"n. u ue0. 1211-1'.'.7Ín. 

VARIABLE AUTOTRANSFORMERS 
T>M 012 n...\. n,nr. PS 19 61'cî.7-.7 

Tf 
,n: 1B 0 Ont..- - 

010014. lo A. ,1.: 118 6 O 1.I'. I'. 

T>Te nirin, n.l .\. .,- tâ1 10 01. r. 1 . 

CATHODE RAY TUBES 
- )..lryo. Daa. Iona I000,Almce moan. RMT 

i1 P.A.1. 
11 T 12- 

C. .1014A) 
lam Perdel7µl R. . 

SO' - 100.1 
oat t Midi 

) \' Y..11.T.161.201 
le 

310' - 
'â Ocm.. ;Ille Ina. hl tux minium pernl.erme, 

0111, î.0.0t.: {.WO V. R11T 1010Pî) 3 
,000rmaemehert MrMumee, wt fae.;Ih 

V. RUT 1111{01 180.- 
101Ìn0 '11wî, low µ"'"01w .m'en. 0Ih ry{,WO 

V. ANT 0010* 300'- 1' 1T Ä. .,1100 tram .,1 ón. yell. 
h'lrwlauc ,urine. 

Ina¢ Pmiruel a oxen, RAO 

{.0(V. RIOT (61{01 80- 
TIONl0wµl.i.mmwµmn.MAO- In. yellowDEFLECTION 

ItE170 DBPLECl108 A8D P0098pN0, 7,() V. 

xn., Ills 1,101111 sen Line tr.. ant fw1..l,on 
30 

Mmiitteme. 
2.0( V. x.11 T.1.µ120 60- 

. n Dam pmld ma. r.n.A 
M:;r;ln.Preenóace. mth. 

l'u.Weare.P_1I.T 
V.1 W10 

DG14.1. n nmmn PmYtrvn. î.10.A 
,c. I:JI.T. 

teen V. lei,) 120,_ 
nGroi ,:Ct 11n. x ÿ00..r 

Olden, creme Ina-. vn1 
Men M 

.. . per. eme. AL10) 

be lm.. {.WO , 
n u'n+n. Oat 

vcorn .2.8.7. agog,dena 100" 

POWER UNITS 
TlPB 1N. 101n. rule 

ÌI T 
mountel fully elOooth 0 nnl .010,1 

Mt 700 V. 0.17. val. . . e n tut NU notable fron, 100 V. 
le 0 V..1 nn 01.1. q' meow nl MM., caw amt hlnnAox. 
ealmh In the 100 110'0100 4T. 010tH,[ 0.0 V. A.C. 
al 4 Imlal Un 11.1 0e0î ', îr.01 6C. Input nod 
D.O. outi,nt volt.. wtol.10 t 1. n0 ,.I. In gem munition 

DR7o,,n,.ld;Mnmnn+.. 0318 ó 
l'nking mol enrtNxe l 

VARIABLE A.C. POWER SUPPLY UNIT 

. 

) 

Mile L.. a... imam Volt Mtai ;a, - - Vn:kdde Tram 
.n1 Pnml 

ÌNÌ i. a1.00.an., u o yg,701., 111122 

PLESSEY ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS 
26 gt 07S'. 21 130:4^"6µr 1" V. 318 
10 F ti5\ 118 _ 1ÌF o0 

1 0, ' 
,,,,,-,t,,......... 30- 

W,..(-a,{Fntt\,1 318 
1'. ,. vki,y ^ µr 1r 

PORTABLE TRANSISTOR TESTER TYPE 
TOM 

Per m0ele 11.Imc el S.r.S mol îS.î 11 and mnn,lm meter 
anbnnuod ä000n Moe 

ópThe imminent aal Ibn hmen a= on Ammeter lu t Le. 

mime 0f 2000 t 116. .1 a m Internal er . '7I1î 

11<ILR 
r +. pnr71en10.1, eril..al..7 t O1P.r. 

61 

W W-182 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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OCI6 ...90/ 
0â ... .8 rei ....]y- 
04.Yb ....17/g o.a ... 178 
Of.96 ....lb/- 
4F90 ....lfil- 
001'd . .. 7/8 
u6 I! ... d 
OUR .... fil- 
72676 . .. BI- 
UTI . .. d- 

. d- 
000....1U- 
0010 . .. d- 00781N'ÌL 
OC7 . .. d- 

.011. 

TRANSISTORS 

.... 81- 

9E. ... ..71. Ulb1UY.. 
^I- V71 

00140 ....391- 
OCI40 ... 161- 
8C14I ....E61 

'I7U .... 71 
Ó41J1 .... 8h 0:m6.... B/6 

00001 ....801- 
W18d ....16/- 
0.1W ....1718 
04M66 ....8801- 
0/-03 -2233 
86.10 .... 918 .... 816 
e"N'Bn -131- 
20410 eed 003 2.81 

_ ...YO'_ 

...15:- ...Pp;- 280 . 

eClrzb .... y- 
AF4 ....BI- 
.e.. ...71- 

AY118 . .. 8/- 
AF11 . . g8 
e11 A â....171g 

C9T1 ";: 61g .26T111 
87116 .. 818 
88T118 1 1- 
08T00 .. el- 

101- 
mAT101 .. ele 
YASi21 .. 8;8 

12 B!-, 

ZENER DIODES 
11562216 0..: 

: OA2w010-:8.1V02yto19/6:5.6V0.6yf020/-: 
0:2voAS8,578:0.020e1:t01d0::.71Oeam061-: 
%.tJ 'UAH1U881-: D.1VOe229l6 

44mJY ÓAZ 68: 4.:1' 0AS009 g!-: 8.25 063tI 01-' 
9.6V 7272011 5/6 B.IV 0AR03Y 7/8: IrzV 082416 816. 

1.6W-97010 20V-ú%4 716: 2NRw 1460-8%I B/8. 
Y.IW:ImVV8446:1.J6VV81]6:676VVH6]6--711.0461& 
O.IW: 7.OV VH7e: DV VS3L: D5 58181- 
O.70v \'Sb]681 JI 74 81. 

KLYSTRONS 
" ..180, 

0én 0i10...' 
qpp.- 

...400'- I 
5;29 

80 Au.1500'- 
710A "'300`- ...1000' .4000'- 

901- 5888 500: \'A2100 700i- 

MAGNETRONS 
4961 ....1801- 49n 950.'- CVtllfl ..900/- 
I81 ....4001- I 8202 001- CV41!U 
49I ....7001- o 7 ß0a- CP2rt't8001- 
u6t ....4001- Cv2117 800Í CV'lwl ..300/ 

GERMANIUM 
OM 10 OM/- 

d- 001 
- 

104AT0 21 
81 118 

0073 116 

POINT CONTACT 
0e]9 8/8 
oAet 81- 

SIC y- 
OA88 y6 
Oé98 9/- 

I 813 
0696 3/- 

DIODES 
.210....814 
C64E ...81 
0010E :...118 
1F12H ....YI 

H123 
2E14 .;:,111,3 
GE164 ....YI- 

PHOTOCELLS 6516-CV398 
ge,lum-Aotl,oeA1 Coataú Avale. BlUewm w106ow. 

R'wA1n8 e'o11n8e 140-IGOV. xemltivllT IBO uAlUwen. 
SPECIAL OFFER A7 51- eA. 

OM 61 
Oe3 11/ 
O 4U 101- 
OBt d .. 61- 
001 19 0. 13, 

0U3 
6/- 

216 61- 

lAe3i GT 51 

Ital.' 81 
1094r T/- 
MU 401- 
1696A 101- 
I110 01- 
11t. 601- 

AA 7UI- 

1CYt7 
01- 

D6 718 
100 81- 
1014 BI 

1C0117' 
7/ 

tl54:T 7/ 
U 918 
1U 1718 
IId4 d- 
1100 

418 
61 

1Éur 81- 
IRI 81- 
1R6 5/- 
184 fil- 

186 4/8 

1s 
31- 

61- 
111. 01- 

1J 
51- 

V2 108 
10.30 71- 
l 351- 
2A9 5l- 

A48 30/- 
0AG 8/- 

207 
71- 

4. 001- 
2622 181- 200 bl- 
V12 PíJ- 
40! 301- 

6l le 04 391- 

^t 5d- 

2011 188- 
- 401- 

: 301- 
021 111- 

81- 
9A1 4/- 

81- 

0A8nT 
81- 

ö7 61- 

8621 61- 
3Rü 401- 
3014 30h 
3851A6 

100I- 

8110g41- 801- 
5Qt 818 Mk, d8 
981 5/- 
3V4 61- 
410A 

700/- 

4C31 
801- 

S2 OD 

6940/- 
4D1 4/- 
4102 18a- 

0pI- 
6H40Y 9/- 

er4 81- 
61110 d- 
68488 d8 
6V10 BI- 
ú140 81- 
61887 51 OM 81- 
0A 718 
AO 81- :Tilt it: 
BAT 101- 

et, EI- 
6AR4 d6 
0001 

41- 
0 41- 
ADI 181- 

00147U10/ 
04 101- 

OAM6U IU 
AL'6 118 

00107 61- 
48118 101 

6 81- 
AN0 518 
0A66 7I- 
6110 y- 
2era y8 
8N6 4/- 

0000 
151- 
151- 

g6NB 30- 
84 51- 

BA46 8!- 
8A46+ 7,8 
/A1Q1b0 BI- 

BARB 8h 
8A88 17/6 
0.000 5/. 
68x0 51- 
Ax 1p! 

0ATn0 416 
O0U68T 

10- 
uA26 0- 
GAVe 0" 
4A6'8A 

141- 
60x407 

8I- 
eA%00T 

11'6 
en40 181- 
087 fih 

YN4 1/8 
GRAB 61- 
Oe 151- 

G 1718 
0081 d6 
GBY6 d 
312,0161 

718 60 36/- 

000] j," 
BBgli0151- .. y- 
006 7/6 

6046 11/ 
884]0 81- 
6087 ly- bl :eV 0H6T 17/ 
GBOfi 018 am.10- 
0ß8s d- 
68Z) IU- 

C4 8/8 7 81- 
BCWT 0I 
619 4/- 
6000 7/- 
86 1H- 
871 37/" 

G..M 
5/- 

B00A 
17/ 

BCOT 101 
.1t6 81 

081.6 98 
C01 125 

8C5'6 la 
GCf'; 3L- ,n1 le 
6D:t 716 ! 4 16/ 
5.E9 9I- 
a.A 1210 

ODKO 8/- 
0068 11- 
00AB 1L- 

O0V6 121- 
8Fl 341- 
BFI 3a- 
GY'0 51- 
Bt'e 81- 
8A80 51- 
0F9c 5/- 

8 d8 
6084 15/- 
60I3 IL 
6P17 
0 9 816 
r,ÿéo 101- 4.. 1L6 
eFm 10/6 
/PER 
64 M10 916 /n5 8l- 

0260 4I- 
nr 418 

.ua 318 
91- 

0tJ(: 61- at1 30/- 
68111. de 
6070 
60705 
000 
00001 

'= 718 .0 84/ .',8 10/ man 
6Uu0 

" 
0U8 

60705 
UFt 1L- 
Bptó lElB 
OIm 32/8 
51770 
6Q70T Blg 

0XJ T 
S8J 
6gD705 
B.BFT 
8.4n7 
.g 7 
6.OT 
08U07 

68xTGT 
4/8 

68Q7 
Mu 
6867 
YU7GT 

30h 008 
SU40'T30/0 
809 '7/6 
BVe 

0 
BVBOT 7/8 

6R'.2 ^,- 
054 4/- 
0140 7. 

b 1 
0860 Ú6 
1007 6, 

Or. 101- 

A b/- 
d- 

:Aé 7/ 
AT d- 

7e8 bl- 
72F1 ly- ; 7 7/- 
781 8/ 
86 la- 

7B8 li/- 
709 41- íG 410 
'C8 101 
]C6 41- 7 61- 
703 81- 
TD6 81- 
7Dß 5/- 
"Ftl 51- 

86 41- 
d- 7g 30h 

7 7 d- 
" 141- 
707 30:- 
707 9/- d ]H7 111 
2n ld- 
" 8i- 

D606 7r" 
01rt 318 
1001 13r 

4 1 '- 
]OF3 391 
IOPS Bh 

0 8 9/- 
1/- 1051 7I0 
5/. 31118 
81- 10014 131- 
41 15/- 

7/- 
7/- 

11E2 15/- 
8/- 1E8 4YI 
8/- 10n0 10- 
6/- 4A6 31- 
81 17 T10- 

51- - 2eC8 81- 
208/8 81- 
l' 716 
LT.,. 7/" 

d- 4A46 71- 
I4A18 & 

d- 12ATT 41- 
7/- l9eUe 0/ 
8I- 210.7 50 
6/- 1111.t...;: 
7f- ]42\T d- 
6i- 08901- 
8/- 7 d- 
5I- 7 10- 

12&48 9/- 
51- 120e6 d- 

12 618 
2R8TA 71- 

7/- 128YTA 
8/- l0i- 
3/- 127 41- 

12H901- 
d- 

7/- 1480 31- 
15350T 3/" 
153700718 

B( 70T 7/- 
6 12108 BI 

144]0 U- 

imAT 71- 
1.3147 41 
1mN6CT d 
1484:; 91- 
128117 91- ,,.,, 9/- 
12807 d 
128Q71a- 
wR7 d- 

126V7 01 
1214 EIa 19 1Y/8 
1801 6I 
136'J 61- 
182611BO1- 

iHO 81- 
1 7 18/- 
19A QG el- 
104.4 161- 

DPI 301- 
'lUYI 191- 
'dOPe 131- 
wP0 14/- 
' PG 311- 
26AGu d- 6 101- 
301AOT d- 
' la- Ân 8/- 
46YA 1a- 
w%80.711/" 
47311 801 

D7 71- . ql. 
AI, 71- 

01 7i8 
'80 111- 

50CIr 
IV 5nC18 111 

IFs 111- 
121.1 191- 
IFL1410I- 
F8.143Y1- 

ói i 08 
. 5 12/8 

9D1.17 191- 
112 101 
PIe 7I8 
' x 71 

901ÌD 141- 
9011.1 18/- 
dn'LI.Y 

3Y/ 
301L14 

1Y8 
81- 
81- 

00A:1 11/- 
0000 lL 
00110 19! 

d8 
3606 111- 

961.4 
T 

61- 
'3%3 30- 

53240. 41 
80P.43 Bi8 

A4n7 81- 
' d 

51- 
61- 

4-' fi/- 71a901- 
44117 71- 
4- 101" 

A6 121 re 
0006 71- 

Q41'6 6/6 
10078/8 

IY90T 
101- 

70 0/" 

FULLY GUARANTEED 

BRAND 

TOPQUALITYVALYEß 

040190/. 
eA1N96 /- 
EAC91 V- 
fiAWrz IB 
0041 I. 
8081 d 
011621 716 

80 I. 
71 818 

260661 6/6 
IB 

80f91 d- 
iti8t 12/- 

80080 /0 
Ei1A89 I BIM !- 
06L1 19/ 
80U11 f- 
8460 1 h 
8498 181- 
0008.2 9/- 
ECCgO la 
WW1 41- 
E00B2 6l6 
00480 d 
04X94 71 
06086 616 
041000 7/- 
060Bx la 
801081 318 OWII 

1y. 
9CCB01 

1U- 

AB4 7.6 OF11L- 
10- 

001121 10, CII11H." 
iU 88 

FA:081 06 
NCn7Y h8 
R.11H108 

78 
OC18rz 7,8 
FAH64 08 
14018117/" 
EaAB 9,6 
F.F84 6,- EFI 61- 
8F37A 81 8PI d6 
gÿ4 lfié 
OF42 8/- 
EAI 8I 
HP60 8h 
OA80 618 
8283 610 
8NI 81 
OFB9 610 
8001 il- 
OFBI 81- 9NI d6 
Eÿ08 8/- 
26 900 398 
26A d- 
26P181 88 
eFtlW80 9U- 
R la- Ì4I 7/8 
gER 101 EKI d 1R 5h 
Y.12 81 
F.18 101- 
0111 101- 
0101 31/- 

1.12 31 
EU0 1U 
OLg6 01 
EL90 81- 

81A; 17/g 
KL4tl 17/8 
MAI Bl6 
EU4 81- 
Elao d- Inel BIB 60n 8h 
0183 Sh 
OLn d- 
Peé36 

8/- 
. 81- 

glI 01- 
. y0 

8L96 0/- 
EI^480 ffiI- 
EUrzI 61- 
0014 10/- 
EH01 51- 
F.9104 181- 
E6100 81- 
EH71 1216 
8080 71- 
EHBI 78 
80181 81- 
0H8T 41 ENI 85/- 
EMI la 
P.N91 d- 
8092 138 81 

81'6l 9f- 
EV70 30/ 
EY81 81 
BYge BIB 

EYI 718 
Eí'07 d- 

3,- 

6Í8 
26 7/0 
E7a1 81" 
P.Rw 618 
08F3 510 E% 41- 
PB'41b71- 
YW418 

816 
041E ld- 
006/10 

181- 010/0 
10/-' 

02106 551- 
O 08401- 
oTB17661YYE1- 0 8h 
0 10 
.9 la- 
HAilCBp 

81- 
IIItCDD 61 
NI40001 8/- 
RPB.T BI- 

HO 51- 
E12 31- w08 81- 
111.26 6'- 
10.mDD 

8l- 
HIAI 91- 
81133DD 

101- 
61- In 101- 

' 90 8/- 
8541 716 
R3H d- 
8743 15h 18 91- 

18/- ßTn 361- 
XVII a/6 
RTgB gig 

846'G 6/ 
ZIl 8F 

HT%N d- 
1.88 0- 
LPE 7/ M. d- 
31H41 91- 
ffie 81- 
0080&71; 

8/- 
YBPEN7 

101- 
HTn 901- 
NTb 16/- 

301- 
NRPl Pbl- UM 
097rz ffi1 
CFn 1.11 

O8P121y 
ORPG0101- 
F2 10//- 
P 8/- 
P2HCB0718 

RA 12- ly- 
916 

FC9 ly- 
P!'A%1 68 

8,- 
37/- 

MI/7012A 
100889 

lEl 
l'CC806 

POC808 
341- 
7181,7"3311- 

PCP82 81- 
F4:ABe 8h 
1roPe7 33/- 
PCP61L- 
1100FB013L- FI011/- 
PCPb0511/- 
P.F806191 
PCN8w32/- 
PO7A83y6 
P0581 81" 
Pa82 d 

. P.1A3 8/8 
101.94 818 
PCU6 918 
1C180 d0 
PC18013y8 

31/- 
6 y/- 

PEn 
En4 

341- 
P0506 01- 
PEN 0 

71- 
102.8.31._ÚC75 
PENS - 

26N4s / 
P 1018 PA.» 

17/6 
PPL70 101 ld 

8h 
PU3 716 

718 
PIA1 71- PC 

8.00214/- 
P16 151- PLII 10- 
PP6/4 

la- 
111 15/- 
PXw 30/- 
PY01 d- 

8 9/8 

PYI d 
PY83 d0 
P1'82 d8 
Pl'83 71- 
P188 d8 
Pl'9031118 
Pl'800 8/8 P1It d8 
PZ4 la- 
QP23 51- 
QQVOSIO 

86I- QnHb 
10/- 612 
101 

YBIw 
1601- 

1 8/- 
]0 7/8 
19 d- 
18 7f6 

190 31/8 
I90P 15/" 

F41 6/ 
242 81- 
081 4- 
8w3 7/ 
H2221 7/ 

TPm 61. 
TY46 61 
TP26w 716 
TTI^_ B01 
TT85 351 

TZ90 90h 
n18 61 

- 

L'21 71 
U't" d" vI 3L" 
020 11/- te 4l- 
ÿI01 11fß Il d8 
0281 131- 
0w0 14/. UIl 1216 U4 7/- 
0404 0/- U8 10- 

801 18/- ton 

0841431/- 
UBC41 g1- 
UR491 6/- 

öPGi 718 
U0F89 718 
UBU2111/ 
5.'CB2 81 
0064 101- 

7 

101101 8/88 MI. 918 
UCH81 7h 
U05.821818 
00081a 
VIM 9/ 
Ell 81 
UM3 81- 
UP80 d 

d- tr.: UPw 1U- De 718 
0/- 

1/884 d6 
UH1 101 
U080 7/- M. 8/. 
00.'/ 8/ 
U00 7/- 
ÚU10 8f- 

0Y1N Br 
Y'dl d- 

lll'11 d8 
U\'62 06 Ul'I d- el- 
V0721 
511t1w1y" 

la- 
VP29 318 

1 61- 
Yÿ110 y- 
VR6s d- 
1866 9/- 
V0006 9 VR100 81 VUI y 
VUD 7/- 
VU92 8a 
VU111 78 
VU1w 10- 
021 61 
Wfl1Y 8I 
0T'29 la- 
%N d- 
X00 616 1 01- 
188 10- 
181H 1d- 
Xm lEló 
1C12 718 
1C10 9la 
ORi- 

94A 
YN I- 
941 7h 
368800 4d- %7u U- 
'/.in ppj- ---- %8U 15/- 
CVB BF 
05H d- 1T4 80/- 413a- 
Cv1PB 4y" 
02174 ld- 
05230 30/- 
0041416h 
2vm 

7001 
pV'tWl 

18/8 
Ov209 

0V4N9/- 
004001- 
2V580Y 4/- 
C210o610h 
OV40Hla 
pV10N 

ld- 
CV4007 7/- 
CV4111a" 

09101419/- 
024010 d- 
CV4at81a" 
051008 d- 
014836 7/- 
C5401812- 
C210N 

7/6 pV1NT 
1808 

CVI000 
311- 

.4000 718 
C21V® 

1716 
CV4n1161- 
CV41N161- 
CV41328a 
0004 12/ 

7601 519 
]0CI 191 
7 fil 
77 61- 
iB 61- I 01- 
0N 91- 

10, 
84 101- 

N 161- 
AI 151- 

83.2 
00A0 

8.0 

00 
s:g' 

ffiIB ICt 17/- 
11;070.3 

301- 
117988T 

IIRTA 
IBI" 

2 1 

21DPA 
rsatg 301- 

451 IA 161 
+8 801 

4NA 001- 
i1001001 
106 gp!- 
N lA 10' 

00I- 

P51 
0 + $0/- 
/ 70/- 
x 201- 

10 
401- 
80 pm 3a- 8 It; 

xI d 1718 
A 14/- 

;401 351- 
x81 161- 
NDR 800/- 
B91ß 

031Â 601- 
OGI 

9M 
fiy.2 
95,1 

DN 
l:'6: Yd- 
1013 10/- 
,10.1" ly 
-b 1818 
402t6 PAI 

A 46h 
43134: 80/ 
000 8a- 

668 10 
6H2 ld- 

61 00n 

0608 5/- 
600 la- 
6G78 7/- 
68]8 8/- II 10/- 

6601 
E61- 

10 
d- 

5 7/- 
a 101- 

.1' l0- 
381A 101- 
0810 10- 
SB42 0$/- 

201- 
W0 101- 6m 288 
6881 1718 

09&B9 
0001- 

$!- 
0400 718 

I- 80 71 
6 2 

d- 
, 

7/6 
151- 

fi 0 191- 
OIU1 . 71- 
Gul 39/- 
0150 301- 

1Y BI- 
6140 30/- 
0111 M/6 
6 lÿj- 
G 32/- 
n 10/- 

=Oh - 6311 9I Ba- 
860 41- M. .100 71- 
90 9b/- 

1191 151- 
. 301- 7/ Ey0 
770g 92/8 3 0d- 
8013 1510- 

51- I2/8 
3/- é ót U- 
0. 91- 6f8 

4i- w4o.4 
d- 

lsl- 
4/" 

lei 
ne 80/- 
Awn 17/8 

d- 
'AO."' A42B3 ld- 
A./01/DD 

8/- MM./ 
D1a- 

AC1P4 4h 
601081 

10/- 
8/- eCBfPEN 
8/ 8/" 

e23'0170/- 
A2C1'0g001 

CT2^_ 
y81 

ÿ1 81- 't 31g 
8/- 

.0211 8, 1 91 

685 916 
676 00h 

ETT6465 
30I- 

9001" 
DTn 001- 
CA 80l 

18/- 
C8t 801- 

0707 B01 

l%9D 91- t Bl- 
Q- - 

1801- 
C131 7l 
pal 51" 

101" 
40/- 

D C82 71- n 418 

nwBIM-e Ì 
121- 

D8T-'9818 
DETm 001- 
n26T2470/- 
02699 

l8fi 
DP2 75 Pii 7/" 
DPel 3I 
E8TT y6 

7/8 
Pi' DOíO 618 

DR10 111 
0881 ri- 
DOB2 81" 

D 888 81 &8 
0... 51- 

Sh Le 
30/- 

_ 8/" Di_3 31/- 

6301- 0.101216 
D .0 518 DLI 101- 

7/ 
nSéb 8l gm 

a!- 
BAB.Ç 14/- 

121- 
8 81- 

88030 7/ 
g1006P 

gg1 
EBh 

8810F6ß16 

WHEN ORDERING BY POST PLEASE ADD 319 IN L FOR HANDLING AND POSTAGE. MINIMUM CHARGE 1/6 

PLEASE OFFER US YOUR SURPLUS STOCK OF VALVES, KLYSTRONS, MAGNETRONS, ETC. 
WE PAY 41.0.0 FOR 723A/B AND 2K21 KLYSTRONS. SUBJECT TO TEST 

Z. & L AERO SERVICES LTD. 
RETAIL BRANCH: 85 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.I. Tel: Langham 8403 (Open all day Saturday) 

Please send all correspondence and Mail Orders to ADDRESS OF HEAD OFFICE AT 
44A WESTBOURNE GROVE, LONDON, W.2. Tell PARk 5641/2/3 

WW -153 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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Brand New German & British 

PVC RECORDING TAPES 
also Pre -Recorded Language 

Courses in French, Italian, 
German & Spanish 

firm and offered at less than 
by famous 

price. 
All pc are folly [cant, have fitted leaders, 
re pared and an on Thar [apes are 

comparable with any ocher on the market today. 
S.P. Sin. 150ft. 2/3 

Sin. 600ft. 6/- 
51ín. 900ft. 7/6 

L.P. lin. í,2006. 10/- 
3ín. 225k. 2/6 

9001,. 9/- 
51in. 1.20011. II/- 

D.P. 7in. 1,800(. 13/6 
3in. 400ft. 5/ - 
Sin. 1,200k. 13/- 
Slin 1.8006. 18/- 
7ìn. 2,4006. 22/6 

Postage and 
Packing 1/- 

órmo4 reer 

free. 
c p 

Learn fpre-recgnorded laded agtappes 
in German. French. 

from brand 

Spanish. Italiaan. 
26 easy step-by-step lessons on each tape, recorded 
at 31 i p.s. and supplied complete with hand- 
book. Normal retail price 59/6 each. Our price 
19/6 each. Postage I/- each. 

STARMAN LTD. 
2C LINKSCROFT AVENUE, ASHFORD, MIDD% 

ASH 53020 

FANTASTIC 
OFFER 

Thinnest portable Radio 
and Record Player ever 
achieved in the red et 
the lome,t ever price. 

Only 412198 Incl. batte. 
Äsr. or 46 tep 8 monthly pay - 

Known 
of 3T/ 

Known as the Radio Phonograph, it 1 

ORlo. 7M. x if in. Skilfully designed and 
technical achievement in power and reception. 
Plays 45 F 10 r.p.m. record' mg high efficiency crystal pick-up. Transistorised and powered by 4 
UP batteries (Ov.). A unique bargain, guaranteed 
and serviced by us, the only supplier in Britain. 
Send cheque or PIO plus SI- to: A.T.M.0. (Imports), 
58 Whitehkks, Letthwerth, Hers. Tel.: 3590 

TELEVISION TUBES 
Fully Guaranteed 

141a. MW No. 014 PE etc 417 
1410. A W 48-E1 CEE 140E etc. 4 17 ]7m.EW 4a41E CAM 171 ek. .517 
00. AW 4&80 UM 1:8 etc. 5 17 

45at. A W 43.88 CYE 1:0.1 Me. 
1910. AW 1. ChM 1&11 em. 7 

12 

1910. AW 4:-9108 C 18 AH eye. 
Elm. MW $sY0 MW 38-80 etc. ]lE 
Elio. CYE 201 CAM ME eye. ] 14 
Pam. AW 50.91 CMS E801 etc. 717 
E4m. YW 81-80 CEBYeb geirc 

AM. Inn eelII ,. 
other131. A available 

C.R.T.S., 35 Broomwood Road 
ST. PAUL'S CRAY 

Orpington 21285 

7he PUNNCNeaI/ 

HOLE PUNCHES 
Instant Type 

lin, 
diameter .. . 6/10 eaScrew-. 

ype 
15/32in. diameter Toggle switch .. 8/6 ea. 

.. .. .. ea 
n. R7G .. 

8/6 

in SBA, 09A .. .. 9/6 e 

1314 e 

,8110 ea. 

Meter . 33/1 ne. 
Complete Se, 693 6. 

.. 

No exem charge for sesmee and packing in the 
U.A 

'n" 

1In. in. 
I in 

Ì}in. 

2}in. 

Tompkins B. Longman 
237 GIPSY ROAD, 

WEST NORWOOD, 
S.E.27 

Tel: Gipsy 5000 

sales 
engineers 
Due to the continual expansion of the company's activities in the Radio 
communications field, vacancies exist for SALES ENGINEERS in both U.K. and 
EXPORT Sales Departments. 
Duties will comprise preparation of proposals and customer liaison and give 
opportunities for travel at home and abroad. 
A fast-growing company, RACAL COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED is in the 
forefront of the communications field, and is located at Bracknell, Berkshire, 
approximately 30 miles from London. 
Successful applicants will be expected to possess a thorough knowledge of 
communications techniques. 
Drive, enthusiasm and team spirit are essential. Previous commercial experience 
is highly desirable. 
Salary scale will be determined by qualifications and experience. 
In the first instance applicants should write giving brief details of education, 
experience and qualifications to:- 

Izas/ Racal 
Sales DiCo rector, ICommunications Limited, 
Western Road, 

THE RACAL GROUP Bracknell, Berkshire. 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS 
DISPLAYED: C5 per single col, inch. 
LINE advertisements (run-on): 5/6 per line (approx 7words), i imum two tines. 
Where an advertisement includes a box number (count as 2 words) there is an additional charge of 1/-. 
SERIES DISCOUNT: 15% is allowed on orders for twelve monthly insertions provided a contract 
is placed in advance. 
BOX NUMBERS: Replies should be addressed to the Box number in the advertisement, c/o 
Wireless World, Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.I. 
No responsibility accepted for errors. 
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le three high power transmitter 
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READ o, EleCtronies Section. Qualified electronics 
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experience. 
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.. 
BRITAIN'S CAR RADIO SPECIALISTS 

Urgently seek to interview: 

RADIO SERVICE 
ENGINEERS 
Due to continued expansion it is now desirable 
that we should increase our technical staff, 
and opportunities for advancement are readily 

available for men with the 
right experience and ability. 

We are able to offer highly 
competitive rates of pay, 
with excellent conditions 
of employment, which include 
Superannuation and Life 
Insurance Schemes. 

Please app y to the Personnel Manager, 
Mr. G. J. Sharkey, 

RADIOMOBILE LIMITED, 

Goodwood Works, North Circular Road, N.W.2 
Telephone GLAdstone 0171 Ext. 129 
A SUBSIDIARY OF SMITHS INDUSTRIES LIMITED 

. . . . . . . . . . . . 

SEEKING ALTERNATIVE EMPLOYMENT? 
Our dynamic organisation is geared to obtain for you the best job available 
in the area you require. If you are seeking employment in S.E. England and 
have at least two years' experience in British industry, contact Electronics 
Appointments Ltd., who are the foremost source of employment in Great 
Britain. Write or phone for details of our free and confidential service. 

Electronics Appointments Ltd., 
Norman House, 105-109 Strand, 
W.C.2. TEMple Bar 5557-8. 
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le 
Qp SYSTEMS TEST ENGINEERS 
Pye Telecommunications Limited require Systems Test Engineers for 
work on custom-built control systems for v.h.f./u,h.f. radio schemes. 
Knowledge of line and/or radio techniques essential. Experience on 
carrier equipment or v.f. telegraphy or telephone exchange equipment 
is desirable. 

Apply to: Personnel Manager, 
Pye Telecommunications Ltd., 
Newmarket Road, 
Cambridge. Tel. No.: Teversham 3131. 

ASSISTANT 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS 
Required by the EAST AFRICAN POSTS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS ADMINIS- 
TRATION on contract for one tom of 24 months in the first instance. Commencing ' g salary £1,994 
in scale rising to £2,262 a year including allowances. Terminal Gratuity 29% of salary drawn. 
Generous disturbance allowance. Free passages. Liberal leave on full salary. Accommodation 
provided at low rental. 

Candidates should be aged between 28 and 45 years and possess the relevant City and Guilds 
Certificates, or equivalent, and have sound experience in one or more of the following fields. 
(1) Automatic Telephony, (2) Carrier and Telegraph Equipment, (3) H.F. and V.H.P. Radio, 
(4) External General, (5) Underground Cable Planning. 
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MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LIMITED 
ST. ALBANS HERTFORDSHIRE 

ARE YOU A SKILLED AND EXPERIENCED ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN? 
HAVE YOU BEEN A WIRELESS OR RADAR FITTER IN THE ARMED FORCES? 
CAN YOU DO A PROFESSIONAL REPAIR JOB ON A T.V.? 
DO YOU HAVE GOOD TECHNICAL QUALIFICATIONS BUT LACK INDUSTRIAL 
EXPERIENCE? 

If you can answer "'YES " to at least one of these questions then we should like 
to hear from you. 

We need new test and calibration engineers to help us increase the output of 
our very wide range of telecommunication measuring instruments. 

The work requires the understanding of the most modem and varied circuit 
techniques and embraces all frequencies up to U.H.F. 

The posts are permanent and pensionable; they offer first class staff conditions 
in a key export Company of English Electric; they will prove attractive to men 
who believe strongly that there is a real career for them in production. 

Call and talk it over if you live close to us at St. Albans. If you would prefer 
to 'phone, then ring ST. ALBANS 59292 during the day, or COLNEY HEATH 
475 in the evenings, and ask for Mr. Dyson. Alternatively, write to our Personnel 
Officer, giving details of your training and experience and quoting reference 
WW2890A. 
The Personnel Officer, Marconi Instruments Limited, c/o Directorate 
of Personnel, English Electric House, Strand, London, W.C.2. 

VHF TEST 

ENGINEERS 

CAMBRIDGE WORKS LIMITED 
have vacancies in their expanding 
Test Organisation for men with ex- 
perience of VHF Transmitters and 
Receivers. 
Men with Service training in VHF 
equipment would be suitable. 

Progressive rates of pay and promotion 
and good facilities for training are 
offered. 

Apply : Personnel Manager, 
Cambridge Works Limited, 
Haig Road, Cambridge. 
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Be where the break -through is being made in 

Be at RBM in Welwyn! 
Opportunities in the following Product Groups: 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS: NUCLEONICS: TELEVISION 

MEDICAL EQUIPMENT: INDUSTRIAL CONTROL 

Big things are happening at RBM Electronics. Big break-throughs. In every field RBM technologists are push- 
ing forward the old frontiers, to pave the way for tomorrow. With RBM at Welwyn, research is the key -note. 
There are immediate opportunities in new and expanding fields for PROJECT LEADERS, DESIGN and 
SALES ENGINEERS as well as vacancies in other Departments for qualified technicians and graduates in such 
fields as Test and Installation. In the factory we need a first-class Chief Production Engineer, Estimators and 
Rate Fixers. This expansion could open the door for you to share in important development growth. All positions offer genuine promotion prospects as expansion continues. Attractive working conditions too - 
Welwyn, with its modern buildings and open spaces, is located in pleasant Hertfordshire countryside less than 
30 minutes from London. Assistance with housing in certain cases. Participation in all Rank Organisation 
benefits, including pension and non-contributory life assurance. Make the break -through now: tell us about 
your career to date, specifying any qualifications you have attained and which division you are interested in, 

The Personnel Manager, Bank Bush Murphy Electronics, Welwyn Garden City, Herts. Tel. No. Welwyn Garden 23434 
Outside normal working hours, use our telephone answering service. Ring Weh,;rn Garden 27906. 

Give your name, address and the type of vacancy that interests you. An application form- 
aud details of our operation and current vacancies -will be in the post to you tomorrow morning. a [` RANK BUSH MURPHY 

ELECTRONICS 
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STC 
RADIO DIVISION 

TEST 

METHODS 

ENGINEERS 
We require engineers to specify test methods and design test equipment. 

Education to H.N.C. standard and two years practical experience are desirable and 

an interest in automatic test methods would be an advantage. 

Starting salary up to £1,225 p.a., Pension Scheme and non-contributory benefits 

apply to these positions. which offer good prospects for promotion. 

For further details write or telephone the:- 

Personnel Manager, Radio Division, 

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited 
Oakleigh Road, New Southgate, N.I I. 
telephone ENTerprise 1234, ext. 489. 

IMPERIAL COLLEGE, South Kensington, S.W.7, Electronics development; we have 

a new and interesting vacancy in our electronics group concerned with the application 

of electronics techniques to our chemical engineering and technological research; several 

years' practical experience and a good knowledge of transistor circuitry are essential; 

H.N.C. would be an advantage; this is a unique opportunity to enter the department at a 

time of rapid expansion and re -equipment; there are excellent opportunities for working 

on instrument design and systems engineering; starting salary will be in the range of 

£1,000 to £1,200; write in confidence to-Professor G. R. Hall, Department of Chemical 

Engineering and Chemical Technology, Imperial College, London, S.W.7. 

TELECOM M U N ICATIONS 
ENGINEERS 

required by the GOVERNMENT OF MALAWI on contract for one tour of 24-36 months in 

the first'` Instance. Commencing salary according to experience in scale (including overseas 

addition) rising to £1,905 a year. Gratuity 15% of total salary drawn. Outfit allowance £30. 

Free passages. Liberal leave on full salary. Generous education allowances. Quarters at low 

rental. 

Candidates, preferably aged 25-45 years, must have at least 5 years experience in one or more 

of the following branches of telecommunications engineering, after completion of two years 

approved training: Automatic exchanges and Subscribers Apparatus; carrier and V.H.F. equip- 

ment; HF radio; overhead lines or underground cables (construction). They must possess at 

least one appropriate City and Guilds Certificate. Previous overseas experience and experience 

in training and supervision of subordinate staff would be advantages. For certain posts the ability 

to instruct and control large numbers of low graded staff is essential. 

Apply to CROWN AGENTS, M Dept., 4 Millbank, London, S.W.1, for application form 

and further particulars, stating name, age, brief details of qualifications and experience, and 

quoting reference M2T1626481WF. 

NEW TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

DEVELOPMENTS 

involving some of the most advanced 
equipment in the world, offer careers of 
outstanding interest, secure and well - 
paid, to science and engineering 
graduates. A Royal Signals Officer is 
trained to command men. He leads a 
full and satisfying life, much of it out 
of doors. During his career, he has 
ample opportunity to obtain pro- 
fessional qualifications and to use them 
in twirling interesting problems in 
many different countries. The Royal 
Corps of Signals is responsible for the 
Army's modem telecommunications 
network, and also for a world wide static 
communications system. It needs 
graduates as officers, and offers im- 
mediate commissions to suitable candi- 
dates. Pay and allowances now compare 
very favourably with anything a young 
graduate could earn in civilian life. 
Applicants should be under 25, -and 
should hold (or be studying for) a 
degree or a diploma recognised by the 
National Council for Technological 
Awards, preferably in: Mathematics, 
Physics, Applied Science, Natural 
Science, Electrical Engineering, or a 

diploma acceptable to the Institution of 
Electrical Engineers or the Institution 
of Electronic and Radio Engineers, as 

giving exemption from these Institu- 
tions' examinations. Service can be 
either for a short period (minimum 
three years. with tax-free gratuity) or 
as Limited Service Regular Officer 
(initially for 16 years with a pension and 
gratuity at the end) or for a full career 
up to at least 55. For further derails 
write stating age and educational 
qualifications held (or for which study- 
ing) to: Lt: Col. D. L. Pounds, 
Room 045, Ministry of Defence, Dept. 
48, Old War Office Building, White- 
hall, S.W.1. 
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TESTERS 
required for interesting work on L.F. 
and H.F. Transmitters. Previous 

fault-finding experience essential. 
The positions available would be of 
special interest to persons employed in the 
fault-finding and repair of television who 
are keen to establish themselves in a 
positon that offers 

* Satisfactory employment 
* Five-day week 
* Good prospects of advancement 
* Staff stunts 
* Sick pay 
* Generous salary 

Apply: Personnel Manager 

Multitone Electric Co. Ltd. 
12-20 Underwood Si., London, N.1 
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HEWLETTä PACKARD 
LIMITED 

AN OPPORTUNITY 
to work on the world's foremost range of 

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION 
To allow for the considerable expansion envisaged over the next few years, our Marketing Division will shortly be moving to new premises in Slough. 

A number of 

SERVICE ENGINEERS 
are required to supplement the existing staff who will be moving with us, and we shall be pleased to hear from suitably qualified, experienced engineers prepared to accept the challenge of working with a range of advanced instru- ments and systems. 
For one position a knowledge of medical electronics and a willingness to travel quite extensively throughout the U.K. will be en advantage. 
The conditions of employment are first-class and include attractive salaries, non-contributory pension scheme, bonus scheme and other fringe benefits. Applications giving details of qualifications and experience should be addressed to: 

Personnel Officer, 
Hewlett-Packard Limited, 

Dallas Road, 
BEDFORD 

5YYS 

Nee 

9:1 

EMI 
FIELD ENGINEERS 

The Field Division of E.M.L Electronics Ltd., Feltham, Middlesex, has a number of vacancies for Field Engineers. 
The successful candidates will be concerned with trials work involving a range of sophisticated Electronics equipment. Normally, the Field Engineers are based at Feltham and are required to be away from base for periods varying between a few days and several weeks. 

Applicants should have a sound basic knowledge of electronics and should preferably have had experience involving both valve and semi -conductors in the communications field. Some familiarity with U.H.F. would be an advantage. 
Applicants should apply in writing, quoting reference number PFII to:- 

P. W. E. Fox, 
Personnel Officer, 

EMI Electronics Ltd., 
Victoria Road, Feltham, Middx. 
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Manchester and Great Lancashire Areas 

Television Rental Service 11'lanagers. 
The present Service organisation and procedures are simple and efficient and the 
quality of engineers is extremely high. These factors have enabled us to meet 
the requirements of BBC -2 without undue difficulties. The resultant increase in 

subscribers has created these vacancies. 
Applications for these positions should be made to this BOX NO. 5020, c/o 
" Wireless World ", and show evidence of an understanding of all facets of 
Service Management and of effectiveness in implementing speedy and efficient 
service. Ability to undertake further responsibility in the future will be welcomed. 

Conditions of employment are generous. Removal expenses will be paid if. 

necessary. 

PART TIME CONSULTANTS 

An expanding new Company wish- 
ing to enter electronics field re- 
quires services on a part-time basis 
of men experienced in the field of 
H.F. circuitry/transformer design. 
Reply in complete confidence to 

Box No. 5019 
c/o " WIRELESS WORLD." 

AGENTS REQUIRED 

FOR 

PUBLIC ADDRESS AND 

SOUND -REINFORCEMENT EQUIPMENT 

Established Sound Equipment Manufacturer 
requires experienced Agents for Sale end 
Service of Public Address equipment in the 
following areas: 

London and Home Counties 
East Anglia 
Lancashue!Cheshirc (Manchester) 
Yorkshire (Leeds) 
North-East 

orth-W sst((Blackpool) 
Midlands (Birmingham) 
South Coast (PortsmoushlSouthampmn) 

Existing contacts advantageous, but the mane. 
tenure, will provide new Inds. Generous terms 
available. Write: Box. No. 5021 c/o " Wireless 
World." 

©SYSTEMS DESIGN 
ENGINEERS 

PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

SYSTEMS ENGINEERS FOR THE DESIGN OF CONTROL SYSTEMS 

FOR USE WITH RADIO COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS 

Applicants must be experienced in the design and maintenance of telephone 

switching equipment or multi -channel telephone systems and be familiar with 

the principles involved. 

Experience of the application of such systems to radio bearer circuits is de- 

sirable but not essential. 

Corporate membership of the LE.E. is desirable but applicants without such 

qualifications who can prove wide experience up to a recent date will be con- 

sidered. 

Apply to: Personnel Manager, 
Pye Telecommunications Ltd., Newmarket Road, Cambridge. 
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SERVOMEX 
have vacancies in the 

INSTRUMENT 
DEVELOPMENT 
DEPARTMENT 

for 
Precision 
Instrument Engineers 

Circuit Engineers 

Servo Engineers 

Technical Assistants 
We have vacancies at almost all levels 
for men or women with enthusiasm. 
For the Senior posts a degree or 
equivalent is required and several 
years design experience on products 
COMPARABLE with ours. 

Please write to Personnel Manager, 
Servomex Controls Limited, 

Crowborough, Sussex. 
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CENTRAL ELECTRICITY GENERATING BOARD 

South Eastern Region 

North Thames Division 

BRADWELL NUCLEAR 
GENERATING STATION 

require 

MAINTENANCE CRAFTSMEN 
(INSTRUMENTS) 

Applicants should have had experience in the 
maintenance of physical instruments, electronics 
and 'or telecommunications equipment. 
Gross weekly wage f20.10.9 for a 40 hour 5 day week 
on staggered day working plus service increments 
after 2 and 3 years' service. 
Rented housing accommodation may be available 
to the successful applicants. 
Applications quoting Vacancy No. 1057/66 (W.W.) 
and stating age, present position and previous ex- 
perience should be sent to the Station Superin- 
tendent, Central Electricity Generating Board, 
Bradwell Generating Station, Soudtminster, Essex. 

WIRELESS WORLD 

RADIO ENGINEERS 

and COMMUNICATORS 
Required by the GOVERNMENT OF ZAMBIA, Department of 

Civil Aviation, on contract for one tour of 36 months in the first instance. 
Gratuity at the rate of 25% of total salary drawn. Children's allowances. 
Free passages. Quarters available at moderate rental. 

RADIO ENGINEERS GRADE I -(M2T(62800JWF) 
Salary according to experience in scale £1,645 to £1,855 a year. 
Candidates, aged 32 to 50 years, must have had 12 years' experience 

following a 5 years' apprenticeship or gaining a Services Trade Certifi- 
cate a Ai.O.A. or I.C.A.O Certificate of Competency (or equivalent). 
They must have a sound theoretical knowledge of and experience in the 
maintenance, overhaul and installation of ground terminal radio com- 
munication equipment and navigational aids used at Airports and 
Flight Information Centres. 

RADIO ENGINEERS GRADE II -(Al2T1628093wF) 
Salary according to experience in scale £945 to E1,560 a year. 
Candidates aged 2t to 50 years, require qualifications as for Grade I 

Engineers but less experience is acceptable. 

COMMUNICATORS GRADE I -(M2T162812;AF) 
Salary according to experience in scale £945 to £1,580 a year. 
Candidates, aged 21 to 50 years, must have a 1st Class P.A1.0. 

Certificate, or Air Force, Naval or Marine Communicators Trade 
Certificate of Competency, together with throe years' experience and 
plain language and code mo speeds of 25 w.p.m. and 20 w.p.m. 
respectively. 

ea ectirdards ls.r 
Proficiency fici ncy in radio telephony operation to international 

Apply to: GROWN AGENTS, M. Dept., 4 Millhank, London, S.W.1, for application form and further particulars, stating name, 
age, reference. 
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English Electric Leo Marconi 

Computer 
servicing 

Have you had experience in the 
Forces in maintaining radio, radar or 
missile electronics? 

If so, there could be a career for you 
as a computer engineer with English 
Electric Leo Marconi, Britain's lead- 
ing company in the field of digital 

Salaries, fringe benefits and con- 
ditions of employment are all that you 
might expect from such a successful 
organisation. 

Full time training would be given in 

our own schools in London or Kids - 
grove and vacancies exist in the 
London Area, the Midlands and South 
West Lancashire. 

To obtain more information about the excit- 
ing possibilities that exist for you, write to:- 
The Personnel Officer, 
Department WW.M.18, 
English Electric -Leo -Marconi Computers Ltd., 
24 Minerva Road, 
London, N.W.10. EEL 
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TEST ENGINEERS 
Due to Company expansion, The Decca Navigator Company Limited 

wishes to recruit the services of Test Engineers for the testing of Radio 
Navigation and Survey Equipment. 

We are world leaders in this field and have an extensive and interesting 
programme planned for the future. 

Applicants with a first class background of T,V. and Radio Servicing or 
Telecommunication Electronic and Control Circuiting are required. 

The salary paid will be commensurate with ability and experience. 
Please apply for interview giving brief details of experience, qualifications 

and present salary toï 
The Personnel Officer, 

The Decca Navigator Company Limited, 
88 Bushey Road, Raynes Park, London, S.W.20. 

Telephone: WIMbledon 8011. 
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TEST GEAR 

ENGINEER 

We manufacture and develop Precision 

Electro-Mechanical Components and Elec- 

tronic Control and Measuring Instruments. 

We have a vacancy for a Test Gear Engineer 

who will be responsible for the analysis of test 

requirements, the establishment of test methods 

and the development of test units. The work 

would include the precision measurement of 

D.C. and A.C. at low frequency. 

Applications are invited from persons with 

suitable practical experience who need not 

necessarily have any formal qualifications. 

The position demands a sense of responsi- 

bility, attention to detail and initiative. The 

starting salary will be in the range £1,000- 

£1,200 per annum. 

Please write or telephone for an application 

form, quoting reference ARN to the Personnel 

Manager, 

Rank Pullin Controls, 
Great West Road, 

Brentford, Middlesex. 

WANTED: 
ENGINEERS WHO WILL TRAVEL 

To meet continued expansion the Service & Calibration 
Department of the Livingston Group has a number of 
interesting vacancies to fill. 

They offer applicants with the right qualifications an 
opportunity to join a young team with excellent working 
conditions, three weeks' annual holiday and pension scheme. 

Vacancies include: 
CUSTOMER LIAISON AND CALIBRATION ENGI- 

NEERS for work in connection with the Group's Instrument 
Hiring Scheme. Preference will be given to applicants with 

THE 

LMeset 
GROUP 

experience of electronic instrumentation and systems who arc 
interested in the application side. They will be responsible for 
the check-out and calibration of a wide number of equipments. 
Sound experience necessary and first rate technical qualifications 
desirable. The posts offer the right men excellent opportunities 
for advancement. 

FIELD ENGINEERS with experience in industrial elec- 
tronic systems, to install and service a wide variety of equipment. 
Experience with laboratory instrumentation, computers or 
industrial X-ray equipment desirable, current driving licence 
essential. 

Write giving brief details of background, and salary required to: 
Mr. R. J. Mundy, 
Manager, Service & Calibration Dept., 
Livingston Laboratories Ltd., 
Greycaines Estate, Bushey Mill Lane, 
North Watford, Herts. 
Telephone: WATFORD 41291 
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The Civil Service 
Professional and Technical Appointments 

The Civil Service offers an interesting and foil career for professional 
engineers in government departments ranging from Cadetships which 
provide professional training for young graduates to Chief Engineer dcmt cant 

be obtained from the Civil 
ver 

Service Com 
A bookletmission furtherthe 

address 
can 

below. 
at 

Current vacancies include the following:- 

EXECUTIVE ENGINEERS 
POST OFFICE 

At (cast 30 posts in London and Provinces for mechanical, electrical 
and electronic engineers to develop and design communications systems 

d postal service equipment. 
QUALIFICATIONS: Degree or Dip. Tech. in Mechanical or Elec- 
trical Engineering, Physics, or Applied Physics or, exceptionally, very 
high 

ALAprofessional (Inner 
attain ev . Final year students 

Salary under 
apply. 

SALARY 
(Inner prospects. 

£877-£1,806. Salary der review. 
PromoAGE: 

At normally under 
s5 ni ce 

extensions ce in H.M. Forces OvereasCvil Servi. (ReferenceS/322.) 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER 
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE (ARMY DEPARTMENT) 
Engineer required at ROYAL ORDNANCE FACTORY, Bishop- 

, Renfrewshtre, far the maintenance and extension of the ElectricalInstallation 

of the explosives faltdry including II KV distribution 
te ysm, Power Station, and special plant etc. 

QUALIFICATIONS: Applicants should have satisfied the basic 
training and examination requirements for Corporate Membership of the I.EE Knowledge of the Factory Acts and Electrical Safety 
Regulations including Explosive Electrical Regulations and I.E.E. 
Wiring Regulations is essential. Opportunities for promotion. Candi- 
dates under age 35 may apply immediately for permanent appoint- nOlder candidates can be considered for a pensionable appoint- 
ment after nine months' sera 
SALARY (interim): £I,06ß-£1,633. 
APPLICATION FORMS from Ministry of Defence, ), Northumberland House, Northumberlandfur Avenue, London, W.C.2. 
Candidates der 35 applying for permanent appointment should 
obtain forms from the Civil Service Commission, Savile Row, London, W.1, quoting S/85. 

ENGINEERING CADETSHIPS 
providing staining and experience in accordance with the requirements of the major Professional Institutions are open to young engineers 
(under 26) holding Degrees or Diplomas in Technology with First 
or Second Class Honours. Graduate Member, of the major Institutions will also be considered. 

The appointmenm provide interesting employment and wide ex- 
perience for Civil, Electrical and Mechanical Engineers rouging from 

Except where otherwise stated the above posts are pensionable, and 
Commission, Savile Row, London, 

practical shop or site work to design and management duties in Govern- 
[ Departments including opportunities of 

On completing training Cadets offered appointments which 
Ch uld provide professional responsibilit and experience leading 

orporate Membership of one of the Institutions. Promotion to the 
Main 

er three to(ms mumm.salary 
(under review) £2,227) can be expected 

it 

SALARY (Inner London): First Year £996 
Second Year £1,055 
Third Year £1,119 

(Reference: 5(565.1 
There are oleo vacancies in the Scientific Civil Service as follows:- 

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE 
(ARMY DEPARTMENT) 

THE ORDNANCE BOARD 
LONDON, W.I4 

EXPERIMENTAL OFFICER 
EEwce reon systemsiedf rl 

exaamining the electrical 
lssess their ea i alal under var' fault 

f a wide 
cc` 

ofitions 

Ì1 as when exposed to electro- magnetic fields; co-ordination of the organisation for and reporting of trials. Ability to chair t meetings essential. 
QUALIFICATIONS: Degree, Dip. Tech., H.N.C., or equivalent 

in aapp minis te 
subject. A good knowledge of radio engineering would 

SALARY: g` (minimum age 26) £I,440-£1,819. Prospects of per- t pensionable appointment. 
APPLICATIONS: To Ministry of Defence, CE2(f)(AD), London, 

EXPERIMENTAL OFFICER CLASS 
SPRING-1966-RECRUITMENT 

Careers in SCIENCE and TECHNOLOGY are offered to men and women with qualifications in MATHEMATICS, PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY, BIOLOGY, METEOROLOGY, ENGINEERING and GEOLOGY as Assistant al Officers and Experimental fcers, in Government Scientific Establishments. 
QUALIFICATIONS: University Degree, Dip. Tech., H.N.C.; etc., and candidates under age 22 may offer lower qualifications (minimum: G.C.E. "A' level in 2 scientific or mathematical subjects). 
SALARY and AGE LIMITS: 
Experimental Officer (age 26-30) £1,365-£1,734. 
Assistant Experimental Officer (ages 18-27) £868 (at 181-£1,017 (at 26 or over)-£1,213. 

Salaries supplemented in London area. Md given for further educa- tion. Promotion prospects. 
Closing date 18th March, 1966. (Reference: 6)577-578/66.) 
(Further recruitment in Autumn, 1966.) 

APPLICATION FORMS are obtainable from the Secretary, Civil Service 
W.I. Please quote appropriate vcference. 

Y Lag v neler in OeI. 
I Oni, n London for u rTBO1gICAL m AS- 

SISTANT Ty.LP.rtlNal'xIt'ATIOxaI and s 
D£PLiTT TECHNICAL ASSISTANT ITItLa. 

r.^InATIOy'N1. ItrropmialLllitiee will 
include t , onice and servicing of 

;al 
.niceic.owiced,c 

thence... roger 
..what., 
P.M and Tent t ageveW,d 
eith To, ty 

.Applimut.,Inni eamr "Il.lrlu. 
rn trM'a 

I. Trlyrpw mmTdrpeaor 

uipmrm .insinleen.a teeÌoéanTö.ee,m 

ddlrr ut r IeF1u.Mn 

vnulyerperamev : P. O. Andrew lCennlaal BteH Itaputment. 
TO< Brillth Petroleum Company Limited. BP 

meker Street. N. C.S, quatiag n 
thane.: 11,21n WW. 

X Nto Ce basManufacturers dain 6 uth Lonndonatodservice alid giltnsters all he pain's products. O.N.C. r similar qualificationtcginats.c 
mill be prldtiiRon traing:trati P1 permanent position, seas ÌSÌÌeg nrcthstoccaEn 1s sneaking countries: lee posi- tions ill be made available ft prolonged Leanng 

eek; 

suitable applicants.-Please write to: Watson 
Mons Eleclro-AlMlcall, Ltd.. st Lane. Wembley'. 

ite 

MItlCx. 11408 

PATENT Agents require Technical Assistant 
premonition Patent peclficatiod and proseculian theNomm in Applied 

lentPhysics: for phyalm. nd ability to write good Énrllah: iraln- Ing provided to 1st hr, qualifying a Chartered Patent 
ning tont:u stacuctuet. Avelyr Inge 

goo-f1.240:e 
A. 3. Raneford. Cnepmuels d; Eanafora, 24. Onachsmp- ion Buildings. Chancery Lane. W.C.2. (1a35 

MANUALS. circuits t . 1 British -W.O. 1939-45 utrelesa eil reinem n d Instrumenta from original 
W bH. nuilsn. Itou, MoIraI Ed.rThómlonrlieattióur- y 1143 

ELECTRONIC 
ENGINEERS 

Service Engineers ccgoind ,or London Area and Provincial Offices of well-known Company manufacturing Electronic Desk Calculating 
Machines. Applicants should possess a sound 
knowledge of basic electronics with experience in electronics, Radar, Radio and T.V., or 

psimilar field. Position is permanent and 
ensionable. Comprehensive training full 

Piané isnod S' Il datatis nf`expsa"ence cc: 
tae 

Service Manager, 
SUMLOCK COMPTOMETER LTD., 

102/108 Clerkenwell Road, 
London, E.C.1. 
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Vacancies for two 

Temporary 
CIVILIAN INSTRUCTORS 

R. N. Air Electrical School, 
H.M.S. DAEDALUS-LEE on SOLENT. 

Post I: to instruct Naval Personnel in the 
theory of Aircraft Electrical, Instrument and 
Flight Control Systems, and to supervise 
their practical laboratory work connected 
with maintenance and repair of these 
equipments. 
Post II: to instruct Naval Personnelin the 
theory of Airborne Radar Equipments and 
ro supervise their 

repair 
on 

the maintenance and of these equip- 
ments. 

O.N.C., City & Guilds Certificate or 
equivalent qualifications desirable. Selection 
by interview and if necessary, trade test. 

Starting salary £1,082 (at age 26) to 
£1,243 (at age 30 or over) rising to £1,366. 

Prospects of pensionable employment. 
Write for application form to the 
Civilian Administrative Officer, H.M.S. 
Daedalus, Lee on Solent. 

MANUAL6 
or instroctlon boo'<s, data, etc.. on Amen - 

ca neineh Arme. Nary o Air Force esc o 
Ieetrlal equipment. -IL' Harre. 93, Wardoce Si. 
Laucos. W.1. faule 

ARTICLES FOR SALE 
E.'DUSTO2L4 

W W4f. flWÌ'relnss Worid.tLei 

GOOD 
.creondband Perroaraplss often available. -Res 

ales ILon.l. 
Y 

Ill 

TW me e00V, ustabl dbarlgaIn clwer op. 
supply__ 

Erre 
Rosies, Lttl.. 36. Kimberley Rd.. Southbouoe. Bocci o 

CC 

mouth. 
WLpI.E89 WraLORLD 

tapaltee 
counting. P.M. tune 

Remixed price lists. Inciuding `onde'-roccaae.na. 
Ajax electronim. 18a. Rumbald Rd., Pulliam. London 
S.W.6. 15- 

SC075; Oeiolillslise 
Inno 

lÚ938 nwi h poser 
snit. 825: lower it 1035A. Gí19' I.solare `Develop- 

ts Citr unit 532. 212; AEI delsyns type 81406 

I.000Me/s. 155 3T8ú9 frequenRA 
and 

y 

tlmkDO r350 
-11.00032c/ß. 

212/10: TSss X - band test set, with attachments 
21 2/10: carriage rrey.n^H-3 . Ayres, 9, Par Rd.. King 

CENTRAL ELECTRICITY 
GENERATING BOARD 

South Eastern Region 
South Thames Division 

DUNGENESS POWER STATION 

ASSISTANT INSTRUMENT ENGINEER 
Applications are invited for the post of Assistant 

Instrument Engineer at Dungeness Power Slat' 
The successful candidate willbe responsible to 

the Instrument rf0`en`ric aeam technical t and craftsmen, 
deals with the maintenance of a wide range of con- 
ventional and nuclear instrumentation. 

Tiito, covers such 
level con- 

trol 

safety 

col systems, automatic data loggers, pulse counting 
equip and ment 

should e qualified t least H.N.C. 
Electrical standard and preferably be te 

bers f u senior institution. They should 
had a rued experience instrument work; eluding 

maintenance planning Of staff. ra 
Previous experiencef (car` power station 

instrument maintenance would be en advantage. 
Salary NIB Class F Grade 8 Scale 13115, C1,65°- 

82,100 p.o. plus £60 p.a. allowance. 
Applications, gaming Vacancy No.120ISTI66, on the 

standard form sable ont the Station Superintend- 
ent, Dungeness Power Station, Romero3' March, Kent, 
Mould be completed and returned to hits ro arrive by 
24th February', 1986. 

DEIMOS LTD 

TAPE RECORDERS FOR 
RESEARCH, INDUSTRY AND 

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 
single and multichannel 

R CDRWELL LANE, NILLINDDDN, MDX. 
HAYes 1561 

L° demnRnessrrnúóno reo rids, Boa 1391,rWllrelem W elâ 
Copy of '' Wlre:ess World;' Pebruar1' 1wor965l. 

d.ge urntly' 
required. -Boa w.W. 45, winless 

WANTED. 
ANO microphone DI5 o DiSrteo; y genL,R.E. loelslon, Ltd., rBrls[o 34741, 

[so 

W"R biwa In gooMurpd contlitlole o Box 
radio. 

W. 4444, "Wire- 
lean world. 
WANTED urgent. RI u.h.f. leer In working 

Suaolk.rOer. 
Nichais, 5,. Centre 

receiver 
Neumark0t5 

WANTED. all types of nicationa es (vers 

Electronics Ltd ,` Ashville Old HAIL .Lssboillie Rd . Lai. 
tlon. E.11. Ley. 4986. 1100 

URG EN TLY vantail newt caler,, traseesetorstl, wipes. 

West't Brewúlâ'Io . OIélfs, Tal. wee. 
2055. Sport Les 

ABormers YBÂ250uelchokes/ YB.025.025C00Trans 
i.6mFd. 3 2mFd. 4.3mFd Yn,uess2r3/4; Mercure 
unshed YBA1456: variais 50.0. -Boa WW 150. Wire- 

s SAIS 05 loti 
of hi -8. See Audio Surely notice (seren 

'TAPE 
tleere;d'er's 

transfer _using 
1s 

,g 
alatest lfeedback disc 

.. Heat Bank Lane, Lenmster.5y 144 

Y Whleeey TeeéNne"Ortó u, rok He de,. acders. 
Id -5/9 pmt free. [133 

A0510ÚE Tap Buy! Toe brand. 71n, 2A00ft. 25/-; 
al 1.a00ß 15/-. e & p. 2/.. 2 at 2/9. 3-6 at 

Ì1y&aCu.. LLÉ..a93, Tottenham OCourt nd.0 Lmldgs 
W.1. Ratlos 6500. !113 

TAPE/D100/ APa traruler wilting: dupllcalipg: It 

m 
O 

Sour aerrctouuebitaP 
me[teraltO 

Bdútnÿlth 
"dit saler serelce. PUM sine tr ids publbhed ter 

duLook. 
munirai societies (lax tree). S°und Ne we Pro- 

ctlo,a, ru. CIIHord BL, Lmtlon, w.l. ß1g. x745. 
1108 

V fort an semItesóand` Ìiat.it. &`A. Hoamnkrru, 75a. 
Ondula St.. Bradford. 1. 1116 

WE buy valves for call,. large small 4umtitlea. 
old ones or the latest, .send 

or 
quotations 

by r .-Weltons Wireless Stores. IS. Church St.. 
Wolverhampton. 1134 

NEW GRAM AND SOUND 
EQUIPMENT 

GLA SGOW.-Rmrd 
eet o to 

sold. exchanged; 

versoe vietar Mrrris,3 ,bought. Aeo St °lew Cl.ve 
1120 

ELECTRONICS 

LABORATORY TECHNICIAN 

A vacancy exists for a technician with 
experience i an enthusiasm for elecsren ri a me nature, including 
taking char of equipment electronics 
senhng laboratory, aroat repairs 

generally this section of the 
Department.The yraa Senior 

cÉÌ level salary £840 to ,040 
p.a. Excellent working conditions, super- 

fos`ischeme,5 d Y week. Application 
from the taf Officer, College of 

Advanced Technology, Goat, Green, 
Birmingham 4, quoting reference L/166IW 

The 
GENERAL POST OFFICE 

has vacancies for 

RADIO OPERATORS II 
at its 

COAST RADIO STATIONS 
Applications are invited from men 

between 21 and 35 years of age who must 
hold either the Postmaster -General's 
First or Second Class Certificate of Com- 
petence in Radiotelegraphy or an equivalent 
certificate issued by a Commonwealth 
Administration or the Irish Republic. 

The posts, which will be temporary in the 
first instance, carry a salary scale of 
£674-976, dependent on age at entry, but 
successful applicants will be eligible to 
enter the open competitive selection for 
permanent appointment to be held in the 
Spring and Autumn of this year. 

Applicants should write to: The In- 
spector of Wireless Telegraphy Union 
House, St. Martin's -le -Grand, London 
E.C.1 or telephone London HEAd- 
quarters 5545 for further information. 

LEAVE it to us. 

Fsa all electnesting, etc.. .ompetive 
prices al. nd 0al 5001 

APPL e.CosI 
c m e 

racts 
Slefilou Yard. Bo ough Onere ISevenonE's ̀Kent Ltd..e 

Borough Green 2612. 
pp 

[152 
TELS Cé Sel 

a o e .rbucra 
radiole 

binina 
microphones and 

Radio Communications Co..Ì6H Abbey St., Crewkems 
Somerset. Phone 662. 

J01N 
Audio Supply Asaoeiatian, 7/b p.n. (65 -pas 

WoOgliuetr0Ó/6 nfor- safer buying. brO 
Clifford 8t.. London, W.I. 7111 

SURPLUS HANDBOOKS 
IS Sei Mercedes Handbook 318 P.P. ad. 
1155 Imbn,uec OasasOea 418 P P. 6d. 
H.H.O. lmbue,loe Handbook 0/B l.P. Gel. 

Il &1 
8se0 0geeít 

551 
e 

Circuit and 
s8o 

lWaWdeTemma 
osd5ook 

Frequency agiler510111mtraw.n 

óaIl1lee- 

Handbook a1e. 

is set Gm 
úel:rorm lakegeYin 2;a 

Stlle;A arodt Dancers and DD 

0155czy...tolt m and 5 OsAis 
HP e ein tie. R. 26, Groat Diaarome sod 

Amon. All& Cheep Dlarrammd Deeih.. 110. P.P. IA. 
Reibtor Colour Code Iodlwbn. todfein the 

8.1411mbavllonHaodboak 
.H.B6D. 

EIBv.eRneueeeaileowv 

Hndkt 
e 

id. 

TrsvemiHler TIM Circuit DeenmmdBeeOrlull model., 8/ 
MAIL O21588 ORLY TO 

18&TROCITOBAL HANDBOOK SUPPLIES. TALBOT HOUSE. 
!a TALBOT 0A8138H8, 8011215HAY, LBWS, 8. 

WW -154 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

R & R RADIO & TV SERVICE 
Dept. 

eg1eamlO, 
EMMA 

SALVAGE 
lna col l4 /- /6 

sell 
1ife 10 mP4 

0801.6 UbO 
51510 1/5 
BOCa'1 a/- OYIe 61- 20F2 e/e 
HC1A0 S1- 'aol 1/- SOPLl e/- 

Fe I- BPOa I- P555 e1- 
f48 5/- BOW 0/- 0F16T el- 

PCPgO Ql- ' PS 01- 116 

P1,61.P1,61.I- Lt el- B 60 al- 

tg1- P190 - 9P4 lll L 61- PCLar 6l/- 
appkers 8r. rv, 0 x am, 816'01a mmdte/N`ort S1- 
Dve Oo1pe1 Traaalormn arailabb. Hodel No. 101u 

Sorel 
PC1264 
Pmaa 
PVBI 
USO( 
10 u 
CPInl P1a 

PYBH 1'800 

ll- 

Sld 
6/- 

TÌe 
el- 

e/ - 

Tone Tmen. 8/-. pm1 y, 
emu milk e1e. qremvt 

Yodel No. all 
.r 

llwtWmeen 

movey reandW°L 
pl5 g w 
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ROTARY TRANSFORMERS. Input 12 v. D.C. 
Ootnot 275 v. 110 mA. Brand New. 35/-. 
500 MICRO. AMP. METERS. Panel mounting 

tiro. did. Broad New. 2/6.nÚ 
0.5 BIF AMMETER. 2(ín. aq panel mounun¢. 
Brood New. 816 each. Pon I/6. 
VARIABLE TWIN GANG. Solid dielectric 190-210 
rF. Min. type I 4 1 x tin. 416. 
ISST. WHIP AERIALS. 6 an cepperized steeh 
molldeddbsespainted. 219.; Din. 9/8 each. Post /6. 

with 

TELESCOPIC AERIAL MASTS. Tubular steel 
food gore: finish. Ring mot Iodine o each 

section 
or 

ides for full y height 
n 

red. 
Suitable ell fixi and base loo 9450. (6 em 

ions)). 
closed 
5f .` d2 61` bin.(4 Wt o. 

20 15h.. Base di.. I tin. 75/-. 

SIGNAL GENERATOR. Type 106. Coverage 5.5 
Mcgs. to 55 Meer. ?rand New. Manufactured Salford 
Inns. £5. Carr. 10/-. 

3 KVA. AUTO TRANSFORMERS, 11(/250 v, 
Mounted in e a with external hand Volm¢c 
regulator. Brand New. £12. Carr. 10/-. 
HADPHONES. Bolencvd armature DLR5. Brand 
New. 9/6 r, Moving coil type, with ear mans for 
no lone. 12/6 pr. Some fitted with moving coil 

'kn,17/6 pr. Carbon hand mike., 7/6 each. 
TANNOY LOUDHAILERS. Idol Ion all outdoor 

tad d ' f wood, cos complete 
with 

enclosed 
cal batEn 

waterproof 
d to produceCarr. 

auction 5 'r 27/6 h. Corr, 2/6, 
R.224. Mk, III. RECEIVERS -250 of o plate 
with 3' ohm. bulb ilysconver 

converted 
0aam A.C. Mains 

1326 0. each. Carr. 5/on 
r b areas 

DESK TELEPHONES. G.P.O. type Brand New, in 
o .. l carton., 27/6 ea. Carr. 2/6. 
SMALL GEARED MOTORS F' I p d 80 

15/- en.¢ 
voCanrte 6.2 

vMD/00000 blowier moor 6- 2 v. 
D.C. 12/6 each. Carr. (/6. 
TRANSMITTER BC 625, part of T/R. SCR522. 
Range 100.156 Mc/s., 21/- ea. Carr. U.K. 4/-. 
LINEAR ACTUATOR 24 or 12 v. D.C.Will operate 
100 lb. load ' either direction. Sin. travel through 

grated gearbox. £4/10/- nice. Corr. 3/6. 
38 { SETS 64 Me/a. Welki-ToIki sets as supplied 
to H.M. Forces. 21/- ea. Carr. 3/-. 
SIEMENS MINIATURE RELAYS. Size 11 x I x 

Res. of oils 700 or 250 ohms. 2 pole 2 way 
rating p to 2 amps.. 8! -ea. Heasy 

0,10000g,,' `o `t ÌO p ., 7/6 h. P P. I/ . 
SIEMENS HIGH SPEED RELAYS. H96B type 50 
-1-50 ohm... 10.6 : Type H96D 500+500 ohms 
10/6 to..: Type HOSE 1,700+1,700 ohms.. 14/6 each. 
CARPENTERS TYPE RELAY. 5HM52. Operating 
coil triple coil. 1.2 ohms. 100 turns, 150 ohms. 3Ó0g 

Sealand 
250 ohms. 3.000 ohms. 15/- ea G. EC. 

ed type 670 ohms. 2 M. 2 b., 748 each. 
POST OFFICE TYPE RELAYS. 3,000 .en. 2 c/ 
2 m.; slugged lug ed coil 140 ohms:. 2'e/o.: 2 m. coil 1.000 
ohms.; 2 c/o. aluoged coil 500 ohms, All at 6/ -ugh. 
D.P.CO. AERIAL CHANGE -OVER RELAY. 12 v. 
D.C. coil, heavy elver contacts. American Surplus, 
12/6 each. Carr. 1/.. 
MORSE KEYS complete with leads, terminals and 

6/6 mch. 
PRESSURE GUACE. tin. round bran cas 
0-160 lbs. 8/6 each.e 
MINIATURE 

IAT 
1URE P2 

way. 
4U6GpS AND SOCKETS, 8 woo, 

VIBRATORS. 
A 61- 6v. 

4 pint 12 v. 4 pin; 12 v. 7 pin. 

BLOCK CONDENSERS. Paper. 1.7+1.7 Mfd. 
3 KV. e/e m. 2 Mld. 250 v. 4/8 ea.; 8 Mfd. 600 v. 0/- 

10 Mfd. 350 v, 7/6 ea. 
ELECTRIC PUMPS. 24 v. D.C. Overall size 7 x 21 

20/o. 7 G.P.H. Broad Now. 37/6 to. Carr. 2/-. 
NEW COMPONENTS. Min. con. I-64 Mfd. ISv. 1/8 

100 Mfd. 6 v., 12 v.. 25 v, at 2/- 250 Mfd. 12 v.2/ -I 
290 Mfd. 25 v.2/3. 500 Mfd. 15 v. 2.13: 1.000 Mfd. I Sv, 

450 v. 3/8 Ì16LMM. 400 v. 3/6'íd16+8 x45500 v. 4/ 
9 

16+16 Mfd. 450 v. 4/8: 16+332 Mfd. 350 v. 616; 
32 Mfd. 450 v. 4/6: 32+32 Mfd. 500 v. 6/9; 32+32 
+32, 5/-; 100+200+200 Mfd. 9/9: 25 at 25 v. 
100 at 25 v.; 100 at 50 v.. all at 2/ Stand Jack 3/-. 
Screened 3/9. Sockets 21- or 3/3. 3.5 mm. pica d 
sockets 2/6. V/C. 5k., 10k., 25k., 50k., 100k., 250k.. 
0k. I Meg.. 2 Meg. All at 3/-. With el/sw. 5 

500 ohm W/ W, pre-set. 2/8, All values I wan res. 4d. 
each. 

S.A.E. all enquiries 

)rppPP 

-ÿ 
Cr__ -,r 

441J2.C11L(Al' g 

RESISTANCE WIRES 
EUREKA - CONSTANTAN 

Most Gauges Available 

NICKEL -CHROME MANGANIN 
NICKEL -SILVER 

COPPER WIRE 
ENAMELLED, TINNED, LITZ, 

COTTON AND SILK COVERED 
SMALL ORDERS PROMPTLY DESPATCHED 

B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS 
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets 
EBONITE and BAKELITE PANELS. 

TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE COIL 
FORMERS AND TUBES, ALL DIAMETERS 
SEND STAMP FOR LIST. TRADE SUPPLIED 

POST RADIO SUPPLIES 
33 Bourne Gardens, London, E.4 

Phone: Clineld 4688 

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS - 
SURPLUS AND SECONDHAND 

HRO Bo o. etc.; AR88, CR100. BRT400. 0209. 8690, 

1000mte., 
00.. In stock. -R. T. & I. Electronim, 

e Cala Hall. Ash0010 Rd.. Landon, E.11. 
[142 

TEST EQUIPMENT - SURPLUS 
AND SECONDHAND 

SION 
Legenetntora. os0iiilascopes. output meters. wave 

etc., etc.. In 0000 .-K.vT. A i ÉI000rooly. Ltd.. AN.vh- 
vale Old Hall. Ash0We. Rd., London. 0.11. Ley. 4986. 

1141 

SPEEDY 
d expert tape rder d h1 -fl pairs 

by England's leading hsr--0 0 eaie10100. Telereto0fuâ. 

7T. 
92, T00000bam Co. Rd.. LLoo 

1126 

A Nba-DÌtrs-p mmtlÿ m¢kers nexacLsrepÌeçe. m ntr.mage 
EKCO T221,'23l'264r3t0.31t.T330:331, T9/3 
2T0280'4TD'S40. HS/-: 5r.p. , o.d.e Ekw- 
Farrgntl 

Bbra`òs Ilt a you ÉE}S. 17%6; e tor 
Im etcphone Tld. 5304 ltltlagyy). Ród. 7917 

(nigh[): orrÌets despatched seme tlaY: T.C.8. Mn6 Order 
Department oo e Sr9ckley T/V. . Bt0ck1ey Cron. 
B.E.4. CaaemwweÌcome. 1144 

WORLD RADIO & T.V. 

HANDBOOK 1966 ED. 28' - 
By JOHANSEN. Postage 

ABC's of Electronic Organs by Crowhurst, 
P. & P. I/.. 161_. 

Electric Guitar Amplifier Handbook by 
Darr. P. & P. I/-. 24/-. 
Practical Transistor Servicing, new ed. by 
Caldwell. P. & P. I/.. 24/, 
Transistor Specifications and Substitution 
Handbook by Techpress. P. & P. If-. 15/-. 
Solid State Power Supplies and Converters 
by Lyre!. P. & P. I/, 50/-. 
Hi -R Year Book 1966. P. & P. 1/-. 12/8. 
Building and Using Sound Mixers by Steele. 
P. & P. 1/3. 30/-, 
Pick -Ups the Key to Hi-Fi by Walton. P. & P. 
Bd. l0/.. 

Where possible 24 -hour service guaranteed 

UNIVERSAL BOOK CO. 
12 LITTLE NEWPORT ST., LONDON, W.G2 

(Loizster Square Tube Station) 

EXCLUSIVE 
OFFERS 

PERMANENT OR 
TRANSPORTABLE STEEL 

60 -FOOT AERIAL TOWERS 

* Unique design. 
* Scientific Construction. 

having (he following rrycervaoi Ira(rtres. 
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nate ...arm 
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necessary and lowered b provided: 00 dravluot 00 

an0 00 
These One0. Towers were made l0 England by C. and 

std 
IN drummed 

0400. al moektob 
They 

se welt é h! 
nor premita. 

P ire £845 
eBB arem oa retool. 

40.page list ol over 1.400 different items b stmt 
available -Neap one by you. 

* 6P-000 HammarluoaHemiven 2145 * E.M.1. BTR;PA HemNen £250 * Marmui 0.9.0.13. Receiver. 1111-22 0/30 mN £14D * 0000000.01 98000*aiN n 5 * R.C.A. AR -08D Reniren £42 I * R O.A. 420 Mele. raal 6«. Ream, AM 1 * Weelera Ele04le 0126»000 Power Voile 100/ 
0100.101000.l000»000, £17 1 * Model 15 Teletype Page Printers 220 1 * Moae119 TeklNe Tape Readers ky5 * Moda114 Teletrpe Bep00bnbn £25 * R.mC.I 

A 
E6 wall Protestor Londepeakere. randa 

£14 1 
.1. W1359 Oscilloscopes 575 

Vtokere Vecunm Pam», 230 v. A.C 2E2 1 oaM«a,Pmepmn 1 drool ridge+ £121 
pn0 

r Termio« Untie £7 1 

pGBTransmitters360W.. 
£71 

* Metro-ViekmanH6.600 Wevelcrm 00001100 2135 * E.M,I. 3:M Wevelorm Movbn oo immis PA5 * Motorola 0 v. mobile Transmitters 90!40 Wes £12 1 * PeO.lrpe 0.0000« Dotmelen 1 * E.M.I. BTR-IB Taw Recorder. 

'""g42:.06.:7,11'70.2". 
*WesternEnetüRalavT,as&e1-101 MOICn0ee06ea,aP«md.a 

«I ere.£7i 
We have 

oe .Ursa 0f "bits v ACM 

we can 0r Wblp 10 -aÌ1 00004/,8 ev0weted. 

P. HARRIS 
ORGANFORD - DORSET 

WESTUDUREE 86051 
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HANDBOOK OF 

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS 
A representative collection 1 some senty-eve 
practically 

.e 

proven circuits. Each circuit is accom- 
paniedy diagrams, uses, list of components, and a 

aéi description of operation. Edited by R.Feinberg. 
50/-. Postage I/O. 

SEMICONDUCTOR DATA MANUAL by 
Motorola.Postage 
SEMICONDUCTOR CIRCUITS MANUAL 
by Motorola. 16/.. Postage If-. 
A LABORATORY MANUAL OF ELEC- 
TRONICS by K. 1. Dean. 20/.. Postage 1/-. 

NUMERICAL METHODS IN ALGOL by 
1. Hawgood. 30/-. Postage I/6. 
TRANSISTORS IN LOGICAL CIRCUITS 
by 1. Ph Kornhals Aires. 16/-. Postage If-. 
RELIABILITY OF ELECTRONIC COM- 
PONENTS by C. E. lowest. 42/.. Postage 1/. 
TAPE RECORDER SERVICING MANUAL 
by H. W. Hellyer. 631-. Postage 2/-. 

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND AUDIO 
by G. A. Briggs. 32/6. Postage I/, 

COMPLETE CATALOGUE I/ 

THE MODERN BOOK CO. 
BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKIST 

of British and American Technical Books 

19-21 PRAED STREET 
LONDON, W.2 

Phone: PADdington 4185 

Open 6 days 9.6 p.m. 

MARCONI CANADIAN TRANSMITTER 

RECEIVER GROUND STATION No. 52 

WORLD WIDE RECEPTION * SHIPPING * AMATEUR * BROADCAST 
Denude. Recel Tmmmitter and Power Uni for 12 n. 

pPA mil ihegneaq .ge: L]b-r6 Been2irT 
!muff 

N.: 1Ìp walla 
C.WIvSN waveWVJx P utPut 

PRODS óetY 227.10.0. Carr. 171106 (mainland only'). 
Above Items Mao available 0:100paral.ly lias carrer} 

Setaiver tiny 6810 8. . eras te 
;o. Le 

Unit 
y £0/101.. Carriage 006, 

. o. s £9. Pinup Mi.. 
NATIONAL H.R.O. SENIOR RECEIVERS 

ST MODEL 
In sellent laded 618ltbn. 
Bunnor op 61ß.10A 
HET OF 4 COILS 48-04 

Pouvr 0011 £2.16.0[an.101- 

RCA ARSE RECEIVERS 
Free. kola., a 

uveband,nnnanie 
alband- 

NAT ml:o 
Holo 1 ÌyO. 

Pitch and Par. illTema 
ran 

eÌeetivils wideall MI 
HI., Iliad kd, Fully 

t ODHL D 690 NoreL 
or £35. Dim. ee os ram. 
Ptimplets Ibn est otter 

terms lnve.A.E. 
all meal., 

Credit 

A..1. THOMPSON (Dept. WW) 
'Nile, Lader e Coüwe. Hitehl». Het. Tel.: codim6 Ses 

Teat Set Type 219 Thiso 
10 He/s InW two 

se generator 
elly 

Cosering 500 libratCs ranges, 
500 c/s to SEC/o/o to 10 Kr. Tho pulse it 
Can be adjusted lo 5, 4. 3, 2. 1 and .5 Micro 
Sees by switch on front panel, other times can 
be obtained by moving moping, on delay line. 
The 0/1' can be switched to +50, +10 and 
-10 volts and Cat be reduced down to 1 

MII volt In steps 
If 

10. there Is also u 20 
Micro See sync. O/P pulse. It is also possible 
to 

from these units, El he frerq. 
linear 00saw 

lied in 00:1condition n also be extended. h mimd oli mol nr oax 
are 

sconnectors 
ire. diagram and outer over, and are for 

230v. 50 cis supply. Un -tested. 
Price 64110/0, Nus 10/- eau. 

Teat Set Type 50 
This is a battery operated crystal controlled 
signet =emu.. encoring the band 100 to 125 
.10/a with modulation. There is also Meter 1 

Ma 21111.. Fl. Rd. 3 gang( mg tuning condenser, 
Ind. lamp, Slots. 2 section Ae etc. Complete 
in ease size 14x041Gin. with front cover. 
Brand new and boxed. 

8lonitor Colt WORD 
im earn851. Plus 10/ earn 

This comprises a Scope. Bearing Ind. R A.F. 
Sinnitar. The scope uses C.R.T. 2ßP1 anti 

Ó':Ives 
flAU6 x2, 6AL5, I2AU7 x2, 6A05 x2, 

M2, 2021. 12 AXî, 503 x 2, also sin. speaker 
360° Rear Ind. On. din. controls focus, Brill, 
X R Y shift, Sync. Gain, X amp. Power I/P 

tait ed inaunit. a Them 
power 

it5rampforC191n. rack 
mounting and are In d Condition with 
elm. diagram. Price 05/1Ó1O, plus 12/6 Carr. 
3.4m TR Units 
These grief a front d u0it with the 
following l 22 es CV81(N537) Magnetron, 
C\'2282(6308) Klystron, CV398, CV2:11242. 
CV2154O3. 0143522, these units 0m complete 
from the W.G. 1/P to the 0/P from the balanced 
mixer, there is a CV398 Sind. )air but nn sub. 

tad. or power supplies. These operate in the 
Preg' Bond 8800 to 8000 Ste/e, limited number 
In god mod. 

Prie £17/10/0 plue 716 cam. 

Small Blower 5IF strips 
foe above £3/10/0. 

111' 115v. 50 eue 22 watts. 3000 R.P.10., 

loutlet 
x i;hl., Inlet 1n, dia. overall length 

/o. Black crackle Gnio0. Brand now and 
boxed. Price 25/-, Plne 3/ Pool; 

23011100. Auto. tram, 9/6 poet paid. 
Rs Unit Type 3682 
This is a modern version of the 1355 Rx and 
comprises a 6 stage 7 Mes I.F. strip with Dot 

d Widen O/P using SP61 valves, a high cycle 
Y.U. is fitted with 5114 d; 6X5 valves; this 

I be removed to leave room to tit a 50 cis 
P.O. The RF24/07 unite will plug straight 
Into the front of these nnila; supplied In good 
condition with elm. diagram. 

Prim 36/-, plus 10/. corr. 
400 c/e Inverter Unit 
0/P 115V. 400 efs 345 watts Single phase, 
MP for full O/P Is 1.2.5 volts D.C. 0t 46 amps. 
These are supplied with starling relay and am 
mounted an sprung mounting base. Theo are 
of recent mamifaeture and are supplied brand 

. 

and erlt0d. Price £12110/0, plus 06/- ear. 
0.11.F. Panoramic Adaptor AN/ALA-2 

,This dgllalsa 
311 

5 510/neither sideP 
Pan 

` 30 Mcfp 
thats. will display 

13 
valves and C.R.T.Ì 3ßl'1. Powerl/Pis 115v. 400 
es if an external P.U. is to be used the supplies 

0squired 
Ive +300 at 70 m.a., - IRv at 2 ma, 

.3v. In Controls Foos, Brill, X ut 7- 
$1,111, Gain, Centre Freq. and width. Supplied 
In good rendition with elm. and mods. 

Prim S6, plus 7/6 post. 
RF32/86 Turdng Units 
These I n tunable voodoo of the better 
known IhF24 111111 and cover the band 30 lo 
40 Miels; the Alt. RF and Ose. elms. can all be 
Hilted from the front panel by 3 small slow 
motion drives. Valves SP61 x3 and 3 60 Pf 

tuning condensers. Tlimo units will plug into 
the front of the 3582 units. Externally soiled 

with elm. Price 15/-, ping 510 poet. 
Mains Trap formers 
Pria 200/250v. 50 es, Secs 500- (1.500 v. at 
1200 

ä1t.4 Thin lo on enci sed5trane`im do' by 
Yarmeko and is in good condition. 

17ó,r plus 516 Post. 
Smoothing Choke 
12 llenry, 150 Ma, potted t)Te made by 
Wooden, good condition. 

1018. plus 4/6 post. 

Be SLATER 
34 L/FPORD STREET, SHEFFIELD, 9. 

For 

ACCURACY 

RELIABILITY 

PRICE ECONOMY 
you can writefor 
DEPEND Broahurcab 

Prie List on 
THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL CO. LTD. 

Q.C.C. Works, Wallington Crescent, 
New Malden, Surrey (MALden 0334 b 2988) 

WW -155 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

H.B.C.2. TV. RADIO. TAPE REC.. SPARES. 
tuners H.C.2/625. C00101ete ersion Ella, 

' and 1F panels parate: send for tree 
v 

lists. 
Special offer, anutfacturer s complete UHF, conversion 
kit. rtransistorised an d vision L 

trab. 0000gs, etc., only LB 10. Pmt 3'6. TV 
Signal Booster Units. 

UHF. 
ß3o3.UHP TS/-, 

masthead tosrIai Perdto UHF. TO/-. poet 
orree: 

L.O.P.U20 
Poice. Stella 1768. 8010. etc.. 98/6 Ekco-Ferranti U25 

Fypes 
42/6. Ekes Farr:M U26 and Perspex types 00/0. 

erguson 3o6. 308. 42;6., 406 le.. 75/6. Sobell 0817. 
8.' 46. 173, etc.. 72/8. Pye V4 to V700, 

a 
tc.. 64'6 post 

also Alba, Cor, Demo. O.S.C., K.H., Insane, 

0McMichael. c t002 .00000c00. PIou, N MM.V.. 
MOD.. 

arcoi, re.: 00Óms 
frame OP. Frame ose., Line ot.' mama sound 0/P 
traruformera lath/i11 i0 ma droppers dual 
controls. etc.; Tunenilnllo. Fireball, incremental. tur- 

0[s. 
channel 10; CRTB Mallard, Magda. 141n. 1710, 

0/ 2101 12Ól-. 110' types 0'- e a. rriuRe 

. Tape Betorden. belle 6004e, motors, etc., sal- 

vaged components -large selection clean, serviceable tur- 
rets. transformers. t4. quirle, invited. C.O.D. 1V. 

000011,0. 64. 001400,, Manor Drive, [00400, 
N.W.11. Callers 5ß0b. High Rd. (near 4032 

(evict: N. 
allhiweek Incl. Sat. 

9118 (my). Spe. 4032 (e 
11001 

KITE 
YY meat. 

purchase for spot ° o deco. 
used 

°-nRSs. 

stereo gear, etc.., a 
recorders. 

rite or teephone. 

trw s Ns 'dnLeb00 lter,00ú0m. Óndrrgr000d ttatlay. 

100 
Orr. 

1... 
20 years. Buyer collect wil13T 

RAMC BY greRENg 
emPSO AO. UBh 10 tes 000016. 

uwlh Ì m,et tim.. 1e 
'Y asses 14 hale. at 

a,°"'le"`r 
mb' evar l,t.r.i. °Nti t 39/6 

PPlied. 
HORSTBARg ELECTRIC STYE SWITCHES. SMUG v. 
10 am^cnbeó. 71r ON 49/6 

Ú `amea Lied Lut 
pertxt. 

u 
io Complete wilh mounting I.P. a/0. 
Ideal casa Ter ebete 101- area. 

v®tßeE ELECTRIC TIME gWDCHFS be metal ernes. 
g w 

äinl 
iullu 

tits. Ìisi ró úNIOn 
t 

n, 
mery,nnrt manually P 
times. P.P. e/e. 

l alatxtie 

eOam m bIalm 

ro.l 29/6 

0ASG400 WLSTON 10 amp. 35/_ 
aa. 

u 
II meters Id two Yea.. 

Seale v Rage-QUANTUANTITY DISCOUNTS 
Bar 385, KinggaaWwsod RIypilla (W.W.I. 

4,901, Plata, baden, W.S. PAG. SI 
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Our Price Only 

less £711910 

Solve your r nitI ticatinn problems with this 
latest 4 -Station Transistor Intercom system 
(I master and 3 seas). in de -luxe plastic cabinets 
for desk or wall mounting. Call'talkdisten frmu 
Master to Sabi and Subs to Master. Operates on 
lie .1 v. battery. On/of Switch. Volume eontroL 

Ideally suitable to modernise Office, Factory, 
Workshop, Warehouse, Hospital, Shop, etc., for 
instant lmcrwlepartmenlai coolants. Complete 
with 3 connecting wires, each mgt. and other 
accessorie, Nothing else to buy. Post tree in U.K. 

WIRELESS WORLD 

ypnli,t°r TELEPHONEIAMPLIFI ER , , ._iso 
'ii"// , 

69'6 
why not increase efficiency of Office, Shnpp and 
Warehouse with this incredible Dr -luxe TELE- 
PHONE AMPLIFIER with Rotary Calendar and 
Pen -Holder which enables you to take down long 
telephone messages or canonise without holding 
the handset. A status symbol.sVes, very 
usehd one. On/of switch. Volume Control. 
Operates em one 0 v. battery (supplied) which lasts 
for maths. Ready to operate. P. &P. 3/6 in U.K. 

WEST LONDON DIRECT SUPPLIES (W.W.I, 
6 Chignell Place, W. Ealing, London, W.13. 

WW-I56 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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Usually 6 Go,. 

Our Pike Only 

59'6 
two -WAY TRANSISTOR IN- 

TERCOM e:n:..ol- d two units-Mosul.vvl.uI:- 
ill Ivory plastic cabinet, with chromium stands. 
Op rates on inexpensive battery. Call, talk 
or hem front Master to Sub and Sub to Master. 
On.at switch. Full Whittle Control. IDEAL AS. 
A BABY ALARM. Or communicate with sour 
neighbour or linen for telephone ten in other 

Hundreds of other Indispensable room. 
Home, Shop, Nursery. Surgery and Ohio. 

,\ then for spa.tics ami disabled. laves shouting 
and walking up and down the stairs. CY4npictervitis 
iutll. connecting lead and a battery. Ready In 
operate Y. & P. 2/6 in U.K., b)- ntnvd. 

TRAIN TODAY 
FOR TOMORROW 

Start training TODAY for one of the many 
first-class posts open to technically qualified 
men in the Radio and Electronics industry. 
ICS provide specialized training courses in 
all branches of Radio, Television and Elec- 
tronics-one of these courses will help YOU 
to get a higher paid job. Why not fill in the 
coupon below and find out how? 

Courses Include: 

RADIO/TV ENG. & SERVICING 
AUDIO FREQUENCY 
COLOUR TELEVISION 
ELECTRONICS-many new courses 
ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE 
INSTRUMENTATION AND 
SERVOMECHANISMS 

COMPUTERS 
PRACTICAL RADIO (with kits) 
NEW PROGRAMMED COURSE ON 
ELECTRONIC FUNDAMENTALS 

Guaranteed Coaching for: 
Inst. Electronic & Radio Engs. 
C. & G. Telecom. Techns' Certs. 
C. & G. Supplementary Studies. 
R.T.E.B. Radio/T.V. Servicing Cert. 
Radio Amateurs' Examination 
P.M.G. Certs. In Radiotelegraphy 

S tt d y -Th ICS Way 

INTERNATIONAL 
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 
Dept. 230, Parkgate Rd., London S.W.Il. 

Ph'nae Saul FREE book un 

Fame 

3.66 

lbdwdAuaWkaoyenHACompel...leeCarom 

LAWSON BRAND NEW TELEVISION 
TUBES 

Today's Orders despatched 
NOW GUARANTEED Today, and fug fitting instruo- 

Liana are supplied with every FULL 2 YEARS 
tube. 

The continuant' irrrreati,,R derna,d rubes aJ the reni, 
Termer C.O.D. or C.W.O. highest led rmacee end reliability it nom beirre ,ter by 
Carriage and insurance 8/6. the new Eerier ' Century 99" range f C.R. T.a. 

Carriage gym.. ran/-. "Century 99" are absolutely brand r tubes 
throughout, rr an by Britain's largest C.R.T. 
manufacturers. They are guaranteed to giro absolutely 
superb performance, needle slwrp definition, screens f the 
Sry latest types giving a ,n r Contrast and 4q la 
output; together with high reliability and eery long ltf . 
Century 99" arc a complete ranee of tubes, in all 
sires for all British sets manufactured 1947-1964. 

LAWSON 
TUBES 

o, PEACH FIELD CLOSE, 
MALVERN, WORCB. 

Tel. 2100. 
O stocks are ten' large and to .wr supply the 
EXACT tube you require by avert. 

e 

WW-I57 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

IY-L4:10:0 
14'-E5:10:0 
17' -LS :19:0 

19".21"- L7 : IS :0 

WARTED, a We eleo" ter multi spindle wlneton 
nines in goal nditlon. Iteedtrk H'in 

Ltd.. 169. Basingstoke RA.. Reading. Berke. ila3a 

M sr`w°- Rvó!tspce 
,t 
vt chassis. :netts. 

' et yne 
u 

specification. tynv6rtHLOt" 

Starisa- WORKSwoLktup 
Loughborough. 

Cl,npmu,r 
IS31 

EDDYSTONE 
77055 V.H.P. ecelvers, a1-165 ga. 

£ii5. rios protone anE packoae. In Rood condllton. 
&ep"ihrítning COVpL[r1..rhÂfarairreietRadbDÌvislnl. Platt 
Dock Rd.. Grimsby. i 1434 

HOOSEs9;sïrom 
Wwtl Ïgde Stüdló,41rät1o6en, N.r 

155 

COIL winding and e: taule assembly capacity il- 
ab:e.--Swericam a& Bradley, Ltd.. BrrorliSam 

Works. Bristol Rd.. Malmesb0O', Wlils. Phone 2334. 

RECTIPtERS. Selenium and Silicon 

J.Rf. 
orS 

ERilV ICESI 
le&al l0D0Ss.rl 

okweOen 
Ic es. 

,units oit 
s 

nivDmomo.ilC. 
6a31d 

div 
Harlow. Essex. Tel. Harlow Ills 
AIRTRONICa. L[d., nor roll aIndlnR ¢ blY nil d 

g or electronic eta. Wnt, Iran ieerl xub- Lei work. 70. wal¢runtl Rtl., Lun1107 
6.E.13.. T Lee Green 3706. 11% AS303LY and firing fadlitles ovotiable for he 

pp t.tSEyposC1annd production runs 
of 

from 3'oureàeaplana._ 

Brighton 
Agencies, Ltd., roadway Court Ofucex. 

Brighton Rd.. Lancing, Sussex. Tel. Lancing 2844. 
11433 

DALY 
Electrolytic 
Capacitors 

Electronic Flash 
* Energy Storage 
*Motor Starters 
DALY (Condensers) LTD 
Ealing Green Ealing London - W5 

EAL3127Cables: DalyconLondon 

DALY. 
WW -158 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

oYUKAl1 G,, 

his AIR DRYING HAMMER FINI"?..- SLH NOW! 

SEiF-Spl1` So professional. . the YUKAN aerosol way I 

RAx Arr.. Mile, n,00uo In assn taw quality .Inv:c.o, I,:.,:oJ .id N. ,,..ni /taking' ird. mailable mewe.mne,uohkarit. at Is/ II.ns:anty doroior ono 1..1. púl,l.l.r .. .ne/taki:list' inn. SPECIAL OFFER: 1 can pla aptlo trawler.. ew,pt^n rl. . :. ., I.:oe Li.) !,n ISM. earn. pall curlew cheque or P.O. for 
YU RChnc, 

IIn 
s. WW2,o302a Edgware Road, London,W3. (Closed Thurs. A..) 

(pray plain colours and primer (Mener car duality) also available. open on Jay Sate.) 

WW-I59 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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Radiozpares Ltd. 
FOR ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS -BY RETURN 

WW -160 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

TRADE 
ONLY 

STILL 3000 P.°. 

COMPLETE & GUARANTEED 
-QUICK DELIVERY FROM STOCK 

Any roil value up to 6.500 ohms with the following 
light duty silver build-ups. 
I MK or I BK or I C/O, 7/6 each. 
2 MK or I MK & I BK or 2/CO or similar, 9/- each. 

4 MK or 4 BK or 4 C/O or similar, 10/6 each. 

MK & 4 6K or 6 C/O, 12/6 each. 
(Twin coils -most values -add I/-) 
Postage and Packing, I/6 per relay 

P.O. TYPE 3000 COILS -from 2/- each. 

Relays built to specification: light duty. platinum, 
heavy duty conp c s (mak , b kz. h ge 

make before brake). Slugged coils etc. - SPECIALS -24-HOUR SERVICE - 
Write us your requirements 

30 years' experience in the trade 

SIEMENS HIGH SPEED RELAYS. from 5/6 each 

SEALED RELAYS, G.E.C. and S.T.C. Very large 
stocks and selection. 

DYNAMOTORS -Made in U.S.A.-27 v. D.C. 
input, 285 v. D.C. (75 mA) output, IS/-, P. & P. 5/-. 

ROTARY TRANSFORMERS -12 v. D.C. input, 
265 v. D.C. (120 mA) and S00 v. D.C. (26 mA) 01117161- 

301_ P. & P.7/6. 
H.T.31 or H.T.32. Rotary Transformers available 
(rom stock (new or ex -unit). Details on application. 

WRITE, CALL or l'HONE- 

DEPENDABLE RADIO SUPPLIES LTD. 
12A TOTTENHAM ST., LONDON, W.I 

LANgbam 7391/2 I min. Goodge St. Station. 

T arPrsORe,c%: rodwmmmr,etón` satm:i m é htmiru- 

2 KÂ ÓOwer Lraa+foYrmenrs ? VÂ to 2Ö RVA uyaur 
enquiries inetted: our representatives will be pleased 
to tall upon You to 711,0115.4 your aaplicatlan. Avinush 

Inndónl9.W Ó. Ter.76l1n126 d8Town CIap14Ì3 

`+v TANNOY 

For Sound Sense 
WEST NORWOOD LONDON 5E27 

GIPSY HILL 1131 

WW -161 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

SPECIAL OFFER 

1 watt S.T.C. 300 Mt/e. N.P.N. Silicon Planar 
100",0 Transistors. Limited stocks. LI for six. 
3/- each. OC44. OC45, OC70. OC71, 0081, 
OCBID, OC200, GETI6, GET20. 

SUN SOLAR CELL KITS 

24elle, 
I-pag 

bI/setooklet. u on Enptrimen. inc. 4 Sun Solar Ce 
1,1- each. AFI14, AF115, AF 116, AF117, OCI70, 
OC 171. 

Send bd for full lists.: -Inc. S.C.R. Zat ere. etc. 
OURSONS, 

78 BROAD STREET, 
CANTERBURY, KENT 

WW -162 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

C77 Refondllof Fééettrlente et.TbOUsOn 8óf P07tslea 
For details of modem m es in all branches of elec- 
trical engineering. electronics. T.V., 
tion, snnd for 1S6 -para handdak-PRE0;.- 
B.f.E.Tf0001. 159K). 29, Wllehü Ise. London. rie 

M.G. Certlnates. CItfe ex Guilds ExamiRenons, 

din.8TVE d tro les: etude et home slob wo Id 

(ml. inca 
n.t/a Rouselr 

COrrerete0Rd.. L Bon. s.Wt Gao. 
4431. Intenal Rouse. F10000ä Rd.. London. S.W.II. 

1153 

TO ALL 
Manufacturers, Wholesalers, Importers, 
etc. of the Radio and Electronic Indus- 
tries 
We are spot cash purchasers Jar all types 
o/ redundant and surplus stocks. 

Phone or write Hillside 2713 
Stonegrove 7624 

Broadfields Disposals Ltd., 
8, Broadfields Avenue, 

Edgware, Middx 
or 

Mayco Products Ltd., 
21 Lodge Lane, 

N. Finchley, N.12 

WW -I63 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

HIGH SPEED MAGNETIC COUNTERS. 
(4 x I x Ian.). 6/12/24 v. (state which), b/6 ea. 

SANGAMO GEARED MOTORS. I r.P.m. 
240 v.27/6 ach. 

RESET HIGH SPEED COUNTERS. (31x1 
x tin.). 3 Digit I8 -30v. 22'6 ea. P.P. 116. 

FIELD TELEPHONES TYPE "F." (Mint 
condition). 70/- Per pair. P.P. 10/-. 

TELEPHONE HANDSETS (latest type). 
Smoke grey 10/- ea. P.P. 2/6. 

AMPLIFIED TELEPHONE HANDSETS. 
Built-in transistor amplifier and volume control. 
Red, ivory, green, black. 35/- ea. P.P. 216. 

BULK COMPONENT PARCELS: 
100 CAPACITORS (latest types) 50 01. to of. 
250 CARBON RESISTORS ( and t watttransistor 
EPP.. 
250 CARBON RESISTORS 1 and 1 watt (all 5"ó 
and 10`,'x). 
150 HI-STAB RESISTOR 4. I and 2 watt. 

assortment Exceptionally varied any parcel, 
ID-. P.P. inc 

7000" TYPE RELAYS. 10 for 25/-. P.P. 2/6. 
ELECTRIC CHECK METERS (mint condition) 

40 amp. 10/. a. P.P. 5/.. 
I. GRADE TRANSISTORS OC, 23/28/35136. 

10/- each. 
OC. 42/44/45/71172175/76177/81/81D. 3/- a. 
OC 170 4/6 ea. ACI28 4/6 ea. 

SAVBIT 17 S.W.G. SOLDER. (lb. 716. 

10/- set. 
P.P. 2/6. 

DLRS HEADPHONES. 7/6 pair. P.P. I/O. 

QUARTZ CRYSTALS (glass capsulated). 
BIG base. 9.999 kc/s. or 32 ke/s., 10/ -ea. P.P. I/O. 

PATRICK & KINNIE 
81 PARK LANE 

ROMFORD, ESSEX 
ROMFORD 44473 

WW -164 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

Tl[Lp tlprlem'gaflBnatanrPate néérs'sumtis 
úeeü entued 

otherslnse nto e practltal s kftig 1n Great 
Brltaln.-Inqunles m: tBinRer, Stern & Co[ibergq. 140 
So. Degriam Bb. C61[ago. minois 60003, U.B.A. 

11300 

SPECIAL OFFER! 
ALL ARMSTRONG 
UNITS on NO 
INTEREST[ 
12 Monthly P' nts. 

A. L Stamford Ltd. 
BS WeymeuthTerr., 

Lander!, E.s. 
SHO 5003 

HARRINGAY(WALK ROUND) SURPLUS STORES Tel: MOOnNIew Bill ( y) 
LANES, NARß1NAAROhway 

0023 IEvenlnge) 

00P6ß9 
O.B.C. l.leonn Meters. :,000 ohm, P.V., same 100m ea 

am is reri.1 LO 0 0 P. a P. 61e 
A,C. o cater. c:+_.Inn rya. n- Ira I 

olou, pOli.0rnI:l..rai1 gE 10 0P.ulaw 
6i naov 

70.0a/ 
U,u, r, n..lri ira D.C. erlth 4+.lead. nod 

£.2.10 0 Y. a I- m., ace- .rcar 
ß Ì M,ad ma 9lanller Safely Ohmmeter (Ysmrl. 19mA. 

me 0 0 P. a P. al- 

Ave Mets. aural 7 with W t Ieaar and no. 
Ell 10 0 P. a P. 0/ 

silk vJwr. BE 0 0 P. A P. 0! 
ß.A.9. Oe Ztten. POP.. 500 amp nulput p.C., eul4,ble Tar 

welding. u driven Ism menas. por0Lle, meta or 
eeW e motor 8'7 10 O P. a P. 101. 

0$A.Omllubrt. A1ana00 v.00 cyc'e*. e popular valve. lue 
A 

b 
iyrtm4 --- ere ,. . loon . 

u a Isa Illy Ea 0 0 P. a P.r1210 
tense meek el nnnl Ism On. to loin. 01 basale 
prince Ikea In y caw your ment revulremenü 

O.LA. Poael21 Unable emanates, IO v. ao air 
ru pua0-nt) r. 10 sups. Melee volleya tll0 v. Neer, 

a teed g1ß 10 P. a P. 191° 
AM= mM. a.. 00 eye.. ,vw, trails Iv. 

£4 10 OP. a P.2ol- n. 
Ilea. Hama hag 6..t ß.8O. Power output. Urnplvte 

WW -165 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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OSMABET LTD. 
WE MANE TRANSFORMERS AMONGST MUER TRINES 
AUTO TRANSFORMERS. 200.0000. 0.c. to 110 v. u.e.,p or 
d11 lNly an01niud.0. Into 110.0E IMka Oman he 

00/.;xpwdam3/8. w.8í-181,00, E7Ì8: loo,. 858; 18ów. 
ß00w. 48:8: 9Ú0w. 001 +o0 851 , AWn. 7bl-: 0o4w. 

1r 

900; 1000. I70í-: RoaoO. ßf01. 
S0ATItp TRAN8P0811888. vbk wouvd. zOW4000, a.c. 

no. zone. £911718: mdw. ß1t tan Wo 4/. 
MAWS TBA18PO8M61S. 'uNy elwmin, updgh[ momlm8. 

Roo106240v.a.10. So,np.,0000.200M0.e.0v00100 c4, 

4. 
00.4 amp a., 03.6.90, 9 

0 amlw. 
au.P.. 801-:; TU 220-0200100 M4 

ar.4 am1p. eL: o-9A.9v. 651-: TUT E50-0-200eo Mn. 
nt.. 

4J1. i aride 
45.* 1'äb 92080920 IRO AMr4 

0.0.íe. z calta a., í.9r, a;mp. et., b0/-: TXO zone. . i T,í0. 3 0100 al. Ebl-;Too 4020 10.0 401Â-ß 
Orle/T 050, 04110104/ ILC i 84 

or 3 ohneet 
t. land 

u rr ratio >110 t, 80 ratine, LEE 8; 
t etc. 

1P.P. trawl0mer 
85101. 

or 00.0.00 ami ECLIA derme. for 5 .r ló me, 86/-: Mollard 
I output 461 -;Angle enhvl fer encre, 00090 E5/-: single L 

RTdm Nullard ;49 
dí000/Ú&$ T100.; aniE81p. 

0/6 
Input 

010. 171-. ioump 08/8; elimom. 
32/8; Charger nßit p. 1018: Bride, con rata 

Órn. B6:am6. 181.TBMSFBME06 

WOUND TO YOUR SPECIFICATION. 
E4O0klw S.A.E. 
F ̀00REBCEET LOW VOLTAGE MONTINO. 20. 00 watt 
iu. InR inland 

iaatio, tnl/,slsiorised £81101-.Inverter, Mí 001. 104300 0.4..V 
1ÌL4 TAPE ERASER and Pend de50r.elfe0, 20000 v. we, 

ai, Are I. soy type e n. 855; Ine00,t 6.0.E 
BATTERY ELIMINATOR. 0'1.0. Input 2001250v. n.e.. output 
ív.,1.0..100 Aln, 464-: Prie output Ur. 6.0. M Ma. 17/61 Lemlat 

METERS. Edgewise seul. 211n. 0.1 Mâ. 50/-: The fanion. 
l'\18000 niWti reef meter 50 E. 0.0.s. 58/1718: Peeket multi 

114 v. ß61r. 
LOUDSPEAKERS. 9 ce 15 owr0 Bruni new, lemon makes 
Al rail below ils, 0000. heavy eery 10 wraps R0( -t 50 0400, 
90!: 90 wntG le; -22 `2,!Z' smmk magvet 1I0.P1 .004 00 

for,Oo,1716:1Div.osIs..:r,,n,pnWy. 05llmmnc uOs aipaakera Ìfí. 

AUTO 000803, m 
EWAL 090Eß 

41 Edge., nee Daran 
et00k. Type 1000 26110/-; 0000 £71101-: Autulm 55; 
ringle Player 0P30 515110'-; 1010100 eaArl450 000 with 
P key 1110 War -1. 0. A P. 

01nl mmplete. 570í0(1/R way intere1m translate... ahmlulo a 

0010851.. 

(0.AE. 01 m0uhk0 Mail Order only. 
96, EIGHWORTH BORD, BOBWABE, MIDDLESEX. 

Tel.: STOaegtto 1014. 

KCoGlBO-U010RO0,. PNE 
JoCmmtoteoe., 

PULL -TIME courses for P.M.G. 0e 5000ates and the 
radar 

élmn 
maintenance imitrmnaioö 

ritrom`CúlÌ0 e11 os 
1005001084, Queen's Gardens, Klnest0O-u90n-Hull 

[154 
STCDY rad0o. tel0000 

"IL 

d 0 with the 
Id's largest home studL 110 Edon, I.ßfER.4.S 

00000E a[ 
su pWrUeal u 

101 1.10400: all 10010 5_0_0. DrrGGlt1t. for Ì10. 

tort xË rH0010. 0,05000. 
00,0.. 

Lonadon 
(8 

0y.íol01. 11ÓR 

BE00me, guaranteed 
Technically 

andalified exam. h0000e-study a mall.. TV, servicing maintenance, courses, 
City and Galle. te.; highly Informative 

1 8. p31011000, London 0.0.j bers College (Dept. 0 13 

TV tl 04000-0.01.1.8.6; E.. Cityy ó 0040065. 
R.T.E.te C.To., etc., on 000040seti0n r Refuid 

of Fee" trms. Thousands off parus. For details 

tt exams, and borne 1,000000 courses prec- 
ical pparaums) m all branches t din T.V d 
lectronics. Ile ICE 156 -page handbook-FRo0.- 

H.I.E.T. (Dept. 1508). 29 Wright, lane. London, w.E. 114 

R,C&LBOXES 

CAPACITY 15pí to 511/ßF 
RESISTANCE 0.141 to 100K0 
INDUCTANCE 1mH to 10H 
VOLTAGE DIVIDERS and 
WHEATSTONE BRIDGES 

LIONMOUNT & C0: LTD. 
BELLEVUE ROAD. NEW SOUTHGATE, 

LONDON, N,il. ENGLAND. 
Tel: Enterprise 7047. 

,,VW -166 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

9 -VALVE 000010 AMPLIS/6R MODE HAN 

Deeim;ed 
for 10,1 Production of 

la. 'due opera lou. 
milt on plmtel hoary S melid 
ensuis. . ]SSin. w 

Ie. 

6008. RLö4. 0E80 valves..011a0> 
duly, double won,d malus trine 

m Ot 0 lean fm 9 ohwnker eepnr0le 
IOutp l M1le ;m, .,rane enMmiv 

att 
M.I,,u-nnln Wrd,IXxl.udnlçurircmo4`mormline 1e cuutnlc 
The IIcom ban al :iu) AeYgnn , ue rani our 11,rnnilen 

uv000. W ar ur near p with knoLe, y r 
olu., xlw Onu 

us 
fear or16' £9161-. 1. k C. 01-. 

STEREO AMPLIFIER 

YArat NN* an'ndd 1 

ll y obr . double 
wr 

úu mnmmer.Out. 
put 4 watts per 
*Pinel. Pull 

000;) complet,, 

BARGAZE PRICE ONLY 54/10/5. 
P. hI4. 

SUPER DE LONE 000195 o1 above 000 
full 

510180 wires, 
parate Lea ..2 trabte controls and full negative IeNbaek. 

9 Oar. 

510H 0010 4 -TRANSISTOR PRINTED 
01ß001T AMPLIFIER RIT 

Type TAI 
Peak output 

in excersof 1- 

standard 
British rida .rom 
euta 

aunt a0 ph 
led **h panel, 
sire x 

driver and 
Nn and 15 ohm Tranelalput n!GNT 1140 E1 

Dollar, 001810nd mnabn pair of 001 rd*,00 OvWtowm- tim. EvOyihmB n eeplin, vire, battery Alpe, made. etc. 
Canmshmeive ea, m 01kw 1. enru rad amuit 

MUE 451.. /40/.. AP.I0 1âÌ-. oil amo real) bath 
reperde. 

01,0. 52/6 
P. Si.. pair of TAIN are !dent tar stem°. 

m Crurale, 

siti 

RAINA TBABSPOREEBS 
^ Iluu' L>11rev. PA. N, TJO, 40 vg0te. 

. l.ls. PHICB 1L-. P. e P. 01-. 

4 -SPEED PLAYER UNIT RA40AIDS 
001 band lev isÚ 0.L80.090.11 e oddwl pxNvg. 8®4018. tan. 0/80000001,. 
11.11.11. 10/12 63 9 
0.0.11 000 with mou.. Nutum ana 59 10 Gemmi NPR* de luxethe £30 10 Nß.1.20 00 *dl 0,0,0,kd pl.k.rrp arm £A R 

0010.0ßM0ßß8. Can. e/0 mcxh. 
080eat 0.0.0. 01004 Duper allie 54 E ß.8.R.4.116 ¢6119/6. LLB. ß. tar -Ils 50 10 CARRAR ATo 5010 0 ANNAßE Ama.enm 5610 0 
pm the abuse units 0, 

supplied 
0. nia 00 mono Reni vite ana. 

Pwm .1)11 0 .rra 4e eupPlleu with etertv ,end nt 1518 extra. 
SPECIAL 00000/ Autour COLLABO 4 -speed Seuil Tnmetlii4 
mn A000 Changer ßv05. Complete with Camp heed. Pew ou». 
50/15/0. Cur. 7/e. 

RRA00 NEW 0000610001 00000®01 
ROSETTE 510660 100 OMTRI00E. /]i 10040)00 eia too .0000/004. 0010100 Ile; 1Ma 01/0. Om PAO8 241 -- 

*COS UPO;-3. Mouo romplWe. Llet prire 81/-. Om Prie 1E/8. 

QUALITY RECORD PLAYER AEPLITIG5 
A 00110udlty Rrecord 0(4,00 .0011ao. This ump110eryy 

urea * g 
ß1C89. 81ói?8EcÓ volves. ̀ eep0ale Wy 100000 404 vid me Co0wla 020,0 w$h ovl0p,t trame for0ohm 1008001. ]Ira0.x 20.4.2 05707,471= hoIil noa taon. ardni 8818. P. A r. 4p. Aret ev008k,, E renom. 

t loto 
bow wI 0aI0e.utRIM 

and 610. 
P. 0 P. 5i.0 renll to ® e o PRICE $016. 

QOALITY PORTABLE 4/P CABINET 
Uveur. otnr Man. 'ill ako noa 

reeOpRler 
rad B.S.R. 

0000 Au/,b9000 or í18k R o0/ PIvçO ,'nil. 
Slid 18 x li x 811rr. 'PRIM 881918. Lyn. ]I0. 

QUALITY PORTABLE TAPE 
RECORDER CASE fille and expenalve 

none menag 
lWaed m dark grey ha y 

Pacclgradkte** perme 0 x din. Overall e re 1/Hima 
chroment... 

1.1*. d. i 
ÌJmiW vlvmOLeonÌÿ eONnrfi.00 

teeea ffi 005901,0040/5. 
P. A P. Al-. rand rimy and unused. 

R.S.R. M010RDE0E IHlvgk xwwl101w.Ixu..e., nimplc 0a1ud 
nw.,n.r,/a.58/16/-. m>/omrr..m4me.Tepeeei 

BRAND NEWS OEM LOOD5PEA0ER0 
lE/8: 01m. 15/: em. 00718: 

0/00 In x100 801-t: lox ß.M.1.1.. Sm. 
r nighAuxlu64acariante agro.oI;o(uohm q6/d. 

I I 
k 

P. 
erL 

rain. 2/-; 0{ and Blm 210; and t0 and 1ß1a 010 per 
apea 

SEANO NEW ila. to watt 100 5P00He1a 
or 10 ohm. Gr.* production by wsO.know Britten**. 

Offered below lief ria tal 89Mt P. d P. +l- 0.10 w. guitar *del 
MS 45/61-1. war col., I 

14114 WATT HI.PI AMPLIFIER RIT 
slN miI i; irhlnl e 

th m 
minne,i i4 . mlrr 
2 Elfu. i tan-nmi 

MllhrmMia m0 

wuh rwguehinlm 
aetramt 41orlmik: 
.nn 5 
nml ; 

allow re 

ws illmMlnll 71lwr.nF'rrlly 
Arundel xeinui wound 

nmte12:01;17,4 pmt 0 ml 
,ntna;earW.'wmt`dm4,aodtmnleemtmllanIu0vld,d 

Alvins Ille l l. ' lino -un: 31[IAIe. ECl`P9. EPA. 0d EEaO menti,. Imph010ntrrmtion wx,klel. 110 4PIsk a 
AB paNaO praWT. RLYwa811B1, 

Ivlc w Ìt 
' 11 AI _. F$ilbl-. `P. x I, e/A 

p 

SOL "POUR " AMPLIFIER KIT 

EVALVE. 4 WATT Uet An 
PLOC. EtAa. EEBO \"11.s12t. 060. malus K0240 p. 

special trahira, *Onde: * Hary 
duly double.*** *lai trar 

n. fumer with eí tie shern. 

âPm10,01nga ale* m a.r í01) 
variable 

minimum Insertion ka.. * 0010,) 9050000E Imam* lo `rich 
high output at nt Oudh, with so, W. 

dhlMMr factor. * u01a480 for tue cm 00024, mkngauen 
or ma. Warm. * *..Alto for comte mvuo;h0 0e macle 

Mica .0 anale, * Al this *Bide ou to 0 rire rois 
=¢n. wide x 41n..h0P. heicht. 000 * An smnmem. 
020 volve/ brand new. * sers char sadeundee Inshneilma 

ce 

ra lM 0',2,'12,;e7222 tox 1n 15 aras x 10) elm.nain, \. .zoneo P3000 7018. P. . 

47uhpleAvA,2nem1-02h0í ', 
113.1 em]4nc.,íÌxr. â:é..ai aâ `n.4aa, 

r 

eniIl 

lm,.s tr 

HARYE5WN% F.M. TUNER MK. 1 

ru;eé. : f 
4 

_à"!0%'ICy 

Minous n't:r 

*dmrifd8PenWnubt 
*rem* Nx 

llanln rl4d 

stage» and Brui* 
output. /7 
a1S x 51v.aÚslI. 

, n- 

*ton Attractive 

NrPmand 
od 

t, mains WIarm vr ami 
lau mti0r. F. Valves luta eamas, two MAO,. and P1y50 

ImtlOert. PUÌIç ddln caca. tac o1 eompleln ime. 
eón0d 4EOOM. M lirue 

All port, rota tepumtely. 0el oi parte 
rpuv l 

dhamm nna m 
IP51n/196, pm.. 814 P.r. ana me. ' i 

bore but PmpÌete wgth mssk ̀sn front panel Hâ míuWtw 
5811EIBia . Pì- Ì andMuk 

III1Vertlan as Mwk 1 but whk outputS7171-. P. k P. 010. 

SPECIAL PURCHASE! 'MME TONERS 
by farcesk0 

Benzol nrccruawP 
e0vmx0Â50v]la/m.10.Ì. Rheuitrkr(lOFnnnele11v0a0n,1 

;&I U. Oln'.niE rli.vararu armlrllad. ORLY 861- mC. '. '. Is. 

' 

OÖHLEa P.M. Toua e EAD 

A!4 
aequo aie/0" 10.7 31.C.. I.F. 151- P. P. /- 15.0. ,v000 

5800 A.O. MME INDICATOR 
Pm t1 IRu t In6, a 

rvllÉ :ens gìvlrm tiORÌIv i ß F,e 
ma0o120012*0 v: 918 euh. P.P. 04. 0 0 more ana rsc. 

4 -WAY NON-TAN0L6 TELEPHORE CABLE. Latr1t 00250- 

0...ule 
cell 1P. c 1201. to bit. Complet, with rubberee,. 

410 cash. si /0. 
n SPECIAL PURCRAAB! PROM 50.0) EANOFAOTUREO 

7-10 watt OUTPUTr TRAE510R11EOS 
1te 110ní.. 

n pair of ECIA6e 
-pu 03. p Oacv l]TPUT Tâa P. P. 

é paalir W re:1.82. 
Slx 

tra 9 own output. Oars 
BUIE 1 MÂT881TSA35P0RMERS tra muta, agile. of the above. 

1wrMel.n ó1P0.. M,;onan, 
.000 v. -"10-00 ram00.00'. 

n 1516. tta r. 914. 

MOTORED PAIL of Pi WATT TRANSISTOR 
TRITER AND OUTPUT T0ASPPOBMEPß 

110004 1010 ohm t 
x 'In1 Output hn tram. 

101- pair, Plus 2/- P. oh P.02'000 d000oLX. 
ERAND SEW PLEPPEY. - - 

P. 0 P.1/6. . T700 10 0.400. ONLY 8/t 
APEUREZ & CABINET PABBICP. 
18/8 per yd. 0.A.Ii. fur eam00)0. 

HARVERSON SURPLUS CO. LTD. 
170 HIGH ST., MERTON, S.W.19. CHErrywood 3985 

Open all day Saturday Early closing Wed., I p.m. 
A few minutes from South Wimbledon Tube Station. (Please write dearly.) 

(Cerces P. & P. charged extra. S.A.E. with BU m0ubles. 
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DAMAGED METER? 
Have it repaired by Glaser 

Reduce overheads by having your damaged Eectrien1 
Measuring Instruments repaired by L. Glaser & Co. Ltd. 

We specialise in the repair 
of all types and makes 0! 
Voltmeters, Ammeters, Micro - 
ammeters, MWt,eooge Test 
Meters. Electrical Thermo- 

eters. Recording Instruments, 
etc. 

As contractors to van Government us Govement Departments. 
we are the leading Electrical Instrument Repairers in 
the Industry. For prompt estimate end speedy delivery 
send detective instrument by registered post, or write 
to Dept. W.W. 

L. GLASER & CO. LTD. 
1.8 Berry Street, London, E.C.1. 

Tel.: Clerkeowe0 5481-2 

INSTRUMENT 

REPAIRS 

WW -167 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

THU ONLY 
COMPREHENSIVE 

RANGE OF RECORD 

MAINTENANCE 

EQUIPMENT 

IN THE WORLD! 
Send stamps value 9d. for 16 
page booklet andsu pplement 
ary data sheets Nos. I and 4 
giving the fullest and latest 
information. 
CECIL E. WATTS LIMITED 

Darby House 
Sunbury.on-Thames, Middx. 

WW -168 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

DERWENT TELEVISION 
require 

SERVICE ENGINEER 
HAMPSTEAD AREA 

Must reside in North-West 
London. Good pay and conditions. 
Apply, giving full details of ex- 
perience, etc. to:- 
DERWENT TELEVISION 

64.6( BALLARDS LANE, 
FINCHLEY, N.3. 

FINchley 2226/7 

WW -169 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

P. O. 3000 TYPE RELAYS 

uAeT 
A. PRICE YO U CAN AFFORD 

en yu. 
ramensz. Returner posdelivery. Let 

os4aoteyeu. 

CATALOGUE 2/6 POST FREE 

xis 
epR 

gg Dieu IiiROAD 

Ag lo BRIGHTON 
BRIGHTON C ASUOSEX 

65806 Yr a 

colloco OL 

WW -170 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

THE HIGH - FIDELITY 
MAIL ORDER 

SPECIALISTS 
GOODS DESPATCHED BY RETURN 

Carriage, Packing 
& Insurance (U.K.) FREE ! ! 

AMPLIFIERS TUNERS - SPEAKERS 
MOTORS PICK-UPS - MICROPHONES 

CABINETS TAPE RECORDERS 
AMC.. AHMSTRONO, D. and 0.. BBENELL. CELESTIOR. 
CHAPMAR. CONNOISSEUR. DECCA. DESIGN FURNITURE 
000nSTONE RADIO. P.L. FERROORAPII. FI -CORD, 
O.R.D.. GARRARD. OOLRmO. oOODMANl. GRAM. 
PIAF. .E.e.. LEA6. LOWTHER, LEeCO. LUSTRA - 
PHONE. PHILIPS. PPE. QUAD. euorouD. RECORD 
HOUSING. REVOLA, ROORR6. ROSETTE. SALE..'AN- 
NOY, TANDBERO, THOREN9. TRW.. VALRADIO. 
VORTECASH IOR. W.E.. WECALI.,. WHARFEDALE. ETC. 

CASH OR TERMS-CALL, WRITE OR PHONE 

WORLD WIDE EXPORTERS 
OVERSEAS ORDERS SENT FREE 

*OFPURCHASE TAX AND SHIPPED* 
PROMPTLY AT MINIMUM COST 

Fully illustrated catalogue 4/6 U.K. (Exper 
7/ (SI)). Refundable against first purchase o 

Cl (820) 

C. C. GOODWIN (SALES) LTD 

(Dept W72) 7 THE BROADWAY, 
WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N.22. 

Telephone: BOWes Park 0077/8 

I minute from Wood Green Underground 
Open 9-6 Monday to Saturday (Thum. 9-1 p.m.) 

"WIRELESS WORLDrr.TEBT INSTRUMENTS 
Complete sets of Metalwork, machine engraved Front 
Panels. Special Tag Boards and all specified Ist grade 
components. 

m onents 
For professional appearance and per- 

formance. 
Send 6d. in stamps for lists 

MALVYN ENGINEERING WORKS 
E,sg' abe Radio and Eeraro,dc )ndusrner 

T CURRIE STREET, HEREFORD, BERTA. 

TELEPHONE: HERTFORD 2204 

Aht.I.MeehE.. 
A.M.I.E.R.E.. City & Guilds. G.C.E. 

rio. curie a tousanden or 

passes. 
loglat toe blob 

Pay cod security. Thousands or For details o 

bulldlor. sdleevonirc. oc.allwrite (ors 156 -page '1.000 
h5uk.-FREE.-e.I.E.T. (Dept. 151K). 29. Wright 
Lane. London. W.8. 114 

RADIO 
2Ettrs ern therld.a Seo.ro ing ho 

GrunüâvatlANo. Deyre deoboardloe eiUden0 

ntl 

5. Siame 
for prospectus.-Wleeleas Coller,. Colwyn Bay. 112 

E.R.E.. City & Oulids sod R.M.E.e. exam'. credial 
I.C.R. home -suds ge ,di e 

-Poe detells 0e side risse os Nam. u44 w 01010m 
router. in Ladin. TV and 

I.C.S.las 
also new rmenne oou 

Rila. write to 1.5.0 (Deys, 5221. ParkEete 
Rd.. Louden, H.W.ie, fino 

B 

THE HOUSE- -FOH 
THE BEST -&-NEWEST 

IN HI-FI. TAPE & 
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
25. HIGH HOLBORN LONDON WC1 

WW -171 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

Qucbc 
SOUND SYSTEMS 

AUDIO EQUIPMENT 
MANUFACTURES 

STANSTED, ESSEX. 
Phone: STANSTED 3132 

WW-172 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

Since 1941 we have 

HAND BUILT HIGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENT 

Mono and Stereo, tnusalstor amplifiers, 
VEIT tuners. Technical details willingly. 

E ire(/ 2 AMHURST ROAD 
TELSCOAIBE CLIFFS 
NEWHAVEN SUSSEX 

WW -173 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

HAMMERITE 
Tua pattern le a 

?ATOMS OB. 
All you do IrERS 

PG. 
COLOURS: Line. caver or metallic blasa. 
Otrent 

71 
l BIBI { aeilrn 00I.. Cl to Ol. 9d., vp b 10/-, 

I piias. 6. on N/ . n tip, onor 

1 p1 

LOI-. 010. 

01 61-. t y maa- 
Prom 
PMemA! RP000IALl1seet R PAIg1R (Wl 

or direct . Hkaser 
o(e.teer: 

. anca_ 
NM. NmebembrreaW. Tel.: ut _t60 

WW -174 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

SHOEBURYNESS ELECTRONICS 
We offer the greases ever parcel of all new com- 
ponents. 
Over 350 mixed new electronic components. 
Each parcel will include: 
Condensers, Resistors, Diodes, Transistors, Silicon 
Rectifiers, Potentiometers. IFr's. Valve Basco, Tuning 
Condensers, Transformers, Printed Circuits, Coils, Etc. 

The Price 10/- plus 3/6 P.P. 

90 Bunters A , Shoeburyness, Essex. 

WW -175 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

SMALL TRANSFORMERS 
Microphone, Pickup, Une input, Output. Com- 
peter Vc[ifi e e h Fdlstredget 

Transistor 
Vibration, Sismo, Instrument. Photocell, 
Recorder Bridge and Euperimenral Trans. 
forme. of all kinds. Quick delivery. Large 
or small quantities. 

E. A. SOWTER LTD. 
7 Dedham Place, Pore Street, Ipswich 

Suffolk. Tel.: Ipswich 52794 

WW -176 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

DINSDALE AMPLIFIER 
Printed Circuits and parts for Mono and Stereo units 
"W.W" F.M. TUNER. Printed Circuits and all parts 
available. including R.F. Assembly. 
NULLARD Pt -MODE 10 W. AMPLIFIER. Official 
Mallard Board now available. also Printed Circuit Pre- 
amplifier for Guitar use with two channel input and 
tremolo. S.A.E. for lists. 

HART ELECTRONICS 
321 Great Western Street, Manch M 

WW -177 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

NYLON P.T.F.E. 
ROD, BAR, SHEET. TUBE, STRIP, WIRE 
No quantity too small. List on application. 

BRASS COPPER BRONZE 
ALUMINIUM LIGHT ALLOYS 

STAINLESS STEEL 
H. ROLLET & Co. Ltd. 

Howie Street, S.W.11 BATters«, 7872 
ALSO AT LIVERPOOL. BISeINOHAM. 

MA00IIESTER, LEEDS. GLASGOW 

WW -178 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
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FOR ALL YOUR PANEL WORK 
WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED 
BROCHURE OF PARALEX 
& LUFBRA ADJUSTABLE 

HOLECU TT ERB 

WITH MORSE 

TAPER 

SHANK 
UP TO NO. 4 

OR STRAIGHT 
SHANK I DIA. 

TO } DIA. 

HOLES ACCURATELY BORED 
FROM I in. DIA. TO 12#In. DIA. 

AKURATE ENGINEERING Co. Ltd. 
CROSS LANE, LONDON, N.B 

TEL. FITZROY 2670 

WW -179 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

3 to 30 kV measured with ease 
accurately and safely with the pocket size 

Ideal for Radio 
T.V, Cars, etc. KILOVOLTER 
Send only 97'6 or ask for leaflet 

WAVEFORMS LTD. 
72 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD LONDON-SW I 

WW -160 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

240.wELECTRIC POWER 

SEEnfrorn 12 dl CAR BATTERY 
MRIM AMERICAN DYNAMOTOR UNIT 

eon,nlla211/2IIr.n I1tle221041n 
W. Iv mimer. mI110a11n1a8 

nnlach m(Rlat reulrtGl.D10 
aalelolnm1O.Pbiee Mina2014e1Oen 
Red stamped null. del ltllnlnlOidleltils 

RI, MIMIC PNOu01.111.113.mn. 

ANYWHERE 

WW -18E FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

A COMPLETE 
SERVICE 

FROM YOUR BREADBOARD OR 
ROUGH PROTOTYPE, PRINTED CIR- 
CUITS PREPARED, ASSEMBLED AND 

TESTED. SMALL OR LARGE 
QUANTITIES. 

INSTRUMENTS 
TO FINAL STAGE INCLUDING 
CASE DESIGN AND STYLING. 
FINAL TEST AND FURTHER DE- 
VELOPMENT IF REQUIRED. 

DESIGN 
FACILITIES AVAILABLE FOR ALL 
TYPES OF ELECTRONICS. 

SUB -CONTRACT 
ELECTRONIC OR ELECTRICAL WORK 
UNDERTAKEN. ANY NUMBER. 

EXCELLENT DELIVERIES. 

RCS ELECTRONICS 
A9Órtp8LÓW.0MR1IÚÚ8ATH 

ROAD.0U 
OpNy 

WW -182 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

TEST EQUIPMENT 

TDA 
SI TORISE° INSULATION 

testinTESTGER. One 10 0.1errolhlteu of 
oper 
Orm 

000, t plan silt Innarr earl"... u to,I1,llul,G de. 110NL4 117.10.0. 

gL 08 W PER VOLT TEETRETRB MODEL !00 
and n voltamee up to 6.000. A,temuuna evd tp ;.u10 amp.. Ree4t>av up tu s0 ge0oh.,. De.. In. -10 t.. -42dn. nh.rw buu awllLk 

**mins d d,art .9rvaila or mativwty v,.l tltlÂ fNtb 0u10- 
w460.x tliu. overall...nylon 'In. rx 671A < alb. HaeNd4 Wodh: 

wwsh mo Ln.wu.nrn L,r u.e aa a Du mppd. ONLY 81711a. 

omsP oOLóT MODEL 6p0âeme u, 
to n.0 aaa .r amt am AG nt 15.000 u.P.,'; U.G. eunnt to 12 a.p. Itplatanp 

to SO 

buzzrrborn,ullbk warning of dlmilo.ludeaRC uJ bÌ.wisiv0eroerolmdl 
for A.P. output u,eaeunmunte. Oize eÄlu. x Bt}in. x Ulla 
ORLY 881188. 

20.000OR1.1 PER VOLT TE8TD3TRR. MODEL TP -69 ReWO 
up m 1.0W U.O. at 20.000 ohm. per volt awl A.O. at vol..0U 

o.V.v.: U.C. ounrnt to 5e0 mA.: RseeâLm la Um.: 
In 5tllu. xr 

to llloa.Ip11LII 
85/19/0- 

m o {80. Slp glla 

8,000 
C. 

HMS PER VOLTT1PóT18LY'R8. ROD1.000: 

Ina earreut 
TP-10.l,eao- 

delanerto 1 11.V.; Gmueltauer . 1ay: DrviLelr Ito. -20 to 
{90; Outl.lY..'k10rAudlo.eneurcaeu4O,x8I1a x biw. x 
141a ORLY 8311818. 

PREOUENC4 METERS TYPE LB. 
TYegaeney ranee 12J A.aW tr. h 2 bode. T. b the Ilwled 
tala Nary dlaN"ÌXf the weLOuo 

m1,4.41 
Lve.u Meter. . =a1a,f Z.,,G7;2I:=72:mr= .4 1u .v411t4m It ia don] with u, Internal D n.ruwluNtk. 

,w1ta 
accuracy 

u..a-aXlq,w1 Gcucratur. elre only tlllm. x tllm. x 
Spa um 015. 

gOMBREY OTTROMEND 
or en..l' AUDIO £10115!-. IM1lp,pO m10. glue wu,vinv. With bull)))' 81811b1-. 
TRANSISTORISED SIGNAL OEM:BATOR. 110 4...3110 
Blur lhw, 2;,. 21111 battery £01101-. 

TRANSISTORISED RESISTANCE CAPACITY BRIDGE. Io. 
p0101-.. 4uhugr tut and vie. uuil Indicator. 

Moth Wl1rt1'. 8816+ 
MARS OPERATED TRANSISTOR POWER SUPPLY VEIT. 
0001001 1 output 1.1. ,. up to 100 uId. Overload protect0e, 
8810:-. 

TRANSISTORISED INDUCTION BRIDGE. Intl to 1110, Ent. 

VARIABLE VOLTAGE TRM5POa0ER8. Pally rhmudtd 
0Input 280 v. A.C. 11eO eyelee0 Output 0.260 v. 2.b .11 type 

6117;6. 6wp. tyne E9. I amp.. type 818/10/-. 14 ,nape. 
t1u. 402110!. 

emmeBD TRAN0PORMERB 

log. sue 4IórnI 
il/lo. Interleaved 

ALL/IA:4oNEWraxl.amt- i6. ` "' 1818opb 
Tep 1..0.0 50 ,cabl ,A. G.8 e. 3 a. tapped at 4 v. 40. 0.8 r. 
Y.. Owned 

abase Lut 000.0.860 r. s0 mA. 
Tep 8. 30ev_2a tap.. at 12,15, 20.1. v. le Rive e -4.0 -0.E - 

HARRIS ELECTRONICS 
(LONDON) LTD. 
138 GRAY'S INN ROAD, 

LONDON W.C.I. 
Telephone: TERminus 7937 

Trading hours 9-6 Monday to Friday, closed Saturdays. 
S.A.E. brings full details Dimly.; above. 

AMERICAN 
TEST & COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 

AN/ARC-33 U.H.F. Transceivers os detailed 
in Sept. Advt. Price LOS. 

ANITRC-24 io Terminal or 
Relay quipmdents 100/400 Me/s. 

ANIVRC-19 & -19X Mobile F.M. Trans- 
. Freq. 152/174 Mc/., P.O. 

25W. 
So ply/V ,24 d 12respec- 
tively. Prie 810 and EI2 

AN/TCC-3 Telephone Terminals (AM -682) 
TCC-3 only). 

AN/URC-4 & AN/URC-11 V.H.F./U.H.F. 
" S.O.S.' band "Hundy- 
Talkies.' 

ANIARN-6 & AN/ARN-44 Compass Receivers 
ANIFPN-13 X bond Radar Beacons. 
13C-610/8 H.F. Transmitters, 2/18 MW/s. 

V.F.O. or XII. P.O. 400 w. 
OC -640/5 V.H.F. Transmitters, 100/156 

Mols. 
BC -1332 Transmitters (P.O. ANIMRN-3 

I.L.S.). 
CU-160/FRR 21 valve Antenna Couplers. 
OE-8A/U Oscilloscopes. Price LIE. 
TS-27/TSM Precision R -C Bridges. 
TS-34/AP High Speed Oscilloscopes. 
TS -239/L1 Precision LAB Oscilloscopes. 
TS -297/U General purpose Multimeters. 
TS-382D/U AFIRE Signal Generators, 20 

cps/200 kcls. 
TS-147A/UP Radar Test Sors. 
TS-413A/U Signal Generator 75kcs/4OMles. 
TS-917A/CG (Stehaa TDA-2) Telegraph Dis- 

tortion Analysers. 
ME-22/PCM Decibel Meters -45!')25 DBM. 

* Carrent Catalogue Price I/- * 
SUTTON ELECTRONICS 

Salthouse, Nr. Holt, Norfolk. Clet' 289. 

Communications Equipment 

H.F. TRANSMITTER, RECEIVER. I:I'. 
relies III 114110 112. 
Overall ,1 Md. 1211bs. 

Current ,Ira in on full transmit power - 
4 Amps/12V. 

Transmit -8 11011011 selected crystal chamois. 
Iteculvn-ContinOolis tuning or 1100,11 ehnmlrlr. 
3 10,1010 nvnllnbio-RE.15 for 1.0-3.5 

RE.20 for 2.5-5.6 mo/s. 
REAL fur 4.0.0.3 mets 

Suitable fur service in extreme elimnih c011,6- 
t(ons-as wed is antarctic expeditions. 
TRANSISTORISED P.S.U. Suitable for 
direct replacement of Itomry Transformer 
PSI! In WIN 8_. 

FIELD TELEPHONES FT.IA. Theism 
Lightweight for oint -to -point use or with ally 
typo of mooed switchboard system without 

eeesaity fur separate slvltching. Performance 
lo highestta standard. 
FIELD TELEPHONES FT.2A. Steal 
eased. extensively 1 sealed sod protected against extreme weathr conditions. 
CARRIER TELEPHONY SYSTEMS. I fI 
and I d -4 -ell spurts. 
FREQUENCY FILTERS. Audio awl 
Carrier frequencies. 
LINE TRANSFORMERS, COILS RE- 
PEATING, INDUCTION RETARDA- 
TION -- PROTECTIVE DEVICES AND 
ACCESSORIES for SWITCHBOARDS, 
OVERHEAD AND UNDERGROUND 
LINES, etc. 

R. GILFILLAN & CO. LTD., 
88, Dominion Road, Worthing, Som.,. 

Tel.: 8719. Cables: "GIL". 
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SOCKETS 
in short supply? 

You need a 

[LexorjTHERE ARE OVER 1000 COMBINATIONS 
IN ALL TYPES OF FITTINGS 

AVAILABLE FROM STOCK r 
RIB-BOARD Fall literature and price list front 

LEXOR DIS -BOARDS LTD 
DIS -BOARD lea rep)Uared vase mart. Allesley Old Road, Coventry. TeL 72614. 

WW -183 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 

MARCH, 1966 

Introduction to Laplace Transforms 
for radio and electronic engineers 

W. D. Day, A.M.I.E.E., A.M.LE.R.E. 
Presents the theory of the Laplace transformation in 
easily understood language, dealing with electrical 
circuits from the very first paragraph to the stage when 
transforms are used to investigate transient conditions. 
The first part of the book is designed for home study 
while the second half is designed as an introduction to 
more advanced texts. 
32s 6d net, by post 33s 6d 

from leading booksellers 

ILIFFE Books Ltd 
DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD STREET, LONDON, SEI 

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS 
Appointments Vacant 
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O L D E R I N G EQUIPMENT 

Designs Serving INTERNATIONAL 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRIES 

FOR 

BENCH LINE PRODUCTION 

AMATEUR'S CIRCUIT 
SOLDER JOINTING 

For full information 
and sales apply direct to 

ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD 
ADCOLA HOUSE, GAUDEN ROAD, 

LONDON, S.W.4. 

AUSTRALIAN ASSOCIATES: ADCOI.A PRODUCTS PTY LTD., 673 WHITEHORSE ROAD. MONT ALBERT. MELBOURNE 

AGENTS IN ALL LEADING COUNTRIES 
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ERSIN 

5 CORE 

FOR THE FACTORY 

I 
SOLDER 
the world's 
finest cored 
solder 

Contains 5 cores of non -corrosive high 
speed Ersin flux. Removes surface oxides 
and prevents their formation during soldering. 
Complies with B.S. 219, 441, DTD 599A, 
B.S.3252, U.S. Spec. QQ-S-571 d. 

Savbit alloy contains a small percentage of 
copper and thus prolongs the life of 
copper soldering iron bits 10 times. Liquidus 
melting temperature is 215C -419°F. 
Ministry approved under ref. DTD/900/4535 

Solder Tape, Rings, Preforms and 
Washers, Cored or Solid, are available 
in a wide range of specifications. 

Liquid fluxes and printed circuit 
soldering materials comply with Government 
specifications. Ask for special details. 

l 

STANDARD GAUGES IN WHICH MOST ALLOYS 
ARE MADE AND LENGTHS PER LB. IN FEET. 

STANDARD ALLOYS INCLUDE 
LIQUIDS 

HIGH AND LOW MELTING POINT ALLOYS 

FT. PER. LB. TIN, LEAD B.S. MELTING TEMP. ALLOY DESCRIPTION MELTING TEMP. 
S.W.G. INS. M.M. 60i40 SAVBIT GRADE 'C. 

10 .128 3.251 
12 .104 2.642 

25.6 24 
38.8 36 60,40 K 188 370 Tin/Lead/Cadmium 

14 
16 

.080 

.064 
2,032 
1.626 

65.7 60.8 
I 102 96.2 50;50 F 212 414 

T.L.C. with very low melting 
point 

145 293 

18 .048 1.219 182 170 Contains 2% Silver 19 .040 1.016 262 244 45,55 R 215 419 L.M.P. for soldering silver 179 354 20 
22 
24 

.036 

.028 

.022 

.914 

.711 

.558 

324 I 307 
536 508 
865 , 856 4060 G 234 453 

coated surfaces 

Made from Pure Tin for 
26 
28 

.018 

.014 
.46 
.375 

1292 r:1279 
1911 1892 30;70 J 255 491 

P.T. use when a lead free 
solder is essential 

232 450 

30 
32 

i .012 
.0108 

.3146 

.274 
2730 2695 
3585 3552 20!80 V 275 527 H.M.P 

High molting point 
colder to B.S. Grade 55 

, 296- 
301 

565- 
574 34 .009 233 4950 14895 

FOR THE MAINTENANCE ENGINEER AND ELECTRONICS ENTHUSIAST 
SAVBIT ALLOY REDUCES WEAR 
OF SOLDERING IRON BITS. 

Size 12 reel 15/- t.uelecp 
Contains 102 ft. approx. 
18 s.w.g. on a plastic reel. 

Size carton s/-(subl°°) 
C1SAV14 11ft. of 14 
s.w.g. 
C1SAV16 16 ft. of 16 
s.w.g. 
CISAV18 30 ft. of 18 

Size 5 
dispenser 2/6 Isaelecll 
Contains 12 ft. of 18 
s.w.g. in a handy 
dispenser. 

60/40 HIGH TIN CONTENT 

Size 1 carton 5/-lsuele=0 
C16014 9 ft. approx. 14 
s.w.g. 
C16018 29 ft. approx. 
18 s.w.g. 

Size 4A 
Dispenser 2/6 90610c0 
Contains 9 ft. of 
18 s.w.g. 80/40 alloy 
in a handy 
dispenser. 

PRINTED CIRCUIT AND TRANSISTOR 
SOLDER. FOR SOLDERING 

TEMPERATURE SENSITIVE 
COMPONENTS 

Size 10 15/- tsueleco 
Contains 212 ft. of 
22 s.w.g. 60/40 alloy on 
a plastic reel. 

Size 9 2/6 puelec0 
Contains 24 tt. of 
22 s.w.g. 60/40 alloy 
individually packed 
in a carton, 

BIB INSTRUMENT CLEANER 
Anti -static cleaner 
for tape heads, dials, 
plastic, glass and 
chrome. 4/6 teuele01 

MODEL 3 BIB WIRE 
STRIPPER AND CUTTER 
Strips insulation, 
cuts wires and splits 

ay plastic twin flex. 4/- (subject) 

\{'W-002 FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 


